
DMA, DRAMs, Cache Memories, 	 J ICoprocessors, and EDA Tools

The major objective of the first six chapters of this book
was to introduce you to structured programming and
to writing 8086 assembly language programs. Chapters
7 through 10 Introduced you to the hardware of an 8086
minimum-mode system, showed you how to interface a
microcomputer to a wide variety of Input and output
devices, and finally demonstrated how all these pieces
are put together to build a simple microcomputer-based
Instrument or control system. The major goal of the
remaining chapters In the book is to show you the
hardware and software of larger microcomputer systems.

As an example of what we mean by a larger system,
look at Figure 11-1, whIch shows the component side
of the main microprocessor board or "motherboard" for
an IBM PC, As you can see, the board contains an 8088
microprocessor, ROM, and a large block of dynamic
RAM. The board also has a socket for a special 8087 math
auxiliary processor. Finally. nte the system expansion
slots in the upper left corner of Figure 11-1. These slots
allow you to plug In additional boards which give the
system the specific interface functions you need. For
example, you may want to add a disk-controller board.
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a serial-port board, a CR1' controller board, a board with
additional memory, an A'D-D/A board, or a board which
allows your PC to junction as a logic analyzer. 'this
"open-system" approach lets you easily customize a
system for your applications and financial state.

In later chapters we discuss the operation of peripheral
boards such as CRT controller boards, disk-drive control-
ler boards, and serial communication boards which plug
into these expansion slots.

The first goal of this chapter is to show you how the
circuitry on a microcomputer motherboard such as the
one in Figure I 1-1 works. A second goal of this chapter
is to show you how computer-based tools arc used to
design, test, debug. and produce the hardware and
software for a board such as this.

OBJECTIVES
At the end of this chapter you should be able to

I. Show how an 8086 is connected with a controller
device for operation in Its maximum mode.

2. Show how a direct memory access (DMAI controller
device can be connected in an 086 system and
describe how a DMA data transfer takes place.

3. Describe how large banks of dynamic RAM can be
connected In a system.

4. DescrIbe how a cache memory is used to reduce the
number of wait states required in a system which
has a large dynamic RAM main memory.

5. Describe how automatic error detecting-correcting
circuitry works with memories.

6. Show how a coprocessor can be connected to an
8086 or 8088 operating in maximum mode.

7. Describe how an 8086 and an 8087 cooperate during
the execution of a program which contains instruc-
tions for each.

8. Write a simple assembly language program for an
8087.

9. Describe how schematic capture programs, simula-
tor programs, and other computer-based tools are
now used to develop a microcomputer system.

INTRODUCTION

After much agonizing we finall y decided to use the
original IBM PC for some of the system examples in this
chapter. Although the PC itself is sornwhat outdated. It
demonstrates well the concepts of DMA, DRAM interface.
and coprocessors that we want to teach here. Almost all
our discussion of PC operation is also valid for a PC/AT.
and as you will see in later chapters, an understanding
of the basic PC is a good starting point for understanding
later generation systems.

To give you a more detailed idea of where we are going
in this chapter and how It relates to what you have

learned in previous chapters. lets take a took at Figure
11-2. which shows a block diagram of circuitry on an
iBM PC motherboard. As you look at thts diagraw you
should see many familiar parts and a few new ones.
Start on the left side of the diagram and work your way
across It Irom the 8088 CPU and the 8259A priority.
interrupt controller. Under the 8088 main processor
note the auxiliary processor socket which can be used
for an 8087 math coprocessor.

The next vertical line of devices to the right In Figure
11-2 Consists of the address bus buffers, the data bus
buffers, and the 8288 bus controller chip. As we explain
later, a bus controller chip is required to generate ontrol
bus signals when the 8088 is operated in its maximum
mode. The buses from these devices go across the
drawing and connect to the 62-pin peripheral board
connectors so the 8088 can communicate with the
boards in the peripheral expansion slots as well as with
the ROM. RAM. and ports on board, Incidentally, the
layout of the IBM PC/XT motherboard is very similar to
this layout, but the XT has eight L'O slots instead of five.

Now find the ROM in the lower Center, the keyboard
logic. etc.. in the tnlddle right, and the dynamic RAM In
the upper right. Finally, take a look at the column of
devices which contains the 8237A-5 DMA controller.
Starting at the bottom o this column you see an 8253
5 programmable timer which is nearly Identical to the
8254 we described in Chapter 8. Just above this is the
familiar 8255A-5 programmable port device. Now you
are kit to ponder just the three devices with DMA In
their labels.

The major parts of this circuit that are new to you are
the DMA section, the dynamic RAM section and its
associated parity checklgenerator log Ic. and the auxiliary
processor. In the following sections of the chapter we
discuss each of these types ci circuitry in detail. First.
however, we will explain what we mean when we say
that an 8086 or 8088 is operating in maximum mode
because many of the circuits shown in this chapter and
the following chanters i,se the devices in this moue.

THE 8086 MAXIMUM MODE
Figure 1 t . 3a. p. 348, shows the pin diagram of the
8086 again. You may remember from our discussion in
Chapter 7 that if pin 33, the MN/MX pin, is tied high.
the 8086 operates in its minimum mode, in minimum
mode the 8086 directly generates the control bus signals
shown In parentheses next to pins 24 through 31 in
Figure I I-3a.

If the MN/MX pin is tied low, the 8086 operates in its
maximum mode and pins 24 through 31 generate the
signals named next to the pins in Figure 1 l3a. In
maximum mode the control bus sigals are sent out in
coded form on the status lines, SO. SI. and S2. As
shown in Figure 1 l3b, an external Controller device
such as the Intel 8288 Is used to produce the required
control bus signals from these lines. Figure II -3b shows
the expanded names for each of the control bus signals
generated by the 8288. Note In Figure I l-3b that 8282
octal latches are used to demultipIe the address signals
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snd 8286 bIdirectional lfl-Ivces are ,u--d to buffer th	 Circuit Connections and Operation
ata bus so that it can th! -c a boardftSi f T5.	 of the Intel 8237 DMA Controller
Now we will show yc. 'me of -;-"'." ts,at a

micr3proccsnoor can tirS'-, -:'	 Its bunrs In s'Sifflmwi	 W chose the 8237 DMA controller as the example for
1node and maximum m.	 U'is ectiort because It is a commonly used device: aiso,

It is one of the devices you will find if you start poking
around ns1de an IBM PC/X'l' or PC/AT. Before we dig

£II'T IAt..6I'gV kS '1K	 .ntn U1e actual connections and operation of an 8237-	 I 5VILIVJ I r6	 - ---- (.L)'6R1i/	
rlrcuU. however, let's take a look at the block diagramDATA TRANSFER	 ;n Figure 11-4 to get an overview of how a DMA transfer

DMA Overview	 takes place. The m Lp ttokcei	 urmind here
is that - the nlwrOprocessor and the DMA controller

Up to this poipt In the otk we ha"e used prograrr 	 timeshare the use of the address, data, and control
'nstructlons to transfer 1iL r3m ports to rnen'ory or	 bl	 el	 wflthffiuiTdll1 of the block
from memory to ports. F-7r scme applications, such as	 diagram are an attempt to show how control of the buses
transferring data bytes to mernooy rrom a magnetic or / is transferred.
optical disk, however, the data bytes are coming in from / When 'he system is first turned on, the switches are
the disk faster than they can be read in with program / In the up position, so the buses are connected from the
instructions, In a case like this we use a dedicated / microprocessor to system memory and,,ppherals. We
hardware device called a direct memory access or DMA	 Initialize all the programmable deviées in the system
controller to manage the data transfer. The DMA control-	 and go on executing our program until we need, for

	

and	 examplc,,t6read a file off a disk. To read a-disk file we
ontrol bus from the microprocessor and transfers the	 send a ^ries of commands to the smart disk controller

data bytes directlJrSim the disk controller to a series of	 devtce./telling it to find and read the desired block of
memory locati,n. Because the data transfer is handled	 data'ftom the disk. When the disk controller has the
totally in hardware, It is much faster than it would be 	 first byte of data from the disk block ready, it sends a
if done by program lnstruct, dns, A DMA controller can	 DMA request. DREQ, signal to the DMA controller, if
also transfer data fron m'mor,to .a port. Some DMA	 (hat input (channel) of the DMA conpller Is unmasked.
devices even can do memory(o-Icmoiy transfers to 	 the DMA controller will send a hojequest. HRQ. signal
implement fast block transfe/s. Here's an example of 	 o the microprocessor HOLD iput. The microprocessor
how a common DMA cont?t,t1.r is connected and used 	 will respond to this input 'by floating Its buses and
in an 8086 mInimum-mode system. 	 sending out a hold-acknowledge signal. ULDA. to the
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FIGURE 11-4 Block diagram showing how a DMA controller operates in a
microcomputer system.

DMA controUØ When the DMA controller receives the
HLDA sign{it will send out a control signal whlch/
throws t( three bus switches down to - their
posito9(This disconnects the processor from the $es
and càfinects the DMA controller to the buses.

When the DMA controller gets control of the , uses. it
sends Out the memory address where the flpt byte of
data from the disk controller is to be writtØi. Next the
DMA controller sends a DMA-acknowlege, DACKO.
signal to the disk conoller device to tell it to get ready
to output the byte,Vinally, the DMA controller asserts
both the MEMW and the IOR lines on the control
buA8serting the MEMW sigãb1the-addrsed
nimoiy to accept data written to It. Asserting J11'e IOR
signal enables the disk controller to
data from the disk on the data bus. Ihe,15'yte of data
then Is transferred directly from the ,kt1 controller to
the memory location without pa through the Cpu
or the DMA controller.

NOTE: For this type of transfer the disk controller
chip select input does not have to be enabled by
the port address decoding circuitry as it does for
normal reading from and writing to registers In
the device. In fact, the normal port-decoding cir-
cuitry is disabled durin&,MA operations to pre.
vent the combination of lOR and the output mem-
ory address from turning on unwanted ports.

When the data transfer is complete. the DMA controller
unasserts its hold-request signal to the processor and
releases the buses. The switches in Figure 11-4 are
effectively thrown back up to the CPU position. This lets
the processor take over the buses again until another
DMA transfer is needed. The processor continues execut-
ing from where it left off in the program.

A DMA transfer from memory to the disk controller
proceeds in a similar manner except that the DMA
controller asserts the memory-read control signal.
MEMR, and the output-write control sighal. LOW. DMA
transfers may be done a byte at a time or in blocks.

Now, to give you more practice working your way
through actual microprocessor circuits, let's look at
Figure 11-5. p. 359, to see some of the circuitry we
might add to an 8086 system so that we can do DMA
transfers to and from a disk controller. This circuitry is
simply a more detailed version of The block diagram in
Figure 11-4.

The first thing to do in analyzing this schematic is to
identii the major devices and relate their function,
where possible, to the block diagram. The $086 and
8284 should be old friends from your exploration of the
SDK-86. The 8237 is. of course, the DMA controller, and
the 8272 is the floppy-disk controller. We discuss the
operstl,,n of a disk controller more in Chapter 13, but
for now all you need to know about it is the overview of
how it interacts with the 8237, as we described earlier.
The 8282s in this circuit are octal latches with three-
state outputs. They are used here to latch addresses
output from either the 8086 or from the DMA controller.
These devices are controlled by ALE from the 8086 and
by AEN and ADSTB from the DMA controller.

When the power is first turned on. the address-enable
signal. AEN, from the DMA controller is low. Devices U!,
U2, and U4 are then enabled, and the ALE signal from
the 8086 goes to the strobe inputs of all three devices.
When the 8086 sends out an address and an ALE signal.
these three devices will grab the address and send it out
on the address bus lines. A19—A0. This is just as would
be done in a simpler 6086 system. Now, when the DMA
controller wants to take over the bus. it asserts its AEM
output high. This does several things. First. it disables
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FIGURE 11-5 Schematic for 8086 system with 8237 DMA controller and 8272
floppy-disk controller.

device UI so that address lines A7—A0 no longer come 	 is present there. At the start of a DMA transfer, then.
from the 8086 bus. The 8237 dIrectly outputs the lower	 memory address bits A 15—AS will be sent out by the
8 bits of the memory address for the DMA transfer.	 8237 and latched on the outputs ol U2.

Second. AEN. going high. switches the strobe multI-	 Still another effect of AEN going high is to switch the
plexer so that the strobe for device U2 comes from the 	 source of address bits At 9-A 16 from device U4 to device
address strobe output of the 8237. To save pins, the 	 U3. The DMA controller does not send out these address
8237 outputs the upper 8 bIts of the memory address 	 bits during a DMA transfer, so you have to produce them
for the DMA transfer on its data bus pins and asseris 	 In some other way. You can either hard-wire the inputs
its ADSTB output high to let you know that this address 	 of U3 to ground or + 5 V to produce a fixed value for
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these bits, or you can connect these inputs to an output
port so you can specify these address bits under program
control.

Finally. AEN going high switches the source of the
control bus signals from the outputs of the control bus
decoder clrcultzy to the control bus signal outputs of
the DMA controller. This is necessary because, during
a DMA transfer, the 8237 generates the required control
bus signals such as MEMW and bR. Incidentally, the
NOR gate decoder circuitry in the upper right corner of
the schematic is necessary to produce processor control
bus signals compatible with those from the 8237.

The final part of the circuit in Figure 11-5 to analyze
is the two 8286 octal bus transceivers. The disk control-
ler has bnlyan 8-bit data bus output. If we had connected
these eight lines on the lower eight data bus lines of the
8086 system, the DMA controller would be able to
transfer bytes only to even addresses. Likewise, if we
had connected the disk controller data outputs on the
upper eight data lines of the 8086 system, the DMA
controller would be able to transfer bytes only to odd
addresses in memory. To solve this problem, we connect
the two 82868 as a switch which can route data to/from
the disk controller from/to either odd or even addresses
in memory. If you work through the glue logic, you
should see that A0 determines which half of the data
bus Is connected to the eight data pins of the disk
controller. MEMW determines whether the buffers are
set to transfer data to or from the disk controller. Now
let's look more closely at the signal flow and timing for
this circuit.

A DMA Transfer Timing Diagram

Figure 11-6 shows the sequence of signals that will take
place for a DMA transfer In a system such as that in
Figure 11-5. Keep a copy of Figure 11-5 handy as you
work your way down through these waveforms. The
labels we have added to each signal should help you. We
will pick up where the 8237 asserts AEN high and gains
control of the buses. After the 8237 gaIns control of the
bus, it sends Out the lower 8 bits of the memory address
on its A7–AO pins and the upper 8 bits of the memory
address on its DBO–DB7 pins. The 8237 pulses ADSTB
high to latch these address bits in the 8282 and then
removes these address bits from the data bus. At about
the same time thc 8237 sends a DACK signal to the disk
controller to tell it to get ready for a data transfer.

Now that everything Is ready, the 8237 asserts two
control bus signals to enable the actual transfer. For a
transfer from memory to the disk controller, it will assert
MEMR and lOW. For a transfer from the disk controller
to memory. It will assert MEMW and bR. Note that the
8237 does not have to put out an I/O address to enable
the disk controller for this transfer. When prgammed
in DMA mode, the disk controller needs only lOR or lOW
to be asserted to enable it for the transfer. Also note that
he 8237 will not output a new address on A8 thnlugh

Al5 when a second transfer is done, unless those bits
have to be changed. This saves time during multiple-
byte transfers.

When the programmed number of bytes have been
transferred, the DMA controller pulses its end .of-proc-
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FIGURE 11-6 Timing diagram for 8237 DMA transfer. (Intel Corporation)
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ess. EOP, pin low. unasserts its hold request to the
8086. and drops its AEN signal low. This releases the
buses back to the 8086. Now that you have an idea how
an 8237 is connected arid operates in a system, we will
give you an overview of what is involved in initializing
it.

8237 Initialization Overview

Initializing an 8237 Is not difficult, but It does require
a fairly large number of bytes. We do not have space to
show you a complete initialization, but here Is an
overview.

The 8237 Is connected In a system as a port device,
so you write Initialization words to it just as you would
to any other port device. Incidentally, several 8237s can
be cascaded in a master-slave arrangement to give more
input channels and each device must be Initialized.

As shown by the pin labels on the 8237 In Figure I 1-5.
the 8237 has four DMA request inputs or channels, as
they are commonly called. For each channel you need to
send a command word which specifies the general
operation, mode words, the starting memoly address.
and the number of bytes to be transferred. Each channel
of the 8237 can be programmed to transfer a single byte
for each request, a block of bytes for each request, or to
kee , nsferring bytes until it receives a wait signal on
the EOP Inpuiioutput. Consult the data sheet in an Intel
data book to get the details of each command word.

DMA and the IBM PC

Now that you know how DMA operates, let's take a look
back at the DMA section in the block diagram of the

IBM PC motherboard circuitry in Figure 11-2. The
8237A-5 is, of course, the DMA controller, The 741,8373
Just under it is used to grab the upper 8 bits of the DMA
address sent out on the data bus by the 8237A-5 during
a transfer. This device has the same function as device
U2 in Figure 11-5. The 74LS670 Just below this is used
to output bits A16—A19 of the DMA transfer address.
the same function performed by U3 in the circuit in
Figure 11-5.

In order that peripheral boards can interface with the
'notherboard circuitry on a DMA basis, the DMA signal
lines are connected to the peripheral connectors shown
in the upper right corner of Figure 11-2. To see how
DMA and other signals go to the peripheral boards, take
a look at the pin descriptions In Figure 11-7.

The signals shown in Figure Il-la are bused to all
five peripheral connectors in parallel so that any board
can access them. Most of the signals on these connectors

:i	 i	 ii
'J•	 I ________ II
,.	 I	 II

H1"Ir niIiuIII
________ =6E-0 II_.

It)
FIGURE 11-7 Pin names and numbers for peripheral slots. (a) On IBM PC
motherboard. (b) On IBM PC/AT motherboard. (IBM Corporation)
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should be easily recognizable to you. A + in front of a
signal indicates that the signal is active high. and a -
indicates that the signal is active low. A0 through A19
on the connectors are the 20 demuitiplexed address
lines, and DO through 1)7 are the eight data lines. IRQ2
through IRQ7 are interrupt request lines which go to
the 8259A priority-interrupt controller so that peripheral
boards can interrupt the 8086 if necessary. Some other
simple signals on the connectors are the power Supply
voltages: the standard ALE. - MEMW, - MEMR. - lOW,
and - IOR control bus signals; and some clock signals.
The I/O CH RDY pin on the connector can be asserted
by a peripheral board to cause the 8086 to insert WAIT
states until the peripheral board is ready.

Finally, we are down to the DMA signals on the
expansion connectors. The DMA request pins DRQ1-
DRQ3 allow peripheral boards to request use of the
buses. A disk controller board, for example, might
request a DMA transfer of a block of data from system
memory. When the DMA controller gains control of the
system buses, it lets the peripheral device or board know
byasserting the appropriate - DACKO through - DACK3
signal. The AEN signal on the connectors is used to gate
the DMA address on the bus, as we described earlier.
When the programmed number of bytes has been trans-
ferred, the TIC pin on the connector goes high to let thc
peripheral know that the transfer is complete.

To show you that it is a small step to understand
another bus, Figure 11 -7b shows the pin names for the
I/O bus connectors on IBM PC/AT. The 80286 micropro-
cessor used in the AT has 24 address lines which are
sent Out on the bus as SAO through SAI9 and LA2O
through LA23. SDO through SDI5 are the 16 data lines
for the bus. The AT motherboard uses two 8259A priority
interrupt controllers to produce 15 interrupt inputs.
The 11 interrupt inputs not used in the motherboard
are connected to IRQ pins on the bus. The AT uses two
8237A DMA controllers to produce 7 DMA channels. The
DREQ input signal for each channel and the DACK
signal for each channel are present on the bus. Other
DMA signals present are AEN and T/C. The next signals
to look for in Figure I l-7b are the control bus sig-
nals. -SMEMW, -SMEMR, -LOW, -IOR, -MEMW,
-MEMR. BALE, and SBHE. which should be fairly
familiar to you from our previous discussions of the
8086. Now, all you have left are a few miscellaneous
signals such as REFRESH, which is used to indicate a
DRAM refresh operation is In process: -MEM CSI6.
which lets the motherboard know that the present daia
transfer is a I wait-state transfer: and -110 CSI 6. which
is used to let the motherboard know that the present
data transfer is a I wail-state transfer. The OWS line on
the bus is used to tell the motherboard that no wait
states are required to complete the current read or write
cycle. RESET DRV is the system reset line, CLK is the
6.0-MHz system clock, and OSC is a high frequency
clock signal which can be divided do and used on
110 boards. Finally, the - MASTER signal is used by
another processor board to gain control of the bus.

Now that you know how DMA works in a microcom-
puter, the next block of circuitry to talk about is the
RAM section.

INTERFACING AND REFRESHING
DYNAMIC RAMs

Review of Dynamic RAM Characteristics

For small systems such as the SDK-86, where we only
need a few kilobytes of RAM, we usually use static RAM
devices because they are very easy to interface to. For
larger systems, where we want several hundred kilobytes
or megabytes of memory. we use dynamic RAMs, often
called DRAMs. Here's why.

Static RAMs store each bit in an internal flip-flop
which requires four to six transistors. In DRAMs a data
bit is stored as a charge or no charge on a tiny capacitor.
All that is needed in addition to the capacitor isa single
transistor switch to access the capacitor when a bit is
written to it or read from it. The result of this is that
DRAMs require much less power per bit, and many -ore
bits can be stored in a given size chip. This makes the
cost per bit of storage much less. The disadvantage of
DRAMs is that each stored data bit must be refreshed
every 2 to 8 ms because the charge stored on the
tiny capacitors tends to change due to leakage. When
activated by an external signal, the refresh circuitry
In the device checks the voltage level stored on each
capacitor. If the voltage is greater than VJ2, then that
location is charged to V. If the voltage is less than V/2.
then that location is discharged to 0 V. Let's take a look
at a typical DRAM to see how we read, write, and refresh
it.

FIgure 11 -8a, p. 354. shows an internal block diagram
for a l'exas Instruments TMS44C256 CMOS DRAM. This
device isa 256K x 4 device, so it stores 262,144 words
of 4 bits each in its 20.pin package. You can connect
two of these in parallel to store bytes or 4 in parallel to
store 16-bit words. Since DRAMs are almost always
connected in parallel, several companies now produce
DRAM modules such as the TI TM4256FL8 256K X 8
device shown in Figure 1 l-8b. The 30-pin single in-line
package (SIP) takes much less PC board space than the
equivalent DIPs.

Now, according to the basic rules of address decoding,
18 address Iinc' should be required to address one of
the 256K or 2 words stored in the MT44C256 DRAM.
The diagr..m in F'igure I 1-8a, however, shows only nine
address inputs. A0-A8. The trick here is that to save
pins, DRAMs usually multiplex in the address one-half
at a time. A look at the timing diagram for a read
operation in Figure 1 I-Sc should help you to see how
this works.

To read a word from a batik of dynamic RAMs, a DRAM
controller device or other circuitry asserts the write-
enable. W. pin of the DRAMs high to enable them for a
read operation. It then sends the upper half of the
address, called the row address or page address. to the
nine address inputs he DRAMs The controller then
asserts the row-address-strobe, RAS, input of the DRAM
low to latch the row address in the DRAM. After the
proper timing interval, the controller removes the row
address and outputs the lower half of tht address, called
the column add ess, to the nine address inputs of
the DRAMs. The controller then asserts the column-
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either a burst mode or In a distributed mode. In the
burst mode all 512 rows are addressed and pulsed with
a RAS strobe one right after the other every 8 ms. In the
distributed mode a row Is addressed and pulsed after
every 8/512 ms or 15.6 ps. In a particular system you
use the med which least interferes with the operation
of thi' tystem. Now that the operation of dynamic Ris
Is fresh in your mind, we will show you how you interface
banks of DRAM5 to an 8086.

Overview of Interfacing DRAMs
to a Microprocessor

As perhaps you can see from the preceding discussion.
the following are the main tasks you have to do to
interface a bank of DRAMs to a microprocessor:

I. Multiplex the two halves of the address into each
device with the appropriate RAS and CAS strobes.

2. Provide a readiwrite control signal to enable data
into or out of the devices.

3. Refresh each row at the proper interval.

4. Ensure that a read or write operation and a refresh
operation do not take place at the same time.

There arc many ways to do these tasks. For a start let's
look at how it is done in an IBM PC or PC/XT type
microcomputer.'

DRAM Interfacing and Refreshing in the IBM PC

As you can see hi FIgure 11-2, the IBM PC has four
banks of 64K x 1 DRAMs. Two 74LS 158 multIplexer
devices are used to separate the two halves of an address
as needed by the DRAMs. Some stmple control logkc
generates the RAS. CAS. and RD/W signals. To refresh
the DRAMs on the PC and PC/XT. we use a dummy DMA
read approach. Here's how It works.

An 8253 timer is programmed to produce a pulse every
15 ps. This pulse is connected into one of the DMA
request inputs IDREQOI of an 8237 DMA controller.
which has been programmed to read from memory
arid write to a nonexistent port. When the 8237 DMA
controller receives this. pulse. it sends a hold request to
the 8088 microprocessor. After the 8088 responds with
an HLDA signal. the 8237 takes over the buses, sends
out a memory address, sends out a memory-read signal.
and sends Out a DMA acknowledge (DACKO) signal. The
lower 8 bits of the memory address it sends out go to
the address Inputs of all of the DRAMs. The DtC(0
signal from the DMA controller generates a signal whi:h
pulses the RAS lines of alt :f the DRAM banks low at
this time. After each DMA operation the current addrt ss
register in the DMA controller will he automatically
incremented or dccremented. depending on how the
device was programmed. In either c;ise. the next DM5
operation will refresh the next row in the DRAMs. If the
8237 is programmed for transfer of 

64 Kbvts. start at
address 0. incrernCfltCOUflt alter DMA. arid autoinhtu
lize the sequence of addresses sent cut will refresh all

256 rows In the DRAMS over and over. One row in each
of the banks then is refreshed every 15 ps. With the
4.77-MHz clock used in the basic IBM PC. a refresh LIMA
cycle takes about 820 ns every 15 ps or about 5 percent
of the processor' time.

The DRAM-refresh method used in IBM PC/AT-type
microcomputers is not based on DMA. but it does put
the microcomputer out of action for about 5 percent of
the tune. In a system where we don't want to sacrifice 5
percent of the processor's time for simply refreshing
DRAMs, we use a dedicated controller device to do the
refresh, etc. Here's an example of this type of device.

Using an 82C08 DRAM Controller IC
with an 8086
In high-performance systems where we want DRAM
refreshing to take up a minimum amount. of the proces-
sor's time, we usually use a dedicatad device which
handles all of the refreshing chores without tying up the
microprocessor or its buses as the DMA approach does.
An example of this type of device is the Intel 82C08.
Figure 1 1-9. p. 356. shows. in block diagram form. how
an 82C08 can be connected with an 8086 in maximum
mode to refresh and control 512 Kbytes of dynamic RAM.
The 82C08 takes care of all of the addressing and refresh
tasks we described before.

The memories here are the 256K x 4 devices shown
In Figure 11-8a. As usual for an 8O86 system, the
memory is set up as 2-byte-wide banks. In this system
each bank has two DRAM devices, so each bank has 256
Kbytes.

One important point to observe here Is that the status
signals, SQ-S3. from the 8086 are connected directly to
the control inputs of the 82C08. The 82C08 decodes
these etatus signals to produce the read and write

rl for the DRAMs. This advanced decoding
means thai., exce. when a refresh cycle is in progress.
the 8086 will be able to read a byte or word from the
DRAMa without WAIT states.

If you look closely at the 82C08 in Figure 11-9. you
should find the port enable input, PE, This input is
asserted low to request access to the DRAM. If the 82C08
is not involved in a refresh operation when PE is asserted
low, the 82C08 will multiplex the address from the
address bus Into the DRAMs with the appropriate RAS
and CAS strobes. The 82C08 will also send out an AACK
signal vhtch clocks the 74LS74 flip-flops to transfer the
A0 and BHE signals to the two memory banks. For a
read operation the addressed byte or word will then be
output on the. data bus to the 8086. For a write operation
the byte or word on the data bus will be written to the
addressed locations in the DRAM5.

The output of an address decoder is connected to the
PE input to assert it for the desired range of addresses.
Because the DRAM banks in the circuit in Figure 11-9
are so large. the address decoding is very simple. Each
bank in the circuit contains 256 Kbytes. Since
256K 2. 18 address lines are required to address
one of the b ytes in a bank. In most systems we connect
system address lines Al through AlS to the 82C08
address inputs and the 82C08 multiplexes these signals
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MAxe9

FIGURE 11-9 The 8086 microcomputer system using 82C08 DRAM controller,

into the DRAMs, nine at a time. Address Itne AO is used
along with theHE signal to select the desired bank(s).
This leaves only the A19 system address line unac-
counted for. If we connect the A19 address line directly
to the PE input of the 82C08. then PE will be asserted
whenever the 8086 outputs a memory address with A19
low. in other words, the PE input will be asserted when
the 8086 outputs any address between 00000H and

Th.

NOTE: The status signals fr-nm the 8086 are
decoded In the 82C08. so it knows whether an
address is intended for memory or an i/O port.

The address decoder here is simply ce of wire or
circuit trace which connects Al9 to the PE Input. This
connection puts the RAM in the lower half of the 8086
address range. which is appropriate, because for an
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8086 we want ROMs containing the startup program to
be at the top of the address range.

The next point to consider In the system In Figure
11-9 is how the controller arbitrates the dispute that
occurs If the CPU tries to read from or write to memory
while the controller is doing a refresh cycle. If the 82C08
In Figure 11-9 happens to be in the middle of a refresh
cycle when the 8086 tries to read a DRAM location, the
82C08 will hold Its AACK high until it is finished with
the refresh cycle. With the connections shown in Figure
11-9. this will cause the 8086 to insert one or more
WAIT states while the 82C08 finishes its refresh cycle.
In this system then, the occasional access conflict is
arbitrated by the DRAM controller. inserting a wait state
now and then slows the 8086 down less than the DMA
approach used in the IBM PCIXT-type computers.

Another Interesting feature of the system in Figure
11-9 is the battery-backup circuitry. In Chapter 8 we
discussed the use of an 8086 NMI interrupt procedure
to save program data in the case of a power failure. In
the few milliseconds between the time the ac power goes
off and the time the dc power drops below operating
levels, an interrupt procedure copies program data to a
block of CMOS static RAM which has a battery-backup
power supply. When the system is repowered. the saved
data is copied back into the main RAM. and processing
takes up where it left off. In larger systems there may
not be time enough to copy allof the important data to
another RAM. so we simply use a battery backup for the
entire RAM array, as shown in Figure 11-9.

In this circuit we used CMOS DRAMs. because when
these devices are not being accessed for reading; writing.
or refreshing, they take only microwatts of power. During
battery backup of the DRAMs they must still be re-
freshed, so the 82C08 DRAM controller is also connected
to the battery power.

When the power supply voltage drops below a specified
level, the PFO pin on the MAXIM 691 supervisor device
sends a signal to the NMI input of the 8086. The NMI
Interrupt procedure saves parameters so the program
can restart correctly when power returns and then sends
a signal to the POWER DOWN DETECT (PDD) input of
the 82C08. In response to this signal the 82C08 switches
from the high-frequency system clock to a lower-fre-
quency clock signal from the CMOS crystal oscillator.
Reducing the clock frequency decreases the amount of
current required by the DRAMs and by the 82C08 to
perform refresh operations. Also, by using the CMOS
oscillator, the hIgh-current 8284 system clock generator
does not need to be kept running.

When the power returns, the MAX69I generates a
power-on-reset signal. RESET, with the correct timing
for the 8086. If a low is output to the PDD input of the
82C08 as part of the startup sequence, the 82C08 will
automatically switch to using the system clock and
operate normally for read, write, and refresh operations.

For the backup battery we use a nickel-cadmium
or some other type which can stand the continuous
recharging and supply the needed current. The diodes
In the circuit prevent the power supply output and the
battery from fighting with each other. 	 -

in applications where the entire system must be

kept running during an ac power outage, we use a
nontnterruptlble power supply or NPS. These power
Supplies Contain large batteries, charging circuitry, and
circuitry needed to convert the battery voltage to the
voltages needed by the microcomputer.

Dynamic RAM Timing
in Microcomputer Systems

In Chapter 7 we showed you how to determine if a
memory device such as a ROM or RAM is fast enough
to operate in an 8086 system with a given clock fre-
quency. To make these calculations for a ROM or SRAM.
you use Its access times. For DRAMa, however. *e
limiting time Is the read-cycle time. tRI). Here's why.

If you take a close look at the read-cycle timing diagram
for the TMS44C256 in Figure 11-Sc. you should see that
valici.data will be present on the output a time t after
RAS goes low. For the fastest current version of the
device, this time is about tOO na. Before another row in
the device can be accessed, however, the RAS input has
to be made high and held high for a time labeled
This time of about 80 ns is required to precharge the
DRAM so that it is ready to accept the next row address.
(Reading data from a storage location in a row discharges
that location somewhat and the internal circuitq in the
DRAM "precharges" the location again before it allows
access to another row.)

The precharge time effectively adds to the access time.
so The time before a data bit from another row can b&
available on the output is considerably longer than the
access time. The total time from the start of one read
cycle to the start of the next is . Identified in Figure
11 -& as t. For the fastest version of the TMS4-4C256
the access time is only lOOns. but the t is 190 its.
For applications where the data words are rapidly being
read from random rows. It Is this t. that limits the
rate at which words from random rows can be read
Let's see how this time fits in a microprocessor read
cycle.

As shown in Figure 7-19. an 8086 requires four clock
cyc,les for each memory access. If the 8086 is operated
witha 10-MHzclock(lOonsperclock).amemoryaccess
cycle will take 400 ns. This means that If you are willing
to pay the price, you can get DRAMs which will operate
without wait states In a microcomputer using a 10-MHz
8086. However, as we discuss In Chapter 15. later-
generation processors such as the 80386 require only
tw9 clock cycles for a memory access, and they are
typically operated with a clock signal of 25 Mhz or more.
These factors drastIcally decrease the time available for
memory access. If currently available DRAM5 are used
as the main memory in a microcomputer which has a
clock frequency greater than about 15 MHz. one or more
wait states must usually be inserted in every DRAM read
or Write cycle. However, the low Cost per bit of DRAMs
makes them attractive enough that several methods
have been developed so they can be used without having
to insert wait states In every memory access cycle. While
the characteristics of DRAMs are fresh in your mind, we
will introduce you to some of these techniques.
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Page Mode and Static Column
Mode DRAM Systems

Two of the most commonly used techniques to reduce
the number of wait states needed with DRAMs are the
page mode method and the static column method.
Here's how they work.

Remember from our discussion of DRAMs in a previ-
ous section that a precharge time is required each time
a new row (page) is accessed in a DRAM. This precharge
time is the reason that the typical read and write cycle
times are so much longer than the access times for
DRAMs. If successive data words are read from or
wr*en to locations in the same page (row), however, no
precharge time is required. Also, If successive data words
are read from the same page. the row address Is the
same, so a new row address does not have to be Sent
out and strobed in with an RAS signal. With the proper
DRAM controller these two factors make It possible to
read data from a page or write data to a page without
wait states. Some timing diagrams should help you see
this.

Figure 11-1 Oa shows the read timing waveforms .for
a Texas Instruments TMS44C256 DRAM which can be
used for page mode access. For the first access in a row
(page). the DRAM controller carries out a normal row
address-RAS, column address-CAS sequence of signals.
if the next address the controller sends Out is in the
same row, an external comparatol- will send a signal to
the DRAM controller. In response to this "same-row"
signal, the DRAM controller will hold RAS low, send out
Just the column address to the AO—A8 inputs of the
DRAMs, and pulse CAS low. As long as the microproces-
sor Continues to access memory locations in the same
page (row), the controller will simply hold RAS low, send
out the column part of the addresses to the DRAMs. and
pulse CAS low for each new column address. These
accesses within a page are much faster because they
require no row address and RAS time, and because they
require no precharge time.

To determine if a memory access is within the same
page. a device such as the SN74ALS63IO Is connected
to the address bus. This device holds the page part of
the previous address in a register and compares it to
the page part of the new address. If the two address
parts are the same, the 6310 signals the DRAM controller
to do a page mode access such as that shown in Figure
ll-lOa. If the previous page address and the Current

address are different, the ccntroller will do a normal
RAS and CAS access.

Figure 11-lOb shows the read timing waveforms for a
Texas Instruments TMS44C257 DRAM which is de-
signed for static column mode operation. During the
first access in a row, the DRAM controller carries out a
normal rowaddress-RAS. column address-CAS sequence
of signals. If the next address the controller sends out
is in the same row, an external comparator will signal
the DRAM controller. In response to this "same-row"
signal, the DRAM Controller will hold RAS and CAS low
and send out Just the column address to the A0—A8
inputs of the DRAMs. As long as the microprocessor
continues to access memory locations in the same page

(row), the controller will simply hold RAS and CAS low
and send Out the column part of the addresses to the
DRAMs. The Static column mode Is more difficult to
implement than the page mode, but it Is faster than the
page mode because it does not require CAS strobes and
the associated setup and hold times.

in a high-speed microprocessor system, the Static
column decode techntque can reduce the average num-
ber of wait Slates per memory access from 2 or 3 to
perhaps 0.8. This is a considerable Improvement, but It
is not as much of an improvement as can be gained by
using a cache system.

Cache Mode DRAM Systems

INTRODUCTION

Traditionally the term cache, which is pronounced
'cash," refers to a hiding place where you put provisions
for future use. As we describe how a cache memory
system is implemented in a microcomputer, perhaps
you can see why the term is used here.

Figure 11-14', p. 360. shows in block diagram form
how a simple cache memory system is implemented in
an 80386 based microcomputer system. in Chapter 15
we discuss the details of the 80386 microprocessor, but
for this discussion all you need to know is that the
80386 has a 32-bit data bus and a 32-bit address bus.
A 32-bit address bus allows the 80386 to address up to
4 Gbytes of memory and a 32-bit data bus allows the
80386 to read or write 4 bytes in parallel.

The cache in a system such as this consists of perhaps
32 or 64 Kbytes of high-speed SRAM. The main memory
consists of a few megabytes or more of slower but
Cheaper DRAM. The general principal of a cache system
is that code and data sections currently being used are
copied from the DRAM to the high-speed SRAM cache.
where they can be accessed by the processor with no
wait states. A cache system takes advantage of the fact
that most microcomputer programs work with only
small sections of code and data at a particular time. The
fancy term for this is "locality of reference." Here's ,iow
the system works.

When the microprocessor outputs an address. the
cache controller checks to see if the contents of that
address have previously been transferred to the cache.
If the addressed code or data word is present in the
cache, the cache controller enables the cache memory
to output the addressed word on the data bus. Since
this access Is to the fast SRAM. no wait states are
required.

If the addressed word is not in the cache, the cache
controller enables the DRAM controller. The DRAM
controller then sends the address on to the main memory
to get the data word. Since the DRAM main memory is
slower, this access requires one or two wait states.
However, when a word Is read from main memory, it
not only goes to the microprocessor, it is also Written to
the cache. if the processor needs to access this data
word again, It can then read the data directly from the
cache with no wait states. The percentage of accesses
where the microprocessor finds the code or data word it
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FIGURE 11-11 80386 microcomputer RAM memory system using high-speed
SRAM cache.

needs in the cache is called the hit rate. Current systems
have average hit rates greater than 90 percent.

For write to memory operations most cache systems
use a posted-write-through method. If the cache control-
ler determines that the addressed word is present in the
cache, the controller will write the new word to the cache
with no wait states and signal the 80386 that the Write
is complete. The controller will then write the data word
to main memory. This write to the main memory is
transparent to the main processor unless the main
memory is still involved in a previous write operation.

To keep track of which main memory locations are
currently present In the SRAM cache, the cache control-
ler uses a cache directory. For the Intel 82385 cache
controller shown in Figure 11-1 1. the cache directory
RAM is contained in the controller. Each location in the
cache is represented by an entry in the directory. The
exact format for the directory entry depends on the
particular cache scheme used. The three basic cache
schemes are direct-mapped, two-way set associative.
and fully associative. We don't have time here to do a
detailed discussion of these three caching schemes, but
we will give you an introduction to each so you will
understand the terms if you see them in a computer
magazine article or advertisement. We discuss cache
systems further in Chapter 15.

A DIRECT MAPPED CACHE

Figure 1 l-12a shows a block diagram of how a direct-
mapped 32 Kbyte cache can be implemented in an 80386
system with an 82385 controller. 'As we said before. an
80386 has a 32-bit address bus, so it can address 212
bytes, or about 4 Gbytes. of memory. The 80386 also
has a 32-bit data bus, so it can read up to 4 bytes at a
time from memory. A group of four parallel bytes is
commonly referred to as a line.

The cache memory for the 80386 system in Figure
I l-12a is setup to hold 8K 4-byte lines or a total of 32
Kbytes. The 8K lines in the cache are organized as 1024

sets of 8 lines each. The cache controller treats the 4
Gbytes of main memory as 2' or 131,072 pages of 32
Kbytes each. Each page in main memory then is the
same size as the cache.

The term direct mapped here means that a particular
numbered line from a page in main memory will always
be copied to that same numbered line In the cache. For
example, if line I from page 0 is in the cache, it will be
stored in line 1 of the cache, if line 1 from page 131,070
is in the cache, it will be stored in line 1 of the cache.

The cache directory on the left of Figure ii -1 2a is
used to keep track of which lines from the main memory
currently have copies In the cache. As you can see, the
directory contains a 26-bit entry for each set of 8 lines
in the cache. The upper 17 bits of a directory entry are
called a tag. The tag in a directory entry identifies the
main memory page that a line or set of lines in the cache
duplicates. Each directory entry also contains a tag
valid bit and eight line valid bits (One for each line in
the set). Here's how the 82385 uses this directory during
a read operation.

When the 80386 sends out a 32-bit address to read a
word from memory, address lines A15 through A31
represent a main memory page, address lines A5 through
Al4 identify the set containing a desired line, and
address lines A2 through A4 identify the number of the
line in the set containing the desired word. Figure 11-1 2b
shows this in diagram form. The cache controller first
uses address bits A5 through A14 to select the directory
entry for the set that contains the addressed line. Then
It compares the upper 17 bits of the address from the
80386 with the 17-bit tag stored In the directory entry.
lithe two are equal, the controller checks the tag valid
bit to see lithe tag is current. If the tag valid bit is set.
the controller checks the line valid bit for the line
addressed by address bits A2 through A4. If the tag
matches and Is valid and the line is valid, the line is in
the cache. This isa cache hit. In this case the controller
will apply address bits A2 through A14 to the cache
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FIGURE 11-12 Cache organization for 32-Kbyte direct-mapped cache. (a) Block
diagram. (b) Use of 32-bit address by 82385 cache controller.

memory and enable the cache memory to output the
addressed word on the data bus.

If the upper 17 bits of the address from the 80386 are
not the same as the tag in the directory, the tag bit is
not valid, or the line bit for the addressed line is not
valid, the read operation is a cache miss. In this case
the 82385 will send the complete address from the 80386
along to the DRAM controller. The DRAM controller will
cause the main memory to output the addressed line on
the data bus. When this line appears on the data bus.
the 82385 wIll enable the cache memory so that the line
gets written to the cache as well as going to the 80386.
The 82385 will also update the cache directory to indicate
that this line is now in the cache, If this line or any part
of it is needed again, it can be read directly from the
cache.

When the 80386 writes a word to memory, the 82385
grabs the address and the data word then signals the
80386 that the transfer is complete. The controller then
enables the main memory so that the word is written to
the correct address in the main memory. If the data
word is present in the cache, it is also written to the
cache. This "posted write" process does not require any

wait states unless the memory is still busy with a
previous write.

A IWO-WAY SET ASSOCIATIVE CACHE SYSTEM
One difficulty with the direct-mapped cache approach
is that if a program happens to use the same numbered
line from two memory pages at the same time, it will be
swapping the two lines back and forth between main
memory and the cache as It executes. This swapping
back and forth Is called thrashing. A scheme which
helps avoid thrashing is the two-way set associative
cache approach shown in Figure 11- 13a. p. 362. In this
approach two separate caches and two separate cache
directories are set up so that the same linee fro. two
different pages can be cached at the same time. Each
cache Is half the size of the direct-mapped cache we
discussed in the previous section, so the controller treats
memory as 262.144 pages of 4096 lines each. To Identify
one of these 262,144 pages, the tag in each cache
directory entry contains 18 bits. Each directory entry in
this syster" also contains a tag valid bit, eight line valid
bits, and a least recently used bit or LRU. Here's how
this system works during a rçad operation,
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FIGURE 11-13 Two-way set-asscciative cache for 32-bit address bus system.
(a) Block diagram. (b) Use of 32-bit address by 82385 cache controller.

When the 80386 outputs an address, the 82385
controller uses address bIts AS through A13 to select
the appropr1te entry irs each cache directory. Ft then
compares the upper 18 bits of the address from the
80386 wIth the tag tn each of the selected directory
entries. If one of the tags matches. th controller checks
the tag valid bit In that directory er1tiy. The controller
also checks the line valid bit for the line specified by
address bits A2 through A4. If these- bits are set, the
controller outputs address bits A2 through A13 to
the cache associated with that directory and enables the
cache to output the desired word on the data bus.

lithe addressed data word is found in cache A. the LRIJ
bit in the directory entry Is set to indicate that the A
cache was most recently used. lithe data word is found
in the B cache, the LRU bit is set to indicate that the B
cache was most recently used. This mechanism is used
to dterrnlne which cache should be used to hold a new
line read in from main memory. When a read operation
produces a cache miss, the 82385 will send the address
and control signals to the main memory to read a line
containing the desired word. When this line comes down
the data bus, the 82385 will write it to the least recently

used cache and update the corresponding directory
entry. If the controller finds that the tag for a read
operation Is correct but -a line valid bit is invalid, It will
read the line from main memory and write it in the
cache whose directory contains the tag. This ensures
that adjacent lines from a page in main memory end up
in the same cache.

For a write operation this t.vo-way set associative
cache approach uses the same posted write-through
method we described earlier. The controller always writes
an output data word to the main memory. and if the
word Is present in one of the caches, it also updates the
word in the cache.

Because of the two . tag RAMs. etc.. this approach is
somewhat more complex to implement. but it usually
produces a be'tter hit rate than a direct-mapped cache.
The 25-MHz Compaq Deskpro 386/25 Is an example of
a system that uses ari nEd 82385 cache controller and
a two-way Set assocmatr-c cache to minimize wait states.

A FULLY ASSOCIATIVE CACHE SYSTEM
Still another type of cache that you may hear mentioned
is the fully associative type. In this type a 4-byte block
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or line from main memory can be written in any location
in the cache. Figure 11-14 shows In block diagram form
how this works.

The system has a 32-bit address bus, so it can address
4 Gbytes of memory. This corresponds to 1 Gbyte of
4-byte lines. Since 1 Gbyte is equal to 2° bytes, a 30-
bit tag is required to identilS' each block or line stored
in the cache. Each entry In the directory then must
contain 30 bits for the tag plus any additional bits used
to keep track of how recently the line was used.

A fully associative cache has the advantage that it can
hold the same numbered lines from several different
pages at the same time. I has the disadvantage, however.
that the upper 30 bits of each memory address sent out
by the microprocessor must be compared with all of the
tags in the directory to see if that line is present in the
cache. This can be a time-consuming process. Also.
when a fully associative cache is lull, some algorithm
must be Used to determine which line to overwrite when
a new line must be brought in from main memory. The
most common algorithm replaces the least recently used
line with the new line. The 82385. incidentally, is not
designed to work with a fully associative cache system.

SUMMARY
The key point for you to remember about a cache Is that
by keeping the currently used code and data in a high.
speed SRAM cache, the processor can use relatively
inexpensive DRAM for Its large main memory and still
operate with few ait states. A cache controller device
such as the 82385 automatically keeps the cache and
the cache directory updated. so  the process is essentially
invisibl&' to the microprocessor and to an executing

program

Error Detecting and Correcting in DRAM Arrays

PARITY GENERATION/CHECKING
Data read from DRAMs is subject to two types of errors.
hard errors and soft errors. Hard errors are caused by
permanent device failures. These may be . caused by a
manufacturing defect or simply random breakdown in
the chip. Soft errors are one-time errors caused by a
noise pulse in the system or. in the case of dynamic
RAMs, perhaps an alpha particle or some other radiation
causing the charge to change on the tiny capacitor
where a data bit is stored. As the size of a RAM array
increases, the chance of a hard or a soft error Increases
sharply. This increases the chance that the entire system
will fail, It seems unreasonable that one fleeting alpha
particle may cause an entire system to fail. To prevent
or at least reduce the chances of this kind of failure, we
add circuitry which detects and in some cases corrects
errors in the data read out from DRAMs. There are
several ways to do this, depending on the amount of
detection and correction needed.

The simplest method for detecting an error is with a
parity bit. This is the method used in the IBM PC circuit
shown in Figure 11-2. Note in this circuit that the DRAM
memory bank is 9 bIts wide. Eight of these bits are the
data byte being stored, and the ninth bit is a parity bit
which is used to detect errors in the stored data. A
74LS280 parity generator/checker Circuit generates a
paritybit for each byte and stores it in the ninth location
as each byte is written to memory. When the 9 bits are
read out, the overall parity is checked by the parity
generator checker circuit, lithe parity is not correct, an
error signal is sent to the NMI logic to interrupt the
processor. When you first turn on the power to an IBM
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PC or warm boot it by pressing the Ctrl. Alt, and Del
keys at the same time, one of the self-tests that it
performs is to wTite byte patterns to all of the RAM
locations and check lithe byte read back and the parity
of that byte are correct. if any error is found, an error
message is displayed on the screen so you don't try to
load and run programs In defective RAM.

ERROR DETECTING AND CORRECTING CIRCUITS
One difficulty with a simple parity check Is that two
errors in a data word may cancel each other. A second
problem with the simple parity method is that it does
not tell you which bit in a word is wrong so that you
can correct the error. More complex error detecting/
correcting codes (ECCs), often called Hamming codes
(after the man who did some of the original work in this
area), permit you to detect multiple-bit errors in a word
and to correct at least one bit error,

Figure 11-150 shows in block diagram form how a TI
74AS632 error detecting and correcting (EDAC) device
can be connected in the data path between a 32-bit
microprocessor and 16-Mbyte DRAM main memory. Note
that the EDAC is connected In parallel with the DRAM
refresh controller and in series with the SRAM cache.
Here's how the EDAC device works.

When a data word is sent from the microprocessor to
memory. it also goes to the EDAC. As the data word is
read in by thc EDAC. several encoding or check bits are
generated and written In memory along with the data
word. As shown in Figure 1 1-15b. the number of encod-
ing bits. K, required is determined by the Size of the
data word. M. and the degree of detectionlcorrection
desired. The total number of bits required for a data
word N is equal to M + K. For example. 5 encoding bits
are required to detect and correct a single-bit error in a
16-bit data word, so a total of 21 bits have to be stored
for each 16-bit word. To detect/correct a I-bit error and
detect 2 wrong bIts in a 32-bit word requires 7 encoding
bits, or a total of 39 bits. The encoding bits. incidentally.
are not just tacked on to one end of the data word as a
parity bit is. They are interspersed in the data word.

When the processor reads a data word from memory.
the data word and the check bits from memory go to the
EDAC, The EDAC calculates the check bits for the data
word read out from memory and XORs these check bits
with 'the cheek bits that were stored in memory with the
data word. The result of this XOR operation is called a
syndmme word. The syndrome word is decoded to
determine if the data word has no errors, has a single-
bit error, or has multiple-bit errors.
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FIGURE 11-15 (a) Block diagram showing how error detecting and correcting
circuitry is connected in a large DRAM system. (Texas Instruments Inc.)
(b) Hamming .code data bits and encoding bits and number of encoding bits
required for desired degree of detection/correction.
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If the data word contains no errors, the 74AS632
EDAC will simply output the data word to the processor
on the data bus. If the data word contains a single-bit
error, the EDAC device uses the syndrome word to
determine which bit is incorrect and simply inverts that
bit to correct the bit. The EDAC then outputs the
corrected data word to the processor on the data bus. If
the data word contains multiple-bit errors, the EDAC
device asserts a signal which is usually connected to an
interrupt Input on the processor. In the case of a
multiple-bit error, the programmer must decide what
action to take and write the appropriate interrupt-
service procedure.

The 74AS632 EDAC in Figure 1 l-15a can also work
with the 74ALS6301 DRAM controller to remove errors
in stored data words during refresh operations as well
as during normal read operations. This process is called
scrubbing. Correcting errors during each refresh opera-
tion decreases the chance of multiple-bit errors accumu-
lating between read operations.

For more information on DRAM error detecting/cor-
recting. consult the data sheets for error detecting'
correcting devices such as the Intel 8206. the Texas
Instruments 74AS632. or the National DP8402k

In the next section of this chapter we show you how
a second processor can directly share the address.
data, and control buses with the main processor in a
microcomputer. Processors which share the local buses
in this way are referred to as coprocessors. The example
we use for this section is an Intel 8087 math coprocessor.
As shown in Figure 11-2. the IBM PC and PC/X'F have a
socket for one of these devices.

A COPROCESSOR - THE
MATH COPROCESSOR

Overview

Many microcomputer programs, such as those used for
scientific research, engineering, business, and graphics.
need to make mathematical calculations such as com-
puting the square root of a number, the tangent of a
number, or the log of a number. Another common need
is to do trithmetic operations on veiy large and very
small numbers. There are several ways to do all this.

One way Is to write the number-crunching part of the
program in a high . level language such as FORTRAN.
compile this part of the program, and link in I/O modules
written in assembly language. The difficulty with this
approach is that programs written in high-level lan-
guages tend to run considerably slower than programs
written in assembly language.

Another way Is to write an assembly language program
which uses the normal instruction Set of the processor
to do the arithmetic functions. Reference books which
contain the algorithms for these are readily available.
Our experience has shown that it is often time consum-
ing to get from the algorithm to a working assembly
language program.

Still another approach is to buy a library of floating.
point arithmetic object modules from the manufacturer

of the microprocessor you are working with or from an
Independent software house. In your program you just
declare a procedure needed from the library as external.
call the procedure as required, and link the library object
code files for the procedures to the object code for your
program. This approach spares you the labor of writing
all the procedures.

In an application where you need a calculation to be
done as quickly as possible, however, all the previous
approaches have a problem. The architecture and In-
struction sets of general-purpose microprocessors such
as the 8086 are not designed to do complex mathematical
operations efficiently. Therefore, even highly optimized
number-crunching programs run slowly on these gener-
al-purpose machines, To solve this problem, special
processors with architectures and instruction sets opti-
mized for number-crunching have been developed.. An
example of this type of number-crunching processor Is
the Intel 8087 math processor. An 8087 is used in
parallel with the main microprocessor In a system.
rather than serving as a main processor itself. Therefore.
it is referred to as a coprocessor. The major principle
here is that the main microprocessor, an 8088. for
example, handles the general program execution and
the 8087 coprocessor handles specialized math compu-
tations. An 8087 instruction may perfot-magiven mathe-
matical computation 100 times (aster than the equiva-
lent sequence of 8086 InstructIons.

An important point that we need to mike about the
8087 is that it is an actual processor with Its own.
specialized instruction set. Instructions for the 8087
are written in a program as needed, interspersed with
the 8088/8086 instructions. To you, the programmer,
adding an 8087 to the system simply makes it appear
that you have suddenly been given a whole new set
of powerful math instructions to use In writing your
programs. When your program is assembled, the opcodes
for the 8087 instructions are put in memory right along
with the codes for the 8086 or 8088 instructions. As the
8086 or 8088 fetches instruction bytes from memory
and puts them in its queue, the 8087 also reads these
instruction bytes and puts them in its internal queue.
The 8087 decodes each instruction that comes into its
queue. When it decodes an instruction from its queue
and finds that it is an 8086 instruction, the 8087 simply
treats the instruction as an NOP. Likewise, when the
8086 or 8088 decodes an instruction from its queue
and finds that it is an 8087 instruction, the 8086 simply
treats the instruction as an NOP or in some cases reads
a data word from memory for the 8087. The point here
is that each processor decodes all the instructions in
the fetched Instruction byte stream but executes Only
its own Instructions. The first question that may occur
to you is. How do the two processors recognize 8087
instructions? The answer is that all the 8087 Instruction
codes have 11011 as the most significant bits of their
first code byte.

To start our discussion of (he 8087 we will show you
the data types, internal architecture, and programming
of an 8087: then we will describe how an 8087 Is
connected and functions In a system. If you have an
IBM PC or PC/XT type of computer, you can plug an
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8087 chip in its auxiliary processor socket and run our
example 8087 program or your own 8087 programs.

8087 Data Types

Figure 11-16 shows the formats for the different types
of numbers that the 8087 is designed to work with. The
three general types are binary integer, packed decimaL
and real. We will discuss and show examples of each
type Individually.

BINARY INTEGERS

The first three formats in Figure 11-16 show different-
length binary integer numbers. These all have the same
basic format that we have been using to represent signed
binary numbers throughout the rest of the book. The
most significant bit is a sign bit whi.h is 0 for positive
numbers and 1 for negative numbers. The other 15 to
63 bits of the data word in these formats represent the
magnitude of the nyni1èr. If the number is negative.
the magnitude prthe number is represented in 2's
complement jøm. Zero, remember, is considered a
positive nuifber in this format because it has a sign bit

of 0. Note also In Figure 11-16 the range of values that
can be represented by (the three integer lengths.
When you put nu rs in t is format in memory for
the 8087 o a	 .you put the least significant byte in
the loeIt	 ress.

ECIMAL NUMBERS
cond type of 8087 data format to look at in Figure

11-16 is the packed decimal. In this format a number
is represented as a string of 18 BCD digits, packed two
per byte. The most significant bit is a sign bit which Is
0 for positive numbers and 1 for negative numbers. The
bits Indicated with an X are don't cares. This format is
handy for working with financial programs. Using this
format you can represent a dollar amount as large as
$9,999,999,999,999,999.99. which is probably about
what the national debt will be by the year 2000. Again,
when you are putting numbers of this type in memory
locations for the 8087 to access, the least significant
byte goes in the lowest address.

REAL NUMBERS

Before we discuss the 8087 real-number formats, we
need to talk a little about real numbers in general.

Approximate Range (Decimal)

-327689*9+32767

-2 10 C	 CO • p9

-9* io" €09.90

-99. 99**Cn 99.. 99116 dIgitil

0.1.2* tO'"	 •	 3' , lO

0. 2 3	 jQ-3OI -	 9 fl 7 y

0.34	 10 .4931	 •	 I I	 104932

- INCREASING SIGNIFICANCE

WORD !NTEGER II MAGNITUDE I (TWOS
COMPLEMENT)

15	 0

I (TWO'S
SHORT INTEGER II	 MAGNITUDE	 COMPLEMENT)

31	 0

LONG INTEGER 1st	 MAGNITUDE	 I (TWOS
COMPLEMENT)

63	 0

in idne idi i d i, 1dt3idi^i d 119 d 101 di d0 1 dli d j d5 1 di d3, dp j d1 1 d01PACKED DECIMAL jsj x	 MAGNITUDE

079	 72

J j BIASED

	

SHORT REAL 11,EXPONENT	 SIGNIFICAND_J
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FIGURE 11-16 8087 data formats. (Intel Corporation)
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FIGURE 11-19 8087 control and status word formats. (a) Control.
(b) Status. (Intel Corporation)

Ill - regisl.r 7,5 staCk op

preceding paragraphs. To hold numbers being worked
on, the 8087 has a register stack of eight 80-bit registers.
labeled (0)—(7) in Figure 11-18. These registers are used
as a last-in—first-out stack in the same way the 8086
uses a stack. The 8087 has a 3-bit stack pointer which
holds the nuçnber of the register that is the current top-
of-stack (TOS). When the 8087 Is initialized, the 3-bit
stack pointer in the 8087 Is loaded with 000. so register
0 is then the TOS. When the 8087 reads in the first num-
ber that it Is going to work on from memory, It converts
the number to 80-bit temporary-real format if neces-
sary. It then decrements the stack pointer to Ill and
writes the temporary-real representation of the number
In register number 111 (7). Figure 1 l-20a. p. 370.
shows this in diagram form. As shown by the arrow in
the figure, you can think of the stack as being wrapped
around in a circle so that If you decrement 000 you get
Ill. From this diagram you can also see that if you
push more than 8 numbers on the stack, they wrap
around and write over previous numbers. After this
write-to-stack operation, register 7 is now the TOS.

In the 8087 instructions the register that is currently

the TOS is referred to as ST(0). or simply ST. The
register Just below this in the stack is referred to as
ST(l). By the register "just below," we mean the
register that the stack pointer would be pointing to
if we popped one number off the stack. For the exam-
ple in Figure ll-20a. register 000 would be ST(1)
after the first push.	 -

To help you understand this concept. Figure 1 1-20b
shows another example. In this example we have pushed
three numbers on the stack after initializing. Register
101 is now the TOS. so it is referred to as ST(0). or just
ST. The preceding number pushed on the stack is in
register 110, so it is referred to as ST( 1). Likewise, the
location below this in the stack is referred to as ST(2).
If you draw a diagram such as that In Figure 1 1-20b. it
is relatively easy to keep track of where everything is in
the stack as instructions execute. In a program you can
determine which register is currently the ST by simply
transferring the status word to memory and checking
the bits labeled ST in the status-word format in Figure
11-19b. Now let's have a look at the 8087 Instruction
set.
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REGISTER
NUMBER
ill —ST(0)AFTER
110	 FIRSTPUSH
101 BEG 000 NOW
100	 ST(1)
011
010
001
000 .- ST(0)

AFTER RESET

8087 STACK REGISTERS
()

8087 STACK REGISTERS

FIGURE 11-20 8087 stack operation. (a) Condition of
stack after reset and one push. (b) Condition of stack
after reset and three pushes.

8087 Instruction Set

8087 INSTRUCTION FORMATS

Before we work our way through the list of 8087 instruc-
tions, we swill use one simple instruction to show you
how 8087 instructions are written, how they operate,
and how they are coded. The instruction we have chosen
to use as an example here is the FAD!) instruction.

All the 8087 mnemonics start with an F, which stands
for floating point, the form In which the 8087 works
with numbers Internally. If you look in the Intel data
book, you will see this instruction represented as FAD!) /1

sourceldestlnation,source. TI is cryptic representation
means that the instruction can be written in three
different ways.

The II at the start indicates that the Instruction can
be written without any specified operands as simply
FAD!). In this case, when the 8087 executes the instruc-
tion, It will automatically add the number at the top of
the stack, ST. to the number in the next location under
it in the stack. STI ii. The 8087 stack pointer will be
incremented by I, so the register containing the result
will be ST.

The word source by itself in the expression means
that the instruction can be written as FAD!) source. The
source specified here can be one of the stack elements
or a memory location. For example, the instruction
FADD ST(2) will add the number from two locations
below ST to the number in ST and leave the result in

ST. As another example, the instruction FAD!) CORREC-
TION.YACTOEt will add a real number from the memory
location named CORRECTION_FACTOR to the number
in ST and leave the result in ST. The assembler will be
able to determine whether the number in memory is a
short-real, long-real, or temporary-real by the way that
CORREcTION_FAcTOR was declared. Short-reals, for
example, are declared with the DD directive, long-reals
with the DQ directive, and temporary-reals with the [IF
directive. If you want to add an integer number from
memory to ST. you use an instruction such as FIADD
CORRECTIOft.FACTOR. The I in the mnemonic tells
the assembler to code the Instruction so that the 8087
treats the number read In as an Integer.

NOTE: The FIADD instruction only works for a
source operand in memory.

The /destination.source in the representation of the
FADD instruction means that you can write the instruc-
tion with both a specified source and a specified destina-
tion. The source can be one of the stack elements or a
number from memory. The destination has to be one of
the stack elements. The instruction FAD!) ST(2).ST( I).
for example, will add the number one location down
from ST to the number two locations down from ST
and leave the result in ST(2). The Instruction FAD!)
ST(3),CORRECTION_FACTOR will add the real number
from the memory location named CORRECTION_FAC-
TOR to the contents of the ST(3) stack element.

Another form of the 8087 FADD instruction shown in
the data book is FADDP. The P at the end of this
mnemonic means POP. When the 8087 executes this
form of the FADD instruction, it will increment the stack
pointer by one after It does the add operation. This is
referred to as "popping the stack." The instruction
FADOP ST(ll.ST(41. for example, will add the number
at ST(4I to the number at STIll and put the result in
STIll. It will then pop the stack, or, In other words,
increment the stack poitc that what was STIll i
now ST. This form ci iri a...,. ction leaves the result
at ST. where it can easily be transferred to memory. Now
let's see how the different forms of this instruction are
coded.

Coding 8087 Instructions

Common 8086 assemblers such as MASM and TASM
accept 8087 mnemonics, and an assembler is the only
practical way to produce codes for 8087 programs.
However, to give you a feeling for how they are coded,
we will show a few examples.

Figure 11-21 shows the coding templates for the 8087
FAD!) instructions as found in the Intel data book. Note
that the figure shows coding for "8087" encodIng and
for "emulator" encoding. The 8087 encoding represents
the codes required by an actual 8087 device. The emula-
tor encoding represents the codes needed to call the
FAD!) procedure from an available Intel library of 8086
procedures which perform the same functions as the
8087 instructions. The procedures in this librar . writ-
ten in 8086 code, run much slower, but they allow you

REGISTER
NUMBER
111	 ST(2)
1W	 ST(1)
101 — lOS ST(0)
-100	 ST(7)
oil	 ST(6)
010	 ST(5)
001	 ST(4)
000	 ST(3)
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lype I: Stack top and slack element

los?	 10011011	 j	 lIOIldOO	 I
E.l9o.	 11001101	 lI dOO	 hb000t)

.

Type 2: Stack lop and memory operand

9017	 10011011	 11011 n100	 I
I,.,lmMo	

[	
11001101	 fl	 I	 '°°	 I

m = 0 tor short real operand: I for long real operand

Type 3: Pop stack

10011011	 11011110	 11000(i)

1MW.	 11001101	 00011110

0057 ThM (W.M)	 TYPICAL	 RAtIOS

.t oW.n.nI and hacK lop	 95	 70-100
stacK 04.15.15. tI.k top pop	 90	 75-105
04,011,05 110111045 and hacK top	 105.EA	 9Q-l20EA
long 1.0445515045 and 41504 lop	 ll0+EA 95.125.EA

FIGURE 11-21 8087 FADI) coding templates. (Intel
Corporat,on)

to test an 8087 program without having an actual 8087
in the system. We will concentrate here on the codes for
the actual 8087 device.

First let's look at the coding for the FADD instruction
with no specified operands. This instruction, remember,
will add the contents of ST to the contents of ST( 1). put
the results In ST( I). and then pop the stack so that the
result Is at ST. The first byte of the instruction code.
10011011, is the code for the 8086 WAIT instruction.
As we explain in detail later, this Instruction code Is put
here to make the 8086 and 8087 wait until the 8087
has completed this instruction before starting the next
one. The second byte shown is actually the first byte
of the 8087 FADD instruction. The 5 most significant
bits, 11011. identify this as an 8087 instruction. The
lower 3 bits of the first code byte and the middle 3 bIts
of the second code byte are the opcode for the particular
8087 instructIon. The bit labeled d at the start of these
6 bits is a 0 if the destination for an FADO ST(N),ST(N)-
type instruction is ST. The d bit Isa 1 if the destination
stack element is one other than ST. as it Is for the FADD
instruction with no specified operands. For the FADI)
instruction with no specified operands, these 6 bits will
be lOU 000. The two most significant (MODI bits in the
second code byte are Is because this form of the FADD
instruction does not read a number from memory. The
least significant 3 bts of the second instruction byte,
represented by an i in the template, indicate which stack
element other than ST is specified in the instructR,n.

Since the simple FADD Instruction uses ST(1I as
destInation, 001 will be put in these bits. Putting all of
this together for the FAD!) instruction with no specified
source or destnation gives 10011011 11011100
11000001 bInary or 9BH DCH C1H as the code bytes.

For a little more practice with this. see if you can code
the 8087 instructIon FAD!) ST.ST(2). Most of the coding
for this Instruction is the same as that for the previous
Instruction. For this one, however, the ci bit is a 0
because ST Is the specified destination. Also, the R/M
bits are 010. because the other register involved in the
addition is ST(2). The answer is 9BD8C2H. Now let's try
an example which uses memory as the source of an
operand for FADD.

For an FADD instruction such as FADD CORREC-
TION_FACTOR, which brings in one operand from
memory aI3d adds it to ST. the memory address can be
specified In any of the 24 ways shown In Figure 3-8. For
the memory reference form of the FADD instruction, the
MOD and R/M bits in the second code byte are used to
specify the desired addressing mode. FADD CORREC-
TION_FACTOR represents direct addressing. so the
MOD bits will be 00 and the RIM bits will be 110, as
shown in Figure 3-8. Two additional code bytes will be
used to put in the direct address, low byte first. Since
we are not using any of the other stack elements other
than ST for this instruction. we 'don't need the ci bit to
specify the other stack element. Instead, as shown in
Figure 11-21. this bit Is labeled m. A 0 in this bit is
used to specify a short-real, and a 1 in this bit is used
for a long-real. Assuming CORRECTION_FACTOR Is
declared as a long-real, the code bytes for our FADD
CORRECTION_FACTOR instruction will then be
10011011 I1011l0000000lIOfollowedbythe2bYtes
of the direct address.

Now that you have an overvIew of how 8087 instruc-
tions are written and coded. we'brlefly discuss each of
the 8087 instructions.

8087 Instruction Descriptions

The 8087 instruction mnemonics all begin with the
letter F. which stands for floating point and distin-
guishes the 8087 instructions from 8086 InstruCtions.
We have found that If we mentally remove the F as we
read the mnemonic, It makes it easier to connect the
mnemonic and the operation performed by the instruc-
tion. Here we briefly describe the operation of each of
the 8087 instructions so that you can use some of them
to write simple programs. As you read through these
instructionsthe first time, dont try to absorb them all, or
you probably wont remember any of them. Concentrate
first on the instructions you need to get operands from
memory into the 8087. sImple arithmetic Instructions,
and the instructions you need to get results copied back
from the 8087 to memory where you can use them. Then
work your way through the example program in the next
section. After that, read through the instructions again
and pay special attention to the transcendental instruc-
tions which allow you to perform trigonometric ansi
logarithmic operattons

The instructions are grouped here in six functional
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groups so that you can more easily find the instruction
which performs a desired operation.

If the 8087 detects an error condition, usually called
an exception, while it is executing an instruction. it will
set the appropriate bit in its status register. After
the instruction finishes executing, the status register
contents can be transferred to memoiy with another
8087 Instruction, You can then use 8086 instructions
to check the status bits and decide what action to take
if an error has occurred. Figure II - 19b shows the format
of the 8087 status word. The lowest 6 bits are the
exception status bits. These bits will all be 0's if no
errors have occurred. In the instruction descriptions
following, we use the first letter of each exception type
to indicate the status bits affected by each instruction.

If you send the 8087 a control word which unmasks
the exception interrupts, as shown in Figure 1 1-19a.
the 8087 wIll also send out a hardware interrupt signal
when an error occurs. This signal can be used to send
th 8086 direcUy to an exception handling procedure.

)ATA TRANSFER INSTRUCTIONS

Real Transfers
FID source—Decrements the stack pointer by one and
copies a real number from a stack element or memory
location to the new ST. A short-real or long-real number
from memory Is automatically converted to temporary-
real format by the 8087 before it is put hi ST. Exceptions:
I. D.

EXAMPLES:

FLD ST(3)	 Copfr . T(3) to ST
FLD LONG...REALBXj Number fron nemoIy copied

to ST

EST destination—Copies ST to a specified stack position
or to a specified memory location, If a number Is trans-
ferred to a memory location, the number and its expo-
nent will be rounded to fit In the destination memory
location. Exceptions: I, 0, U. P.

EXAMPLES

FST ST(2)	 Copy ST to ST(2). and
increment stack pointer

FST SHORT_REAUBXI : Copy ST to memory
at SHORT_REAUBXI

FSTP destination—Copies ST to a specified stack element
or memory location and increments the stack pointer
by 1 to point to the next element on the stack. This is
a stack pop operation. It is identical to FST except for
the effect on the stack pointer.

Integer Transfers

FILD source—Integer load. Convert integer number from
memory to temporary-real format and push on 8087
stack. Exception: I.

EXAMPLE:

FILD DWORD PTR IBXI ; Short integer from memory
at IBXI

FIST destination—Integer store. Convert number from ST
to integer form and copy to memory. Exceptions: I. P.

EXAMPLE:

FIST LONG_INT ST to memory locations
named LONG.JNT

FISTP destination_-Integer store and pop. Identical to FIST
except that stack pointer is Incremented after copy.

Packed Decimal Transfers

FBLD source—Packed decimal(BCD) load. Convert num-
ber from memory to temporary-real format and push on
top of 8087 stack. Exception: I.

EXAMPLE:

FBLI) MONEY.J)UE Ten byte BCD number from
memory to ST

FBSTP destinatior—BCD store in memory and pop 8087
stack. Pops temporary-real from stack, converts to 10-
byte HCD, and writes result to memory. Exception: I

EXAMPLE:

FBSTP TAX ST converted to BCD, sent to memory

ARITHMETIC INSTRUCTIONS

Addition

FADO //source/destination, source—Add real from specified
source to real at specified destination. Source can be
stack element or memory location. Destination must be
a stack element. If no source or destination is specified,
then ST is added to ST( I) and the stack pointer is
incremented so that the result of the addition is at ST.
Exceptions: I, D. 0, U, P.

FXCH I/destination—Exchanges the contents of ST with
the contents of a specified stack element. If no destina- 	 EXAMPLES:
lion is specified, then ST( 1) is used. Exception: I.

FADD ST(3). ST : Add ST to ST(3). result in ST(3)
EXAMPLE:	 FADD ST.ST(4)	 Add ST(4) to ST. result in ST

FADD INTEREST : Real num from mem + ST
FXCH ST(5) Swap ST and ST(5) 	 FADD	 ST+ST(I). pop stack-result at ST
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FADDP destination, source—Add ST to specified stack
clement and Increment stack pointer by 1. Exceptions:
I. D. 0. U. P.

EXAMPLE:

FADDP ST( I) Add ST( 1) to ST. Increment stack
pointer so ST(I) becomes ST

FIAOD source—Add integer from memory to ST. result
in ST. Exceptions: I. D. 0. P.

EXAMPLE

FIADD CARS_SOLD Integer number from
memory + ST

Subtraction

Multiplication

FMUL //sourcefdestination,source—Multlply real number
from source by real number from specified destination
and put result in specIfied stack element. See FADD
instruction description for examples of spec1rtng op-
erands. Exceptions: I, D. 0. U. P.

FMULP destination,source—Multlply real number from
specified source by real number from specified destina-
tion, put result in specified stackelement. and increment
stack pointer by I. See FADDP instruction for examples
of how to speci operands for this instruction. With no
specified operands FMULP multiplies ST( 1) by ST and
pope stack to leave result at ST. Exceptions: I. D. 0. U.
P.

FIMUL source—Multiply integer from memory times ST
and put result in ST. Exceptions: I. D. 0. P.

EXAMPLE:
FSUB //sourceldestination,source—Subtract the real num-
ber at the specified source from the real number at the FIMUL DWORD FIR IBXI
specified destination and put the result In the specified
destination. Exceptions: I, D. 0, U. P.

Division
EXAMPLES:

FSUB ST(2).ST : ST(2) becomes ST(2) - ST
FSUB CHARGE ST becomes ST - real from memory
FSUB	 ST becomes (Sill) - ST)

FSUBP destinaiion,source—Subtract ST from specified
stack element and put result in specified stack element.
Then increment stack pointer by 1. ExceptIons: I. D. 0.
U. P.

EXAMPLES

FSUBPST(I) ST(l) - ST. ST(l)becomes new ST.

FISUB source—Integer from memory subtracted from ST.
result in ST. Exceptions: I. D. 0. P.

EXAMPLE:

FISUB CARS_SOLD : ST becomes ST - integer
from memory

Reversed Subtraction

FSIJBR //source/destination,source

FSUBRP //destination.source

FDIV //source/destination,source—Divlde destination real
by source real: result goes In destination. See FADD
formats. Exceptions: I. D. Z, 0. U. P.	 -

FDIVP destination,source—Same as FDIV. but also incre-
ment stack pointer by I after DIV. See FADDP formats.
Exeeptions: I. D. Z. 0. U. P.

FIDIV source—Divide ST by integer from memory, result
in ST. Exceptions: I, D. Z. 0. U. P.

Reversed Division

FDIVR I/source/destination,source

FDIVP destination,source

FiD1VR source—These three instructions are identical in
format to the FDIV, FDIVP. and FIDIV instructions.
except that they divide the source operand by the
destination operand and put the result in the desti-
nation.

Other Arithmetic Operations

FSQRT—Contents of ST are replaced with Its square root.
Exceptions: I. 0. P.

EXAMPLE:
JSU6R source—These Instructions operate the same as

the FSUB Instructions described previously, except that	 FSQRT
these Instructions subtract the contents of the specified
destination from the contents of the specified source	 FSCALE—Scale the number in ST by adding an integer
and put the difference in the specified destination, 	 value In ST( I) to the exponent of the number in ST1
Normal FSUB instructions, remember, subtract source 	 Fast way of multiplying by integral powers of two.
from destination.	 Exceptions: I. 0. U.
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FPREM—Part.jaj remainder. The contents of ST(lJ are
subtracted from the contents of ST over and over again
until the contents of ST are smaller than the contents
of ST( 1). FPREM can be used to reduce a large angle to
less than iii4 so that the 8087 trIg functions can be used
on It. Exceptions: I. D, U.

EXAMPLE:

FPREM

ERNDINT—Round number in ST to an integer. The
round-control (RC) bits in the control word determine
how the number will be rounded. if the RC bits ar": set
for down or chop, a number such as 205.73 will be
-'unded to 205. If the RC bits awset for up or nearest.

205.73 wifi be rounded to 206. Exceptions: I. P.

FXTRACT—Separates the exponent and the significand
parts ci a temporary-real number In ST. After the
instruction executes. ST contains a temporary-reaJ rep-
resenttion of the significand of the number and STI I
onta is a temporary-real representation of the expo-

of the number. These two could then be written
.rately Out to memory locations. Exception: I.

ABS—Number in ST is replaced by its absolute value.
Instruction simply makes sign positive. Exception: I.

FCHS.—Complements the sign of the number in ST.
Exception: I.

COMPARE INSTRUCTIONS

The compare instructions with COM in their mnemonic
compare contents of ST with contents of specified or
default source. The source may be another stack element
or real number in memory. These compare instructions
set the condition code bits C3, C2, and CO of the Status
word shown in Figure lI-19b as follows:

C3C2CO
o 0 0 ST > source
0 0 0 ST<source
1 0 0 ST = source
1 1 1 numbers cannot be compared

You can transfer the status word to memory with the
8087 FSTSW instruction and then use 8086 instructions
to determine the results of the comparison. Here are the
different compares.

FCOM flsource—Compares ST with real number in an-
other stack element or memory. Exceptions: I. D.

EXAMPLES:

FCOMPP—Compare ST with ST( 1) and increment stack
pointer by 2 after compare. This puts the new ST above
the two numbers compared. Exceptions: I, D.

FICOM source—Compares ST to a short or long integer
from memory. Exceptions: I, 0.

EXAMPLE:

FICOM MA)LALTITUDE

FICOMP source—identical to FICOM except stack pointer
is incremented by I after compare.

FTST—Compares ST with 0. Condition code bits C3. C2.
and CO in the status word are set as shown above if you
assume the source In this case is 0. Exceptions: I. 0.

EXAM—Tests ST to see if it isO. infinity, unnormajized,
or empty. Sets bits C3. C2. Cl, and CO to indicate result.
See Intel data book for coding. Exceptions: None.

TRANSCENDENTAL (TRIGONOMETRIC AND
EXPONENTIAL) INSTRUCTIONS

FPTAN—Computes the values for a ratio of Y/X for an
angle in ST. The angle must be expressed in radians,
and the angle must be in the range of 0 < angle < w/4.

NOTE: EPTAN does not work correctly for angles
of exactly 0 and ir/4. You can convert an angle from
degrees to radians by dividing it by 57.295779. An
angle greater than -n/4 can be brought into range
with the 8087 FPREM instruction. he V value
replaces the angle on the stack, and tie X value is
pushed on the stack to become the new ST. The
values for X and Y are created separately so you
can use them to calculate other trig functions for
the given angle. Exceptions: I, P.

FPATA N-Computes the angle whose tangent is YIX. The
X value must be in ST. and the V value must be in ST( 1).
Also.XandYmustsatisIytheinequalityo < V < X < .
The resulting angle expressed in radians replaces V in
the stack. After the operation the stack pointer is
incremented so the result is then ST. Exceptions: U, P.

F2XMI—Computes th- function y = - 1 for an X
value in ST. The result, V. replaces X in ST. X must be
in the range 0 X 0.5. To produce 2. you can simply
add I to the result from this Instruction. Using some
common equalities, you can produce values often needed
in engineering and scientific calculations.

EXAMPLES:

FCOM	 Compares ST with STIll
	

lO = 2'°
FCOM ST(3)
	

Compares ST with ST(3) 	 =
FCOM MiNIMUM_PAYMENT Compares ST with real	 =

from memory

FCC)MP //source—identical to FCOM except that the stack
pointer is Incremented by 1 after the compare operation.
Old ST( I) becomes new ST.

FYL2X—Cajculates Y times the LOG to the base 2 of X
or YILOG 2X). X must be In the range of 0 < X < and
V must be in the range - < y < +. X must initially
be in ST and Y must be in STI I). The result replaces V
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and then the stack is popped so that the result Is then
at ST. This Instruction can be used to compute the
log of a number in any base, a, using the identity
LOGX LOG,,2(LOG 3X ). For a given a, LOG2 Is a
constant which can easily be calculated and used as the
Y value for the instruction. Exceptions: P.

FYL2XP1—Computes the function Y times the LOG to the
base 2of(X + l)n'Y(LOG 2(X + 1)). This instruction Is
almost identical to FYL2X except that it gives more
accurate results when computing the LOG of a number
very close to 1. Consult the Intel manual for further
detail.

INSTRUCTIONS WHICH LOAD CONSTANTS

The following instructions simply push the Indicated
constant onto the stack. Flaying these commonly used
constants available reduces programming effort.

FLDZ—Push 0.0 on stack.

FLD1—Push + 1.0 on stack.

FLDPI—Push the value of ir on stack.

FLD2T—Push LOG of 10 to the base 2 on stack (LOG 3 10).

FLDI2E—Push LOG of e to the base 2 on stack (LOG2e).

FLDLG2—Push LOG of 2 to thebase lOon stack (LOGrn2).

FlDtN2—Push LOG of 2 to the base eon stack (LOG.2).

PROCESSOR CONTROL INSTRUCTIONS

These instructions do not perform computations. They
are used to do tasks such as initializing the 8087,
enabling interrupts, writing the status word to memory.
etc.

Instruction mnemonics with an N as the second
character have the same function as those without the
N. but they put an NOP in front of the instruction
Instead of putting a WAIT instruction there.

FINIT/FNINT—lnitlalizes 8087. Disables interrupt out-
put. sets stack pointer to register 7, sets default status.

FDISI/FNDISI—Disables the 8087 interrupt output pin so
that It cannot cause an interrupt when an exception
(error) occurs.

FENI/FNENI—Enabjes 8087 interrupt output so it can
cause an Interrupt when an exception occurs.

FLDCW source—Loads a Status word from a named
memory location, into the 8087 status register. This
instruction should be preceded by the FCLEX instruc-
tion to prevent a possible exception response If an
exception bit in the status word is set.

FSTCW/FNSTCW destination—Copies the 8087 control
word to a named memory location where you can deter-
mine Its current value with 8086 instructions.

FSTSW/FNSTSW destination—Copies the 8087 status word
to a named memory location. You can check various
status bits with 8086 instructions and base further
action on the state of these bits.

FCLEX/FNCLEX—Clears all the 8087 exception flag bits in
the status register. Unasserts BUSY and INT outputs.

FSAVEJFNSAVE destination—Copies the 8087 control word,
status word, pointers, and entire register stack to a
named, 94-byte area of memory. After copying all this.
the FSAVEIFNSAVE instruction initializes the 8087 as
if the FINIT/FNINIT instruction had been executed.

FRSTOR source—Copies a 94-byte named area of memory
into the 8087 control register, status register. pointer
registers, and stack registers.

FSTENV/FNSTENV destination—Copies the 8087 control
register, status register. tag words, and exception point-
ers to a named series of memory locations. This instruc-
tion does not copy the 8087 register stack to memory
as the FSAVE/FNSAVE instruction does.

FLDENV source—Loads the 8087 control register. status
register. tag word, and exception pointers from a named
area in memory.

FINCSTP—lncrements the 8087 stack pointer by 1. If the
stack pointer contains 111 and it is incremented, it will
point to 000.

FDECSTP—Decrements the stack pointer by 1. If the
stack pointer contains 000 and it is decremented. It will
contain 111.

FFREE destination—Changes the tag for the specified desti-
natioii register to empty. See the Intel manual for a
disctisslon of the tag word. (You usually don't need to
know about it.)

FNOP—Performs no operation. Actually copies ST to ST.

FWAIT—This instruction is actually an 8086 instruction
which makes the 8086 waIt until it receives a not-busy
signal from the 8087 to its TEST pin. This is done to
make sure that neither the 8086 nor the 8087 starts
the next instruction before the preceding 8087 instruc-
tiOn is completed.

An 8087 Example Program —
Pythagoras Revisited

As you may remember from back there somewhere in
geometry, the Pythagorean theorem states that the
hypotenuse (longest side) of a right triangle squared is
equal to the square of one of the other sides plus the
square of the remaining side. This is commonly written
as C2 = A2 + B2 . For this example program we want to
solve this for the hypotenuse C. so we take the square
rootofbothsidesoftheequationtogtveC = VA2 + B2.

Figure 11-22. p. 376. shows a simple 8087 program
you can use to compute the value of C for given values
of A and B. We have shown the assembler listing for the
program so you can see the actual codes that are
generated for the 8087 instructions. Note, for example.
that each of the codes for the 8087 instructions here
starts with 9BH, the code for the WAIT instruction
whose function we explained before.

At the start of the program we set aside some named
memory locations to store the values of the three sides
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•8087 PROGRAM F11-22.ASM

;ABSTRACT: NUMERIC DATA PROCESSOR EXAMPI.E PROGRAM

This program calculates the hypotenuse of a right
triangle, given SIDE A and SIDE 8.

.8087	 ; This tin. tells TASM that the program contains 8087 instructions

NAME PYTHAG

DATA SEGMENT	 WORD PUBLIC
SIDE_A	 00	 3.0
SIDE_B	 DO	 4.0
HYPOTENUSE DO	 0

CONTROL WORD OW

STATUS_WORD DV
DATA ENDS

Set aside space for Side A, short real

Set aside space for Side 8, short real
Set aside space for result, short real
5.0 normalized 4OA00000
Space for control word
Space for status word

Initialize data segnnt register

CIXE SEGMENT WORD PUBLIC

ASSUME CS:C(E, OS:DATA
START: NOV AX. DATA

NOV OS, AX
F IN IT

NOV CONTROL_WORD,

FLDCW CONTROL_WORD
FLD	 SIDE_A
FJL ST, Sr(0)
FLD	 SIDE_B

FMIJL ST. ST(0)
FADD ST, ST(1)
F SORT

FSTSW STATUS_WORD
NOV AX, STATUS WORI
AND	 AL, OBFI4
JNZ	 STOP
FSTP HYPOTENUSE

STOP: HOP
C00E ENDS

END START

2
3
4
5

6
7

8
9
10 0000
11 0000

'12 0004
13 0008
14
15 000C

16 000E
17 0010
18
19 0000
20
21 0000

22 0003
23 0005

24 0008
25

26 000E
27 0013
28 0018
29 0018

30 0020
31 0023
32 0026
33 0029
34 002E
35 0031

36 0033
37 0035

38 003A
39 0038
40

40400000

40800000
00000000

0000
0000

88 0000s
BE 08
98 08 E3

CT 06 000Cr 03FF

98 09 2E 000Cr
98 09 06 0000r
98 D8 C8
98 D9 06 0004r

98 08 Ca
98 08 Cl
98 09 FA
98 DO 3E 000Er
Al 000Er
24 8F
75 05
98 09 IE 0008r
90

Initialize 8087

O3FFH Put control word in mamory so 8087 can access
it. Sets round to even & mask interrupts
Load control to 8087

Put value of SIDE_A on stack top
Square SIDE_A

Put value of SIDE_B on stack top
Square SIDE_B

(AxA + BxB), result at top of stack

Take square root of ST, result in ST
Copy status word to men 50 8086 can access it
Bring status to AX to check for errors
Mask unneeded bit
Handle error if found
No error, copy result from 8087 to memory

FIGURE 11-22 8087 program to compute the hypotenuse of a right triangle.

of our triangle, the control word we want to send the
8087, and the Status word we will read from the 8087
to check for error conditions. Remember, the only way
you can pass numbers to and from the 8087 is by using
8087 instructions to read the numbers from memory
locations or write the numbers to memory locations. in
this Section of the example program the statement
SIDE_.A DD 3.0 tells the assembler to set aside two
words in memory to store the value of one of the sides
of the triangle. The decimal point in 3.0 tells the
assembler that this is a real number. The assembler
then produces the short-real 'representation of 3.0
(40400000) and puts it in the reserved memory loca-
tions. Likewise, the statement SIDE_B DO 4.0 tells the
assembler to set aside two word locations and put the
short-real representation of 4.0 In them. The statement
HYPOTENUSE DD 0 reserves a double-word space for
the result of our computation. When the program is
finished, these locations will contain 40A00000, the
short-real representation for 5.0.

You would normally *rite the actual code section of
this program as a procedure so that you could call it as
needed. To make it simple here we have written It as a
stand-alone program. We Start by initializing the data
segment register to point to our data in memory. We

then Initialize the 8087 wIth the FINIT instruction. The
notations for the control word in Figure 1 i-19a show
the default values for each part of the control word after
FINIT executes. For most computations these values give
the best results. However, Just In case you might want
to change some of these settings from their default
values, we have included the instructions needed to
send a new control word to the 8087. You first load the
desired control word in a reserved memory location with
the MOV CONTROL_WORD.O3FFH Instruction and then
load this word into the 8087 with the FLDCW CON-
TROL_WORIJ instruction.

To perform the actual computation, we Start at the
inside of the equation and work our way outward. FLD
SIDE_A brings in the value of the first side and pushes
it on the 8087 stack. FMUL ST,ST(0) multiplies ST by
ST and puts the result in ST. so ST = A2 . Next we bring
in SIDE_B, push it on the 8087 stack with the FLD
SIDE_B Instruction, and square it with the FMUL
ST,ST(0) Instruction. ST now contains B 2 and STIll
now contains A 2 . We add tnese together and leave the
result in ST with the FADD instruction. FSQRT takes
the square root of the contents of ST and leaves the
results in ST. To see lithe result is valid, we copy the
8087 status word to the memory location we reserved
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for it with the FSTSW STATUS_WORD instruction. We
then use 8086 Instructions to check the six exception
status bits to see if anything went wrong In the square
root computation. If there were no exceptions (errors),
these status bits will all be 0's. and the program will
copy the result from ST to the memory location named
HYPOTENUSE using the FSTP HYPOTENUSE Instruc-
tion. We used the POP form of this instruction so that
after this instruction, the stack pointer is back at the
same register as it was when we started. This makes it
easier to keep track of which register is ST. If necessary.

For the case where our test found an error had
occurred, we could have program execution go to an
error handling routine instead of simply to the STOP
label as we did for this simple example.

Now that you know how It Is programmed. let's look
at how an 8087 is connected in a system and how it
works with an 8086 or 8088 as It executes programs.

8087 Circuit Connedions and Cooperation

Figure 11-23. p. 378, shows the first sheet of the
schematics for the 256K versIon of the IBM PC. We chose
this schematic not only to show you how an 8087 is
connected in a system with an 8088 microprocessor,
but also to show you another way In which schematics
for microcomputers are commonly drawn.

First in Figure 11-23. note the numbers along the
left and right edges of the schmatic. These numbers
indicate the other sheet(s) that the signal goes to. This
Is an alternative approach to the zone coordinates used
in the schematics in Figure 7-8. In the schematic here
the zone coordinates are not needed because all the
Input signal lines are extended to the left edge of the
schematic, and all of the output signal lines are run to
the right edge of the schcmatic. If you see that an output
signal goes to sheet 10, then it isa simple task to scan
down the left edge of sheet 10 to find that signal. The
wide crosshatched strips in Figure 11-23 represent
the address, data, and control buses. From the pin
descriptions for the major (Cs, you know where these
signals are produced. You can then scan along the bus
to see where various signals get dropped off at other
devices. On this type of schematic the buses are always
expanded to Individual lines where they enter or leave a
schematic. Now lei's look at how the 8087 and 8088 are
connected.

First note that the M!N/MX pin of the 8088 is
grounded, so the 8088 Is operating in Its maximum
mode. Remember that Iii maximum mode the 8088
sends out encoded control sIgnals on the Status lines
S2, Si. and SO and the queue status lines QS 1 and QSO
instead of generating the control signals directly. In a
maximum-mode system an external controller such as
the 8288 at the bottom of Figure 11-23 decodes these
Status signals to produce the control signals. These
status signals also go to the 8087 so that the 8087 can
track the bus activity of the 8088.

Next observe that the multiplexed address/data lines.
ADO—AD7. also go directly from the 8088 to the 8087.
The 8088, remember, has the same instruction set as
the 8086. but it has only an 8-bit data bus, so all read

and writes are byte operations. The upper address lines.
A8—A19, also connect directly from the 8088 to the
8087. The 8087 receIves the same clock and reset signals
as the 8088,

Now look at Figure 11-23 to see ju can figure out
that the request/grant signal. RQ/GTO, from the 8087
is connected to the request/grant pin. RQ/GT1, of the
8088. The way you figure this out from the schematic
is to notice that the signal from the 8087 RQJGTO pin
is labeled just RQ/GT where it enters the crosshatched
bus. Likewise, the label on the signal coming from the
crosahatched bus to the RQ/GTI pin of the 8088 is also
just labeled RQ/GT. You know from the fact that the two
lines have the same label they are connected together.
For an 8086 or an 8088 operatIng in maximum mode,
this bidirectional line is used for DMA requestiacknowl-
edge signals. The 8087 uses DMA to transfer data
between memory and Its internal registers.

When the 8086 or 8088 reads an 8087 instructIon
that needs data from memory or wants to send data to
memory, the 8086 sends Out the memory address coded
in the Instruction and sends out the appropriate tnem-
oiy-read or memory-write signals to transfer a word of
data. In the case of a memory-read, the addressed word
will be put on the data bus by the memory. The 8087
then simply reads in this word off the data bus. The
8086 or 8088 Ignores the data word. If the 8087 needs
only this one word of data, it can then goon and execute
Its instruction. However, many 8087 Instructions need
to read in or write out up to 80-bit words. In these cases
the 8088 Outputs the address of the first data word on
the address bus and outputs the appropriate memory-
read or memory-write control signal. The 8087 reads
the data word put on the data bus by memory or writes
a data word to memory on the data bus. The 8087 then
grabs the 20-bit physical address that was output by
the 8086 or 8088. To transfer additional words it needs
to or from memory, the 8087 then takes over the buses
from the 8086. To take over the bus the 8087 sends out
a low-going pulse on Its RQIGTO pin, as shown in Figure
11-23. The 8086 or 8088 responds to thissending
another low-going pulse back to the RQIGTO pin of
the 8087 and by floating Its buses. The 8087 then
increments the address It grabbed during the first
transfer and outputs the incremented address on the
address bus, When the 8087 outputs a memory-read or
memory-write signal, another data word will be trans-
ferred to or from the 8087. The 8087 continues the
process until It has transferred all the data words
required by the Instruction to or from memory. When
the 8087 is through using the buses for its data transfer.
it sends another low-going pulse out 00 its RQIGTO pin
to let the 8086 or 8088 know it can have the buses back
again. The key point here, then, is that the 8087
coprocessor can take over the buses from the host or
bus master processor to transfer data when it needs to
by pulsing the RQJGTO input of the host processor.

Another important connection to observe in Figure
11-23 is that between the BUSY signal from the 8087
and the TEST input of the 8088. As we mentioned earlier
In the chapter. this connection and the 8086 WAIT
instruction are used to make sure the 8086 or 8088
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FIGURE 11-23 8088 and 8087 section of IBM PC schematic. (IBM Corporation)

host does not attempt to execute the next instruction
before the 8087 has completed an instruction. There
are two possible problem situations here.

One problem Situation is the case where the 8086
needs the data produced by execution ofan 8087 idstr'uc-
tion to carry out its next instruction. In the instruction
sequence in Figure 11-22, for example, the 8087 must
complete the FSTSW STATUS_WORD Instruction before

the 8086 will have the data It needs to execute the
MOV AX,STATUS_WORD Instruction. Without some
mechanism to make the 8086 wait until the 8087
completes the FSTSW instruction, the 8086 will go on
and execute the MOV AX.STATUS_WORD instruction
with erroneous data. This problem is solved by connect-
ing the 8087 BUSY output to the TEST pin of the 8086
or 8088 and putting an 8086 WAiT ' ln,stru-tion prefix.
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90H. before the 8087 FSTSW S1ATU'
(ion in the program as shown in Flgwe 1-
how it works.

While the 8087 Is executing an tnstnicIt:, I e&'r
its BUSY pin high. The 8086 WAtT lnslnlctk!n prrtx
before the FSTSW STATUS WORrJ iflatrUctiOtI (Uae5
the 8087 to sit In a wait loop until lb. IT p' a
low by the 8087 BUSY pin going low. Tne 	 7 asaerts its
BUSY pin low when It completes the current nsb nettoil.

Another case where the host must be made tt wai ' fet
the coprocessor Is the case where a program has several
8087 InstructIons In sequence. The 8087 can utivtou.air
execute only one histnlction at a tin .,so you hSVe to
make sure that the 8087 has completed one tnathi'ctk.-
before you allow the 8086 to fetch the pext 8087 hastr'w-
tion from memory. Herr again the l3USY-TSi i'orm:c
Itoh and the FWAIT Instruction prefix oIve the probbun.

As shown in the example program in Figiirr 11-22
an assembler will automatically insert the 8- ! f t code &b
the 8086 WAIT instruction. 1001101! binary (901-fl. as
the first byte of the code On each 8087 instrtictu.
When the 8086 or 8088 fetches and decodes this code
byte, it will enter on the internal loop and wait for the
TEST input to go low before ietc 1 xtng and decoding the
next 8087 tnstrucUon.

The final point we want to metition about the connec-
Uons of the.8088 and &)87 in an IBM PC Is that the INT
output of the 8087 is connected to the nonnuskabk
Interrupt (NMI) input of the 8088. This connection
imade so that an error conritHon Itt the 8'87 cart lnter
rupt the 8088 to let it know about the error concfttion
1'he signal from the 8087 INT output actually i,oes
through some circuitry art sheet 2 in the schematics
and returns to the input labeled NMI or the left edg e of
Figure 11-23. We do not ttav roan- here to ah,w Kt
explain alt the circuitry on sheet 2. 1 hr za1n put poacs
of the circuitry between the tNT ot'tput ci the 8087 .nd
the NM! input of the 8088 are m make auto that on
signal is not preseic during a reset, to make it possible
to mask the NM! input. ajid to make it possible for other
devices such as the parit y checker to cause an NMI
Interrupt.

A couple of pins on the 8087 that-se aretit cot'.. enwd
with in this system are the bus-high-enable 181W . ) and
rcqucsilgrattt I (RQ/GT I) pins. When the 8087 is used
with an 8086. the BI-IE pin ia connected to the system
BHE line to enable the upper h'tnk of memory. The P,Q/
GTI input is available so that another coprocessa.' can
be connected In parallel with the 8087.

Next here we want to show you the tools and tech-
niques currently used to design and test a microcom
puter system such as the IBM PC shown in Figure
112

COMUTER-RASEt) flESR.4 ANE)
[)EVELOPMFNT TOOLS

In more and rnoe companies the entire dc-ago. p.utotvp-
log, manufacturing, and testing rocesses for an etc.--
Ironic product such as a microcomput. rare being done
with the help of a series of compulci prograras. 1 he

term cvrar;uter-otded engineering (CAE) has been used
1.t the past o describe the use of these tools, but now
''- .trnnloniy use the term electronic design autrno..ttort
'or F.DA Instead of the more general tet rn. CAE. The EDA

et gives a better indIcation of the extent to which the
i-tb tools automate much of the design

t ,axss	 'allowing sections descrIbe how a new
ciktO..-,tnp1te r Is designed and developed using design
o. rtOt Ion tc-oi.

Thi' Design Review Committee
and Design Overview

as most lirpertant step in the desIgn of any system is
ir- think tiery .-ueIt.11y about what you want the system
to do. In moat companies a new product Is now defined
by a team consisting of design engineers. marketlng/
sales representatives, mechanical engineers, and pro-
duction engineers. This team approach is necessary
so that the product can be designed using current
technology, manufactured and tested with minimal
problems, and marketed successfully.

Once the specifications for the new product are agreed
uort, the design engineers then think about how the
circuit for It can be implemented. 'the next step in the
design process is to partition the overall instrument
destgn into major functional blocks or modules. Each
module cart then be individually designed and tested or
overt assigned to different designets.

lntia1 Design and Schematic Generation

ri next step In the design process is to analyze each
functional block to determine how it can best be imple-
omented. After working out the basic design of each
module, the design engineers draw a schematic for each
'ncdule. In the old days (until about 5 yeais ago) we
drew schematics on a large sheet of grid paper with a
mechanIcal pencil and a plastic template. If we decided
that a section of circuitry did not fit at a particular point
on a schematic, we erased the block of circuItry with
our electric eraser and started over again. The process
was very time consuming and tedious. Just the remem
brance of It makes me tired.

Now we use a schematic capture program to draw
schematics on an engineering warkstation such as the
Apollo DN4500 shown in Figure 11-24. p. 380. Using a
computer to draw schematics has the same advantage
over hand drawing that using a word processor has
ov'r using a standard mechanical typewriter. Since the
schematic is drawn on the computer screen, you don't
hac'c to erase anything on paper You can move symbols
around on the scre.n with a mouse, change connccttug
wires, 'dd or delete symbols, and print out th, result
oi a r1n' ci plotter when the schematic Iooi'i JUSt
'I'-' tvay 'o j u-tnt it to If you change your mti'd about
soto p51101 tin. schematic you canjust edit thi drawing

he '. tren , i rid do a ""w printout
A fttrthct' adva..isge of the computer-aided draft hg

apprtclt is''hat ou usually don't r.en have to draw
the s-tnh'eLs '4ot srh.o.atic capture progtams have
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FIGURE 11-24 Apollo DN4iOO
computers—HP Inc.)

large library files containing cDn'mcr device sy-nbos.
complete with pin numbera and &ectncal characfrris-
tics. Al! you have to do whei. you want to put a parttcular
O on a ehematic Is to pull the svuibol ftr it from the

library fde. Once you have the IC symbols for a circuit on
the screen, you can use a mouse to draw the connecting
wires between them and then add junctions, connectors,
labels. etc., to complete the drawing.

Schematic capture programs are available for most
cnmputers. The ideaware programs from Mentor Graph-
ics run ...pn Hewlete-PackardiApollo engineering work-
stations such as the one shown Figure 11-24. We used
a workstation such as this and the Mentor Graphics
Neted schematic capture program to draw the basic
microcomputer system in Figure 11-25. Workstations
such as this are used for designing large. complex digital
systems or ICs. For small projects we often use an IBM
PC/AT or a Macintosh-type computer ,pchemat1c capture
programs for IBM PC-type computers include CapFast
from Phase Three Logic, Draft from OrCAD Systems
Corporation. Schema 11+ from Omation, Inc.. and EE
Designer II from Vislonics. Schematic capture programs

available for the Macintosh include Schematic from
Douglss Electronics Inc. and LogicWorks from Capilano
Computing Systems Ltd.

When the schematic design tile is Completed. It is
processed by a program called a design rule checker or
DRC. which checks that there are no duplicate symbols,
overlapped lines, or dangling lines. This step is similar
to checking a text tile with a spelling checker program.

Alter the schematic design file passes the DRC check.
it is processed by a program called an electrical rule
checker or ERC. which checks for wiring errors such as
two outputs connected together or an output connected
to

When the schematic design tile for a module passes
the ERC test, a netllst program produces a netlist or
wiring list for the design. A netlist is a ifie which lists
all devices in the design and all the Connections between
devices.

Prototyping the Circuit - Simulation

Alter the design is polished, the next step is to prototype
or "breadboard' the circuit design to make sure the logic
and the timing In the circuit are correct. In the past
this prototyping was usually done by soldering or wire-
wrapping the cIrcuit on a prototype board of some type.
More and more w- now use "software breadboardlng" to

the operation of circuits of ICs. To do this we use a
p'ugram called a simulator.

The s,r.ulatoj- uses software models of the devices in
the design to determine the response that the circuit
will make to specifIed Input signals. One big advantage
of simulation or software breadboarding is that you
(r1t he to order parts and wait for them to come in
be: .re you corn test the operation ofyourdesign. Another

ij .dvantage of simulation is that you can change the
design and resimulate the circuit in a matter of minutes

hour-a Instead of waiting days fo new parts to come
sO so :°' csn modify a physical plototype and test it.
ApolIc Computer Corporation reportedly used simula-
tion to cut several months from the prototype debug
time for an engineering workstation such as the one
si'Lswn In Figure 11-24.

Another advantage of simulation over traditional
breadboarding is that you can simulate the circuit
operation with worst-case timing parameters for all
devices. This often discovers marginal timing problems
that might not show up in a physical prototype because
you can't vary the timing parameters of physical parts.
We remember a case where a timing problem did not
show up in the wire-wrapped prototype but caused a 40
percent failure rate in the first production run of the
instrument.

As we said before, a simulator program uses models
of the devices in the circuit to determine the effect that
specified input signals will have on the outputs of the
circuit. Most models are just software descriptions of
the characteristics of the devices. These descriptions
are Usually written in a high-level programming lan-
guage such as Pascal or C. As a simple example, part of
the model for a basic. 3-input AND gate might look
something like the following.
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PROCEDURE ANDGATE
CON3T	 TPLII 15;

TPHL -- 10;
VAR INI, 1N2, 1N3	 INTEGER:

DELAY, OUT	 INTEGER;
BEGIN

IF UN! = 1) AND (lN2 = I) ANI (1N3
TREN BEGIN

DELAY	 TPLIl
OUT	 1;
END

ELSE BEGIN
DELAY = TPHL
OUT	 :- 0
END

END

'Ihis model Is very primitive, but it :hnld give
th' Idea. The constants represent the el'c,ractnin'
ti specific device being simulated (i'l'L.H and T'
The variables represent the input logic kvel (irU -'N3t,
tue output logic level (OUT), and the time' iewt•
change on the input and the corrcpr 1ln ,'i:'
I	 oulnut (DELAY) Some simulators refer to

as projeriies. The S&teli4t1:
rcally part of the model for a device. sri when you draw
a schematic wIth a schematic capture program. YOU
actually cre.ting a design fib' which contains fIji' kgi.-
ard tllIiiflt: 'haracterjstJcs of each ci" .'
sc tieriaic symbols and conj1cction

.hen you set up the simulator io d'. .' iLl '.0 un
vcu sed1y the signats you want	 ci to the iuput.

ta:ks tune, (ns as you.onnr' igalgencratnr
0 the ipcs ol a physical cii . 'dI. ne simulator i

,leterxoiue the' effects ihat the seeifb'd
I i,;t	 will huje on the output a;i	 eduk thc

i	 to f:ucc appcoprtately aficr the .ieL ime to
t	 .' is you can see, the model low tu' 3-l'mui
kNJ) gate oeviee teit the simulator piograni that if the

f sgr'aL become all 1's, the outc sii'iid	 :
scheduled to change to a 1 alter 15 its. i the utp
ehinge to a 'ase where they are not all l's. the output
sho id L' ..chc'dulcd to change to a 0 alter it) zis

The sm.,ilest increment of time usco by a simulator b'
called its time step. You can think ui the time siep as
the time resolution of the simulator Foralniulating T'L.
and CMOS cltcutt, simulators usually use a time ete1'
of .1 na or 0.1 r',s be'ause the delay times for the:t'
det'lccr are a few os, An impotan boin heze
the 0.1 ne time step is simulator time, not reni ttinf
Ta simulatec may take 20 minuOs to ileterrn,u ihr
elects fOct some inpui signal cha:gea produce cn
ie, .ats ci a complex citculi The p ysical cIrcu

respond to tl'ic same input changes in a real time ofjust
a few nanoseconds, l'he simulator essentially reercise's
the circuit "in slow motion" and generates an output
which represents, or "sim;lates,"the reallinie optice
of the circuit.

Now that you have an overview of how a simulator
uses models, we need to talk briefly about some of the
commonly used types of models. Three of these typf S
arc

'1caI model'

.;.i-i aicd,is

may nemk,er from a basic igie Couesc, any
Circilli asu be implemented with just basic gates.

cflun't bother to show you, but even a complex device
etch as an 8086 or 80386 mIcroprocessor can be
Tncdeied t the basic gate level for simulation. The
IIII9C:et)' with using gal-level models for complex dc

IS thti imuiatio,i using these models requires a
",y long Uine. The icason for this Is that the simulator

mt,'u e'ahtate the effects of each signal change on all
the tnterme.'ate circult points (nodes) in the device.

the coraples device Is a standard part, we usually
,eoow tJ' ,at Ml the internal circuItry woi-ks correctly, so
we i:n't iccd to teUttulie at the gate lcvel of detail. To

ou rh,- slmuiat;or, of circuits containing complex
u': ohm ise heitouloral modeLs, Iieltaviora]

modei simply duwr,oe the effects that input signals
will have en the output sIgnals and the aignrl delays

en lnput.s arid olmiputs. A behavioral r,iodel of a I)
Pip ik. fur earn1 Ic. will indicate that 20 us after a
positive &- loct. edge. the loi- level on thefl input wIll be

to tt: ( output if neither the Preset nor the
t'Iear input t as'eyled l3ehavioral models also contain
pro>c:tIes such as 'rtiip times, hold times, and mini-
cuun nulse widtha so the simulator can check for
uiolatiims of 11:-s.:. iime by the signals propagating
throtigi; the ibm!. Sophisticated behavioral models
retch as the "SmariModeis" from Logic Automation
Inc. is'r deta t iel error messages to pinpoint a timing
pr00i'n i,sfrei ci making you work your way through

c'i. -c". Iiiy display to find the problem.
For sltmJatlnp incroprol'cssors there are two types

It L'elja','intil :dels available, One type is called a
hu;di,.-e .si 1ciUott model. This type model is essen-
i;ii . 'lilack. hot" which wil!. for eaniple, produce the
'orei'tl" time aelureas and control bus signals for a
lie nici-cead cs- when given the proper processor
eootr.d iorioi.c., (Pt'L) file. Hardware verification
oitdt'ls are easy ' use for checking system timing
ta-cats,' all Lucy ni--' is a simple PCJ. file as a stimulus,
I inw,.c' r, hardwarr ',i:rictiori models do riot allow
:lI!'icttio!, of itS'	 lilicropro('es,sor instructions. If we

ii Is .ete i of simulation, we use full _/t,rtctlonoi
do allow the execution of instructions.

' - -i, ist-', of lull functional models are that
bc',- ,'t.rafc ;r,-re tlowly than hardware verification

uior'.-; an l jut love to develop a tile containing the
actuti e-eect codas br the 'nicroprocessor Instructions
'ti wit U) L'(CCUte.

c.ea where a t:ehavioraj model of a device is not
avitana and it s not piactical to write a model or In
cases wherc itic' simiiialion must interfere with external
cirCuItry at 'eal ilirie speeds, we use hardware modeling
li: h!s approach the devices lobe simulated are plugged
le'o an eaternai unit such as the Mentor Graphics
Ha,diesae Modeling Systew (IIMLI shown iii Figure
il ?6 Wheji using a unit such as this, the simulator
c!'ciS-aai'nOc Stlr''tI!tts signals to the external devices,
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-ad.t. back ihe response of the external devices, and
I ' -lides these esponses in the sirnUlauwi.

To develop oroplex syreins such as iht engineering
workstation sho-vn in Figure 1-24 we use multilevel
simulators. An exampe of a multilevel simulaLor is
Mcntei -aphlcs Qiticksim, which can simulate combi-
n3t n uns oi behavioral. and hiidware models.
Qulcksim runs on engined ing workstations such as the
one iii Figure 1-24. Another useful out somewhat less
powet ful, mult ik'vel simulator Is SUSIE from Aldec Corp.
SUS1I. otris on PC type computers and is available to
schools at a generous di-count. Multilevel simulators
such as this euailow I.e .JEL)EC flies for PALs o be
i el ide, ii the simulation

o shnul ire a&l'g ciicults, you can use an analog
e,rcuit sli,uiator such as PSPICE from Mlcrosiin Corpo-
ration to Accusim from Mentor Graphics. For circuits

ich as All) ranvertero, which have both analog and
digital circuitry, you can use a mixed mode simulelor
sueh as SAIJEP horn AiolOv, Inc. or LSIM horn Mentor
Grph1cs

A Mkrocomputer Simulation Example

We drew (lie ''tiemafIC for the basIc 8086 based micro-
computer in Fi,u e Ii 2 using Mentor Giaphics Neted
nd i.oglc A-'nt ..ii "nr,artmodels. As you can see in

the hgire, the Ur.-uit u SN74AS373s as address
latehes and SN74AS24bs as data bus buffers.
Tie RUM i, the ,stems ..orislsts of two T21256
EPROMs, one br the even hank and one for the odd
hank, Latjlce GAl 16V5 EPLI) is used as an address
dcod,'i for the IOMs 1 he RAM to, thi-; basic system
rThtiSt ' l' id	 ' 1l Mf If;4 stain RAM dcvi, Cs, one fru
th.	 n h nI md ne fur the odd l,ank A ,.t'on.
I at	 1 .............used as an add res decodc'r
for the RAM, Olin	 . neerors go to a second ',hee;

'rim . ';'- Wi .' '. timers, rio i-ri hs exinmplc
e a, mum. r' •'' d '.,' a t}e hjsic- microprot essor and

mel,	 s	 :m..• Lit-	 SteL1i.

The Logic Automation Smartmodel for the 8086 pro.-
cessor in Figure 11-25 is a hardware verification type
As we said above, this type model allows us to verify that
the signal connections, address decoding, and timing
of the system are correct. To refresh your memory as to
'vhat is involved in the timtng of a system such as this,
.ake another look at FIgure 7-13.

As you can see in FIgure 7-1 3a. the 8086 and memories
essentially form a loop. To read a word from memory the
8086 sends Out an address arid control signals, and
flcr some propagation delay the memory sends the data

word back to the 8086. In order for the data word to be
.ecepted by the 8086, It has to get back to the 8086
-.ilthin a certain time period. In Figure 7-20 and the
t'companying discussion, for example, we showed you

how to determine m the address access time of a 2716
EPROM was fast .ough for the device to work in a 4.9-
MHz 8086 system.

When you use Smartmodeis to simulate a system such
as that in Figure 11-25. the simulator will automatically
perform all the memory timing computations and give
you an error message (fit finds any timing violations.
You can then redesign the circuit and resimulate until
you get no error messages

To $mulate the circuit you have to give the simulator
several types of Information in addition to the basic
netlist produced from the schematic. These additional
parts are put in files which the simulator will read out
as it needs them. The process is really quite simple.
Here is a list of the parts you need.

I. A fusemap or JEDEC file for each of the GAL16V8
EPLI) address decoders. These can be produced with
a PAL programming tool such as ABEL from Data
110. Figure 1 1-27a. p. 384. shows an ABEL source
file for the UI 1 RUM decoder.

2. A memory image file for each of the memory devices.
These are simple test flies which essentially initialize
the memory devices with known contents so you will
know if data is read 'back correctly. Figure 1 1-27b
shows a memory image file which will initialize the
first lOOM locations of a memory device with 88H.

.4. A processor control (PCL) file which tells the simula-
tor the bus operations you want the processor to
perform. For Logic Aulomation Smartmodels this
file is written InC. Figure 1 1-27c shows an example
of a PCL file for our 8086 system. The instructions
in the first block write bytes to a sequence of RAM
locations starting at address 00000H. After it Is
written, each byte is read back After the simulation
is i-un the results from thIs part help us determine
if the address decoding. control signals, and tImng
are Correct for the RAM part of the circuit. The next
block in Figure I l-27c- reads data words from a
series of ROM locations to verify the address decod-
ing, control signals. anittimingof ihe ROM section of
the circuit. lfwe were also simulating programmable
pci ipheral devices, we would include a section in
the PCI. file to Initialize the devices and exercise
their I unc ions.

4. A stimulus file which tells the simulator what signals
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module riaL
title '8086 SYSTEM R	 DECCN)ER - D0..IG HALL 1988'

Ull	 DEVICE 'P16V8S';
A0,BHE,MI0	 PIN 2,3,4;
A16,A17,A18,A19	 PIN 6,7,8,9;
RF_EVEN, R4F_O PIN 19,18;
RE_EVEN, RE_TO PIN 17,16;

EQ(JAT IONS

IRONF_EVEN A19 & *18 & Al? & A16 & LAO & MID;
IRONF_D	 A19&A18&*17& A16& I8HE & MID;
IRONE EVEN	 A19 & *18 & *17 & 1*16 & tAO & 1110;
IRONEO	 A19&A18& A17& !A16& IBHE & 1110;

END riai

(a)

0:100/88;

(b)

linciie i8O864Tlin.cIv&
mt	 ,ar;

main( )
(

trace_ant I;
set_trace_level (1);
addr OsGOOD;

for (i TO; m16; j++)
C
write(1,addr,i);
read(1,addr);,
idle(5);
addr+;
)
addr = Oxf0000;

iO;
for (!0; i16; 1+.)

read(2,addr);
addr**;
addr.".;

(C)

CLOCK PERI	 125
FORCE CLOCK 0 0 -R
FOPCE CLOCK 1 62.5 -R
FORCE RESET 0 0
FORCE RESET 1 1000

(d)

FIGURE 11-27 Files required for simulating
microcomputer circuit in Figure 11-25. (a) ABEL. source
file for PAL address decoder. (b) Memory image file.
(C) Processor control file. (d) Simulator stimulus file.

to apply to the signal inputs of the system so that it
runs through the operations in the PCL file, Figure

1 :27d shows an example. The first three statements
generate an 8-MHz clock for the external clock input

of the 8284 clock generator. The next two statements
generate a RESET signal. Note that the numbers
such as 125. 62.5. and 1000 In these statements
represent times in nanoseconds.

Once you have generated the necessary files, all you
have to do is run the simulation. FIgure 11-28 shows
the screen messages produced as Quicksim is Invoked
and run on our microcomputer system design. As you
can see, Quicksim first loads the required files in mem-
ory. When the Quicksim prompt appears, we execute
the stimulus file in Figure 1 1-27d with DO MICRO,DO
command. Then we run the simulator for 100,000 time
units of 1 ns with the RUN 100000 command.

When the simulator started running, it immediately
gave an error message indicating that we did not hold
the RESET input of the 8086 low for the four clock
periods required by the manufacturer's specifications.
The problem here is that in our force file shown in Figure
1 1-27d, we generated an 8-MHz clock on the external
clock input of the 8284 clock generator and held RESET
low for 1000 ns, or eight of these clock cycles. The 8284.
however, divides the external clock signal by 3 tc produce
the clock signal actually applied to the processor. This
means that In actuality our reset stimulus was holding
the RESET input low for only a little more than two
cycles of the clock applied to the 8086, rather than the
required four. This is a good example of the intelligence
built into the models.

When we discovered this error, we stopped the simula-
tion. corrected the stimulus file, and ran the simulation
again. The second time we ran the simulation it did not
show the RESET error. As directed by the trace settings
we put in the PCL file, the simulator produced a trace
of each state as the 8086 wrote to and read from memory.
The bottom few lines of Figure 11-28 show some exam.
plea of the type of information the trace gives you. Note
that the first operations the simulator carries Out are to
write to and read back from RAM locations as specified
in the PCL file. A careful study of the trace showed that
values were written tomemory and read back correctly.
This indicates that the address decoders are working
correctly and that the circuit connections are correct.
After we fixed the RESET problem described before, we
ran the simulator again and got no significant timing
warnings, so we felt reasonably sure the system would
work correctly when we designed and built a PC board
fo It.

A very important point here is that It took only about
10 to 12 hours to design the system in Figure 11-25.
draw the schematic for the system, and Completely
simulate it. Perhaps you can see that when designing a
more complex system such as the microcomputer system
in Figure 11-15a. simulation is the only practical way
to determine if all the timing requirements are met in
ihe design.

Design for Test

Once a system has passed simulation, the next step is
to design in some circuitry which allows the system to
be easily tested when it goes to production. Many
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Executing object named: •'/idea/sys/tib/lsim_server.mod•
LOGIC SIMULATION SERVER V6.1_1.1O Monday, April 18, 1988 6:01:59 pa (POT)
1*1 Version: MC_A3_610_970_200 Nay 17, 1988
SaiartModels: All pictorial, graphic, and audiovtsual works, collective works

representations, coeilations, and arrangements therof,
Copyright 1984- 1988 Logic Automation Incorporated.

Not.: Loading the PCL program from file "/user/doug/micro2/NICRO_0BJ".
Instance I%4(U2:18086-2), sheetl of micro2 at time 0.0

Warning: Input pin P4NMX is not allowed to change (wilt continue in NIN mode)
Instance I$4(U2:18086-2), sheet I of micro2 at time 0.0

Mote: Loading the JEDEC file "/user/doug/micro2/U11.JED'
Instance 1S62(U11:GAL1bv8-l5), sheeti of micro2 at time 0.0

173 fuses have been blown.

Note: Loading the JEDEC fiLe "/user/doug/micro2/U8.JED•'
Instance I$11(U8:GAL16V8-1S), sheeti of micro2 at time 0.0

169 fuses have been blown.

Mote: Loading the memory image file '/user/doug/micro2/RANOEVEM'•
Instance LS61(U1O:MCM6164 p 7O), sheell of micro2 at time 0.0

257 values have been initialized.

Note: Loading the memory image file "/user/doug/micro2/RAN0000"
Instance I541(U9:MCM6164PTO), sheetl of micro2 at time 0.0

257 values have been initiatized.

Mote: Loading the memory image file "/user/doug/mifro2/RAMFEVEN'
Instance 1563(U13:127256-25), sheeti of micro2 at time 0.0
-- - 257 values have been nit ialzed.

1 Note: Loading the memory image file "/user/doug/micro2/RAMF0"
I	 Instance IS1S(U12:I27256-25), sheetl of micro2 at time 0.0
I

	

	 --- 257 values have been initialized.
VIEw Sheet

Qu i c kS I
DO MICRO.DO
RUN 100000

I
•	 Warning: RESET did not last 4 Clock Cycles.

I	 Instance I$4(tJ2:18086-2), sheeti of micro2 at tints 1562.5

* Trace: Trace is turned on
Instance I$4(U2:18086-2), sheeti of micro2 at time 4812.5

$ Trace: Trace level is now set to 1 (internal timing states shown)
Instance I$4(1J2:18086-2), sheetl of micro2 at time 4812.5

* Trace: CPU State Ti
Instance I$4(U2:I8086-2), sheetl of micro2 at time 4937.5

• Trace: Write Memory (1-byte) location 00000 with 0000
Instance I$4(U2:18086-2), sheeti of micro2 at time 4937.5

I	 Trace: Cpu state T2
!	 Instance I$4(1J2:I8086-2), sheeti of micro2 at time 5312.5
I Trace: CPU state T3

Instance X$4(U2:18086-2), sheetlof micro2 at time 5687.5
I	 Trace: CPU state T4
I	 Instance X$4((J2:18086-2), sheeti of micro2 at time 6062.5
I	 Trace: CPU state Ti

Instance I$4(U2:18086-2), sheeti of micro2 at Hme 6437.5

I	 Trace: Read Memory (i-byte) location 00000
•	 Instance I$4(1J2:18086-2), sheeti of micro2 at time 6437.5

FIGURE 11-28 Screen messages during simulator invocation and run.
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microcomputers now euntain buIlt In self lesi (HIST!
clrcuttry so that the unit does a ol ipkl t- In ten no
each time the power is turned on. If the unit 1aii in
test, it sends a message to the CRT.

After the test circuitry Is added, the circuit is slrnulat."d
again to make sure the added test circuitry has lIlt
adversely affected LI' operation of the circuit.

Printed-Circuit-Board Design

In the old says we used a light table anti large plastic
sheets to develop th layout for a PC board To pi oduer
"pads" for IC pins. transistor leads. reistui leads etc.,
we stuck opaque "donuts" on the sheets To pioduce
traces between pads we used opaque tape. 'I'he plasiic
sheets were photographed and the resulting fllms were
used to produce the desired patterns of traces on
plated circuit boards.

Now we use automatic place-and-route programs such
as Hoard Station from Mentor Graphics. Allegtu front
Valid LogIc Systems, or Tango PCB from ACCEL Technol-
ogies. Inc., to lay out PC boards. These progrania work
with the netlist file arid determine the best placement
of components and the most efficient route for tracei
between components. The programs allow user Int"rac-
tion so that specific paths can be optiml7ed if needed.
For example, in designing a PC board ton a very nigh
speed system, you might determine the .ietual signal
delays from an initial layout attempt and then resimulatr'
the system with these delays. If the resirnuiation shows
a problem, you can manually alter the layout to solve
the problem before going on.

The tile produced by the PC board la yout program is
sent to a laser printer to directly produce film negatives
for each layer of the tioard. The negaiie is used itt
photographically produec the desired pattern on a cop-
per-plated PC board. A chemical solution then etches
copper 1om all the areas of the board except those where
component pads, traces, ground planes, and power
planes are desired. For a multilayer board, several indi-
vidual boards are produced and then epoxied together
under pressure to form a single board.

The board Is then drilled under computer control.
Finally, the plated-through holes and other Was which
connect traces on different layers are electrochemically
added to the board.

After manufacture, the "bare" PC boards are tested
with a computer-based tester to check for shorts and
opens. On a prototype PC board, minor probkrns can
often be solved by, for example, drilling out a plated-
through hole which accidentally got shorted to a power
plane. A jumper wire can be added to make a missed
Connection.

Case Design

Once the PC board, power supply. and display have been
designed for an instrument, the mechanical engineer
can design the ease for the system. A program such as
the Mentor Graphics Package Station can be used to do
much of this design. This program allows the designer

to (lrOVt-' 0 I ret'	 iiiii'.Iti, 0	 .-	 - .150	 -

pia r-inrtit ol thn ,np.iiciiis i. i c. .' i he La k ilsi
Statioi i prograrit also a'Ioa's a des igriet I. de ci tnt r e the
temperature that sill be present at 0.0-it OCatiori iii the
protot ype case for a specified artibft ot leniperati c and
airflow Tb is teature allows the dr'si gner to di term	 if
the airliow Is gi cat enough. tim f lair to 'it of II it' PC
board(sI in the cast" is reasonihie. 	 ' j.ps 4tdeslCe5j
which piodoce a Loge aniorint of litat art" plccol oo
close together on	 t'(' hoard Flet is a aher e
of ''softw.ire hi eadhoard hg." h 'ft sive' m icli worb
and materials because, if a problctii is itund. ou can
it tiply go hack to rh' ecimpi iter 	 r trid y a
destiti Instead of producing a ncw ph'tslcai boc and
trying It

Developing the System Soitware

In addition to designing the hardware of a rntcroconi-
puter, you also have to It's drip I lii' BI DS software which
allows programs to interact with the haiciware. As we
said earlier. ihe logic autoniatiul hardware verification
model for a processor such as the 8086 allows you
to include statements ti a Pt!. file to initialize the
programmable peripherti dcvii e moclois, write data to
theni, .md read data frtcr theta This t ,i way to verify
the address, operation, id tInting ti these devices. ha
fully functional model tsav .iilabie 1cm the micropros'es.sor.
you can write sections of actual ode fir the itt i tiopiotes-
sor and run the code as part of the sitcr latin.

When a prototype IC board for the svst'crii hcccmes
avaliabie, an emulator such as we described in ('it iptih
3 can be used to develop rite mutt' complex suttwarh-
proceniuree of the VIIOS

Production and Test

Once the protrtJe cit .'. em I-.. 'ct ojet' ra cay
necessary changes are made. the design is tirialia'cd and
reeased to production Many parts of the production.
testing, and troubleshooting 01 the tnstriirnent are
with the aid of con iputer prog .11115

Programs are asailabie to generate a narts list from
thc nethist for a design Other available programs direct
a robot to collect the needed parts from the warehouse
for the production run A computer program running
on an automatic tester tests the bare PC boards for
shorts and opens before parts are Inserted. Another
program cdntrols tile machine that auttuniatic-illy pt-aces
the components on the prInted cii con board the ma
chine wuileh solders all the components on the board is
most likely controlled b y a mici ocomp IC I Jiigcal :1. St
auothr comnputci program controls lie n t .tchinC which
automatically tests the finished PC hoards The pr grain
for this automatic test s 'in use's lOs I VCCIOI s which
were developed as part at the design process it' rite
product does not have a complete built in self-test, the
finished product is a'so tested ssith an automatic test
system. The linking together of oil the cucriptiter hosed
tools used in the production tit	 t ,i,Iitt	 is	 'lit-I
computer tic 'gr ted ma'si icc.'	 .
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CHECKLIST OF IMPORTANT TERMS AND
CONCEPTS IN THIS CHAPTER

If you do not remember any of the terms in the following
list, use the index to help you find them in the chapter
for review.

Motherboard and system expansion slots

8086 minimum mode and maximum mode

DMA operation

DMA channel

DRAM
RAS and CAS strobes
Refresh: burst and distributed modes
82C08 DRAM controller IC
Error detecting and correcting

Hard and soft errors
Parity check
Hamming codes and syndrome word

Page mode read/write access
Static column read/write access
Cache memory system

Direct-mapped cache

Two-way set associative cache
Fully associative each

8087 math coprocessor
J)ata types and terms

Word, short, and long integers
Packed decimals
Short-. long-, and temporary-reals
Fixed-point numbers
Floating-point numbers
Normalizing
Significand. mantissa, exponent, biased exponent
Single- and double-precision representation

Electronic Design Automation
Schematic capture
Simulation

Gate-level model
Behavioral model
Hardware model
Time step
Stimulus file

Design for test
PC board layout
Case design
Computer Integrated manufacturing

REVIEW QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS

1. Why are microcomputers such as the IBM PC
designed with peripheral expansion slots instead of
having functions such as a CRT controller designed
into the motherboard?

2. Describe how the control bus signals are produced
for an 8086 system operating in maximum mode,

3. Why is DMA data transfer faster than doing the
same data transfer with program instructions?

4. Describe the series of actions that a DMA controller
will perform after it receives a request from a
peripheral device to transfer data from the periph-
eral device to memory.

S. Describe how the 20-bit memory address for a DMA
transfer is produced by the circuit in Figure 11-5.

6. Describe the function and operation of devices U5
and U6 in Figure 11-5.

7. Sketch the sequence of signals that must occur to
read a data word from a dynamic RAM such as the
TMS44C256.

8. List the major tasks that must be done to support
dynamic RAM In a microcomputer system.

9. How does a dynamic RfM controller in a system
such as that In Figure tll-9 arbitrate the dispute
that occurs when the CPU attempts to read from
or write to a bank of dynamic RAMs while the
controller is doing a refresh cycle?

10. a. What timing parameter limits the rate at which
data words can be read from random rows
(pages) in a DRAM?

b. Explain how page mode operation of a bank of
DRAMa makes it possible for a microprocessor
to read data words without wait states.

c. What is the main difference between page mode
operation and static column mode operation of
a bank of DRAMs?

ii. a. Describe how an SRAM cache reduces the
average number of wait states required by a
microprocessor which uses DRAM for Its main
memory.

b. How does a cache controller keep track of which
blocks from the main memory are present in
the cache?

c. With a direct-mapped cache system, what does
each entry I the cache tag RAM represent?

d. In a direct-mapped cache system, only one block
with a particular number can be present in
the cache at a time. How does a two-way set
associative cache overcome this problem?

12. Describe how parity is used to check for RAM data
errors in microcomputers such as the IBM PC.
What is a major shortcoming of the parity method
of error detection?

13. When usinga Hammingcode error detection/correc-
tion scheme for DRAMa, how many encoding bits
must be added to detect and correct a single.bit
error in a 64-bit data word?
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14. How can you tell from the schematic that the 8088
In Figure 11-23 is configured in maximum mode?

15. DevIce U7 in Figure 11-23 has a signal named AEN
connected to its input. If. in troubleshooting
this system, you find that this signal is not getting
asserted, on which schematic sheet would you first
look to see how this signal is produced?

16. In what ways are a standard microprocessor and a
coprocessor different from each other?

*7. a. Convert the decimal number 2435.5625 to
binazy. normalized binary, long-real, and tern-
poraiy-real format.

b. Why are most floating-point numbers actually
approximations?

1$. a. Which 8087 stack register Is ST after a reset?
b. Which 8087 stack register will be ST after one

data item Is read into the 8087?
C- Describe the operation that will be done by the

8087 FADD ST(2).STI3) instruction.
d. How does the operation of the Instruction

FADDP ST(2).ST(3) differ from the operation of
the instruction in 18c?

19. Describe the operation performed by each of the
following 8087 instructions.
a. FLD TAX_RATE

• b. F14UL INFLATION_FACTOR
c. FSQRT
d. FLDPI
e. FSTSW CHECK_WER

f. FPTAN

'). Why does the asaenh.-. fr-rt gRit the usd t.t
the8O86WArrinstruej . y tivcodeform-st
of the 8087 instructN!

21. Using the example program tei Fgure 11-24 as a
guide, write, an 8087 program whic computcs the
volume of a sphere. The formula f V 4/3irR3.

22. a. When a coproceesor and a 'tandard processor
are connected together in a system such as

that in Figure 11-23, why are the S2—S0 status
lines, the QS1—QS0 lines, the address and the
data iine of the two devices Connected directly
together?

b. Where does the 8087 coprocessor in Figure
11-23 get its instructions from?

c. How does the main processor distinguish Its
instructions from those for the 8087 as it
fetches instructions from memory?

d. Describe how the 8087 and 8088 work together
to load a long-real data item from memory to
the 8087 ST.

e. How does the 8087 In Figure 11-23 signal the
8088 that it needs to use the buses?

f. How can you prevent the 8088 in Figure 11-23
from going on with its next instruction before
the 8087 has completed an instruction? What
hardware connection in Figure 11-23 is part of
this mechanism?

23. a. Describe how a schematic is drawn using a
schematic capture program.

b. What are the major advantages of the schematic
capture approach over the traditional drafting
approach?

24. a. What is meant by the term software bread-
board?

b. Describe the major advantages of simulation
oer hardware prototyping.

c. What information does the simulation model
for a device contain?

d. Briefly describe the steps involved in simulating
a microcomputer such as the one in Figure
11-25.

e. What information does simulation give you
about a circuit such as the one in Figure
i 1-25?

Briefly describe the sequence of steps in the elec-
tronic design automation m thod of designing.
debugging, and producing an electronic product
such as a microcomputer.
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in the last chapter we introduced you to the operation
of the motherboard hardware of a typical microcomputer
system. Before we discuss the operation of system
peripherals such as CRTs, hard disks, and telecommuni-
cations links, we need to introduce you to the languages
and tools which are now commonly used to write applica-
tion and system-level programs.

Up to this point in the book we have used assembly
language for all the programming examples because we
were working very close to the hardware. As we said
earlier In the book, assembly language is appropriate
for initializing peripheral devices, writing programs
which manipulate a lot of hardware, or writing programs
which have to execute very fast. Writing large system-
level programs in assembly language Is slow and tedious.
so we usually write major parts of these programs in a
high-level language such as Pascal or C.

As you are probably aware, there are many dlfferen(
high-level languages. For the high-level language pro-
gramming examples throughout the rest of thisbook,
we use the C language. We chose C because it is very
widely used in industry. it Is a good stepping-stone to a
modem programming language called C + +. and it is
very easy to learn if you are already familiar with 8086-
type assembly language programming.

To develop a system-level program. the overall design
is broken down into a group of modules. A decision is
then made whether each module can be written in a
high-level language or must be written in assembly
language. The high-level modules are written, debugged.
and compiled to produce .OBJ files. Likewise, the assem-
bly language modules are written, debugged, and assem-
bled to .OBJ files. All the .OBJ files are then linked
together to produce a .EXE file which can be run. This
is basically the same process we described in Chapter 5
for writing multimodule assembly language programs.
In this chapter we will first show you how to write some
simple programs in C. and then we will show you
how to write programs which contain both high-level
language modules and assembly language modules.

OBJECTIVES

At the conclusion of this chapter, you should be able to

Describe how the tools in an integrated program-
ming environment such as Borland's Turbo C + +

IDE are used to edit. compile, link, run, and debug
C programs.

2. Describe the data types that are available in C.

3. Declare and Initialize simple variables, arrays, and
structures In C.

4. Implement standard programming structures such
as IF-THEN-ELSE. SWITCH (CASE). WHILE-DO. DO-
WHILE, al3d FOR-DO In C,

5. Declare, define, and call functions (procedures) In C
programs.

6. Write C programs which implement simple algo-
rithms.

7. WrIte simple programs which consist of C modules
and assembly language modules.

INTRODUCTION-A SIMPLE
C PROGRAM EXAMPLE

As we said before, it is very easy to learn the C program-
ming language if you are already familiar with p086
assembly language programming. To give you some
feeling for how easy It is to make- this transition and to
give you an introduction to the general structure of a C
program, we will first show how the cost-price array
example program In Figure 4-23 can be written in C.

If you look back at the program in Figure 4-23. you
will see that this program adds a profit of 15 to each of
eight Costs. More specifically, the program reads in- a
value from an array called COST, adds a profit of 15 to
the value read in, and puts the computed price in the
corresponding element of an array called PRICES.

Figure 12- Ia on page 390 shows a simple C program
which will perform basically the same operations and
also write the results Out on your computer screen. The
first point to observe in this program Is that any text
enclosed between I. and / is a comment, not part of the
actual program. The next parts to look at in this program
are the statements which define the data the program
is going to work with. The statement mt costi 1=
(20,28,15,26,19.27. l6,29.39,42}; declares an array of
10 integers called cost and initializes the 10 elements
of the array with the specified values. This corresponds
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I. cUTE THE SELLING PRICE OF 10 ITEMS/

tincti4e stdio.h"
d,f Ins PROFIT 15
sf ins *X_PRICES 10

tnt c0St(	 ( 20,2e,15,26,19,27,I6,29,39,42 ); 1 array of 10 costs /
tnt pric.s(103;	 / array to hoLd 10 prices *1
tnt Index;	 1. v.rl.bL. to use as Index /

I no
(

for (Index0; indsx MAX PRICES; index+*) / for Loop to ciçute 1
p4'Ices(indexJ	 cost (index) * PROFIT;	 / 10 prices *1

for (lndex.0; index 10; index..) 	 / for Loop to diptay results /
prlstf('cost • d, price	 d, n", costlindexi, prices(indexj);

cost
cost
cost
cost
cost
Cost
cost
cost
cost
cost

= 20,
28,

= 15,
26,
19,
27,
16,

= 29,
= 39.

42,

(a)

price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price

(b)

r 35,
43,

= 30,
= 41,

34,
42,
31,
44,

= 54,
r 57,

FIGURE 12-1 (a) Simple C program to add profit of 15 to each of 10 items.
(b) Printout of program results.

to the COST DB 20. . . . statement in the program of
FIgure 4-23. The statement tnt prlcest 101; declares an
array of 10 Integers called prices. Since no values are
given, the elements of this array are not initialized. Note
that the C program statements are terminated with
semicolons.

Program lines which begin with a # are preprocessor
dlrecttues. These lines do not generate any code; they
give instructions to the compiler. The #define PROFIT
15 line in Figure 12-Ia, for example, tells the compiler
to replace the name PROFIT with the constant .15 each
time it finds PROFIT In the program. This is equivalent
to the PROFIT EQU 15 line in the assembly language
version In Figure 4-23. The #define MAX..PRICES 10
line in Figure 12-la is another example. As we pointed
out in our earlier discussions of assembly language
programming techniques, it is very important to define
constants at the start of a program in this way, rather
than using "hard" numbers directly in the program. The
reason is that if you have to change the number, you
only have to change the value in the equ or the #define,
Instead of finding and changing the value each place it
occurs in the program. Note that we always use upper
case letters for constants such as PROFIT, so that we

can tell them from variables, which we put in lowercase
letters.

The tnt index; statement in Figure 12-la declares a
variable called index. The tnt at the start of the statement
indicates that the variable can have only integer values.
This index will be used to point to the array element
being processed at a particular time and to keep track
of how many elements have been processed. Now that
you have an overview of the data, lets take a look at the
action part of the program.

All the action statements in C programs, even those
in the mainline part of a program, are written in
functions. In Pascal and some other languages, a func-
tion is the name given to a procedure which returns
some value(s) to the calling program. In C all procedures
are referred to as functions whether they return a value
or not.

Every C program must have a function, usually called
main, which gets called when your program starts
executing. Other functions are called from main as
needed. As you can see, the main( I function in Figure
12-la contains a for structure and two statements. You
use the "curly braces" { and } to enclose the parts of a
function, The parentheses () after the name of the
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function are used to contain paraieters and the names
of variables that you want passed L the function. Later
we will show you examples of how to do this. Empty
parentheses after a funcUon name mean that no parame-
ters are being passed to the function.

The statement for (tndex=O; Index <MAX_PRICES:
index + +1 implements a FOR-DO loop which executes
the statements contained in the second set of curly
braces 10 times (Index values of 0 through 9). The
index + + term in the pareçitheses means that the value
of index Will be Incremented each time through the loop.
The prlceslindexl = costltndexl+ PROFIT statement and
the printf statement will also be implemented each time
through the loop.

As perhaps you can figure out, the prlcestindexl = cost
(index) + PROFIT; statement reads an Indexed location
in the cost array, adds a PROFIT of 15 to the value read.
and writes the result to the same Indexed location in
the prices array. Note how the variable index is used
here to access the elements In each array and also to
determine how many times the loop executes.

Each time through the loop the pi'tntf statement
calls the predefined printlfl function which sends the
specified text and values to the screen. The parentheses
after printf contain the parameters we are passing to
the function. Characters enclosed in .. inside the
parentheses are printed out as written until a % is
encountered. A % indicates that the value of a variable
Is to be inserted at that point. The name of that variable
is Included in a list of variables after the second " in
the print statement. In this example the first variable
encountered after the second " Is costlindexi, so the
value of this variable will be printed out after cost = is
printed out. The d after the % tells the function to print
the decimal value of cost(Indexl. When the function
encounters the second %d in the parentheses. It will
print the decimal value of priceslindexi. the next variable
after costltndexl in the variables list. The \n in the
statement stands for "newline" and tells the priritf
function to send a carriage-return character and a
linefeed character. This will move the cursor to the start
of the next line down on the screen. Figure 12-lb shows
the printout produced b y the printf function when this
program was run.

As you can see in Figure 12-la. the printf [unction is
not present in our program. The printf function is found
in a library of inputioutput functions that comes with
the program development software. The #lnclude
<stdlo.h> at the start of the program tells the preproces-
sor part of the compiler that the prototype for the printf
function Is in a file called stdlo.h. The linker will use
this prototype to get the object code for the printf
function from a library file and link It with the object
code for our price.c program so that It will be part of the
final executable file. In a later section we will tell you
more about predefmned functions.

If you compare the number of statements in our C
program with the number of statements needed to do
thejob in the assembly language version in Figure 4-23.
you should imniediately see one of the advantages of
writing as many programs as possible in a high-level
language. In the next section we discuss some software

tools you can use to develop your own C programs. Then
in the following sections we show you much more of the
structure and syntax of the C language.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT TOOLS FOR C
To develop a C program you need an editor to create a
source program such as the one in Figure 12-la. a
compiler to convert the source program to an object code
file, a linker to link the various object code modules of
your program into an executable (.exe) file, and a power-
ful debugger to help you get the program working
correctly. For the examples in this section we chose the
Borland Turbo C + -f Integrated Development Environ-
ment which has all these features and many more. As
the name implies, the Turbo C + + tools also fully
support AT&T C + + version 2.0 as well as ANSi standard
C. We don't have the space or the need in thIs book to
teach C + +. but the Borland documentation contains
a tutorial and many examples which will help you learn
tt if you want to later.

The term Integiated Development Environment means
that you can access all the programming tools from one
on-screen menu. We chose the Borland IDE system
because it is very powerful but easy to use, the company
has a generous educational pricing policy, and the
company gives very good support if you encounter
problems. Other available tool sets such asProgrammer'S
Workbench from Microsoft are very similar, so you
should have little trouble adapting the following discus-
sion if you have some other set of programming tools.

The purpose of this section is not to make you an
expert with the Borland tools but to show you enough
about ustng tools such as these that you can enter, run.
and experiment with the simple program examples in
the later sections of the chapter. Even if you don't have
tools such as these available, this section should show
you how programs are developed in a modern program-
ming environment and some of the features you should
look for when you buy a toolset.

For the following discussions we assume your Borland
Turbo C + + Integrated Environment tools and libraries
are all installed In a hard-disk directory named C:\tc.  as
described in the Borland manual, and the path com-
mand in your autoexec.bat file contains C:\tc and
c;\tc\bin. We further assume that your work disk is a
floppy In the A drive. Here's how you use these tools to
develop a program such as the SELL.0 program in
Figure 12-la.

To bring up the turbo C environment you simply type
tc and press the Enter key. After a short pause the main
menu screen shown in Figure 12-2a. page 392. will
appear. Each of the entries In the banner at the top of
the display represents a pull-down menu of commands.
To get to one of these menus you hold down the Alt key
and press the letter key which corresponds to the first
letter of the desired menu's name. If you have a mouse
on your system, you can use the mouse to move the
cursor to the desired menu box and click the left mouse
key. Incidentally, almost all commands in the Turbo C
environment can be executed by pressing i 'hot key"
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Message	 2=[t]
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F]. Help Space View source 	 Edit source
(a)

Options	 Window Help

Full menus	 Off 1
Compiler
Make...
Directories...

Environment

Save

(b)

i . i	 -..	 vlrectories

Include Directories
C: \TC\INCLTJDE

Library Directories
C: \TC\LIB

Output Directory

	

OK.	 Help •

(C)

FIGURE 12-2 Borland Turbo C+ + Integrated Development Environment
screen displays. (a) Main menu and edit window 2. (b) Options submenu.
(c) Directories submenu of Options submenu.
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combination such as Alt-Fl, which executes the com-
mand directly, or by working your way through a se-
quence of menus with a mouse or the arrow keys. When
you are first learning a new system, the menu method
helps you better learn the available features, so we will
emphasize that approach. Here's an example of how you
work your way through one of these menus.

One thing you have to do when you create a program
is to tell the complier, linker, etc., where to put the .obj
and .exe tiles they create. You use a command in the
Options menu to do this. To get to the Options menu
you hold down the Alt key and press the 0 key. Figure 12-
2b shows the Options menu that appears. The command
you want In the Options menu is the Directories com-
mand. To get to the submenu lot .Lhis command, you
simply press the D key, and the window display shown
in Figure 1 2-2c will appear. You want 1 to assign an
Output directoxy. so ou hold the Alt key down and press
the 0 key to get to that line.

Now. suppose that you don't understand just exactly
what you are supposed to put in this line. If you hit the
Fl key, the system will display an explanation of the
command requirements and, in some cases, examples.
In this case the help window tells you that the .obj, .exe.
and map files will be stored in the iocatlon you enter as
the output directory. After you have read the help
window, you press the Esc key to close it.

Since you want your output files to go to your work
disk in the A drive, you just type A: and press the Enter
key. We don't expect you to remember all this: we just
used it as an example of how you work your way down
through a sequence of menus to perform a desired

operation and how to get help with a command if you
need it.

The next step in developing a program is to use the
editor to enter the source text for the program. For a
new program you go to the File menu and press the N
key. A blinking cursor will appear in the large window
on the screen and you can type in the text of your source
program. To work on an old tile you go to the File menu
and press the 0 key. When a list of files appears, you
select the desired file from the list and the tile will be
loaded into the editor window. In either case you edit
the program just as you would with any text editor. You
may find It helpful to use spaces instead of tabs to format
your programs, because the default tab setting of most
printers is 8. and with this setting C programs do not
usually fit easily on 8.5-ln,-wide paper. Incidentally, the
IDE editor accepts Wordstar commands such as Ctrl g
to delete a character. Ctrl t to delete a word, and Ctrl y
to delete a line, so If you are familiar with Wordstar you
should find the editor very easy.

After you type In the source file you need to save it on
your work disk. To do this go to the File menu, select
the Save As line and press the Enter key. When a small
window appears, you can type in a file name such as
a:SELL.0 and press the Enter key.

The next step is to compile the program to genei'ate
the .obj file. To do this go to the Compile menu and
press the C key. If the compiler finds any errors, it will
display a window with a flashing error message. When
you press a key. the error message(s) will be displayed
in the message window at the bottom of the screen.
Figure 12-3 shows the error messages we produced

Window Help
1

mt COSt(](20,28,15,26,19,27,16,29,39,42);/* array of 10 costs */
mt prices[10J;	 1* array to hold 10 prices *1
mt index;	 ,* variable to use as index */

void main ()

for (index0; index <10; index++) 	 1* for loop to compute *1
prices [index)	 cost[index] + 15;	 1* for 10 prices *1

for (index=0; index <10; index++)	 /* for loop to display results */
3:9

Message	 2[t)
Compiling D:\TEMP\CH12\SELL.C :	 a
Error D:\TEMP\CH12\SELL.0 3: Declaration syntax error
Error D:\TEMP\CH12\SELL.0 12: Undefined symbol cost' in function main
Error D:\TEMP\CH12\SELL.c 15: Invalid indirection in fur ..tion main

.......................................................................................................................................................................
Fl Help Space View source '.- Edit source FlO Menu

FIGURE 12-3 Compiler error messages generated by omitting # in
#include<stdio.h> directive.

• File Edit Search Run Compile Debug Project Options
errr 1' ____________________________

/* COMPUTE THE SELLING PRICE OF 10 ITEMS */

include <stdlo.h>
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when we intentionally left out the # sign In front of the
Include directive In SELLC. A highlightcd line In the
source program indicates the statement which caused
the error highlighted in the message window. You can
press the Enter key to switch from the message window
to the edit window and correct the error. For this error
all we had to do was insert the missing # before the
include directive. A major error such as this will cause
many errors throughout the program, so when you find
one of these it is a good idea to compile the program
again before you start chasing down the other indicated
errors.

To recompile the program all you have to do is go to
the Compile menu and press the C key. Once the compile
is successful, you should always save your source file
before continuing. To do this just go to the File menu
and press the S key. This is important, because if your
program locks up the machine when you run it. your
program will be lost.

The next step in developing a program is to generate
an executable file which you can run. For this example
the file will be given the name sell.exe by the linker
which generates It. There are two ways to generate the
.exe file. One way is to go to the Compile menu and press
the M key to make a .EXE file. The second way to
generate the .exe file is to go to the Run menu and
press the R key to run the program. This sequence of
commands generates the .exe file and also runs it.
For a single-module program, this second method is
obviously the easiest.

When the program has finished running, the display
will return to your source program. If you wrote a
program such as sell.c which outputs to the screen, this
display will be left in an alternate screen buffer. To see
the output of your program hold down the Alt key and
press the F5 key. To toggle back to the IDE screen, hold
down the Alt key and press the F5 key again.

Now, suppose that your program doesn't work cor-
rectly the first time you run ii. The Turbo C+ + IDE
contains a powerful "source-level" debugger. A source-
level debugger allows you to ' lew your source program
on the screen and single-step through it one statement
at a time or run to a breakpoint you placed on a
statement and watch the values of variables change as
program statements execute. The debugger is iniegrated
with the editor, compiler, and linker, so when you find
an error, you can just go back to the edit window, fix
the error, compile the program, and run the program
again, all from the same main menu. In most cases this
integrated approach is much more efficient than the
independent tools approach. Here's a short example of
how you might watch the values of some variables
change as you single step your way through our example
program, sell.c.

NOTE: For this process to work as described, the
program must have been just compiled and linked
so the debugger has the needed "hooks."

As a first step let's assume that you want to observe
the values of index, cost indexi, and priceslindexi change
as you single-step through the program. To get ready to

single-step you go to the Run menu and press the T key
to Trace into the program. A highlighted bar will then
appear on the first line of your program. To put a "watch"
on each of the desired variables, you go to the Debug
menu and press the W key to bring up the Watch
submenu. Then press the A key to add a watch. When
a small window appears, type in the name of the first
variable you want to watch and press the Enter key. The
name of the variable that you placed a watch on should
appear in the Watch window at the bottom of the screen.
You can repeat the procedure to put watches on other
variables.

To execute the first line of the program, you press the
F7 key. The highlighted bar will move to the next
statement, and the values of the variables in the Watch
window will be updated to show the results of executing
that instruction. Figure 12-4 shows the result after
stepping through the for loop in seil.c a couple of times.

If you want to determine the value of some variable
that you did not put in the Watch window, you go to the
Debug menu and then press the I key to execute the
Inspect command. When a small window appears, you
type in the name of the variable that you want to look
at and press the Enter key. The current value ot the
specified variable will be returned in the Inspect window,
You press the Esc key to get back to stepping through
the program.

If you find an error as you step through your program,
you can just edit the source code version. After you save
the new version you can run the program again by
simply going to the Run menu and pressing the T key.
In this case the IDE tools will detect that the source
program has been modified, and they will automatically
compile, link, and put the highlighted bar on the first
line of your program. You can then single-step through
the program by just pressing the F7 key.

Again, the point here is not for you to remember all
this key pressing, but to see how easy it is to use a
source-level debugger id an integrated environmcnt
such as IDE to w ,te 0r,t U-r ig your C programs.

Before we leave this section, there is one additional
point we want to mention. Modern compilers such as
the one in the Turbo C + + IDE allow you specify how
you want the generated object code to be optimized. In
its default mode the compiler compiles your program to
a binary Instruction sequence which uses minimum
memory. An alternative Is to tell the compiler to produce
code which is optimized for speed. You can also tell the
compiler to make maximum use ui registers to hold
variables and to rearrange the code so that loops and
other jumps are optimized.

We usually leave the compiler optimization in its
default mode when debugging a program, and then when
we know the program works correctly. we recompile It
with speed. register. and jump optirnlzatlons "on" to
produce the final version of the program. The reason we
initially leave these optimizations ofi is that it is very
difficult to step through a program which has been
highly optimized unless you are familiar with the algo-
rithms used by the compiler.

Now that you have an overview of the tools used to
develop C programs, we will show you, more of the
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mt index;

void main ()

for (index0; index <10; index++)
prices [indeX)	 cost(index] + 15;

/* variable to use as index *7

/* for loop to compute *7
7* for 10 prices *1

for (indeX0 index <10; index++)	 /* for loop to display results *1
printf("COSt = %&, price	 %d,- \n", cost[index), prices(index]);

=

LL___--- 15:1
Watch	 4=[tJ

in	 1
cost[index]: 28
prices(iridex]: 43

II	 V
IL..
Fl Help Fl Trace F8 Step i-1 Edit Ins Add Del Delete FlO Menu

FIGURE 12-4 Debugger screen display showing watch values.

structure and syntax of the C language so you can write
soc e programs of your own.

PF OGRAMMING IN C

Introduction

One leason it Is easy to learn a second programming
language is that you already know what features to look
for. When you have to learn a new language. we suggest
a bottom-up" approach, roughly as follows.

I. First explore the data types that are available in the
language and how these data types are represented.
In 8086 assembly language, for example. you have
worked with bytes. words, double words, and ASCII
characters.

2. Then look at how basic tatements such as variable
declarations are written in the language. The DB,
OW. DO. and array declaration statements are exam-
ples of this in 8086 assembly language.

3. Next, find out what logical, mathematical, and bit
'operators' are available in the language. This is
equivalent to looking at available 8086 instruCtiOns
such as AND. ADD, INC. RCR, etc. it is best to just
skim through these and pick out some commorily_
used oiies Dont try to remember them all the first
lime through.

4. Since you should always try to write programs in a
structured way, the next step is to see how standard
programming structures such s IF-TI-tEN-ELSE.
CASE. REPEAT-UNTIL, WHILE-DO, and FOR-NEXT

are implemented In the language. Look for examples
of these such as the 8086 assembly language exam-
ples we showed you in Chapter 4.

S. Most programs contain many procedures. so next
find out how procedures are defined and called In
the language and how parameters are passed to
procedures. Look for some examples such as the
assembly language examples we showed you in Chap-
terS.

6. The final step In the discovery process is to use the
new language to write some simple programs that
you have written successfully in another language.
Since the algorithms are already very familiar, all
you have to do Is determine the syntax needed to
express the algorithms in the new language. You
are really Just translating each program from one
language to another. The simple program tn Flgre
12-la is an example of translating a familiar ato-
rithm to C.

in the following sections we will lead you through thr
C language along the path described in the preirding
steps. If you have some C programming toots available.
we suggest that you work your way through the exercises
at the end of the chapter and those in the accompanying
lab manual to develop some skill in C.

C Data Types

In the first 10 chapters of this book you worked with
integer data types such as bytes. words, double words,
and ASCII charactcr codes. Then in Chapter II you met
a variety of floating-point data types. Figure 12-5 shows
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Q da. types, sizes, Afl ranges

type subtype

char
unsigned char
char

•nu
mt

unsigned short
short
unsigned mt
mt
unsigned long
long

float
float
double
long double

point•r
near
far or huge

FIGURE 12-5 C data types and sizes.

size (bits)	 range

8	 0-.	 255
8	 -128 •	 +127

16	 -32,768	 -.	 +32,767

16	 0	 65,535
16	 -32,768	 -	 +32,767
16	 0	 -	 65,535
16	 -32,768	 -.	 +32,767
32	 0	 -. 4,294,967,295
32	 -2,147,483.648	 -. +2,147,483,647

32
	

3.4E-38	 3.4E+38
64
	

1.7E-308	 -	 1.07E+308
80
	

3.4E-4932	 -.	 1.1E+4932

16	 -32,768	 -.	 +32,767
32	 -2,147,483,648	 -'+2,147,483,647

(on 80386 and 80486 machines)

the data types available In Turbo C. the number of
memory bits used to store each type, and the range of
values that can be represented by each type. You have
met most of these data types before, so they should be
readily understandable.

You use type char mostly for ASCII character codes.
You use one of the six Integer types to represent whole
numbers according to the range needed. Likewise, you
use one of the three floating-point types to represent
real numbers, depending on the range or values you
need for that variable. The (. floatIng-point types shown
in Figure 12-5 correspond to the three 8087 floating-
point formats shown in Figure 11-16 and described in
detail In the corresponding section of Chapter 11. Later
in this chapter we will show you how the 8087 floating-
point Pythagoras program In Figure 11-22 can be written
inC.

As in 8086 assembly language. C has near pointers
and far pointers. You use a near (16-bit) pointer if you
need to represent only the offset of a code or data word
in a segment, and you use a far or huge (32-bit) pointer
if you need to represent both the segment base and the

offsei of a code or data word. The enumerated data type
shown as enum in Figure 12-5 is a user-defined type
which can have integer values. You 7rObably won't use
this type in your first programs.

Declaring and Initializing Simple Variables in C

CHAR VARIABLES

In your 8086 assembly language programs you declared
anj Initialized variables with DB, DW, and OD state-
mcnts The example program in Figure 12-la showed
you a few examples of how you declare and initialize
simple variables and arrays in a C program. In this and
the following sections we show how to declare and
initialize variables of all the different C types. To start.
Figure 12-6 shows some exampl's of how you declare
and initialize char-type variables.

The first five variable declarations in Figure 12-6 are
all extern, which means that they are outside of any
function. Variables declared outside any function are
•'global." so they can be accessed by any function In a

/*Exe.p(es of declring and initializing ch.r type variables*/

char key;	 ,* declare variable key	 t don't initialize *1
char yes	 s';	 / declare and Initialize in one statement .1

char bell • \x07';	 /initialize with ASCII bell code /

char massage(20);	 / message dictared as array for 20 char - not initialized /

char err_mess()	 "Turn off the power";	 /array of char initialized with specified string /

woid memo

char camandf15];
	

I. automatic array for 15 char /

1 accessible only wthin main /

FIGURE 12-6 Declaring and initializing char variables in C.
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program. If you declare a variable withIn a function, the
va4lable Is by default automatic. which means that It is
"local" and can be accessed oath' within that function.
For example, the declaration "char cc.mmandll5;" in
Figure 12-6 Is in function main, so the variable com-
mand is automatic and can be accessed only within
main. Later, when we, show you how to declare and use
functions, we will discuss in more detail how you decide
whether to make a variable extern or automatic. The
general rule is to declare variables inside of main unless
they need to be accessible to other program modules.
This avoids a conflict if a module written by some other
programmer has a dIfferent variable with the same name
as one in the main module. Now, let's take a closer look
at the syntax oi declaring and Initializing char-type
variables.

As shown in Figure 12-5. a single char type variable
uses I byte of memory. A declaration such as "char key"
declares a variable named key and reserves 1 byte of
storage for It. If the declaration is outside of main, the
variable will be initialized with a default valu'' of 0.

The second char example in FIgure 12-6 shows how
you can declare a variable named yes and initialize the
variable with the ASCII code for a lowercase y. Note that
the ASCII character Is enclosed in single quotes.

If you want tn initialize a char variable with the. ASCII
code for a nonprinting character, you can enter a \
followed by the hex code for the character. The \x07 In
the third char example initializes the variable bell with
the ASCII code which will sound a "bell" on your
computer.

A char variable declaration such as one of the first
three examples reserves space for Just I byte, but the
char messagef 201 example shows how you can declare
an array of characters. In thls case all 20 locations In
the array will be initialized with the default value of 0.

The char messagel I = "Turn off the power"; statement
In Figure 12-6 declares an array of characters and
Initializes the locations in the array with the ASCII codes
for the characters enclosed in double quotes. Note that
you use single quotes to initialize a single-character
variable, but you use double quotes to initialize the

elements in an array of characters. We did not need to put
a number In the I I because the compiler automatically
counts the number of characters enclosed in the double
quotes and allocates the required memory bytes, The
array actually contains one more byte than the number
of characters in the string because the compiler automat-
ically inserts an ASCII null character. OOH. as a sentinel
after the last byte of the string. This sentinel character
is used by many functions to identify the end of the
string.

The declaration char commandl 151 in main in Figure
12-6 declares a 15-byte array of type char. As we said
before, the declaration is In procedure main, so this
array is automatic and can be accessed only in main.
We did not initialize the array, so the locations in the
command array will contain whatever random garbage
happens to be in the memory locations set aside for the
array. In some cases 0's get put in these locations, but
you can't count on it. so you might tuck in a back corner
of your mind that the default initialization for external
arrays is 0 and the default Initialization for automatic
arrays is garbage.

INT VARIABLES

As shown in Figure 12-5. a simple INT variable uses 16
bits and can represent Integers In the range —32,768
to + 32,767. The example declarations lit Figure 12-7
are all declared as simple mt type, but you can replace
the mt at the start of any of these with one of the other
mt types shown in Figure 12-5 to get the range you need
for a specific application.

The first tnt example In Figure 12-7 declares an int-
type variable named headcount, reserves a 16-bit word
in memory for it, and leaves the location initialized with
a default value of 0. Headcount is declared outside of
main, so It is extern.

The second mt example shows you how to initialize a
variable to 10 decimal, and the third mt example show's
you how to initialize a declared variable with FFFFH.
The Ox in front of the 1111 tells the compiler that the ff11
represents a hexadecimal number. Note that since type

I. Exairles of declaring arid initifttizing mt type variables /

j ot headcoint;	 I declare but don't initialize variable heedcount /
/ heedcount is extern /

void main()

j ot irdex	 10;	 / declare and initialize with 10 decimal *1

j ot .ress	 Qxffff;	 f initialize with hex 11ff /
mt i10, j=20, k30;	 / declare and j nit 3 lot variables */
lot pricestlO);	 1 array of 10 mt. i.rminitiatized /
j ot costU r (?0,28,15,26,19.27,16,29,39,42);/ • array of 10 irmt, initiaLized with values shown /
jot test scores(25) (4);	 /. 2 dimensionaL array with 25 rows arid 4 colurns /
mt av_tee'çmC5) (12) (311; 	 f* Three dimensional array' pages, rows, colurns /
unsigned tong population ¶990;	 I. 32-bit u'isigned integer /

Fl( ;URE 12-7 Declaring and initializing ml variables in C.
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tot rcpresents a signed value, ff}1 is actually equal to
- I. If you want to declare a vriabie and initialize it
with a value of + ffffl-1, you can use a statement such as
"unsigned tnt hex_value = Oxffff;.

The mt i=l0, j=2O, k=30; example in Figure 12-7
shows how you can declare and initialize three or more
variables of the same type in a single statement to make
your program more compact.

The following two examples declare arrays. These
examples should be very familiar to you from the program
in Figure 12-la. The mt pricesliOl; statement declares
an array of 10 words and leaves the 101ocations uninitial-
ized. The tnt costl 1 = 20,28. 15,26,19,27. 16,29,39,42};
declares an array of 10 words and initializes the 10
locations with the specified values. Note that you do not
have to include the length of the array in the I I for
the cost declaration, because the compiler Counts the
number of specified values and makes the array long
enough to hold that number.

The last two tnt examples in Figure 12-7 show how
to declare two- and three-dimensional arrays. A two-
dimensional array consists of rows and columns. An
instructor's grade roster is an example of a two-dimen-
sional array. The rows represent the names of the
students and the columns represent the scores on tests.
quizzes, and labs. The statement mt test_.scoresl25l4l;
declares a two-dimensional array that might be used to
Store 4 test scores for each of 25 students, The 25 in
this declaration represents the number of rows and the
4 represents the number of columns, We did not initialize
this array, because a program that uses this array would
probably prompt the instructor to enter the values for
the array from the keyboard. To see how to initialize a
two-dimensional array as part of the declaration, see the
array declarations under the float type in Figure 12-8.

You can think of the three-dimensional array declared
by the mt av_temp{51121311; statement in Figure 12-7
as consisting of 5 'pages" with 12 horizontal rows and
31 vertical columns on each page. This array represents
the form In which the average temperature values for a
5-year period might be stored. The program that uses
this array would probably compute the value for each
element in the array using maximum and minimum
values entered by a friendly weatherperson. Later we
show you how to access elements in multidimensional
arrays such as this.

FLOAT VARIABLES

As shown in Figure 12-5, the three floating-point num-
ber types available in C are float, double, and long
double. The basic format of float-type declarations is the
same as that for mt type declarations, so we have Just
shown a couple of examples of this type in Figure 12-8.
The first example again shows how you can declare and
initialize several variables in a single statement. The
second example shows how you can declare and initialize
a two-dimensional array of real numbers. Note how the
inner curly braces are used to set off the rows and the
outer curly braces are used to enclose all the rows. The
final float example in Figure 12-8 shows how to declare
a long-double-type variable. I suppose that we will have
to create a new floating-point type when the national
debt becomes too large to be represented with a long-
double-typt. variable.

Declaring, Initializing, and Using Pointers in C

INTRODUCTION

People who have not worked with an 8086-type assembly
language often have trouble understanding pointers
when they are first learning C. By now you have several
chapters of experience with 8086 assembly language
pointer instructions such as MOV AX,IBXI and MOV
AL.COSTIBXI. so if we do ourJob well, you should lave
little trouble with C pointers.

To help you with the transition to C. we will not nly
show you how to declare and initialize pointers, we will
show you how they are used in simple programs To
further help you, we will show the 8086 asseribly
language equivalents for some of the C examples we
use. Read through this section until you thorouhly
understand it, because much of the power of the C
language is based on the use of pointers.

A SIMPLE INT POINTER

The first statement In the pointer example In Flgun 12-
9a declares an integer-type variable called headc ' mt
and initializes the variable with a value of 5. The sec. nd
statement in this example declares a pointer na.ied
present and initializes the pointer with the addre of

/ Exarçtes of deciarir, and initiaiixing float type variables /

long double nationaL_debt;

	

	 / 80-bit floating point nuther *1

/ astern, anytody can access /
void main()

float side_a	 3.0, sideb	 4.0, side_c; 1. mit side_i and side_b, but not side_c*/
float max mm ten,C2l (71

((37.3,42.0,42.9,46.0,51.7,44.2,40.0>,
(29.4,32.2,30.1,34.2,37.2,36.1,32.3)); I. declare and initialize 2 dimensional

array of 2 rows and 7 cotjms /

FIGURE 12-8 Declaring and initializing (bat variables in C.
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/* declaring end initializing a siiiç.ie mt pointer /

llnctude cstdio.h'
void .ain()
(

mt headcou'it	 5;
mt *preseflt	 &headcoat;

P dettare variabLe and initiaLize to S /
1* decLare pointer named present and initiaLize

the pointer with the address of headcoirit .1

priatf(" headcoi.%i ts xd \n &headcowt %d \n present Xd \n"
*present Xd \n &present %d \n", headcou,t, Lheadcoi,rit,
present, *present, &present);

*present *present •

printf("\rtheadcouit %d \n &headcount Xd Vt present %d Vt"
present = d \n £present Xd \n", headcos'tt, &headcount,
present, *present, &present);

(a)

Turbo AsseiTtLer Version 1.0 	 04-04-90 22:08:54	 Page 1
APX-9.ASM

;8086 asseetly language program to demonstrate mt pointers

data segment
headcot,t dw 5
present dw offset heedcou'tt

data ends

code segment
asst,m cs:code, ds:data

	

Start: mov ax, data	 ; initialize ds register
mov ds, ax
mov Dx, present	 copy pointer to bx register

	

mov ax, (bx)	 ; use pointer to copy value
of headcotxt to ax

code ends
end start

headcount	 5
&headcount 404
present	 404
preserit	 5

Ipresent	 406
(C)

2
3 0000
4 0000 0005
5 0002 0000r
6 0004
7
8 0000
9

10 0000 B8 0000s
11 0003 & 08
12 0005 881E 0002r
13 0009 8K 07
14
15 000K
16

FIGURE 12-9 (a) Declaring and initializing a simple mt pointer. (b) Assembly
language example of initializing and using mt pointer. (C) Results produced by
printf statement in Figure 12-9a.

the variable headcount. There are three points to store
in your mind from this example.

First, the type for a pointer Is the type of the data
pointed to. Second. the in front of the name present
in the declaration tells the complier that present is a
pointer. Third. the & in front of headcount is the
address of' operator. This operator tells the compiler

that you want to initialize the pointer present with "the
address of" the variable headcount. To summarize then.
this statement declares a pointer-type variable named
present and Initializes it with the address of the mt
t,ariable called headcount.

To help you relate all this to your previous experience,
the DATA SEGMENT in Figure l2-9b shows the 8086
assembly language equivalent for these two C declara-
tions. As you can see by the comments, the first DW
statement sets asIde a word of storage for (declares)
HEADCOUNT and initializes headcount with 5. The
second OW statement sets aside a word of storage for
(declares) a variable named PRESENT and initializes it
with the OFFSET of the variable HEADCOUNT. Since
the offset of a variable is Its address within a segment.
PRESENT Is then a pointer to HEADCOUNT. To access
HEADCOUNT you can copy the pointer Into BX with the
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instruction MOV BX.PRESENT and thn copy the value
of HEADCOUNT into AX with the instruction MOV
AXJ BX].

The thought that probably comes to mind now is. Why
didn't you Just MOv AX,HEADCOIJNT to get the value
of HEADCOUNT Into AX instead of using the indirect
method? The answer is that for this case you can use
the direct approach, but for other cases we show you
later, you can't. To make sure you understand what
is pointed to and what is doing the pointing in the
declarations in Figure 12-9a. let's look at the actual
values produced by the terms in the C declarations.

Figure 12-9c shows the results produced by the printf
statement in Figure 12-9a. Work your way carefully
through these so you see the two ways of representing
the value of headcount and the two ways of expressing
the address of headcount in programs.

You can refer to the value of headcount directly by
name or with the present representation. When used
in a progra'm statement, the • in front of a pointer name
means "the contents of the memory location pointed
to by that pointer." The •present term in the printf
statement then means the value of the variable pointed
to by present. The standard programming Jargon for
using a • in front of a pointer to refer to the value pointed
to by the pointer is dereferenci ng the pointer. As you can
see in our example here, present points to headcount, so
the value printed for present is the same as that printed
for headcourit, The Only confusion here is that in a
pointer declaration the • is used to indicate that the
declared variable is a pointer, and in other program
statements the means the value of the variable pointed
to by the pointer named after the . The • in this context
means the same thing as the I in an assembly language
statement such as MOV AX.LBXI. Remember how we told
you to read these I I as "the Contents of the memory
location(s) pointed to by the value in the BX register."

The output of the printf function in Figure l2-9c
also shows that you can represent the address where
headcount is stored In two ways. One way is with the
"address of" operator, &. The term &headcount is a
shorthand way of saying "the address where the variable
headcount is stored in memory." In its default modç the
compiler assigns the same segment base address to your
data segment, stack segment, a'hd extra segment, so the
address produced by printf for &headcount is just the
offset of feadcount in the segment. The second way to
refer to tl* address of headcount is with the pointer.
present. ln \the mt present=&headcount; statement,
we declared 'present as a pointer and "pointed it" at
headcount. A, shown by the printout, the value of
present then is the same as the value of &headcount.

Finally, in the printf output note the value produced
by &present. This value represents the memory address
where the compiler decided to store the pointer present.
if you take another look at the assembly language
equivalent of this program in Figure 129b, you can see
how this corresponds to the offset where PRESENT is
Stored in the data segment.

Now that you know a little about C pointers, we want
to take a moment to show you one reason why they are
important.

When you call i C function you often want to pass
parameters (arguments) to the function. The statement
printfl"%d", sum). for example, calls the printf function
and passes it a variable called sum. What is actually
passed to the functi-n is a copy of the variable sum,
The function then is given the value of the variable sum
but is not given access to the actual variable itself. The
technical term for this method is passing by value, If
only the value of a variable is passed to a function, then
the function cannot modifi the actual variable. For a
function such as printf this is no problem, because
printf is not intended to change the values of variables.

However, if you call a function which is intended to
change the value of a variable, you must pass the address
of the variable to the function, The function can then
use the address it receives to access and change the
value of the variable. As an example of this, the C
statement scanft"%d". &headcount); calls the predefined
function scanf to read a decimal value from the keyboard
and assign the value to a variable called headcount, The
&headcount in this statement passes the addres.s of
headcount to scant so that scani can write the new value
in headcount, If present has been previously declared
and initialized as a pointer to headcount with mt
present = &headcount; statement, then another way to

write the scanf statement is scanfl"%d", present);.
In a later section we discuss C functions in great.

detail, but to give you a head Start you might store in
your mind the fact that when you call a C function to
change the value of a variable, you must pass the address
of the variable to the function instead of passing the
value of the variable, The technical term for this is
passing by reference. For a simple variable such as
headcount, you can use &headcount to represent the
address of the variable headcount, However, for many
applications, declaring a separate pointer is a much
more versatile technique. In the following section we
show you how to declare and use pointers with simple,
onedimensional arrays. Throughout the rest of the book
we will show many more examples of how you use
pointers in programs.

USING POINTERS WITH INT ARRAYS

The program in Figure 12'lOa shows three different
ways to add a profit to each of 10 costs from an array of
Ints. As in the example in Figure l21a. we first declare
an in! array called cost. initialize the cost array with 10
values, and declare an empty array of 10 elements to hold
the computed prices, In the third line of declarations we
declare a simple variable called index and declare two
pointers. The cpntr cost term declares a pointer called
cpntr and initializes the pointer with the address of the
first element in the array cost. The ppntr=prices term
in the third line declares a pointer called ppntr and
initializes it with the address of the first element in the
prices array. Now lets look ai the three methods ol
accessing the elements in these arrays.

The first method shown in Figure 12-IOu is the array.
index' method we showed you in Figure 12-la. When
you declare an array such as costl J. C treats the name
cost as a pointer to the first element in the array.
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I. C PROGRAI4 F12-1OA.0 - CPUTE THE SEt.LING PRICE OF 10 ITEMS */
IincILe stdio.h
gdefine PROFIT 15
ldefine MAX_PRICES 10

void maln()
(
mt costE)	 C 20,28,15,26,19,27,16,29,39,42 );
mt prices(1O;
mt index, cpntr	 cost, ppntr	 prices;

ar r ay index method ./
for (indexO; index INAX_PRICES; index+)
C
priceslindex] = cost (index) • PROFIT;
printf("cost	 Xd, price	 %d, \n", cst(index.

prices(index)
)

1* pointer method */
for (index 0; index'NAX_PRICES; index)
C
*ppntr	 *cpntr * PROFIT;
printf("cost	 Xd, price	 Xd,\n,*cp.ltr,*pp,tr);
cp'tr*; ppntr+.;
)

/ pointer arithmetic method */
for (index .0; index10; index+)
C
*(prices •tndex) • (cost +irdex) * PROFIT;
printf("cost	 Xd, price	 S.d. \n",
*(cost • index), (prices • index));

(a) )

;8086 PROGRAM f12-1OB.A$M
;ARSIRACT : Asseoly tengua9e program to add profit to costs using pointers

Program adds a profit factor to each element in a
COST array and pots the result in an PRICES array.

PROFIT	 EQ(J	 15K	 ; profit	 15 cents
ARRAYS SEGMENT

cosr	 DR 20H,28H,ISH,26K,19H,27H,16K,29K,39H,42K
PRICES	 OR 10 DJP(0)
CPWTR	 OW OFFSET COST
PPNTR	 OW OFFSET PRICES

ARRAYS ENDS

CWE	 SEGMENT
ASSUME CS:CE, DS:ARRAYS

START:	 MOV AX, ARRAYS : Initialize data segment
NOV OS, AX	 ; register
NOV CX, 0010	 ; Initialize coa1ter

DO_NEXT: NOV 8X, CPNTR ; Load cost pointer in BX
NOV SI, PPNTR ; Load price pointer in SI
NOV AL, tBX1	 ; Get element pointed to by CPNTR
ADD AL, PROFIT ; Add the profit to value read
DAA	 ; Decimal adjust result
NOV (SI), AL	 ; Store result at Location pointed

to by PPNTR in PRICES
INC CPNTR	 ; Ir ree,ent pointers
INC PPWTR
L	 DO_NEXT	 ; If not last element, do again

CE	 ENDS
(b) END START

FIGURE 12-10 (a) C program which uses pointers to compute selling prices.
(b) 8086 assembly language equivalent of program in 12-lOa. 	 401



This pointer, however, is a constant. so it cannot be
incremented tu access the other elements in the array.
To access the other elements In the array. you have to
in some way add an index to cost. The term costi index)
In the array-Index example in Figure 12-lC)a tells the
complier to generate the effective address by adding the
value of Index to the address represented by the name

t. Likewise the term prlces(indexl tells the complier
to generate the effective address of thevariable by adding
the value of index to the address represented by the
name prices. The first time through the for loop, index
will have a value of zero, so the first element in each array
will be accessed when the prices)indexlcostlindexl
+ profit; statement is executed The second time through
the for loop, index will have a value of I. so the second
element in each array will be accessed.

The method described for this C example Is exactly
the same method we used to access the array elements
In the assembly language program in Figure 4-23. II you
look back at that program, you will see that we loaded
the index in BX, used the instruction MOVALCOSTIBXI
to copy an element from the cost array to AL. and
used the Instruction MOV PRJCES)BXI,AL to copy the
computed price back to the indexed location In the
PRICES array.

The second method of accessing the elements in our
arrays uses the ponters. cpntr and ppntr, that we
declared. The statement ppntr cpntr+proflt; says
read the value pointed to by cpntr. add a profit of 15 to
the value, and write the result at the location pointed
to by ppntr. In the InItial declarations we initialized
cpntr with the address of the first element In cost and
ppntr with the address of the first element In prices.
Therefore, the first executlQn of the for loop will read the
first element In cost, perform the specified computation.
and write the result in the first element of prices. The
cpntr and ppntr pointers are variables, so they can be
Incremented. decremented. added to, subtracted from,
etc.. to access other elements in the arrays. The
cpntr+ +: statement increments cpntr to point to the
next element in cost, and the ppntr+ +: statement
Increments ppntr to point to the next element in prices.

NOTE: Both cpntr and ppntr were declared as
pointers to tnt type variables, so the compiler
automatically generates Instructions which Incre-
ment the pointers as needed to access the next
elements in the two arrays. Since mt variables take
2 bytes, the compiler will generate Instructions
which add 2 to the value of cpntr and add 2 to the
value of ppntr. The next time through the for loop
then, cpntrwlll point to the second element In cost
and ppntr will point to the second element In
prices. With this pointer method you do not need
llndexi to identify the desired elements in the
arrays, because the pointers are incremented to
point to the desired elements. The print1) ) state-
ment in the pointer method example in Figure 12-
lOa also uses the cpntr notation to represent "the
contents of the memory location(s) pointed to by
cpntr" and ppntr to represent 'the contents of
the memory location pointed to by ppntr." We

didn't bother to show you, but this second method
produces the same printout as that shown In
FIgure 12-lb.

To help you further understand how this pointer
version of the program works. Figure 12-1 Ob shows how
you could write it in 8086 assembly language. The
program in Figure 12-lOb actually generates machine
code very close to that generated by the compiler for the
C pointer example we have Just discussed except that It
works with bytes Instead of words, and it obviously does
not produce the code for the printf function.

In this assembly language example you can see that
we first use a DW statement to declare and inItialIze a
pointer to the first element in cost and another DW
statement to declare arid initialize a pointer to the first
element In prices. Then in the code section of the
program we load CPNTR into BX and PPNTR into SI so
we can use them to access the arrays. We use MOV
AL.LBXI to read in an element from cost and MOV lSII.AL
to copy the result to prices. We then Increment the
pointers so they point to the next elements in the arrays
and loop back to do the next add and store operation.

The third method of accessing the elements in the two
arrays Is the pointer arithmetic method shown In Figure
i2-lOa. As we said before, the name of an array such
as cost Is a pointer to the first element in the array. To
access the other elements in the al-ray you need to add
an offset to the value of cost, One way to Indicate this
addition is with an expression such as cost) index) that
we showed you in the first array-access method. Another
way to indicate this addition is with an expression such
as (cost + index). Putting a • In front of this expression
gives (cost + Index), which translates to "the value in
memory pointed to by the sum of cost + Index." The ex-
pression (cost + Index) Is exactly equivalent to the ex-
pression cost) Index) and the compiler generates the same
code for each expression. Note that since cost Isa pointer
to an mt-type array. the compiler generates Instructions
which add two tirv" the' value of index to cost when it
translates the expressloit ,ost + index).

Now that you have seen the three methods of accessing
an array, the question that may occur to you is, Which
one is best? The answer Is that usually you can use any
of them. The array-index method is probably more
intuitive when you are first learning about arrays. but
most experienced C programmers use the direct pointer
or the pointer arithmetic method because they generate
considerably more efficient machine code. If for no other
reason, you should use these last two methods In your
programs so that you can easily follow them In other
people's programs.

Another point we want to briefly make about the
program in Figure l2-l0a is the format in which the
data is stored and manipulated. Cost is declared as type
mt. so according io Figure 12-5. 2 bytes are set aside
for each element in cost. The compiler converts the
decimal value supplied for each element to a 16-bit
signed equivalent. When the program is loaded into
memory to be run, these 16-bit signed values are loaded
In the memory locations allocated for cost. When the
program is run, the binary equivalent of 15 is added to
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FORMAT SPECIFIER P*INT
SYMBOI.•

d.cIt integer

sislyisd Int.ger

XLd	 tong d.cit Integer

pointer vaLue

floating point for,.t

X6.21 fLoating point fort rou'd off to
two digit, of dsci.aL point, total
of six digits

Xe	 exponential forsat
fLoating point

Xc	 ASCII character for value

Xe	 string

Xx or (	 hex valu, of integer

HGURE 12-11 C format specifiers for use in printf,
scant, and other library functions.

each value from cost and the 16-bit signed result is put
in the appropriate location in prices. The %d format
specifiers In the printfl) statement cause the printf
function to convert the cpntr and ppntr values to their
decimal equivalents before sending the values to the
screen. The result is the decimal printout shown in
Figure 12-lb. For reference Figure 12-11 shows the
formats for some of the specifiers you can use with
prtntf. scanf. and other predefined functions.

A FLOAT POINTER EXAMPLE

By now you are probably getting tired of the cost-price
example, but we will use It one more tIme to quicdy
show you a few useful techniques that make the program
more realistic.

Figure 12-12. page 404. shows the new "improved"
version. The first improvement is to make the program
able to work with floating-point numbers instead ofjust
integers. We did this by declaring the two arrays as type
float instead of type mt.

The second Improvement is to make it easy to change
the program so it can work with some number of
values other than 10. Note how we use the preprocessor
directive #deflne MAx_PRICES 10 at the start of the
program to declare a constant called MAX_.PRICES and
then use MAX_I'RICES in the for loops and evely tine
we refer to the number of eements In the arrays. 11w-s
want to change the number of elements in the arrays.
all we have to do is change the value of MAX..J'RICES
in the #defInc and re4nnpiie the program. The compiler
will automatically replace each occurrence of MA)L
PRICES with the new value. This shows the advantage
of using defined constants Instead of hard numbers in
a program.

A third iiiprovement In the program Is to add a section
which allows you to enter any desired values Instead of
uslngjustthe fixed values we put in cost for the previous
examples. To do this we declare the array cost as shown.
but we do not InitIalize the array with fixed values. After
using the predefined function printf to send a prompt
message to the user, we use another predefined function
called scant and a for loop to read In tO values entered
on the keyboard.

The actual code for the scanf function is contained in
a library tile. The #include <stdlo.h> preprocessor
direcUve at the start of the program tells the compiler
to look In the file stdio.h for the prototype of the seanfl)
function. When the program is linked, the code for
scanli) and printfl) functions will be linked with the
code for the rest of the program to generate the execut-
able (.exe) file.

The scanfl"%f". cpntr) statement in the program calls
the function and passes the parameters needed by the
function. The scant function needs to know what type
of data yot want it to read and where you want It to put
the data. As with the printf function we used before,
you use a format specifier to indicate the type of data
you want it to read. In this program we want scant to
read floating-point values, so we pass a Sf to scant by
putting It first in the U. As we said earlier, the scant
function requires that you pass It a pointer to tell it
where to put the data read. We want the data values to
be put In the cost array, so we pass the pointer cpntr
that we initialized with the startIng addrs of the cost
array. Each time through the for loop. cpntr will be
incremented so that it points to the next element in
cost.

This Is a good time to show you why the type of each
variable is important. According to FIgure 12-5. a float-
type variable uses 4 bytes of memory., so the elements
of ,. - 1ntervals of 4 In memory. Since cOot is an
array of floats. we tleclared cpntr as a type float pointer.
When the compiler translates the cpntr+ + statement.
it automatIcally generates an- 8(6 instructIon which
adds 4 to the value of cpntr so it points to the next
element in cost.

When this first section of the program runs. it will
-send the "Enter 10 costs..." message to the screen and
waft for you to enter a value. After you enter a value and
press the space bar or the Enter key, the program will
put the value in the array and wait for you to enter the
next value.

After all 10 values are read in, the cpntr pointer I.
reset to point at the start of the cost array with the
cpntr cost; statement. so we can process the 10 values
read. To process the 10 values we use a for loop. as In
the previous examples, Now let's see how we compute
each cost.

In the previous examples we added a fixed profit of 15
to each cost, but this is not very realistic. A more realistic
approach is to compute profit as a percentage of the cost
and add the computed profit to the initial Cost for each
item. The statement ppntr='cpntr+0.25icpntr):
does this. In more English-like terms it says. "get the
cost pointed to by cpntr. multiply that value by 0.25.
add the value pointed to by cpntr to the result, and write

-	
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/ C PROGRAM rlZ-12.0 •/
/. float pointers end reading data fros the keyboard */

line li.e'stdio.h
Idefin. MAX_PRICES 10
void main (I
C

float CostLMAX_PRICES), prices(MAX_PR!CES);
float *cpntr	 cost,	 tr	 prices;
mt I;

printf("Ent.r Xd costs. After each cost press
'space or enter.\n", MAX_PRICES);

forfl-0; I	 MAX_PRICES; i**)

scanf('Xf", cpntr);
cpotr*.;

)
cpntr	 cost; / reset cost pointer to start of array .1
for(iO; I	 MAX_PRICES; i*)
(

pprtr *cpotr • 25 * (ctr);
printf('cost %6.2f, pricer X6.2f \n',cpotr,ppntr);
cpntr**; ppntr*;

)
)

FIGURE 12-12 Program using float pointers and the scanf function.

the result to the memory locations pointed to by ppntr.
Note that the • symbol is used to represent the multiplica-
tion operation as well as to represent tin. ",jntents of
the memory location pointed to by" a pointer. The
meaning of a in a statement Is usually clear from how
it Is used.

Alter we compute each selling price, we call printf to
display the entered costs and the computed prices on
the screen. Since we want to print floating-point values.
we use %f format specifiers. The 2 between the % and
the f indicates that we want the values rounded off to
two digits to the right of the decimal point. This is
appropriate for money values. The 6 between the % and
the f indicates that the values will have a maximum of
6 digits. Including the two to the right of the dec'rnal
point. This number is optional. Note that we use cpI.r
to pass the current cost value to printf and ppiitr to
pass the current price value to printf. We then increment
the two pointers. cpntr and ppntr, so they point to the
next locations in their arrays.

Now that you have some experience with mt and float
pointers. lers take a look at some char pointers which
work Just a little bit differently.

CHAR POINTERS AND CHARACTER STRINGS

Some programming languages such as BASIC have a
string data type which Is used for ASCII code sequences.
In C you Just use an array of type char to store strings.
The last twoexamp1es in Figure 12-6 show how to
declare char arrays. The next-to-last example in Figure
12-6 shows how you can initialize a char array with a
desired string of ASCII codes. Remember that when
you initialize a char array in this way, the compiler

automatically includes a null character as a sentinel at
the end of the string.

As with mt and float arrays, the name of a char array
Is a pointer to the first element In the array, but again.
this pointer is a constant, so it cannot be incremented,
etc. It is often useful to declare a variable pointer to the
Start of a char array and use this pointer to access the
array. FIgure 12-13 shows you how to declare char
pointers and some of the different ways to work with
character strings in C programs.

At the top of Figure 12-13 note that you can use the
#define preprocessor directive to declare a constant
string. Whenever the compiler finds the identifier exit-
mess, it will substitute the constant string password
incorrect.' Since this string is a Constant, it cannot be
modified in 'e program.

The first char example in Figure 12-13 does several
jobs. It declares a char-type pointer called greeting and
sets aside 2 bytes of memory to store the pointer. It
allocates 14 bytes of memory and Initializes these bytes
with the ASCII codes for the string 'Good Morning
and a null charactei. Finally, it initializes the pointer.
greeting, with the address of the frst character in the
string.

The printfi'%s\n", greeting); sta;ement in main shows
how you can get this message printed out on the screen.
To let pi-mntf know that you are passing it a string. you
use the %s format specifier. To identil, the string you
want to send to the screen, you simply use the name of
the pointer to the string. Note that you do not have to
put a in front of the name of the pointer as we did for
the float pointer in the printfl I statement In Figure 12-
11. For string operations the compiler assumes that the
name of the pointer re -s to the whole string. Since the
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1 exaeptes of decLaring and using char type pointers /

Hir',ciude stdio.h'
def ins exitmess "pasiword incorrect"

void memo
(
char greeting • "Good arning, •';	 I. pointer to type char Location, initiaLized with string 1
char waket.çt20 • "Good srningn'; I . array of 20 char initiaLized ith string shown .1
char u.essage	 /. decLare pointer named message,

but at locate no storage /
cher nsie(201

pr intf(Xs\n', exitmess);

printf("%s\n", greeting);
printf("%sn", weketi);

message	 Hetto tliere";	 / aLlocate storage and toad string Into locations
starting where pointer, message points /

printf("The message is, .s\rl', message);

priritf("Ptease type in your name and press the Enter key.\n");
get s(name);
printf("%ss\n", greetinL name);

FIGURE 12-13 Declaring mnd using char type pointers.

pointer greeting initially points to the first element in
the string, a term such as "greeting would refer only to
the first element in the string rather than to the whole
string. Don't make this overly complicated in your mind.
Just remember that you don't use a in front of a
pointer to a string unless you want to refer to just the
first character in the string or individual elements in
the string.

The char wakeup4 ) = "Good mornlng\n": statement
In Figure 12-13 declares an array of characters and
initializes the elements of Wie array with the ASCII codes
for the specified string. An ASCII null character, OOH.
will attomatically be inserted as a sentinel at the end of
the string. As we said before, the name of an array is a
pointer to the first element In the array, so you can print
this message with a statement uch as printfl"%s \n".
wakeup):. Note that here again ou do not have to use
a in front of wakeup to tell printf that you want to
print the contents of string named wakeup.

The char rnessage: declaration in Figure 12-13 de-
clares a char-type pointer and sets aside a couple of
memory locations for the pointer. However, this state-
nent does not assign any value to the pointer, and it
does not allocate any memoly for storing a string.
When the compiler reads the message = 'Hello there.":
statement in main, it will allocate some memory loca-
tIons for the string 'Hello there." and store the ASCII
codes for the string In the allocated memory b ytes, The
compiler will also initialize the pointer narjcd message
with the starting address of the memory allocated for
the string. Note again that we referred to the string
Simply with the name message. The compiler Is smart
enough to know that message refers to the entire string.

- The char namel20!; statement in Figure 12-13 allo-
cates 20 bytes of memory for an array of characters but
does rt initialize these bytes. The last three statements
in main show how you can read a string in from the
keyboard and put it in this array.

The printf( ) statement at the start of this section
simply prompts the user to enter his or her name and
press the Enter key. The second line in this section of
the program uses the predefined function gets( I to read
characters entered on the keyboard. You teU gets( I where
to put the characters by passing it a pointer to some
char-type locations. In this example, name is a pointer
to the array we declared, so we Just pass name to gets{)
by including It in the I ). Gets( I keeps reading ASCII
codes from the cyhoard and putting them in the array
until It reads thk code for a carriage return. When it
reads a carriage return. gets( ) puts a nufl character at
the end of the stored string and returns to main. The
final printfl I statement sends the declared string Good
morning," to the screen and then sends the string read
in from the keyboard to the screen.

As you look at this last example the question that may
occur to you is, Why didn't we use the scanfl I function
that we showed you In Figure 12-12 to read in the
string?The answer to this is that scanf terminates when
it finds a space, a tab, or a carriage return. Therefore.
the space between a first name and a last name would
terminate scanf, and only the first name would be read
in and put in the array. The scanf function with a %s
format specifier works fine if you want to read in only a
single character or a single word,

Two Important points to remember when working
with character arrays or strings are as follows:
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I. Use just the name of the array or the name of the
pointer to refer to the array. You don't need sn in
front of the name unless you want to refer to just
the first charctr in the array or individual elements
in the string.

2. You must tell the compiler to allocate storage for a
string with a statement such as char nam2Ol;
before you can read in a string from the keyboard.
You cannot just declare a pointer with char mes-
sage; and then gets(message); because the char
mcssage declaration doesn't allocate any space to

put the characters read from the keyboard. It Just
declares a pointer.

Now that you know how to declare different C data
types, how to send messages to the screen, and how to
read strings from the keyboard, you should be able to
write some simple programs to entertain rour friends.
To make your programs more interesting, you need
sonic more Instructions in your toolbox. In the next
sections we show you the different C "instructions" or
operators you can use to perform computations. etc.. in
your programs.

C Operators

THE ASSIGNMENT OPERATOR

The assignment operator in C is simply the sign.
We have already used the assignment operator in the
preceding program examples without bothering to give it
a name. A statement such as side_a = 3.0;. br example,
assigns a value of 3.0 to the variable side_a. This
corresponds to an assembly language instruction such
as MOV SIDE_A.3.

The = sign says "evaluate the expression to the right
of the = and write the result in the variable to the left
of the = .' The statement priceslindexl=costlin-
dcxl #15;, for example, adds 15 to an element from the
cost array and puts the result in the corresponding
element In the prices array.

In 8086 assembly language you used MOV instructions
to copy the contents of one memory location to another.
One way to do this in C Is with a simple assignment
statement, If you have two variables such as maxval and
curval of the same type, you can copy the value of curval
to maxvai with the Statement maxval = curval;.

ARITHMETIC OPERATORS

Operation	 Symbol Examples

Addition	 +	 a=c+d;
Subtraction	 -	 a=c-d:
Multiplication	 •	 a=4.b
Division	 /	 a=c/d;
Modulus	 a=c%d:
Increment	 + +	 Index + +;

a=a+b+ +;

a=a+ ++b;

Decrement	 COunt- -;
a = a- b--;

a=a+ - -b;

BITWISE OPERATORS

I. a = remainder of c/d /
1. increment Index by one 1
/ postflx increment /
1 add b to a, then mc b /
/ prefix increment .1
/ Inc b, add result to a /
/ decrement count by one .1
/ postflx decrement .1
/ subtract b from a. decrement b /
1. prefix decrement /
/ decrement b, then add b to a .1

These operators correspond to assembly language In-
structions such as ANt). OR, XOR, NOT. ROL and
ROR. As with the assembly language instructions, they
perform the specified operation on a bit .by.bit basis.

Operation Symbol Examples

The AND operator, for example, logically ANDs each bit
of one operand with the corresponding bit of the other
operand. For reference, here are the C bit operators and
some examples of each.

AND	 &	 a=a&b:

a=a & Oxff
OR
	

a = a I b;

a = a OxS000;
XOR
	

a = a b;

a = a Ox000I;
NOT
	

a = a;
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/ each bit of bANDed with corresponding
bit in a, result in a /

1. mask upper 8 bits of mt a /
P each bit of b ORed with corresponding

bit in a. result in a /
P set MSB of mt in a .1
I . each bit in b is XORed with corresponding

bit in a, result in a /
P invert low nibble mt a .1
P invert bits in a. result in a /



Operation Symbol Examples

Shift-left	 <<	 a=a << 4:

Shift-right >>	 aa >> 8;

COMBINED OPERATORS

It seems that many experienced C programmers have a
habit of trying to pack as much action as possible in a
single program statement. This often makes the state-
ment somewhat difficult to decipher. As we go through
the rest of the book we will try to show you some of the
nore common shortcuts so that you can use them or at

least recognize them when you see them. To start we
will show how expressions using the operators in the
previous sections are commonly written in shortened
form. Ag in. the best way to do this seems to be with a
list of examples that you can easily refer to. Once you
see the pattern of these, you will find them quite easy.

Operation	 Standard Form	 Combined Form

Addition	 a=a+b;	 a + =b:
Subtraction	 a=a—b;	 a - =b;
Multiplication	 a=a . b;	 a
Division	 aa/b;	 a/= b;
Modulus	 a=a%b;	 a
AND	 a=a&b;
OR	 a=ab;	 aI=b:
XOR	 a=a'b;	 a=b;
Shift-left	 a=a<b;	 a
Shift-right	 a=a>>b;	 a >>=b;

RELATIONAl. OPERATORS

Relational operators are used in expressions to compare
the values of two operands. If the result of the compari-
son is true, then the value of the expression is I. If the
result of the comparison is false, then the value of the
expression is 0. These comparisons are usually used to
determine which of two actions to take. You will see
many more examples in a later section which discusses
how the standard program structures are implemented
inC. but a simple example here using the 'greater than
or equal to" operator should help you see how these are
used.

Remember In Chapter 4 we showed you how to Imple-
ment an algorithm which turned on a light if the
temperature in a printed-circuit-board-making machine
ws equal to or greater than a preset value. To implement
this decision we used a compare instruction and a
conditional jump instruction. InC you might implement
this action with a couple of statements such as:

if (currenL.temp > = run...temp)

heater (off);
green_Jight (on);

We assume here that the value of currenL..temp was
read from an A/D converter by calling an assembly
language procedure before the if statement. (Later in
the chapter we show you how to do this.) If the value
of curren(_temp Is not equal to or greater than the
predeclared value of run_temp. then the comparison is
false, and the statements in the curly braces will be
skipped over. If the expression in ( ) evaluates to true.
then the two statements in the curly braces will be
executed. In the first of these statements we call a
function called heater arid pass It a value which will
turn the heater off. Likewise, iii the second statement
we call a function called green_Jight and pass it a
value to turn on the green light. Tne heater function
and the green__light function would most likely call
assembly language procedures to manipulate the actual
hardware.

Here is a list oI the C relational operators. As you read
each of these, mentally insert them in a statement such
as "if (a = b) { }." to help you remember how they are
used. Note that the = used here has a very different
meaning from the single = used for assignment.

Operator	 Symbol

Equal to
Not equal to	 =
Greater than >
Greater Lhan or equal to > =
Less than
Less than or equal to	 <

LOGICAl. OPERATORS

In the last section we showed you how the reiationl
operators are used to choose between two actions
in. for example, an IF-THEN-ELSE structure. The C
logical operators allow you to include two or more
conditions in a decision such as this. The three logical
operators and the symbols which represent them are
as follows.

/ shift bits In a 4 bit positions left around
loop. This corresponds to 8086 assembly
language sequence MOV CL, 04H, ROL
a. CL.

/ shift bits in 8 bit positions right around
loop. This corresponds to 8086 assembly
language sequence MOV CL.08H, ROR a,
CL. It effectively swaps the bytes of a if a
is type lot.
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Operator

AND

OR

Symbol	 Examples
&&	 if(curtemp < maxtemp&& curpress 'C maxpress)

green..Jtghtlon);

I. green light on only if both conditions true 1
I I	 if (curtemp> maxtemp II curpress > maxpress(

re&J igh t I on

1 red tight on if either condition met 1
NOT	 I	 if(!a)

Statements;

/ do statements if a is false (= 0)
skip over statements if a is true 1 = ' /

OPERATOR PRECEDENCE

in the preceding sections we have shown you most of
the C operators. We will show you the few remaining
operators in later program examples where they may
malte more sense. The next topic we have to discuss
here Is the priority or precedence of the C operators. To
properly, evaluate or write an expression which has
several operators, you have to know the order in which
the operations are done. As an example of this, in
the statement prlCes = cost + 0.25cost):, how did we
know that the 0.25 wQuld first be multiplied by cost
and then the result added to cost? The answer to this
Is that the multiplication operator has a higher priority
or precedence than the addition operator, so the multi-
plication gets done before the addition.

As another simple example of this, suppose you have
an expression such as a/b + cid. From ordinary algebra
you know that division also has a higher precedence
than addition, so the two divisions will be done first,
and then the results of the two divisions will be added
together.

Shown below in descending order is the precedence
of the C operators. For reference we have included some
operators that we haven't discussed yet, so don't worry
if you don't recognize all of these. To help you identify the
different operators, we have included simple examples of
each, in the paragraphs following this list we show you
some more examples to help stick the impertant ones
In your mind.

NOTE: All the operators in a group have the same
priority.

Operator Example

()	 4.(9+2)
I	 cost 131

•	 class.ssnmbr
—>

a= —23;
+	 a= 4-28;

a='a;
cpntr

&	 &headcount
++	 index + +

count— -
sizeof	 count = sizeof cost

S	 a.b
a/b

% -	 a%b

+
	 al-b

a—b

<'C	 a< 4
>>	 a>> 8
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I' operation In parentheses done flrst 5/

/ fourth element In arra y Cost f
/ pointer to ssnmbr member of structure 1
/ indirect structure operator ./

1 negation /
/ positive value /
I . invert each bit in a 5/

/ contents of location pointed to by Cpntr .1
/ address of headeount 'I
1 increment operator /
/ decrement operator .1
/ determine # of bytes In Cost 5/

/. multiplication '1
1 division /
/ modulus-remainder from division 'I
1 . addItion •I
/ subtraction 5/

1 . shift bits of a lefl 4 bit positions 1
/ shift bits of a right 8 bIt posItIons



Operator	 Example

if (a< 10)
>	 if (temp>30)

if(a<=IO)
>=	 tf(ternp>5)

if (a = = b)
1=	 if(a!=b)

a & Oxf110
a 0x8000
a Ox000f

&&	 If (condition 1 && condition 2)
I	 If (condition 1 conditIon 2)

simple assignment
=	 a=4;

combined assignment (see previous examples)
.=/=%= += -=<<=>>=&===

I. less than 1
1 greater than /
1 less than or equal to /
/ greater than or equal to /

1 relational equal /
1 relational not equal /

/AND a with ff1011 to mask lowest nlbb)e/
I. OR a wIth 800011 to set MSB 1
/ XOR a wIth 000tH to invert 4 LSBs

I. both I AND 2 /
/ I OR 2 •/

/ simple assignment .1

As we showed before, the precedence of C arithmetic
operators is basically the same as in ordinary algebra,
so you should have little trouble with these. In an
expressIon such as 3 + 4a, the multiplication will be
done before the addition, because multiplication has a
higher precedence than addition. If you want the add!-
tln t.o be done first, you can write the expression as
(3 + 4)a. Parentheses have a higher precedence than
multiplication, so an' operations within parentheces
will be done first. If there is any possibility of inisinter-
p:eting an expression, you should use parentheses o
make It clear.

The only case where you may Initially need a little help
to understand the precedence of operators is with the
increment and de'rement operators, so we will discuss
these.

if you use the increment operator, + +. in a simple
statemern such as index+ +;, you can write the + +
after index or In front of it. In otherwords. the statement
+ + index; and the statement index + + ; will each Incre-
ment the value of index by 1. When + + or - - is used
in more complex expressions, however, the placement
of the operator is important.

In a statement such as Y = (a + + + b)/lO;, for example.
the value of b will first be Incremented by 1 and the
result added to a. The sum of a and the incremented b
is then divided by 10 and the resl.!lt assigned (copied) to
the variable y. Incrementing or decrementing a variable
before it is used in the expression Is often referred to as
a prefix operation.

If you write the statement as Y=(a+ b+ +)/lO;, the
current value of b will be added to a. Next the result of
this addition will be divided by 10 and assigned to Y.
Finally, the value of b will be incremented by I. Using a
variable and then incrementing or decrernenting It is
often referred to as a post/l.x operation.

The simple rules here then are; Put the + + or - -
operator in front of the variable name ii you want the
variable incremented or decremented before it is used
to evaluate the expression. Put the + + or - operator

after the variable name if you want the current value of
the variable used to evaluate the expression.

Statements such as those shown in the preceding
paragraphs are usually quite straightforward. once you
understand the prefix and postflx concept. Another
situation where you will often see the increment and
decrement operators is In conditional expressions such
as while (a+ + <20), which might be used at the start
of a WHILE-DO structure. The + + is fter the vajiable
a, so you know that the current valuc of a Is used to
evaluate the expression, and then a Is Incremented. The
expression then says "compa-e the current value of a to
20?nd then increment a." If the value of a is less than
20, do the statements following the while.

To see if you understand how this works, try interpret-
ing the statement while I- -b >0) }. The - - is
before the variable b, so b will be decremented and
the decremented value of b compared wIth 0. If the
decremented value is greater than 0. the statements
following the while will be executed. If the decremented
value of b is equal to 0. execution will go to the next
statement In the program after the while block.

Throughout the preceding discussions we have given
you little glimpses of how the standard programming
structures are Implemented in C. In the next section we
take a closer look at these.

Implementing Standard Program Structures in C

As we tried to show you in Chapter 3. the most suc'ss1ul
way to write any program Is to solv. the problem
mentally; write the algorithm for the solution using the
basic IF-THEN .ELSE. CASE. REPEAT-UNTIL. WHILE-
DO, and FOR-DO structures shown in Figure 3-3: and
finally translate the algorithm to an appropriate pro.
gramrning language The C implementation of these
structures is very close to the pseudocode for them, so
the translatmon is usually quite easy. In this section we
discuss each of these and show you some more C
programming techniques.
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IF-THEN AND IF-THEN-ELSE IMPLEMENTATION
The general format of the IF-THEN-ELSE structure in C
Is:

if (condition)

statement:
statement;

else

statenient;
statement

Condition lii this format represents some expression
such as currtemp = maxtemp. lithe condition expres-
sion evaluates to I or any nonzero value, the block of
statements under the if will he executed. If the condition
expressio: evaluates toO, the bioc" of statements under
the else will be executed. The e!se olock can be omitted
If you want Just an IF-THEN Instead of an IF-THEN-
ELSE. Note that the Curly braces are not needed for the
case where the if block contains only oie statement.
Likewise, the Curly braces are not needed in the else
block if it contains only one statement.

The program section In Figure 12-14 shows a simple
IF-ELSE structure and introduces you to getchL. an-
other predefined function which you will probably want
to use in your programs. This example also gives you a
little more practice with operator precedence.

At the start of the program we declare a char-type
variable and give it the traditional name cli. After
printing a couple of prompt messages, we use n IF-
ELSE to determine a course olaction based on the user's
response. To evaluate an expression such as the if
condition in Figure 12-14, you start with the innermost
parentheses and work your way out. The getch( ) part of
the if exprssion calls the predetlned function getch( ).
The getch( I function sits in a loop until the user presses

a key on the keyboard. When the user presses a key.
getch( (terminates and returns the ASCII code for the
key pressed. In this example the ch = getch) ) means that
the returned ASCII value will be assigned (copied) to the
variable named ch. This completes the action in tiie
inner parentheses. The value produced by these actions
is the ASCII code stored in ch.

The = = n next in the expression compares the value
in ch with the ASCII code for a lowercase n. lithe values
are the same, the entire expression is true (evaluates to
1) and the statements in the if block will be executed. If
the value in ch is not equal to the value of the ASCII
code for a lowercase n, the I I ch = = • N part of the
expression compares the value of ch with the ASCII code
for an uppercase N. Remember that the I I symbol
represents the logical OR operation, so the overall expres-
sion is true if ch = n OR cli N. If the entered character
was an N. the statements in the if block will be executed.
If the character was not an n or an N. the entire
expression evaluates to 0, and statements in the else
block will be executed.

NOTE: The expression for the if Statement is
evaluated from left to right, so the (ch = getch( ?) is
done first and the result compared with n. For the
second comparison youjust write ch = N'. because
cli already has the value read In from , the keyboard.
Ifwe had used (ch = getch( )) = = 'N' here, execution
would sit In getch( (until the user pressed another
key' Incidentally, if you want the key pressed by
the user to be echoed to the CRT, you can use the
getche) ) function Instead of the getch( ) function.

The exit( ); statement In the if block calls a predefined
function which terminates the program and returns
control to the operating system (DOS prompt).

In the else block we display a message to let the user
know that something is happening, then we use the
'goto start' statement to send execution to the beginning
of the program. The goto Statement in C corresponds to
the unconditional JMP instruction in assembly Ian-

/ C PROGRAI4 F12-14.0 /
HiflCiUd 'tdio.iu'
void mainO,
(

char ch;
start:	 printf("Game over.\n")

printf('Enter y to play enother game,, n to quit.\n");
if (Cd'	 getchO)	 '	 ch == n)

printfC'Goodbye.\ri");
exitO;
)

e I se

priritfC'I4ere we go agatn.\n";
goto start;

FIGURE 12-14 Basic if-else example.
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guage. As in assembly language. the name start repre-
sents a label which you place in front of the instruction
statement that you want execution to go to. In C you
write a : after the label, just as you do in assembly
language. In this example we put the start label next to
the first printf statement. Just to show you how to write
labels.

NOTE: The label for a goto must be in the same
function as the goto statement,

Some structured programming fanatics say that yu
should never use even a single goto in a program. This
attitude Is probably a reaction to the way goto statements
were abused in old BASIC programs. To us, however.
using a simple goto to rerun the entire program is the
clearest way to do it. In reality, even if you hide the
action in some other structure, the compiler will usually
generate an unconditional jump instruction to imple-
ment the action.

The program fragment in Figure 12-14 has a minor
problem. It thoroughly tests to see if the user entered
an n or an N and exits If either of these was entered.
However, if any other key is pressed, the else-block
statements start the game over again. FIgure 12-15
shows how you can use a nested if-else structure to
provide three alternative actions based on the key
pressed. For an nor N the statements in the first if block
will be executed, For a y or a Y the statements In the
second if block will be executed. For any other key the
statements after the final else will be executed. In a later
example we show you how a "real C programmer" might
write this program segment to avoid the direct goto
statement in the final else block.

MULTIPLE CHOICES—THE SWITCH STATEMENT

To implement algorithms with more than three choices.
you can nest additional if-else sections, but often a more
efficient way to do this is with the switch structure. The
C switch struc&urejis essentially the same as the CASE
structure we shov.ed you in Figure 3-3. The general
format for the switch statement is:

switch (variable)

case value 1:

statements;
break;

case value2: statement(s); break;
case value3: statement(s): break;
default: statement;	 1. optIonal /

Variable in this statement must be some quantity such
as an mt or char which can be evaluated as an integer.
Vaiuel in the first case line represents some value of the
variable used to make the decision. After each case line
you write the statement(s) you want executed if the
variable has that value. if, for example, the value of
variable is equal to value 1. the statements after case
value 1: wIll be executed, The break statement at the end
of this block of statements will cause execution to skip
over the rest of the choices in the structire, If you leave
out the break statement, the actions for the next case
after the selected case will be executed, The Optional
default directive at the end of the switch structure allows
you to specify the action(s) you want taken if the value
of variable does not match any of the specIfied values.

/ C PSOGRM F12-15.0 *1
linclude stdio.h
void msin()
C

char ch;
printf("Came ov*r.\n");

p.'t:	 printf("Ent.r y to play another 	 ñ to quit.n");
if ((ch	 getcho)) •.	 ch	 •n')

C
print f("Goodiye.n");
exit 0;
)

else if (ch " • 'It ch -	 Y)
C
pcintf('Nere we go again.\n");
/ goto start; */

Ste.
C
ch • getcharO; 1. clear buffer a,
goto prrt;
>

FIGURE 12-15 Nested if-e!e example.
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Figure 12-16 shows how you might use the *wttch
statement to Implement a "command recOgnizer" In one
of your programs. Thl example is modeled after the
commands available at the highest menu level In the
Borland TC development environment we discussed
earlier In the chapter. To get to the main menu In TC.
you press the FlO key. To select the desired submenu
you then press the key which corresponds to the first
letter In the name of the submenu. The choices are F.
E. R. C. p. o. D. and B. Each of these options brings
up a lower-level menu or carries out a command.

In the program In Figure 12-16 we use our new friend
getèh( I to read a character from the keyboard. We then
use a switch structure to evaluate the character and
decide what action to take. To simplify the basic struc-
ture of this example, we call a function to Implement
each of the desired actions. ActuSily, for this example
we show the function calls as comment., because we
CIII not want to declare and define all these functions.
When execution returns from the called function, the
break statement at the end of that line will cause
executicO to skip to the next statement after the switch
structure. If the key pressed by the user does not
match any of the choices, the default: edIL.wlndowfl;
statement at the end of the block sends execution back
to the edit operation. You can have only one value In
each case evaluation, so If you want the program to
accept lower- or uppercase letters, you have to put case
lines In for each. The line case 'F": followed by the line
case 'f': flle( );s.break;, for example, will call the file
function If the user enters either a lower- or uppercase
L A more versatile alternative is to write a small tunctlqri
winth converts all entered chractcrs to lowercase before
etter1ng the switch structure. We leive this for you to
do as an exerciSe at the end of the chSpter.

Tt WHILE AND DO-WHILE IMPLEMENTATIONS
'in Chapter 3 we showed you how the WHILE-DO and
the REPEAT-UNTIL structure, are u,ed to loop through
• series of stat,"enth. In C these two structures are
called the while and the do-while, respectively. The major

•lncIud,4StdlO.h
void msI,()

char ch;
ch..tchsr;
switch (ch) (
C... 'P's
a... f't /'dlI._ausm);	 / brisk;
I... 'it ,' .dll wirow(); / break;
case 'r, 1 rIm,•,mrxa(>;	 ./ brisk;
case C /.	 U._rxa(); '/ brisk;
C... 'p't /' peoj.ct_msr); . brisk;

•l / otiovs,,,ms,O; ./ brisk;
cats 'd': /' dsb.q_t*x.iO; 	 / break;
a.., 'bi 1 br.ak_maraO;	 / brisk;
d.f.ult , '7 idlt_wlndowO; 'I ;

FIGURE 12.16 Example of C switch structure.

difference between the two structures I. when the exit
test is done. For comparison, FIgure 12-17 shows how
the two are Implemented In C.

As you can see. In the while loop In Figure 12-ha.
the condition is evaluated before any statements are
executed. II the condition expression Initially evaluates
toO, execution will simply bypass the block of statements
under while and go on with the rest of the program. In
this case none of the statements In the while block
will be executed. If the condition expression Initially
evaluates to a nonzero value, the statements in the
while block will be executed once. Then the condition
expression will be evaluated again, and If the result of
the evaluation Is still nonzero, the statements in the
while block will be executed again. Looping will continue
until the condition expression evaluates to 0.

The key point of a while loop is that the condition is
tested before any Statements are executed. In most cases
this look before you leap" approach is the best one, and
most ioop algorithms can be written In this way.

For those cases where you want the 1oop statements
to be executed once before the condition is checked, C
has the do-while structure shown in Figure 12. 17b. In
this structure the statements in the do-while block
are executed once, and then the specified condition
expression Is evaluated. If the condition expression
evaluates to 0, the do-while terminates and execution
goes on to the rest of the program. With this structure.
then, the statements in the do-while block will always
be executed at least once. If the condition expression
e1uates to a nonzero value after executing these state-
ments, the statements In the do-while block wifi be
executed again md the condition expression evaluated
again. Looping will continue until the condition expres-
sion evaluates to 0. Note that in this structure there is
a semicolon at the end of the while line.

Figure 12-18a shows how you can use a while loop to
make a user enter a Y or an N in response to a prompt.
This approach avoid. using a goto .wh as the goto
prompt; statement In Flguie 12-15. The declaration
statement for ch at the start of the program gives it a
null value, so the first time the condition for the while

I' dilte format •/

dlt,(ccndltl.n)
(
statma.nt(s);
)

'5)

1. do-dulli format 'I
do

It s(cordlt ion);

FIGURE 12-17 (a) Batic format of C while structure.
(h) Basic formal of C do-while structure.
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/. iita •xts 0/	
4•incts4. stdIo.h

void .sIn()
C
char cli • OxOC; / uslgn initialvetu, to eh/
iii t.(chl.in$& chiN$L ehl.'y •&& clii.?)

C
pIntf(Entir y to pLay .noth.r g, n to &it.n9;
cII.gotchO;
)

if (cti..'n	 ch"N)
C
pc Intl ("Gocy..\n");

)
she

C
prinif(H.r. ws go SgIinn);
/ got. start .1
)

)
(a)

/. do-ifilt. .xhs /
Iincts., 'stdIoJ,
vofdin()
C

char ch;
do

printf("Ent.r-y to pt.y ioth.r	 n to aIt.n9;
ch=gstchO;
)

iite(ch?n'U chi.N1b chIy'&L chf.iyi);
if Cch..nIl chN)

C
Intl ("Goodoy.. \n");

)
else

C
printf("H.r. w go .ga(n.\n9;
/. goto Start 0/

)
)

(b)

FIGURE 12-18 (a) Example of C while structure. (b) Example of C do-while
structure.

statement is tested, the result Is false. Therefore, the
ch = getch(I; statement part of the while is executed.
When getch( I returns a new value to ch, the condition
expression (or the while will be checked again. Execution
will stay in this while loop until getch( I returns a y. Y.
n. or N. After It exits the loop, execution goes to the if-
else section of the program to determine the actions to
take based on the value returned bygetch( I and assigned
to ch.

Figure l2-18b shows how the same program section
can be implemented as a do-while. In this example we
did not need to give ch an initial value. becaL.se  the
ch = getch( I; statement at the start of the do-while gives
cit a value before any tests are made. The ch = getch()

statement will be repeated until the value of ch matches
one of the values in the condition test part of the do-
while.

It is not obvious in the examples shown in Figure 12-
18. but in most cases the while structure is a better
choice than the do-while, because the condition is
checked before any action Is done.

THE FOR LOOP
As we showed you in several previous progr.m exainpes.
a for loop can be used to do a sequence o( statements a
specified number of Umes. The general format of I (Or
1oop is:
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for (initialization(s); test; modify)

statement(s)

To refresh your memory. FIgure 12-19 shows a simple
example of a for loop. The initialization in this example
assigns a value of 0 to the variable count. If you want
to. you can include more than one initialization here.
You might, for example. include two initialization state-
ments such as countO; b=23; to initialize a variable
called b with a value of 23 as well as initialize the loop
variable count.

The test part of this example compares the value of
count with the terminal value. If the value of Count is
not equal to the terminal value, the statements in the
loop will be repeated.

The count - - in our example represents the "modify"
part of the for. This is where you specify what you want
to change each time around the loop so that the loop
eventually terminates. In some C programs you may see
more than one action statement In the modify section
of the foil I. You might, for example. see something such
as "count + +. index = index + 4;" in the modify section.
These two statements will increment count by 1 and
increment index by 4 each time through the loop. Our
personal feeling is that the program is more readable If
you put only the loop variable Initialization and loop
variable modification in the for parentheses.

To give you a little more challenging example of a for
loop and teach you more about arrays, the first part of
the program in Figure 12-20a shows how you can
use nested for 1oops to read maximum and minimum
temperature values from the keyboard and put the values
in a two-dimensional array, The last section of the
program uses another for loop to compute the average
temperature for each day and display all the results.

The mt tempsIlL3J; statement at the start of the
program declares - an array of seven rows and three
columns. To help you visualize this, Figure 1 2-20b
shows the array in diagram form. As you can see, there
is one row for each of the 7 days of the week. Also, there
is one column for the daily maximum temperatures, one
column for the daily minimum temperatures, and one
column for the averages that will be calculated. The
arrow looping through the array shows the sequence
that the array values are stored in memory. As you can
see, the three elements in the first row are stored In the

#inctudestdlo.Is
lflt co(ait;
void m.in()

mt cou'it;
for (cout1O; eoinO; cort")

print1.(2d\n ". COu'lt);
}
pr mt f C "bi as taf f I

FIGURE 12-19 Example of simple count-down for loop.

three lowest memory locations, the three elements in
the next row are stored in the next three memory
locations. etc.

The elements of the array are stored in sequence in
an you could access the elements in this array

as if it were a one-dimensional array of 21 elemenb. In
other words, you could set up a pointer to the first
element in the array and then keep inc.ementing the
pointer to access the other elements in the array. The
problem with this method Is that you lose the row and
column information.

A much more versatile way to access the elemerts in
this array Is with row and column index values, The
index for an array starts from zero, so the term
temps(0I0J is a way to refer to the element in the first
row of the first column. Likewise, the term tcmpslOj 1)
is a way to refer to the element in the second column of
the first row, and the term tempsl6l2} Is a way to refer
to the value of the third element of the seventh row.

In the program in Figure 1 2-20a we use the variable
I to index a desired row and the variable j to Index a
desired column in the array. The inner for loop in the
program usesj to access the elements in a row. The first
time the inner loop executes it wifi put the value returned
by scanf in the first element in the row. The second time
the inner for loop executes, it will put the value returned
by scanf in the second element in the row. Since the
inner loop is set to terminate forJ < 2. the inner loop
will then terminate and execution will go back to the
outer for loop.

The outer for loop uses Ito access the desired row in
the array. The first time through the outer loop I 0.
so the first row In the array will be accessed. The next
time through the loop I has been incremented to 1. so
the second row in the array will be accessed. This process
is essentially the same as the nested delay loops that
you met in earlier chapters.

The scanf function requires that you pass it a format
specifier to tell It what type of data it will be reading and
that you pass it the address of the location where you
want the data put. You use the %d specifier to indicate
that you want the data treated as a decimal value, and
you use the term &tempsliljl to pass the address of the
desired element in the array to scanf. Remember that
temps(iIJl is a way to refer to the value of an element in
the array, so &tcmps(iJjJ is a simple way to refer to the
address of that element. Note that we used I + I for the
value of the day instead of Just I. An array index starts
from zero, but we want the days to te numbered 1
through 7.

After all fourteen temperature values are read in and
put in the appropriate locations in the array, we use a
single for loop to compute the average temperature for
each day and put the computed results in the appropriate
row of the third column in the array. The temps(iJj + 2] =
(temps(ilJl+temps(ifj+ 11)12 statement shows how you
can add a constant to theJ index value to access the
different elements in a row. Likewise, in the last prmntf
statement in Figure 12-20a, we add constants to thei
Index to access the three elements in a row. Textbooks
often refer to this as 'pointer arithmetic."

Now that you know the array-index method of ac-
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/. C PROGRAM F1220A.0 *1	 -
/*progr to r.d max and mm t.ratures, then cciTute average /

tlncte stdio.h'
tnt tmsC7](3);	 I. extern so other moduLes can access

void amino
(

tnt I	 j;
for (l"O; l7; I,,)

(
printf('nter mix taI for day Sd,"

"then mm teep.\n", 1*1);
for(jO; J2; j**) 1* read max, then mm *1

scanf ("Sd", &tees(i)(j));
)

jO; / reset coti..mv, index /
for(i.O; I'?; i*+) -
(
temsti3 tj+21 • (tempatil (ii • teups(iJ (jill )12;
printf("For clay Sd max • Sd mm • S.d av Sd \n",

(i1), temçs(i1 (ii, tei sI) (j • l) , teTps(i] (j*21 );
)

)
(a)

MAX	 MIN	 AVDAY	 TEMP	 TEMP	 TEMP

(b)

MAX	 MIN	 AV
tempsjOjtOl

terps -- tenps(Ol	 [ 0, 0	 0, 1	 0, 2

tempsl l l	 ________ ________ ________

ternps(21 --------•1	 _______ _______

tenpsl3I —4
ternpsl5l —f••••••••••••• _______ _______

terpsl6l ----1••••••••••••• ________

(C)

FIGURE 12-20 (a) Program showing index method of accessing elements in two-dimensional array. (b) Two-
dimensional array of 7 rows and 3 coumns used o store maximum, minimum, and average temperatures for 7 days.
NOTE: Arrow shows order that values are stored in memory, going from lowest to highest memory address. (C) Two-
dimensional array shown as 7-element array of one-dimensional 3-element arrays. (See also next page.)
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I" C PIOG1AM F12-200.0 "/
/"Progra. to read x w mm tr.tUr.s, than cjt. average "I

Slncluds stdIe.N'
tnt ts(7J(3J;
void ..tn()
C

tnt I, j;
for (t"O; i7; t••)	 I. r.sd vatuu intird *1

C
printfc"Ent.r ass ts for day %d."

"than mm tS.\n", 1,1);
for(j"0; j2; J ., )	 I. read ass, thin am "/

ieanf ("Xd", ((ts+I).j));
S	 )

for(i"O; I7; 1 4. )	 / cout. •v.rages ., print sit values
C

• •((temçs•i)*l))/2;
printv("For day d ass Xd am • Xd iv	 d \n",

(1 .1), •cctep.,t>*j), •((t.i+i).1), •((t.,m),2));

(d)

Forday1max98mjn=68av83
Forday2max= 89min= 65 av= 77
Forday3max= 87m1n= 59 av= 73
For day 4rnax = 90mm = 67 av= 78
Forday5max=86mjn=58av 72
Forday6max= 78min=68av=73
Forday7nx=83mjn=69av=76

\

FIGURE 12-20 (Cant,nued) Cd) Program in Figure 12-20a rewritten using pointer notation.
Ce) Results produced by program in 12-20a or 12-20d.

ceasing the elements in a two-dimensional array such
as this, we will briefly show you the direct pointer
method, which is very commonly used by experienced C
programmers. Even if you don't choose to use this
pointer method yourself, you should understand it well
enough to follow it in other peoples' programs.

As we said before, one way of thinking about the array
tempsflI3l is as a two-dimensional array with seven
rows and three columns. Another common way of think-
ing of the array named tempo is as seven one-dimen-
sional arrays of three ciements each. in this view
shown in Figure 12-20c. temps(Ol is the name of the
first three-element array. tempof Ills the name of the-
seeond three-element array, and tempsf6l is the name
of the last three-element array.

The key to understanding how you work with this
form is to remember that the name of an array Is. a
pointer to the first element in the array. The name
terhps then is a pointer to the first element in the array
of arrays. In this view the first element in the array is
the subarray temps101. so temps isa pointer to temps101.
One way to represent this relationship in C syntax is
temps = &tempsoI The other way to represent this
relationship is "temps=temp(OJ.

Now. temp(oJ is the name of an array of three ints.
so tempfOf is a pointer to the first element in the

array (emjsLOl. You can refer to the value of the fIrst
element in tempsfOl with the expression temps101.
This expression sImply says "the value pointed to by the
pointer tempsfO)." in the last paragraph we showed you
that temps = tempsfOl, so with a little substitution the
expression temps(Ol can be written as "tempo. The
"tempo expression, which is the pointer form we wanted
to get to. 'theans "the contents of the memory location
pointed to by the contents of the memory location
pointed to by temps" This is easier to understand If you
mentally put parentheses around "tempo and think of
it as a pointer to the first subarray, temps101.

The result of all this is that the three equivalent ways
to refer to the value of the first element In the first
subarray of tempo are:

tempsfOjol= "tempslol=•"temps

The expression tempajO101 is the two-dimensional array
method we showed you in Figure 1 2-20a. The expression
• tempsfOl takes advantage of the fact that temps(Ol isa
pointer to the first subarray and temps101 represents
the value pointed to. The expression "temps is just an
indirect way to point to temps101 and then to the value
pointed to by ternpsjOl. The two-dimensional-array form
is probably the most intuitive, but most compliers
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convert it to the pointer form to produce the actual
machine code. Therefore, many programmers write
array expressions directly In the Pfli foi'm,

If you follow that temps isa valid way to refer to the
first element in the first subarray or row of temps. the
question that may occur to you is. How do you access
the other elements in the array using the pointer form?
The answer to this question Is that you add Index values
to the pointer to access the desired element. II you use
I as the row or subarray index andJ as the column index
as we did in Figure 12-20a. then

tempsliIji'=(temps+il+J)

The (temps + I) in the second expression points to the
desired subarray. Addingj to this changes the value of
the pointer to point to the desired element in the sub-
airay. For reference. Figure 12-20d shows how the pro-
gram in Figure 1 2-20a can be written using the pointer
notation we have Just shown you. If you work your way
through this example, you should be well on your way
to understanding C pointers. Note that we used the
numbers 0. 1. and 2 to index the desired column in the
Statement which computes the average and in the print(
statement. The + 0 is not needed in the second term,
but we included it to emphasize the position of the
column index in the term. Figure 12-20e shows the re-
sults produced by either the program in 12 .20a or the
one in 12-20d.

C Functions

DECLARING, DEFINING, AND
CALLING C FUNCTIONS
As we have told you many times before, often the best
way to write a large program is to break it down
into manageable modules and write each module as a
tion or a series of functions. The C functions we used
in the preceding program examples are all "predefined."
The code for these functions is contained in library files.
All you have to do to use one of these functions Is to put
#include'(> at the start of your program to tell the
compiler the name of the tUe which contains the proto-
type of the function, call the (unction by name, and In
soi.e cases pus some parameters to the function. Now
we need to show you how to write and use your own C
functIons,

To create and use .i function in a program, you must
declare the (unction. define the function, and call the
function. Figure 12-2 In, page 418, shows a template or
model 01 how you do each of these, and Figure 12'
21b shows a simple program example. Ta help you
undratand the terms In the templates. we suggest that
you Inr'k at the corresponding parts in the example
program as we discuss the templates. Don't worry about
the detiIs of the example program, because after we
work through the templates we will discuss the example
program more thoroughly. Th e three templates In Figure
12-3m are shown in the order that they appear in
programs, but we will discuss them in the order that
you usually construct them as you write a program.

The first step in writing a function is to define the
actual function. Functions are always defined outside of
malnfl. because you cannot define one function within
another. To actually write the function you will probably
work from the inside out. In other words, you will
probably first write the data declarations and the action
statements which implement the algorithm for the body
of the function. Note that the statement block for the
function is enclosed in curly braces. After you write the
body of the function, you can then decide what values
have to be passed to the function and what valu€. if any.
will be returned from the function to the calling program.
When you arrive at these decisions you can write the
header for the function.

As shown In Figure 12-2 Ia. the function header starts
with a type such as mt. float, char. e4c. The type in this
case represents the type of the variable returned from
the function to the calling program. A C function can
return the value of only one variable to the calling
program. If the function does not directly retura a value
to the calling program, you give the function a type void.

NOTE: Most programmers don't bother to assign
a type to the main function, but the Turbo C+ +
compiler will give a warning ii no type Is given.
You can either make main type void or ignore the
warning.

Alter the function name, you enclose in parentheses
the type and name for each function variable that will
receive values passed from the calling program. These
variables declared in the function header are often called
formal arguments orforrnal parameters. The trick here
is that you usually use different names for particular
variables in the calling program and in the function.
This makes the function "generic." because you can
then pass any variables of the same types to the function
in place of the "local" variables declared in the function
definition header. Later, when we discuss the details of
the example program in Figure 12-2 lb. you will better
see how this works.

As an example of a function header, the function
header mt c2fl mt C) in Figure 12-2 lb declares a function
called c2f which returns an mt value and requires an
mt value to be passed to it. The mt value passed to the
function will be automatically assigned to the tnt variable
called c In the function. Also in Figure l2 .21b the
function header void geLtempUnt 'ptr) defines a func'
tion called geLtemp which does not return a value, but
requles that a pointer t,o an ml typo variable be passed
to It. Note that (Unction header lines do not have
semicolons after them,

After you write the function definition, the next step
is to declare the functIon by writing a prototUpe for the
function. This declaration is equivalent to declaring a
vari.sbie at the start of your program Note in Figure 13'
2la that the (unction prototype declaration at the start
of the program has the same format as the (unction
definhion header, but ills followed by a;. This prototype
lets the complier know the name of the function and the
types of data to be passed to the (unction. The compiler
uses this information to make sure thai the correct data
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TEMPLATES FOR DECLARING, CALLING AND DEFINING C FUNCTIONS

DECLARATION (PROTOTYPE)

type	 function_nama(varjable list):
t	 I.

type of data	 type and formal parameter (dummy)ret-urned by function	 name for each variable to be passed

cALL

void main()

function_name(actual arguments);

names of variables or pointers
to be passed to function this call

type	 function naine(formal arguments)

-	 J	
note:no:

type of data	 types and names of localreturned by	 variables which correspond tofunction	 actual variables passed to function

statements;

return (variable);

name of variable returned to
calling function

(a)

FIGURE 12-21 Declaring, calling, and defining C functions. (a) Template. (See also next page.)

types are passed to the function when it is called. In
large programs the function prototypes are put in a
separate header file and pulled into the program at
compile time with a #Include<> directive. This reduces
the "clutter" at the start of the main program.

As shown In the CALL Section of Figure 12-21a. you
call a function w,jth its name and a set of parentheses
which enclose the name(s) of th variables being passed
to the function. If no variables are passed to the function,
you put the term void in the parentheses after the
function name.

The variables named in the function call are commonly
called actual arguments or actual pararreters. Remern-
ber from a previous discussion that when you pass a
variable to a function In C, you pass Just the value of
the variable, or—In other words—iust a copy of the
variable, If you want the function to he able to access
and change the actual value of a variable, you must pass
the function a pointer to the variable. Now that you have
ax-i overview of the three tasks, let's take a little closer
look at the example program in Figure 12 . 2 lb.

In this example program we first declare an mt variable
named tempe which will hold the value of a Celsius
temperature entered by the user and an mt variable
called tempf which will hold the value of a Fahrenheit
temperature calculated by a function in the program.

The mt c2llint c); statement next in the program is
the function prototype declaration for the c2f function.
As you should be able to te fron the statement, the c21
function returns an mt value and expects to receive a
single mt value from the calling program. Before we look
at the next function prototype, let's work our way
through the call and execution of the c2f function.

We call the c21 function with the statement tempf=
c2fttempc); statement. This statement will pass the
value of tempc to the function and assign the value
returned by the function to tempf. This second effect is
the same as you met earlier in -statements such as
ch = getchfl.

Note that the variable name tempc does not appear in
the c2f (unction block. As we said before, the actual
argument passed in the function call is given to the
corresponding formal argument identified in the func-
tion header. In this case the only formal argument in
the header is c. so the value of the actual argument
tempc will be assigned to the variable c In the function.
In a case where several arguments are betng passed to
the function, each actual argument will be assigned to
the corresponding numbered formal argument.

In the c21 function we declare an additional lxii variable
named (and then we use a familiar formula to calculate
the equivalent Fahrenheit temperature for the Celsius
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/ Declaring, catting, nd defining fi.,ctions J

flnctud.c,tdiO.h>

tnt t..çc, tf;	 / external (global) varIables /
mt c2f(int C);	 I. declare fisiction c2f iIch r.turns en mt vilu. I

void get_t.(int 5ptr) • /* declare f,.tictlon tmich modifies a value
pointed to. but does not directly return a value /

void uualn()
(

get_tm<&teric);	 /* cell fu.mction g.t_teIp.
get_te writes directly to teeç.c *1

tespi • c2f(teic);	 /' call c2f ftaction, pass value
of teeçc to fisctIøn. Returned value
assigned to tespf /

printf("The teIIterature In Celsius is Zd\n". teIlçc>;
printf("The telvçerature in Fahrectheit Is Xd\n",teupf);

) / end of main *1

mt c2f(int c)	 / define fta'iction c2f. Note no; at end /
C
tnt f;	 / automatic (local) variable /
f 9c/5 • 32;
return Ct);
)

void get_teCint 5ptr)	 1 define fi.rction get_te	 /
C
printf("Ptease enter the Celsius terature.\n9;
scanf("Xd".ptr);
)

(b)

FIGURE 12-21 (Continued) (b) Examples in a program.

value passed to the function. The operator precedence
rules we showed you earlier in the chapter tell you that
c will first be multiplied by 9 and the result divided by
5. Then 32 will be added to the quotient and the result
assigned to the variable 1. The return(fl; statement at
the end of the function returns execution to the calling
program and passes back the value of f. As we said
before, this value is assigned to temp( In the calling
program. Incidentally, the parentheses after the return
statement can contain any expression which evaluates
to an tnt. You could, for example, write the return
statement as return(9c/5 + 32);. For your first pro .-
grams, however, it is probably better to keep the action
"spread Out" as we did in the example so you can follow
it more easily. Now let's work through the second
function in Figure l2-21b.

The void geL.temp(int ptr): prototype declaration
tells you that the function geLtemp does not directly
return a value and thatthe function expects to receive
a pointer tan mt type variable'when called. We call the
function with the statement get_temp(&tempc), so the
address of the variable tempc is passed to the function.
In the get_temp function header, we declared a pointer
named ptr with the lint ptr) after the function name.
so the address of tempc will be assigned to ptr when It
is passed to the function. In other words. ptr=&tempc.

In the geLtemp function we send a prompt message
to the user and then use scanf to read the users
response. As you may remember from previous exam-
ples, the predefined scanf function requires a format
specifier and a pointer to the location where you want
it to put the data read from the keyboard. In this call to
scani we pass ptr to it. so the result read from the
keyboard will be written to the location pointed to by
ptr. Since ptr = &tempc. the value read from the keyboard
wfl be written to tempc. This function ham no return
statement, because no value is returned to the calling
program, but when the scanfl"%d",ptr) call is finished.
execution will , return to the calling program.

Now that you know more about C functions, we need
to talk again about the difference between variables
declared in a function and variables declared outside
any function.

EXTERN, AUTOMATIC, STATIC, AND
REGISTER STORAGE CLASSES
Any variable or functtondeclared in a program has two
properties, which are sometimes referred to as lifetime
and visibility or scope. These terms are best explained
by some examples. As we mentioned in an earlier section.
variables declared outside of main are by default exterrl.
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void main ()

mt Count;	 block

static mt interz'upt_cnt; program

register mt index	 block

block and sub blocks
after declared
block and sub blocks
after declared
block and sub blocks
after declared

or-tn other words—global. This means that they are
vIsibi. to or accessible from anywhere In the source file
where they are defined or from othcr files which will be
linked with that file. Extern variables are created In
memory when the program is loaded and remain there
or "live" as long as the program is running. In Figure
12-2 lb tempc and tempf are examples of variables which
are extem by default.

We also mentioned earlier that variables declared in a
function are by default automatic. An automatic variable
is "local." which means that it is accessible or visible
only Within the function where It is declared. Each time
you call a function which-contains an automatic variable.
a temporary storage space is allocated on the stack for
that variable. When the function returns execution to
the calling program, this storage space is deallocated.
An automatic variable then only lives during the execu-
Uon of the function block where it is declared. In Figure
12-2lb the variables ptr. c. and f are examples of
anwmatc variables.

ow. suppose that you want to declare a variable
within a function so the whole world can't access it, but

want the variabe to keep Its value from one call of
tte 'itnction to the next. You can do this by putting the
'r .i'd static in front of the variable declaration. For

plc, if the declaration "static mt count;" is located
in a function, count will be visible only in the function
iu will hold its value of "live" all the time that the
r-ogram is running. If you put the word Static in front

of a variable declai'atlon that Is outside main, the
effect is to make the variable a('tessiblt o v'ttble on
hi tht source file where it is ti,red,

Mother useful storage class ' '.•. lables is rvtsfrr,
'i might, for example. deel-- - -v lable iti a fuii tior
iith a statement such as "rcg.;.t 'r. iidex;."The term
register at the start of this deda complier
to assign this variable to one o the ls --% registers. The
reason for doing this is that it is murti '5tcr to. for
t .- mplc. increment the contents of a rqister tha ii

to increment the contents of a memory location
dvaamically allocated to an automatic variL!e. If all
i-gisters are In use, the compiler will ignore the register
atorage request and treat the variable as a normal
.8omatjc variable.

-unctions also have storage classes. By default, func-
:ns are extern or global. This means that they can be

accessed from other files. To access a function from
another file, you write a copy of the function prototype
in that file and put the word extern In front of It.

If you give a function the storage class static, the
function is accessible only from within the file where It
is defined.

To summarize the different storage classes and their
characteristics, Figure 12-22 shows examples of each.
You can use the,e examples to help you decide which
storage class to use for particular applications In your
programs.

FUNCTIONS AND ARRAYS

One of the main reasons to learn about C pointers is so
that you can use them with functions. As we said before,
if you want a function to modily the value of a variable,
yOu must pass the function a pointer to the variable. In
Figure 12-21b we showed you how to pass a simple
variable pointer and in Figure 12-12 we showed you how
to pass an array pointer to the predefined scanf function.
Now we need o show you how to pass array pointers to
functions you write. 	 -

Figure 12-23 shows how you can declare, define, and
call a function to add profit to costs instead of doing the
operations in main as we did In previous examples. The
first section of main prompts the user and then calls
scanf to read in 10 costs and put the 10 values In a float
array called cost. Remember that scanf requires a format
specifier and a pointer to where you want to put the
value read, in Figure 12-12 we used a declared pointer
as the argument for scanf, but here we use the expression
(cost + I) as a pointer to the desired element in cost.
Cost is a pointer to the first element in the array, and
as we cxpiained earlier. (cost + I) 18 a pointer to element
I in the array. When the compiler performs pointer
.lthrnetIc on the expression (cost + I). It automatically
multiplies Umes the number of bytes in the data type
so ht the computed pointer accesses the desired
element.

After all the values are read Into the cost array, we call
the functon add._proflt to compute the selling price for
each and print the results. The add_.proflt function is
type void, because It does not return a value directly
to main. The expression in the parentheses of the
add_profit function header declares a float pointer called

VARIABLE EXAMPLE

mt tempt;
static tnt tempc;
extern mt book_total
tnt clf(jne C);
static tnt f2c(mntf)

LI rET .LNE

program
program
program
program
program

ACCESSIBILITY

all source files
thi, file only
defined in another file
all source files
thi, source file only

FIcURE 12-22 Examples of variable and function storage classes.
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/* C PROGRAM F12-23.0 /

i. passing array pointers to fi.rctiens /

fto.t coit (101, prices(10);	 /. array decIsrationa /
1 frction d.ctarat.ton or prototype •/

void dd_proftt(ftoat •pp, float cp, tnt cout);

void	 1n C)
(

mt I;
tnt rs.eber1O;
printf(Enter d costs. After each cost press enter.\n",nI..r);

for(t0;	 c ,er; t .+ )	 I. read in coats •/
scanf('Xf", (cost+i));

sdd,, proft(prtces, cost s ner); 1* f..mction cLt
) / arid of aIn *1

/ fi.j'iction definition *1

void a ,profit(flo.t	 , float cp, tnt coisit)
(
tnt I;
for(i0; I	 couit; I,.)

(
*( pp. j)	 *(cp.f) * .25 * *ccp.i);
printf("cost.%6.2f priceZ6.2f \nu,*(cp*i),*(pp.i));

FIGURE 12-2.3 Program showing how to pass array pointers to fUnctions.

pp that will be used to receive a pointer to prices and a
float pointer called cp that will be used to receive a
pointer to Cost. The header also declares an mt which
will receive the number of elements In the array. Here's
why we declared these three.

The procedure reads a value from the array cost.
computes the selling price, and puts the result in the
array prices. Since we are changing values in the prices
array, we have to pass the function a pointer to prices.
For this simple example, however, we are not modifying
the values in cost, so we did not actually have to pass a
pointer to cost. The array cost could have been accessed
directly from the function. (Remember, cost Is declared
outside of main. so it is extern and accessible globally.)

If you refer to cost directly In the function, then the
function will work only with values from the array cost.
We passed both the source and the destination pointers
to the function so that the function will work with any
array of costs and any array of prices. Likewise, we pass
the number of elements In the array to the function.
The for loop in the function uses this passed number
instead of a fixed number to determine how many
elements to process. The function then can process
arrays with any number of elements up to the limit of
tnt. which Is + 32.767.

In a more realistic program you might declare the
arrays large enough to hold 1000 or more elements and

then get t4e value for number by counting how many
costs a user actually entered before entering an EOF
character (Ctrl Z). The main point we are tzying to make
here Is that by passing pointers and lengths to functions
instead of passing directly named variables, you make
the function more universally useful or "portable."

Since the name prices is a pointer to the prices array
and the name cost Is a pointer to the cost array, the
actual caJi of adLproftt in Figure 12-23 passes prices
to pp. cost to cp. and nuffiber to count,

The example we have Just discussed shows you how
to write a function which accesses two one-dimensional
arrays. Figure 12-24, page 422. shows how you can
declare, define, and call a function which accesses the
elements in a two-dimensional array. Specifically, the
function in this program converts each Celsius tempera-
ture In a two-dimensional array of temperatures to its
Fahrenheit value. This program is simply an extension
of the program in Figure 12-20a.

In Figure 12-24 the first for loop in main reads the
max and mm Celsius temperatures for 7 days and puts
them in the first two columns of a 7 x 3 array. The
second for loop in main computes the average tempera-
ture for each day and writes the result in the third
column of the appropriate row in the array.

Once all the Celsius values are in place, we call
the function c2f to convert each Celsius value to its
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1. C PROGRAJ4 f12-24.c 1
1 Program to read mix and mm Celsius teeer.tur.s, cta average,

convert aLL values to a)rar*.lt. and display r.sults "I

Sinclude stdio.h,
lot ctps(7](33;
mt ftisC7)(3);
void c2f(mnt ctfl(3], lot ft(](33, lot rows); 	 I" ftaction decLaration "I
void w.ln()
C

lot days • 7;
lot I, J;	 P note i ar j separate variables in main and c2f *1for (10; idays; i*+)

C
prfntf("Ent.r max Celsius teap for day sd,"

"then mm Celsius te 	 for day %d.n", i*1.l.1);

	

for(j0; jc2; j•*)	 P read max, then mm .1sc*nf ("Zd", &cteeps(ll(jJ);
)

for(i.0; idays; l**)
C
ctess(i1 (23 - (cte,isti3 (03 * CteaVs() (13)12; /* average "I
printf("CeLsius tesperatures for day Xd: mix	 d mm	 d

iv • d sn". (1*1), cteeçs(iJ(OJ, cteeps(i3(13, ctençs(i3(23);
)
c2f(cteeps,fteeçe days); 	 1 call c2f ftrctlon /for(m0; idays; i*+)
printf("Fabre,th.lt teaçeratures for day Zd: max • Xd am - Zd

"iv Zd n , f*,
fteas(iJ £03, fteee(iJ £11. fteis(ij (23);

P end of main ./

P define c2f ftrictlon "/
void c2f(int ct() (3], mt ft(] £3], mt rows)

C
lot i, j ;	 1* note these variables different fron l,J in main .1for(i.0; I	 rows; i**)

tor(j0; j3; j**)
ft(i)(jJ • 9*ct(iJ(jJ/5 • 32;

)

FIGURE 12-24 Program using pointers and functions with a two-dimensional
array.

Fahrenheit equivalent and put the results in an array
called ftemps. As with the previous example, we want to
pass pointers to the two arrays and pass the length of
the arrays so that the function Is as versatile as possible.

The expression mt ct{ 131 in the c2f function header
in Figure 12-24 shows one way to declare the pointer
needed to receive a pointer to a two-dimensional array.
The empty brackets between Ct and (3) IndIcate that Ct
is a pointer to an array of three elements. When we call
the c2f function, we pass ctemps as the actual argument.
As shown in Figure 1 2-20c, the name ctemps is a pointer
to the first three-element array, tempslOj, so the call
gives the c2f access to the first three-element array. In
the c2f function a nested for loop is used to access the
elements in ctempslOj, ctempslll, ctempsl2j, etc.

In the same way the mt UI 13) expression in the c21
function header declares another pointer to an array of

three elements. This formal parameter is used to receive
a pointer to ftemps during the call, Incidentally, you can
declare a pointer to a three-dimensional array with an
expression such as float hrs_worked) 1121311. The trick
here is to simply leave the first set of brackets after the
array name empty.

Another method of declaring the formal argument for
passing the ctemps pointer to the function is with the
expression mt (ctN3J. This expression likewise declares
Ct as a pointer to a three-element array. The parentheses
around "Ct are required to indicate that you are declaring
a pointer to an array. The expression mt ct)3l declares
an array of three pointers which each point to mt-type
variables,

To summarize the operation of all this, the c2flctemps,
ftemps, days) statement in Figure 12-24 calls the func-
tion. The ctemps in the function call passes a pointer
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to the ctemps array to the function painter variable Ct. the example programs. The functions we have used are
The ftemps In the function call passes a pointer to the just a small sample of those available. Turbo C + +
ftemps array to the function pointer variable ft. The '/ comes with a Run Time Library containing over 450
days in the function call passes the value of the variable	 predefined functions and macros. These library func-
days to the function variable called rows. The function 	 tions allow you to perform 110 operatIons with a variety
Uses these passed values and a nested for loop to 	 of devices, dynamically allocate memory in a program.
read an element from ctemps, compute the Fahrenheit 	 produce graphics displays, read from and write to disk
equivalent, and write the result to the same element in 	 flies, perform complex mathematical computations, etc.
ftemps. Note that Since the number of rows Is a variable 	 For many applications you can use one of these prede-
In the function, the function can be called to process 	 fined functions instead of writing your own function.
any number of three-element arrays.

	

	 The source code for all these functions is available from
Borland, so if the predefined function does not quite fit

DECLARING AND USING	 your application, you can modify a copy of the source
POINTERS TO FUNCTIONS	 code for the function to produce a custom version which

In the preceding sections we have shown you how to 	 does.

declare pointers to simple variables and pointers to	 The declarations or prototypes for the predefined

arrays. You can also declare and initialize a pointer 	 functions are :ontained in files called header files or

to a function. This is an advanced technique and is	 include files. These files have names such as stdio.h,

unlikely that you will use pointers to functions in your 	 string.h, math.h. graphlcs.h. and alloc.h. The preproc-
essor #include directive tells the compiler which headerinitial programs. However, we want to show you a couple 	
mes to search for the predefined functions you use In aof examples so that you will recognize them in someone

else's programs. Here is how you could declare a pointer 	 program. The directive #include<stdio.h>. forexample.

to the c2f function in Figure 12-21c and call the function	 tells the compiler to look in the header ifie called stdio.h

using the pointer instead of using a direct call,

	

	 to find the prototypes for functions such as printfl).
scanfl), and getchU.

mt c2f (mt ci; 	 1. declare the function c2f /	 The actual codes for the predefined functions are
mt (convert) (mt C); 1. declare a pointer to a function •/	 contained in lil*ary (.1mb) files. When you call a function,
convert = c2f,	 / initialize the pointer to point	 the object code for the function gets linked with the code

to c2f ./	 for the rest of your program when the .exe file is created.
tempf= (convert)	 / call c2f with pointer and pass 1 . In the following sections of the chapter we review the

(tempc);	 I. value of temp c to the function /	 functions we have used previously and show some more
tnt c2f(mnt ci	 1. c2f function definition header /	 functions and examples that you may find useful in your

programs. In later chapters we show you how to use
The basic function declaration and definition here	 other predeflned functions for graphics, disk me. and

are the same as those in Figure 12-21b. The second 	 communications programs. To help you refer to the
statement declares a pointer called convert that points 	 examples here. we have separated them according to the
to a function. The key to recognizing that convert Is a 	 type of operation they perform. For discussions of all
pointer to a function is the double set of parentheses in 	 450 + functions and macros consult the Turbo C + +
the declaration. The mt at the start of the declaration	 Reference Guide.
indicates that the function pointed to returns an mt
value. The ml c in the second set of parentheses indicates
that the function pointed to expects to receive an mt
value. Tbe parentheses around the name of the function
pointer are required to indicate that convert is a pointer
to a function. The statement mt convert(int C);, which
does not have these parentheses, declares a function
that returns a pointer to an mt value.

The tempf= (convert)(tempc); statement calls the c2f
function using the pointer called Convert. The term
convert represents the contents of convert, which we

initialized with the address of the c2f function. The
value of tempe is passed to the function, and the mt
value returned by c2f is assigned to tempf.

Now that you know much more about functions, in
the next section we will take a closer look at some of the
predefined functions available to you in libraries.

KEYBOARD INPUT FUNCTIONS

Function Prototypes in stdto.it

getch( I
	

mt getch(voldi	 / read char as soon as
pressed .1

getche( I mt getcheivoid)	 1. read char and echo to
CRT /

getchar( I mt getchar(voidl	 / wait for Enter, read
char /

gets( I char gets(char s) / reads characters from
keyboard until Enter
and writes string to
location pointed to
by s. Reads spaces
and tabs. 1

scanfi I
	

mt scanf(const char format.Iaddress. . .1)

C Library Functions

	

	 Scant reads characters from the keyboard until it
reads a blank, a tab, or an Enter. Data read in is

INTRODUCTION	 formatted according to the format specifier in the call
Throughout this chapter we have used predefined func- 	 and written to the address passed in the call. The
tions such as printf( ). scanf( ). and getch( I in many of 	 three dots after address Indicate that the number of
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arguments to be passed to scanf Is variable. This means
that you can include several format specifiers and several
addresses In one scanf call to read in multiple values.

Seanf normally returns the number of values read and
stored. If the first entered character that scanf reads
cannot be converted to the specified format. scanf will
not store the value, and It will return a value of 0. For
example, if the scanf call statement contains a %f format
specifier and you accidentally enter a 1. scanf will
terminate and return a 0.

The input loop In Figure 12-12 can be rewritten as
follows to make sure that the pointer does not get
incremented if no' value was written to one of the
elements in the array:

for(i0;i<l0; 1+ +)

ift(scanfl"%f",cpntr) '=0)

- -	 / correct index value /
ffiush(stdjn);	 I. clear unread characters from

keyboard buffer /
continue;	 / skip rest of loop actions

else cpntr + +;

The continue statement here will cause the cpntr+ +
to be skipped over in this trip through the loop if the
value returned by scanf is zero.

NOTE: This cure does not work if an illegal charac-
ter is entered in any but the first digit position.

OUTPUT FUNCTIONS

Function Prototype in stdto.tt
putchar() mt putchar	 \, /' outputs	 passed

(intC)

	

	 \ character to screen.
\Returns - 1 (EOF) if

rror. /
puts()	 mt puts(const

char s)

Puts sends a null terminated string pointed to by s to
the screen. If an error occurs, puts returns a value of
-1 (EOF). For outputting simple strings, puts uses
much less memory and time than printf.

printfl)	 mt printflconst char format. (argument.

As shown by the many examples in the preceding
programs, the format here consists of text and format
specifiers. The arguments are a list of variables, one for
each format specifier, The general form of the format
specifiers Is as follows:

% flags width. precision IF.N. h. I, LI type

	

flags	 output justification, numeric signs and other
-	 IeftJusti' printed digits

	

+	 print + or minus sign in front of value

blank = poeltive values start with blank instead ol +
width	 total number of digits left of decimal point

IF, N.h. I. LI 	 override default size of argument with
F	 rpomnier. N nearpomnter. h short tnt,

= iong. L long double
type = conversion specifier as shown in Figure i 2-li

Consult the Turbo C + + Reference Manual for a cor-
plete explanation of the print controls in printf.

fprintffl	 tnt (printf (FILE stream. constant char
(ormat (argument. . . fl

With the proper setup fprintfl) will send program
output to the printer Instead of to the CR1' screen. As
we discuss further in a later chapter. we often think of
data going to or coming from a disk file as a 'stream,"
The same term can be used to refer to data going to the
CRT. The fprintf() function allows a stream of data to
be sent to the printer. Figure 12-25 shows how this
function can be used to send the output of our old prices
program to the printer.

Before you can call the fprmntfi) function, you must
use the predefined setmode() function to tell the com-
piler that you are going to send a text file to the printer.
The 0004 in this call is a "handle" which identifies the
printer, and the OTEXT is a predefined term for text
mode. The prototype for setmode() is In fcntl.h, so we
put #include<fcntj.h> at the top of the program.

The fprintlfl function call Is the same as a call to
printf, except that we include the term stdprn before
the usual printf arguments. The term stdprn tells fprintf
to direct the data stream to the standard printer device.
Incidentally, the \f in the final fprintf statement is a
formfeed character, which tells the prthter to advance
to the top of the next page.

STRING FUNCTIONS

Function Prototype in string.h
strcat( I	 char strcat(char dest, cons char src)

Strcat( I adds a copy of string pointed to by src to the
string pointed to by tiest. and returns a pointer to the
start of the combined string.

strchr( I	 char strchr(const char s, mt C);

Strchr scans a string pointed to by s for the first
occurrence of c. Strchr returns a pointer to the first
occurrence of c or returns a null if c was not found In
the string.

strlen( )	 size_t strlen(const char s);

Strlen returns length of string pointed to by s.

strcmp( I	 tnt strcmp(corist char s 1, const char s2):

Strcmp compares each character in sI with the corres-
ponding character In s2. Strcmp( I returns 0 if the two
strings are equal, a positive number lfsl is greater than
s2, and a negative number if s2 is greater than SI, The
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/ C PROGRAM F12-25.0 	 /
/ Sendin9 progra output to a prInter */

tinctude rgtdlo.h
tincLude <fcntl.h.

tnt costfl	 C 20,28.15,26,19,27,16,29,39,42 );
tnt pricest101;

void mafn()
C

mt Index;
setmode(0004, 0_TEXT);
for (index.0; index <10; Index..)
prlcesrmndexj	 cost tindex3 • 15;

/. array of 10 Costs /
/ array to hold 10 prices /

/* for toop to C0l'pute /
/* 10 prices •1

	for (iridexO; index <10; Index**)	 /* for ioop to display results *1
fprIntf(strn,"cot	 Xd, price	 Sd, \n",

costtindex), pricesEindex]);
fprintf(strn,"\f");

FIGURE 12-25 Program using predefined fprintf function to send program
output to a printer instead of to the CRT.

strlcmp( ) function Is the same as strcmp( ). except that
it Ignores the case of the characters In the strings.
Figure 12-26 shows how you can use the stricmp()
function to implement an improved version of the pass-
word check program from Figure 5-3.

At the start of the program we declare the required
character arrays and a Counter. Then we prompt the
user and use gets( ) to read the response. The while loop
compares the value returned by strlcmp with 0 to see if

/ C PROGRAM F12-26.0 	 */
/ Password prograe in C /

#inc(ude<stdio.h'
Iinclude<string .h'
void m.in()
(
char password(]	 "failsafe";
char lrt_word83;
tnt try • 0;
priotf("Please enter your password.\n");
gets( input_word);
while(strIcep(passrd,jnptrd, 	 0 && try.. <2)

printf("(nteret password is incorrect,try again.\ri");
gets( input_word);

I f(str$cIipasIword,ircut word)	 0)

printf("This cTuter does riot know you'');
/. atarm() .1/ . caLl ASM function to Sound alarm "I
exit I);

	

printf("wetccme, what can	 do for you?');

FIGURE 12-26 Program using predefined string function
to compare passwords,

the entered password Is correct, If the password is
correct, execution exits the while loop and goes on to
the if structure. If the entered password is Incorrect, the
while loop gives the user two more tries to enter the
correct password before going on to the 11 structure.

If the value returned by strtcmp() is equal to zero.
execution will simply fall through the if structure and
print the welcome message. If the user did not get the
password correct in three tries, then the if structure
prilts a message, sounds an alarm, and exits. In a more
realistic program you would probably call a function
which locks up the machine at this point instead of
doing a simple exit.

MATH FUNCTIONS

Function	 Prototype in math.h

sqrt()	 double sqrt (double x)

Sqrt( ) returns the positive square root of x. If x Is
negative. sqrt returns zero, We don't have space here to
discuss the prototypes for the many 8087 type math
functions found in math.h. However, to keep a promIse
we made earlier, Figure 12-27, page 426. shows how the
Pythagoras program from Chapter 11 can be written
InC.

Remember, this program calculates the value of the
hypotenuse of a right triangle by taking the square root
of the sum of the squares of the two legs. In the program
in Figure 12-27 we call the predefined function sqrt()
to take the square root. W' piss sqrt a value which is
equal to side_a squared +s.oc_b squared. Sqrt returns
the square root of the sum and assigns it to side_c.
Note that we wrote a #lnclude<math.h> directive at
the start of the pIgram to tell the compiler where to
look for the prototype of the sqrt( I function.

When the compiler complies this program, it will use
the default mode of emulator for the Instructions
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1. C PROGRAS F12-27.0 ./
	

4. How do you declare code and data segments in the
/PYTKAGORAS REVISITED /

	

	
function so that they are compatible with those in
the calling program?

IincLude stdio.h'
tinctude eth.h'
void main
(

float side a aide_b, side_c;
aide a • 3.0;
•lde_b 4.0;

aide_c	 sqrt (side_a • aide a • side_b • side_b);
printf("side a	 %2.2f side b = X2.2f

side C	 X2.2f\n", side a, side_b, aide_c);
)

FIGURE 12-27 C version of 8086/8087 Pythagoras
program in Figure 11-22.

which act on floating-point numbers. When you run
the program, a predefined function determines if your
system contains an 8087 or 80287. If an 8087 is present,
the program will use 8087 instructions to implement
floating-point operations In the program. If your system
does not contain an 8087, the program will use floating-
point library functions which emulate the 8087 Instruc-
tions. If you are sure that a floating-point program will
be run only on systems which have 8087s present, you
can work your way through the menu path Options-
>Compller->Code generation in the Turbo C + + IDE
and toggle the Floating-point line to 8087/80287. This
will shorten the length of the .exe program produced.
because the emulation functions do not have to be
Included.

Writing Programs Which Contain C
ançl Assembly Language -

INTRODUCTION
The C language Is very useful for writing user-interface
programs, but code produced by a C compiler does not
execute fast enough for applications such as drawing a
complex graphics display on a CRT. Therefore. system
programs are often written with a combination of C and
assembly language functiots. The main user interface
may be written in C and specialized, high-speed func-
tions written in assembly language. These assembly
language functions are simply called from the C program
as needed.

Also, when writing a program that is mostly assembly
language, you may find it useful to call one of the
predefined C functions to do some task that you don't
want to take the time to implement In assembly lan-
guage.

The main pointsyou have to consider when Interfacing
C with assembly language are

I. 1-low do you call a desired function?

2. How do you pass parameters to the called function?

3. How are parameters passed back to the calling
program from the function?

The easiest way to answer these questions is to look
closely at how the compiler does each one. Here's how
you get a look at how a compiler treats a C program.

Earlier in the chapter we described how you can
use the Turbo C + + IDE to compile, run, and debug
programs. In addition to the compiler in the IDE, the
Turbo C+ + toolset has a separate compiler called Icc.
The tcc compiler has a lew advanced features that the
integrated compiler doesn't have. The toe compiler, for
example, will compile a C program to its assembly
language equivalent. The command icc S I 2-28a.c.
for example, will produce a file called I 2-28a.asm which
contains the assembly language equivalent for the spec-
ified C source tile. The C source program statements are
included as comments In the .asm file.

THE ASSEMBLY IANGUAGE EQUIVALENT
OF A C PROGRAM
FIgure 1 2-28a shows a sImplified version of the tempera-
ture conversion program in Figure 12-21b, and Figure
12-28b shows an edited version of the .asm program
produced from it by tee, To make the program easier to
fallow, we removed all the debug Information normally
put in by the compiler, shortened the list of DBs at the
end of the program, and added some comments. Read
the C program in Figure I 2-28a. skim through the .asm
version in Figure 12-28b to see how much you can
IntuitIvely understand, and then come back to the
discussion here to get more details. The analysis of this

/* C PROGRAJ4 F12-28A.0 /
/. SiWle teeperature conversion fL,ction

definition and call /

inclesstdio.h
lot teeçc	 25, tee,f;/* external (global) variables*/

mt c2f(int c);	 /. declare fLnction c2f which
returns an mt value .1

void main()

teef = c2f(teepc); I. call c2f f,action, pass value
of telçc to fixction. Returned
value assigned to teef /

printf('Ceisius	 %d,FahrenheitXd \n", teepc,teef);
) / end of main /

mt c2f(int C)	 -	 I. define function c2f,
Note no ; at end •f

mt f;	 I. autmatic (local) variable /
f9c/532•
return (f);

(a)

FIGURE 12-28 (a) Simplified version of Figure 12-21b.
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;8086 PROGRAM F12288.ASM

_TEXT	 SEGMENT	 BYTE PUBLIC C)E'

DCR.JP	 GRJP	 _DATA._BSS	 ; Assign sam, start to segTlents

ASSUME	 CS:_TEXT, DS:DGRJP, SS:DGRCUP

_TEXT	 ENDS

_DATA	 SEGMENT WORD PUBLIC 'DATA' 	 Initialized vari.btes here

_TEMPC LABEL WORD	 Declare and mit TEMPC

.DU	 25

_DATA	 ENDS

_TEXT	 SEGMENT BYTE PUBLIC CE'	 Code always in JEXI seWnent

_MAIW	 PROC	 NEAR

PUSH	 D PIR DGRJP:_TEMPC 	 Pass value of TEMPC on stack

CALL NEAR PIR _C2F	 ; Cult C2F ftsiction

POP CX	 Increment SP over TEMPC arg

NOV WORD PTR DGRCS.JP: TEMPF • AX ; Save TEP4PF returned in AX

PUSH WORD PTR DGRJP:_TENPF	 Pu value of TEMPF on stack

PUSH WORD PTR DGRIXIP:_TEMPC	 ; Put vatijèot TEMPC on stack

NOV AX,OFFSET DGRC*JP:Sa 	 Put pointer to text string

PUSH AX	 onstack

CALL NEAR PIR _PRIIITF 	 ; Cult PRINTE fucntion

ADD SP,6	 Increment SP over three passed argullents

RET	 ; Retuth from main

_MAIN	 ENDP

_C2F	 PROC	 NEAR

POSIt BP

NOV BP,SP

PUSH SI

NOV AX,D PTR tBP4]

NOV	 0)1,9

NOL DX
NOV 8X,5
CWO

IDl y BX

NOV	 SI.AX

ADD	 SI,32

NOV	 AX,SI

POP SI

POP BP

RET

C2F	 ENDP

_TEXT	 ENDS

C2F fiziction definition

Save old BR

Copy of SP To P
Save SI reg because used here

Get value of TENPC from stack

prepare to na.ttipty by 9

Nuttipty value of TENPC by 9
Pre"re to divide result by 5

Do division, mt result in AX

SI used for locaL variable F

Add 32 to F

Value of F returned in AX

Restore SI

Restore old BP value

Return to main

_BSS	 SEGMENT WORD PUBLIC BSS	 Uninitialized variables here

_TEI4PF	 LABEL	 WORD
	

Declare IEMPF

08	 2 DUP (')

_BSS	 ENDS

FIGURE 12-28 (Continued) (b) Assembly language equivalent of C program
in 12-28a produced by icc compiler with -s switch. (Continued on next page.)
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_DATA	 SEGMENT	 D PUBLIC 'DATA'
	 Text string aM foeat

sa	 LABEL	 BYTE
	 Specifiers for PRINTF here

DO	 67

DO	 101
list shortened to save space

DO	 116

DO	 32

DB	 61

DO	 100

DO	 32

DB	 10

DO	 0
DATA
	

ENDS

TEXT
	

SEGMENT	 BYTE PUBLIC 'C(X)E'

EXTRM	 _PRINTF:NEAR	 let ccaiiier know PRINTF()

TEXT
	

ENDS	 f,.r,ction is external

PUBLIC	 _TEMPF
	 Make extern variables and

PUBLIC	 _NAIN
	

fLJ'CtIQnS p.tlic
PUBLIC	 _TEP4PC

PUBLIC	 _C2F

END

(b)

FIGURE 12-28 (Continued) (b) Assembly language equivalent of C program
in 12-28a produced by Icc compiler with -s switth.

program should help you better understand some of the
earlier discussions of passing arguments to functions
and variable storage classes.

The C program in Hgure 12-28a calls our c2f function
to compute the Fahrenheit equivalent of 25°C and calls
the predefined printf function to display the result. The
first feature we need to talk about in the assembly
equivalent for this program is how the segments are
defined and grouped.

Turbo C allows you to compile a program for any of
six memory models. The six memory models are tiny.
small, medium, compact. large. and huge. The meuory
model used determines the location of segments n
memory and the size pointers used to refer to code and
data. Here is a short discussion of each.

Tiny—All four segment registers are set to the same
physical address, SO Only 64 Kbytes are available for all
code and data. Since everything is in one 64-Kbyte
space, near pointers are used for all code and data
references. The tiny model Is used to generate .com-type
programs which automatically get loaded Into memory
at IOOH.

Small—This model uses one 64-Kbyte code segment. One
64-Kbyte segment is shared by the data segment, 'the
stack segment. and the extra segment. so these segments
all start at the same address. This memory model is the
default for the Turbo C + + compilers. Near pointers are
used for all code and data references.

Medium—Far pointers are used for references in code,
so code references can be anywhere in the 1-Mbyte
address space. The data segment, extra segment, and
stack..segment share one 64-Kbyte space. so near point.
ers are used for data references.

Compact—This model uses one 64-Kbyte code segment.
so near pointers are generated for code references Far
pointers are generated for data references, so data can
be accessed anywhere in the 1-Mbyte range.

Large—Far pointers are used for both code and data
references, so --jth have a 1-Mbyte range. If a program
has a c'de file or a data file larger than 64 Kbytes.
however, the file must be broken into files smaller than
64 Kbytes and the resulting files linked.

Huge—Huge is similar to the large model, except that
the far pointers are always normalized. A far pointer is
normalized by generating the 20-bit physical address
from the .segment and offset and tien using the upper
4 nibbles of the physical address as the segment and
the lower nibble of the physical address as the offset. A
pointer reference of 4057:3244 produces a 20-bit ad-
dress of 437B4 and a normalired pointer value of
437B:0004. The advantage of normalized pointers is
that they can be accurately compared in expressions
using the = , ! .	 . > '. <. and < = operators.

We used the default memory model to compile the
program In Figure iZ-28o, so the data, stack, and exirà
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segments all share one 64-Kbyte address space. The
DGROIJP GROUP _DATA, ,BSS statement at the top of
Figure 12-28b groups the logical segments ..J)ATA and
_BSS together in a group called DGROUP. The ASSUME
statement just after thl& Indicates that DS will be
initialized to point to DGROUP and SS will also be
Initialized to point to DOROUP.

Note that the assembly language for this program does
not show any instructions for InitializIng the segment
registers and the stack pointer register. These instruc-
tions are contained in a special startup section of code
that is linked with your program when the .exe file is

created.
If you look again at Figure 1 2-28b. you can see

that the _TEXT segment is used to hold program
instructiàns. The .J)ATA segment is used to hold Initial-
ized extern variables and text strings such as those used
in printf statements. The ..JISS segment is used to hold
uninitialized extern variables. You should use -these
same conventions when you write an assembly language
function to be called from a C program.

The next point to consider here Is how C passes
arguments to a function. If you call an ,asm function
from a C program, this is the way the arguments will be
passed to the function. If you call a C function from an
,asm program, this is how you have to pass arguments
to the C function.

C passes almost all arguments to functions by pushing
them on the stack. The first instruction in main in
Figure 12-28b pushes the value of TEMPC on the stack
to pass to C2F. As we said earlier, this call just passes
a copy of CTEMP to the function. so the function-cannot
change the actual value of C'FEMP. Remember. it'you
want a function to change the value of a variable, you
pass the offset of the variable to the function.

Now let's look at how the function accesses the
CTEMPS value passed to it on the stack. The process
hre is the same one we introduced you to in Figure 5-
I '. We first save the old value of BP by pushing it on
the stack and then copy the value of SP to BP so that
BP is a second pointer to the stack. As we told you in
Chapter 5. the easiest way to keep track of rhere
evei'ything is in the stack is with a simple stack map
such as that in Figure 12-29. We pushed ctemps on the
stack in main, the return address (IF) got pushed on
the stack during the call, and BP got pushed on the
stack at the start of the C2F function. The BE' register
then points to the stack at the location where the old
value of BE' is stored. You can access any value on the
stack by simply adding a dirplacement to BP. The value
of CTEMPS is in the stack at IBP + 41. so the instruction
MOV AX,WORD PTRIRP4-4l will copy the value of
CTEMPS to AX. The 8086 arithmetic instructions after
this perform the.speclfied computations.

Note that the compiler assigned the local variable
named fin theC program to the SI register. even though
we did not tell it to make f a register variable. If you
declare more than two automatic or register variables.
the compiler will allocate space [or them on the stack
below BP, as shown in Figure 12-29. Since they are
dynamically allocated on the stack, automatic variables
are re-created each time a function is called.

Stack map

pointer

before push

after push	 cteeçs - (RP,4]

after call	 -	 IP	 - (B"•Zl

after push HP -	 HP	 .' (HP]

after push SI -.	 Si	 •' (BP'21

automatic	 -.	 -	 - (BP-4]

variable

auto(natiC	 -	 - (BP-6)

var jaM e

FIGURE 12-29 Stack map showing use of BP to access
arguments passed to a function on the stack,

The computed value of f is returned to the calling
program in the AX register. If the function were re-
turning a 32-bit value, it would return the high word in
DX and the low word in AX.

If you look at the stack map in Figure 12-29 agaIn,
you should see that when execution returns to niain
from the procedure. SP will be pointing to the value of
cteinps in the stack. The POP CX instruction in main
will "clean up" the stack by incrementing SE' to its initial
value. Since C doesn't use the CX register for anything
special, we don't care about the value put in CX by the
POP CX instruction.

The next part of the program pushes the specified
arguments on the stack and then calls printf to display
the results of the computation. The C compiler pushes
arguments on the stack in the reverse otder from the
order they are written in the function call parentheses.
For our example here, then, the value of (temp will be
pushed on the stack first. Next the value of ctemp will

be pushed on the stack. Finally, a pointer to the text
string in the printfl) call will be pushed on the stack.
This final step is done with the two instructions MOV
AX.OFFSET DGROUP:S@ and PUSH AX.

The printf( I function is obviously not present in this
source module, The statement EXTRN _PRINTF: near
the bottom of Figure 12-28b indicates that the code for
this function will be linked later. When execution returns
from the printf function, the ADD SP,6 Instruction
cleans up the stack by incrementing It up over the three
arguments'passed to printf on the stack,

Finally in Figure l2-28b. note that the variables and
functions declared outside of main are made public so
that they can be accessed from other source modules.
As we showed you in Chapter 5. if you want to access
one of these from another source module, you have to
declare it extrn in that module.

Now that you have some ideas about how a C compiler
"thinks," let's talk about how you can use this to write
assembly language functions you can call from your C
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programs and how you can call C functions from your
assembly language programs

A PROGRAM WITH C AND ASSEMBLY
LANGUAGE MODULES

Figure 12-28b show you almost everything you need to
know to interface C and assembly language, but to make
it a little clearer. Figure 1230 shows a C program which
calls two assembly language functions and also shows
the two assembly language functions. To show a C
function call from assembly language, one of the assem-
bly language functions calls the predefined C function.
printfl L

In the C program in Figure l2-3Oçi. we put the term
extern in the two function declarations to let the compiler
know that these functions are in another source module.
We then call the functions by name and pass any
required arguments. just as we would call C functions.

In the assembly language part of the program in Figure
I 2-30b. we declare segments using the names shown in
Figure 12-28!,. Note that you put underscores LI in
front of all segment names, function names, and variable
names in the assembly language module. This is re-
quired for compatibility with the C con-tpiler conven-
tions,

The c2f function in Figure 12-30b is exactly the same
as that produced by the compiler In Ftgure L2-28b. It is
very common practice to write a function In C. compile
the function to its assembly language equivalent, and
then "hand optimize" the .asm equivalent for maximum
efficiency in the specific application. As we will show
you, tic .asm file can be . assembled and the resulting
object file linked with the object file for the mainline
program. -

The show function in Figure 12-30b calls printf to
display the Celsius temperature, the Fahrenheit temper.
ature. and appropriate text. We declare the text in the
data segment with a simple DB statement. The OAH at
the end of the declaration represents a carriage return.
and the 0011 Isa NULL character required as a terminator
on the string. From the string you can see that-we need
to pass three arguments to printf, just as we did in
Figure l2-28a. The three arguments are a pointer to the
string, the value o(tempc. and the vaiue'of tempf. The
thre push statements in Figure 1 2-30b put these
arguments on the stack in reverse order as required by
the C calling convention. When execution returns from
prfntf, we add six to SP to increment it up over the three
arguments we passed to printf.

A very important point to observe in Figure 12-30 is
the use of the extern or extrn directives and the use of
the public directive. In the C program we use the extern
directive to tell the compiler that c2f and show are in
another source module. In the assembly module In
Figure 12-30!, we use the public directive to make the
procedures c2f and show accessible to other source
modules. Note that the public declarations are put in
the code segment. Also in Figure 12-30!, use the extrn
directive to tell the assembler that the variables tempf
and tempc are defined in another source module. Note
that the extrn directives are put In the segments where
the named variables are found.

As we told you in Chapter 5. the rules here aic very
simple. You declare a function or variable public in the
module where It is defined if you want other modules to
be able to access it. You use the extern or extrn directive
to tell the assembler/compiler that a function or variable
Is located In some other source module.

SIMPLIFIED SEGMENT DIRECTIVES

Newer versions of TASM and MASM allow you to use a
simplified set of segment directives in assembly language
programs. You can use these simplified segment direc-
tives in many stand-alone assembly language programs.
but their main use is in writing assembly language
modules which interface with high-level language pro-
gram modules.

Figure 12-30c shows in skeleton form how the assem-
bly language module from. Figure 1 2-30b can be written
using these simplified directives. The DOSSEG directive
at the start tells the linker to put the segments in an
order which is compatible with DOS and high.Ievel
languages. Basically the order is code segment, data
segment containing initialized variables, data segment
containing uninitialized variables, and stack segment.

The MODEL directive tells the assembler to use the
SMALL memory model, which consists of one 64-Kbyte
code segment and one 64-Kbyte data segment. This is
the default model for the Turbo C + + compiler.

The .CODE directive sets up the code segment. With
this directive the assembler automatically gives the code
segment the name required by the memory model used
and generates the required ASSUME directive. For the
small memory model the code segment will be assigned
the name _TEXT. as shown in Figure 12-30b.

In a similar way the .DATA directive declares a segment
for initialized variables and the .DATA? directive de-
clares a segment for uninitialized variables. in a small
model program the assembler will automatically 'group"
these two segments, as we described fQr the standard
segment directive version in Figure 1 2-30b. Incidentally.
you do not need to declare a stack or initialize the stack

/ C PROGRAM F12-30A.0	 /	 -
/ Teeperature conversion fLa,ction */

tincludestdio,h	 -
mt tempc = 25, terf; / external (global) variabtes/
jot extern c2f(int C); /* declare f.nction c2f which /

I. returns an mt value /
voId extern show(void);/ fLzction show is ii,

another mo&le /
void main()

teef	 c2f(teec); I. cal t c2f fu'ction, pass
value l teITc to fj'ction.
Returned value assgoed
to teepi /

showO;
)/ end of main •/

	(a) 	 -

FIGURE 12-30 Program with C and assembly language
modules. (a) C mainline module. (See also pp. 431-2.)
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8O6 PROGRAM F12-30B.ASM

_TEXT	 SEGMENT	 BYTE PUBLIC CE

DGRJP	 GRLJP	 _DATA,_BSS
ASSLME	 CS:_1EXTDS:DGRc*JPSS:DGRc*JP

_TEXT	 ENDS

_OATA	 SEGMENT	 D PUBLIC DATA

S	 DB CELSIUS	 D, FAHRENHEIT	 •OAH. 0014	 PRIWTF STRING

_DATA	 ENDS

_TEXT	 SEGMENT	 BYTE PUBLIC 'CE

PUBLIC _C2F

PUBLIC _SH

EXTRN _PR!NTF:NEAR

_C2F PROC

PUSH

NOV

PUSH

NOV

NOV

4JL
NOV

IDly

NOV

AOD

NOV

POP

POP

RET
_C2F	 ENDP

_SHOW PROC NEAR

PUS H

PUSH

NOV

PUSH

CAL!.

ADD

RET

NEAR	 ; C2F fjiction definition
BP	 Save old BP
BP,SP	 Copy of SP to BP

SI	 Save SI
AX,RD PTR. BP.4]	 Get TEMPC fra stack
DX, 9

DX

BX,5

BK
SI • AX

SL,32

AXSI
	

Return value of F mAX

St

BP
	

Restore old BP

PD PTR DGRJP_TEMPF	 Put value of TEMPF on stack

5RD PTR DGRJP: TEMPC	 Put value of TEMPC on stack
AX,OFFSET DGRJP:Sa	 Put offset of string on stack

AX	 -

NEAR PTR _PRINTF

SP,6	 Increment SP over argusents

_SHOJ EWDP

TEXT	 ENDS

_BSS	 SEGMENT RD PUBLIC 'BSS'

EXTPN _TEMPF:5RD

_BSS	 ENDS

_DATA SEGMENT

	

	 RD-PiJBLIC DATA

EXIRN _TEMPC:RD

_DATA ENDS

END

(b

FIGURE 12-30 (Continued) (b) Assembly language functions. (See also next page.)
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0 OS SE C

.EL SMALL

CE

PUBLIC _C2F

PUBLIC _SH4
EXTRW _PRINTF:NEAR

C2E	 PROC	 WEAR

RET
_C2t	 (MOP

_Si4	 PROC WEAR

RET
_SHcd ENOP

.DATA

S	 08 CELSIUS	 XD, FAHRENHEIT =

	

08 OAH, DOW	 PRINTF STRING
EXIRN _TENPC:tRD

.DAIA'	 /
EXTRN _IEMPF:WORO

END

(e)

FIGURE 12-30 (Continued) (C) Assembly language
module using simplified segment directives.

pointer in a program intended to run on a PC type
computer, because this is done by DOS and/or the C
startup code. If you are writing a program for some other
environment, you can declare a stack and initialize the
stack pointer with a simple directive such as STACK
200H.

We showed you the standard segment directive version
of an assembly language module first, so that you could
see how all the pieces fit together, but the simplified
directives are obviously easier to use In yoi.. programs.
Now that you know how to write C and assembly
language modules that interface with eac!I cther, we will
outline how you produce an executable program from
these modules.

PRODUCING A .EXE FUE FOR
MULTIMODUIE PROGRAMS

If you are using the Turbo C + + environment, the steps
in producing a .exe file from a multtmodule program
such as the one in Figure 12-30 are as follows. If you
are using some other environment, the steps are very
similar.

1. Create the C module using the editor J)ont forget
any required extern directives.

2. Compile th. module and repeat the edlt-cothpile
cycle until the compile is successful.

3. Create the assembly language module with the
editor. Don't forget to include any required public
and extrn directives. Save the module in a file with
a .asm extension,

4 Press the Alt key and the spacebar to get to the menu
containing Turbo ssembler. Move the highlighted
box to the TurboAssembler line and press the Enter
key.

5. Repeat the edit-assemble loop until the assemble is
successful.

6. Go to the Project menu and select Open Project.
When the dialog box appears, type in some appro-
priate name for your project and give it a .prj
extension.

7, Use the Add Item line in the Project menu to add
the name(s) of the C source (.C) files and the names
of your assembly language object (.obj) files to the
project file. Press the Esc key to get back to the
project window.

8. Go to the Options menu and select Linker, In this
menu go to the case sensitive link and press the
Enter key to turn it off. TASM produces uppercase
for all names, and this toggle will prevent link errors
caused by uppercaseilowercase disagreements.

9. Go to the Compile menu, select build all, and press
the Enter key. This tells the IDE tools to do a "make"
on the files specified In the project list. Make checks
the times and dates on the .obj files and the
associated source files. If the times are different.
the source modules are automatically recompiled.
The resulting object files are linked with object
files from .asm modules and object modules from
libraries to produce the final .exe file.

10. Go to the Run menu and press the R key to run
the program.

NOTE: For complex mull imoduie piograms, you
may want to use the separate icc compiler and
Tiink linker, which have some options not available
In the integrated environment We dont have space
here to describe the operation of tel.

In this chapter we used your knowledge of assembly
language to quickly teach you about the C programming
languages In the following chapters we will show you
how C can be used for graphics, file handling, and
communicatIons programining

CHECKLIST OF IMPORTANT TERMS AND
CONCEPTS IN THIS CHAPTER

II you do not remember any of the terms In the following
list. use the index to help you find them In th chapter
for review.
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Integrated program development environment

Complier o,ttmiations

C language
Variable types
Variable declarations
Simple pointers
Array pointers
Dereferencing a pointer
Passing a parameter by value
Passing a parameter by reference
Preprocessor directives
Assignment operator. =
Arithmetic operators +, -.. /. %, + +, - -
Bitwise operators &. . -: <<. >>
Combined operators
Relational operators = =, =. >, > .-, K, K
Logical operators &&. I
Operator precedence

If-else
Switch and break statements
Goto statement
While and do-while loops
For ioops
Function prototype, function declaration
Function definition
Function call
Formal arguments
Actual arguments
Return statement
Extern, automatic, static, and register storage classes
Lifetime and visibility of variables
Passing pointers to functions
Pointers to functions
Predefined library functions
Turbo C + + memory models
Cleaning up the stack
Simplified segment directives

REVIEW QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS

a. What Is the index value for the first element In
the cost array in Figure 12-la?

b. Which element in the cost array is accessed by
the term costlindexi during the second execu-
tion of the for loop? -

c. What is the purpose olthe #include<stdioh>
line at the (op of the program in Figure 12-la?

d. What does the word prntf in the statement in
Figure 12-la refer to?

2. a. Describe the advantages of an integrated pro-
gram environment such as the Turbo C+ +
IDE over theseparate tools approach.

b. 110w does the IDE compiler let you know if
it finds any errors when it compiles your
program?

c. What is meant by the term watch in the IDE?

3. Give the range of values that can be represented by
each of the following C data types.
a. Char
b. mt
c. Unsigned mt
d. Long
e. Float

4. Write C declaration statements for each of the
following variables:
a. An integer named total_boards.
b. A character named no. initialized with the

ASCII code for lowercase n.
c. A floating-point variable named body_temp.

initialized with 98.6.
d. A five-element integer array called scores.
e. A six-element integer array called scores and

initialized with the values 95, 89, 84. 93. and
92 (last element uninitialized).

f. A pointer called ptr which points to the array
declared in e.

g. A two-dimensional character array called screen
which has 25 rows and 40 columns.

h. A three-dimensional character array called
screen_buffer which has 4 pages of 25 rows
and 80 columns.

I. An integer called monitor_start, initialized
with + FEOOH.

j. A character pointer nained answer.
k. A pointer named ptr, initialized with the ad-

dress of an integer variable called setpoint.
I- A pointer named wptr. initialized with the start

of the array declared with the statement float
net_weightsl 100);.

5. Describe the operation or sequence of operations
performed by each of the following expressions:
a. 5-47/9
b. (a+4)17-B/2+6
C. X+y++
d. x-
e. count +4:

f. trobe_vaI & 0x0001
. y=a>>4:

h, a=4;
b='39%a:

I.	 if Ich = = 'Y I I ch = = 'y•)
goto start:

6. Write prtntf statements which
a. Print the decimal value of an integer named

Count.
b. Print a prompt message which tells the user to

enter his or her weight.
c. Print the value of a float variable named conver-

sion_factor with 4 decimal places and a total
of 10 digits.

d. Print the value of a float variable called aver-
age_lunar_distance In exponential format.

7. Given the array declared by mt numsi 1 = {45. 65.
38. 72}:, write a program which computes the
average and prints the result.
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8. Use Figure 12-12 to helpyou write a program which
Declares a six-clement array of integers.
Reads five test scores ezitercd by user Into the

array.
Computes the average of the flye scores and puts

the computed average in the sixth etement in the
array.

Prints out the scores and the average with appro-
priate text.

9. Write a program which
Declares an array for 25 characters.
Prompts the user to enter his or her name.
Reads an entered name Into the array.
Determines the number of characters In the name.
Prints out appropriate text and the number of
letters.

10. a. Write a program section which calls the prede-
fined exit function if the user enters a q or a Q
on the keyboard.

b. The predefined character constant called EOF
has a value of -! UFH). To produce this
character on the keyboard, you hold the CtrI
key down and press the Z key. Write a program
which

Declares an array for up to 1000 characters.
Reads characters from the keyboard and puts

them in the array until the array is full or until
the user enters an EOF character Ctrl Z.

Prints a "buffer full" message if 1000 charac-
ters entered.

Prints a "goodbye" message and exits to DOS
if the EOF character is entered.

11. The character display on a CRT screen can be
thought of as an array of 25 rçws and 80 columns.
Write a program which

Declares a character array of 25 rows and 80
columns.

Declares a character array Initialized with your
name.

Uses a nested for loop to write the ASCII code for
a blank, 20H, to each element in the array.

Writes your name in the array elements which
approximately correspond to the center of the
screen.

12. Use the array-index method as shown in Figure 12-
20a to write a program which

Declares a two-dimensional array of 7 rows and
3 columns.

Reads in the maximum temp and minimum temp
for each of 7 days apd puts the vakies in the array.

Computes the averaIe temperature for each day
and puts the result In the appropriate position in
the third column of the array.

Computes the average maximum temperature for
the week.

Computes the average minimum temperature for
the week.	 -

Computes the average temperature for the entire
week.

Prints out the results with appropriate labeling.

13. Rewrite the program in problem 12 using pointer
notation instead of array-index notation.

14. Explain the difference between formal arguments
and actual arguments.

15 Write the declaration, definition, and call for a
lunction which converts a Fahrenheit temperature
to its Celsius equivalent. The formula is F	 9C/5
+ 32.

16. Write a program which reads characters from the
keyboard until an EOF ICtrI Z) is entered, uses a
function to detect and convert the ASCII codes for
uppercase letters to their lowercase equivalents,
and writes the codes in an array.

17 Given the array declared by mt nums) 1=
45,65,38.72;, write a function which computes the
average of the four values and passes the average
back to the calling program to print out.

18. Rewrite the answer to problem l2so that it uses a
function to compute the desired averages and print
the result.

19. Give the lifetime and accessibility of each of the
variables and functions declared here.
a. tnt scale.,Jactor 12;
b. char text;
c. float tax(float income, float deductions);
ci. static double debts;

main()

e. static weight 145;
J. register count = 23;
9 . mt tare;

20. Modify problem 11 to read in two sets of row,
column coordinates from a user, store these values,
and then call a function which ORs each element
in the array between the specified coordf!ates with
80Ff.

21. What are the main advantages and the main disad-
vantages of using predeflned C.library functions?

22. Rewrite the Pythagoras program in Figure 12-27 so
that it allows a user to enter values for side_a
and side_b. does the computation, and sends the
results to a printer.

23. What are the main points you have to consider when
you want to write assembly language functions that
will be called from a C program?

24. a. Name the six Turbo C + + memory models.
b. What are the main features which distinguish

one memory model from another?
c. Describe the default memory model for the

Tdrbo C± + compiler.
d. Show the simplified segment directives you

would use for a small model assembly language
module that contains only code and initialized
variables.

25. l3riefly describe the process used to develop a pro-
gram which consists of assembl y language modules
and C modules.

26. Given the array declared with mt screen(251801;.
write a C mainline which calls an assembly language
function to write 20H in the low byte of each
element and 07H in the high byte of each element.
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Microcomputer System	 IPeripherals

In Chapter 11 we discussed the circuitry commonly
found on the motherboard of a microcomputer. Included
in this discussion was a section on the I/O connectors
that allow you to plug In boards which interface with
system peripherals. In this chapter we discuss the
hardware and software of system pripherals such as
keyboards, CRT displays, disk driyes. printers, and
speech I/O devices. Then in the next chapter we discuss
serial data Communication and network peripherals.

One important goal of this chapter is to help you
understand the terminology of displays, disk drives, and
printers so you feel comfortable with these when you
rcad your BYTE magazine or when you walk into a
computer store. Another important goal is to show you
how to interface with displays, disk drives, and printers
In your programs. For most of the examples In this and
he following chapters we use IBM PC- and PS12-type

inicrocornpu ters.

OBJECTIVES

At the conclusion of this chapter. you should be able te

I. Read and interpret data from the keyboard of an
IBM PC- or PS/2-type microcomputer.

2. Describe th, operation of basic hardware needed to
produce rasler scan text or graphics CRT displays.

3. Calculate the frequencies, frame buffer memory
requirements, and memory access rate for a given-
resolution raster scan display.

4. Describe how a video adapter such as a VGA displays
256 colors from a palette of 256K colors.

5. Use BIOS calls to display a text message on the CRT
display of an IBM PC-compatible computer.

6. Use BIOS calls to produce graphics displays on the
CRT display of an IBM PC-Compatible computer.

7. Write simple C programs which use pred'.flned
functions to produce graphics displays on a CRT.

S. Describe how text and graphics displays are pro.
duced on large LCDs and plasma displays

9. Show An general terms the formats in which digital
data is stored on magnetic and optical disks.

-. 57

10. Describe the operation of disk controller circuitry.

ii. Use DOS function calls and C function calls to
open, read, write, and close disk files.

12. DescrIbe the print mechanism used in several
common types of computer printers.

13. Describe how computer vision systems produce an
Image that can be stored in a digital memory.

14. Briefly describe how phoneme, formant filters, and
linear predictive coding synthesizers produce hu-
man-sounding speech from a computer.

15. Briefly describe the basic principle used in speh-
recognition systems.

16. Describe the operation and significance of a Digital
Video Interactive system.

SYSTEM-LEVEL KEYBOARD INTERFACING

9 we discussed the tasks involved in getting
meaningful da from a keyboard and in Figure 9-22 we
showed you the hardware typically used to do these
tasks in an IBM PC-type computer. Now we will show
you how to read and interpret keyboard data in system-
level programs.

When you press a key on an IBM PC-type computer, a
type 9 interrupt is executed. The procedure for this
interrupt reads the scan codes generated by the keyboard
circuitry and determines the action to take, based on
the code read. For certain special key combinations such
as Shift-Print Screen or Ctrl-Alt-Del, the type 9 procedure
will call other procedures to carry out the specified
action. For standard keys the type 9 procedure wIll
convert the scan codes to an ASCII equivalent code and
put the ASCII code in a buffer. For special keys such
as function keys and cursor-move keys the procedure
generates extended ASCII codes.

To read the ASCII or extended ASCII codes from the
buffer at the assembly language level, you use the BIOS
INT 161-I procedure, Perhaps you remember from the
discussion of software Interrupts in Chapter 8 that the
ROMS in a microcomputer contain procedures for many
input and output operations. Figure 8-9. for example.
showed how you load some parameters in AH and AL
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Value
H.* Dec K.yivo&ei

18 24 cmx

19 25 CtdY

1A 26 CtrIZ

lB	 27	 CIVIl,
tic. Shift
Eec. Cut
tic

1C 28 CIVI

10 29 Ctrll
it 30 CUll
iF 31 Ct,l-
20 32 Space e.,.

Shift.
Spice.
Cut Space.
Alt Space

21	 33	 I

22 34

23 35	 8
24 35	 $
28 37	 S

2635	 &
27 38

2840	 I
26 41

2A 42

2B 43

2C 44

20 48	 -

2E 46

Value I	 I Value

0

2

3
4
I
$
7

5

$

U
I

lit

a

b

C

d

J

K

I.

U

N

0

LI

9
U

9
U
9
El
El
II
M

PARMETEU F $109 INT I&I ayim Pt0CW1

lrit:	 M0
firict I on: Walt for next k4y pressed. return cods
return: key cods In AL. scw cods In A

l,jt:	 AIt.l
fctIon: D.teralno If character r.sdy In buffer
return: Z.ro f Lag • I - no ctiiCt5r In buff ir

Zero f(.q • 0 - chact.r In buffer

Ir,t:	 AH.2
fjctIon: I.turn status of ALt, Iftfft, Ctrt keys
return: shIft status In Al.

FIGURE 13-1 Parameters for BIOS INT 16H BIOS
procedure.

then execute thç lIfT 1114 Uvi,uctlofl to send achocart
to a printer.

Figure 13-I show, the format lot the fliT ISH proc,.
dure which you can ma to read characters from the
keyboard of an IBM PC. or P512-type conipuler. If you
call the procedure with AU • 0. eaecittcfl vii ait Is.
loop until a key Is p4. When * key to pt.-d. the
procedure will return a value In AX. It the value returned
In AL Is not 0. then the value In AL to the ASCU code
(or the corresponding key or key cunthiflatloSt shown to
Figure 13-2*. Note that you can guerate any dr.ired
hex value InAL by pressing the Alt key and the equivalent
sequence of decimal digits on the numeric keypad. If
the value returned In AL I. zero, then the value In AU
represents the extended ASCII code for one of the .ecIaI
keys or key combinatlofla shown In rlgwe 13-2b.

If you call the INT 1614 procedure with I In AU. the
procedure will return with the cony flag set It these Is
no character In the buffer waiting to be read. If the

FIGURE 13-2 IBM PC keys and keycodes. (a) Standard key codes returned in AL. (Cov,t.nued on neat page.)
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Hol Disisaw
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N A. 1. 0. F. G. H. J. K. I,
ML X. C. V. S. N.M
Fl to P11 Fwwdse KSS Sass C...
Horns
t
Psi. Up and H.nw Cwsw
4-

-I

End
1.
Pags Down i'd Horn, Cwact

• Pit to P30 (tpsic.s. Pt to Pie)
fltIoF3O (cu) F, is P10)

P40 (N Fl to Fill
ci.I Pi'$C *1tlIap (ci. o Prinh.i)
ciii .-in.v.,. w..
CM .. (Adyanc. Woid)

En.. to End of U,, (EOI,)I
Cut PuOn turn is End of $crnn ((018
CM Horns (CIa., Scrowi and HornsI
Ml.L3.4.Lt7,S.tS,.,.(Ksy.7..13)
CM PgUp (Tap 3$ Line, of T and Horns Cursed

(0)

NIPT 57*1W BYTE WTIII ST BIN lit 115

SIt UNIN IF SIT IS A -

•	 II	 Ift key 's.sid

dl	 Isit Ift key pisusad

•	 Csmtr.y,...s.d

•	 Alt key '

•	 ss,.0 tusk ast*s

dl	 0)r1c lick active

N	 c luck silly,

5?	 icirt stat. sittys
C,

HGU*I 13.2 (Con(inu.d) (b) fakended ASCII codes
returned in AH. (C) Stalus b,l. resumed Wi AL with
MI -2 dering cat

proceders returns with Ut. cany Acg - 0. the buffer
remained. character. and that character h been read
tutu Ax., desalL4 before. This spoon slows you to
check (a key has been pre..0d without having $0.11 In
I loop until a key is pressd.

Finally. If you cal the tNT l614 with a 2 In
*14. the pracedere will return the status of the Shift.
Mt. and Ct keys, as shown In Figure l3-2c.

Prom the preceding discussion you cajt ese that to
inierface with the keyboard from an assembly language
program ii you have to do Is load the desired au&unc.
lion number (0. 1. or 21 In *14 and execute the INT liii
inMn,ct Ion. The next question to answer Is. How do you
Interface with the keyboard from a C program?

In the last chapter we showed you how to use prede-
fined C functions such as scan!. getche. and gets to read
characters from the keyboard. The problem with these
functions Is that they do not allow you to read anything
but the standard ASCII codes (OO-7F1-1). In many system
programs you want to use the function keys, arrow keys.
or other special keys to spec1I' some course of action.
so you need to be able to read In codes for these. The
TUrbo,C + + run time libraries contain two predefined
functions which you can call to read in key codes directly.
Both of these use the BIOS INT l6H procedure.

The predefined function mt bioskey tint cmd) will call
the INT 16H procedure and pass it the subprocedure
specified as cmd in the call. The statement key = bi-
oskey(0);. for example, will wait until a key is pressed
and asaign the value returned In AX to key. You can
then manipulate the value in key to determine which
key was pressed..
• The second way to read the keyboard is with the
int86() (unction. The example program in Figure 13-3.
page 438. shows how you can use this function to call
the BIOS INT 16H procedure, but this function can be
used to call any of the BIOS procedures. The key to
using this function Is to understand how the register
values are passed to the function and how register values
arc returned to the calling program. The technique used
to do this Is a C data structure called a union. In simple
terms a union is a memoiy location assigned tq two or
more variables, so that the contents can be accessed In
two different ways. You might, for example, create a
union of an integer and an unsigned character so that
you could access either the entire 16 bits or the two 8-
bit halves.

The header file doe.h contains the' prototype for a
uniop called REGS. Thfs union is composed of two
structures which represent the register set of the 8086.
One structure represents the registers as 8 .bit values.
The other structure represents the registers as 18-bit
values. Thi. allows you to initialize an 8-bit register or
a 16-bit register and read a value from an 8-bit register
or from a 16-bit register.

In the example program In Figure 13-3. we declare a
Union of type REGS calleôrg. The statement rg.h.ah = 0:
then initializes the ah element in the structure with a
vajucof 0. The .h in the reference to the union indicates
that we want to access the structure of 8-bit registers.
To Initialize the DX register with a value oF 0. we would
use a statement such as rg.x.dx=0;.

l'he prototype for the int86 function Is int86(int Intno.
union REGS inregs. union REGS 'outregs). What all
this means is that you pass the INT number, a pointer
to the union- which contains the register values to pass
to the (unction. anda pointer to the union which will
receive the register values passed back to the caning
program. In the program In Figure 13-3 we use the same
union. rg. (or the Inregs and the outregs. The statement
ch . 'rg.h.ai copies the value placed in the al element of
the' rg union to the variable named ch.

The rest of the example in Figure 13-3 shows you how
to examine the value returned by INT 16H to determine
the action to take. If the value returned in AL is not
zero, then the code Is in the range of OO-FFH. We use

3
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444,
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7*
7,
73
7$
77
7'
N
Ii

'443
N-108

'54-113
1*4
It'
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1*7

1
I',
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I. C P0RAIl H3-03.0 /
•incI4erdos.h'
•nch4estdIo.h>
IiflCli.ae'conio.h,
tiflCludectype.h'
void Show it(char C);

void	 in ()
(

mt cø.tt	 0;
char ch; char bptr;

tr	 maLloc(10000);	 /* allocate eery for text buffer /
do

I,ion REGS rg;	 /* declare u,ion catted r	 1
rg.h.ah	 0;	 I. initialize ah elint with 0 /

	

intBó(0x16, &rg, £rg);	 / call BIOS IIIT16H proceire /
	if((chrg.h.at) l0)	 /* standard ASCII if AL 10 /

if(isprint(ch))	 I. if ch is a printable character, *1
C
*bptr ch;	 1. write to buffer */
putchar(ch);	 I. write to screen /

	bptr*; cotait+;	 / increiient cozfler, pointer *1
)
else	 I. if control code, decide action .1
C
switch (ch)(

	

case 0,cOd:	 I exeete, insert tinefeed after CR */

	

*bptr ch;	 / write CR to buffer */

	

putchar(ch);	 / write CR to screen *1
bptr++; cotrt++; / incre,,ent coster, pointer /
ch	 OxOa;	 / code for lir*feed /

	*bptr ch;	 / write LE to buffer */

	

pJtcharcch);	 / write LE to screen *1
bptr-., cos1t.--; /. increment cos,ter, pointer *1
break;
)

)

else	 / character is extended ASCII */
C

ch	 rg.h.ah;	 /. scan code returned in AK */
switch (ch) C

case 0*43: C
show_it(ch); break;	 /. F9 key /

case 0*44: C
show_it(ch); exito;	 / MO key /

)
)

)
ièiile(cou,t1000O);
)
void show_it(char c)	 /* display ASCII eivalent /
C

	

	 I for scan code /
putchar(c);

)

FIGURE 13-3 C program showing how to use int86( I functor, call to read
keyboard and decode the value read.
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the predefiried function isaprint() to determine if the
code isa printable ASCII code, and If It is vie write it to
a buffer and send It to the screen. If it Is not a printable
code, we use a switch structure to determine what action
to take. For the example here we showed you how , to
Insert a (Inefeed charactei after a carriage return. You
can add more case statements to perform the desired
action for other special keys such as backspace.

If the value returned in AL is zero, the rg.h.ah element
of the union will contain the scan code for the pressed
key according to the values shown in Figure 13-2b. In
the example in Figure 13-3 we show you how to use
another switch structure to choose some action based
on the code returned.

Now that you know more about reading characters
from a microcomputer keyboard. iets dig into how
character and graphics displays are produced.

MICROCOMPUTER DISPLAYS

Currently thete are ev,erà1 different technologies used
to display characters and graphics for a microcomputer.
The most common type display is still the cathode-ray
tube (CRT). so we will start the chapter with a discussion
of the hardware and software for these displays-Later in
the chapter we will discuss large liquid -crystal displays
(LCDs) and plasma displays which are often used on
laptop microcomputers.

Raster Scan Character Displays

RASTER SCAN BAStCS,
A CRT is basically a large, bottle-shaped vacuum tube.
An electron gun at the rear of the tube produces a beam
of electrons, which Is directed toward the front of the
tube by a high voltage. The inside surface of the front
of the tube is coated with a phosphor substance which
gives off light when It is struck by electrons. The color
of the light given off is determined by the particular
phosphor used.

The most common method of producing,images on a
CRT screen is to sweep the electron beam back and forth
from left to right across the screen. When the beam
reaches the right side of the screen, it is turned off
(blanked) and retraced rapidly back to the left side of
the screen to start over, if the beam is slowly swept from
the top of the screen to the bottom of the screen as ills
swept back and forth horizontally, the entire screen
appears lighted. When the beam reaches the bottom of
the screen, it Is blanked and rapidly retraced back to
the top to start over. A display produced in this way is
referred to as a raster scan display. To produce an
image. the electron beam is turned on or off as it sweeps
across the screen. The trick here is to get the beam
intensity or video information synchronized with the
horizontal and vertical sweeping so the display is stable.

For a first example. Figure 13-4Thows the scanning
used to produce pictures on a TV Set and displays on
some computer monitors. To get better picture resolu-

START OF FIELD ¶ 	 STARTOF FIELD 2

2

1

2 -_..

END OF FIELD 1 	 END OF FIELD 2

262'4 LINES/FIELD
2 FIELDS/FRAME
525 LINES/FRAME FOR 15.750 H
HORIZONTAL AND 60 M VERTICAL

(i

START OF FIELD

END OF FIELD

260 LINES/FIELD
1 FIELD/FRAME
260 LINES/FRAME FOR
16.600 H HORIZONTAL AND
60Hz VERTICAL

IbI

FIGURE 13-4 CRT scanning methods. (a) Interlaced.
(b) Noninlertaced.

tion and avoid flicker, TVs use Interlaced scannirl. As
shown in Figure 13-4a. this means the scan-lines for
one sweep of the beam from The top of the screen to
both3m (field) are offset and Interleaved with those of
the next field. After every other field the scan lines repeat.
Therefore, two fields are required to make a complete
picture or frame. To give you some numbers for refer-
ence. black-and-white TVs in the United States use a
horizontal sweep frequency of 15.750 Hz and a vertical
sweep frequency of 60 Hz. Sixty fields per second are
then swept out. Since each complete picture or frame
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consists of two fields, the frame rate Is 30 frames/second.
This Is fast enough to avoid flicker. The beam sweeps
horizontally 15.750 times per second, so during the s
required for the beam to go from the top of the screen to
the bottom, the beam wIU have swept out 15.75(W60 or
262.5 horizontal scan lines. A complete frame therefore
consists of 525 horizontal scan lines.

Some computer monitors use nonlnteriaced scanning
such as that shown in Figure 13 .4b. In this case the
beam traces out the same path on each trip from the
top of the screen to the bottom. For a noninterlaced
display the frame rate and the field rate are the same. A
horizontal sweep rate of 15.600 Hz and a vertical sweep
rate of 60 Hz gives 15,600/60 or 260 horizontal sweep
lines per field.

The three basic circuits required to produce a display
on a CRT are the vertical oscillator, which produces
the vertical sweep signal for the, beam: the horizontal
oscillator, which produces the horizontal sweep signal
for the beam: and the video amplifier, which controls
the intensity of the electron beam. A CRT or video
monitor contains Just a CR1 and this basic drive cir-
cuitty. A CR1 terminal contains this basic drive circuitry
plus a keyboard. memory, commlnicauon circuitry, and
a dedicated microprocessor to control all these parts.

The basic control circuitry for a monochrome (one-
color) CR1' monitor requires three input signals to
operate properly. It muM have horizontal sync pulses to
keep the horizontal oscillator synchronized, vertical sync
pulses to keep the vertical oscillator synchronized, and
video information that controls the intensity of the beam
as II sweeps across the screen. It isixnportant that these
three signals be synchronized with each other so that a
particular dot of video Information Is displayed at the
same point on the screen during each frame. lIyou have
seen a TV picture rolling or a TV picture with Jagged
horizontal lines In it. you have seen what happens lithe
horizontal, vertical, and vidso Information get out of
synchronization. Now let's see how we generate these
three signals to display characters on a CR1 screen.

OVERVIEW OF CHARACTER DISPLAY
CONTROL SYSTEM

Characters or graphics are generated on a CR1 screen
as a pattern of light and dark dots. The dots are created
by turning the electron beam on and oil as It sweeps
across the screen. FIgure 13-5 shows how the letters P

SCA?4 LINE

•uosci.00. oN 	 SCANUNE
• 0 d. p • p p s N
• I I 0 0 S I I S p K _______
• 0 ci ci 3• p p S C)
• 0 0 ci ci• 0 05 N
• 0 ci 0 0 5 Cl OS a N

ONE CHAR	 ONE CHAR
(P1

FIGURE 13.5 Producing a character display on a CR1
reen with dots.

and H can be displayed in the upper-left corner of the
screen In this way. The round doli In the figure repres.t
the beam on. and the square buses represent the beam
off. As you can see. in this example the dot matrix for
each character is 5 dots wide and 7 dot, high. Othev
common dot-matrix size. (or character displays arc 7 by
9, and 7 by 12. and 9 by 14.

FIgure 13-6 shows a block diagram of the circuits),
needed to keep the pattern of dots for a page of text
displayed on the screen of a CR1 monitor. For this
example assume that the diaplay ha, 25 rows otcharac.
Icr. with 80 characters per row.

The ASCII codes for the char ters to be displayed on
the screen are stored In a RAM. This RAM is often
referred to as the frame bqlJer or the display rVresh
RAM The RAM must contain at Iamt one byte location
(or each character to be displayed. A display size of 25
rows with 80 characters in each row then requires 25
x 80 or about 2 Kbyte. RAM. In an actual circuit this
RAM is set up so that the microprocessor can —c ii
to change the stored characters, or the display refresh
circuItry can access It to keep the display refreshed on
the screen.

The dot patterns for each scan line of eich character
to be displayed are stored in a ROM called a character
generator RON. FIgure 13-7 show, the matrix for a
typical character-generator RPM. This ROM uses a lby
9 matrix for the actual character, but the total dot space
for each character is a 9 by i4 dot matrix, The extra
dots are Included to leave spsc between characters and
between rows of characters. Also, the extra space slows
lowercase letters to be dropped In the matrix so that
descenders are shown correctly. Each dot row in Figure
13 .7 represents the pattern of dots for a horizontal scan
line of the character.

To start the display in the upper left corner, the
charactercounterand the charactei rowcountcroueputa
are all 0's so the ASCII code for the first character in the
display RAM is addressed. The ASCII code front the
addressed location is output by the RAM to the addria
inputs of the character-generator RON. These inputs
essentially tell the character generator which character
is to be displayed.

To keep track of which lIne in a character row ii
currenuy being swept out, we use a scan line counter.
For our example here each row of characters has 14 dot
rows or scan lines, so the scan line counter isa modulo-
14 counter. The outputs of this countef are connected
to four additional address Inputs on the character
generator RON.

Given an ASCII code and a dot row count, the charac-
ter-generator RON will output the 9-bit dot pattern for
one dot row in the character. For the first scan across
the screen, the counter will output 0000. so the dot
pattern output will be that for dot row 0000 of the
character.

The output from the character generator is in parallel
form. In order to turn the beam on and off at the coi.t
'ime as it sweep, across the screen, this dot pattern
must be converted to serial form wIth a parallel-in. serial-
out shift register. The high-Irequencyctock used toclock
this shift register is called the dot clock becausi Ii
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FIGU 134 hock dilgram of circuitry to produce dot-matrix character
dlsplayonRT.

controla the rite at which dot Infonnatl6n Is sent out
to the video amplifier. As you can see in Figure 136. we
used * dot dock frequency of 16.257 MHz for this

After the nine dots (or the first scan line of the first
character are shifted out, the character counter Is
Incremented by I. The outputs of the character counter
are connected to scone of the address inputs of the
display refresh RAM. so when this count is Incremented.
the ASCII code for the next character In the top row is
addressed in the refresh RAM. The ASCII code for
this second character will be output to the character-
generator ROM. Since the dot line counter Inputs to the

ROM are .tlll 0000, te ROM will output the 9-bit dot
pattern for the top so*n line of the second character in
the top row of charaéters on the screen. When all the
dots for the top scan line of this character are all shifted
out, the character counter will be Incremented by I
again, and the process will be repeated for the third
character in the top row of characters. The proeess
continues until the first scan line for all 80 characters
in the top row of characters is traced out.

A horizontal smc pulse Is then produced to cause the
beam to sweep backto the left side of the screen. After
the beam retracCs té the left, the character counter Is
rolled back to zero topoint to the ASCII code for the first

FIGURE 13-7 Dot matrix for 9 x 14 charactér .Senerator ROM.	 (
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character In the row again. The dot line counter (RO-
R3) is Incremented to 0001 so that the character genera-
tor will now output the dot patterns for the second scan
line of each charactei-. Alter the dot pattern for the
second scan line of the first character in the row is
shifted out to the video amplifier, the character counter
is Incremented to point to the ASCII code for the second
character in the display RAM. The process repeats until
all the scan lines for one row of characters have been
scanned.

The character row counter is then incremented by I.
The outputs of the character counter and the character
row counter now point to the display RAM-address where
the ASCII code for the first character of the second row
of characters is stored. The process we described for the
Iirst row will be repeated for thc second rowof characters.
After the second row of characters Is swept out, the
process will go on to he third row of characters, and
then on to the fourth, and so on until all 25 rows of
characters have been swept out.

When all the character rows have been swept out, the
tearn Is it the lower right corner of the screen. The
Cbunter circuitry then sends out a horizontal sync pulse
to retrace the beam to the left side of the screen and a
vertical sync pulse to retrace the beam to the top of the
screen. When the beam reaches the top left corner of the
screen, the whole screen-refresh process that we have
described will repeat. As we mentioned before, the entire
screen must be scanned (refreshed; 30 to 75 times a
second to avoid a blinking display. For the example in
Figure 13-6 we used 50 Hz for the frame-refresh rate,
Now let's look at a sIhpIc example of an actual CRT,
controller.

THE IBM PC MONOCHROME ADAPTER

Figure 13-8 shows a block diagram for the IBM PC
monochrome display adapter board, This adapter is
somewhat obsolete, but it is a good next step from the
generic Circuit in Figure 13-6. Take a look at Figure 13-8
and see what parts you recognize from our previous
discussions. You should quickly find thc CRT controller.
character generator, and dot shift register. Next, find
the 2-Kbyte memory where the ASCII codes for the
characters to be displayed are stored. To the right of
this memory is another 2 . Kbyte memory used to store
an altribufe code for each character, An attribute code
Specifies whether the character is to be displayed nor-
mally, with an underline, with Increased ôi'decreased
intensity, blinking, etc. You may have observed, for
example, that it is common practice to display a screen
menu at reduced Intensity so it does not distract from
the main text on the screen For future reference Figure
13-9 shows the meaning of the bits in the attribute byte.
If the B bit is a 1. the displayed (.iaracier will blink, If
the I bit isa 1. the character will be highlighted: In other
words, it will have increased intensit y . These bits give
you several choices for how you want rach character
displayed on the screen.

As we discussed In a preceding section. ASCII codes
from the display refresh RAM go to the character genera-
tor. Also going to the character generator are four
address lines which specify the dot line of the character

PROCbSSOR '.z_rr,,-1

—;icil ADDRESS
1'l USIflPIfEER I	 'rn	 I nor
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fIGURE 13-8 Block diagram of IBM PC monochrome
adapter board.

scanned, The counter which generates this address Is
contained In the MC6845 CRT controller device, The
output from the character generator goes to a shift
register to be converted to serial form for the video
amplifier. The shift register is clocked by the 16.257-
MHz dot clock. Circuitry in the video process logic
section divides this dot clock signal by 9 to produce the
character clock signal of 1,787.904 Hz. This character
clock signal pulses each time a new ASCII character
needs to be fetched from the display refresh RAM and a
new attribute from the attribute RAM.

Next observe that there is a multiplexer in series with
the address lines going to the character and attribute
memories. This multiplexer is connected so that either
the CPU or the CRT controller can access the display
refresh RAM.

To keep the display refreshed, the 6845 CRT controller
device sends out the memory address for a character
code and art attribute code. The character clock signal

DISPLAY-CHARACTER CODE BYTE 	 ATTRIBUTE BYTE

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I oj

	

EVEN ADDRESS	 ODD ADDRESS
(a)

	

ATTRIBUTE FUNCTION	 ATTRIBUTE BYTE

6 5	 2 1 0
RUB	 I	 RGB

BACKGROUND FOREGROUND

NORMAL	 - 8	 0 0 0	 I	 I	 I

I REVERSE VIDEO	 B	 1	 1	 1	 I	 0 0 0
I NONDISPLAY BLACK	 6	 0 0 0	 I	 0 0 0

_-JDISPLAY WE-IITEI 	 B	 1	 1	 1	 I	 1

HIGHLIGHTED FOREGROUND ICRRACTERI
B BLINKING FOREGROUND CHARACTER1

151

HGURE 11 .9 Dafstorage format for IBM P character
displays. (a) Character byte and atiribute byte in word.
(hI Attribute byte format.
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latches the code from memory for the character generator
and the attribute code for the attribute decode circuitry.
The character clock also increments the address Counter
in. the 6845 to point to the next character code in
memory. The next character clock transfers the next
codes to the character generator and attribute decoder.
The process cycles through all of the characters on the
page and then repeats.

Now, when you want to display some new characters
on the screen, you simply have the CPU execute some
instructions which write the ASCII codes for the new
characters to the appropriate address in the display
RAM. When the address decoding circuitry detects a
display RAM address, it produces a signal which toggles
the multiplexers so that the CPU has access to the
display RAM. The question that probably occurs to
you at this point is, What happens if the 6845 and
the CPU both want to access the display RAM at the
same time? There are several solutions to this problem.
One solution is to allow the CPU to access the RAM
only during horizontal and/or vertical retrace times.
Another solution is to Interleave 6845 accesses and
CPU accesses. This Is how it is done on the IBM
monochrome board.

The CPu is allowed to access the RAM during one-half
of the character clock signal and the 6845 Is allowed to
access the RAM during the other half of the character
clock signal. If the CPU tries to access the display RAM
during the controller's half of the character clock cycle.
a not-ready signal from the CRT controller board will
cause the processor to Insert WAIT states until the half
of the character clock signal when it can access the
display refresh RAM.

The 6845 CRT controller in Figure 13-8 contains the
chain of counters shown in Figure 13-6 and other
circuitry needed to produce horizontal blanking pulses.
vertical blanking pulses, a cursor. scrolling, and high-
lighting for a CRT display. Several manufacturers offer
CRT controller ICs that contain different amounts of the
required circuitry. The Motorola MC6845 is used in both
the monochrome and the color/graphics adapter boards
for the IBM PC.

CR1 DISPLM' TIMING AND FREQUENCIES

There are many different horizontal, vertical, and dot
clock frequencies commonly used In raster scan CRT
displays. The horizontal sweep frequency is usually in
the range of 15 to 50 kHz. the vertical sweep frequency
is usually 50 or 60 Hz. and the dot clock frequency is
usually in the range of 10 to 100 MHz. As a first example,
let's look a little closer at the, frequencies used in
the IBM PC monochrome adapter we discussed in the
preceding section.

To refresh your memory, the IBM PC monochrome
display adapter produces a display of 25 rows of 80
characters/row. Each character is produced as a 7 by 9
matrix of dots in a 9 by 14 dot space. This means that
because clear space is left around each actual character.
each character actually uses 9 dot spaces horizontally
and 14 scan lines vertically

The active horizontal display area then is 9 dots/
character x 80 characters/line or 720 dots per line. The

active vertical display area Is 25 rows X 14' scan lines'
row or 350 scan lines.

Now, according to the IBM Technical Reference Man-
ual, the monochrome adapter uses a dot clock frequency
of 16.257 MHz. This means that tae video shift register
is shifting out 16.257.000 dots/second. The manual
also indicates that the board uses a horizontal sweep
frequency of 18.432 lines/second. Dividing 16.257.000
dots per second by 18.432 lines per second tells you that
the' board is shifting out 882 dots/line. Just above we
showed you that the active display area of a line is only
720 dots. The extra 162 dot times actually present give
the beam time to get from the right edge of the active
display to the right edge of the screen, retrace to the left
edge of the screen, and sweep to the left edge of the
active display area. The large number of extra dot times
is necessary because most monitors have a large amount
of ove,scan. Overscan means that the beam is actually
swept far off the left and right sides of the screen.
This is done so that the portion of the sweep actually
displaying the characters is linear and the characters
do not run off the edges of the screen.

The manual for the monochrome display adapter also
indicates that the frame rate is 50 Hz. In other words,
the beam sweeps from the top of the screen to the bottom
and back again 50 times/s. To see how many horizontal
lines are In each frame, you can divide the 18.432 lines/s
by 50 frames/s to give $69 scan lines/Frame. As we
showed before, the active vertical display area is 350
lines. The 19 extra scan line times give the beam time
to get to the bottom of the screen. retrace to the top of
the screen, and get to the start of the active display area
again.

Another point it is appropriate to mention here con-
cerns the bandwidth required by the video amplifier in
the monitor. In order to produce a sharp display the
video amplifier in the monitor must be able to tttrn on

.. ., au last enough so that dots and undots don't smear
together. For our example here, the dot clock frequency
is 16.257 MHz. This means that the dot shift register is
shifting' out 16.257,000 dots/s. If alternating dots and
undots are being shifted out, then the waveform on the
serial output pin of the shift register will be a square
wave with a frequency of half that of the dot clock or
8.1285 MHz. In order to produce a clear display with
this many dots per line, then, the video amplifier in the
monitor connected to the display adapter must have a
bandwidth of at least 8 MHz.

This bandwidth requirement Is the reason that normal
TV sets connected to computers cannot display high-
resolution 80-character lines for word processing. etc.
In order to filter out the 4.5-MHz sound subcarrier signal
and the 3.58-MHz color subcarrier, the bandwidth of TV
video amplifiers is limited to 3 MHz or less.

A final point we want to make about CRT timing is
how often the display-refresh RAM has to be accessed.
As the ctrcuitry scans one line of the display. It has to
access a new character in RAM after each 9 dots are
shifted out, assuming 9 dots horizontally per character.
Dividing the dot clock frequency of 16.257,000 dots per
second by 9 dots/character tells you that characters are
read from RAM at a rate of about 1,806.333 characters/
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s, or one character every 553 ns! As we discussed in the
last sctjon, the CRT controller device accesses the
display refresh RAM during one half of this time, and
the microprocessor accesses the frame buffer RAM dur-
ing the other half of this time. Only about 200 ns r -e
actually available for access to the RAM during each half
of the character clock time. As we show later, higher
resolution and color displays require even faster riemory
access.

Raster Scan Graphics Displays

MONOCHROME GRAPHICS

As we discussed previously, characters can he displayed
on a CUT screen by sending Out a series of dots and
undots to the video amplifier. The ASCII codes for the
characters to be displayed are stored in a display-refresh
RAM. As shown in Figure 13-6. the character-generavr
ROM uses an ASCII code from RAM and a 4-bit code
from the dot row cuuater to produce the dot pattern ior
the specified scan line in the character.

Now, suppose that the character generator is left Out
of t-iis circuit ano the outputs of the RAM "e connected
directly to the inputs of an 8-bit dot shift register. And
further suppose that instead of storing the ASCII codes
for characters In the RAM. we store in successive memory
locations the dot patterns .'e want for each 8 dots of a
scan line.

When a byte is read from the RAM and loaded Into the
shift register, the stored uot pattern will be shifted out
to the CUT beam to produce the desired pattern for 8
dots along a section of a scan line c. *he screeli, When
the next RAM byte is transferred to the shift register, it
will produce the nxt 8 dots along the scan line. Tf..
process is continued unit t ..,l the dot posittans on the
screen have been refrc, 1 , 1 he entire screen then can
e thought f as matrix of dots. Each ot can be

progra ned to be on or off by putting a I or a 0 in the
corresponding bit location n RAM. A graphics display
produced in this way Is known as a bit-mapped raster
scan display. Each dot or. In some cases, block of dots
on the screen is called a lcture element. Most people
shorten this to pixel or For our t'i....ussions here
tet's asst'r,le a pixel is 1 dot.

Now, suppose that we want a moj;ochrome gra'hEcs
display of 640 pels horizontally by 00 pels vertica.ly.
This gives a total of 200 x 640 or 128.000 dots on the
screen. Since each dot corres?onds to a bit location in
memory, this means that we i-ave to have at least
128.000 bIts or 16 Kbytes f RAM to hold the pcI
information for just one display screen. Compare this
with the 4 Kbytes needed to hold the ASCII codes and
attributes Ic'- an 80 by 25 character display. As we will
show you a little later, pr..duc1ng a color graphics display
with a large n'jmber of pels requires even more memory.

Munochrome graphics displays gel boring after a
while, so let's see how you can get some color In the
picture.

COLOR MONITORS AND COIOR GRAPHlCS

The screen of a monochrome CRT i coated with a single
type phosphor, which produces a color specific to that

phosphor when bombarded with electrons from the
sIngle electron gun at the rear of the tube. To produce
a color CUT display, we appl. ..dots or bars of red, green.
and blue phosphors to the inside 0f the CR1. One very
common approach is have dots of the three phosphors
In a line pattern as shown in Figure 13-10. The dots are
close enough together so that to your eye they appear
as a single dot or pixel. Three separate electron beams
are used to bombard the three different phosphors. A
"shadow mask" just behind the screen of the CUT helps
prevent electrons intended for one color phosphor from
falling on the other color phosphors. The distance
between the holes in the shadow mask of a color CUT
or the distance between pixels on the screen is referred
to as Its pitch. The pitch of commonly available CUTs is
in the range of 0.21 mm to '.66 mm. Smaller pitch and
smaller dots mean thst -,iore dots can be put on the
screen and therefore the screen has better resolution.
The trade-off, how.ver, is that as the pitch and dot size
are made smalim-,, the beam current must be Increased
to get acceptable intensity. A large percentage of the
beam current hits the shadow mask, and if this current
is too high, it may overheat and warp the shadow mask
and permanently distort the image on the screen,

A CUT monitor designed to prQduce color displays is
commonly rcferred to as an RGB monitor or an RGBI
monitor, In addition to red, green. and blue signal
inputs, an RGB monitor has a horizontal sync input, a
vertical sync input, and—in some cases—an intensity
input. An RGB monitor must be designed to work with
the display format and sync frequencies of the circuitry

the microcomputer. Fortunately. some monitors such
as the NEC MultiSync, the Sony Multiscan, and the
Magnavox MVX9CM will work correctly with a wide range
of display formats and sync frequencies.

The apparent color of a pixel to your eye is determined
by the intensity ratio of the three electron beams and
the total intensity af the three beams, Figure 13-11

FIGURE 13-10 Three-color phosphor dot pattern used
to produce color pixels on a CRT screen,
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FIGURt 13-11 Sixteen colors produced by different on
and oil combinations of red, green, and blue beams at
normal and increased intensity.

shows 16 colors that can be produced when different
combinations of on and off signals are applied to the
three beams and to an overall intensity input. A 1 in the
I bit means that the overall intensity of the beam is
increased to lighten the color, as shown. If all three
beams are off, the dot is. of course, black. If the beams
are all turned on. then the dot will appear white. Other
combinations give the other 14 shades shown.

To give a greater range of colors, newer monitors are
designed to accept analog RGB signals instead of just
digital RGB signals. The signals for these analog inputs
are produced with D/A converters. Using a 2-bit D/A
converter to produce each color signal, for example.
gives 4 x 4 x 4 or 64 colors. However, as we discuss
In the next section. Increasing the number of colors
increases the amount of memoly needed in the frame
buffer and the rate at which the memory must be
accessed.

PALETTES, PIXEL PLANES, AND VRAMS

For a monochrome graphics display, the data for each
pixel is stored in a single bit in the display-refresh RAM.
Color displays require more than I bit per pixel, because
the red, green, and blue data for each pixel must be
stored. For example, 2 bIts are required to specify one
of 4 colors. 3 bits are required to specify one of 8 colors.
8 bits are required to specify one of 256 colors. etc. The
number of colors we want to produce on a display then
has a direct Impact on the amount of memory required
for the frame buffer. As an example of this. suppose that
we want a 640 x 480 pIxel display with 256 colors on
an 8086 system. The total number of pixels in the
display is 640 x 480, or 307,200. To specify one of 256
colors, 8 bits (1 byte) are required for each pixel. The
total amount of frame buffer memory needed then is
307,200 bytes. Aside from the cost, this Is an excessive

amount of memory to devote to the display in a system
that can address a total,of only 1 Mbyte of memory.

To reduce the number of bits required for storing pixel
data and still be able to display a wide range of colors,
we use a palette scheme. The term palette Is used here
in about the same way an artist uses (he term. An
artist's palette holds the paint colors that he or she has
available. The artist, for example, may have 16 colors
on the palette, but for a particular painting he or she
may use only 4 of the colors. We might say. then, that
the artist has chosen 4 colors from a palette of 16.

As a first graphics example of this, the IBM Color
Graphics Adapter board (CGA) can display medium
resolution (320 x 200 pixel) graphics with 4 colors from
a palette of 16 colors. Since only 4 colors are used at a
time, only 2 bits of memory are required to hold the data
for each pixel.

As a second example of a graphics palette, we might
for our 640 x 480 pixel system decide to display 16
colors from a palette of 256. instead of all 256 colors.
Only 4 bits are required to store the pixel data for I of
16 colors, so the frame buffer can be half the size It
would be for a direct 256-color display. A little later we
will take a look at how different systems implement the
palette approach In hardware.

Another limiting factor in the design of a high-resolu-
tion color graphics system is the rate at which pixel data
can be read from the frame buffer. For example, suppose
that we want a 640 x 480 pixel display with 256 colors.
As we said before. this requires 1 byte of memory per
pixel, or a total of 307,200 bytes of memory. Assuming
a frame rate of 50 Hz, each byte would have to be read
from memory 50 times per second. This corresponds to
15.360.000 bytes per second, or! byte every 65 ns. (The
time Is actually shorter than this because all 307,200
accesses must occur during the active display time.) As
we explained in Chapter 11. the read cycle times for
common DRAMs is considerably longer than 65 ns. This
means that we can't use DRAMs for the frame buffer
unless we can find some way to allow more time for each
access. There are several ways to do this,

The first step we take to give more time for the refresh
controller access to the frame buffer is to allow the
microprocessor to access the buffer Only during hori-
zontal and vertical retrace times, This gives all the time
between characters or pixels to the controller instead of
timesharing as we described for the monochrome
adapter board.

A second way to reduce the required memory access
rate is to use the palette scheme to reduce the number
of bits required to Store the data for each pixel. As we
showed before, reducing a display to 16 colors from a
palette of 256 Instead of a direct 256-color display cuts
the size of the display memory in half. Since only 4 bits
are required to specify one of 16 colors, the data for 4
pixels can be packed in a single word, as shown in
Figure l3-l2a, page 446. Each memory access then
reads In the data for 4 pixels.

A third method of reducIng the access rate for the
frame buffer Is to set the memory up as parallel planes.
Figure 13-12b attempts to show this in diagram form
for a system which requires 4 bits per pixel. As you can
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FIGURE 13-12 Frame buffer memory configurations. (a) Packed pixel.
(b) Planar.

see, the 4 data bits for a pixel are stored at the same bit
position in four different memory locations. When the
controller transfers a word from each of the four memory
locations to its internal registers. it has all the data it
ner.ds for 16 pixels. During the time that these 16 pixels
are being swept out, the DRAMs will recover and can be
accessed again. Additional planes can be added in
parallel to store more bits per pixel.

Still another method of solving the memory access
rate problem is to build the frame buffer with special
DRAMs called uideo RAMs or VRAMs. Figure 13-13
shows a block diagram of the TI TMS44C251 VRAM.
The DRAM section of the device consists of four arrays.
which each store 256 Kbits. To the DRAM controller and
the microprocessor circuitry, this device functions as a
256K x 4 device for read and write operations. The
DRAM controller will supply RAS. CAS. multiplexed
address, and refresh signals to it just as It would to any
other DRAM.

To output data to a video controller, however, the 512
bits stored in each row in a DRAM array are transferred
In parallel to a 512-bit register. The outputs of the
register are connected to a 512-input multiplexer, which
routes one of the register outputs loan SDQ output. As
the multiplexer is stepped through its 512 posItions. it
outputs the 512 data bits one alter the other to the SDQ
output. The point here is that a VRAM can rapidly shift

Out the data for 512 pixels. A TMS44C25 I. for cxample,
can shift out bits at up to 33 MHz. which Is more than
fast enough for a 800 x 512 pixel display. (Not counting
overscan. this calculation Is: (800 >< 512 pixels/frame)
< 60 frames/s = 24,576.000 pixels/sI.
VRAMs can be used to store data In packed pixel
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FIGURE 13-13 Block diagram of TI TMS44C?51 video
RAM (VRAM). (Courtesy Texas Instruments Inc.)
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format or in planar format. Probably the easiest format
to visualize is the planar. A single TMS44C25 1 can store
four complete bit planes for a 512 x 512 pixel dispJay.
The devices can be cascaded to give scan lines longer
than 512 pixels, or more than 4 bit planes. VRAMS are
somewhat more expensive than standard DRAMS, but
they make it relatively easy to Implement a high-resolu-
tion display.

Now that you have a general awareness of how color
graphics are produced. let's look at some specific ex-
amples.

Common Microcomputer Display
Formats and Hardware

INTRODUCTION

There are an almost unbelievably large number of hard-
ware configurations and formats for microcomputer
displays. Figure 13-14 is an attempt to show the major
display formats available on various IBM-type microcom-
puters. Reading the table from top to bottom essentially
traces the development steps for IBM personal computer
graphics during the Last 10 years.

The IBM PC, the PC/XF. and thj PC/AT do not have
built-In graphics capability. For these computers you
choose the textJgraphics capability you want, buy the
appropriate adapter board, plug it into one of the 110
slots in the motherboard, and connect a compatible
monitor.

As we described in the preceding section, the IBM
monochrome adapter board produces an 80 x 25 char-
aCter display. but it does not produce graphics. An
improvement on. the basic monochrome adapter was the
Hercules. Inc. monochrome adapter. which can display
monochrome text or graphics in a 720 x 348 pixel
format.

ADAPTER MOGE RESOLUTION COLORS SIGNAL CUTE*S
PAI.ETTE

CGA	 ALPHA	 25x80	 4/16	 DIGITAL PCXTAT
LW RES 160x100	 4/16	 DIGITAL PC,XT,AT

D RES 320x200	 4/16	 DIGITAL PCXT,AT
HI RES UOx400	 2/16	 DIGITAL PC,XT.AT

HERCULES MONO	 720x345	 2	 DIGITAL PCXT,AT

COLOR	 720x341	 16/64	 DIGITAL PC,XTAT

EGA	 U0x350	 16/U	 DIGITAL PC,XT.AT

MGA	 320x200	 256	 ANALOG PS225.30
64O4eO	 2	 ANALOG PS2-25,30

VGA	 uN.	 640x460	 2 -	 ANALOG PSZ-5O,8O
12K	 640x480	 16/256 ANALOG

13K	 640x200	 256/256( ANALOG

SUPER VGA	 MOx48O	 2S6/256 ANALOG ADAPTER

8514/A	 1024x768	 256/256i ANALOG ADAPTER

FIGURE 13-14 Major display formats available on
various IBM .type microcomputers.

The most commonly used graphics format on the IBM
Color Graphics Adapter (CGA) adapter Is the medium-
resolution (320 x 200 pixel) graphics mode, which
displays 4 colors from a palette of 16 colors. A CGA
adapter also has an alphanumeric or character mode.
but in this mode it uses only an 8 x 8 dot matrix for
each character. This makes its text display unpleasant
to look at for long periods of time.

To solve this problem IBM developed the Enhanced
Graphics Adapter (EGA) board. The EGA board has 25
x 80 text mode, which uses an 8 x 14 dot matrix for
characters so text is more readable than that produced
by a CGA card. The EGA board can operate in the CGA
graphics modes and other graphic modes such as a
640 x 350 display with 16 colors from a palette of
64. To be able to display all the 64 colors in this
mode, the monitor used must have a red-intensified
input, a green-intensified Input, and a blue-intensified
Input in addition to the standard red. green. and blue
inputs

Further improvement Came with the IBM PS/2 line of
microcomputers, which have CRT controllers included
on their motherboards. The Multicolor Graphics Array
(MCGA) found on the P5/2 Models 25 and 30 gives these
machines all the display modes of an EGA and several
others. Among the additional display modes are a 320
x 200 pixel display mode with 256 colors and a 640 X

480 pixel two-color display mode.
-ln the PS/2 models 50.60,70. and 80. a video graphics

array (VGA) device produces a wide variety of display
modes. In addition to EGA-compatible modes, a VGA
has a 640 x 480 graphIcs display with 16 colors from
a palette of 256K, a 320 x 200 graphics mode with 256
colors from a palette of 256K, and 25 x 80 text mode
which uses an 8 x 16 dot matrix for characters.

To achieve 256 colors the MCGA and VGA circuits
generate analog red, green. and blue signals Instead of
the digital RGB signals produced by EGA and earlier
display adapters. The monitor for an MCGA or VGA
system must be able to accept the analog color signals.
Incidentally, VGA and other high-resolution graphics
boards are avalible for PC-. PC/XT-. and PC/AT-type
computers.

In addition to built-in VGA capability, the PS/2 models
60, 70. and 80 have an 1/0 slot especially designed for
a high-resolution graphics board such as the 8514/A.
The 8514/A uses a Custom two-chip set to provide
graphics modes with up to 1024 x 768 pixels and 256
from a palette of 256K.

Obviously we can't describe here all the details of all
the graphics adapters and modes shown in Figure 13-
14. In the following sections we will briefly discuss the
hardware used to implement a CGA adapter, an EGA
adapter, and a VGA adapter. In a later section we show
you hov to write characters or dots of a desired color to
each of these basic display types.

THE IBM PC COLOR GRAPHICS ADAPTER BOARD

Figure 13-15, page 448. shows a block diagram of the.
IBM PC Color Graphics Adapter (CGA) board. This board
again uses the Motorola MC6845 CRT controller device
to do the overall display control. As we described in a
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FIGURE 13-15 The block diagram of the IBM PC Color Graphics Adapter
(CG,) board.

prevtous Section. the 6845 produces the sequential
addresses required for the display-refresh RAM. the
horizonta] sync pulses, and the vertical sync pulses. As
you can see by the signals shown in the lower right
corner of Figure 13-15. the adapter board is designed
to drive either a monitor with separate red, green, and
blue inputs or a composite L'ideo color monitor, which
has all the required signals combined on a single line.
The l6-Kbyt display-refresh RAM on the CGA board is
dual-ported so that it can be accessed by either the
system processor or the CRT controller.

This adapter board can operate in either a character
mode or a graphics mode. In th character mode it uses
a character-generator ROM and shift registers (alpha
serializer) to produce the serial dot information for the
RGB outputs: in the character or aiphanunieric mode
each character is represented by 2 bytes in the display.
refresh RAM in the format shown in Figure 13-9a. The
even-addressed or lower byte contains the 8-bit ASCII
code for the character to be displayed, The odd-addressed
or upper byte contaIns an attribute code, as shown in
Figure 13-91,. The lower 4 bits of this attribute byte use
the codes shown in Figure 13-li to specify the color of
the displayed characters. Bits 4-7 of the attribute byte
allow you to specify the background color from among
the first eight choices shown in Figure 13-IL The B bit
in the attribute byte allows you to specify that the
character will blink. Only 4 Kbytes are needed to hold
the character and attribute codes for an 80-character
by 25-row display, so the codes for up to four pages can
be present in the 16-Kbyte display RAM.

As a preview of video programmIng, perhaps you can
see how you can display a character at a particular
location on the screen of a CGA system by directly
writing to the display RA.M. The frame buffer in a CGA
ystem starts at absolute address B8000H and 2 bytes

are required to hold the character code and attribute for
each character, You Can Just Count up by 2 from 58000Ff

to get the address which corresponds to a particular
character position on the screen. You then use a MOV
instruction to writelhe ASCII code for the character to
that address and the attribute byte to the next higher
address.

When operating in a color graphics mode, a CGA board
uses separate shift registers (graphics serializer) to
produce the dot information for each of the color guns
and for the overall intensity. The pixel data for the
graphics seriajizer comes directly from the display-
refresh RAM.

For displaying graphics, a CGA adapter board can be
operated in low-resolution mode. medium-reso)ution
mode. or high-resolution mode. The low-resolution mode
is not of much interest, because the display has only
100 rows of pels with 160 pels in each row. The high-
resolution mode displays 200 rows with 640 pels in each
row, but it can produce only monochrome graphics
displays.

In the medium-resolution mode the display consists
of.200 rows of peis wIth 320 pels in each row, or a total
of 64,000 pels. The 16 Kbytes of display-refresh RAM
corresponds to 16 Kbits x 8 or 128 Kbits. Dividing the
number of pels into the number of bits available for
storage tells you that in this mode there are only 2 bIts
per pci available to Store color information. With 2 bits
you can specify Only one of four colors for each pci.

Figure 13-16a shows how the 2 bits for each pcI are
positioned in display-refresh RAM bytes. Figure 13-16b
Shows the codes used to specII,r the color desired for a
pixel. The 2 bits for each pci specify whether that pci is
to have the background color or a color from one of two
color sets. Figure 13-I 6c shows the two available color
sets. The desired color set can be selected by outpuitlng
a Control byte through port 3D9H to the palette circuit
shown on the left edge of Figure 13-15. As we show you
later in the Section on video programming, an easier
way todo it is with the BiOS INT 1OH procedure.
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FIGURE 13-16 CGA 320 x 200 pixel storage formats.
(a) Position of pel bits in memory byte. (b) Codes used
to specify the color desired for a pixel. (C) Two-color
sets.

You can write dots directly to a CGA screen by writing
the byte for each 4 pixels on a line to the appropriate
memory location. A CGA adapter uses interlaced Scan-
ning. so the pixel codes for the even scan lines are put
in memory starting at B8000H and the pixel codes for
the odd scan lines are put in memory starting at
BA000I-I. You can count up from these starting addresses
to fInd the memory location that corresponds to a given
pixel location on the screen. In a later section we show
you how to use the BIOS INT IOH procedure to write
dots to the screen,

ENHANCED GRAPHICS
ADAPTER (EGA) HARDWARE

The Enhanced Graphics Adapter has a programmable
CRT controller which allows you to set the display mode
much as you do with the MC6845 on a CGA board.
However, the key parts of EGA hardware that we need
to talk about are the frame buffer and the palette
registers. We can't show you how all the different EGA
display modes use these, but Figure 13-17 shows how
they funcEioi for the most commonly used format, a
640 x 350 pixel display with 16 colors from a palette of
64.

In this mode' the frame buffer memory is configured
as four planes. Each plane holds one of the 4 bits
required to specify the color of each pixel. A 4-bIt value
read from the four planes is used to address one of the
sixteen 8-bit palette registers. The lowest 6 bits from
the addressed palette register are output to the color
mon it or.

PALETTE REGIST€RS
X X RI CI 81 R C B

TO ROB! MONITOR INPUTS

FIGURE 13-17 Functions of the frame buffer and palette
registers for the most commonly used EGA display
modes.

NOTE: To work with this mode the monitor must
have red-intensified, green-intensified, and blue-
intensified inputs as well as standard red, green.
and blue inputs.

There are 64 possIble combinations for the 6-bit value
in each palette register. but since there are only 16
palette registers. only l6of the 64 possible combinations
can be stored at a time. The 16 values in the palette
registers at any particular time then specify 16 colors
from a palette of 64. During bootup the palette registers
in an EGA are initialized with values which correspond
to the 16 colors available on a CGA system. but you can
load the palette registers with values which produce
your favorite colors.

VIDEO GATE ARRAY (VGA) DISPLAY HARDWARE

A proprietary gate array CRT controller device in a VGA
based system allows you to select the dot clock frequency.
the number of horizontal scan lines, the vertical refresh
rate, the amount of overscan. etc. You can program a
VGA system to operate in the previously described CGA
modes, in the various EGA modes, or in several other
modes, One of the standard display modes of a VGA
allows you to display up to 256 colors at a time from a
palette of 262,144 colors. In order to produce 256 colors.
a VGA system generates analog red, green. and blue
signals instead of the digital RGB signals used by
previously described CRT adapters. As shown in Figure
l318o (page 450). a 6-bit D'A converter, commonly
called a video DAC, Is used to produce each of the color
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signals. With a 6-bit P/A converter each signal can have 	 register which drives the P/A converters. This 8-bit value
2' or 64 possible values, so the total possible number of 	 is produced in several different ways, depending on the
combinations 1w the three signals is 64 x 64 x 64 or 	 selected display mode.
262.144. which we refer to as 256K.	 The left side of Figure 13-18a shows how this 8-bit

As also shown In Figure 13-18a. the 18-bit values for 	 color register "address" i generated for a 320 x 200 x
the colors to be displayed are stored in 256 color regis- 	 256 color display. The 8-bit values for four successive
terS. Since there are only 256 color registers, the maxi- 	 pixels are stored in, four memory planes as shown. When
mum number of colors that you can display at a time is 	 an 8-bit pixel value is read from one of the memory
256. Incidentally, several companies produce ICs called	 planes, the upper 4 bits of the pixel value are used
R.4MDACs, which contain both the color registers and 	 directly as part of the color register address. The lower
the P/A converters.	 4 bits of the pixel value from the memory plane are used

For each pixel an 8-bit value is used to select the color 	 to address one of 16 palette registers. (These palette
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FIGURE 13-18 Hardware configurations for common VGA display modes.
(a) 320 x 200 x 256 color-8 bits per pixel directly select one of 256 color
registers. (b) 640 * 480 >r 16 color-2 bits from color-select register select one
ol four banks of 64 color registers. Four bits from color planes select one of 16
palette registers. Six-bit value from palette register selects one of the 18-bit
color registers. (C) Alternative 640 x 480 X 16 color-4 bits from color-select
register select a bank of 16 color registers. Lower 4 bits from palette register
value select one of 16 color registers in that bank.
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registers were included for downward compatibility with
EGA graphics modesj The lower 4 bIts of the value from
the addressed palette register are used as the lower 4
bits of the color register address.

Figure 13-18b shows one way the VGA hardware is
configured for a 640 x 480 pixel display with 16 colors.
The 4-bit pixel values are stored in four bit-mapped
planes. To the CRT controller each of these bit planes
has the same address, so the controller reads out all the
bits for a pixel at the same time. The 4 bits read from
the four memory planes are used to address one of the
16 palette resisters. The lower 6 bits from the addressed
palette register are used as the lower 6 bits of the 8-bit
address for the color registers. A 6-bit value from the
palette register can address any one of 64 color registers.
However, since there are only 16 palette registers, only
i 6 of the 64 color registers can be accessed at a time.
This means that the display can Only have 16 colors at
a time.

The upper 2 bits of the address for the color registers
come from bits C7 and C6 of a special register called the
Color Select Register. These bits are user programmable.
You can think of these bits as selecting one of four banks
of 64 colors in the 256 color registers. You can change
these bits to rapidly change from one set of 16 colors to
another-.

Figure l3-l8c shows another way the VGA hardware
can be configured for a 640 x 480 pixel display wkh 16
colors. In this configuration the 4 bits from the memory
planes select one of the 16 palette registers, but only the
lower 4 bits of the 6 bits from the palette register are
used to address the color registers. The other four bits
of the color register address come from the Color Select
Register. You can think of these four bits as selecung
one of 16 banks of colors in the 256 color registers.
Again, the advantage of this approach is that you can
very quickly switch from one set of 16 colors to another.

After reading through the preceding discussions of
the CGA, EGA. and VGA adapters the question that
probably occurs to you is. With all these different pixel
storage formats, palette registers, and color registers,
how on earth do I put text or graphics to the screen as
part of a program? In the next section of the chapter we
show you some ways to do this.

Video Programming

INTRODUCTION

There are three major methods of writing programs to
control the video hardware we have described in the
preceding sections. One method is to use assembly
language instructions to write the required values di-
rectly to the CRT controller registers, the palette regs-
ters. the frame buffer, etc. A program written at this
level usually runs faster than one written at a higher
level, but programming at this level is quite complex
because you have to keep track of many register bits,
memory addresses, pixel storage formats, etc. Also, when
programming at this register level it is easy to forget to
restore some register to the correct value at the end of
an operation. This may cause the display to "hang.'

59

The next-higher level of CRT programming is to use
the BIOS INT 1OH procedures, In some cases the tNT
1OH procedures execute very slowly, but they are easy
to use and programs written using them have a high
degree of portability to different systems.

Still another level of video programming is to use a
high-level language such as C. The advantage of this
high-level-language approach, of course. is that you do
not have to "reinvent the wheel. You can simply call
library functions to draw lines and boxes, create win-
dows, move images on the screen. etc. The Turbo C
graphics functions manipulate the display hardware
directly rather than using the BIOS INT 1OH procedure.
so they are qune fast. Our choice is to use C wherever
possible, but your choice will depend on the program-
ming environment you have available. To give you
choices we will first show you how to use the BIOS tNT
1011 procedures to initialize a graphics adapter, write
characters to the screen, and write pixels of a desired
color to the screen, Then we will show you how to write
pixel data directly to the frame buffer of an EGA or VGA
system. Finally, we will show you how to use some of
the Turbo C graphics functions,

USING BIOS INT 1OH PROCEDURE
FOR VIDEO PROGRAMMING

Figure 13-19, page 452, shows you the different sub-
procedures or functions of the BIOS INT I OH procedure
and the registers used Co pass parameters to these
functions. Someof these functions are: set displaymode,
set cursor position, scroll page up. scroll page down.
write dot, and write character to screen. An important
point here is that the BIOS procedures on an EGA
system are a "superset" of the BIOS procedures for a
CGA system. The INT 1011 procedure in an EGA system
a: -' dditlonal subprocedures to access the pal-
ette registers, etc. on an EGA system. Likewise, the VGA
BIOS INT IOH procedures are a superset of the BIOS
procedures for CGA and EGA systems. The significance
of this is that a VGA system, for example, can be
programmed to operate as an EGA system or as a CGA
system so that programs written for those systems can
be run without problems.

The first step in a video program is to set the system
to the desired display mode, An INT . 1011 procedure call
is an easy way to do this. As a simple example of this,
the following instructions use the BIOS INT 1011 to
initialize a CGA. EGA, or VGA adapter to a color text
mode with 80 columns x 25 rOws.

MOV Al-I, 00	 Call set mode function of INT 1011
MOV AL, 03	 Code for 80 x 25 color text node
INT 1011	 Call BIOS procedure

To put a system in some other mode you simpy put
the display mode number from Figure 13-19 in AL
instead of the 03H used for this example.

Once you get the adapter or system in the desired
display mode, the next stepis to write characters or dots
to the desired positions on the screen. The following
instructions use the BIOS INT 1011 procedure to put the
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AN	 FIJNCTIC*I
08 Read character and attribute at cursor

Bit	 display paWe
Returns: AN • attribute, AL 	 character

09 Write character and attribute at cursor
BIN • display page, CX	 nuiter of characters
AL • character,	 BL	 attribute

DAN Write just character at cursor position
RH	 display page, CX	 nuiter of characters
AL • character

0814 Set CGA color palette
all • 0	 Set backgro.s-d color
BL • color
Bit • 1 - seLect coLor set
BL	 color set - 0 or 1

OCH Write pixel at graphics cursor
DX	 row, CX = colu,ri, AL	 color

0014 Read pixeL value
DX	 roil, CX	 colLmrI
Return. AL • pixel value

0II Write character and advance cursor
AL	 character, 811	 page(text ITaDde)
BI. color( graphics modes)

OFII Get current vIdeo state
Returns: AL • current video mode
AN riiter of character coLums
RH current display page

1011 Set EGA/VGA palette registers
AL 00 - program a single palette reg
AL	 01 - program border color register
AL	 02	 program alL palette registers
AL	 03 - enable blink or intensify
AL = 07	 read a single palette register
AL • 08 - read the border color register
AL = 09	 read all palette registers
AL • 1014 program a single VGA color reg
AL • 1214 program several VGA color regs
AL	 13i - select color si*,set
AL	 1514 - read a single VGA coLor reQ
AL • 1711 - read several VGA color regs
AL	 lAN - get color page State
AL • 1811	 convert color register set to

gray scale values

1114 Load Character generator
SI.tfLnction ru,ter determines character Set.
For eaaele, if AL	 3, vaLue in 81.
determines which of four (GA character sets
is loaded.

BIOS 1141 1014 SUBPROCLDURF.S AND PMA1ttRS

AN	 FUNCTII
0011 Set display mode using value in AL

AL • 0 (.0 x 25 BU
AL - 1 40 x 25 C0t
AL 2 80 x 25 8W
AL	 3 80 x 25 C0t.
AL 4 320 a 200 COtOR
AL 5 320 a 200 9W
AL • 6 640 x 204) a 2 COLC
AL	 7 80 x 25 BW
AL 0 320 a 200 x 16 COLc$1
AL E 640x200x 16CO1C
AL • F 6.40 a 350 9W
AL • 10 640 s 350 a 16 C0LC1
AL 11 640 a 480 x 2 COtC
Al. - 12 640 a 480 x 16 C0LC
AL • 13 320 a 200 a 256 COLIRS

01	 Set cursor type

CII - bottom Line nuter for cursor
CL	 top Line nrer for cursor

02 Set cursor position
DII row, DL - coLum, 814 • page

03 Read cursor position
Bit page
Returns: DII = roil, DL • CO(uTr

CII, CL cursor mode

04	 Read light pen position
Returns: AN • Light pen active

D14	 character row of pn
DL.	 character cot em of
Cit	 raster scan line B
BX	 pixel coti.ai, nuwr

05	 Select active display page
AL desired page

06	 ScroLl active page i, blanks at txtta
AL	 nuiber of tines to scroll
AL 0 bLanks entire window
CII • row, CL • cotuiri of t,per Left
corner of scroll.. DII 	 row, DL	 coLsu
of Lower right corner of scroll..
Bit = attribute to be used on blanked tines

07 Scroll active page down, blank top Lire
AL	 n.jit,er of lines to scroll
AL 0 bLanks entire window
Cit	 row, CL	 cotum-i of Lccer
Left corner of scroll
OH	 row, DL	 coluiy of lo.- rit
corner of scroll
BH	 attribute to be used on blanked Ii,.

FIGURE 131	 BIOS INT !OH siibprocedu 	 l)nelers.
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cursor at position 24 In row 7 and write a blinking A to
the screen at that position.

MOVAJ-{,02H Load subfunction number for set cur-
sor position

MOV 131-1,07	 load row number of cursor position
MOV DL,24	 load column number of cursor position
MOV BH,00	 load display page number
tNT IOH	 call BIOS video procedure

write character at cursor posttion
MOV AI-1,09	 subfunction # for write character/oUr!-

bute at cursor position
MOV BH.00	 load display page number
MOV CX.OI	 toad number of characters to send
MOV AL,4 IH ASCII code for A
MOV BL.	 Attribute code for blinking.

1000IOOIH black background, light blue character
See Figure 13-9 for attribute byte format

INT IOH	 Call BIOS video procedure

The first call of the INT IOH puts the cursor in the
desired location on the screen. Note that as part of the
setup for this call, we loaded the desired display page tn
the BU register. As we pointed out earlier, an 80 X 25
character display requires only 4 Kbytes of frame buifer
memoiy. The IBM CGA board has a 16-Kbte frame
buffer, so with one of these boards you can have up to
four pages stored in the frame buffer at a time. You can
use subfunctlon 5 of the INT 1OH procedure to flip the
display from one page to another.

The second call of the INT I OH procedure simply sends
the character and attribute bytes to the correct locattons
in the frame buffer, The character code to be sent is put
In AL and the attribute byte Is put in BL. If CX contains
a I, the character will be written to just the location
where the cursor is located. After the write the cursor
will not be advanced to the next position. if CX contains
a number other than I, the same character will be
written to the number of sequential leatlons contained
in CX. 'ihe cursor will be left on the last character
Written.

if yot' want to write a sequence of characters to the
d!sptav, function 14 of the INT 101-1 procedure is more
effacieiit hecuse it automaiii.aIJy advances the cursor to
the liext positIon alter a write, ia ca3 this function you
load 14 in AN, load the ASCII cuh br the charter to
be ar'flt in AL, and execute the INT lOH !nstnctiori.

The oi,rit,iis advantage of using th biOS procedure
hcre is that you don't have to figtire out the memory
location which corres ponds to the position of the chaiac-
ter en tne scec,i.

a .GA system has only one k'xt font and
the character cnerator for that font is n RUM, as
slio'".i in Fitire 13-15. On an FGA or VGA system the
character encrator is located In PAM. The ttcIault
char-n-icr et1e;aior data for a specilird n.t1C Is ioded
inn, iAM a hen the system is put in that mode with an
INT 1011 tirctio. llowe',cr. you an use subiue, (Ic-n

17 ni the INT CI procedure to load one of sc'.'e-:al
available character fonts or a cusiom character font.

Now that you know how to display characters on the

screen. leUs take a look at how you can produce a
graphics display. Earlier we mentioned that you could
Write a dot on the screen by writing the appropriate
pixel code directly to the corresponding memory location.
An easier way to do this is with the BIOS INT IOH
procedure.

The program tn Figure 13-20. p. 454, shows you how
to put an ECA or VGA system in 640 x 350 x 16 color
mode. set the background color for light blue, draw a
mageota window near the Center of the screen, and write
a message in the window. The first major step in the
program is to use the INT IOH procedure to put the
system in mode IOH, which according to Figure 13-19
is the 640 X 350 x 16 color graphics mode. The next
step in the program is to set the background color to
light blue. For an EGA or VGA in this mode, the
background color is the color code stored in palette
regIster zero. To change the background color, then, all
you have to do is use subfunction 16 of the INT lOH
procedure to load the code for the desired color in palette
register 0.

The next part of the program uses a nested loop and
the "write dot" subfunctlon of INT IOH to draw a
magenta window on the screen. The window Is produced
by drawing horizontal.11nes. You can draw a window of
any size by simply changing the start and stop coordi-
nates in this loop.

The final section of the program In Figure 13-20 uses
function 2 of INT 1OH to position the cursor In the
window and then uses function 14 to wrfte a message
at the cursor position. We included this last section to
show you that you can use the INT 1OH text functions
to write characters to the screen even though you are in
graphics mode. After writing the message totne screen
we lad AX with 4COOH and use software interrupt 21H
to return execution to the DOS prompt.

A DIRECt WRITE VIDEO GRAPHICS EXAMPLE

The program in Figure 13-20 takes about 10 s just to
draw the smail window on the screen of a 25-MHz 80386-
based mbrocomputer. For some applications this may
be an uiireasonalaiy long time, so we decided to show
you how to do the Job by directly manipulating the
cCntr-3ier taOist . and writing to the video RAM.

The proreae In F p urc 13-21. p 455. puts an EGA or
'.GAr'a'i In e t340 x 350 x 16 color graphics mode
and draws a rmo'yuta window just as the program in
Figiiie 13-20 does, but to save paper we did not show the
write Inc sooc portton, This program draws the window
to lcs than 1 a. The program would be much faster.
except mr the tact that when an EGA or VGA system is
O prrotiut in a higi-t -resolution graphics mode, the proc.
eSSOr can acccss the vIdeo RAM only about 20 percent of
the titue.

we inItialize the System to the desired mode and
SCi the haekgrcund color wIth the INT lOH procedure,
we use three custom procedures to set the controller
r"isiera, tvrtte doo; to draw the window, and restore
he controller registers to theIr initial values. We don't

have space hue to discurs all the details of the EGA and
VGA controller reglaters, but we will try to give you
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8086 PROGRAM F13-20.ASM
;ABSTRACT : This pogr uee the BIOS TNT 1011 procedore to t

an EGA or VGA systea In 640 x 350 x 16 coLor graphics
mod., set the backgrou'id to tight blue, dr... a magenta
window and dispLay a message in the window

DATA SEGMENT
TEXT DO GRAPHLCS PROGRAIBIIIIG IS FU11,24h

DATA ENDS

CCCE SEGMENT
ASSIJIE CS:C00E, 0S:DATA

START: NOV AX, DATA
NOV 05, AX
NOV AL, 1011
NOV AM, 0
INT 1011
MDV AN, ION
NOV AL, 0
NOV BL, 0
NOV BIl, 09
INT 1011
MDV OX, 000511
NOV CX, 160
NOV DX, 100

LI:	 NOV AM, 0CM
NOV AL, 81
1111 1011
INC CX
CMP CX. 480
JO	 11
INC OX
ClIP DX, 250
JE DONE
NOV CX. 160
JNP LI

DONE: NOV AN, 02
NOV 011, 12
NOV DL, 27
NOV 01, 0
INT 1011

Write messsage in window
NOV DX, DO
NOV BL,OFH

NXTCHR:NOV SI, DX
NOV All, 14
P11V AL, TEXT (SI)
CNP AL, 2411
JE EXIT
INT ION
INC OX
JMP NXTCIIR

EXIT: MDV AX, 4COOK
INT 2111

CCX)E	 ENDS
END START

InitiaLize OS

Set 14) for 640 a 350
graphics mode

Set beckgrou-id coLor Light blue
with stkprocedure 1011 of BIOS
INT 1011. AL • paLette fuiction
01	 reg I, OH • color

DispLay page and coLor for window
start coLum, nuit,er for window
Start row nuther for window
INT 1011 write dot stA fu,ction
coLor from store
video BIOS routine
Increment coli.ir,, couit
check for end of row
No, write another dot
Yes, Increment row col.a,t
Check if all rows done
Yes, go write message
No, point at start of Line
Draw next dot row
Set cursor position
Load character row raither
Load character cotu,,, rtuther
DispLay page n..irber

Use DX to hoLd pointer
BL contains desired character coLor

SI destroyed in 1111 1011
Write character at cursor and

increment cursor position
Check if sentineL- character

Point to next character in string

return to DOS

FIGURE 13-20 Program using BIOS INT 10H to draw a window on an EGA
or VGA.

enough Information so you can comfortably use parts
of Figure 13-21 In your own programs. For further
details consult one of the EGAiVGA programming books
listed In the Bibliography.
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attention of the video controller device and puts some
.of Its registers In the required mode. EGA and VGA
controllers each have an incredible number of resisters



8086 PROGRAII F13-21.ASN
ABSTRACT: This program puts an EGA or VGA in 640 x 350 x 16 color

graphics node, sets the backgrouid light blue, then
uses direct controller writes to draw a magenta window.

CE	 SEGMENT
ASS&14E CS:CE

START:
NOV AL, iON
NOV AN, 0
tNT 1011
NOV AH, 1011
NOV AL, 0
NOV BL, 0
NOV BH, 0911
HIT 1011
CALL SETUP

NOV BX, 160
NOV AX, 100

Li: CALL WRITE_DOT
INC BX
tMP BX, 480
JB	 11
INC AX
ClIP AX, 250
JE	 EXIT
NOV BX, 160
JHP Li

EXIT:CALL RE-STORE
NOV AX, 4COOH
flit 2111

PROC SETUP
NOV DX, O3CEH
NOV AX, 0005h
OJT DX, AX
NOV All, 05
NOV Al,, 0

JT DX, AX
NOV AX, OFOih
IXIT DX,AX
RET

ENOP

Put system in 640 x 350
graphics mode

tNT 10 11 stprocedure I
Write to single plette register
Palette çegister rsiTter
Code for light blue

Set i.ç graphics controller for set/reset
mode of writing to display buffer
start coti nuiter for window
start row rsuther for window
Fast write pixel proceô.ire

check for end of row

Increment row coi.rit
Check if all rows done
Yes, done
No, point at start of line

Draw next dot row

return to DOS

Address of controller reg
Enable Write Mode 0. AN-write node, ALinde

Load Set/Reset register with
code for magenta, AL - index

Enable all four color planes
AN - enable bits, AL - index

PROC WRITE_DOT
The Video Controller nijst be set for Write Node 0, and have the
Nap Nask Set for the desired color outp.Jts.

PUSH AX
PU.l BX
PUSH CX
PUSH DX

ConCute address of pixel in video buffer. Pixel address row x 80 • coli.uvV8
NOV DX, 80
*)L DX	 AX now row * 80
NOV CX, BX	 Save colurri for later use
SNR BX, 1
SHR RN, 1
SHRBX,1	 ;BXcol/8
ADDBX.AX	 ;BXrow8O•col/8
NOV AX, OA000h	 -.	 ; Point ES at video buffer base
NOV ES, AX

FIGURE 13-21 Program using direct controller write to draw a window.
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AND CL, 7

NOV AX. 800&,
StIR AN, Ci.
NOV DX, O3CEh
iJT DX, AX

ES:BX, AL
POP DX
POP CX
POP BX

POP AX
RET

END P

PROC RESTORE
NOV DX, CEH
NOV AX, 000011

JT DX, AX
NOV AX, 000111
(XJT DX, AX
NOV AX, OFFO8H
tXJT DX, AX
RET

ENOP
CtE ENDS

END START

FICUR[ 13-21 (Continued)

Use Lowest 3 bits in cotuin
to determine pixel I in byte
generate end set the BitMask
in graics controLler, so
so. don't write coLor to aLL
fi pixeLs in byte

Write the Pixel - (Contents of AL ignored).

DefauLt Set/Reset register veLe

Default Enable Set/Reset value

Default bit mask vaLue

that are used to hold the values of parameters for
various display modes. etc. To reduce the fluniher of 1/0
addresses required to access all these registers. an  Index
system Is used. Heres how It works.

Each group of registers in the controller has Iwo I/O
addresses. As an example, the group of registers we
access In this program uses the addresses O3CEH and
O3CFH. The lower address is used to send the index
number for the reglser we want to access, and the upper
address Is used to write the desired value to the selected
register or read a value from the selected register. To
speed up write operations, the index and the value can
be sent with a single 16-bit OUT instrriction.

There are several ways to write pixel values to the
memory planes of an EGA or VGA system. For this
example we chose the 'set/reset' method, because IL is
very efficient for drawing lines or filling regions of the
screen. To give you an overview before we get into the
details, the major steps in this method are

1. Put the video controller in write mode Oso that the
set/reset write mode will work.

2. Enable tlic planes we want affected by the color value
we will load into the setireset register.

3. Load set/reset register with the desired color '.alut.

4. Generate and send a mask byte so that oniy the
desired poei bits In the display memory bytes arc
set or reset.

S. Activate the controller to set/reset the desired hits
In the display memory.

The first group of instructions in the SETUP procedure
enables the controller for Write Mode 0 so the set/reset
operaiion will work. The second MOV and OUT group of
Instructions in the SETUP procedure is used to enable
the desired color planes in the video RAM for a write. In
this case we want to write to all four planes, so we put
l's in the lower 4 bits of the data word in All. 'l'hc SETUP
procedure needs to be done only once before a Series of
dots is written.

The next procedure to look at in Figure 13-2 I is the
WRITE_DOT procedure. The first task of the WRITE_
DOT procedure is to cor000te the video RAM address
which cerresporids to th desired pxei coorditiates. As
shown in Figure 13-17. I tie pixel data or this display
mode is stored in four pi.13i ii 4-hit value
for each pixel is .storri as hr sane nun bured hits in
the hair paues. i-3ieh Deb in orte of i.l i e ptance then
contains I hit of the pi sr-I 1,to or 8 otxut,. so it takes
80 bytes of na'uoi-v 	 ' '-sb pInne . to siote I-he pixel
data tor one lni of 0 hi s . rs cu- ttws&'rr'r'n Fioro tl
mlcroproeesscrs stars ,ai,-, tin: lor planes all r,ccr py
the same sre,u aOl r- asic-. starling at addu-t'ss
OA000l-l. ihe u)fct ii he tuvt which Contai ms the 1,0
for a particular pixci ttcn Cd!) Pc calcu)atr-d -Gth the
simpit' expression Ofke I row x 801 - e : iuimn.-b. In lie
WRITE_I/or procedure in Figure lh-2j . weu.0 the
MI/h Instruction to fltiitlply the row iuri;ber by 30. fat
for the divide instructloi-n we used a shift-right open SI/en
because it is faster than DIV.

The next step lut tile WRITE DOT puocdure is to
generate a mask which will he used to make sure a new
pixel code is written Only to the desired bit in each of
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the display planes, The number of a bit in a byte is
represented by the lowest three bits of the column
number. The MOV CX.BX instruction in the procedure
saves the column number in CX. so th AND CL.07H
instruction gives the number of the b!t In the memory
byte. To actually generate the mask word, we load 8011
In AH and shift this value CL times to the right. The I
in the data word in Al-I will be left in the bit position we
want to write to in the RAM byte. (As we show you in a
problem t the end of the chapter, it Is sometimes useful
to set all the bits ln.this mask so that the pixel data is
written to all 8 bits in a byte at the same time.) Once
the mask Is generated we send it and the index of 0811
in AL Out to the controller.

As we mentioned before, the four planes of the video
buffer RAM all occupy the same address space, starting
at OA000H. For the write mode we have chosen, this
means that we have to send pixel codes to the RAM
through the controller rather than writing them directly.
Remember that in the WINDOW procedure, we Sent
the pixel code to the SetlReset (color) register of the
controller. The first step in this indirect process is to
point ES at the base of the Video RAM segment. The
next step is to tell the controller to write the pixel
code to the desired address with the OR ES:IBX(,AL
instruction.

Normally, the OR memory, register instruction reads
a byte from memory. ORs AL with this word, and writes
the result back to the specified memory location. In this
program the read part of the operation causes the
controller to read a byte from each of the display planes
into four latches In the controller. The controller then
sets or resets the unmasked bits in each of these
registers with the new pixel code. During the write part
of the OR operation the updated,bytes are written back
to the specified address In the planes. The byte in AL is
Ignored during this operation.

The RESTORE procedure at the end of the program
Is used to return all the registers In the video controller
to their default values. We wanted to show you how to
do this, but in most cases it is not really necessary.
because other procedures will usually put the cont,oiler
in the mode needed for that procedure.

DRAWING DIAGONAL LINES ON THE SCREEN

The program In Figure 13-21 uses the WRITE...DOT
procedure to draw horizontal lines across the screen.
Perhaps you can see that the WRITEDOT procedure
could easily be used to draw a vertical line on the screen.
However, drawing a diagonal line is much more difficult,
because most of the pixel positions do not fall exactly
on the desired line. As an example of this. Figure l3-22c
shows the pixels which best approximate a line from'
coordinates (0. 0) to (10. 4). For each horizontal pixel
position'a calculation must be done to determine which
of two vertical positions more closely approximates the
desired line. To compute he "best-fit" pixel locations,
we usuall y use F3resenham's algorithm. l'his algorithm
determines the closer pixel by determining whether a
point halfway between the pixels Is above or below the
actual line. A couple of examples should help you see
how this works.

V

\o

012345678910

V

oPot

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

OIN

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

IC)

FIGURE 13-22 Drawing diagonal lines with pixels.
(a) Graph of 4X x 1OY = 0. (b) Method to determine
pixel to use for an X value of 4. (C) Method to determine
pixel for X = 8 and best-fit pixels for entire line.

The equation for the line in Figure l3-22a is 4X -
IOY = 0. Figure 13-22b shows how we determine which
pixel to use for an X value of 4. The two choices for the
pixel are the Y = I pixel and the Y 2 pixel. To
determine which pixel, we first compute the value of the
function at the midpoint between these two. For this
example the midpoint is at (4. 1.51. so the function is 4
x 4 - to < 1.5 = + 1. A positive result here Indicates
that the midpoint value is not large enough to make the
function equal to zero; in other words, the midpoint is
below the line. This means that the pixel at (4. 2) is
closer to the actual line. In this case, all we do is
increment the X value from that for the previous pixel.
increment the Y value from that for the previous pixel.
and write the pixel to the video RAM.

Figure l3-22c shows the results this technique pro.
duces for the pixel at X = 8. The midpoint here is (8.
3.5). so the function at this point Is 4 >< 8 - 10 x 3.5
= —3. The negative result tells you that the rnvpoint
is above the line. This means that the pixel at (8. 3) Is
closer to the line than the pixel at 8. 4L In this case we
increment the X value from that of the preceding pi.xei.
keep theY value the same as that of the preceding pixel.
and write the pixel to the video RAM.

The example In FIgure 13-22 assumes the line Is in
the first octant of a standard graph. but the basic
principle can be extended to a line in any octant. To
draw a line in the second octant, you Increment the Y
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value by one and compute appropriate pixel value [or X
instead of incrementing X and computing Y. To draw a
line rn the third octant, you reverse the starting and
ending points so the line is drawn left to right instead
of right to left. We don't have space here to show you an
assembly language program for this algorithm, but
almost every graphics book has at least one.

One point we hope you gained from the preceding
discussion is that it takes considerable computing just
to draw a sequence of lines on the screen. Another type
of graphics programming that requires considerable
computation is the creation and manipulation of win-
dows. The programs in Figures 13-20 and 13-21 showed
you how to draw simple graphics windows by writing
pixel data to locations in the frame buffer, but in most
real applications there is considerably more to do than
just draw the window.

Suppose, for example, that in a program you are
writing you want to have a pull-down menu window
which lists a Series of commands that a user can
select from, similar to the n.. us In the tc integrated
environment W'heri you create a window, you write over
the old pixel values in the frame buffer. Therefore, you
must save the pixel codes for the region where you are
going to put the Endow so that you can restore the
original display when you close the window. The transfer
of pixel codes from the frame buffer to another buffer,
from the buffer back to the frame buffer, or from one
location to another in the frame buffer Is commonly
called a bit-aligned block transfer or BITBLT (pro-
nounced bit blit).

Diagonal lines and tIITBLT operations are required
in almost every graphics program. so predeflned C
functions have been developed to implement these and
other graphics functions. In the next section we show
you how to use some of the Turbo C predeilned graphics
functions.

USING C GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS

Almost every C compiler comes with a library of graphics
functions. Also, several other companies market pack-
ages of graphics functions which provide capabilities
beyond those of the basic graphic functions that come
with the compilers. One difficulty with all these is
that the names. operations, and prototypes for these
functions vary widely from company to company. For
our discussions here we use just the graphics functions
that come with 'l'urbo C version 2.0. If you have some
other compiler, you should be able to find similar
functions in the libraries for it.

Figure 13-23 shows a C program which uses Turbo C
library functions to InItialize the graphics adapter, draw
an eight .segment "pie" graph on the screen. open a
graphics window, draw some figures In the window, and
close the window on user command.

To get an overview of how the program works, read
just the comments in Figure 13-23: then read the
discussion here to get the details ef how the described
action is done. You should then be able to use these
functions to produce some interesting displays.

After we declare some variables, the first action in

main is to call the initgraph function to initialize the
display adapter. Ihe argutnerus you pass this function
are the address of a variable containing the desired
graphics driver, the address of a variable containing the
desired mode, and a pointer to a string containing the
path to the specified graphics driver l.BGI) file. For this
example we used the predefined constant VGA for the
graphics &iver and the predefined constant VGAI-U for
the display mode. These values produce a 640 x 480
16-color display. On an EGA system you could use the
Constants EGA and EGAHI to initialize the adapter
for a 640 x 350 16-color display. Note in the string
containing the path to the graphics drivers you have to
insert the \ twice to get the compiler to accept a \.

The setbkcoior function next in the program sets
the background color to the predefined constant
LIGHTBLUE. The choices here are BLACK. BLUE.
GREEN. CYAN, RED. MAGENTA. BROWN. LIGIITGRAY.
DARKGRAY. LIGHTBLUE. LIGHTGREEN. LIGHTCYAN.
LIGI-ITRED, LIGHTMAGENTA. YELLOW, and WHITE.

The for loop next in the program draws eight different-
colored pie slices on the screen. The pie is centered at
pixel coordinates X = 320 andY 175 and has a radius
of 100 pixels. The starting point for the first slice is the
3 o'clock position. The angles are incremented so that
the other slices are added in a counterclockwise direc-
tion, The predefined colors in the previous paragraph
are really an enumerated list. where BLACK has a value
of 0, BLUE has a value of 1, GREEN has a value of 2.
etc. The color value of I + .1 that is passed to the
setfihistype function starts with blue, then goes to green.
then Cyan, etc. as the loop executes.

After we draw the pie slices, we change the drawing
color to white, draw a couple of white circles around the
pie. and move the current position of the graphics cursor
to the upper left corner of the screen for future reference.

NOTI: The graphics cursor is normally invisible,
so you have to keep track of where It is or, perhaps,
on the screen draw an arrow which points to the
current position.

The demo_window function called next in the program
contains some really Important programming points. As
we mentioned, before you draw a window on the screen
you have to first save everything from the current display
so you can restore it when you close the window. This
is equivalent to pushing registers on the stack when
you call a procedure in assembly language.

The first data you need to save is the current position
of the graphics cursor. The getx and gety functions
determine the coordinates of the cursor and store them
in the local variables X and Y. 	 -

The next data you have to save is the pixel data for
the section of the screen where youare going to draw
the window. The first step in this process is to call the
Imagesize function to detemmine how many bytes of
memory are needed to store the pixel data, The value
returned by Irnagesize is then passed to the function
malloc. Malloc (memory allocate creates a buffer ol the
requested size in an area of memory called the heap.
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1 C P*OGIM F13-23.0 1
/ Progr to donstrat. Turbo C graØiics ftsctiors and windows 'I

•inchz1.'istdtib.h
5inctudecstdio.h
Sinctuds-cgrsphics.h)

void m.in()

mt driver VGA, mod. • VGAHI;
mt I, start_sngt	 0, end_irigt	 45;
void dsmo_window(void);

initgraph(Ldriv.r,mod., "c:\\tc9 ;
setbiccotor(LIGNTSLUE);

for(i0; i'c8; 1.)
(
setfUistyl.(SOLID_FL'.t., i+t);
plest ice(320,175,start_angl,end_angl,100);
start_wit • stsrt_angt • 45;
end_angl • end angi • 45;
)
utcolor( WilliE);
circ te(320, 175, 101);
circt.(320,173,102);

.oveto(0,0);
demo_window();
exit (0>;
)

void dwindow(void)
C
mt x,y,i;
imsigned window slz.;
void * window buffer;

xgetxC); ygetyo;

window size • imogesize(160,100,480,250);
window_buffer .stloc(window_siz.);
get imsge( 160, 100,450,250,window_buf fir);
setvieçort( 160, 100,480, 250,1);
setcolor(RED);
for(i0; iclSO; 1*.)
lin.(0, I, 319, I);
setcotor(W*IITE);
clrcl.(25,25,10);
rectengle( 160,75,320,150);
idite(g.tcharoi'e)

continue;
setviewport ( 0, 0, 639 , 349 , 1);
put imsge( 160,100, window_buffer, 0);
free(window_buff.r);
.oveto(x,y);

P 640 x 450 x 16 color •I

1 fiaiction declaration •/

1* initialize adapter 1
P ut bsckgrou'id color /

P draw S pi• wedges 1

f change drawing color for .ach/
1 cent.r, angls, radius /
I incremint angles .1

/ change drawing color to i,it. I
/* draw circles aro, pie /

I' set cursor to ti.s posItion .1
I' call window demo ttnction /
/ r.turn to DOS /

.	 save current cursor position 1
/* d.t.r.in. size of image to store /
/ find S bytes for .imag. •/
/ dynica(ty .ltocats .smory/
/ store bit p iaid.r window .1
I. crest, window .1
P change drawing color •/
P paint window rid /
P chang. drawing color .1
/. draw circl, in window ./
/. draw rectangle to Show clipoing /
P wait for • to •xit /

P restore 10 full screen /
I restore original displ.y 1
1. rel..s. allocated memory .1
P put cursor beck in position

der. it s befor, call */

FIGURE 1J-23 C program which uses Turbo C library lurictions to initialize the
graphi's adapter, draw an eight-segment pie graph on the screen, open a
graphics window, draw some figures in the window, and close the window on
user command.
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The heap is above the normal data area and below the
stack, if there is riot Izielnory lcft In the heap for the
requested buffer. malloc returns an error code of 00.
Since this is such a small program, we did not bother
to check for an error condition, but In a larger program
you should. Jf malloc succeeds, it returns a pointer to
the start of the buffer. Once you have th buffer set up,
you use the getimage function to copy the pixel data from
the display refresh RAM to the buffer, The arguments
passed to getimage are: the X and Y coordinates of the
upper-kit corner of the area, the X and Y coordinates of
the lower-right corner of the area, and a pointer to the
buffer created by malloc. Now you are ready to actually
create the window.

The setviewport function is used to create the window.
The first four arguments passed to setviewport are the
coordinates of the upper-left and the lower-right corners
of the window, The final argument In the setvlewport
call is the clip flag. If this flag Is set and you attempt to
draw a figure which would extend outside the window.
the figure will be clipped so it stops at the edge of the
window.

The setviewport function creates the window and
moves the graphics cursor to the upper left corner of
the window. However, the created window has the same
background color as the main screen, so Ills not visible.
To make tt window visible we set the drawing color to
red and draw the window full of lines. There are other
ways to fill a rectangle, but this method gave 'us an
excuse to show you how to draw lines.

Just for fun we drew a small circle and a rec4angle In
the window. Note that the coordinates for the circle are
relative to the upper left corner of the window, not the
upper left corner of the screen as they were for the
preceding circles. Also note that the coordinates given
for the rectangle would cause it to extend outside the
window. We set the clip flag in the setviewport call, so
the rectangle will not be allowed to extend outside the
window. This Is important, because anything drawn
outside the window would not be replaced bythe original
display when you close the window.

When the user presses the e key and then the Enter
key, we close the window and restore everything. The
setviewport call here sets up the whole screen as the
window again. The putlmage function copies the pIxel
data from the window_buffer back to the display refresh
RAM. The free(wlndow_buffer) function call releases the
memory allocated for the window_buffer by malloc. This
step is very Important, because lithe memory is not put
back In the heap when you are done with it. the heap
will grow up until It runs into the stack. The principle
here is the same as cleaning up the stack when returning
from a function call.

The final step before returning to main is to put the
graphics cursor back In the location where It was before
the call. The rnoveio function puts the graphics cursor
at (he X and Y coordinates passed to It.

The C library (Mnctlons we used in this program are
obviously much easier to work with than the assembly
language equivalents. They write' directly to the video
hardware Instead of using the tNT lOH procedures, so
they are quite fast, However, they are still relatively

low level. More advanced graphics packages such as
Windows from MIcroeoIt, 1)015 from Graphic Software
Systems, and GEM from Digital Research contain all the
basic procedures needed to create and move windows.
Also, they contain tools needed to draw text and graphics
in windows. Packages Mich as this better insulate an
applications programmer from the hardware details.

HIGH-RESOlUTION GRAPHICS
AND GRAPHICS PROCESSORS

In the preceding sections we mostly discussed CGA.
EGA. and VGA systems so that you could experiment
with the examples on your own system. For many
applications such as advanced CAD (computer-aided
drafting). CAE (computer .aided engineering), or EDA
(electronic design automation), however, the resolution
of even a VGA screen is not nearly enough. For these
applications a screen resolution of 1024 x 768 or greater
Is required. There are several problems in producing
these high-resolution displays.

First, it Is nearly a Iull . time Job keeping the display
refreshed and the display RAM refreshed. Second, ma-
nipulating complex images on the screen requires a
great many computations. As we discussed earlier, even
drawing a diagonal line or a circle on the screen requires
considerable computation to determine the pixel values.
Drawing a three-dimensional view of an airplane model
on the screen, for example, requires several hundred
thousand floating-point computations. Rotating the im-
age to see a slightly different view requires hundreds of
thousands of floating-point computations. Manufactur-
ers have attempted to solve these problems in a number
of ways.

As shown in Figure 13-14. IBM's next step up from
the VGA is the 85 14/A adapter, which plugs into a
special slot in P5/2-type computers. This adapter uses
a two-chip graphics processor to produce a display of
1024 x 768 pixels. One part of the 8514/A chip set
keeps the display and the frame buffer RAM refreshed.
The graphic processor part has hard-wired instructions
to draw lines, perform BI'FBLT operations, and generate
addresses (or pixel coordinates. The 8514/A graphics
processor. however, does not have Instructions For
drawing arcs and other more complex shapes. so the
burden for these operations is still left with the main
processor.

Another common example of a "hard-wired" graphic
processor is the Intel 82786 Graphics coprocessor,
which works with the main processor In about the same
way that 8087 math coprocessor we described in Chapter
Ii works with the main processor. The 82786 contaIns
circuitry to refresh DRAMS as well as circuitry to refresh
the screen. The 82786 has hard-wired instructions to
draw lines, draw polygons, perform BITBLT operations,
create multiple windows, and manipulate windows. The
advantages of these hard-wired instructions are that
they execute very rapidly and they require very little
main processor overhead. The disadvantage of the 82786
Is that if the desired operation Is not one of the hard-
wired instructions. you have to Implement It with main
processor Instructions.

Still other common examples of graphics processors
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FIGURE 13-24 A TMS34020 ("three-forty-twenty")
subsystem which can be connected to the main
processor buses to control a 1024 x 1024 x 8-bit/pixel
display.

are the Texas Instruments TMS34OIO and TMS34020.
Figure 13-24 shows how a TMS34020 ("three-forty.
twenty") subsystem can be connected to the main proces-
sor buses to control a 1024 x 1024 x 8 bits/pIxel
display. As we explained earlier, the VRAM is used for
the actual video buffer, because it can get data out fast
enough to refresh pixels. The outputs of the VRAMS go
to the palette registers, and the outputs of the pa1e'te
registers go to 'A converters, which produce the analog
ROB signals for the monitor. The standard DRAM and
ROM In this subsystem are used to hold the programs
and data for the graphics coproceesor. Note that a
TMS34082 floating-point graphics coproceseor can be
connected In the system to handle floating-point compu-
tations.

Thc major advantage and the major disadvantage of
a TMS34020 system Is Its programmability. The device
has basic graphics instructions such as draw line, pixel
move, and area flu, and It. can be programmed to
implement much more complex graphics functions than
common hard-wired devices, but the programmer has
the burden of developing the required programs. To
make this easier TI has a development system and an
extensive Ilbrasy of programs for common operations.

Mother step that Texas Instruments has taken to
make the programmer's job easier is to develop the Texas
instruments Graphics Architecture (TIGA) standard and
release this standard to the industry. TIGA establishes
a standard interface between PC applications and the
TMS34O)O or TMS34020 hardware, What this means
is that an applications programmer developing, for
example. a drafting program can write his or her pro-
gram to interface with TIGA and not worry about the
actual hardware underneath it. TIGA does however.
allow the developer to write custom extensions if needed.

A still-higher level of graphics hardware is the Intel
i86O. whose architcctural block diagram is shown in
FIgure 13-25. This device is intended (or use as the CPU
in an engineering workstation which has advanced 3-
dimensional Imaging capability. As we discussed before.
this requires a great many floating-point computations.
With a 40-MHz clock the i860 can perform at a peak
rate of 80 millIon float I rig olnt !eraUons per second

ADOR 32
MEMORy
hNAGEMENT DATA CACHE

UNIT

INSIR L__	 i	 I DATA I CACHE
ADO	 I I	 ADD I DATA

FP INSTR I.1-64	
'32	 3432'32	 ICORE INSIR

EXT	 I	 I I FLOATING POINT
DATA L,__fI____J	

RISC CORE	
CONTROL UNIT

t64DEST

SRC2 I	 ,	 I	 I	 if.SAC

GRAPHICS UNrT

MERGE	 ADDER UNIT	 MULTIPLIER UNIT

FIGURE 13-25 Block diagram of the Intels j860TM

(MEGAFLOPS or MPLOPS). The 1860Th achieves this
speed by putting many functions on a single Chip
and by doing many operations in parallel, rather then
serially.

As you can see in FIgure 13-25. the devIce contains-a
RISC processor core, an integer processor, a floating-
point processor, and a graphics processQr. The device
also. contains an instruction cache and a data cache.
The separate caches mean that Instructions and data
can be read at the same time by a processo. Also, the
64-bit external data bus allows a 32-bit data word
and a 32-bit instruction word to be read In at the
same time.

The main processor in the i860 isa reduced instruc-.
tlort set computer or RISC. As the name Implies, this
type processor has a very simple set of instructions
which operate very fast. A RISC processor typically has
only logical, simple arithmetic, shift, load, store, and
Jump Instructions. When programming a RISC proces--
sor you use these simple instructions to 'custom make"
the more complex operations you need for a specific
application. The advantage of a RISC approach over the
complex fnstnictlon set computer or CISC approach of
a processor such as the 8086 is that you don't have the
overhead of. for example, string Instructions which you
may never use. RISC instructions typically execute in
one or two clock cycles. Another advanced feature inte-
grated In the i860 is a complete memory-management
unit shown at the top of Figure 13-25. In Chapter
15 we describe the operation of memory-management
Units.

Other Display Technologies

ALPHANUMERIC/GRApHICS LCD DISPLAYS
In Chapter 9 we discussed the operation, advantages.
and interfacing of LCD for displaying individual num-
bers and letters as Individual digits. Because of their
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light weight. thin profile, and low power dissipation.
LCD displays are commonly used in laptop computers.
To make a screen-type display the liquid-crystal elements
are constructed in a large X-Y matrix of dots. The
elements in each row are connected together. and the
elements In each column are connected tog her. An
Individual element Is activated by driving both the row
and the column that contain that element. LCD elements
cannot be turned on and off fast enough to be scanned
one dot at a time in the way that a CRT display is
scanned. Therefore, the data lot one dot line of one
character or for an entire line across the screen is applied
to the X axis of the matrix, and that dot row or line is
activated. After a- short time, that line Is deactivated,
The data for the next dot row is applied to the X axis.
and the Y line (or that dot line is activated. The process
is continued until the bottom of tbe screen is reached
and then the process starts over at the top of the screen.
For large LCDs the matrix may be divided into several
blocks of perhaps 40 dot lines each. Since each block of
dot rows can be refreshed lndividully, this reduces the
speed at which each liquid-crystal element must be
switched in order to keep the entire display refreshed.
Large LCDs usually come with the multiplexing circuitry
built in so that all you have to do is send the display
data to the unit in the format specified by the manufac-
turer for that unit.	 -

Most laptop computers in the past have used reflective
type LCD displays because these displays use very low
power. However, reflective displays have the disadvan-
tages that they have low contrast, a relatively narrow
viewing angle. and only monochrome displays. A com-
mon method p1 Improving these displays has been to
display different colors as dilkrent shades of gray. The
shade of gray is determined by the duty cycle for which
the pixel Is activated. A device such as the 82C455
graphics controller from Chips and Technologies con-
tains all the circuitry needed to interface with a VGA,
EGA. or CGA LCD display with gray scaling.

To produce color displays some portable computers
now use transmission-type LCD displays. In this type
display the light from a strong fiuorescett backlight is
passed through the LCD elements and some filters to
produce the desired display. As with color CRTs, a triad
consisting of a red element, a green element, and a blue
element makes.up each pixel. The color of the pixel
ts determined by the relative intensity of the three
elements.	 . -

in addition to their use as direct display devices
transmission type LCD displays can be used to display
the output of a computer on an overhead projector. A
transparent frame containing the LCD panel and the
interface electronics is simply placed on the overhead
projector in place of the usual plastic overhead transpar-
ency. An example of this type unit is the PC Viewer from
In Focus Systems; it produces a 640 x 480 x 16 color
display.

The major disadvantages of the transmission-type
LCDs currently are their high cost and the relatively
large amouni of power used by the backlight. The
backlight power limits their use in battery-powered
laptop,.

PLASMA DISPLAYS
Another type display commonly used in portable com-
puters is the plasma type. Plasma displays take advan
tage of the fact that some gases give off light when an
electric current is passed through them. You have no
doubt seen neon signs. which use this same principle.

A CRT plasma display consists of an X-Y matrix of
pixels which contain neon gas between two electrodes
in a tiny glass envelope. When a voltage is applied to
both the X and the Y electrodes for a pixel, the pixel will
light. A line on the display can be refreshed by applying
the data to the X inputs for that line and applying a
voltage to theY input for that line.

Most plasma displays are orange because of the neon
gas used, but different shades are commonly used to
represent different colors. Color plasma displays are
under development. Plasma displays typically have better
contrast than reflective LCD. but they also require more
power.	 -

COMPUTER MICE AND TRACKBALLS

Figure 13-26a shows a common three-button mouse
and Figure 13-26b shows a common trackball. As we're
sure you know, devices such as these are commonly
used to move the cursor around on a CRT screen to
make drawings or execute commands by selecting a
command from a menu. On the bottom of most mice
there is a ball which rotates as yost move the mouse
around on your desk. As the ball rotates. it turns two
optical encoder disks. One disk detects mouse motion
in the X. or horizontal, direction and the other encoder
detects motion in theY, or vertical, direction. A trackball
is essentially a mouse turned upside down so that you
rotate the ball directly, instead of moving the. mouse
around to rotate the ball. The output data from a mouse
or trackball Consists of the condition of the switches
and the amount of motion In the X and Y direction.

There are three major ways that mice and trackballs
are interfaced to a computer. Serial mice connect to an
RS-232 . type serial port such as COMI on the computer.
Bus mice use an Interface board which plugs into a
slot In the motherboard of the computer. P5/2-type
computers have a direct rear panel input especially
designed for mice and other 'pointer' . type devices.

When you buy a mouse or trackba)l. it usually
comes with a diskiul of programs and a fairly large
instruCtion manual. Included on the disk for a mouse
are two •'drivers.' typically called MOUSE.COM and
MOUSE.SYS. You install 'one of these drivers to allow
application programs to interface with the mouse. To
install the standard mouse driver, MOUSE.COM . you
simply copy the file to the DOS subdirectory on your
hard disk and insert the command MOUSE in your
AUTOEXEC.BAT Ilk. To use the alternate driver.
MOUSE.SYS. you copy this tile to the DOS subdirectory
on your hard disk and Insert the statement device =.
riouse.sys in your bNFIG.SYS file. Either of these
methods will load the mouse driver automaticall y when
you boot up the system.	 -
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 13-26 (a) Three-button mouse. (b) Trackbatl.
(LOGITECH.)

In addition to the mouse drivers, the disk that comes
with the mouse also contains a program which allows
you to create pop-up menus containing a list of com-
mands. To execute one of the commands in a pop-up
menu, you move the mouse until a higiiighted box
appears on the desired command and then press a
specified mouse key. For many people this sequence of
operations is easier than typing in a command at the
DOS prompt. To develop a menu you can choose from
one of several menu templates supplied on the disk, or
you can generate a custom menu format.

The question that may occur to you at this point is.
How do I read mouse data to use in a program? If you
are programming at the assembly language level, then
the answer IS to use the tNT 33H procedure which Is
loaded into RAM as part of the mouse driver. As an
introduction, Figure 13-27 shows some of the INT 33H
subprocedures. the registers you use to pass parameters
to these procedures. and the parameters that are passed
back by the procedure. For more information on these
consult the IBM Technical Reference Manual (or the PS/

2 Model 80 Microcomputer.
For high . ievei-language interfacing with a mouse.

some mouse manufacturers supply a library of mouse

INIRCOUCTION TO lilT 33K	 )SE INTERFACE SUSPROCEDURES
AX	 FUNCTION
1	 Show visible pointer
2	 HIde visible pointer

3	 Get position and button status
Returns: BX bit 0 • I - left

BX bit 1	 1	 right
BXbit21 - center
CX X coordinate
DX • V coordinate

4	 Set pointer position
CX new horizontal position
DX • new vertical position

11 Read mouse motion cotrters
Returns: CX horizontal mickeys cout

DX • vertical mickeys coult

15	 Set mictey/pixel ratio (sensitivity)
CX horizontal Imickeys/8 pixels
DX • vertical mickeys/5 pixels

FIGURE 13-27 Some tNT 33H mouse-interface
subprocedures.

functions which you can call from your programs. The
disk which comes with the Mouse systems mouse.
for example, includes the file MSMOUSE.LIB. which
contains a C function called mousec(). To use the
mousec() function, you first declare four integer variables
named ml, m2. m3. and m4 and then load these
variables with the values that you want to pass to the
AX. BX. CX. and DX registers. respectively, in the tNT
33H procedure. You then call the function with the
statement mousec (&ml, &m2. &m3. &m4h. The
mbusec function will put the mouse data In these
variables in the same order that it would be returned in
8086 AX. BX, CX, and DX registers for a direct tNT 33H
call.

If you are programming in C and you do not have the
library file containing the mousec function. you can use
a function such as the Turbo C int86() to directly call
the INT 33H procedure. The keyboard interface program
in Figure 13-3 showed you an example of how to use the
lnt86() function.

COMPUTER VISION
For many applications a microcomputer needs lobe able
to "see" its environment or perhaps a part that the
machine it controls is working on. As part ola microcom-
puter-controlled security system. for example, we might
want the microcomputer to "look" down a corridor to
see if any intruders are preenl. In an automated factory
application, we might want a microcomputer'controiied
robot to "look" in a bin of parts, recognize a specified
part, pick up the part, and mount the part on an engine
being assembled. There are several mechanisms that
can be used to allow a computer to see.

Cameras used in TV stat ions and for video recorders
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use a special vacuum tube called a vidicon. A light-
sensitive coating on the Inside of the face of the Vidicon
is swept horizontally and vertically by a bcam of eke-
trons. The beam is swept in the same way aithe beam
In a TV set displaying the picture will be swept. The
amount of beam current that flows when the beam Is at
a particular spot on the vidicon Is proportional to the
intensity of the light that falls on that spot. The output
signaJ from the vidicon for each scan line then Is an
analog signal proportional to the amount of light falling
on the points along that scan line. In order to get this
analog video information into a digital form that a

- computer can store and process, we have to pass it
through an A/I) converter. For a color camera we need
an AID converter on each of the three Color signals. Each
output value from 'an A/D converter then represents a
dot of the picture. The number of bits of resolution In
the A/fl converter will determine the number of intensity
levels stored for each dot.

Standard video cameras and the associated digitizing
circuitry are relatively expensive, so they are ot cost-
effective for many appltcatlons. In cases where we don't
need the resolution available from a standard video
camera, we often use a CCD camera.

Charge-coupled deulces or CCDs are constructed as
long shift registers on semiconductor material. Figure
13-28 shows the structure for a CCD shift register
section. As you can see, the structure consists of simply
a P.type substrate, an insulating layer, nd isolated
gates. If a gate is made positive with rspect to the
substrate, a "potential well" is created under that gate,
What this means is that if a charge of electrons Is
injected Into the region under the gate, the charge will
be held there, By applying a sequence of clock signals
to the gates, this stored charge can be shifted along to
the region under the next gate. In this way a CCD can
function as an analog or a digital shift register.

To make an image sensor, several hundred CCD shift
registers are built In parallel on the same chip. A
photodiode is doped in Under every other gate. When
all the gates with photodiodes under them are made
positive, potential wells are created. A camera lens Is
used to focus an image on the surface of the chip. Light
shining on the photodiodes causes a charge proportional
to the light Intensity to be put in each well which has a
diode. These charges can be shifted Out to produce the
dot-by-dot values for the scan lines of a picture. Improved
performance can be gained by alternating nonlighted
shift registers with the lighted ones. Information for a
scan line is shifted In parallel from the lighted register
to the dark and then shifted out serially,

The video Information shifted out from a CCD register
Is in discrete samples, but these samples are analog

GATE ISOLATION "- 	 GATE

LLLJ
fII_

FIGURE 13-28 Structure for a CCD shift'register section.

because the charge put In a well is simply a function of
the light shining on the photodlode. To get the video
information into a form that can be stored in memoly
and processed by a microcomputer, it must be passed
through an A/D converter or in some way converted to
dIgitaJ. For many robot and surveillance applications, a
black-and-white image with no gray tones is all we need.
In this case the video Information from the CCI) registers
can simply be passed through a comparator to produce
a I or a 0 for each dot of the Image. CCD caxnerashave
the advantages that they are smaller in size, more
rugged, more sensitive, less expensive, and easier to
Interface to computer circuitry than vidicon-based cam.
eras, For these reasons CCD cameras were used in the
space telescope recently placed in orbit.

Plug-in boards are available to interface inexpensive
CCI) cameras to IBM PC- and PS/2-type microcomputers.
With one of these boards installed, you can display
images on the CRT screen, adjust display parameters
under program control, and save images on a disk Once
you get the bit pattern for an Image Into memory, you
can then experiment with programs which attempt to
recognize, for example, a bolt in the Image.

Another example of the use of computer vision is in
optical scanners, These devices read text from a piece
of paper or some other source and convert the text to a
string of ASCII codes which can be displayed, edited.
and written to a file.

On a more whimsical note. Figure 13-29 shows an

FIGURE 1329 Sumitomo Electric Company robot
playing an organ.
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example of what a little vision can do for a robot. The
Sumitomo Electric Company robot shown here can play
an organ using both hands on the keys and both feet
on the pedaJs. It can press up to 15 keys per second.
The robot can play selections from memory when verbally
told to do so. Using its vision it can read and play songs
from standard sheet music. The robot uses seventeen
16-bit microprocessors and fifty 8-bit controllers to
control all its activities.

If you think some about what is involved in recognizing
complex visual shapes—tn any of their possible orienta-
tions—with a computer program. it should give you a
new appreciation for the pattern recognition capabilities
of the human eye-brain system.

Another area where the human brain excels is in that
of data storage. Only very recently have the devices used
to store computer data approached the capacity of the
human brain. In the next section we look at how some
of these mass data storage systems operate and how
they are Interfaced to microcomputers.

MAGNETIC-DISK DATA-STORAGE SYSTEMS

The most common devices used for mass data storage
arc magnetic tape, floppy magnetic disks, hard magnetic
disks, and optical disks. Magnetic tapes are used mostly
for backup storage, because the access time to get to
data stored in the middle of the tape is usually too long
to be acceptable for general computing. Therefore, in
this section we will concentrate mostly on the three
types of disk storage. 	 -

Floppy-Disk Overview

Common sizes for floppy disks are 8, 5*. and 31 in.
Figure 13-30a shows the flexible protective envelope
used for 8 and 51-in, disks and Figure 13-30b shows the
rigid plastic package used for the 33-in, disks.

The disk itself is made of Mylar and coated with a
magnetic material such as Iron oxide or barium ferrite.
The Mylar disk is only a few thousandths of an Inch
thick, thus the name floppy. When the disk is inserted
in A drive unit, a spindle clamps In the large cCnter hole
or in the center hub and spins the disk at a constant
speed of perhaps 300 or 360 rpm.

Data is stored on the disk in concentric, circular
tracks. There is no standard number of tracks for any
size disk. Older 8-In, disks have about 77 tracks/side,
common 51-tn. disks about 40 tracks/side, and the new
33-in, disks about 80 tracks/side. Early single-sided
drives recorded data tracks ononly one side of the disk.
Current double-sided disk drives store data on both
sides of the disk.

Data is written to or read from a track with a read/
write head such as that shown diagrammatically in
Figure 13-31. page 466. Diring read and write opera.
tions the head is pressed against the disk through a slot
in the envelépe.

To write data on a track a current Is passed through
the coil in the head. This creates a magnetic flux in the
iron core of the head. A gap in the iron core allows the
magnetic flux to spill out and magnetize a section of the
magnetic material along the track. Once a region on the
track is magnetized in a particular direction. ft retains
that magnetism. The polarity of the magnetized region

PERMANENT LABEL	 TEMPORARY ID LABEL

INDEX HOLES

DRIVE
SPINDLE
HOLE

HEAD SLOT
WRITE
PROTECT
NO TC H

6,25IN(159rn)

-	 8.00 IN (200 rrnI

(a)

FIGURE 13-30 Common floppy-disk packages. (a) Package for 8- and 5-in.
disks. (b) Hard plastic package used for 3-in. disks.
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FIGURE 13-31 Diagram of read/write head used for
magnetic-disk recording.

is determined by the direction of the current through
the coil. We will say more about this later.

Data can be read from the disk with the same head.
Whenever the polarity of the magnetism along the track
changes as the track passes over the gap in the read)
write head, a small pulse of typically a few millivolts is
induced in the coil. An amplifier and comparator convert
this small signal to a standard logic level pulse.

The write-protect notch in a floppy disk envelope can
be used to protect stored data from being written over.
as do the knock-out plastic tabs on video tape cassettes.
An LED and a phototransistor in the drive unit deter-
mine if the notch is present and enable the write circuits
if it is.

On 8-in, and 5k-in. disks, an index hole punched in
(he disk indicates the start of the recorded tracks. An
LED and a phototransistor are used to detect when the
index hole passes as the disk rotates. On 31-in, disks
the start of a track is indicated by the position of the
hub in the center. of the disk.

The motor used to spin the floppy disk Is usually a dc
motor whose speed is precisely controlled electronically.
It takes about 250 ms for the motor to start up after a
start-motor command.

One common method of positioning the read/write
head over a desired track on the disk is with a stepper
motor. A lead screw or a let-out-take-in steel band such
as that shown in Figure 13-32 converts the rotary motion
of the stepper motor to , the linear motion needed to
position the head over the desired track on the disk. As
the stepper motor in Figure 13-32 rotates, the steel band
is let out on one side of the motor pulley and pulled in
on the other side. This slides the head along its carriage.

To find a given track, the motor is usually stepped to
move the head to track zero near the outer edge of the
disk. Then the motor is stepped the number of steps
required to move the head to the desired track, It usually
takes a few hundred milliseconds to position the head
over a desired (rack.

Once the desired track is found, the head must be
pressed against the disk or loaded. It takes about 50
ms to load th$ head and allow it time to settle against
the disk.

DOUBLE-SIDED
5ItPPINU MOTOR HEAD ASSEMBLY

CARRIAGEWAY	 OOUBLC-StOED
DISIcETTE

METAL BANO\ CARRIAGE

BASE CASTING	 CAPSTAN
MOUNTING PLATE

FIGURE 13-32 Common head-positioning mechanism for
floppy-disk drive Units,

If you add the time to start the motor, position the
head over the desired track, and load the head, you can
see that these operations take 100 to 500 ms. dependIng
on the particular drive. When referring to disk drives.
two different access times are usually given. One access
time is the time required to get the head to the required
track. This time is often called the seek tin,e. The other
access time is the time required to get to he first byte
of a desired block of data on a track. This time is
commonly called the latency time. For comparing the
performance of drives, the average seek time is added
to the average latency time to give an average access
time, Average access times for currently available floppy
disk drives range from 100 to 500 ms.

Magnetic Hard-Disk Overview

The floppy disks that we discussed in the previous
section have the advantage that they are inexpensive
and removable. However, because the disks are flexible,
the data tracks cannot be put too close together. and
the rate at which data can be read off a disk is limited
by the fact that a floppy disk can be rotated at only 300
or 360 rpm. To solve these problems, we use a hard-
disk system such as that shown in Figure 13-33.

The disks in a hard-disk system are made of a metal
alloy, coated on both sides with a magnetic material.
Common hard .disk Sizes are 31. 5L 8. 101, 14. and 20
in. Most hard disks are permanently fastened in the
drive mechanism and sealed in a dust-free package. but
some systems do have removable disk packages. To
increase the amount of storage per drive, several disks
or "platters,' as they are sometimes called. may be
stacked with spacers between as shown in the Conner
Peripherals' drive in Figure 13-33. Aseparateread:write
head is used for each disk surface. On disk drives with
more than one recording surface, the tracks are often
called cylinders because if you mentally connect same
numbered tracks on the two sides of a disk or on
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FIGURE 13-33 Cutaway photo of Conner Peripherals'
CP3100 3-in., 100-Mbyte hard-disk drive.

different disks, the result is a cylinder. The cylinder
number then is the same as the track number.

Hard disks are more dimensionally stable than flop-
pies, so they can be spun faster. Large hard disks are
rotated at about 1000 rpm and smaller hard disks are
rotated at about 3600 rpm. Because the rotational speed
is about 10 times that of a floppy disk, data is read out
10 times as fast, about 5 to 10 Mbtts,/s.

'rhe dimensional stability of hard disks also means
that tracks and the bits on the tracks can be put closer
together. There are no standards for the number of
tracks on a hard disk, but typically there are several
hundred tracks on each side of a disk. The high rota-
tional speed and the closely spaced tracks on a hard
disk also produce much faster access times than those
of floppy disks. The fastest currently available hard disk.°
have average access times of less than 20 ms.

The high rotational speed of hard disks not only makes
it possible to read and write data faster, it creates a thin
cushion of air that floats the read-write head 10 to 100
p.m. off the disk. Unless the head cras!Ies, it never
touches the recorded area of the disk, so disk and head
wear are minimized. Hard disks must be kept in a dust-
free environment because the diameter of dust and
smoke particles may be 10 times the distance the head
floats off the disk, If dust does get into a hard-disk
system, the result will be the same as that which occurs
when a plane does not fly high enough to get over a
mountain. The head will crash and often destroy the
data stored on the disk. When power to the drive is
turned of!. most hard ' disk drives retract the head to a
parking zone where no data is recorded and lock the
head in that position until power is restored.

In some early hard-disk drives the read-write heads
were positioned over the desired track by a stepper
motor and a band actuator, as shown in Figure 13-32.
Most current hard-disk drives, however, use a linear
voice coil mechanism or a rotary voice coil mechanism
such as that shown in Figure 13-33 to position the read-
write heads. This mechanism is essentially a ,linear
motor. A feedback system adjusts the position 'of the

head over the desired track until the strength of the
signal read from the track is at Its maximum.

Incidentally, hard-disk drives are sometime, called
"Winchesters." Legend has it that the name canie from
an early IBM dual-drive unit with a planned storage of
30 Mbytes per drive. The 30-30 configuration apparently
reminded someone of the' famous rifle, and the name
stuck.

Magnetic Disk Data Bit Formats

On a magnetic disk a "1" data bit is represented as a
change in the polarity of the magnetism on the track. A
"0" bit is represented as no change in the polarity of
the magnetism. This form of recording is often called
nonreturn-to-zero or NRZ recording because the mag-
netic field is never zero on a recorded track. Each point
on the track is always magnetized in one direction or
the other. The read head produces a signal when a
region where the magnetic field changes passes over it.

Clock pulses are usually recorded along with the data
bits an a track. The clock pulses read from the track are
used to synchronize a phase-locked loop circuit. The
output of the phase-locked loop is used to clock a D Alp-
flop at the center of the bit cell time where the data
bits are written. The phase-locked loop is required to
synchronize the read Out circuits because the actual
distance, and therefore time, between data bits read
from an Outer track is longer than it is for data bits read
from an inner track. The phase-locked loop adjusts its
frequency to that of the clock transitions and produces
a signal which clocks the D flip-flop at the center of each
bit time, regardless of the data rate. Recording clock
information along with data information not oniy makes
it possible to acèurately read data from different tracks.
but it also reduces the chances of a read error caused
by "-afl changes in disk speed.

Figure 13-34, page 468, shows the three common
methods used to code data bits on magnetic disks. The
top waveform in the figure shows how the example
data bits are represented in a format called frequency
modulation. FM. F2F, or single-density recording. Note
the clock transition labeled C at the Start of each bit cell
in this format. These transitions represent the basic
frequency.. If the data bit in a cell time is a 1. the
magnetic flux is changed again at the center of that bit
time. If the data bit In a cell time is a 0. the magnetic
flux is left the same at the center of that bit time. Putting
in the I data transitions modifies the frequency, thus
the name frequency modulation or F2F.

One major factor which detcrmines how many data
bits can be stored on a track Is how close flux changes can
be without interfering with each other. A disadvantage of
standard F2F recording is that two transitions may be
required to represent each data bit. A format which uses
only hail as many transitions to represent a given set of
data bits is the modified frequency modulation. MIM,
or double-density recording format shown as the second
waveform in Figure 13-34. The basic principle of this
format is that both clock transitions and I data transi-
tions are used to keep the phase-locked loop and read
circuitry synchronized. Clock transitions are not put in
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FIGURE 13-34 Comparison of FM, MFM, and RLL coding used for magnetic
recording of digital data.

unless I transitions do not happen to come often enough
in the data to keep the phase-locked loop synchronized.
A clock transition will be put in at the start of the bit
cell time only if the current d1ta bit is a 0 and the
previous data bit was a 0. If you work your way across
th second waveform in Figure 13-34. you should see
tht where two 0's occur in the data sequence, a clock
transitIon Is written at the start of the bit cell for the
second 0. The MFM waveform in Figure 13-34 is shown
on the same scale as the F2F waveform, but Since it
contains only half as many transitions as the F2F
waveform for the same data string, it can be written in
half as much distance ona track. This means that twice
as much data can be written on a track and xplains
why this coding is often called double aensity.

A still more efficient coding for recording data on
floppy disks is the RLL 2,7 format shown as the third
waveform in Figure 13-34. In this format groups of data
bits are represented •by specific patterns of recorded
transitions, as shown in Figure 13-35. The two l's at
the start of our data string, for example. are represented
by the pattern 0100. To convert a data string to this
coding, the data string is separated into groups chosen
from thepossibilities in thedatacolumn of Figure 13-35.
The transition pattern which corresponds to that data
bit combination is then written on the track. In MFM
format there is at most one 0 between transitio.s. but
in RLL 2,7 there are between two and seven 0's bet.rar
transitions, depending on the sequence of data hits. .'s
you can see in Figure 13-34. RLL requires considerably
fewer transitions than MFM to represent the example
data string. Fewer transitions mean that the data string

DATA BIT GROUP	 RLL 2.7 CODE

10	 1000
11	 0100
000	 100100
010	 001000
OIl	 000100
0010	 00001000
0011	 00300100

FIGURE 1335 RLL 2, 7 data bit groups.

can he written In a shorter section •of the track or. in
other words, more data can he stored on a given track.
RLL coding typically increases the stol age capacity about
40 percent over MFM coding.

Most of the magnetic floppy and hard disks of the last
15 years have used longitudinal recording. This means
that the magnetic regions are oriented parallel to the
disk surface along the track. Advances in read/write head
design have made it possible to orient the magnetized
regions vertically along the track. Vertical recording
makes it possible to store several times as much data
per track as can be stored with longitudinal recording.
Toshiba and several other companies now market a disk
drive which uses vertical recording to store 4 Mbytes o'f
data on a single 3k-in. floppy disk such as that in Figure
13-30b. Some hard disks now available use vertical
recording to store over a gigabyte of data in a single
drive unit and transfer data at a rate of 3 Mbytes per
second.

Magnetic-Disk Track Formats
and Error Detection

In the preceding section we described the coding
schemes commonly used to record data bits on floppy-
disk or hard-disk tracks. The next level up from this is
to show yo he format in which blocks of data bytes
are recorded along a track.

There are many slightly different formats commonly
used to organize the data on a track, so we can't begin
to show you all of them. However, to give you a general
Idea, Figure 13-36 shows an old standard, the IBM 3740
format, which is the basis of mos current formats.

Each track on the disk is div1dd Into ectors. In the
3740 format a track has three types of fields. An Index
field Identifies the start of the track. ID fields contain
the track and sector identificati.n numbers for each of
the 26 data sectors on the track. Each of the 26 sectors
also contains a data field which consists of 128 bytes
of data plus 2 bytes for a CRC error checking code. As
you can see, besides the bytes used to store data,
many bytes are used for track and sector identification.
synchronization. error checking, and buffering between
sectors. Address marks shown at several places in this
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FIGURE 13-36 IBM 3740 floppy-disk soft-sectored track format.
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format, for example, are used to identify the start of a
field. Address marks. Incidentally, have an extra clock
pulse recorded with their D2 data bit so they can be
distinguished from data bytes.

Two bytes at the end of each II) field and 2 bytes at
the end of each data field are used to store cyclic
redundancy characters. These are used to check for
errrs when the ID and the data are read out. One way
the 2 CRC bytes can be produced is to treat the 128 data
bytes as a single large binary number and divide this
number by a constant. The 16-bit remainder from this
division is written in after the data bytes as the CRC
bytes. When the data bytes and the CRC bytes are read
out, the CRC bytes are subtracted from the data string.
The result Is divided by the original constant. Since the
original remainder has already been subtracted, the
result of the division should be zero if the data was read
Out correctly. Higher-quality systems usually write data
to a disk and immediately read it back to see if it was
written correctly. If an error i' detected, then another
attempt to write can be made. If 10 write attempts are
unsuccessful, then an error message can be sent to the
CRT or the write can be directed to another sector on
(he disk.

The IBM 3740 format shown in Figure 13-36 is Set U
for single-density recording. An 8-in, disk in this format
has one index track and 76 data tracks. Since each track
has 26 sectors with 128 data bytes in each sector, the
total Is about 250 Kbytes. If double-density recording is
used, the capacity increases to about 500 Kbytes. Using
both sides of the disk increases the storage to about I
Mbyte per disk. For reference. Figure 13-37 shows the

number of tracks, number of sectors, and some other
information for floppy disks commonly used with IBM
PC and PS/2 computers. There are no real standards for
the number of tracks and sectors on hard disks, but
later we will give you a few examples.

Magnetic Disk Hardware Interfacing

AN 8272 FLOPPY DISK INTERFACE
As you can probably tell from the preceding discussion.
writing data to a floppy disk and reading the data back
requires coordination at several levels. One level is the
drive motor and head-positioning signals. Another level
is the actual writing and reading to the disk at the bit
level. Still another level is interfacing with the rest
of the circuitry of a microcomputer. Doing all this

	

3 i/2-INCN DISKS	 5 114-INCH DISKS
1.44MB	 120K	 1.2MB	 360K

HO	 10	 HO	 DSOO
SECTORS
PER TRACK	 18	 9	 15	 9
TOTAL NUMBER
OF SECTORS	 2,880	 1,440	 2,400	 720
NUMBER OF
TRACKS	 80	 80	 80	 40
SECTORS PER
CLusrER	 1	 2	 1	 2
ALLOWABLE ENTRIES
IN ROOT DIRECTORY	 224	 112	 224	 112

FIGURE 13-37 Comparison of common floppy-disk
tracks and sectors.
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coordination is a full-timc job, so we use a specially
designed floppy-disk controller device to do it. As our
example device here we will use the Intel 8272A control-
ler, which is equivalent to the NEC p.PD765A device
used in many disk controller boards for IM PC-type
computers. We chose the 8272A because data sheets
and application notes for It are available in Intel Micro-
processor and Peripheral Handbook if you want more
Information than we have space for here.

Figure 11-5 showed you how an 8272A controller can
be connected in an 8086-based microcomputer system
to transfer data to and from a disk on a DMA basis. Now
we want to take a closer look at the controller itself to
show you the types of signals it prdduces and the
operations it can perform.

To start, take a look at the block diagram of the 8272A
in Figure 13-38. The signals along the left side of the
diagram should be readily recognizable to you. The data
bus lines. RD. WR, AO, RESET, and CS are the standard
peripheral interface signals. The DRQ. DACK. and tNT
signals are used for DMA transfer of data to and from
the controller. To refresh your memàly from Chapter
II. here's a review of how the DMA works for a read
operation.

When a microcomputer program needs some data off
the disk, it sends a scriesof command words to registers
inside the controller. The controller then proceeds to

find the specified track and sector on the disk. When
the controller reads the first byte of data from a sector,
It sends a DMA request, DRQ. signal to the DMA
controller. The DMA controller sends a hold request
signal to the HOLD input of the CPU. The CPU floats its
buses and sends a hold-acknowledge signal to the DMA
controller. The DMA controller then sends out the first
transfer address on the bus and asserts the DACK input
of the 8272 to tell it that the DMA transfer Is underway.
When the number of bytes specified in the DMA controller
initialization has been transferred, the DMA controller
asserts the TERMINAL COUNT input of the 8272. This
causes the 8272 to assert its interrupt output signal.
tNT. The INT signal can be connected to a CPU or 8259A
intérnipt input to tell the CPU that the requested block
of data has been read in from the disk to a buffer in
memoly. Th process would proceed in a similar manner
for a DMA write-to-disk operation.

Now lets work our way through the drive control
signals shown in the lower right corner of the 8272
block diagram in Figure 13-38. Reading through our
brief descriptions of these signals should give you a
better Idea of what is involved in the interfacing to the
disk drive hardware, Note the direction of the arrow on
each of these signals.

The READY input signal from the disk drive will be
high if the drive is powered and ready to go. If, for

CLOCK AND iiiTIMING CIRCUIT

REGISTERS

WRITE DAT

SERIAL	
PRE-SHIFT

INTERFACE	 PRE-SHIFT 1

CONTROLLER	 VCO SYNC
L STO. DATA

z	 DATA WIND
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INTERFACE	
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OUTPUT -.. RW/SEEK
PORT I—HEAOLOAD
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WRITE	 DATA

PRECOMPENSATE

DATA	 READ DATA
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READY
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DRIVE SELECT 0
DRIVE SELECT I
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FIGURE 13-38 Block diagram of INTEL 8272A floppy-disk controller system.
(Intel Colporat,on.)
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example, you forget to close the disk-drive door, the
READY signal will not be asserted.

The WRITE PROTECT/TWO SIDE signal indicates
whether the write protect notch is covered when the
drive is in the read or write mode. When the drive is
operating in track-seek mode, this signal Indicates
whether the drive is two-sided or one-sided.

The INDEX signal will be pulsed when the index hole
in the disk passes between the LED and phototransistor
detector.

The FAULT/TRACK 0 signal indicates some disk-drive
problem condition during a read/write operation. During
a track-seek operation this signal will be asserted when
the head Is ovec- track 0. the outermost tracic on the
disk.

The DRIVE SELECT output signals. DSO and DSI,
from the controller are sent to an external decoder which
uses these signals to produce an enable signal for one
to four drives.

The MFM output signal will be assrted high if the
controller is programmed for modified frequency modu-
lation and low if 'the controller is programmed for
standard frequency modulation (FM).

The RW/SEEK signal is used to tell the drive to operate
in read-write mode or in track-seek mode. Remember.
some of the other controller signals have different mean-
ings In the read-write mode than they do in the seek
mode.

The HEAD LOAD signal is asserted by the controller
to tell the drive hardware to put the read/wrtt&head in
contact with the disk, When interfacing to a double-
sided drive, the HEAD SELECT from the controller is
uscd'along with this signal to indicate which of the two
heads should be loaded,

During write operations on inner tracks of the disk.
the LOW CURRENT/DIRECTION signal is asserted by
the controller. Because the bits are closer together on
the inner tracks, the write current must be reduced to
prevent recorded bits from splattering over each other.
When executing a seek-track command this signal pin
is used to tell the drive whether to step outward toward
the edge of the disk or inward toward the center.

The FAULT RESET/STEP output signal is used to
reset the fault (lip-flop after a fault has been corrected
whtn doing a read or write command. When the control-
ler Is carrying out a track-seek command, this pin Is
used to output the pulses which step the head from
track to track,

Now that we .have led you quickly through the drive
interface signals, let's take a look at the 8272A signals
used to read and write the actual clock and data bits on
a track, To help with, this, the upper right corner of
Figure 13-38 shows a block diagram of the circuitry
between these pins and the read/write head.

Remember from our discussion of FM. MFM. and RLL
data formats that a phase-locked-loop circuit is required
to tell the controller when to sample data bits in the
Input data stream. The V 0 SYNC signal from the control-
ler tells an external phase-locked-loop Circuit to synchro-
nize its frequoncy with that of the clock and/data pulses
being read off the disk. The output from the phase-
locked-loop circuitry is a DATA WINDOW signal. This

signal is sent to the controller to tell It where to find the
data pulses in the data stream coming In on the READ
DATA input

For writing pulses to the disk, the story is a little more
complex. External circuitry supplies a basic WR CLOCK
signal. On its WR DATA pin the 8272 outputs the serial
stream of clock bits and data bits that are to be written
to the disk. During a write operation the 8272 asserts
its WR ENABLE signal to turn onthe external circuitry
that actually sends this serial data 'to the read/write
head. However, qata bits written; on a disk will tend to
shift in position as they are readout. A 1 bIt, for example.
will tend to shift toward'an adjacent 0 bit. This shift
could cause errors in readout unless it were compensated
for, The PRE-SI-NFT 0 and PRE-SHIFT 1 signals from
the controller go to external circuitry which shifts bits
forward or backward as they are belirg written. The bits

' will then be in the correct position when read, out.

8272 COMMANDS

The 8272 can execute 15 different commands. Each of
these commands is sent to the data register in the
controller as a series of bytes. After a command has been
'sent to the 8272. it carries Out the command and returns
the results to status registers in the 8272 and/or to the
data register In the 8272. In programs you will almost
always be interfacing with disks on a much higher level.
but to give you an idea of the kinds of operations the
8272A controller can do, we list them here with a short
description for each.

SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS—Return interrupt status in-
formation,

SPECIFY—Initialize head load time, head step time. DMA!
non-DMA.

SENSE DRIVE STATUS-Return drive status information.

SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS-Poll the 8272 interrupt
signal.

SEEK—Position read/write head over specified track,

RECALlBRATE-PosItion head over track 0.

FORMAT TRACK—Write ID field, gaps, and address marks
on track,

READ DATA—Load head, read specified amount of data
from sector.

READ DELETED DATA—Read data from sectors marked
as deleted.

WRITE DATA—Load head, write data to specified sector,

WRITE DELETED DATA—Write deleted data address mark
in sector,

READ TRACK—Load head, read all sectors on track,

READ ID—Return first ID field found on track,

SCAN EQUAL—Compare sector of data bytes read from
dlst with data bytes sent from CPU or DMA controller
until strings match, Set bit in status register If match
occurs,
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SCAN HIGH OREQL'AL Set flag if data stung from disk
sector Is greater than or equal to data string from Cpu
or DMA controller.

SCAN tOW OR FQUAL—Set flag if data string from disk
sector is less than or equal to data string from CPU or
DMA controller.

DAISY CHAIN CONTROL
CABLE 34-WIRE -

DRIVE	 DRIVE
1	 2

Working outa series of commands for a disk controller
such as the 8272 on a bit-by-bit basis is quite tedious
and time-consuming. Fortunately, you usually dont
have to do this, because in mOst systems, you can use
higher-level procedures to read from and write to a disk.
In a later Section we show you some of the software used
to interface to disk drives.

ST-506, [SD!, AND SCSI HARD-DISK INTERFACES

The hardware interface for a hard disk is very similar
to that for a floppy .disk. Data is transferred to and
from main memory on a DMA basis, as we described
previously. However, in an attempt to maximize the rate
of data transfer to and from the disk, several interface
standards have developed. In order to understand these
standards you first need to have an overview of how a
hard disk is connected to microcomputer buses. The
block diagram in Figure 13-39a shows how the hard
disk In PC-type computers is Usually connected. A board
containing the hard-disk controller plugs into one of the
expansion slots in the motherboard and a ribbon cable
connects the controllçr ro the hard disk.

One of the first standards for the interface connections
between the controller card and the disk drive was the
Seagate Technologie.s ST-506. This standard specified
data and handshake signals very similar to those shown
for the floppy interface in Figure 13-38. Standard 5.25-
in. ST-506 hard disks use MFM recording with 17
sectors' per track. 512 bytes per sector, and a rotation
speed. of 60 revolutions per second. The maximum rate
at which data bits can be read from the track then is 60
tracks/s x 17 sectors/trick x 512 bytes/sector x S bitsl
byte 4.177,920 bits/s. or about 5 Mbits/s. The clocking
of the ST-506 is set up to transfer data at a maximum
rate of 5 Mblts/s. and this rate was more than adequate
for early PC-type computers. In fact, it was necessary to
use an interleave factor when writing data to the disk
and reading data from the disk because the microproces-
sor and controller circuitry was not fast enough to read
and transfer one sector directly after another, If the
controller is programmed for an interleave factor of
three, it will read a Sector, skip over two Sectors, and
then read another sector. The skipped sects give the
controller time to transfer the data read from the first
sector to main memory. Unfortunately, an interleave
factor of three reduces the data transfer rate by a factor
of three. As processors and controllers have become
faster, it has become possible to decrease the interleave
factor so that now an interleave factor of I is common.
The limiting factor for data transfer then becomes the
ST-506 transfer rate and the rate at which data bits can
be read off the disk. 	 -

'As we explained earlier. RLL encoding allows more
data bits to be written on a track, so if RLL encoding is

E SDI
ST-506 OR	

RADIAL DATA CABLE
CONTROLLER

RADIAL DATA CABLES 20 WIRES

MAIN COMPUTER BUSES

(I

DRIVE OR	 DRIVE OR	 DRIVE OR
OTHER	 OTHER	 .	 OTHER

PERIPHERAL	 PERIPHERAL	 PERIPHERAL

CONTROLLER	 CONTROLLER	 CONTROLLER
1	 2	 7

SCSIBUS 5OWIRES

SCSI
HOST

ADAPTER

MAIN COMPUTER BUSES

b}

FIGURE 13-39 Common hard-disk controller interface
connections. (a) ST-506 o p [Sill controller. (b) SCSI i/O
bus.

used, more sectors can be put on a track and the
maximum data transfer rate increases to about 7.5
Mbits/s for an ST-506,iLL lntey-fae.

The next evolutionasy hard disk iit-rface step was
the enhanced small device tntefu' ESG, standard.
As shown in Figure 13-39a. an ESDI controiler interfaces
the system bus with-hard-disk drives similarly to the
way an ST-50 controller does. However, an ESDI Con-
troller can access up to seven hard drives using a daisy -
chained control cable and individual data eatiles. Also.
an ESDI controller sends higher-level commands to the
drive than ST-506, so the drive must have more built-
in "intelligence" to interpret these corn. , rnands, A 10-MHz
clock is used for the controller, so the maximum data
transfer rate is 10 Mbits./s or 1.25 Mbytes/s. The ESDI
standard allows communication with hard disks with
maximums of 4096 cylInders, 16 heads. 256 sectors per
track, and 4096 bytes per sector.. The IBM P5/2 Model
80 ues an ESDI controller.

AnOther interface standard which was developed about
the same time as ESDI is the small computer systems
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interface (SCSl). which is commonly pronounced
"scuzzy." A shown in Figure l3-39b. this standard is
very different from the ST-506 and ESDI. because it
defines a separate [/0 bus. Many dtfferent I/O devices
such as hard disks, streaming tape drives, optical disk
drives, and printers can be conneett'd on this I/O bus.
The SCSI host adapter cO. .verts atiflg system com-
mands into SCSI bus commands. These commands are
interpreted and carried out by the individual peripheral
controllers. An ESDI controller, for example, might be
used to interface the SCSI bits wIth a couple of hard
drives. The quec'tion that may immediatel y come to
mind here is. Why would anyone want to put the extra
layer of hardware between the microcomputer bus and
the hard drive controller? The answer to this question
is that with a separate I/O bus, many data transfers can
take place with very little effort on the part of the main
microprocessor. For example, data can be transferred
directly from a hard disk to a streaming tape backup on
the SCSI bus without havltg to pass though the main
microcomnuter data bus. SCSI is designed to allow data
transfer at up to 32 Mbits (4 Mbytes) per second.
A newer standard. SCSI-U, is designed to allow data
transfers at greater than 80 Mbits (10 Mbytesl per
second. A still newer standard called enhanced intelli-
gent peripheral Interface (EIPI) is designed to allow data
transfer at up to 50 Mbytes/s.

Disk Formatting

FOPPY-DlSK FORMATflt'JG

As you probably well know by now, before you can store
data on a new floppy disk you have to format it. To do
this you use the DOS FORMAT command. The first
operation this coenmand performs is to establish a track
and sector format such as that in Figure 1336 on the
disk. The second operation performed by the FORMAT
command is to set up a boot record, file allocation table.
and directory on the disk. Figure 13-40 shows how these
are arranged, starting from track 0, sector 0.

The boot record in the first sector of the first track
indicates whether the disk contains the DOS tiles needed
to load DOS into RAM and run it. Loading DOS and
running it are commonly referred to as "booting' the
system.

The directory on the disk contains a 32-byte entry for

Boot record—variable site

FosS copy of file allocation
table—variable size

,'-
Second copy of tile allocation
table—variable sire

Root directory—varable size

Data area

FIGURE 13-40 DOS organization of boot record, FATs
directory, and data starting front track 0.

each file. Let's take a quick look at the use of these bytes
to get an overvlew1 of the directo information stored
for each file.

Byt :tL,rzber

0- /	 Ftlena'tne
S-i	 - Filename extension
11	 File attribute

01 H—read only
02H—hldden file
04H—system file
08H--volume label in lrst 11 bytes, not

filename
I OH—file Is a subdirectory of tiles in tower

level of hierarchical file tree
20H—file has been written to and closed

12-21	 Reserved
22-23	 Time the file was created or last updated
24-25	 Date the file was created or last updated
26-27	 Starting cluster number -
28.-3 I	 Size of the fIle in bytes

Most of these parameters-should be familiar to you.
but the term cluster may be new. DOS allocates disk
space in clusters of one or more sectors, As shown in
Figure 13-37. the number of sectors per cluster depends
on the disk Size and format. The file allocation table or
FAT put on the disk liuring the FORMAT operation
contains an entry for each cluster. The code stored in a
FAT entry. indicates whether the cluster is available,
used, or defectIve. When you tell DOS to write a file to
disk, it searches through the FAT until it finds a cluster
which is marked as unused, writes the data to the
cluster, and writes the code for used in the FAT entry.
If the file is larger than one cluster. DOS searches the
FAT until it finds another unused cluster, writes data
to the cluster, and writes a used code in the FAT entry
for the cluster. To establish a link with the first cluster
of ttie file, DOS writes the number for the second cluster
in the FAT entry for the first The process continues
until - enough clusters are allocated to contain the file.
To s'ummarize. then, the file is stored as a chain of
clusters and the FAT entry for each cluster contains the
number of the next cluster in the chain. When DOS
finishes writing the file to the disk, it updates the
directory entry for the file with the time, date, and the
number of the starting cluster for the file, Incidentally,
DOS actually maintains two Identical FATs to provide a
backup in case one Is damaged.

Also notice In the directory entry format shown here
that an entry can represent a file or the name of a
subdirectory. Each subdirectory can also r..fr directly
to program or data files, or it can refer to a lower
subdirectory. The point here Is that this "tree" structure
allows you to group similar files together and to avoid
going through a long list of filenames to find a particular
file you need. To get to a file In a lower-level directory,
you simpl y specify the path to that file. The path is
simply the series of directory names that you go through
to get to that file.
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HARD-DISK FORMATFING

Formatting a hard disk usually now Involvi's three
different operations, low-level formatting. partitioning.
and high-level formatting. To do the low-level format you
use DEBUG to execute a program supplied by the
manufacturer of the hard-disk controllr card. The low
level format operation involves telling the controller the
coding. the number of tracks, the numberöf Sectors,
the number of data bytes per sector. etc. In a low-level
format you also specify the location(s) of any bad
sector(s) on the disk. These bad sectors then will not
be listed as available. Still another important value
you specify in a low-level format is the Interleave
factor. As we explained before, the interleave factor is
the number of sectors between consecutively numbered
sectors on a track.

An important point about low-level formatting is that
the format generated by a controller card from one
manufacturer may not be the same as the format gener-
ated by one from another one. This means that if you
move a hard disk from one ontroller card to another.
you usually have to do a low-level format with the new
controller before you can write to the disk.

T partition a hard disk, you use the DOS FDISK
command. This command allows you to dIvide a large
hard disk into as many as four logical drives. Each
partition is assigned a drive identifier-such as C:, D:,
E:. etc. .DOS versions before 4.0 limited the maximum
Size of each partition to 32 Mbytes. but later versions
allow partitions of up to 2 Thytes each. A sector called
the partition table at the very start of the disk stores the
start and stop cylinder numbers for each partition and
a pointer to the partitioti that the system should boot
from when the power is turned on.

To perform high-level formatting on a hard disk, you
execute the DOS FORMAT command for each partition.
The FORMAT command sets up the boot record. FAT.
and directory for that partition in the same way as we
described previously for a floppy. If the Is option is
specified with the FORMAT command, the two system
files needed to load the Qperating system from disk to
RAM will automatically be copied to the disk. When the
formatting is done, the rest of the DOS files are copied
to the boot partition.

Disk-Drive Interface Software

BIOS-LEVEL INTERFACING

There are several different software levels at which you
can interact with a disk drive. You can program directly
at the cn1roller level, but this is very tedious. Another
approach is to use the BIOS INT 13H procedures to
interface with a hard or floppy disk. The difficulty with
this procedure Is that you have to specify the particular
track and sector(s) that you want to read or write and
several other parameters. DOS fOnction calls are much
easier to use.

USING DOS FUNCTION CALLS

A large part of an operating system such as DOS is a
collection of procedures which perform tasks such as

formatting disks. creating disk files. writing data to
files, reading data from files, and communicating with
system peripherals such as modems and printers. DOS
allows you to call these procedures from your programs
with an INT 21 H instruction, similar to the way you call I
BIOS procedures.

Each DOS function (procedure) has an identification
number. To call a DOS function you put the function
number in the Al-I register. put any required parameters
in the specified registers, and then execute the INT 21H
instruction. As a first example. DOS function call 4011
can be used to print a string. To use this procedure, set
up the registers as follows:

1. Load the function number. 40H, into theAH register.

2. Load the DS register with the segment base of the
segment which contains the string.

3. Load the DX register with the offset of the start of
the string.

4. Load the C)( register with the number of bytes in
the string.

5. Load the BX register with 0004H, the fixed "file
handle" for the printer.

Then, to call the DOS procedure, execute the INT 21H
instruction. Note that the DOS function allows you to
send an entire string to the printer, rather than just a
single character at a time as the BIOS INT 17H does.

As another example, the DOS OAH function will read
in a string from the keyboard and put the string In a
buffer pointed to by DS:DX. Characters will also be
displayed on the CRT as they are entered on the key-
board. The function terminates when a caiage return
is entered. To use this function, first set up a buffer in
the data segment with the DB directive. The first byte
of the buffer must contain the maximum number of
bytes the buffer can hold. The OAH call will return the
actual number of characters read in the second byte.
The function does not require you to pass it a file handle.
because the file handle is implied in the function.

You can also exit from one of your programs and
return to the DOS command level using the DOS 4AH
function. To do this, load AL with 00 and Al-i with 4CH
and then execute the INT 21H instruction.

The main feature of DOS function calls that we want
to discuss here, however, is working with disk files.
Many disk operating systems and earlier versions of PC
DOS require you to construct aJIle control block or FCB
in order to access disk files from your programs. The
format of a tile control block differs from system to
system, but basically the FCB must contain, among
other things. the name of the file, the length of the file.
the file attribute, and information about the blocks in
the file. Version 2.0 and later versions ofPC DOS simplify
calling DOS file-handling procedures by letting you refer
to a file with a single 16-bit number called afile handle
or token. You simply pul the file handle for a file you
want to access in a specified register and call the DOS
procedure which performs the desired action on that
file. DOS then constructs the FCB needed to access the
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file. Tbe question that may Occur to you at this point is
How do I know what the file handle is for a file I want to
access on a disk? The answer is that to get the tile
handle for a disk file, you simply call a DOS procedure
which returns the liJe handle in a register. You can then
pass the file handle to the procedure that you want to
call to access te file. The point here is that file handles
make It easy for you to access files.

DOS extends the concept of a file to include any device
that can input or output data. DOS treats external
devices such as printers, the keyboard, and the CRT as
files for read and write operations. These devices are
assigned fixed file handles by DOS as follows; 0000—
keyboard, 0001—CRT. 0002—error output to CRT,
0003—serial port. 0004—printer. The significance of
this is that you can use the same DOS function call to
write the data in a buffer to a disk file, to the CRT
screen, or to a printer. Also, a stream of data can be
red I rected from one file (device) to another. The DOS
command DIR A; > LPT1, for example, will redirect the
stream of data produced by the DIR command to the
printer instead of sending it to"the CRT. which is the
norñial output device for the DIR command.

As a final example here. Figure 13-41 shows you how
DOS function calls can be used to open a file, read data
from a file Into a buffer fri memory, and close the file.
Opening a file means copying the file parameters from
the directory to a file control block in memory and
marking the file as open. Closing a file means updating
the directory Information for the file and marking the
file closed. To open a file and get the tile handle, we use
DOS function call 3DH. For this call DS:DX must point
to the start of an ASCIIZ string which contains the disk
drive number, the path, and the filename. An ASCIIZ
string is a string of ASCII characters which has a byte

;8086 PROGRM FRAGNT
;ABSTRACT This code shows how to e DOS fuctions

to open a file, read the file contents
into a buffer in mry, arid close the fit.

Point at start of buffer containing fiLe name
NOV DX, OFFSET FILE_NAIIE
NOV Al, 00	 open file for reed
NOV AM, 3011	 and get file handle
INT 2111
NOV BX, AX	 save file, handLe in BX
POSIt BX	 arid push for future use
NOV CX, 2048	 ; set t maxins,,i read
NOV DX, OFFSET FILE_But point at meiry buffer

reserved for disk file
contents

NOV AM, 3F11	 reid disk file
liii 2111
POP BIt	 get back fife handle for close
PUSH AM	 save file length returned oy

3Ff figiction caii
NOV AH, 3Ff	 close disk file
1111 2111

use the file now Stored in iiiry

FICURE 13-41 Using DOS4unction calls to open and
read a file.

of all Os a•"iS-at byte. Also, AL must Contain an
access code whIch ias4cates the type of op'erstion that
you want to perform on the file. Use an access code
of 00 for read only. 01 for write only. and02 for read
and write, Again, to actttally call the function, you
load 3DFI into All and execute the INT 2lH instruction.
The handle for the opened file is returned In the BX
register. The first part of Figure 13-41 shows how
these pieces are put together.

To read a file we use function call 3FH. For this call
BX must contain the file handle and CX the number of
bytes to read from the file. DS:DX must point to the
buffer location in RAMthat the data from the file will be
read into. To do the actual calrwe.igad 3FH into All and
do an INT 2111 instruction. After the file is read, AX
contains the number of bvtesactually read from the file.

To close the file we load function number 3EH into
All, load the file had1e Into BX, and execute the INT
21 H Instruction. The last half of Figure 13-41 shows the
instructions you can use to read and close a file. Consult
the IBM DOS Technical eference Manual for the details
of all of the avatlable function calls.

DISK INTERFACING IN C
Interfacing with disk drives in C is in some ways very
similar to using the DOS function calls as we decribed
in the preceding section. In C as in DOS any device that
can input or output data is referred to as a file. To make
it easy for programmers to interface with this variety of
files ANSI C buffers the files, similar to. the way DOS
does. Remember that DOS function calls buffer you from
the track and sector details by allowing you to refer to
a file with a simple file handle. The buffering also
produces a uniform data stream regardless of the physi'
ca) device characteristics. As we said above, this means
that you can use the same DOS function call to send
toe ua stream to any one of several different devices.

The predefined C functions for buffered [/0 also allow
you to work with a data stream in your programs instead
of having to worry about the characteristics of the actual
physical device or file, To refer to a file C uses a special
pointer of type FILE. Type FILE is defined in stdio.h as
a pointer to a data Structure which is essentially the
template for a file control block. To declare a file pointer
for use in your program. you use a statement such as
FILE fp;. When you open a file you associate the pointer
Ip with the file, and for any further interactions with
the file you can use fp. Just as you use the file handle in
DOS function calls. To give you a better idea of how this
works. Figure 13-42. page 476, sho*s a program which
opens a fIle for write, writes a line of text to the file, and
then closes the tIle. The program then opens the file for
read, writes the contents of the file to the screen, writes
the contents of the fle to the printer, and again closes
the file. Note that this program requires very few state-
ments to do a considerable amount of work.

To get you used to the way professional c programmers
write code, we have included a few statements which
contain several actions. The key to interpreting State-
ments such as these, remember, is to start with the
innermost parentheses and work your way out from
there.
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I' C PROGRAM F13-42.0 .1

Slnctd.stdio.Ii' -
tinclud.cdos.h
tIncUxIeconieji'

amino
C
FILE fp;
char filene(32l;
char cii;
char teatbufflOOl;
char tp •textbuf;
mt cOtfit;

/ Open file, write (in. of text to It, close file /

prIntf("n Please enter ne of file you want to create.n");
gets(fFenam.);
lf((fp'#open(filename, "wt")>O) / fopen fieturns 0 if error 1

C
perror(tiLename);	 / if error, print error message .1
exit 0;

printf("Enter a Line of text.\n");
gets(tp);	 1. read string into edit buffer */
cOtafl strt.n(tp);	 / determine nteber of bytes 1
fwrite(tp,1,cotvit,fp); 	 / copy buffer to file /
fclose(fp);	 I. close fiLó l

1* Open file for read and display file contents on screen 1

if((fp'fopen(fIt.nae,"rt"))-O ,' open for read, check for error /
C
perror(fil.name); I. if error, print error message .1
exitU;
)

white(!feof(fp))	 I. white not end of file, reed 1
fputc(fgetc(fp),stdout); I. fiLe and send to screen *1

/ Send contents of fiLe to printer */

rewind(fp);	 1* reset file pointer to start 0f file buffer /

while( I feof(fp)) / send characters fros bufter to printer .1
fprintf(stdprn, 'Xc". fgetc(fp));

fprintf(stdprn, "\n"); / carriage return to printer *1

fclose(fp);	 / close file .1
exit 0;

FIGURE 13-42 C program which uses predefined functions to perform file
operations.

The program In Figure 13-42 first declares a FILE
pointer, as we described earlier, and then deoares an
array to contain a user-entered file name, and an array
to contain a user entered line ot text. The program then
prompts the user to enter a file name and read the
entered filename into the array named filename. After
this the action gets more interesting.

The fpf.open(filename. "wV' part of the if statement

opens the file named filename for write text operations
and initializes the file pointer fp to point to the file
control block for that file. Irtprogrammingjargon we say
that we have opened a stream named fp. The if( =0)
part of this statement compares the value assigned to
fp wtth 00. A value of 0 for fp indicates that some error
occurred when the attempt was made to open the file.
The drive door, for example. might have been open.
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If an error occurred, we call the pen-or function,
which determines the error 'that occulTed and prints
an appropriate error message to the screen. The exit
function then returns execution to DOS.

If the file was opened without errors, we then prompt
the user to enter a line of text and read the text into the
array pointed to by tp. We then use the strien function
to determine how many bytes are In the entered string,
so that we can pass this value to the (write functiort.
The arguments you pass to the fwrlteff function are a
pointer to the array you want to write to the disk, the
number of bytes in each data item in the array, the
number of elements in the array, and the file pointer
which identifies the file. The (write function actually
writes the contents of the array to a buffer maintained
by the buffering software, and this software takes care
of actually writing the data to the disk. The 1close(ftJ
function closes the stream to this buffer, writes any
data remaining in the buffer to the file, and closes
the file.

In the next section of the program we open the file for
read by passing the "rt" string to the (open function.
Again we print an error message if the file-open operation
was unsuccessful, We then use a while loop to read
characters from the fp stream and send them to the
stdout stream until the end of file character is detected.
The fgetc(ft,) function reads a character fipm the fp
stream. The character returned by (getci) is passed to
the fputc() function, along with the destInation stream
of stdout. Stdout is one of the predefined streams that
is opened automatically by the C 'startup code. The
predefined streams are Stdin, $tdout, errout, and stdaux,
which refer to the eRr, and stdprn. which refers to the
default printer. Now let's look at how we can send the
contents of the file to the printer. -

To keep track of the current location in a stream, the
C buffering system maintains a stream pointer. After
reading the characters in from the file and sending the
characters to the CR1, the stream pointer (or fp will be
pointing at the end of the file. Before we can perform
any other operation on this stream, we have to reset the
stream pointer to the start of the file. The rewlnd{fp)
function call does this,

The final part of the program in Figure 13-42 uses
another while loop to read characters from the (p stream
and send them to the printer until the end of file
character is found. The arguments you pass to the
fprintil) function are the destination stream, a format
specifier, and the value of the variable you want to print.
In this call the value to be printed is the value returned
from the fp stream by the fgetc(fp) function call. Finally,
we close the stream and the file with the fclose() function,
An exercise in the accompanying lab manual gives you
a further chance to work with these operations.

RAM DISKS
The VDISK command found in DOS versIons 3.3 and
later allows you to set aside an area of RAM In such a
way that it appears to DOS as simply another disk drive.
In a computer that has actual drives A:, B:, and C:, you
can create a RAM or virtual drive which you access as
D:. You can copy files to and, from this RAM disk by

name Just as you would for any other drive. Jiese's an
example of why you might want to et up a virtual dive.

When you load a large program such as Woedetar
Into memory to run it. the basic program and some
commands are loaded, but someof the program remains
on disk This is done so that the program will run In
systems that do not have a large amount of memory;
When you execute a command that has not been loaded
Into memory, the code for that command is read from
the disk and executed, if you have enough meinoey in
your system, you can create a RAM drive and copy all
the Wordstar files to that drive. The commanda can
then be accessed much faster because there 1* 'no
mechanical access time as there is with an actual
disk. The advantage ci' configuring the RAM as a disk
drive is that the software can access it Just as If It
were on an actual disk.

DISK CACHES

Another commonly seen term in current compMtcr peri-
odicals Is disk cache. A disk cache functions similarly
to the RAM cache we discussed In Chapter 11. The
principle of a RAM cache, remember, Is to keep often-
used sections of code and data In a fast SRAM cache
where It can be accessed without wait states.

The DOS BUFFERS command, which you usually put
In your CONFIG.SYS flIC with a statement such as
BUFFERS 20, sets asid RAM to hold data read In
from disk files. Each buffer created with this command
contains 528 bytes. The problem with this approach Is
that If you create too many buffers, the overhead of
determIning If a desired file section Ia present becomes
too long and performance actually decreases. Another
problem with the BUFFERS approach Is that only the
requested data is read Into the buffers.

Programs such as IBMCACHE which come with the
PS/2 50. 60. and 80 computers $,low you to set up a
separate block of 16 Kbytà to 512 Kbyte. as a cache for
data read from disk. When disk read occurs, all or at
least a large part of the file can be read into the
disk cache. This reduces the number of disk accesses
required and makes "disk-intensive" programs execute
two or three times faster. When a program writes data
to a file that is in the cache, the data Is written to the
cache and o the actual file on the disk, so that the data
will not be lost In case of a power failure.

Hard-Disk Backup Storage

To prevent data los, In the event of a head crash, hard
disk files are backed up on some other medium such as
floppy disks or magnetic tape. The difficulty with using
floppy disks for backup Is the number of disks required.
Backing up a 70-Mbyte hard disk wIth 1.2-Mbyte floppies
requires about 60 disks and considerable time shoving
disks in and out. Most systems with large hard disks
now use a high-speed magnetic tape system for backup.
A typical streaming tape system, as these high-.peed
systems are often called, can dump or load the entire
contents of a large hard disk to a single tape In a Few
minutes,
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OPTICAL DISK DATA STORAG(

The same optical disk technology used to store audio on
r..tnpact disks can be used to store very large quantiUes
of digital data for computers. One unit now available.
the Maxtor Tahiti I. for example. stores up to a total of
1 Gbyte (1000 Mbytes) of data on a single. removable 51-
in. disk. This amount of storage corresponds to about
400.000 pages of text. Besides their ability to store large
amounts of data, optical disks have the advantages that
they are relativelY inexpensive and immune to dust, and
most are removable. Also, since data is written on the
disk and read off the disk with the light from a tiny laser
diode, the read/write head does not have to touch the
disk. The laser head is held in position about 0.1 in.
away from the disk, so there is no disk wear. Also, the
increased head spacing means that the head will not
crash on small dust particles and destroy the recorded
data as it can with magnetic hard disks.

The dsk sizes now available In different systems are
3.5. 4.72 (the compact audio disc size), 5.25, 12. and
14 in. Data storage per disk ranges from 60 Mbytes to
several gigabytes. The actual drive and head-positioning
mechanisms for optical disk drives are very similar to"
those fdr magnetic hard-disk drives. A feedback system
is used to precisely control the speed of the motor which
rotates the disk. Some units spin the disk at a constant
angular velocity (CAV) in the range of 700 to 3000 rpm.
Other systems such as those based on the compact
audio (CD) fonnat adjust the rotational speed of the disk
so that the track passes under the head with a constant
linear velocity (CLV). With CLV the disk is rotated slower
when reading outer tracks.

Some optical disk systems record data in concentric
circular tracks as magnetic disks do. Other systems.
such as the CD disk systems. record data on a single
spta1 track in the same way a phonograph record does.
A linear voice coil mechanism with feedback control is
used to precisely position the read head over a desired
track. The head positioning must be very precise, be-
cause the tracks on an optical disk are very narrow and
very close together. The tracks are typically about 20
pin. wide and about 70 p.m. between centem. This
spacing allows tens of thousands of tracks to be put on
a disk.

Optical disk systems are available in three basic types:
read only, write once/read many. and read/write.

Read-only systems allow only prerecorded disks to be
read out. A disk which can only be read from is often
called an optical ROM or OROM. Examples of this type
are the 4.7-In, compact audio disks and the optical disk
encyclopedias.

Write o'ice/read many or WORM systems allow you to
write data to a disk, but once the data Is written, it
cannot be erased or changed. The stored data can be
read out as many times as desired.

Erasable optical or EO systems allow you to erase
recorded data and write new data on a dish, The re-
cording materials-and the recording methods are differ-
ent for these different types of systems.

Disks used For read only andwrlte once/read many
systems are coated with a substance which is altered

when a high-intensity laser beam is focused on It with
a lens. The principle here is similar to using a magnifying
glass to burn holes In paper, as you may have done in
your earlier days. In some systems the focused laser
light produces tiny pits along a track to repre. ent l's.
En other systems a special metal coating is applied to
the disk over a plastic polymer layer. When the laser beam
is focused on a spot on the metal, heat is transferred to
the polymer. causing it to give off a gas. The gas given
off produces a microscopic bubble at that spot on the
thin metal coating to represent a stored 1. Both of these
recording mechanisms are irreverstble. so once written.
the data can only be read. Data can be read from
this type of disk using the same lser diode used for
recording, but at reduced power. A system might for
example use 25 mW for writing. btit only 5 mW for
reading.

To read the data from the disk, the laser beam is
Focused on the track and a pliotodiode is used to detect
the beam reflected from the data track. A pit or bubble
on the track will spread out the laser beam light so that
very little of it reaches the photodiode. A spot on the,
track with no pit or bubble will reflect lght to the
photodiode. Read-only and write-once systems are less
expensive than read/write systems, and for many data-
storage applications the inability to erase and rerecord
Is not a major disadvantage. One example of a WORM
optical drive is the Control Data Corporation LaserDrive
510. which stores 654 Mbytes on a removable ANSI/ISO
standard 5k-in. disk cartridge.

Moat current read/write optical disk systems use disks
coated with an exotic metal alloy which has the required
magnetic properties. The read/write head in this type of
system has a laser diode and a coil of wire. A current is
passed through the coil to produce a magnetic field
perpendicular to the disk. At room temperature the
applied vertical magnetic field is not strong enough to
change the horizontal magnetization present on the
disk. To record a 1 at a spot in a data track, a pulse of
light from the laser diode is used to heat up that spot.
Heating the spot makes it possible for the applied
magnetic field to flip the magnetic domains around at
that spot and create a tiny vertical magnet. This Is called
magneto-optical or MO recording.

To read data from this magneto-optical type disk.
polarized laser light is focused on the track. When the
polarized light reflects from one of the tiny vertical
magnets representing a 1. its plane of polarization is
rotated a few degrees. Special optical circuitry can detect
this shiFt and convert the reflections from a data track
to a data Stream of 1 'sand Os. A bit is erased by turning
off the vertical magnetic field and heating the spot
corresponding to that bit with the laser. When heated
with no field present. the magnetism of the spot will flip
around Inline with the ho. :zontal field on the disk. One
example of a currently available read/write optical drive
that uses MO recording is the Maxtor çorporltion Tahiti
I. which Stores about 600 M'oytes on an ANSI/ISO
standard 5-in. disk cartridge or 1 Gbyte on a special
51-in, cartridge. The Tahiti I has an average access time
of 30 ms. which compares favorably with the 16- to 25-
ms access times of the fastest current hard-disk drives.
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The maximum data transfer rate for the Tahiti I is 1Q
Mbits/s, which is thc same order of magnitude as the
transfer rate for the leading hard disk units. Incidentally.
most optical disk drives use the SCSI interface we
described previously.

The amount of data storage.on one optical disk is
impressive, but to store even more data there are now
available several "jukebox" optical disk systems. which
can hold up to 256 removable disks. Typically. it takes
only a few seconds to load a desired diskinto the actual
drive so it can be accessed. Optical disks have the further
advantage that the disk cartridge is easily removable
and can be locked away for safety and security purposes.

The potentially low cost of a few cents per megabyte
and the hundreds of gigabytes of data storage possible
for optical disk systems may change the whole way
our society transfers and processes information. The
contents of a sizable library, for example. ca be stored
on a few disks. Likewise, the entire financial records of
a large company can be kept on a single disk. "ExperU
systems for medical diagnosis or legal defense can us'è
a massive data base stored on disk to do a more thorough
analysis. Engineering workstations can use optical disks
to store data sheets, drawings, graphics. or IC-mask
layouts. The point here Is that optical disks bring directly
to your desktop computer a massive data base that
prevIo.isly was available only through a link to large
mainfFame computers or. In many cases, was not avail-
able at all. The large data storage capacity of optical
disks also make them useful for a system called Digital
Video Interactive, which we discuss in the last section
of this chapter.

PRINTER MECHANISMS
AND INTERFACING
Many different mechanisms and techniques are used to
produce printouts or "hard" copies of programs and
data. This section is intended to give you an overview
of the operation and trade-offs of some of the common
printer mechanisms. We start with those that echani-
cally hit the paper thsomc way.

Dot-Matrix Impact Print Mechanisms
Flgure 13-43 shows an impact-type dot-matrix print
head. Thin print wires driven by solenoids at the rear
of the print head hit the ribbon agains( the paper to
produce dots. The print wires are arranged in a vertical
column so that characters are printed out one dot
column at a time as the print head Is moved across a
line of characters. As we mentioned In an earlier chapter,
a stepper motor is commonly used to move the print
head across the paper, and another stepper motor Is
used to advance the paper to the next charactcr row.

Early dot-matrix' print heads had only seven print
wires, so print quality of these units was not too good.
Currently available dot-matrix printers use 9. 14. 18. or
even 24 prInt wires in the print head. Using a large
number of print wires andJor printing a line twice, with

RIBBON CONTAINED
/IN CASSETTE

ro'

DUAL COLUMN 3IDIRECTIONAL
MATRIX PRINTING I-lEAD

FIGURE 13 .43 impact dot-matrix printer mechanism.
(Courtesy DA TA PRODUCTS Corporation.)

the dots for the second printing offset slightly from those
of the first, produces letter-quality" print. Dot-matrix
printers can also print graphics. To do this the dot
pattern for each column of dots is sent out to the print-
head solenoids as the print head Is moved across the
paper. The principle is similar to the way we produce
bit-mapped raster graphics on a CRT screen. By using
different-color ribbons and making several passes across
a line, some dot-matrix impact printers allow you to
print color graphics. Most dot-matrix printers now con-
tain one or more microprocessors to control all this.

Print speeds for dot-matrix impact printers range up
to 350 cps. Some units allow you to use a low-resolution
mode of 200 cps for rough drafts, a medium resolution
mode of 100 cps for finish copy. or 50 cps for near-letter-
quality printing. The advantages of dot-matrix Impact
print 'rs are their relatively low cost and their ability to
change fonts or print graphics under program control.

Dot-Matrix Thermal Print Mechanisms

Most thermal printers require paper which has a special
heat-sensitive coating. When a spot on this special paper
is heated, the spot turns dark. Characters or graphics
are printed with a matrix of dots. There are two main
print-head shapes for producing the dots. For one ol
these the print head consists of aS by 7 or 7 by 9 matrix
of tiny heating elements. To print a character the head
Is moved to a character position and the dot-sized
heating elements for the desired character are turned
on. After a short time the heating elements are turned
off and the head is moved to the next character position.
'rinting then Is done one complete character at a time.

The second print-head configuration for thermal dot-
matrix printers has the heating elements along a metal
bar which extends across'the entire width of the paper.
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There is a heating element for each dot position on a
print line. so this type can print an entire line of dots
at a time. The metal bar removes excess heat. Characters
and graphics ae printed by stepping the paper through
the printer one dot line at a time. A few thermal printers
can print up to 400 lines/mm.

Some of the newer thermal printers have the heat-
sensitive material on a ribbon instead of on the paper.
When a spot on the ribbon is heated, a dot of ink is
transferred to the paper. This approach makes it possible
to use standard paper and, by switching ribbons, to
print color graphics as well as text.

The main advantage of thermal printers is their low
noise. Their main disadvantages are: the special paper
or ribbon is expensive, printing carbon copies is not
possible, and most thermal printers with good print
quality are slow.

Laser. and Other Page Printers

These printers operate on the same principle as most
office copiers. The basic approach is to first form an
image of the page that is to be printed on a photosensitive
drum in the machine. Powdered ink, or "toner." Is then
applied to the image on the drum. Next the Image is
electrostatically transferred from the drum to a sheet of
paper. Finally the Inked image on the paper is "fused
with heat.

In an office copy machine a camera lens is used to
produce an image of the original on the photo-sensitive
drum. In page printers used with computers, there are
three common methods of producing the Image on the
drum. The most common methoo and the one that gives
us the name laser printer is with a laser, as shown in
Figure 13-44. A rotating mirror sweeps a laser beam
across the photosensitive drum as it rotates. The laser
beam is turned on and off as it is swept back and forth
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IMAGEPRE-CHARGING
TRANSFERELECTRODE
POINT
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ONDUCTIVE

MULTIPLE MIRRORS
MOUNTED ON
ROTATING DRJM

LIGHT SEAM MODULATOR	 LIGHT(CONTROLLED BY
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FIGURE 13-44 Laser printer mechanism, (Courtesy
DATA PRODUCTS Corporation.

Ink-Jet Printers

Still another type of printer that uses a dot-matrix
approach to produce text and graphics is the ink-jet.
Early ink-jet printers used a pump and a tiny nozzle to
send out a continuotis stream of tiny ink globutes. These
Ink globules were passed through an electric field, which
left them with an electrical charge. The stream of charged
ink globules was then electrostatically deflected to pro-
duce characters on the paper fri th€ same way that the
electron beam is deflected to produce an image on a CRT
screen. Excess ink was deflected to a gutter and returned
to the Ink reservoir Ink-jet printers are relatively quiet.
and some of these electrostatically deflected ink-jet print-
ers can print up to 45,000 lines/mm. Several disadvan-

acro the drum to poduce an image in about the same
way that an image is produced on a raster Scan CRT
After the Image on the drum is inked and transferred
to the paper, the drum is cleaned and is ready For the
next page.

A second way of producing the dots on the photosensi-
tive drum is with a linear array of tiny LEDs. The image
is generated one line at a time as the drum rotates. This
approach has less moving parts than the laser approach.
but if an LED burns out, it will leave a blank streak
through the printout.

The third common method of producing the image on
the drum is with a linear array of tiny liquid-crystal
"shutters." When the shutter is opened, the light from
a bright backiight exposes a spot on the drum. As with
the other methods, the image is produced on the drum
one line at a time.

One major advantage of laser and other page printers
is their high print quality. Commonly available lower-
priced units have a resolution of 300 dots per inch, and
the next generation will probably extend this to 600 dots
per Inch. For comparison. 1200 to 2400 dots per Inch
ar. commonly used for high-quality typesetting. Print
speeds are in the range of 10 to 12 pages per minute for
text and 1 to 4 pages per minute for graphics.

The Control circuitry in. for example, a laser page
printer is much more complex than that in an Impact-
type dot-matrix printer because the image Is developed
as a large dot matrix with many dots. To genrate
complex images as rapidly as possible, these printers
often use a hIgh-speed microprocessor with a graphics
processor. similar to the CRT system shown in Figure
13-23. The dot patterns for sevrral different character
fonts are usually included in the ROMs in the controiler
so that you are not restricted to Just one character set.
Some of these printers also allow you to download
custom character fonts to RAM in the printer. Several
megabytes of RAM are needed in the printer to hold the
data for complex graphics images.

To produce graphics and page layouts you write a
program using a printer control language or PCI.,. The
three most common languages are HP's PCL-4, Cannon's
CaPCL, and Adobes Postscript. These languages allow
you to specify where to draw lines on the page. the scale
factor for characters, gray shading and many other
page features,
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tages. however, prevented them from being used more
widely. They tend to be messy and difficult to keep
working well. Print quality at high speeds is poor and
multiple copies are not possible.

Newer ink-jet printers use a variety of approaches to
solve these problems. Some, such as the HP Thinkjet,
use ink cartridges which contain a column of tiny
heaters. When one of these tiny heaters is pulsed on. it
causes a drop of ink to explode Onto the paper. Others.
such as the IBM uietwriLr. for example, use an electric
Current to explode microscopic ink bubbles from a
special ribbon directly onto the paper. These last two
approaches are really hybrids of thermal and ink-jet
technologies. They can produce very near letter-quality
print at speeds comparable to those of siower dot-matrix
impact printers. A disadvantage of some ink-jet printers
Is that they require special paper for best results.

SPEECH SYNTHESIS AND RECOGNITION
WITH A COMPUTER

In a great many cases it is very convenient for a computer
to communicate verbally with a user. Some examples of
the use of computer-created speech are talking games.
talking cash registers, and text-to-speech machines used
by blind people. Other examples are medical monitor
systems that give verbal warnings and directions when
some emergency condition exists. This use demon-
strates some of the major advantages of speech readout.
Theverbal signal attracts more attention than a simple
alarm, and the user does not have to search through a
series of readouts to determine the problem.

Adding speech recognition circuitry to a computer so
that it can interpret verbal commands from a user also
makes the computer much easier to use. The pilot of a
rocket ship or space shuttle, for example, can operate
some controls verbally while operating other controls
manually. (It probably won't be too long before we
eliminate the verbal/manual link and control the whole
ship directly from the brain, but that is another story,
perhaps in the next book.) Voice entry systems are
also useful for handicapped programmers and other
computer users. Wç will first describe for you the differ-
ent methods used to create speech with a computer and
then describe some seech'recognition methods.

Speech-Synthesis Methods

There are several common methods of producing speech
from a computer. The trade-offs between the different
methods are speech quality and the number of bits that
must be stored for each word. In other words, the higher
the speech quality you want, the more bits you have to
store in m/mory to represent each word and the faster
you have to send bits to the synthesizer circuitry. All
the conimon methods of speech synthesis fall into two
general categories: waveform modification and direct
digitization. In order to explain how the waveform-
modification approaches work, we need to talk briefly
about how humans produce sounds.

VAVEFORM-MODIFICATION SPEECH SYNTHESIS

Some speech sounds. calle4voiced sounds, are produced
by vibration of the vocal cords as air passes from the
lungs. The frequency of vibration 'r pitch, the position
of the tongue, the shape of the mottth. and the position
of the lips determine the actual sound produced. The
vowels A and E are examples of voiced sounds. Another
type of sound, called unvoiced sound. is produced by
modifying the position of the tongue and the shape of
he mouth as a constant stream of air comes from the

, ungs. The letter S Is an example of this type of sound.
A third type of sound. the nasal sounds—called Inca-
ttves—consist of a mixture of voiced and unvoiced
sounds. In electronic terms then, the human vocal
system consists of a variable-frequency signal generator
as the source for voiced sounds, a "white" noise signal
source for unvoiced sounds, and a series of filters which
modify the outputs from the two signal sources to

- produce the desired sounds. Figure 13-45 shows this in
block diagram form,

The three main approaches tá implementing thi
model electronically are ltnear predictive coding or
LPCformant filtering, and phoneme synthesis. These
methods differ mostly in the type of filter used and in
how often the filter characteristics are updated,

LPC synthesizers. such as that in the Texas Instru-
ments "Speak and Spe ll." use a digital filter such as we
described in Chapter 10 to modify the signals from a
pulse and a white noise source. For this type of filter the
parameters that must be sent from the microcomputer
are the coefficients for the filter and the pitch (or the
pulse source. Remember from the discussion In Chapter
10 that for a digital filter, the current output value is
computed or "predicted" as the sum of the Current input
value and portions of previous input values. A high-
quality LPC synthesizer may require as many as 16
Kbits/s. An example of acurrently available LPC speech
chip is the TI TSP5OC 10. For further information about
LPC synthesis, consult the data sheet for this device.

The lormant filter speech-synthesis approach: uses
several resonant orformant filters to massage the signals
from a variable-frequency signal source and a white
noise source. Figure l346, page 482, shows how the
frequencies of these formant filters might be arranged
for a male aii for a female voice. For this type of system
the parameters that must be sent from the computer
are the pitch of the variable-frequency signal. the center
frequency for each formant filter, and the bandwidth of
each formant filter. The data- rate for direct formant
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FIGURE 13-45 Electronic model of human vocal tract.
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FIGURE 13-46 Filter responses for formant speech
synthesizer.

synthesis is only about 1 KbitJs. but the parameters
mtst be determined with complex equipment. It is
riot easy to develop a Custom vocabulary for a specific
application. A phoneme approach solves this problem
and requires a stilt lower data rate at the expense of
lower speech quality.

i;onemes are fragments of words. An example of a
phoneme speech synthesizer Is the Artic Technologies
263A, which can be interfaced with a microcomputer
port or in some cases-Interfaced directly to microproces-
sor buses. Words are produced by sending a series of 6-
bit phoneme codes to the device. Five internal 8-bit
registers also allow you to control parameters such as
speech rate, pitch, amplitude, articulation rate, and
vocal tract filter response. Inside the 263A the 6-bit
phoneme code is used to control the characteristics
of some formant filters, as dc.,cribed in the previous
paragraph. Since only oncode Is sent out for a relatively
long period of speech, the required bit rate is only about
70 bits/s. However, the long period between codes gives
less control over waveform details and, therefore, sound
quality. A phoneme synthesizer has a mechanical sound.
One big advantage of phoneme synthesizers is that you
can make up ny message you want by simply putting
together a sequence of phoneme codes.

DIRECT bIGITIZATI0N SPEECH SYNTHESIS

Direct digitation speech synthesis produces the bighest-
quality speech, because it is essentially just a playback
of digitally recorded speech. To start, the word you
want the computer to speak is spoken clearly into a
microphone. The output voltage from the microphone
is amplified and applied to the input of perhaps a 12-
bit AiD converter. One approach at this point might be
to simply store the A/I) samples for the word in a ROM
and read the values out to a D/A converter when you
want the computer to speak the word. The difficulty
with this approach is that lithe samples are taken often
enough to produce good speech quality, a lot of memory
is required to store the samples for a word. To reduce
the amount of memory required, several speech-com-
pression algorithms are used. These algorithms are too
complex to discuss here, but the basic principles involve
storing repeated waveforms only once. laking advantage
of symmetry in waveforms, and not storing values for
silent periods. Even with compression, however, direct
digital speech requires considerable . inemory',and a bit
rate as high as 64 Kbits/s. To further reduce the memory

required for diret digital speech. some sys(erIIz use
diflerential or delta modulation. In these systems
Only a 3-bit or 4-bit code, representing how much a
sample has changed from the last sample, is stored
in memory Instead of storing the complete 12-bit value.
This system works well for audio signals. since they
change slowly.

The OKl Semiconductor MSM6388 device contains
much of the c!rcuitry needed to digltie and reproduce
speech using adaptive-differential pulse code modula-
tion (ADPCM). This device contains a microphone pre-
amplifier, A/D converter. D/A converter, and some low-
pass filters. The digital values produced by the ND
converter are stored in external memory. About 260 s of
speech can be stored in 4 Mbits of external memory.

Another example of a direct digital synthesis system
is the National Semiconductor Digitalker. For further
information, consult the data sheets for these devices.

Speech Recognition

Speech recognition is considerably more difficult than
speech synthesis. The process is similar to trying to
recognize human faces with a computer vision system.
With most speech-recognition systems the first step is
to train the system.or. In other words, produce templates
for ach of the words that the system needs to recognize
and store these templates in memory. To produce a
template for a word, the intended user speaks the word
several times into a microphone connected to the system.
The system then determines several parameters orfea-
tures for each repetition of the word and averages them
to produce the actual template.

Different systems extract different parameters to form
the template. One of the most common methods uses a
set of formant tillers with their center frequencies ad-
justed to match those of the average speaker. The output
amplitude of each formant filter is averaged to produce
a signal proportional to the energy in that frequency
band. Also used are one or more zero-crossing detectors
to give basic frequency information. The pulse train from
the zero-crossing detector is converted to a proportional
voltage, so It can be digitized along with the outputs
from he formant averagers.

When a word is spuken..samples of each of the features
are taken and digitized at evenly spaced intervals of 10
to 20 ms during the duration of the word. The features
are stored in memory. If this is a training run, the set
of samples will be averaged with others to form the
template for the word, If this Is a recognition run, this
set of features will be compared with the templates
stored in memory. The best match is assumed to be the
correct word. Currently none of the available voice-
recognition systems is 100 percent accurate, but they
are improving.

The best current example of speech recognition is
probably the Dragon Systems Inc. DragonDictare which
consists of a PC- or PS;2-compatible plug-in board and
software. This system has a built-in vocabulary of 25.000.'
words and allows the user to define up to 5000 more
words, This unit Is intended foe-use in speech-to-text
applications such as generating reports. When a user
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speaks a word, the system looks up the most likely
match arid sends the match word to the screen, If the
word is incorrect, the user can correct the word verbally
or with the keyboard. The system is adaptive. so Its
recognition rate improves with continued use. inciden-
tally, the DragonDictate system uses a TMS32O 10 dIgital
signal processor device we described in Chapter 10 to
filter the input signal.

A less expensive PC-compatible speech-recognition
unit is the VPC 2000 from VOTAN Inc. In addition to
recognizing Words or phrases. this unit also has a
built-in voice-activated telephone dialing and answering
service. Another PC-compatible unit, the VocaLink from
Interstate Voice Products, Iermits the programming of
up to 240 spoken commands to control standard PC
software such as word processors and business pro-
grams. Perhaps the HAL 9000 is not too far away.

DIGITAL VIDEO INTERACTIVE

In this chapter we have shown you how text and graphics
tmags are produced on a CR1'; how text, speech, and
graphics data are stored on magnetic or optical disks:
and how a computer can be used to recognize and
generate speech. To us the most exciting applications
of all these technologies are compact digttal-tnteractive
(CD-I) and digital video interactive (DVI). CD-I was
developed by Phillips and DVI was developed by the
David Sarnoff Research Center and later purchased by
Intel Corporation, which is continuing its development.
The systems are very similar, but we will concentrate on
DVI for this discussion.

The lntcl DV1 system consists of some very powerful
software and two Circuit boards which plug into a PC-
or PS/2-type computer. This system allows up to 72 mm
of full-motion video Images and stereo sound to be
produced on the computer from a single 5)-mn. optical
disk. There are two very significant points about this.

First, the system Is interactive. This meansihat the
image and sound output at any particular time depends
cn the input that you supply with the keyboard. a
mouse, or perhaps ajoystick. One example called Design
and Decorate, which was developed to demonstrate DVI.
allows you to place furniture in a room, move the
furniture around In the room, and even reupholster the
furniture with different fabrics. Another DVI demor,stra-
lion allows you to fly a plane around "real" landscapes.
Another demo allows you to landscape an image of your
house and see how it will look as the plants mature. Still
another demo teaches you how to use a camera. This
demo allows you to focus the camera and see the effect
of f-stop on depth of field. etc. Perhaps you can see
from these brief discussions that DV] has great potential
for individualized education, entertainment, and mar-
ke 1! rig.

The technique that makes DVI possible is audio and
video compression. As we explained in a previous section
on digi tbing speech signals. adaptive-diflerential plse
code modulation carr be used to reduce the amount of
dao required to store a digitized audio signal. This
technique is based on the fact that audio signals change

relatively slowly, so instead of storing a value for the
entire amplitude at each point on the signal. only a value
for the change from the previous data point is stored.

Most of the time vldeo Images also change relatively
slowly. The amount of data required to store a sequence
of video images can be drastically reduced by storing the
data for the first frame In the sequence and then Just
storing changes frQm that frame for the rest of the
frames in the sequence. Further reduction can be accom-
plished by taking advantage of the fact that the resolu-
tion of the human eye is not as fine for color images as
it is for monochrome imagcs. The DVI system stores the
color data for every fourth pixel and interpolates to get
the color values for the ptxels in betweeo these,

To give you an idea of how important this video
compiessi.on is. remember from the discussions earlier
in the chapter that about 153 Kbytes of memory are
required to store the pixel data for one frame ofj 640
x 480 x 16 color display. With a refresh rate of 60
frames/s. a 648-Mbyte optical disk could hold only about
.70s of video frames. The DVI system requires an average
of only about 5 Kbytes to store the data for a frame.

The steps involved in developing an application using
the DVI system are as follows:

I. Use the edit level video (ELV) editor that comes with
the system to digitize the basic video Image sequence
and reduce the resolution of the images to 256 x
240 pixels.

2. DIgitize the audio signal.

3. Use ELV editor to select the desired video and audio
sequer.ces.

4. Add text, graphics images. and control pro-
gramming.

.. Sena the original video and the editor output to Intel
or some other vendor who will use a high-speed
parallel computer to produce the compressed video
and audio data. This output Is called presentation
level video (PL.V).

6. Combine the PLy with the ELV editor output and
use the result to program a WORM or EO disk.

For further information on developing DVI applica-
tions, see the references in the Bibliography.

Once the DVI disk Is programmed. it can be "played"
on a compatible optical disk drive and run with the DVI
software. The DVI boards decompress the video image
data, decompress the audio and data. and interact with
the ussr. Perhaps in the not-too-distant future, systems
such as this will let you pilot the "Enterprise" through
an adventure of your own.

CHECKLIST OF IMPORTANT TERMS AND
CONCEPTS IN THIS CHAPTER

If you do not remember any of the terms in the following
list, use the Index to help you find them in the chapter
for review.
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Extended ASCII codes

CRT operation
Raster scan display
Field
Interlaced and noninterlaced scanning
Frame rate
Video monito
CRT terminal
Horizontal and vertical sync pulses
Composite video
Character generator
Display-refresh RAM or frame buffer
Dot clock
Overscan
Attribute code
hit-mapped graphics display
i½cture element, pixel, or pel
Packed pixel storage
Planar pixel storage
Palette DAC, RAMDAC
VRAM
CGA, EGA. VGA, 8514/A display adapters
Bresenham's algorithm
BITBLT
Graphics processor, RISC processor, CISC processor
Megaflops, Mflops
TIGA

Liquid Ciystal computer displays

Plasma computer displays

Computer mouse, trackball

Computer vision
Video Cameras—vidicon
CCD cameras

Floppy disks and hard disks
FM. MFM. and RLL encoding
Access time
Hard and soft sectoring
Index holes
Index. ID. and data fields, gaps, address marks
Cyclic redundancy character
Cylinders
ST-506. ESDI, and SCSI disk interfaces
Low-level format. high .level format
Cluster, file allocation table, directory
DOS function calls—how called
File-control block, file handle
Open and close a file
C FILE pointer data type
C buffered I/O and streams
RAM disk
Disk cache

Optical disk systems
OROM. WORM. EQ type systems

Printer mechanisms
DOT-matrix impact and Dot-matrix thermal
Laser and other page printers
Ink jet

Speech synthesis
Pitch, unvoiced sounds, and fricatIves
Linear predictive coding, formant. phoneme
Direct digitization

Speech recognition

Digital video interactive

REVIEW QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS
1. a. Why are the predefined functions such as scani

and getche not always suitable for readtng
keycodes from a PC- or PS/2-type computer?

b. Use the program in Figure 13-3 to help you
write a C program section whIch calls th.' BIOS
INT I 6H procedure to wait until a key Is pressed.
and then returns the code for the pressed key
(assume only standard ASCIII.

2. WIth the help of a simple drawing, explain how a
noninterlaced raster Is produced on a CRT.

3. Use a simple drawing to help you describe how a
display of the letter X is produced by the electron
beam on a rioninterlaced raster-scan CRT display.

4. Refer to Figue 13-6 to help you answer the following
questions.
a. What Is the purpose of the RAM in this circuit?
b. At what poirt(s) in displaying a frame do the

address inputs of this RAM get changed?
c. At what point(s) in displaying a frame do the RO-

R3 address inputs of the character-generator
ROM get changed?

d. What is the purpose of the shift register on the
output of the character generator ROM?

e. At what point(s) in displaying a frame are
horizontal sync pulses produced?

J. At what point(s) in displaying a frame are
vertical sync pulses produced.?

A CR1 display is designed to display 24 character
rows with 80 characters in each• row. The system
uses a 7 by 9 character generator in a 9 by 12 dot'
matrix. Assuming a 60-Hz nonlnterlaced frame
rate, three additional character times for horizontal
overscan, and 120 additional scan lines for vertical
overscan. find the following values.
a. Total number of character times/row
b. Total number of scan linesframe
c. Horizontal frequency (number ofllnesisecondi
ci. Dot-clock frequency (dots/second)
e. Minimum bandwidth required for video am-

plifier
f. Time between 1AM accesses

6. The IBM PC color adapter board uses a I 4-MHz dot
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clock frequency, a 15.750-kHz horizontal scan rate.
and a 60-liz frame rate. Characters are produced
in ah 8 by 8 dot matrix. There are 80 characters/
row and 25 rows/frame.
a. What is the total number of dot times per scan

line?
b. How many dot times then are left for horizontal

overscan?
c. What is the total number of scan lines per frame

including overscan?
d. How many scan lines then are left for vertical

oversean?

7. How does the CR1 display system in Figure 13-5
arbitrate the dispute that occurs when the 6845
CRT controller and the microprocessor both want
to access the display RAM at the same time?

8. Write a program which uses the IBM BIOS proce-
dures to read a string of characters entered from
the keyboard, put the key codes in a buffer in
memory, and display the characters for the pressed
keys on the CR1.

9. How much memory is required to store the pcI data
for a bit-mapped monochrome 640 by 480 display?

10. DescrIbe how three electron beams are used to
produce all possible colors on a color CRT screen.

II. a. How many memory bits are required to store
the data for a pixel that can be any one of 256
colors?

b. How much memory Is required to Store the pet
data for a 1024 by 768 display where each pci
can be any one of 16 colors?

c. Use diagrams to help you explain the difference
between packed pixel storage and planar pixel
storage.

12. Use a diagram to help you explain how an EGA
system uses palette registers to produce a display
of 16 colors from a palette of 64 colors.

13. Mode 13H of a VGA system produces a display of
256 colors from a palette of 256K possible colors.
a. How many bits are required to specify one of

256K colors?
b. Why is it currently impractical to store the pixel

data for a direct display of 256K colors?
c. Draw a diagram showing how the VGA color

registers and palette registers are used to spec-
ify one ol 256 colors out of a palette of 256K.

ci. Describe how the actual red, green. and blue
drive signals are produced from the color regis-
ter values in a VGA system.

14. a. Write assembly language instructions which
use the BIOS INT 1011 procedure to initialize
a VGA adapter for 320 x 200 .< 256 color
mode.

b. Add Instructions which position the cursor
approximately in the center of the screen and
write your name at that location.

15. Explain the purpose of the following statements or

groups of statements in the C graphics program in
Figure 13-23.
a. lnitgraph(&drlver.&mode."c\\tc\\BGI");
b. window_size = imagesizet 160.100.480

.250): window_buffer = malloc
(window_size):

C. getimage( 160.100.480.250);
d. putlmage( 160. 100,window_buffer.0);
e. free(window_buffer)

16. a Why do many microcomputers now use a dedi-
cated graphics processor instead of having
the main processor cothpute pixel values for
graphics images?

b. Why is a math coprocessor often included in
the design of a graphics processor system?

11. What are the major advantages of LCD displays over
CRT displays for use in portable microcomputers?

18. The vector graphics approach is an alternative to
the raster scan approach of producing graphics
displays on a CRT screen. In a vector graphics
display system the beam is directly moved from
point to point on the CR1' screen to trace out
images. The most common way to direct the beam
is by-connecting a D/A converter to the X axis drive
and another D/A converter to the Y axis drive. For
this problem, assume the inputs of an 8-bit D/A
converter are connected to port FFF8H of a miero-
computer and the output of the D/A converter is
connected to the X axis of an oscitloscope. The
inputs of another 8-bit D/A converter are connected
to port FFFAH of a microcomputer, and the output
of this D/A is connected to the Y axis of the
oscilloscope. Write a program which uses these D/A

- converters to display a square on the screen of the
oscilloscope. Then modify the program so that the
square enlarges a*er each 100 refreshes:

19. Describe how a CCD camera produces pixel data
which can be stored in computer memory.

20. a. Describe the mechanical mechanisms used to
move the read/write head to the desired track
on a floppy or hard disk.

b. Explain why a magnetic hard disk can store
much more data than a floppy disk and why
data can be read from a hard disk much faster
than it can from a floppy.

c. Explain why a phase-locked loop is used as part
of the interface circuitry for a floppy or hard
disk drive.

d. What is the major advantage of RLL 7.7 encod-
ing over MFM encoding for recording data on
magnetic disks?

21. a. What Is the main improvement of an ESDI h.rd
disk interface over the older ST-506 interface?

b. Draw a diagram to help explain how an SCSI [/0
bus is connected in a system and how it op-
erates.

22. a. Describe the purpose of the CRC bytes included
with each block of data recorded on the disk.
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b. Describe how you format a floppy disk on a
DOS-based cystern

C. Describe the three steps involved in formatting
and partitioning a blank magnetic hard disk.

23. a. Describe the purpose of the file allocation table
written on a disk by DOS.

b. if a data file requires several clusters on a disk.
how does a DOS keep track of where the pieces
of the file are located?

C. List the major types of information contained
in the directory entry for each file In a DOS
system.

24. Write a program which uses the IBM PC DOS
function calls to read in a string containing your
name from the keyboard to a buffer in memory and
sends the string to a printer. Remember to use the
DOS 4CH function call to return to DOS at the end
of the program.

Write a program which uses DOS funttton calls
to read a line of text from the keyboard to a
buffer in memory and then, when the carriage
return key is pressed, opens a file and writes the
text to the file.

Explain the operation performed in Figure 13-42
by each of the following C statements or group of
statements more thoroughly than the comments.
a. FILE fp;
b. ifl(fp = open(filenarne,"wr';) = =0)

perror(fllenainel

c. fciosefi;
d. while(!feof(fp))

fputctfgetc(fp).stdot'i1);

27. a. Describe the operation of a RAM disk and
explain how it speeds up the execution of some
programs.

b. Explain the operation of a disk cache and
explain how ills different from a RAM disk.

2S. a. Describe how stored data is read from optical
disks and describe the advantages this readout
method has over that used for hard magnetic
disks.

b. List the major advantages of optical disk data
storage over magnetic hard disk data storage.

c. Describe how data bits are recorded In magneto.
optic erasable optical lEO) disk systems.

29. A human brain can store about 10° bits of data
and has an access time ii-. the order of about a
second. Compare these parameters with those of
an optical disk system such as the Maxtor Tahiti I
discussed in the text.

30. Describe the operation of the print mechanism for
each of the following types of printer. Also give an
advantage and a disadvantage for each type.
a. Impact-type dot-matrix
b. Thermal
C. Laser
d. ink-jet

31. What are the major differences between an LPC
speech synthesizer and a formani speech synthe-
sizer?

32. DescrIbe the operation of a direct-digitization
spech synthesizer. As part of the description give
the tiiajor advantage and the major disadvantage
of this type speech synthesis.

33. a. Digital video interactive systems allow up 1072
miii of full motion video and sound to be
recorded on a single 5-In, optical disk. Describe
the techniques used to stoic this immense
amount of data on the disk.

b. Describe how a DVI system might be used to
teach you how to fly a space shut tie.

25.
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Communication
Networks

in Chapter 2 we discussed "computerizing" an electron-
ics factory. What this means Is that computers are
integratcd into all the operations of the factory and that
each person in the company has access to a computer.
The company may have a large centrally located main-
frame computer, several minicomputers that serve
groups of users, Individual computer eng(neering
workstations, and portable computers spread around
the world with Its salespeople. In order for all these
computers to work together. they must be able to
communicate with each other lran organized manner.
In tliis chapter we show you sone of the devices, signal
standards, and systems used for communication with
and between computers.	 -

In the first section of the chapter we discuss the
hardware and low-level software required to Interface
microcomputer buses to serial data communication
lines. Then we discuss how the serial data signals are
transmitted from one place to another. This discussion
Includes RS-232C-type standards, modems, and fiber-
optic cables. The next section of the chapter shows you
how to wrtte programs which perform simple serial data
communication. As an example in this section we use
a program which allows you to down'oad programs from
a PC- or PSI2-type computer to an SDK-86 board, In the
final sections of the chapter we discuss the operation of
several common computer networks.

OBJECTIVES

At the end of this chapter. you should be able to:

I. Show and describe the meaning of the bits in the
format used for sending asynchronous serial data.

2. Initialize a common UART for transmitting serial
data in a specified format.

3. Describe several voltage, current, and light (fiber.
optic) signal methods used to transmit serial data.

4. Describe the function of the major signals in the
RS232C standard.

5. Show how to connect RS-232C equipment directly
or with a "null-modem" connection.

6. Describe the different types of modulation com-
monly used by modems.

7. Use the IBM PC BIOS; DOS, and C . 'procedures to
send nd receive serial data.

8. Show the formats for a byte-oriented protocol and
for a bit-oriented protocol used In synchronous
serial data transmission,

9. Draw diagrams to show the common computer
network topologies.

10. Describe the operation of an Ethernet system.

II. Describe the operation of a token-passing -Ing
system.

12. Show the major signal groups for the GPIB (IEEE
488) bus, describe how bus control is managed.
and describe how data is transferred on a hand-
shake basis for the GPIB.

INTRODUCTION TO ASYNCHRONOUS.
SERIAL DATA COMMUNICATION
Overview

Serial data communication is a somewhat difficult sub-
ject to approach, because you need pieces of InformatIon
from several different topics in order for each part of the
subject to really make sense. To make this approach
easier, we will first give an overview of how all the pieces
lit together and then describe the details of each piece
later In specific sections. A problem with this subject is.
that it contains a great many terms and acronyms. To
help you absorb all of these, you may want to make a
glqssary gf terms as you work your way through the
chapter.

Within a microcomputer data is transferred in parallel.
because that Is the fastest way to do it. For transferring
data over long distances, however, parallel data trans-
missiop requires too many wires, Therefore, data to be
sent long distances Is usually converted from parallel
form to serial form so that ii can be sent on a single
wire or pair of wires. Serial data received from a distant
source is converted to parallel form so that it can easily
be transferred on the mictocomputer buses. Three terms
often encountered in literature on serial data systems
are simplex, half-duplex, and full-duplex. A simplex
data line can transmit data only in one drection. An
earthquake sensor sending data back from Mount St.
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Helens or a commercial radio station are examples of
Simplex transmission. Ilaif-dupleA transmission means
that communication can take place in either direction
between two systems, but can only occur in one direction
at a time. Au example of half-duplex transmission is a
two-way radio system, where one user always listens
while the other talks because the receiver circuitry is
turned off during transmit. The term full-duplex fneans
that each system can send and receive data at the same
time. A normal phone conversation is an example of a
full-duplex operation.

Serial data can be sent synchronously or asynchro-
nously. For synchronous transmission. data is sent in
blocks at a constant rate. The start and end of a block
are Identified with specific bytes or bit patterns. In a
later section of the chapter we discuss synchronous data
transmiss4on in detail. For asynchronous transmission.
each data character has a bit which identifies its start
and 1 or 2 bits which identify its end. Since each
character is individually identified, characters can be
sent at any time (asynchronously), in the same way that
a person types on a keyboard.

Figure 14-1 shows the bit format often used for
transmitting asynchronous serial .data. When no.data
isbeing sent, the signal line is in a constant high or
marking state, The beginning of a data character is
indicated by the line going low for I bit time. This bit
is called a start bit. The data bits are then sent out on
th line one after the other. Note that the least significant
bit is sent out first. Depending on the system, the data
word may consist of 5. 6. 7. or 8 bits. Following the
data bits is a parity bit, which—as we explained in
Chapter il—is used to check for errors in received data.
Some systems do not insert or look for a parity biL After
the data bits and the parity bit, the signal line is returned
high for at least 1 bit time to identify the end of the
character. This always-high bit is referred to as a stop
bit. Some older systems use 2 stop bits. For future
reference note that the efficiency of this format is low.
because 10 or II bit times are required to transmit a
7-bit data word such as an ASCII character.

The term baud rate Is used to indicate the rate at
which serial data is being transferred. Baud rate is
defined as l/(the time between signal transitions). If the
signal is changing every 3.33 ms. for example, the baud
rate is 1/(3.33 ms), or 300 Bd. There is an almost
unavoidable, but incorrect, tendency to refer to this as
300 bitsls. In some cases, the two do correspond, but
In other cases 2 or more actual data bits are encoded in
one signal transition. so data bits per second and baud

ALWAYS
LOW

do not correspond. Common baud rates arc 300. 600.
1200, 2400. 4800. 960O, and 19,200.

To interface a microcomputer with Serial data lines.
the data must be converted to and from serial form.
A parallel-in-serial-out shift register and a serial-in-
parallel-out shift register can be used to do this. Also
needed for some cases of serial data transfer is hand-
shaking circuitry to make sure that a transmitter does
not send data laster than it can be read in by the
receiving system. There are available several programma-
ble LSI devices which contain most of the circuitry
needed for serial communication. A device such as the
National 1NS8250, which can Only do asynchronous
communication, is often referred to as a uniuersal
asynchronous receIver-ira nsmitter or UART. A device
such as the Intel 825 IA. which can be programmed to do
either asynchronous or synchronous communication,
is often called a universal synchronous-asynchronous
receiver-transmitter or USART.

Once the data is converted to serial form, it must in
some way be sent from the transmitting UART to the
receiving UART. There are several ways in which serial
data is commonly sent. One method is to use a current
to represent a 1 in the signal line and no current to
represent a 0. We discuss this current-loop approach in
a later section, Another approach Is to add line drivers
on the output of the UART to produce a sturdy voltage
signal. The range of each of these methods, however, Is
limited to a few thousand feet,

itor sending serial data over long distances, the stand-
ard telephone system is a convenient path. because the
wiring and connections are already in place. Standard
phone lines, often referred to as switched lines because
any two points can be connected together through a
series of switches, have a bandwidth of only about 300
to 3000 Hz. Therefore, for several reasons. digital signals
of the form shown in Figure 14-1 cannot be sent directly
over standard phone lines,

NOTE: Phone lines capable of carrying digital
data directly can be leased, but these are somewhat
costly and are limited to the specific destination of
the line.

The solution to this problem is to convert the digital
signals to audio-frequency tones, which are in the
frequency range that the phone lines can transmit.
The device used to do this conversion and to convert
transmitted tones back to digital information is called
a modem. The term is a contraction of modulator-
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FIGURE 14-1 Bit format used for sending asynchronous serial data.
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DIE DATA TEAMINAL EQUIPMENT
DCE = DATA COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT

FIGURE 14-2 Digital data transmission using modems and
standard phone lines.

demodulator, In a later section of this chapter we discuss
the operation of some common types of modems. For
now, take a look at Figure 14-2. which shows how two
modems can be connected to allow a remote terminal to
communicate with a distant mainframe computer over
a phone line. Modems and other equipment used to
send serial data over long distances are known as data
communication equipment or DCE. The terminals and
computers that are sending or receiving the serial data
are referred to as data terminal equipment or DTE.

The data and handshake signal names shown in
Figure 14-2 are part of a serial data communications
standard called RS-232C, which we discuss in detail in
a lafrr section. For now you Just need enough of an
overview of these signals so that the initialization of the
825 IA UART in the next section makes sense to you
Note the direction arrowheads on each of these signals.
Here is a sequence of signals that might occur when a
user at a terminal wants to send soe data to the
computer.

After the terminal power is turned on arid the terminal
runs any self-checks, it asserts the data-terminal-ready
(DIR) signal to tell the modem it is ready. When it is
powered up and ready to transmit or recefre data, the
modem will assert the data-set-ready (DSRI signal to
the terminal. Under manual control or terminal control,
the modem then dials up the computer.

If the computer is available, it will send back a specified
tone. Now, when the terminal has a character acty
ready to send, it will assert a request-to-send (RTS)
signal to the modem. The modem will then assert its
carrier-detect (CD) signal to the terminal to indicate
that it has established contact with the computer. When
the modem is ffl'ready to transmit data, It asserts the-
clear-to-send (CTS) signal back to the terminal. The
terminal then sends serial data characters to the modem.
When the terminal has sent all the characters it needs
to. it makes its RTS signal high. This causes the modem
to unassert its CIS signal and stop transmitting. A
similar handshake occurs between the modem and the
computer at the otherend of the data link. The important

-I

point at this time is that a set of handshake signals is
defined for transferring serial data to and from a modem.

Now that you have an overview of asyrtchronous serial
data, modems, and handshaking, we illl describe the
operation of a device commonly used to interface a
microcomputer to a modem or other dvice which re-
quires serial data.

An Example USART—The Intel 825IA

SYSTEM CONNECTIONS AND SIGNAI,S

As we showed you in Chapter 7, an 825 IA is used as
the serial port on SDK-86 boards. his also used on the
IBM PC synchronous communication board and on
n3any other boards, so we chose to use it as an example
here.	 -

Figure 14-3. page 490. shows a block diagram , and
the pin descriptions for the 825 IA. and Figure 7-6. sheet
9, shows how an 8251A is connected on the SDK-86
board. Keep copies of these two handy as you work your
way-through the following discussion.

As shown in the SDK-86 schematic, the eight parallel
lines, 07-0th connect to the system data bus so that
data words and control/status words can be transferred
to and fm the device. The chip select (CS) input is
conneCted to an address decoder so the device is enabled
when addressed. The 825 IA has two internal addresses,
a control address, which is selected wherl the C/D Input
is high. and a data address, which is selected when the
C input is low. For the SDK-86 the ontroL'status
address is FFF2H and the data readlwrite address is.
FFFOH. The RESET. RD. and WR lines are connected to
the system signals with the same names. The clock
input qI the 8251A is usually connected to a signal
derived from the system clock to synchronize the Internal
operations of the USART with the processor timing. In
the case of the SDK-86 the clock input is connected to
the 2.45-MHz PCLK signal, which Is derived from the
processor clock but. has a frequency the 25 IA can
handle.

The signal labeled TxD on the upper right corner of
the 825 IA block diagram Is the actual serial-data
output. The pin labeled RxD is the serial-data input.
The additional circuitry connected to the TxD pin on
the SDK-86 board is needed to convert the TTL logic
levels from the 825 IA to current loopor RS-232C signals.
The circuitry connected to the RxD pin performs the
opposite conversion. We will discuss current loop and
RS-232C signalstandards a little later.

The shift registers In the USART require clocks to
shift the serial data in and out. TxC is the transmit
shLfi-regiSfer clock Input, and RxC is the reccve sh ift-
register clock Input. Usually these two inputs are tied
together sa they are driven by the same signal. If you
look at Figure 7-6. sheet 9. you should see how some
wire-wrap jumpers are used to select the desired clock
frequency froi one of the outputs of a counter. The
frequency of the signal you choose for TxC and RxC
must be 1, 16. or 64 tImes the transmit and receive
baud rate, depending on the mode in which the 825 IA
Is initialized. Using a clock frequency higher than the
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PD	 Read data command

VQR	 Write data or control command
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CIK	 Clock pilse (TILl

RESET	 Reset

TeC	 Transmitter clock
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ReD	 Receiver data

ReRDY	 Receiver ready (has character for CPU)'

TCRDY	 Transmitter ready (ready for chat from CPU)

DSR	 Data set ready

DIR	 Data terntinal ready

SYNDET'BD	 Sync detec'/break detect

RTS	 Request to send data

CTS	 Clear to send data

TeEMPTY	 Transmitter empty

V	 +5 V sopply

OND	 Ground

)b)

FIGURE 14-3 Block diagram and pin descriptions for the Intel 8251A USART.
(a) Block diagram. (b) Pin descriptions.

baud rate allows tue receive shift register En be clocked
at the center f the bit times rather than at leading
edges. This reduces the chance of signal noise at the
start of the bit time causing a read error.

The 825lA is double-buffered. This means that one
character can be loaded into a holding buffer while
another character is being shifted out of the actual
transmit shift register. The TxRDY output from the
825 IA will go high when the holding buffer is empty.
and another character can be sent from the CPU. The
TxEME'TY pin on the 825 IA will go high when both the
holding buffer and the transmit shift register are empty.
The RxRDY pin of the 825'JA will go high when a
character has been shifted Into the receiver buffer and
is ready to be read out by the CPU. Incidentally, if a
character is not read out before another character is
shifted in. the first character will be overwritten and
lost.

The sync-de(ecUbreak-detect ( SYNDET/BD) pin has
two uses. When the device is operating in asynchronous
mode, which we are interested in here, this pin will go
high if the serial data input line. RxD. stays low for more
than 2 character times. This signal then indicates an
Intentional break in data transmission, or a break in
the signal line. When programmed for synchronous data

transmission, this pin will go high when the 8251A
finds a specified sync character(s) in the incoming string
of data bits.

The four signals connected to the box labeled MODEM
CONTROL in the 8251A block diagram are handshake
signals, which we described in the previous section.

INITIALIZING AN. 8251A
To initialize an 825 IA you must send first a mode word
and then a command word to the control register address
ror the device. Figure 14-4 shows the formats for these
words and for the 825 IA Status word which is read from
the same address. Baud rate factor, specified by the two
least significant bits of the mode word, is . t.he ratio
between the clock signal applied to the TxC-RxC inputs
and the desired baud rate. For example, If you want to
use a TxC of 19,200 Hz and transmit data at 1200 3d.
the baud rate factor is 19,200/1200 or 16 x. If bits DO
and DI are both made Os, the 825 IA is programmed
for synchronous data transfer. In this case the baud
rate will be the same as the applied TxC and RxC. The
other three combinations for these 2 bits represent
asytichrorious transfer. A baud rate factor of I can be
ued for asynchronous transfer only it the transmitg
sysfeiTrand the receiving system both use the same TxC
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DTR OUTPUT TO ZERO

RECEIVE ENABLE
I = ENABLE RXRDY
p DISABLE RxRDY

SEND BREAK CHARACTER
FORCES TXD LOW

o = NORMAL OPERATION

RESET
= RESET ALL ERROR

F LAGS IRE. OE. FEI

REQUEST TO SEND
HIGH WILL FORCE
RTSDUTPUTTOZERO

INTERNAL RESET
_____________________________ HIGH RETURNS 825t

TO MODE INSTRUCTION
FORMAT

ENTER HUNT MODE
I ENABLE SEARCH FOR

SYN CHARACTERS

ID'
	

(b(

07	 06	 05	 04
	 Do

DATA SET READY
DSR is general purpose Normally
used to test modem conditions such a;
Data Set Brady.

SYNC DETECT
When set for internal sync detect
indicates that character sync has been
achieved and 825 t I5 ready foe data

FRAMING ERROR IASYNCONLYI
Ft flag is set when a valid stop bit is 'not
detected at end of every cflaracter It is
resef b y ER bit of Command instruction.
FE does eof inhibit operM ion of 8251.

DSR IS0ETI FEJ_OE	 PE [ TXE I RXAOY TXROY

The OE flag is gel when the CPU do

ERRUN ERROR

not cad a character before the next
one becomes available. ft is reset by
the ER brl of the Command instruction.
OE doeS not inhibit operation of the
8251; homever, the previously overrun

TRANSMITTER READY
Indicates USART is ready to accxps
a data character or romrn.esd.

RECEIVER READY
Indscate. USART has rec.ivd a
character on its serial input and
is ready to transfer it to th. CPU.

TRANSMITTER EMPTY
Indicates that parallel to serial
converter in trsnsmiltee it empty.

PARITY ERROR
RE flag is set when a parity error is
detected 's reset by ER bit of
Comrnacc- ictrucliOn. PE does not
inhibit vp.rarion of 8251.

cr

FIGURE 14-4 Formats of 8251A mode, command, and status words. (a) Mode
word, (b) Command word. (C) Status word. (Intel CorporatIon)

and RxC. The character length specified by hits D2 and
D3 in the mode word includes only the actual data bits.
not the start bit, parity bit, or stop bit(s). If parity is
disabled, no parity bit is inserted in the transmitted bit
string. If the 825 IA is programmed for 5. 6. or 7 data
bits, the extra bits in the data character byte read from
the device will be 0's.

After you send a mode word to an 825 IA. you must
then send it a command word. A I In the least significant

bit of the command word enables the transmitter section
of the 825 IA and the TxRDY output. When enabled, the
825 IA TXRDY output will be asserted high if the CTS
input has been asserted low, and the transmitter holding
buffer is ready for another character from the CPU. The
TxRDY signal can be connected to an interrupt Input
on the CPU or an 8259A. so that characters to be
transmitted can be sent to the 825 IA on an interrupt
basis, When a character is written to the 825 IA data
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address, the TXRDY signal will go low and remain low
until the holding huller Is again ready for another
character. Putja I in bit Dl of the command word
will cause the DTR output f the 825 IA to be asserted
low. As we explained before, this signal is used to tell a
modem that a terminal or computer is operational. A 1
in bit 1)2 of the command word enables the RXRDY
output pin of the 825 IA. if enabled, the RxRDY pin will
go high when the 825 IA has a character in its receiver
buffer. ready to be read. This signal can be connected to
an interrupt input so that characteis can be read in on
an Interrupt basis. The RxRDY output is reset when a
character is read from the 825 IA.

Putting a I in bit 1)3 of the command word causes
the 825 IA to output a character of all Os. which is called
a break character. A break character is sometimes used
to Indicate the end of a block of transmitted data.
Sending a command word with a I in bit D4 causes the
825 IA to reset the parity, overrun, and framing error
flags In the 825 IA status register. The meanings of
these flags are explained in Figure 14-4c. A 1 in bit D5
of the command word will cause the 825 IA to assert its
request-to-send (RTS) output low. This signal, remem-
ber, is Sent to a modem to ask whether the modem and
the receiving system are ready for a data character to be
sent.

Putting a 1 in bit 1)6 of the command word causes
the 825 IA to be internally reset when the command
word is sent..After a software reset command is sent in
this way, a new mode word must be sent. Later we will
show you how this is used.

The 07 bit In the command word xs .c'' used when
the device is operating in synchronous mode. A com-
mand word with a 1 in this bit position tells the 825 IA
to look for specified sync character(s) in a stream of bits
being shifted in. If the 825 IA finds the specified sync
character(s), it will assert its SYNDET/BD pin high.
We will discuss this more in the synchronous data
communicationi section of this chapter.

Figure 14-5 shows an example of the instruction
sequence you can use to initialize an 8251A. This
sequence Is somewhat lengthy for two reasons. First.
the 825 IA does not always respond correctly to a hard-
ware reset on power-up. Therefore, a series of software
commands must be sent to the device to make sur it
is reset properly before the desired mode and command
words are sent. The device is put into a known state by
wrIting 3 bytes of all 0's to the 825 IA control register
address, and then it is reset by sending a control word
with a I in bit 1)6, After this reset sequence the desired
mode and control words can be sent to 825 IA. The
825lA distinguishes a command word from a mode
word by the order in which they are sent to the device.
After reset, a mode word must be sent to the command
address. Any words sent to the command address after
the mode word will be treated as command words until
the device is reset.

The second factor which lengthens this initialization
is the tvnte-recocery'time T of the 825 IA. According
to the data sheei, the 825 IA requires a worst-case
recovery time of 16 cycles of the clock signal connected
to the CLK Input. On the SDK-86 board the PCLK signal.

8086 instructions to initialize the 8251* on an
So-M hna,-d

NOV DX, OFFF2H	 point at coer'ar4 register aciress
NOV AL, DON	 send Os to guarantee device is
CUT DX, AL	 in the ccmirand instruction format
NOV CX, 2	 before the RESET coliriand is

O0:LP 00	 issued and delay after sending
CUT DX, AL	 each conumnid instruct ion
NO'.' CX, 2

D1:L	 Dl
CUT DX, AL
NOV CX, 2

02:LOOP 02
NOV AL, 4014	 Sent internal reset crnand to
CUT OX, AL	 ; return device to idle State
NOV CX, 2	 Load delay constant

D3:LOOP D3	 and delay
NOV *1,110011108; Load mode control word & send it
CUT DX, AL

;11001110	 NodeWord
\ \ \ \ \ \ \_\_,,,,,,,b.ud rate factor of 16x
\ '. \ \ \_\character length of 8 bits

\ \ \\ _______parity disabled
2 stop bits

NOV CX, 2	 and delay
D4:LIXIP 04

NOV *1,001101118 ; Load comimarid word arid send it
CUT OX, AL

;OO11O111	 Ccsmiandword
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \	 Transmit enable
\ \ \ \ \ \ \	 Data terminal ready, DIR will

;	 outputO
_____Receive enable

\ \ \ \ \	 l4orrnal operation
\ \ \ \	 Reset all error flags
\ \ \___________RST output 0, request to Send
\ \ ___________Do not return to mOde

instruction form
____________Disable hia,t rrde

FIGURE 14•5 Instruction sequence for 8251A initialization.

which Is the c,n1e as the processor clock frequency, is
connected to the CLK input of the 8251 A. Therefore, for
the SDK-86 board, the required write-recovery time
Corresponds to 16 processor clock cycles. What all this
means is that you have to delay this many clock cycles
between successive' inutiaiization byte writes to the
825 IA. A Simple way to produce the required delay and
a margin of safety is to load CX with 0002 and count it
down with the LOOP instruction. The MOV CX,0002
instruction lakes 4 clock cycles, the (lest execution of
the LOOP instruction takes 17 clock cycles, and the last
execution of the LOOP instruction takes 5 c ycles, Th..' 8
cycles required for the OUT instruction, which writes
the con trot words, also con ri I as part oft he time bet wccmi
writes, so the sum of aU these is more than enough.
When writing data characters to an 825 iA. you dont
have to worry about this rc,ovcr\' time, because a new
character will not be vri tOn to tIc 8251 A ii n lit the
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previous character has been shifted out. This shifting.
of course, requires much more time than T5

The comments in Figure 14-5 explaIn the meanings
of the bits In the mode and control words used in this
example. Once the 825 IA Is initialized as shown, new
control words can be Sent at any time to. for example,
reset the error flags. Now let's iook at how characters
are sent to and read from an 825 IA.

SENDING AND RECEIVING
CHARACTERS WITH AN 8251A

Data characters can be sent to and read from the 825 IA
on an interrupt basis or on a polled basis. To send
characters on an interrupt basis, the TxRDY pin of
the 8251A Is connected to an interrupt input on the
processor of an 8259A priority-Interrupt controller. The
transmitter and the TxRDY output are enabled by put-
ting a 1 in bit Dl of the control woi-d sent to the 8251A
during initialization, When the CTS input of the 825 IA
is asserted low and the 825 IA buffer is ready for a
character, the TxRDY pin will go high. If the processor
and 8259A interrupt path is enabled, the processor will
go to an interrupt-service procedure, which writes a
data character to the 825 IA data address, Writing the
data character causes the 825 IA to reset its TXRDY
output until the buffer is again ready to receive a
character. A co..tnter can be used to keep track of how
many characters have been sent.

In a similar manner characters can be read from an
825 IA on an interrupt basis. In this case the RXRDY
output of the 825 IA is connected to an interrupt input
of the processor or an 8259A, and this output is enabled
by putting a I in bit D2 of the command word sent
during initialization. When a character has been shifted
into the 825 IA and the character is in the receiver buffer
ready to be read, the RxRDY pin will go high. If the
interrupt chain through the 8259A and the processor is
enabled, the processor will go to an interrupt procedure
which reads in the data character. Reading a data
character from the 825 IA causes it to reset the RxRDY
output signal. This signal will stay low until another
character is ready to be read,

To send characters to an 825 IA on a polled basis, the
825 IA status register is read and checked over and over
until the TxRI)Y bit (DO) Is found to be a I. In most
systems you also want to check bit D7 of the status
register to make sure the DSR input of the 825 IA has
been asserted by a signal from, for example, a modem.
When the required bit(s) of the status register are all
high. a data character is ther. written to the 825 IA data
address. Figure 14-6a shows the instruction sequence
needed to do this Note that the status register has the
same internal address as the control register. Also note
thai both an AND and a CMP operation must be done
to determine when the two desired bits are both high.
Writing a data character to the 825 IA resets the TxRDY
bit in the status register

Reading a )i,i acter from the M25 IA on a polled basis
isa similar process. i-'ccpt that the RxRDY bit It) I (olthe
status register is polled to determine when a character is
ready to he read When bit Dl is found high, a character
is read ill from the 825 IA data address. Figure 14 6b

Instructions for transmitting data using en
S0K-86 8251A using potting method

NOV DX, OFFF2H	 ; Point at control register
TEST1:	 address

III AL, DX	 Read status
AND AL, 100000013	 and check status of

set ready & translilit ready
CMP AL. 100000013	 Is it ready?
JWE TESTI	 Continue to poll if not reedy
NOV DX, OFFFOH	 otherwise point at data address
NOV AL, DATA_TO_SEND Load data to send

JT DX, AL	 and send it

(a)

Instructions for receiving date with an
SDK'86 8251A using potting method

NOV DX, OFFF2H	 Point at control register
TEST2:	 address

IN AL, DX	 Read status
AND AL, 000000103	 and check status of RxRdy
JZ TEST2	 Continue to polL if not ready
NOV DX OFFFOH	 . ; otherwise point at data
lid AL, DX	 address and get data

(b)

FIGURE 14-6 Instruction sequences for tr3nsmitting and
receiving with an 8251A on a polled basis. (a) Transmit.
(b) Polled,

shows the instruction sequence for this. Status register
bits D3. D4. and D5 can be checked to see if a parity
error, overrun error, or framing error has occurred. If
an error has occurred, a message to retransmit the data
can be sent to the transmitting system.

The next step in ourJourney into serial-data communi-
cations is to discuss the signal standards used to
connect the serial inputs and outputs of UARTS to
modems and other serial devices,

SERIAL-DATA TRANSMISSION
METHODS AND STANDARDS

In the last section we showed you how a UART or USART
is used to interface microcomputer buses with serial-
data communication lines. The 'fl'L slnals output by
a USART. however, are not suitable for transmission
over long distances, so these signals are converted to
some other form to be transmitted. In this section of
the chapter we diseuss devices and signal types com-
monly used to send serial-data signals over long dis-
tances.

Aside from drum beats in thejungle. one of the earliest
forms of serial-data communication was the telegraph.
In a telegraph. pressing a key at one end of a signal line
causes a current to flow through the line. When this
current reaches the receiving end of the line, It activates
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a solenoid (sounder), which produces a sound Letters
and numbers are sent using the familiar Morse code or
some other convenient code. After a hundred years or
so. the telegraph key and sounder evolved Into the tele-
typewriter. A teletypewriter terminal has a typewriter-
style keyboard so that the user can simply press a key to
send a desired letter or number code. A teletype terminal
also has a print mechanism which prints Out characters
as they are received. Most teletypes use a current to
represent a I and no current to represent a 0. We start
this section by briefly describing the old current-loop
standards: then we go on to newer methods.

20- AND 60-mA CURRENT LOOPS

In teletypewriters or other current-signal systems. some
manufacturers use a nominal current of 20 mA to
represent a 1, or mark, and no current to represent a
space, or 0. Other manufacturers use a nominal current
of 60 mA to represent a I and ho current to represent
a 0. The actual current in a specific system may be
considerably different from the nominal value.

Sheet 9 of Figure 7-8 shows circuitry which can be
used to interface current type signals with the TrL input
and output of an 825lA USART on the SDK-86 board.
With the jumpers in place as shown, a high on the TxD
output of the 825 IA will produce a low on the PNP
transistor. This will turn the transistor on and cause a
positive current to flow out the Tl'Y TX line. Inside a
teletypewriter this current flows through an electromag-
net and back to the TFY TX RET. To send a data bit,
the teletypewriter opens or closes a switch in a Current
path. The current for this path in the SDK-86 circuitry
is supplied from + 5 V through Rl0 to the 'flY RX RET
line. Think of the key mechanism of the teletypewriter
as a simple switch connected between pins 24 and 12
of J7 on the circuit. When the switch is closed the
current flows back on the TrY RX line and through R3
to -. 12 V. The current flowing through R3 will produce
a legal 'TL high logic'level on the input of the 74LS14
inverter. This high signal passes through two inverters
and produces a high on the RxD input of the 8251A.

RS-232C Serial Data Standard

OVERVIEW

In the I 960s as the use of timeshare computer terminals
became more, widespread, modems were developed so
that terminals could use phone lines to Communicate
with distant computers. As we stated earlier, modems
and other devices used to send serial data are often
referred to as data communication equipment or DCE.
The terminals or computers that are sendingor receiving
the data are referred to as data terminal equipment or
DTE. In response to the need for signal and handshake
standards between DTE and DCE. the Electronic Indus-
tries Association (EtA) developed EIA standard RS-232C.
This standard describes the function of 25 signal and
handshake pins for serial-data transfer, It also describes
the voltage levels, impedance levels, rise and fail times.
maximum bit rate, and maximum capacitance for these

signal lines. Before we work our way through the 25 pIn
functions, we will take a brief look at some of the other
hardware aspects of RS-232C.

RS-232C specifies 25 signal pins, and it specifies that
the DTE connector should be a male and the DCE
connector should be a female. A specific connector is
not given, but the most commonly used connectors are
the DB-25P male shown in Figure 14-7a. For systems
where many of the 25 pins are not needed, a 9-pin DIN
connector such as the DE-9P male connector shown in
Figure 14-7b is used. When you are wiring up these
connectors. it is important to note the order in which
the pins are numbered.

The voltage levels for all RS-232C signals are as follows.
A logic high. or mark, is a voltage between -3 V and
-15 V under load (-25 V no load), A logic low or
space is a voltage between +3 V and + 15 V under
load (+25 V no load). Voltages such as ± 12 V are
commonly used.

RS-232C TO TEL INTERFACING

Obviously a USART such as the 8251A is not directly
compatible with RS-232C signal levels. Sheet 9 of the
SDK-86 schematics in Figure 7-8 shows one way to
interface TTL signals of the 8251A to RS-232C signal
levels. If thejumpers shown are removed and thejumpers
shown in the jumper table under CRT are inserted, the
circuit will produce and accept RS-232C signals.

NOTE: This is the jumpering needed to prepare
the SriK-86 board for downloading programs from
an IBM PC or other computer. Here's how it works.

With a jumper between the points numbered 7 and 8.
a high on the TxD output of the 825 IA produces a high
on the base of the transistor, which turns It off. With
points numbered 9 and 10 Jumpered. the CR TX line
will then be pulled to - 12 V. which is a legal high or
markingcondition for RS-232C. A low on the TxD output
of the 825 IA will turn on the transistor and pull the CR
TX line to + 5 V. which is a legal low or space condition
for RS232C.

10	 123456 7891O11l2?L	 0000000000000/
0000000000 OC /
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 2,,J

(a

-	 Ib)

FIGURE 14-7 Connectors often used for RS-232C
connections. (a) DB-25P 25-pin male. (b) DE-9P 9-pin
male DIN Connector.
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IlL

	

	 RS-232C
MC 1488

-1
TO I 2D311

330

8	
330 pF

PIN 14' 412V
PIN I -l2V
PIN 7 GND

FIGURE 14-8 ff1. to RS-232C to iTt. signal conversion.
(a) MC1488 used to convert iTL to RS-232C. (b) MC1489
used to convert RS-232C to fF1.

Another, more standard way to interface between RS-
232C and TFL levels Is with MC 1488 quad 'VI'L-to-
RS-232C drivers and MC 1489 quad RS-232C-to-'VI'L
receivers shown in Figure 14-8.. The MC1488s require
+ and - supplies, but the MC1489s require only+5 V.
Note the capacitor to ground on the outputs of the
MC 1488 drivers. To reduce cross talk between adjacent
wires, the rise and fall times for RS-232C signals are
limited to 30 V/ps. Also note that the RS-232C hand-
shake signals such as RTS are active low. Therefore, if
one of these signals is asserted, you will find a positive

voltage on the actual RS-232C signal line when you
check it during troubleshooting. Now let's look at the
RS-232C pin descriptions.

RS-232C SIGNAL DEFINITIONS

Figure 14-9 shows the signal names, signal direction.
and a brief description for each of the 25 pins defined
for RS-232C. For most applications only a few of these
pins are used, so don't get overwhelmed. Here are a few
additional notes about these signals.

First note that the signal direction is specified with
respect to the DCE. This convention is partof the
standard. We have found it very helpful to put arrow-
heads on all signal lines, as shown In Figure 14-2.
when we are drawing circuits for connecting RS-232C
equipment.

Next observe that there is both a chassis ground (pin
1) and a •ignal ground (pin 7). To prevent large ac-
induced ground currents in the signal ground. these
two should be connected together only at the power
supply in the terminal or the computer.

The Tx!). RxD. and handshake signals shown with
common names in Figure 14-9 are the ones most often
used for simple systems. We gave an overview of their
use in the introduction to this section of the chapter
and will discuss them further In a larger section of the
chapter on modems. 'These signals control what is called
the primary orforward coinmunications channel of the
modem. Some modems allow communication over a
secondary or backward channel, which operates In the
reverse direction from the forward chanhel and at a
much lower baud rate. Pins 12, 13, 14, 16. and 1 are
the data and handshake lines for this backward channel,

Pins 15, 17, 21, and 24 are used for synchronous data

RS-232C	 IlL
MC 1489

>CTS

TO

L
PIN 14 45 V
PIN? OND

(NI

	

PIN	 PIN	 SIGNAL

	

NUMBERS NUMBERS COMMON RS-232C	 DESCRIPTION	 DIRECTION

	

FOR 9 PINS FOR 25 PINS NAME	 NAME	 ON DCE

	

AA	 PROTECTIVE GROUND	 -

	

3	 2	 TXD	 BA	 TRANSMITTED DATA	 IN

	

2	 3	 RXD	 88	 RECEIVED DATA	 -	 OUT

	

7	 4	 CA	 REQUEST TO SEND	 .	 IN

	

9	 5	 CB	 CLEARTOSENO	 •	 OUT

	

6	 6	 CC	 DATASETREADY	 OUT

	

5	 7	 GND	 AU	 SIGNAL GROUND (COMMON RETURN) 	 -
8	 CF	 RECEIVED LINE SIGNAL DETECTOR	 OUT
9	 -	 (RESERVED FOR DATA SET TESTING) 	 -

10	 -	 (RESERVED FOR DATA SET TESTING) 	 -

1	 UNASSIGNED	 -
12	 SCF	 SECONDARY RECEIV.LI) LINE SIGNAL DETECTOR	 OUT
13	 SCB	 SECONDARY CLEAR TO SEND	 OUT
14	 SBA	 SECONDARY TRANSMITTED DATA 	 IN
15	 08	 TRANSMISSION SIGNAL ELEMENT TIMING IDCE SOURCE) 	 OUT

16	 SBB	 SECONDARY RECEIVED DATA	 OUT
17	 DD	 RECEIVER SIGNAL ELEMENT TIMING bCE SOURCE) 	 OUT
18	 UNASSIGNED	 -
19	 SCA	 SECONDARY REQUEST TO SEND	 IN

	

4	 20	 DTR	 CO	 DATA TERMINAL READY	 IN

21	 CO	 SIGNAL QUALITY DETECTOR	 OUT

	

9	 22	 CE	 RING INDICATOR	 OUT
23	 CHCI	 DATA SIGNAL RATE SELECTOR (DTE/DCE SOURCE) 	 IN/OUT
24	 DA	 TRANSMIT SIGNAL ELEMENT TIMING )DTE SOURCE) 	 IN
25	 UNASSIGNED

FIGURE 14-9 RS-232C pin names and signal directions.
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corrIilltitiu,uiorl. We \viii ten you a flute niore about these
in th section of the chapter on modems. Next we want
to show you some of the tricks iii connecting RS-232C-
"compatible equipment.

CONNECTING RS-232C-COMPATIBLE EQUIPMENT

A major point we need to make right now is that
you can seldom just connect together two 'pieces of
equipment, described by their manufacturers as RS-
232C compatible, and expect them to work the first
time. There are several reasons for this. To give you an
idea of one of the reasons, suppose that you want to
connect the terminal in Figure 14-2 directly to the
computer rather than through the modem-modem link.
The terminal and the computer probably both have DB-
25-type connectors so that, other than a possible male-
female mismatch, you might think you could just plug
the terminal cable directly into the computer. To see
why this doesn't work, hold your fingers over the modems
in Figure 14-2 and refer to the pin numbers for the RS-
232C signals in Figure 14-9. As you shQuld see, both
the terminal and the computer are trying to output data
(TxD) from their number 2 pins to the same line.
Likewise, they are both trying to input data (RxD) from
the same line on their number 3 pins. The same problem
exists with the handshake signals. RS-232C drivers are
designed so that connecting the lines together in this
way will not destroy anything, but connecting outputs
together is not a productive relationship. A solution to
this problem is to make an adapter with two connectors
so that the signals cross over, as shown in Figure
14-lOa. This crossover connection is often called a null
modem. We have again put arrowheads on the signals
in Figure 14-lOa to help you keep track of the direction
for each. As you can see in the figure, the TxD from the
terminal now sends data to the l-txfl inptlt of the
computer. Likewise, the TxD from the computer now
sends data to the RxD input of the terminal as desired.
The handshake signals also are crossed over so that
each handshake output signal is connected,to the corres-
ponding input signal.

A second reason that you cant just plug RS-232C-
compatible equipment together and expect it to work is
that a partialimplementation of RS-232C Is often used
to communicate with printers, plotters, and other com-
puter peripherals besides modems. These other periph-
erals may be configured as DCE or as DTE. Also, they
may use all, some, or none of the handshake signals. As
an example of (his, suppose that you want to connect
the RS-232C port on the 113M PC asynchronous commu-
nication board to the serial port on the SDK-86 so that
you can download object-code programs.

The IBM PC asynchronous board is configured as
DTE,so TxD is on pin 2, RxD is on pin 3. RTS is on pin
4. CTS is on pin 5.DTR is on pin 20, DSR is on pin 6,
and carrier detect (CD) is on pin 8, In order- for the IBM
board to be able to transmit and receive, its CTS. DSR,
and CD inputs must be asserted.Ttie BIOS software
asserts the DTR and RTS outputs.

Now take another look at sheet 9 of the SDK-86
schematics in Figure 7-6 to see how the data and
handshake signals are connected there. For communi-

GNDI 
1	 '

DIE	 DIE
l's

IBM	 SOK-86
PC	 RS-232C

PIN#	 PIN#

WI

FIGURE 14-10 Nonmodem RS-232C connections. (a)
Null modem for connecting two RS-232C data terminal-
type devices. (b) IBM PC or PS/2 serial port to SDK-86
serial port connection.

eating with RS-232C-type equipment, the SDK-86 board
isjumpered as shown in thejumper table column labeled
"stand-alone CRT. -. The output data on CRT TX then
connects to pin 3 ofconncctorJ7. a DB .25S-type connec-
tor. This corresponds to the IxD on the IBM connector.
so no crossover is needed. Likewise, the CRT RX of the
SDK corresponds to the Txt) of thc IBM hoard, so this
is also a straight-through coririecUon. The handshake
signals here are another story.

The RTS of the SDK-86 is simply looped intO the CTS.
so CTS will automatically be asserted when RTS is
asserted by the 825 IA. Therefore, neithe,r of these
signals is available for external handshaking. The DTR
output of the 825 hA on the SDK board is used for a
teletypewriter function and does not connect to the
normal RS-232C DTR pin number, SO it is not available
either. The DSR input of the 825 IA is Connected to the
RxD input so that it will be asserted whets a start bit
conies in on the serial-data line. hut this line is also
not available for handshaking with external devices.
Therefore, the problem here is that the SDK-86 is not
set up to supply the handshake signals needed by
the IBM PC serial board. Figure 14-lOb shows the
connections you make to solve th ,p.robiem so the PC
can talk to the SDK-86. The PC RTS line on pin 4 is
jumpered on the connector to its CTS line on pin 5, SO
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that will automatically be asserted when RTS is
asserted. Pins 6, 8, and 20 are also jumpered togcther
on the connector so that when the PC asserts its DTR
Output on pin 20, the DSR input and the CD Input will
automatically be asserted. These connections do not
provide for any hardware handshaking. They are neces-
sary Just to get the PC and the SDK-86 to talk to each
other.

The point here Is that whenever you have to connect
RS-232C .compatible devices such as termrnals. serial
printers, etc., get the schematic for each and work your
way through the connections one pin at a time. Make
sure that an output on one device goes to the appropriate
input on the other device. Sometimes you have to look
at the actual drivers and receivers on the schematic to
determine which pins on the connector are outputs
and which arc inputs. This is necessary because some
manufacturers label an output pin connected to pin 3
as RxD. indicating that this signal goes to the RxD input
of the receiving system.

If you do not have schematics for the RS-232C equip-
ment you are trying to connect, you can often use a
breakout box to determine the correct connections. You
insert the breakout box in series with the connecting
cable and LEDs on the box indicate which lines are
outputs and which lines are inputs. By throwing
switches on the box, you can try different Connection
combinations until data transfers correctly.

RS-423A and RS-422A

RS-423

A major problem with RS-232C Is that it can Only
transmit data reliably for about 50 ft (16.4 ml at :ts
maximum late of 20,000 Bd. If longer lines are usel.
the transmission ratehas to be drastically reduced. This
limitation Is caused by the open signal lines with a
single common,ground that are used to RS-232C,

Another EtA standard which Is an improvement over
RS-232C is RS-423A. This standard specifies a low-
impedance single-ended signal which can be sent over
50-fl coaxial cable and partially terminated at the reed y-

Ing end to prevent reflections. Figure 14-11 shows
how an MC3487 driver and MC3486 receiver can be
connected to produce the required signals. A logic high
in this standard Is represented by the signal line being
between 4 and 6 V negative with respect to ground. and
a logic low Is represented by the signal line being 4 to 6
V positive with respect to ground.

The RS-423 standard allows a maximum data rate of
100,000 Bd over a 40-foot line or a maximum baud rate
of 1000 Bd on a 4000-foot line.

RS-422A

A still-newer standard for serial data transfer, RS-422A
specifies that each signal will be sent differentially over
two adjacent wires in a ribbon cable or a twisted pair of
wlre, as shown In Figure l4-12a. page 498.

The term differential In this standard means that the
signal voltage Is developed between the two signal lipes
rather than between a signal line and ground as In RS-
232C and RS-423. In RS-422A a logic high is transmitted
by making the "b line more positive than the "a" line.
A logic low is transmitted by making the a line more
positive than the b line. The voltage difference between
the two lines thust be greater than 0.4 V but less than
12 V. Typical drivers such as the MC3487 shown in
Figure l4-12a produce a differential voltage of about 2
V. 'rhe center or common-mode voltage on the lines
must be between —7 V and + 7 V. RS-422A specifies
signal rise and fall times of 20 ns or 0.1 multIplied by
the time for 1 bit, whichever is greater.

Figure 14-12b shows the relationship between maxi-
mum cable length and baud rate for RS-422A line. As
we hope you can see in this graph, the maximum data
rate for RS-422A lines ranges from 10 million Bd on a
line 40 ft long to 100,000 Bd on a 4000-foot line. The
reason that the data rates are so much higher than for
RS-423 lines is that the differential line functions as a
fully terminated transmission line. Common 24-gage
twisted-pair Wire has a Z0 of about 100 fi. so the line
can be terminated with a matching 100-fl resistor
connected between the signal lines, A more 'common
termination method, however, is to use a 50-ft resistor
from each signal line to ground as shown in Figure

+12 V	 +5 V

SHAPE
	

MC3488A
CONTROL	 DRIVER

TTL LOGIC 450 12

//

INTERFACE 450 n	 ! IRS-423

MC 34 8 6-12V	
3-STATE

RECEIVER

tIGURE 14-11 MC3488A driver and MC3486 receiver used (or RS-423 signal
I ransrri ISSIOn.
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FIGURE 14-12 (a) MC3487 driver and MC3486 receiver
used for RS-422A differential signal. (b) Maximum line
length versus baud rate or RS-422A signal lines.

14-12a. This method helps keep the two signal lines
balanced.

A further advantage of differential signal trans-
mission is that any electrical noise induced in one
signal line will be induced equally in the other signal
line. A differential line receiver such as the MC3486
shown in Figure i4-12a responds only to the voltage
difference between its two inputs, so any noise vol-
tage that is induced equally on the two inputs will
not have any effect on the output of the differential
receiver.

The RS-422A and RS-423A standards do not specify
connector pin numbers or handshake signals the way
the RS-232C does. An additional EIA standard called
RS-449 does this for the two. RS-449 specifies 37 signal
pins on a main connector and 9 additional pins on an
optional connector. The signals on these connectors are
a superset of the RS-232C signals so adapters can be
used to Interface RS-232C equipment with RS-449
equipment.

Now that we have discussed the signals commonly
used to Interface a computer to a modem, lets take a
closer look at how modems transmit signals over stand-
ard phone lines.

Modems

INTRODUCTION

As we described in a previous section. a modulator-
demodulator, or modem, sends digital is and Os over
standard phone lines as modulated tones. The frequency
of the tones is within the bandpass of the lines. Two
organizations are responsible for most of the current
standards for modem modulation methods and trans-
missions rates.. Older modems in the United States
were based on de facto standards from Bell Telephone
Company. Examples of these standards are the Bell
types 103. 202. 308. and 212A. In the United States
modem standards are now handled by the Telecommuni-
cations industry Association, which works very closely
with the Comité Con.suItatf Internationale Téte-
phonique et Telegraphique (CCITF). which is part of
•the International Telecommunications Union. CCITT
standards which relate to modems start with a V. -
Examples are the V.22 bis, which is a 2400-bit/s
modem standard, and the V.29, which is a 9600-bltls
modem standard. As we discuss modem modulation
techniques In the following section, we will describe
these and other standards in greater detail.

INTRODUCTION TO MODEM MODUL'\TION

To represent digital l's and Os a modulator changes
some characteristic of an audio signal which has a
frequency within the bandwidth of the phone lines. An
important'point to keep in mind as you read through
the following section is that the maximum rate at
which the audio tone can be modulated Is one-half the
bandwidth of the transmission line. If. for example, we
assume that the worst-case bandwidth of a two-wire
phone line is 2400 Hz, then the maximum modulation
rate for a half-duplex signal n the line Is 1200 Bd. For
full-duplex communication, half the bandwidth Is used
for transmission in each direction, so the maximum
modulation rate for each direction on a two-wire phone
line is 600 baud. In a 4-wire phone line which has
separate wires for each direction, the maximum modula-
tion rate for each direction is 1200 Bd. One of the goals
of this section is to show you the modulation techniques
that are used to overcome these basic limitations.

The major forms of modulation used are amplitude.
frequency-shift keying (FSK). phase-shift keying (P8K),
and multiple carrier.

As the name implies, amplitude modulation changes
the amplitude of the transmitted tone. One common
way of doing this is to turn a 387-Hz tone on to represent
a I and turn the tone oil to represent a turn the tone
off to represent a 0. as shown in Figure 14-13. In other
systems that we discuss later, the tone is always present,
but Its amplitude Is changed between two or more
values. Amplitude modulation is used only for very low
speed reverse-channel transmission or in conjunction
with some other type modulation such as phase modu-
lation.

FREQUENCY-SHIFT KEYING MODUEATION

Frequency-shift keying or FSK modulation uses one tone
to represent a 0 and another tone to represent a 1. as
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FIGURE 14-13 Representation of digital l's and 0's with
amplitude-modulated sine waves.

shown In Figure 14-14. In order to allow full-duplex
communication, four different frequencies are often
used. An old standard, the Bell 103A. 300-Bd FSK

.modem. for example, uses 2025 Hz for a 0 and 2225 Hz
for a 1 in one direction, and 1070 Hz for a 0 and 1270
Hz for a 1 In the other direction. Another standard, the
Bell 202 modem, permits half-duplex communication at
1200 baud. The 202 uses 1200 Hz to represent a 0 and
1700 Hz to represent a 1 for the main channel. Different
versions of the 202 may also have either a 5-bit/s
amplitude-modulated back channel or a 150-bit/s FSK
back channel which uses 387 Hz for a 0 and 487 Hz for
a I.

As we discussed before, simple modulation such as
FSK Is limited to half-duplex operation at 1200 Bd on
two-wire phone lines or 1200 Bd full-duplex on four-
wire phone lines, For higher bit rates some type of
phase-shift modulation is used.

PHASE-SHIFT MODULATION VARIATIONS

in the simplest form of phase-shift modulation called
differential phase-shift modulation or DPSK, the phase
of a constant-frequency sine-wave carrier of perhaps
1700 Hz is shifted by 180° to represent a change in the
data from a . 1 to a 0 or a change in the data from a 0 to
a I. Figure 14-iSa shows an example of this, As the
digital data changes from a 0 to a I, near the left edge
of the figure, the phase of the signal is shifted by 180°.
When data changes from a I to a 0, the phase of the
carrier is again shifted by 180°. For the next section of
the digital data where the data stays 0 for 3 bit times,
the phase of the carrier is not changed. Likewise. In a
later section of the waveform where the data remains at
a one level for 2 bit times, the phase of the carrier Is not
changed. The phase of the carrier then Is shifted by 180°
only when the data line changes from a I to a 0 or from
a0toa I.

0	 0	 1	 1	 0

III 1 MI! Ii
FIGURE 14-14 Representation of digital l's and Os with
two different frequencies (FSK).

The simple phase-shift modulation shown In Figure
14-ISa has no real advantage over FSK as far as maxi-
mum bit rate is concerned. However, by using additional
phase angles besides 180°. 2 or more data bits can be
sent with one phase change. Figure 14-15b shows how
the value of 2 bits can be represented by four different
phase shifts. If, for example, the value of a diblt. or 2
bits taken together. is 00. the phase of the carrier will
be shIfted 90° to represent that diblt. The trick here is
that the phase of the carrier only has to shift once for
each group of 2 transmitted bits.

Remember frdin a previous discussion that the baud
rate limitation we are trying to overcome is the rate at
which the carrier is changing. In this case the number
of data bits per second is twice the baud rate. Bell
2l2A- and CC1'rF V.22-type modems use this scheme to
transmit. 1200 bits/s at an effective baud rate of only
600 Bd. Two carrIer frequencies, 1200Hz and 2400 Hz.
are used to permit fullduplex operation at this rate.

A more complex phase-shift modulation scheme called
quaternary amplitude modulation or QAM enables
V.22-bis-type modems to transmit full-duplex data at
2400 bIt/s over two-wire phone lines, V.29-type modems
also use this type modulation to transmit halI.4uplex
9600-bit/s data from facsimile (FAX) machines. QAM
uses 12 different phase angles and three different ampli-
tudes to encode 4 data bits in each modulation change.
Each group of 4 data bits Is referred to as a quadbU. A
phase-amplitude graph such as that shown In Figure
14-16. page 500. Is often used to represent the phase and
amplitude values for each of the 16 possible quadblts.
incidentally, the pattern of phase-amplitude points in

0	 oIl	 iL_ ,__IT 10 	 0	 or1 0	 0

WjTvjVMANv\MW
(a)

GRAY CODE	 DEGREES OF
TRIBIT VALuE	 PHASE SHIFT

001	 22.5

OQO	 67.5

0(0	 112.5

011	 *57.5

iii	 202.5

110	 247.5

100	 292.5

(01	 337.6

	

Ib)	 (ci

FIGURE 14-15 Phase-shift modulation. (a) Waveforms
for simple phase-shift modulation, (b) Set of phase shifts
used to represent four possible dibitcombinations. (C)
Set of phase shifts used to represent eight possible tribit
combinations.
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FIGURE 14.16 Phase-amplitude graph showing
constellation for quaternary amplitude modulation
(QAM).

a graph such as this Is commonly referred to as a
constellation.	 -

Dibit and QAM phase-shift modulation permit higher
data rates on phone lines, but correctly demodulating
this type of phase-encoded data presents some unique
problems. To illustrate the first problei-n. " .mber from
our previous discussion that in a dibit system the value
ofa dibit is represented by shifting the phase ofa carrier
signal some specified number of degrees from a reference
phase. In order to detect the amount of phase shift, the
receiver and the transmitter must be using the same
reference phase. This would be easy if we could Just run
another wire to carry a synchronizing clock signal.
However, since this is not easily done, the synchronizing
signal must in some way be included with the data, The
carrier signal itself cannot be used directly, because that
Is the signal whose phase must be detected.

The solution to this problem is to use transitions in
the transmitted signal to synchronize a phase-locl:ed
loop oscillator in the receiver. In. order for this to work.
two factors must be included in the transmitted data.
First of all, the system must be operated synchronously
rather than asynchronously, so that data, sync, or null
characters are always being received by the receiver.
Secondly, the transmitted data must have enough tran-
sitions at regular intervals to keep the phase'locked loop
locked in the desired phase. The serial data stream from
the USART may not have enough transitions in it to
satisfy this second condition, so a special Circuit called
a scrambler Is Included in the transmitter part of the
modem. The scrambler, which usually consists of a shift
register with feedback, puts in extra signal transitions
as needed, The output from the scrambler is then used
to modulate the phase of the carrier. When the carrier
signal reaches the receiver, the signal Is demodulated
to produce a signal of l's and 0's. This signal is then.

passed through a' descrambler. which reverses the
scrairibling pwcess and outputs the original data.

A second problem encountered in high-speed data
transmission with modems is error detection/correction.
One method used to decrease the error rate is called
trellis coding. Trellis coding uses a constellation with
more points than the minimum required to represent
the number of data bit combinations In thc group. The
information needed to decode each data bit i spread over
several transmitted values rather than being encoded in
Just one as in straight QAM. This scheme makes It
possible for the receiver to detect illegal values caused
by errors. V.32-type modems use trellis coding to allow
full-duplex 9600-bit/s transmission on a two-wire phone
line with 2400-lld modulation.

Note that this modulation rate is higher than we told
you was possible for a phone line bandwidth of 2400
Hz. The actual bandwidth of the phone lines Is usually
3000 or somewhat more, so it is common practice
to 'push" the bandwidth limits to get higher data
transmissIon rates. Most modems are designed to work
with several different transmission rates and modula-
tion so that they can Communicate with a variety of
modems. The software controlling the modem usually
attempts communication at the highest available data
rate, and if the particular phone connection will not
support that rate, it "falls back" to a lower data rate
where it can successfully transmit and receive, V.32-
type modems also contain echo cancellation circuitry to
reduce errors caused by interference between the signal
being sent out and the signal coming in.

c.her techniques being used to increase the rate at
which modems can transfer data on standard phone
lines are error correcting and data compression. CCITT
standard V.42 specifies an error detection/correction
algorithm that is independent of the data transmission
speed and modulation method. CCITT standard V.42
bis specifies data compression algorithms that can be
implemented in modems independently of the data
transmission rate and the modulation method. The
algorithm In this standard allows up to a 4:1 data
compression, depending on the amount of r'cdundancy
in the data being transmitted. An average increase of
about 60% in the actual data transmission rate is
common with '- s algorithm.

Still another technique used to increase the data rate
on phone lines is Telebit Corporation's Dynamically
Adaptive Multicarrier QUadrature Amplitude Modula-
tion (DAMQAM). This scheme uses up to 512 differen.t
carrier frequencies within the bandwidth of the phone
lines. Data trarismlsslcn is spread out over a large
number of these channels, so the tr.rnsmission on any
one channeLcan be a very low rate. even with an overall
transmission rate of 19,200 bits,s,

Now that you know more than you may want to about
the modulation schemes used in modems, let's take a
look at how a hlgli .speed modem can be interfaced with-
microcomputer buses.

MODEM HARDWARE OVERVIEW

Figure 14-17 shows a block diagram for a combination
FAX and data modem which interfaces directly to the
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FIGURE 14-17 Block diagram of comulnation FAX and
data modem.

main buses in a microcomputer. As you can see, the
modem contains a dedicated microprocessor to control
the operations of the modem. This processor manages
handshaking, data formatting, dialing, etc. The ROM or
EPROM stores the program for the microprocessor and
the RAM stores blocks of data 'received by the modem
and blocks of data waiting to be sent.

As we described before, high-speed data transmission
on phone lines requires precisely detecting the ampli-
tude of signals. precisely detecting the phase of signals,
noise filtering, and echo cancellation. In current modems
these tasks are accomplished with the digital signal
processing techniques we described In Chapter 10. As
you can see, the modem in Figure 14-17 contains a
dedicated digital signal processor to do all this.

The modem in Figure 14-17 contains a FAX front end
and a data front end. The reason for this Is that a FAX

typically uses V.29 type half-duplex 9600-bit/s transmis-
sion, and the corresponding data communication uses
V.22 bis full-duplex 2400-bit/s transmission.

The box labeled DAA in Figure 14-17 is the data
access arrangement circuitry which actually interfaces
the signals with the phone lines. This circuitry must
conform to the provisions of FCC rules, Section 68.

LSI has made it possible to build a modem with very
few parts. A device such as the Advanced Micro Devices
AM7910. for example, can be used to produce a 1200-
Bd FSK modem. The EXAR Corp. XR-2901 and 2902
chip set contains a major part of the circuitry needed to
Implement a modem which can send or receive facsimile
(FAX) data at 9600 bits/s or send and receive full-duplex
modem data at 2400 bits/s.

MODEM HANDSHAKING
Earlier in this chapter we gave an overview of the
handshake process between a terminal and a remote
computer through modems and the phone lines. Now
that you know more about modems, we can take a closer
look at the handshake sequence.

Most of the currently available modems contain a

dedicated microprocessor. The built-in ihtelligence
allows these units to automatically dial a specified
number with either tones or pulses, and redial the
number if it Is busy or doesn't answer. When a smart
modem makes contact with another modem, it will
automatically try to set its transmit circuitry to match
the baud rate of the other modem. Many modems can
be set to automatically answer a call after a programmed
number of rings so that you can access your computer
from a remote location. Some units allow the user to
establish a voice contact and then switch over to modem
operation.

After a modem dials up another modem, a series of
handshake signals takes place. The handshake signals
may be generated by hardware in the modem or by
software in the system connected to the modem. Figure
14-18. page 502, shows an example of the data and
handshake wavelorms for a modem built with the
AM7910 single-chip FSK modem. Other modems may
use a slightly different sequence, but the principles are
the same.

The modem which makes a call is usually referred to
as the originate modem, and the modem which receives
the call is usually referred to as the answer modem. In
the following discussion we will use the terms calling
modem and called modem, respectively, to agree with
the labels on the waveforms in Figure 14-18.

At the left side of the waVeforms, a call Is bein1nde
from one modern to another. Assuming that the DTR of
the called modem is asserted, the ringing signal on the
line will cause the DAA circuitry to assert the ringing
input RI of the 7910. In response to this the 7910 will
send Out a silent period of about 2s to accommodate
billing signals. and then it will send out an answer tone
of 2025Hz to the calling modem for 2 s. If the DTR and
the RTS of the calling modem are asserted. indicating
that data is ready to be sent, the calling modem then
puts a tone of 2225 Hz (mark) on the line for 8 ms to
let the called modem know that contact is complete. In
response to this mark, the called modem asserts Its
carrier-detect output CD to enable the receivig,,UART.
The calling modem then sends data until its Ri'S input
Is released by the computer or terminal sending the
data. While it is receiving data on the main channel, the
called modem can send data to the calling modem
on the 5-bills back channel. Releasing RTS causes the
modem to release CTS to the sending computer and
remove the carrier from the line. The called modem
senses the loss of the carrier and unasserts Its carrier
detect (CDI signal.

NOw. if the called system is to send some data back to
the calling system on the main channel, it asserts the
RTS input to its modem. The called modem sends a
marking tone to the calling modem for 8 ma. The calling
modem asserts its CD output to its UART. The called
modem then sends data to the calling modem on the
main channel until its RTS input Is unasserted by the
called system. indicating no more data to send. While
the called modem is transmitting on the main channel,
the calling modem can transmit over the back channel
if necessary. The handshake is similar for a Iull.duplex
system, but the data rates are equal in both directions.
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FIGURE 14-18 Handshake sequence for Bell-type 202 FSK modem using
AM7910 moderit chip. (Copyright Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. (1982)
Reprinted with permission of copyright owner. All rights reserved.)

CODECs, PCM, TDM, and ISDN

In the previous sections we described how modems
produce signals which are suitable for transmission over
standard phone lines. Now we want to briefly discuss
how telephone companies actually transmit the signals
output by modems and some new developments which
hopefully will eliminate the need for modems as we know
them.

Digital signals have much better noise Immunity than
analog signals, so as soon as a phone company receives
a voice or modem signal in its local branch office, the
signal is converted to digital form. A 0/A converter
at the destination uses the received binary codes to
reconstruct a replica of the original analog signal. Send-
ing analog signals such as phone signals as a Series of
binary codes is called pulse-code modulation or PCM.
The A/I) converter that produces the binary codes in
this application is usually càliCd a coder and the D/A
Converter that reconstructs the analog signal from the
pulse codes is referred to as a decoder. Since both a
coder and a decoder are needed for two-way communica-
tion. they are often packaged in the same IC. This
combined coder and decoder is called a codec. A common
example of a codec is the Intel 2910A. This device
contains a sample-and-hold Circuit on the analog input,

an 8-bit A/D converter, an 8-blt-DIA Converter, and
appropriate control circuitry.

Normal A/D converters are linear, which means that
the steps are the same Size over the full range of the
converters. The A/D Converters used in codecs are
nonlinear. They have small steps for small signals and
large steps for large signals. In other words, for signals
near the zero point of the A/D converter, it takes only a
small change in the Signal to change the code on the
output of the A/D. For a signal near the full scale of the
converter, a large change in the Input signal is required
to produce a change in the output binary code. This
nonlinearity of the ND converter IS said to compress the
signal, because it reduces the dynamic range of the
signal. Compression in this way greatly improves the
accuracy for small signals where it is needed, without
going to a converter with more bits of resolutIon. The
0/A in the codec is nonlinear in the reverse manner, so
that when the binary pulse codes are converted to
analog, the result is expanded to duplicate the original
waveform. A codec which has this Intentional nonlinear-
ity is often referred to as acornpander or a compandlng
codec. Consult the Intel 2910A data sheet for more
Information about this.

In most systems the output of the codec A/D is not
simply Sent on a wire by itself, it is multiplexed with the
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outputs of many other codecs in a manner known as
time-division multiplexing or TDM. There are several
different formats used. A simple one will give you the
idea of how it's done.

One of the first TDM systems was the Ti or DS-1
System, which multiplexes 24 PCM voice channels onto
a single wire. For this system an 8-bit codec on each
channel Sampies and digitizes the input signal at an 8-
kl-iz rate. The 8-bit codes from the codecs are Sent to a
multiplexer which sends them out serially, one after the
other. One Set of bits from each of the 24 codecs plus a
framing bit is referred to as a frame. Figure 14-19 shows
the format of a frame for this system. The framing bit
at the start of each frame toggles after each frame is
sent. It is used to keep the receiver and the transmitter
synchronized and for keeping track of how many frames
have been sent. After it sends the framing bit, the
multiplexer sends Out the 8-bit code from the first codec,
then sends out the 8-bit code from the next codec, and
so on until the codes for all 24 have been sent out. At
specified intervals the multiplexer sends out a frame
which contains synchronizatIon information and signal-
ing information. This does not seriously affect the
quality of the tranmitted data.

Since the multiplexer is sending out 193-bit frames
at a rate of 8000 per second, the data rate on the wire
Is 193 x 8000. or L544 Mbits/s. A newer system, known
as T4M or DS-4, multiplexes 4032 channels onto a single
coaxial cable or optic fiber. The bit rate for this system
is 274.176 Mbits/s.

The question that should come to your mind about
now is. If the phone company transmits data in high-
speed digital form, why do I have to send data as
modulated audio tones? The answer to this question is
that the circuitry between your phone and the local
branch office is a relic from a bygone analog era. This
circuitry creates a "bottleneck" in the communications
link.

One attempt to eliminate this botfieneck isa wideband
digital connection system known as the integrated
services digital network or ISDN. As shown in Figure
14-20a, page 504. ISDN r€places the analog connections
between your home and the telephone company branch
office with relatively high speed digital connections. An
ISDN basic-rate service connection gives two 64kbitis -
voice/data channels and a 1 6-Kbit/s data/control channel
in each direction. The voice/data channels are referred
to as B I and B2. The data/control channel is referred to
as the D channel.

Figure 14-20b shows how the BI. B2. D. framing, and
other bits are packed in a 48-bit frame for transmission,

193 BITS/FRAME

I	 192 BITS ENCODED VOICE-)24 CHANNELS)

F_i BIT ADDED FOR FRAMING

CR2 CH3 CH4	 CR5	 CH24

FIGURE 14-19 Frame format for telephone company Ti
digital data transmission.

Note that a B channel has four times as many bits per
frame as the 0 channel, so the bit rate for the B channel
Is four times thebit rate for the 0 channel. A 48-bit
frame is transmitted every 250 js, so the basic bit rate
on the single line is 192 Kbits/s. Only 16 of the 48 data
bits represent one of the B channels, so the transmission
rate for a B channel is 64 Kbits/s.

For voice communication a codec in the telephone
converts voice signals to a sequence of 8-bit codes which
are then put in. for example, the B 1 channel slots in the
48-bit frames. The codec also converts the codes for
received voice signals back to analog form to drive a
speaker. Some advantages of ISDN for standard tele-
phone communications are that It gives better Sound
quality and allows identification of the number that a.
call is coming from.

For data communications an adapter in the computer
formats the data to be transmitted in the required
frames and adds the framing bits, etc. Since both B
channels can be used, the effective data rate is the sum
of that for the two channels, or 128K bits/s. In some
cases the 0 channel can also be used for data, aM the
effective rate becomes the 144K bits/s.

In a large building with many telephones and com-
puters, each phone and computer will communicate
with the PBX in the building using a basic ISDN 2B + D
service line such as we just described. The PBX will then
use a higher-frequency multiplexed line such ak the TI
system we described earlier to communicate with the
telephone company's central ollice.

As you can see by the transmission rates for ISDN, It
is a big improvement over the old analog connections.
As of this writing ISDN is still available only In some
major cities and a few other areas. It is slowly spreading
to. other areas, but if you want to communicate with
many different locations, you will probably be stuck with
an analog modem for sometime. This is unfortunate.
because high-speed data communication is required for
interactive graphic user interfaces. In other words.
if you want to rapidly transmit high-resolution color
images, you need a high-speed communications link. In
the next section we discuss fiber-optic systems, which
allow the very high speed data transfer needed for this.

Fiber-Optic Data Communication
INTRODUCTION

AU of the data communication methods we have dis-
cussed so far use metallic conductors. Fiber-optic sys-
tems use very thin glass or plastic fibers to transfer data
as pulses of light. Some of the advantages or fiber-optic
links are that they are immune to electrical noise, they
can transfer data at very high rates, and they can
transfer data over long distances without amplIfication.

Figure 1-2l, page 505. shows the connections for a
basic fiber-optic data link you; can build and experIment
with. This type of link might be used to transmit data
from a sensor in an electrically noisy environment such
as a factory. The light source here is a simple Infrared
LED. Higher-performance systems use an infrared injec-
lion laser diode (ILD) or some other laser driven by a
high-speed, high-current driver. Digital data is sent over
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FIGURE 14-20 Integrated services digital network (ISDN). (a) Line connections
and interfaces. Reprinted from EDN, April 27, 1989, © 1989 CAHNERS
PUBLISHING COMPANY, a Division of Reed Publishing USA. (b) Example S
interface frame format showing how Bi, B2, and D channel bits are packaged
for transmission. NOTE: Frames sent from network termination o terminal
equipment are offset 2 bits from frames sent from terminal equipment to
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the fiber by turning the light beam on for a 1 and off for
a 0.

NOTE: If you are working on a fiber-optic system
you should never look directly into the end of the
fiber to see if the light source is working, because
the light beam from.me laser diodes Is powerful
enough to cause permanent eye damage. Use a
light meter. or point the cable at a nonreflective
surface to see if the light source Is working.

To convert the light signal back into an electrical
signal at the receiving end. Darlington photodetectors
such as the MFOD73 shown In Figure 14-2 1. PIN jET
devices, or avalanche photodiodes (APDs) are used. APDs

TERMINATOR
psrl
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are more sensitive and operate at higher frequencies.
but the circuitry for them is more complex. A Schmitt
trigger is usually used on the output of the detector to
"square up" the output pulses.

The fiber used in a cable is made of special plastic or
glass. Fiber diameters used range from 2 to 1000 u.m.
Larger-diameter plastic fibers are used for short-dis-
tance. low-speed transmission, and small-diameter glass
fibers are used for high-speed applications such as long.
distance telephone transmssion lines. As shown in
Figure 14-22e. page 506. the fiber-optic cable consists
of three parts. The optical-fiber core is surrounded by a
cladding material which Is also transparent to light. An
outer sheath protects the cladding and prevents external
light from entering.
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FIGURE 14-21 Components of a simple fiber-optic data link.

Now that you have an overview of an optical-fiber link.
let's take a loOk at how the light actually propagates
through the fiber and the trade-oils with different fibers.

THE OPTICS OF FIBERS

The path of a beam o• light going from a material with
one optical density to a material of different optical
density depends on the angle at which the beam hits
the boundary between the two materials. Figure 14-22
shows the path that will be taken by beams of light at
various angles going from an opticaly dense material
such as glass to a less dense material such as a vacuum.
or air, If the beam hits the boundary at the right angle.
(twill go straight through, as shown in Figure 14-22a.
When a beam hits the boundary at a small angle away
from the perpendicular or normal, it will be bent away
from the normal when it goes from the more dense to•
the less dense, as shown in Figure 14-22b. A light beam
going in the other direction would follow the same path.
A quantity called the Index of refraction is used to
describe the amount that the light beam will be bent.
Using the angle identifications shown in Figure l4.22b,
the index of refraction. it is defined as the (sine of angle
B)/(sine of angle A). A typical value for the index of
refraction of glass is 1.5. The larger the Index of refrac-
tion, the more the beam will be bent when it goes from

/ one material to another.
Figure l4-22c shows a unique situation that occurs

when a beam going from a dense material to a less dense
material hits the boundary at a special angle called the

critical angle. The beam wiU be bent so that It travels
parallel to the boundary after it enters the less dense
material.
• A still more interesting situation Is shown in Figure
14-22d. If the beam hits the boundary at an angle
greater than the critical angle, it will be totally reflected
from the boundary at the same angle on the other side
of the normal. This is somewhat like skipping stones
across water. In this case the light beam will not leave
the more dense material.

To see how all this relates to optical fibers, take a look
at the cross-sectional drawing of an optical fiber in
Figure 14-2'le. If a beam of light enters the fiber parallel
to the axis of the fiber, it will simply travel through the
fiber. If the beam enters the fiber so that it hits the
glass-cladding layer boundary at the critical angle, it will
travel through the fiber-optic cable in the cladding layer
(as shown for beam Yin Figure 14-22e. However, if the
beam enters the cable so that it hits the glass-cladding
layer boundary at an angle greater than the critical
angle, it will bounce back and forth between the walls
of the fiber as shown for beam X In Figure 1 4-22e. The
glass or plastic used for fiber-optic cables has very low
absorption, so the beam can bounce back and forth
along the fiber for several feet or miles without excessive
attenuation. Most systems use light with wavelengths
of O.85p.m, 1.3 p.m. or 1.500 p.m. because absorption
of light by the optical fibers is minimum at these
wavelengths.

If an optical fiber has a diameter many times larger
than the wavelength of the light being used, then beams
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angle. (d) At angle greater than critical angle. (e) At
angle greater than critical angle in optical fiber.

Which enter the fiber at different angles will arrive at
the other end of the fiber at slightly different times. The
different angles of entry for the beams are referred to as
modes. A fiber with a diameter large enough to allow
beams with several different entry angles-to propagate
through It is called a multimode fiber. Sinrñultimode
fibers are larger, they are easier to manufacture, are
easier to manually work with, and can use inexpensive
LED drivers. However, the phase difference between the
output beams in multimode fibers causes problems at
high data rates. One partial solution to this problem is
to dope the glass of the fiber so that the index of
refraction decreases toward the outside of the fiber.
Light beams travel faster in the region where the index
of refraction is lower, so beams which take a longer path
back and forth through the faster outer, regions tend to
arrive at the end of the fiber at the same time as those
that take a shorter path through the slower Center
region.

A better solution to the phase problems of the
ultimode fiber is to use a fiber that has a citamptr

only a few times the wavelength of the light being
transmitted. Only beams very nearly parallel to the axis
of the fiber can then be transmitted. This is referred to as
single-mode operation. Single .mode systems currently
available can transmit data a distance of over 60 km at
a rate greater than 1 GbiUs. An experimental system
developed by AT&T multiplexes 10 slightly different
wavelength laser beams onto one single-mode fiber. The
system can transmit data at an effective rate of 20
Gbitis over a distance f 68 km without amplification.

One of the main problems with slngle . mode fibers is
the difficulty in making low-loss connections with the
tiny fibers. Another difficulty is that in order to get
enough light energy into the tiny fiber, relatively expen-
sive laser diodes or other lasers rather than inexpensive
LEDs must be used.

FIBER-OPTIC CABLE USES

Fiber-optic transmission has the advantages that the
signal lines are much smaller than the equivalent electri-
cal signal lines, signals can be sent much longer dis-
tances without repeater amplifiers, and very high data
rates are possible. One of the first major uses of fiber-
optic transmission systems has been for carrying large
numbers of phone conversations across oceans and
between cities. A single 12-fiber, i-in. diameter optical.
fiber cable can transmit 1,000,000 simultaneous tele-
phone conversations. These specifications are impres.
sive, but relatively primitive as compared to the possibili-
ties shown by laboratory research. In the future it is
possible that the high data rate of fiber-optic transmis-
sion may make picture phones a household reality,
replace TV cables, replace satellite communication for
many applications, replace modems, and provide exten-
sive computer networking.

ASYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATION
SOFTWARE ON THE IBM PC

In a previous Section of this chapter we discussed how
asynchronous serial data can be sent or received with
an 8251A on a polled or an Interrupt basis. Any serial
communication at some point has to get down to that
level of hardware interaction. However, as we tried to
show you In Chapter 13. you should write programs at
the highest language level you have availabI without
excessively sacrificing execution speed, the amount of
memory used, or ease of use, In this section we show
examples of serial data Communication using direct
UART interaction, BIOS function calls. DOS function
calls, and C function calls, so that you can write pro-
grams at any level.

As a first example we will show you how we developed
a simple terminal emulator program: then as a second
example we will show you how we developed a program
which downloads object code files from the IBM PC to
an SDK-86 board.
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A Terminal Emulator Using DOS
Function Calls and BIOS Calls

As a first step in developing the SDK download program.
we decided to write a simple terminal emulator program.
A terminal emulator program, when run, makes the PC
act like a dumb CRT terminal. Characters typed on the
keyboard are sent out on an RS-232C line to a modem
or some other RS-232C-compatible equipment, and
characters coming into the PC on an RS-232C line are
displayed on the CRT.

Whenever you want to write a system program such
as this, you should first write the algorithm In a standard
form as we taught you in Chapter 3. Figure 14-23 shows
an algorithm for our simple terminal emulator.

The next step is to decide what language you want to
work in and translate the algorithm to that language.
For this example we decided to use DOS function calls
and BIOS function calls. If you are programming at this
level you should first see what DOS function calls are
available to do each part of the algorithm for you.
There are several reasons for this approach. First, DOS
function calli are usually very easy to use because they
do not require you to have extensive knowledge of the
hardware details. Second. programs written at the DOS
level are much more likely to run correctly on another
"compatible" system. If you are going to be writing
system programs for the IBM PC or PS/2, you should get
a copy of the DOS Technical Reference Manual.

If you need some operation that is not provided by a
DOS function call, then the next step Is to check
the available BIOS procedures in the IBM PC or PS/2
Technical Reference Manual. Finally, If neither DOS or
BIOS has the functions you need, you invoke the 5-
minute rule, and then dig into the Technical Reference
Manual to find the pieces you need to write the functions
yourself.

The relevant DOS function calls are as follows.

Function Call 2-The character in DL Is sent to the CRT
and the cursor is advanced one position.

Function Call 3—Waits for a character to be received in
the serial port and then returns with character in AL.

Function Call 4—The character In DL is output to the
serial port.

Iunciion Call 8—Watts for a key to be pressed on the
keyboard and ihen returns the ASCII code for the key
in AL.

INtl CON1

REEAT

IF CHARACTER READY IN UARJ THEN

READ CHARACTER

SEND. TO CR1

IF KEYPRESSED ON IBM KEYBOARD THEN

READ KEY

SEND TO SERIAL PORT

UNTIL FOREVER

FIGURE,14-23 Algorithm for simple terminal emulator
program.

FuncUon call 2 looks useful for sending a character to
the CRT. and.(unction call 4 looks useful for sending a
character to the serial port. However, the keyboard call
and the serial-read call will not work because they both
sit it loops waiting for input. In other words. If you call
function 8. execution will not return from that function
until a. key Is pressed on the keyboard. K execution Is
in the function 8 loop, characters coming Into the serial
port will not be read. What Is needed here are procedures
which allow polling to go back and forth between the
keyboard and the serial port receiver. Also needed is the
least painful way to initialize the serial port. Let's see
what BtOS has to offer.

Figure l424.shows the subfunctions and parameter
passing registers for the IBM PC BIOS INT l4H proce-
dure. This procedure wIll do one of four functions,

BIOS I.NT 148 SURPROCEDUREC AND PARAMETERS

AM	 FUNCTION

0	 Initialize conunications port
DX	 port nu.ber - 0 = coal, I r co.2
AL = Co.. port mode word as follows.
baud rate	 parity	 stop data bits
765	 43	 2	 10
o o 0 110	 NO-none	 0-1	 10-7
o o 1 150	 01-odd	 1-2	 11-8
O 1 0 300
o 1 1 600
1 0 0 1200
1 0 1 2400
1 1 0 4800
1 1 1 9600

Send the character in AL out con port
DX port number - 0 r coal, 1 co.2
Returns line status in All as .hown
below for All	 3 cal1

Read character from corn port
DX	 port number -- 0	 coal, 1	 co.2
Returns,character in AL, status in AM.
If All bit 7	 1, unable to read char.
If All bit 7	 0, bits 3,2,1 flag error..
If AH	 0, char read with no errors.

Read line and mode. status.
DX	 port nu.ber - 0	 coal, 1	 co.2
Returns: AH	 line status

bit 7	 time out
bit 6	 trans.it shift register empty
bit 5	 trana.it hold register empty
bit 4	 break detect
bit I	 framing error
bit 2	 parity error
bit 1	 àverrun error
bit 0	 received character ready

AL = .ode. signal stat.
bit 7	 receive line signal detact
bit 6	 ring indicator
bit 5	 data Set ready asserted
bit 4	 clear to send asserted
bit 3	 del.ta receive line detect
bit 2	 trailing edge ring detect
bit I	 delta data -set ready
bit 0	 delta clear to send

FIGURE 14-24 Subprocedures and parameter passing'
registers for IBM PC BIOS INT 14H procedure.
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depending on the value passed to it in the AM register.
If Al-I = 0 when the procedure is called. the byte in AL
Is used to initialize the serial port device as shown. If
Al-I = 1, then the character in AL will be Sent out from
the serial port. Likewise, if Al-I = 2, then a character
will be read in from the serial port and left in AL. Finally,
if AM = 3 when the procedure is called, the status of
the serial port will be returned in AM and AL. The first
of these four options solves the initialization problem.
The last (AM = 3) supplies most of the solution for the
problem of determining when the UART has a character
ready to be read. Bit 0 of the status byte returned In AM
will be set if the UART contains a character ready to be
read. If a character is ready, it c'n be read in and sent
to the CRT. If no character Is present. the program cn
go check to see if a key on the keyboard has been pressed.

Figure 13-1 shows the subprocedures and parameter-
passing registers for the IBM PC BIOS INT 1 6H procedure
which accesses the keyboard. Remember from the dis-
cussion at the start of the last chapter that this proce-
dure performs one of three different functions, de-
pending or the value passed to it in AM. if Al-I = 0, the
procedure .vill wait for a keypress and return the code
for the pressed key in AL or AM. If AT-I = 1. the function
will return with the zero flag = 0 if a key has been
pressed and the code is available to be read. 11AM 2,
the shift stattis'will be returned in AL.

Calling the INT 16 procedure with AM I solves the
problem of polling the keyboard without sitting in a loop
the way the DOS function call does. The zero flag
can simply be checked upon return from the NT 16
procedure, and if no key is ready. execut1o, go check
the UART again. If a key code is ready, it can be read in
with a DOS call or another 1NT 16 call and sent to the
UART.

Figure 14-25 shows a simple terminal emulator pro-
gram which uses the procedures we have described.
The program follows the algorithm almost line by line.
Remember from previous chapter examples that BIOS
procedures are called directly by an INT (number) in-
struction, and DOS calls are done by putting the function
number in AM and doing an INT 211-I instruction.

You can connect the serial port on an IBM PC- or PSI
2-compatible to the serial port of an SDK-86 board
as shown in Figure 14-lOb and use this program o
communicate with the board at 300 or 600 Bd. However,
if you try to use the program at 1200 or 2400 Bd. the
first character of each line of characters received from
the SDK-86 or other source will be lost. It took some
work to figure out why this Is the case, because even
with a 4.77-MHz 8088. the computer should be more
than fast enough to handle 4800-Bd communciation
with no trouble. The problem is in the INT I OH procedure
which we used to send characters to the CR!'. After a
carriage return is sent to the CRT. the display on the
screen is scrolled up one line. To avoid flicker, however.
the screen Is not scrolled until the next frame update.
Since the frame rate for the monochrome display is 50
Hz. the return from the display procedure may take as
long as 20 ms. Any charactes that come into the UART
during this time will be lost. The next section shows

how we solved this problem to produce a download
program which works correctly at 4800 baud.

IBM PC to SDK-86 Download Program

The main purpose of the program described in this
section Is to allow the binary codçs for programs devel-
oped on an IBM PC- or PS,'2 .compatibie computer to bc
downloaded through an RS-232C link to an SDK-86
board. The program also functions as a dumb terminal
so that downloaded programs can be' run, memory
contents displayed, and registers examined by using the
SDK-86 serial monitor commands. These commands
are implemented by simply t yping the appropriate keys
on the computer keyboard.

FIgure 14-26. page 510. shows the overall algorithm
for the program. The main difference between this
algorithm and the one for the dumb terminal in Figure
14-24 is the addition of the actions when the letter Q or
the letter L is typed. However, we implemented the
algorithm in a different way tn order to solve the speed
problem described in the previous section. to give you
some more exposure to the C programming language,
and to show you some very important programming
techniques. Incidentally, the 1986 version of this pro-
gram, written entirely in assembly language. required
six pages. This version. written mostly in C, requires
only ibur pages. It would be shorter still except that we
left two procedures In assembly language so you can
more easily work your way through them if you want,

Figure 14-27, page 511, shows the complete program.
The main part of the program is only a little over a
page long. Main calls six funct-ions INIT, SERIAL_IN,
CHK_N_DISPLAY. xmit. converLand_send, and shut-
down to do most of the work. After we give an overview.
we will explain In detail how each of these functions work.

OVERVftW

As you can see from the algorithm In Figure 14-26, this
program spends most of the time running around a loop
which waits for the user to press a key or a character to
be received in a buffer from the SDK-86. In our program
the two statem.s while (!bioskey( 1)1 and CHK_N_DIS-
PLAY)) Implement this loop.	 -

The bioskey (1) part of this calls the BIOS INT 16H
procedure to determine if a key has been pressed. If a
key has been pressed, we call bibskey again to read in
the code for the pressed key and use a switch structure
to determine the action to take for tbat key code. If no
key has been pressed, the bioskey (1) function call
returns a 0 and the while loop repe'ts.

'When the CHK_N_DISPL4Y function is called, it deter-
mines if a buffer contains any characters read in from
the UART connected to the SDK-86. If the buffer contains
no characters, execution simply returns to the while loop.
If the buffer contains a character, the character is sent
to the CR'!'. Here's how this program solves the timing
problem suffered by the program in Figure 14-25.

Remember from the discussion in the previous section
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;8086 PROGRAM F14-25.AS*4
;TERI4IIIAL EPSJLATOR PROGRAM FOR SOK-86

This progr1i sends characters entered on the IBM PC to the CGMI
serial port at 600 baud, and displays characters received fran the
CGM1 serial port on the CRT.

PAGE , 132

STACK_HERE
	

SEGMENT	 STACK
OW 100 DUP(0)
SlACK_TOP LABEL RD

STACK_HERE	 ENDS

COGE_HERE	 SEGMENT
ASStME CS:COGE_HERE, SS:STACK_HERE

START: NOV AX, STACK HERE
NOV SS,AX
NOV SF, OFFSET STAC TOP
NOV AN, 00
NOV DX, 0000
NOV AL, 011O111B
1111	 1411
ST I

CHKAGN:NOV DX, 0000
NOV AN, 03
1111 l4ii
TEST AN, 0111
JNZ RDCHAR
JNP KYBO

RDCNAR:NOV AN. 02
INT 1411
NOV Di., AL
NOV AN, 0211
lIlT	 2114

KYBO: NOV AN, 1
lIlT 1611
JNZ RDKY
JMP CHKAGN

RDKY: NOV AH, 0
lIlT 1611
NOV DX, 000011
NOV AN, 01
lIlT 1411
JMP CHKAGJI

COGE_HERE ENDS
END START

Initialize stack serpent

See if char waiting in UART
If char, read It
else, go look for keypress
Read character
from UART to AL
Character to DL for DOS call
DOS caLL n.ater for CRT display
Do DOS call
Check if key has been pressed
using BIOS call

If keypress, read key code
else look for nre from SOK
Read key code
using BIOS caLL
Point at CE*l1 serial port

Send character to UART with BIOS
Go Look for another char from UART
or from keyboard

initialize stack pointer
; InitiaLize Cl1'

Point at C41
600 Sd, no parity. 2 stop,8-bit
via BIOS lIlT 1411

; Enable interrtçts
Point at C41
Check for character from SOK

a

FIGURE 14-25 Simple terminal emulator program using DOS and BIOS
function calls.

that if the program in Figure 14-25 is operated at over
600 Bd. characters which come Into the UART while the
INT 1OH procedure Is scrolling the CRT display are
missed. In this program we read characters from the
UART on an interrupt basis and put them In a buffer.
Even if the PC is in the middle of t.he tNT IOH procedure
or some other procedure when the UART has a character
ready, the Interrupt procedure will read the character
from the UART and put it in the buffer. When execution
loops back around to the CH1C_N_JDISPLAY procedure
again, the character will be read from the buffer and

sent to the display. SERIAL_IN is the interrupt proce-
dure which reads characters from the UART and puts
them in the buffer. Now let's take a closer look at the
switch structure which executes when the user presses
a key on the PC keyboard.

If the user presses a Q key, we call the shutdown
function to put the system back in Its initial state and
exit to DOS. If the user presses an L key, we first prompt
the user for the path and name of a BIN or .COM file to
be downloaded to the SDK-86. After reading in the name
of the file, we open the file if possible and send the
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INIT 141 1?E EVERYTHING
REPEAT

IF KEY PRESSED THEN
•	 READ KEY

1F KEY = 0 THEN
OU I T

ELSE I'F KEY = L THEN
DOWNLOAD BINARY FILE FROM DISK 10 SDK—Bé,

ELSE SEND CHARACTER FOR PRESSED KEY TO SDK—B6
•	 IF UART BUFFER HAS CHARACTER THEN

SEND CHARACTER TO CRT
UNTXL .QUIT

I)

START

INITIALIZE

YES	 KEY
PRESSED

NO

	

CHAR	 NO
IN BUFFER

YES

SEND TO CAT

NO

YES	 KEY L

NO

SEND CHAR
TO SDK -86

LOAD PROGRAM

QUIT

(bi
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FIGURE 14-26 Algorithm for SDKCOM1 download
program. (a, top) Pseudocode. (b, left) Flowchart.

Substitute command to the SDK-86. The while loop
starting with while (!feoflfp)) reads a data byte from
the file stream and then calls the convert_ancL.send
function to convert the data byte to the format re4uired
by the SDK-86 and end it to the UART for transmission
to the SDK-86. We then load numchar with the number
of characters and call the CHK_N_DISPLAY procedure
to send the SDK-86 response to the CRT.

Note that we have to use the feof I) function to detect
the end of this file rather than usir,g the EOF character
method we showed you for text files in the last chapter.
The reason for this is that in a binaTy tile such as a BIN
or .COM file, the EOF character, FFH. is a valid data
byte and cannot be used as art end-of-file marker.

After all the data bytes are sent, we use the xmit
function to send a carriage return to the SDK-86. This
executes the SDK-86 Substitute command. Finally, we
close the file before breakIng from the switch structure.

If the key pressed by the user is not a Q or an L, the
default part of the switch structure calls the xmit
function to simply send the code for the pressed key on
to the SDK-86.

The gob agaim statement after the switch statement
sends execution back to the whIle loop, which waits for
a keypress or a character received in the buffer, Now
let's dig a little deeper into the major parts of the
program.

INITIALIZATION

The UART used on the IBM asynchronous commuiilca-
(ions adapter board is an INS82SO. if the board is
configured as system serial oort COMI, the Interrupt
output from this device is connected to the 1R4 inpult of
an 8259A priority-interrupt controller on the main PC
board of the IBM computer. The major part of :he
Initialization here involves getting the 8250 initiallEed
and setting up the interrupt mechanism. Remember
from previous discussions that when an 8259A receives
an interrupt on an LR input that is unmasked. it sends
a specified interrupt type to the processor. The 8259A
is initialized by the BIOS so that type 8 will be sent for
an IRO input. Therefore, for an lR4 signal from the
UART. the 8259A will send type OCR to the proceSSOl-.



/

1 C PROGRAI F14-27A.0 /
#inclLidestdio.l
#incli.idesdos.h,
#incliebios.h
#rnctidestdljb.h
extern void init(void);
extern j ot chk_n_dsptaY(VOid)
estern void interrupt serial_in(void);
void convert_and_send(char binval);
void xmit(char ascvat);
void shutdown(void);
void interrupt (oldcomrxint)O;
jot nuTichar	 0;

/ asseiTtly language /
/ asseiitLy language /
I . asseiitly language /

/. pointer to interrupt fsctioci /
1 . couter for chk_and_di splay fi.wction /

/ SOK substitute ccemiarid /

main()

FILE fp;
char f j lename(4O, ch;
char sdksthfl = "S 0000:0100,";
char *ptr vat, mask;
j ot COtst;-	 / ACTION STARTS HERE /
puts("SD'(86 Interface Program by Douglas V. Hall., 1990. \n\n");
puts('Press Caps Lock key on conçuter.\n");
puts("Enter - GO FEOO:O PERICV on SOK-86 keypd to activate SDK-86.\n");
puts("Ir, addition to monitor c,nands the folLowing are avaiLable:\n");
pUts("L- Load binary file and send to SOK-86\n");
putS('Q Quit arid return to DOS. n");

oldcerxint	 getvect(12);
setvect(12, serial_in);
mi t( );

again:
whihy (! bioskey(1))

chk_n_display();

ch = bioskey(0);
switt'n (ch) (

case '0':

/ save old interrupt vector for RxROY /
/* load vector for custcle RxRDY data read *l

1* initialize 8250 UART and 8259A PLC /

I. loop is,tit key pressed /
1* display characters read by UART if any *1

/. Read.keycode arid decide action /

I . If 0, the quit arid return to DOS */
shutdownO;
break;

cai.e '1':	 /. Download .bin or .cli file to SOK-86 /
puts("Please enter drive, path. arid.
-	 nie of .bin or .cu file.\n');
1ets(fi lename);

i f((fpfopen( fi leo,ie,'rb"))O)

perror(fiLename); 	 1 print err message 1
puts("\n Enter new coemarid letter.kn");
goto again;	 /*'get new user comand /

pEr = sdksub;	 / point at Substitute ccmiiand string /
while(*ptr	 NULL)
	 / send Substitute coemar,d to SO86 /

xsiiit(ptr);
pt r*.;

)
nuuh.r IT;	 1* ruTter of characters sent by sdk /
wliile(rnaachar 0)

chk_n_displayO;	 / echo sclk response to screen *1

FIGI iRE 14-27 C and assembly language source program for SDKCOM1
program. (a) C mainline. (b) Assembly language modules. (Continued on

pp. 512-14.)
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IEte(lf.of(fp))	 I. pr.ce,s bytes t.,tft and of fIle 1
(
valgetc(fp);	 1* reid character fr	 file .tr.	 /
If (If .of Cf p) )

(
corvert_snd, send(val);/* ASCII values to SOK-86 /
nLchar • 14;	 I characters returned by SOK-86 *1

ifle(nt.jachar O)
Chk_fl_dIsplsyo;	 / send si* echo In /

/ rlr buffer to CRY /
)

)
vat OxOd;
Xmi t (vat);
fclose(fp);

-	 break;
defauLt:

xi t (ch);
break;

)
9010 agaIn;

)

void convert_and send(char binvat)
(

char hold;
hold binval;
binvat	 binval '>4;
binval blnvsl & OxOf;
if(bfnvat >= OxOA)

binval binval • 0x37;
else

binvat • binval • 0x30;
xit(binvsL);
binval • hold;
bfnval - blswal & Ox000f;
If(binva i OxOA)

binvat binval + 0x37;
else

binval binval + 0x30;
xaIit(binvaL);
binval • Ox2c;
xJtit(biflvaI;

)

void xmit(char ascyat)
(

whlLe((biosccm(300)& Ox200O)O)

outportb(Ox3f ascvsl);
)

voW shutdown(void)
C

Lrsigned char mask;
mask • Ioportb(0x21);
mask mask	 OxiC;
OlJtportb(0x21 ,mask);
Setvect(12, Ot&oarxint);
ex tb);

)

FIGURE 14-27 (Continued)

/. send terminator character to SOK-66 /

/* close file .1
/ go get next aer Cand SI
,. not 0 or 1, Just send to WK86 ./

of main *1

/ Save copy of binary value SI
,. I.per four bits to tower /

/mask Lçqer four bits */
I convert nibble to ASCII •/

1 add.37'H if letter /

/ add 30K if nter ./
/ send to SDK-86 /

1* get original value of binvet /
I. mask i.er nibble *1
/ convert lower nibble to ASCII

/ add 37W if hex letter *1

/ dd 30K if hex rn.ber /

/* load code for c	 /

/ send to S0k-66 /

1* waIt for UART icait buffer ready /
I. send ASCII character to UARI */

/. shut everything down and return to DOS /

/ mask 8259 1R4 interrupt irt /

1. restore BIOS interrupt vector */
/ autcmaticalLy closes any open files /
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8086 PROGRAI4 FI4-278.ASM
_TEXT	 SEGMENT	 BYTE PU8LC C00F

DGRUJP	 GR00P	 _OATA
ASSLBIE	 CS:_IEXT,DS:DGR00P,SS:DGR00P

_TEXT	 ENDS

_DAFA	 SEGMENT RD PUBLIC 'DATA'
CUEU€ 08 1000 DUP(0)	 ; Declare ring buffer
HEAD_POINTER OW 0	 ; Pointer to read Location in buffer
TAIL_POINTER DW 0	 Pointer to write Location in buffer
TIME_00T_MESS 08 'TRANSMIT TIME00T - CHECK NARDWABE,00H, OAH
EXTRB	 _NUMCHAR:RD

_DATA	 ENDS

_TEXT	 SEGMENT	 BYTE PUBLIC 'C00E
PUBLIC _IHIT
PUBLIC _SERIAL_IW
PUBLIC _CHK_N_DISPLAY

_IMIT PROC NEAR
; Urmmsk 8259A 1R4

IN AL, 21H	 ; Read 8259A 1MB
AND AL. OECH	 ; Urask IR4
Gil 21)4, AL

;initiatize 8250 UARI baud rate,etc.
NOV AN, 00	 Initialize CI1
NOV DX, 0000	 Point at CGM1
NOV AL, 110001118	 4800 Bd,Ho parity,2 stop,8-bit
1)11 14)4	 vie BIOS lIlT 14)4

;Erable 8250 RXRDY interrupt
NOV DX, O3FBH	 ; Point at 8250 tine control port
IN AL, DX	 Read in tine control word
AND AL, 7tH	 Set DLA8O
GJT DX, AL	 Send .ine control word back out
NOV AL, 01)4	 Value to enable RxROY interrupt
NOV DX, O3F9H	 Point at Interrupt enable register
(XII DX, AL	 EnabLe RXRDY interrupt
NOV AL, 081$	 ; Assert 8250 0012, RTS, DIR byte
NOV DX, O3FCN	 Point at modem control re in 8250
(XII DX, AL	 Sand to 8250
RET

_IWIT (HOP

_SERIAL_!N PROC FAR
SI)	 .Interrupts back on for clock, etc.
PUSH AX
PUSH BX
PUSH OX
PUSH Di
PUSHOS	 (
NOV AX, DGROJP	 Load cuprent OS register value
NOV DS, AX
NOV DX, 03F8H	 Receiver bulfer address for 8250
IN	 AL, DX	 Read character
NOV DI, TAiL_POINTER	 Get current tail pointer value
INC DI	 Point to next storage Location
CMP DI, 1000	 Coepare with flax to see if time

to wrap around
JNE FUICHK	 No, go check if queue full
NO! DI, 00
	 Yes, set DI for wraparosd to stat

FIGURE 14-27 (Continued)
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FULCKK:
CNF Di, HEAD_POUjTER
JE NO_MORE
NOV BX, TAIL_POINTER
NOV QUEUE LBX. AL
NOV TAIL POINTER, 0!

NO_MORE:

NOV AL, 2014
QUT 2011, AL
POP OS

DI
POP DX
POP BX
POP AX
IRET

_SERIAL_IN ENDP

_CHK_N •DISPLAY PROC NEAR
PUSH DI
IN	 AL, 2111
OR	 ,,., 1011

JT 2111, AL
NOV DI, HEAD_POINTER
CNP DI, TAIL_POINTER
JE	 NOCI4AR
NOV AL, OIJEUEtDII
INC DI
CNP DI, 1000
JIlt Ol(
NOV DI, 0

O:
NOV HEAD_PO!NTER DI
PUSH AX
IN A' 2111
AND AL, OECH
QUT 2111, AL
POP AX
NOV All, 14
NOV BK, 0
INT 1011
DEC NUMCIAR
JNP DONE

IIOCHAR:
IN	 Al, 2111
AND AL, DECK

JT 2H, AI-
DONE:

POP DI
RET

_CI4K_P4_D I SPLAY ENOP

Chock for full queue
Full, do not write char
Not full, point at write bc
Character to circular biffer
Save new tail pointer value

Non-specific EOI coeriand
to 8259A

Disable 8259A 1R4 in critical region
by masking bit 4 of IMR

Is queue effçty 7
Yes, just return
No, get char from queue to AL
Point DI at next byte in queue
See if time to wrap pointer aro,d
No, go on
Yes, wrap pointer around to start

Store new pointer value
Save character in AL on stack

Enable 1R4 interrupt so new char in 8250
can interrupt lIlT 10K

Get character back from stack
Use BIOS INT 1011 to send to CR1

Dec nuier char Sent to CR1

End of critical region. Enable 1R4 by
trriask•ing bit 4 in IMR of 8259A so,
new char n UARI can interrupt

TEXT	 ENDS
END

FIGURE 14-27 (Continued)

The processor multiplies the type number by 4 and goes
to that address In the Interrupt-vector table to get
the starting address of the service procedure for that
Interrupt. In your program you must In some way put
the starting address of your Interrupt-service procedure
In the correct address In the Interrupt-vector table.

The setvect(12. serlaLin); statement near the start of
our program calls a predefined function to Initialize the
tnt 12 location In the vector table with the starting
address of our SERIAL_IN procedure. In a simple appli-
cation such as this, the setvect statement is all that Es
needed, but W used the opportunity to show you an
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important technique that is used in "terminate and stay
resident" programs, which we discuss more in the next
chapter.

The point here is that whenever you write a program
which changes some basic system parameter such as
the contis of the interrupt-vector table, you should
sav. tHe initial values of the parameters so you can
restore them when your program finishes executing.
There are three steps in saving and restoring an inter-
rupt vector. The first step is to declare a pointer to
an interrupt function with a statement such as void
interrupt (oldcomrxint) () ;. In this statement interrupt
is a special pointer type and oldcomrxint is the name
w gave to the pointer. The second step in the process
is to save the initial contents of the interrupt vector
table with the oldcomrxint-getvect( 12); statement. In
this statement the predefined function getvect (I copies
the interrupt vector to the location pointed to by
oldcomrxint. The final step is to restore the initial vector
when our program terminates. We do this with the
setvect (12,oldcomrxint); statement in our shutdown
function. As we will show you later, the point of all this
is that you can "intercept" a system interrupt such as
the keyboard interrupt, use it for your own program,
and then restore the system interrupt vector when your
program finishes.

To do the rest of thetnitialtzation for this program we
call the assembly language program INIT, so take a look
at it now. The 8259A itself is mostly initialized by the
BIOS when the system is turned on. However, since the
UART is connected to lR4 of the 8259A, that input has
to be unmasked, To do this the current contents of the
8259A interrupt mask register are read in from address
211-1. The bit corresponding to 1R4 is then ANDed with
a 010 unmask the interrupt, and the result is sent back
to the interrupt mask register. Using this approach
saves the system environment, It is important to do this
rather than just sending out a control word directly, so
that you don't disable other system functions. In this
system, for example, the system clock tick is connected
to IRO and the keyboard is connected to IRI. so these
would be disabled if you accidentally put l's in these
bits of the control word.

Initializing the 8250 UART is next. Figure 14-28. page
516, shows the internal addresses and the bit formats
for the control words we need here. The first part of the
initialization involves the baud rate. parity, and stop
bits. Since this step requires several words to be sent.
we simply used the BIOS INT l4H procedure to do it.

NOTE: We initialize the 8250 here for 4800 Rd.
so the baud rate jumper on the SDK-86 must be
set for this baud rate,

The next task we do here is enable the desired interrupt
circuitry in the 8250. In order to do this, the DLAB bit
of the line control word must first be made a 0. Note
that this is done by reading in the line control word.
resetting the desired bit, and sending the word Out
again. This preserves the previous state of the rest of
the bits in the line control register. As shown in Figure
l4-28b, with DLA[3	 0, a control word which enables

the enable-receive line status interrupt caii be sent to
the interrupt enable register at address 03F9H. As
shown in Figure 14-28b. the 8250 has four different
conditions which can be enabled to assert the interrupt
output when true. in cases where multiple interrupts
are used, the interrupt identification register can be
read to determine the source of an interrupt. For this
application we are using only the enable receive line
status interrupt, so a its put in that bit. The flxmalp
in the 8250 initialization is to assert the RTS. DTR.
and OUT2 output signals As shown by the circuit
connections in Fl 14-lOb, asserting RTS is neces-
sary to assert the CTS input so the UART can transmit,
Likewise, asserting DTR is necessaiy to assert the DSR
and CD inputs of the UART. The OUT2 signal from the
8250 must be asserted in order to enable a three-state
buffer which is in series with the interrupt signal from
the 8250 to the 8259A.

When you are working out an initialization sequence
such as this, read the data sheet carefully and check
out the actual hardware circujjor the system you are
working on. We missed the OUT2 Connection the first
time through, but a second look at the schematic for
the communications board showed that it was necessary
to assert this signal. Now let's see how the procedure
which reads characters from the UART works.

THE SERIAL IN PROCEDURE
The purpose of the SERIAL_IN interrupt procedure is
to read characters in from the IJART and put them in a
buffer. Note that since this is an in,terrupt procedure
which can occur at any time. it is important to save the
DS register of the interrupted program and load the
DS register with DGROUP. the value needed for this
procedure.

The buffer used here Is a special type of queue called
fferori1ng buffer. Figure 14-29. page 517.

attempts to show how this works. One pointer, called
the TAIL_POINTER, is used to keep track of where the
next byte is to be written to the buffer. Another pointer
called the HEAD_POINTER is used to keep track of
where the next character to be read from the buffer is
located. The buffer is circular because when the tail
pointer reaches the highest location in the memory
space se aside for the buffer, it is "wrapped around to
the beginning of the buffer again. The head pointer
follows the tail pointer around the circle as characters
are read from the buffer. Two checks are made on the
tall pointer before a character is written to the buffer.

First the tail pointer Is brought Into a register and
Incremented. This incremented value is then compared
with the maximum number of bytes the buffer can hold.
If the values are equal, the poInter is at the highest
address In the buffer, so the register is reset to zero.
After the current character is put in the buffer, this
value will be loaded into TAIL_POINTER to wrap around
to the lowest address in the buffer again.

Second, a check is made to see if the incremented
value of the tall pointer is equal to the head pointer. If
the two are equal. It means that the current byte can be
written, but that the next byte wüuld be written over
thc byte at the head of the queue. In this case we simply

— 67	
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I/O DECODE (IN HEX)
PRIMARY ALTERNATE	 REGISTER SELECTED 	 OLAB STATE

ADAPTER ADAPTER	 _____________

3FB	 2F8	 TX BUFFER	 DLABO WHITE)

3F8	 2F8	 AX BUFFER	 DLABO (READ)

3F8	 2F8	 DIVISOR LATCH LSB	 DLAB1
3F9	 2F9	 DIVISOR LATCH MSB	 DLAB=1
3F9	 2F9	 INTERRUPT ENABLE REGISTER	 DLABX
3FA	 2FA	 INTERRUPT IDENTIFICATION REGISTERS DLAB'X
3F6	 2F8	 LINE CONTROL REGISTER 	 DLAB X
3FC	 2FC	 MODEM CONTROL REGISTER 	 DLABSX
3FD	 2FD	 LINE STATUS REGISTER 	 DLAB'X
3FE	 2FE	 MODEM STATUS REGISTER	 DLA8X

INTERRUPT ENABLE REGISTER (lEA)

HEX ADDRESS 3F9 DLAB = 0
BIT 1 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

L 1 ENABLE DATA
AVAILABLE INTERRI.JPr
1 - ENABLE TX HOLDING REGISTER
EMPTY INTERRUPT
1 = ENABLE RECEIVE LINE
STATUS INTERRUPT

__________ = ENABLE MODEM STATUS
INTERRUPT

- =0
- =0
- =0
-

(b(

LINE STATUS REGISTER )LSR(

HEX A DDRESS 3F0
BIT
	

6543210
i_.. pATA READY (OR)

L___.. OVERRUN (OR)

- PARITY ERROR (PE)

FRAMING ERROR (FE)

BREAK INTERRUPT 61)

_________- TRANSMITTER HOLDING REGISTER
EMPTY ITHRE)

TX SHIFT REGISTER EMPTY )TSFI.(

=0

MODEM CONTROL REGISTER )MCR(

HEX ADORESS 3FC
BIT 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

L DATA TERMINAL READY )OTR(

-	 REOUESTTOSEND(RTSI

-OUT 1

OUT2

LOOP

=0

______________- =0

=0

MODEM STATUS REGISTER (MSR(

HEX ADDRESS 3FE
BIT 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

-- DELTA CLEAR TOSEND (DCTS)
DELTA DATA SET READY )DDSR)

- TRAILING EDGE RING
INDICATOR )TERi(
DELTA RX LINE SIGNAL
DETECT )DRLSD(
CLEAR TO SEND (CTS)

-	 DATA SET READY IDSR)
-	 - RING INDICATOR (A,)

- RECEIVE L!NE SIGNAL
DETECT )RLSD)

Id)

FIGURE 14-28 8250 addresses in IBM PC, registers, and control words.
(a) System addresses. (b) Interrupt enable register. (C) Modem control register
(d ) Line status register. (e) Modem status register.

return to the interrupted program without writing the
Current character Into the buffer. Actually this wastes a
byte of buffer space. but it is necessary to do this so
that the pointers have differenE values for this buffer-
full condition than Ehey do for the buffer-empty condi-
tion. The buffer-empty condition is indicated when the
head pointer is equal to the tail pointer. If the buffer is
not full, the character read in from the UART Is written

to the buffer, and the pointer to the next available
location in the buffer is transferred from the register to
the memory location called TAIL_POINTER- Finally.
before returning, an end-of-interrupt command must
be sent to the 8259A to reset bit 4 of Ehc irlterrupt
service register.

To summarize the operation of a circular buffer then,
bytes are put in at the tail pointer location and read out
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103FF

HEAD—F t
FIGURE 14-29 Diagram showing how ring buffer
pointers wrap around at the top of the allocated buffer
space.

from the head pointer location. The buffer is considered
full when the tall pointer reaches one less than the head
pointer. The buffer is empty when the head pointer is
equal to tail pointer.

THE CHK_N_DISPLAY PROCEDURE

The main purpose of the CHK_J'LDISPLAY procedure
Is to read a character from the circular buffer and send
It to the CRT with the BIOS tNT 1OH procedure. In order
to make sure the procedure operates correcUy under all
conditions, however, we mask the 1R4 interrupt in the
8259A right at the start so that an Interrupt from
the UART cannot call the SERIAL.JN procedure while
CHK_N_DISPLAY is using the head and tail pointers.
This is necessaly to prevent the SERIAL_IN procedure
from altering the values of the pointers in the middle
of CHK_3'_D1SPLAY's use of them and causing the
CIjK._N_DISPLAY procedure to make the wrong deci-
sions about whether the buffer is empty, for example.
The group of instructions which you need to protect from
interruption is called a critical region. It is important to
keep critical regions as short as possible so that inter-
rupts need not be masked for unnecessarily long times.
Note that we masked the lR4 interrupt input of the
8259A rather than disable the processor interrupt. This
was done so that the keyboard and the timer interrupts,
which have nothing to do with the critical region In this
procedure, can keep running.

Once the critical region is safe, a check is made to see
if there are any characters in the buffer, If not, the
8259A lR4 input is unmasked, and execution returned
to the calling program. If a character is available in
the buffer, the character is read Out and the head
pointer updated to point to the next available character.
If the pointer is at the top of space allotted for the
buffer, the pointer will be wrapped around to the start
of the buffer again. As soon as the character is read out
from the buffer and the pointers updated, an interrupt
from the UART cannot do any damage. so we unmask
1R4. The BIOS INT IOU procedure is then used to send.
the character to the CRT. If a UART interrupt occurs
during the INT IOH procedure, the SERIAL_IN proce-
dure will read the character from the UART and return
execution to the INT I OH procedure. This short interrup-

tion produces no noticeable effect on the operation of
the tNT IOU procedure, and it makes sure no characters
from the UART are missed. After the INT IOU procedure
finishes, a character-sent counter called NUMCHAR is
decremented and execution is returned to the calling
program. This Counter counts the number of characters
actually sent to the CRT rather than just the number of
times the CHK_N_DISPLAY procedure is called. This
allows the procedure to be called over and over again
until a given number of characters are received from the
5011-86 and sent to the CRT.

THE XMIT FUNCTION

After first checking to see if the UART transmitter buffer
is ready, the XMIT procedure sends a character to the
8250 UART. To determine if the UART transmitter buffer
is empty, we use the predefined bloscom (I function.
which is just a simple way to call the BIOS tNT 14H
procedure. The first argument in the bioscom parenthe-
ses is the BIOS INT 14H subfunction number. The
second argument is the value you want to pass to the
BIOS INT 14H procedure in AL. The third argument In
the parentheses is the COM port number. 0 for COM I
and 1 for COM2. As you can see in Figure 14-24, if you
call the BIOS INT 141-1 procedure with AM = 3. the status
of the UART will be returned in AX. Our while loop
repeats until the transmitter holding register bit, bit
13. becomes a I. Normally, you should also check that
CTS in bit 4 and DSR in bit 5 are also asserted. For this
program, however, these signals are asserted by jumpers
on the connector, so we didn't bother to check them,

To send the character to the UART we did a direct
write to the UART transmitter holding register with the
outportb(Ox3fc. ascval) statement. Normally we avoid
direct writes such as this and use BIOS procedures.
DOS function calls, or C function calls so the program
is more likely to run on a variety of systems. However.
when we tried to use the statement bioscom( I ,ascval.0)
to send a character to the UART, the program would no
longer read characters sent to the UART by the SDK-86.
A careful reading of the BIOS INT 14H procedure in
the IBM Technical Reference Manual showed that the
Transmit subprocedure of the BIOS INT 14H procedure
turns off the OUT2 signal. As we described in the
initialization section. this signal must be asserted so
that receiver-ready interrupt signals can get from the
UART to the 8259A and call the SERIAL-IN procedure.
The only real cure we found for the problem was to do
the direct write to the UART as shown. Incidentally, the
bioscomfi function works fine if you are both sending
and receiving characters on a poiled basis.

THE CONVERT_AND_SEND FUNCTION

The SDK-86 requires that each nibble of a program code
byte be sent In as the corresponding ASCII character,
The code byte 3AM. for example, must be sent as 33H
1ASCII.3). followed by 4tH (ASCII A). We converted this
procedure to C to show you howyou can do bit operations
in C. You can work your way through this section with
an example data byte to see how it works. After the
ASCII characters for each code byte are sent, the ASCII
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code for a comma is sent, as require-ri by the S1)K-86.
and execution is returned to the L section of the switch
structure. There the SDK-86 response is sent to the
CRT.

THE SHUTDOWN FUNCTION
As we said earlier, you should always put everything
back In Its initial state when your program finishes
executing. The shutdown function here remasks the 1R4
input of the 8259A by reading the current value. ORing
that value with IOH to set bit 4. and sending the result
back to the 8259A. The setvect( 1 2.oldcomncint) function
call restores the initial interrupt vector to the INT 12
location in the vector table. Finally, the exit (0) function
call closes any open files and returns execution to DOS.

CONCWSION
This program was written to do a specific Job and to
demonstrate such important programming concepts as
installing an interrupt vector in a C program. interacting
with a UART. working with a ring buffer, reading binary
tiles, and preserving the system environment. Space
limitations prevented us from making the program as
friendly" as we would have liked it to be. Perhaps you

can see how the program could easily be modified to. for
example, let the user enter the desired communications
port number and the desired baud rate.

SYNCHRONOUS SERIAL-DATA
COMMUNICATION AND PROTOCOLS

Introduction

Most of the discussion of serial-data transfer up to this
point in the chapter has been about asynchronous
transmission. For asynchronous serial transmission, a
start bit is used to identify the beginning of each data
character, and at least one stop bit is used to identify
the end of each data character. The transmitter and the
receiver are effectively synchronized on a character-by-
character basis. With a start bit, I stop bit. and I parity
bit, a total of 10 bits must be sent for each 7-bit
ASCII character. This means that 30 percent of the
transmission time is wasted. A more efficient method of
transferring serial data is to synchronize the transmitter
and the receiver and then send a large block of data
characters one after the other with no time between
characters. No start or stop bits are then needed with
individual data characters, because the receiver auto
maticaliy knows that every 8 bits received alter synchro
nization represents a data character. When a block of
data is not being sent through a synchronous data link,
the line is held in a marking condition. To indicate the
start ol a transmission, the transmitter sends out one
or more unique characters called sync characters or a
unique bit pattern called aflag. depending on the system
being used. The receiver uses the sync characters or the
flag to synchronize its internal clock with that of the
receiver. The receiver then shifts in the data loilowing
the sync characters and converts them to parallel form

so they can be read in by a computer. As we said in the
discussions of modems and ISDN, high-speed modems
and digital communication channels use synchronous
transmission.

Now, remember from a previous section that a hard-
ware level set of handshake signals is required to trans-
mit asynchronous or synchronous digital data over
phone lines with modems, in addition to this handshak-
ing. a higher level of coordination. or protocol. is required
between transmitter and receiver to assure the orderly
transfer of data, A protocol in this case is an agreed Set
of rules concerning the form in which the data is to be
sent. There are many different serial data protocols. The
two most common that we discuss here are the IBM
binary synchronous communication-s protocol, or BI-
SYNC, and the htgh-Ieuel data link control protocol, or
HDLC.

Binary Synchronous Communication
Protocol—BISYNC

BISYNC is referred to as a byte-controlled protocol (BCP).
because specified ASCII or EBCDIC characters (bytes)
are used to indicate the start of a message and to
handshake between the transmitter and the- receiver,
Incidentally, even in a full-duplex system, BISYNC proto-
col only allows data transfer in one direction at a time.

Figure 14-30 shows the general message format for
BISYNC. For our first cycle through this we will assume
that the transmitter has received a message from the
receiver that it is ready to receive a transmission. If no
message is being sent, the line is an "idle" condition
with a continuous high on the line, To indicate the start
ofa message, the transmitting system sends two or more
previously agreed upon sync characters, For example. a
sync character might be the ASCII 1611. As we said
before, the receiver uses these sync characters to syn-
chronize its clock with that of the transmitter, A header
may then be sent if desired, The header contents arc
usually defined for a specific system and may include
information about the type, priority, and destination of
the message that follows, The start of the header is
indicated with a special character called start-of-header
(SOl-I). which in ASCII is represented by OIL-i.

After the header. if present, the beginning of the text
portion of the message is indicated by another special
character called start-of-text (SIX). which in ASCII Is
represented by 0211. To indicate the end of the text
portion of the message. an end-of-text (ETX) character
or an end-of-block (ETB) character is sent. The text
portion may contain 128 or 256 characters (different
systems use different-size blocks of text). Immediately
following the EIX. character I or 2 block check charac-

TEXT

OfflECTION OF SERIAL DATA LOW

FIGURE 14-30 General message format for bircary
synchronouscommunication (BISYNC).
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ters (BCC) are sent. For systems using ASCII, the BCC
isa single byte which represents complex parity informa-
tion computed for the text of the message. For sys(ems
using EBCDIC. a 16-bit cyclic redundancy check is
performed on the text part of the message and the 16-
bit result sent as 2 BCCs. The point of these BCCs is
that the receiving system can recompute the value for
them from the received data and compare the results
with the BCCs sent from the tFansmltter. If the BCCs
are not equal. the receiver can send a message to the
transmitter, telling it to send the message again. Now
let's look at how messages are used for data transfer
handshaking between the transmitter and the receiver.

To start let's assume that we have a remote "Smart"
terminal connected to a computer with a half-duplex
connection. Further, let's assume that the computer is
in the receive mode. Now, when the program in the
terminal determines that it has a block of data to send
to the computer, it first sends a message with the text
containing only the single character ENQ (ASCII O5Hl.
which stands for enquiry. The terminal then switches
to receive mode to await the reply from the computer;
The computer reads the ENQ message. and, if it is not
ready to receive data, it sends back a text message
containing the single character for negative acknowl-
edge. NAK (ASCII 15H). If the receiver is ready, it sends
a message containing the affirmative acknowledge.
ACK, character (ASCII 06Ff). In either case, the computer
then switches to receive mode to await the next message
from the terminal. If the terminal received a NAK, it may
give up, or it may wait a while and tty again. If the
terminal received an ACK, it will send a message con-
taining a block of text and ending with a BCC charac-
ter(s). After sending the message. the terminal switches
to receive mode and awaits a reply from the computer
as to whether the message was received correctly. The
computer meanwhile computes the BCC for the received
block of data and compares it with the BCC sent with
the message. If the two BCCs are not equal. the computer
sends a NAK message to the terminal. This tells the
terminal to send the message again, because it was not
received correctly. If the two BCCs are equal. then the
computer sends an ACK message to the terminal, which
tells it to send the next message or block of text. In a
system where multiple blocks of data are being trans-
ferred. an ACK 0 message is usually sent for one block.
an ACK I message sent for the next, and an ACK 0 again
sent for the next. The alternating ACK messages are a
further help in error checking, In either case, after the
message is Sent the computer switches to receive mode
to await a response from the terminal. -

A variation of BISYNC commonly used to transfer
binary files in the PC environment and between Unix
systems and PCs Is called XMODEM. An XMODEM block
consists of a SOH character, a block number, 128 bytes
of data (padded if necessary to fill the block(, and an 8-
bit checksum. A transmission starts with the receiver
sending a NAK character to the sender. The sender then
sends a block of data. If the data is received correctly.
'the receiver sends back an ACK and the sender sends
the next block of data. If the data is not received correctly,
the receiver sends a NAK and the sender sends the block

again. The transmission is completed when the sender
sends an end-of-transmission (EOT) character and the
receiver replies with an ACK.

One 'major problem with a BISYNC type protocol is
that the transmitter must stop after each block of data
is transferred and wait for an ACK or NAK signal from
the receiver. Due to the wait and line turnaround times.
the actual data transfer rate may be only half of the
theoretical rate predicted by the physical bit rate of the
data link. The HDLC protocol discussed in a later section
greatly reduces this problem. Next we want to return to
the Intel 8251A USART which is used on the IBM PC
Synchronous Communication Adapter and give you a
brief look at how it is used for BISYNC communication.

USING THE INTEL. 8251A USART FOR
BISYNC COMMUNICATION

As shown in Figure 14-5, we initialize an 8251Aby first
getting its attention, sending it a mode word, and then
sending it a command word. To initialize the 8251A for
synchronous communication, 0's are put in the least
significant 2 bIts of the mode word. The rest of the bits
in the mode word then have the meanings shown in
Figure 14-31a, page 520. Most of the bit functions
should be reasonably clear from the descriptions in the
figure. but a couple need a little more explanation.

Bit 6 of the mode word specifies the SYNDET pin on
the 8251A to be an input or an output. The pin is
programmed to function as an input if external circuitry
is used to detect the sync character in the data bit
stream. When programmed as an output, the pin will
go high when the 825 1A has found one or more sync
characters in the data bit Stream.

Bit 7 of the mode word is used to specify whether 1 sync
character or a Sequence of 2 different sync characters is
to be looked for at the start of a message.

To initialize an 825 IA for synchronous operation:

I. Send a series of nulls and a software reset command
to the control address as shown at the start of Figure
'4-5.

2. Send a mode word based on the format in Figure
l4-31a to the control address.

3. Send the desired sync character for that particular
system to the control address of the 8251A.

4. II a second sync character is needed, send it to the
control address.	 -

5. Finally, send a command word to the control address
to enable the transmitter, enable the receiver, and
enable the device to look for sync characters in the,
data bit stream coming in the RxD input.

The format for the command word is shown in Figure
14-3 lb. Now, let's examine how the 825 IA participates
In a synchronous data transfer. As you work your way
through this section, try to keep separate in your mind
the parts of the process that are done by the 825 IA and
the parts that are done by software at one end of the
IinlS or the other.
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FICUR 14-31 8251A synchronous mode and command
word formats. (a) Mode word. (b) Command word.
(Intel)

To start, lets assume the 825 IA is In a terminal which
has blocks of data to send to a computer, as we described
earlier In this section. Further assume that the computer
Is in receive mode waiting for a transmission from the
terminal and that the 8251A In the terminal has been

initialized and Is sending out a Continuous high on the
TxD line.

An 110 driver routine In the terminal will start the
transfer process by sending a sync character(s), SOB
character, header characters, STX character, ENQ char-
acter. ETX character, and BCC byte to the 825 IA. one
after the other. The 825 IA sends the characters out In
synchronous serial format (no Start and stop bits). If.
for some reason such as a high-priority interrupt, the
CPU stops sendIng characters while a message is being
sent, the 825 IA will automatically insert sync characters
until the flow of data characters from the CPU resumes.

After the ENQ message has been sent, the CPU in the
terminal awaits a reply from the computer through
the RxD input of the 825 IA. If the 8251A has been
programmed to enter hunt mode by sending it a control
word with a 1 in bit 7. It will continuously shift in bits
from the RxD line and check after each shift if the
character in the receive buffer is a sync character. When
it finds a sync character, the 825 IA asserts the SYNDET
pin high, exits the hunt mode, and starts the normal
data read operation. When the 8251A has a valid data
character in its receiver buffer, the RxRDY pin will be
asserted, and the RxRDY bit in the status register will
be set. Characters can then be read In by the CPU on a
polled or an interrupt basis.

When the CPU has read in the entire message, it can
determine whether the message was a NA} or an ACK.
If the message was an ACK. the CPU can then send the
actual data message sequence of characters to the
8251A. Handshake and data messages will be sent back
and forth until all the desired block of data has been
sent to the computer. In the next section we discuss
anothe. protocol used for synchronous serial-data
transfer.

HighveI Data Link Control (HDLC) and
Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC) Protocols

The I3ISYNC-type protocols which we discussed in the
previous section work only in half-duplex mode; except
for X.10DEM, they have difficulty transmitting pure
8-bIt binary data such as obcct code for programs; and
they are not easily adapted to serving multiple units
sharing a common data (Ink. In an atteroot to solve these
problems, the Interoationa .)on'iards Organization
(ISO) proposed the htgh'levei data link con frol protocol
(HDLC) and IBM developed the sjnchronous dala link
control protocol (SDLC). The standards are so nearly
ideittcaJ that, for the discussion here, we will treat
them together under the name HDLC and indicate any
significant differences as needed.

As we said previously, BISYNC is referred to as a byte.
controlled protocol because character codes or bytes
such as SOB. STX. and ETX are used to mark off parts
of a transmitted message or act as control messages.
HDLC is referred to as a btf'orlente•i protocol (BOP)
because messages are treated simply as a string of bits
rather than a string of characters. The group of bits
which make up a message is referred to as afrarne. The
three types of frames used are information or lframes,
supervisory control sequences or S frames, and corn-
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mand/response or (jfrarnes. The three types of frames
all have the same basic format.

Figure 14-32a shows the format of an HDLC frame.
Each part of the frame is referred to as field. A frame
starts and ends with a specific bit pattern. 01111110.
called aflag orJlagfieid. When no data is being sent,
the line idies with a.11 l's. or continuous flags. Immedi-
ately after the flag field is an 8-bit address field which
contains the address of the destination unit for a control
or information frame and the source-of the lesponse for
a response frame,

Figure 14-32b shows the meaning of the bits in the
8-bit control field for each of the three types of frames.
We don't have the space or the desire to explain here the
meaning of all of these, A little later we will, however.
explain the use of the Ns and Nr bits in the control byte
for an information frame,

The information field, which is present only in infor-
mation frames, can have any number of bits In HDLC
protocol, but in SDLC the number of bits has to be a
multiple of 8. In some systems as many as 10.000 or
20,000 information bits may be sent per frame, Now.
the question may occur to you. What happens if the
data contaIns the flag bit pattern. 01111110? The
answer to this question is that a special hardware circuit
modifies the bit stream between flags so that there are
never more than five l's In sequence. To do this the
circuit monitors the data stream and automatically
stuffs In a 0 after any series of five l's, A complementary
circuit in the receiver removes the extra zeros. This
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FIGURE 14-32 (a) Format ol HDLC frame. (hi Meaning
of bits in 8-bit control field of frame.

S
scheme allows character codes or binary data to be Sent
without the problems BISYNC has in this area.

The next field in a frame Is the 16-bitframe check
sequence (FCS). This isa cyclic redundancyword derived
from all the bits between the beginning and end flags,
Out not including 0's inserted to prevent false flag bytes.
This CRC value is recomputed by the receivIng system
to check for errors.

Finally, a frame is terminated by another flag byte.
The ending flag for one frame may be the starting flag
for another frame.

In order to describe the I-IDLC data transfer process,
we first need to define a couple of terms. HDLC Is used
for communication between two or more systems on a
data link. One of the systems or statIons on the link will
always be set up as a controller for the link. This station
Is called the primary station. Other stations on the link
are referred to as secondary stations.

Now, suppose that a primary station—a computer, for
example__wants to send several frames of information
to a secondary station such as another computer or
terminal. Here's how a transfer might take place.

The primary station starts by sending an S frame
containing the address of the desired secondary station
and a control word which inquires if the receiver Is
ready. The secondary station then sends an S frame
which contains the address of the primary station and
a control word which indicates its ready status, If the
secondary station receiver was ready, the primary station
then sends a sequence of information frames. The
information frames contain the address of the secondary
station, a control word, a block of information, and the
FCS words. For all but the last frame of a sequence of
information frames, the P/F bit in the control byte will
be a 0. The 3 Ns bits In the control byte will contain the
number of the frame in the sequence.

Now, as the secondary station receives each informa-
tion frame, it reads the data into memory and computes
the frame-check sequence for the frame. For each frame
in a sequence that the secondary station receives cor-
rectly. it increments an internal counter. When the
primary Station sends the last frame in a sequence of
up to seven frames, it makes the P/F bit in the control
byte a 1. This isa signal to the secondary station that
the primary station wants a response as to how many
frames were received correctly. The secondary station
responds with an S frame. The Nr bits in the control
word of this S frame contain the sequence number of
the last frame that was received correctly plus I. In other
words, Ns represents the number of the next expected
frame. The primary station compares Ns = I with the
number of frames sent in the sequence. If the two
numbers do not agree. the primary station knows that
it must retransmit some frames. becauaT they were not
all received correctly. The Nr number tells the primary
station which frame number to start the retransmission
from_For example, if Nr is 3, the primary statIon wIU
retransmit the sequence of frames starting with frame
3. If the sequence of frames was received correctly.
another series of frames can be sent if desired. Actually,
sInce l'IDLC operates In full . duplex. the receiving station
can be queried after each frame is sent to see if the
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previous frame was received correctly. A similar series
of actions takes place when a secondazy station trans-
mits to a primary station or to another secondary
station.

One advantage of this HDLC scheme is that a large
number of bits can be sent in a frame so the framlhg
bit percentage is low. Another advantage Is that the
transmitter does not have to stop after every short
message for an acknowledge as It does in BISYNC
protocol. Tn.ie. several frames may have to sent again in
case of an error, but in low-error-rate systems, this is
the exception, HDLC Is often used with high-speed
modems, and as we will show in the next section.
HDLC Is used along with some higher-level protocols
for network communication bet'veen a wide variety of
systems.

A final point to discuss here is how HDLC protocol
Is implemented with a microcomputer. At the basic
hardware level, a standard USART cannot be used
because of the need to stuff and strip 0 bits. Instead.
specially de'Tigned parts such , the Intel 8273 HDLC/
SDLC protocol controller are used. Devices such as
this automatically stuff and strip the required 0 bits.
generate and check frame-check sequence words, and
produce the interface signals for RS-232C. The devices
interface directly to microcomputer buses.

The actual control of which Station uses the data link
at a particular time and the formatting of frames is done
by the system software. The next section discusses
how several systems can be connected togetheF. or
"networked,' so they can communicste with each other.

LOCAL AREA NETWORKS

Introduction

The objective of this section is to show you how several
computers can be connected together to communicate
with each other and to share common peripherals such
as printers, large disk drives. FAX machines, etc. We
will start with simple cases and progress to the type
of network that might be used In the computerized
electronics factory we described in an earlier chapter.

To communicate between a single terminal and a
nearby computer, a simple RS-232C connection is suffi-
cient. If the computer is distant, then a modem and
phone line or a leased phone line is used, depending on
the required data rate. Now, for a more difficult case.
suppose that we have in a u 'ersity building 100
terminals that need to communicate with a distant
computer. We could use 100 phone lines with modems.
but this seems quite inefficient. One solution to this
problem is to run wires from all of the terminals to a
central point in the building and then use a multiplexer
or data concentrator of some type to send all the
communications over one wideband line. Either time-
domain multiplexing or frequency-division multiplexing
can be used. A demultiplexer at the other end of the line
reconstructs the original signals.

As another example of computer communicatln.

suppo.e that we have several computers in one building
or in a complex of buildings and that the computers
need tocommunicate with each other. Our computerized
electronics factory is an example of this situation. What
is needed in this case isa high-speed network, commonly
called a local area network or LAN. connecting the
computers together. We start our discussion f LANs by
showing you some of the basic ways that the systems
on a network are connected together.

LAN Topologies

The different ways of physically connecting devices on
a network with each other are commonly referred to as
topologies. Figure 14-33 shows the five roost common
topologies and some other pertinent data about each,
such as examples of commercially available systems
which use each type.

In a Star topology network, a central controller coordi-
nates all communication between devices on the net-
work. The most familiar example of how this works is
probably a private automatic branch exchange, or PABX,
phone system. in a PABX all calls from one phone on
the system to another or to an outside phone are routed
through a central switchboard. The new digital PABX
systems allow direct communication between computers
within a building at rates up to perhaps lOOK bits/s.

In the loop topology, one device acts as a controller.
If a devtce wants to communicate with one or more other
devices on the loop, it sends a request to the controller.
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FIGURE 14-33 Summary o common computer network
topologies.
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If the loop is not in use, the controller enables the one
device to output and the other device(s) to receive. The
GPIB or IEEE 488 bus described in the last section of
this chapter Is an example of this topology.

In the common-bus topology, control of the bus is
spread among all the devices on the bus. The connection
in this type of system Is simply a wire (usually but not
always a coaxial cable). which any number of devices
can be tapped into. Any device can take over the bus to
transmit data. Data is transmitted In fixed-length blocks
called packets. One common scheme to prevent two
devices from transmitting at the same time Is called
carrier sense, multiple access with collision detection,
or CSMA/CD. We discuss the details of CSMA/CD in a
later section on Ethernet.

In a ring network, the control is also distributed
among all the devices on the network. Each device on
the ring functions as a repeater. which means that it
simply takes in the data stream and passes the data
stream on to the next device on the ring if it is not the
Intended receiver for the data. Data always circulates
around the ring in one direction. Any device can transmit
on the ring. A token is one common way used to prevent
two or more devices from transmitting at the same time.
A token isa specific lone byte such as 01111111 whIch
is circulated around the ring when no device is transmit-
tIng. A device must possess the token In order to
transmit. When a device needs to transmit, it removes
the token from the bus, thus preventing any other
devices from transmitting. After transmitting one or
more packets of data, the transmitting device puts the
token back on the ring so another device can grab it
and transmit. We discuss this more in a later section.

The final topology we want to discuss here is the
tree structured network, which often uses broadband
transmission. Before we can really explain this one, we
need to introduce you to a couple of terms commonly
used with networks. In some networks such as Ethernet.
data is transmitted directly as digital signals at rates of
up to 10 Mblts/s. With this type of signal. only one device
can transmit at a time. This form of data transmissIon
is often referred to as baseband transmission, because
Only one basic frequency is used. The other common
Iorrn of data transmission on a network is referred to
as broadband transmission. Broadband transmission
is based on a frequency-division multiplexing scheme
such as that used for community antenna television
(CATV) systems. The radio . frecjuencv spectrum is di-
vided up into 6-MHz-bandwidth channels.

A single device or group of devices can be assigned
one channel for transmitting and another for receiving.
Each channel or pair of channels is considered a branch
on the tree. Special modems are used to convert digital
signals to and from the modulated radio-frequency
signals required. The multiple channels and the 6-hi Iz
bandwidth of the channels in a broadband netwcrk
allow voice, data, and video signals to be transmitted at
the same time throughout the network. This Is an
advantage over baseband systems. which can transmit
only one digital data signal at a time, but the broadband
sys.u'm is much more expensive.

Network Protocols

In order for different systems on a network to communt-
caté effectively with each other, a series of rules or
protocols must be agreed upon and followed by all of the
devices on the network. The International Standards
Organization, in an attempt to bring some order to the
chaos of network communication, has developed a set
of standards called the open systems interconnection
(081) model. This model is more of a recommendation
than a. rigid standard, but to Increase compatibility
more and more manufacturers are attempting to follow
It. The OSI model is a seven-layer hierarchy of protocols
as shown in Figure 14-34. This layered approach struc-
tures the design tasks and makes it possible to change.
for example, the actual hardware used to transmit the
data without changing the other layers. We will use a
common network operation, electronic mail, to explain
to you the function of the upper-layers model.

Electronic mail allows a user on one system on a
network to send a message to another user on the same
system or on another system. The message is actually
sent to a "mailbox" in a hard-disk file. Each user on the
network perIodically checks a personal mailbox to see if
it contains any messages. If any messages are present,
they can be read Out and then deleted from the mailbox.

The application layer of the 081 model specifies the
general operation of network services such as electronic
mail. ifie management. program . to-program communi-
cation. and peripheral sharing. For our electronic mall
example, this layer of th protocol would specify the
format for invoking the electronic mail function.

The presentation layer of the OSI protocol governs
the programs which convert messages to the code and
format that will be understood by the receiver. For
our electronic mail message, this layer might involve
translating the message from ASCII codes to EBCDIC

-matting the message into packets or frames
suco as those we described for HDLC in a previous
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NUMBER
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PRESENTATION 6 PROVIDES CODE CONVERSION
DATA REFORMATTING

SESSION	
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END-APPLICATION PROCESSES

AND QUALITY OF SERVICETRANSPORT	 4 PROVIDES END-TO-END DATA INTEGRITY

NETWORK	 3 SWITCHES AND ROUTES INFORMATION

DATA LINK	 2 TRANSFERS UNITS OF INFORMATION TO
OTHER END OF PHYSICAL LINK

PHYSICAL	 1 TRANSMITS BIT STREAM TO MEDIUM

FIGURE 14-34 International Standards Organization
open systems interconnect (051) model for network
communications,
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section a standard file format. Data compression and
enciyption also fall in this layer o! the protocol.

The session layer of the OSI protocol establishes and
terminates logical connections on the network. This
layer is responsible for-opening and closing named flies.
for translating a user name into a physical network
address, and checking passwords. Electronic mail allows
you to specify the intended receiver of a message by
name. It is the responsibility of this layer of the protocol
to make the connection between the name and the
network address of the named receiver.

The transport layer of the protocol is responsible for
making sure a message is transmitted and received
correctly. An example of the operation of this protocol
layer is the ACK or NAK handshake used in BISYNC
transmission after the receiver has checked to see if the
data was received correctly. For electronic mail, the
message can be written to the addressed mailbox and
then read back to make sure it was sent correctly.

The network layer of the protocol is used only in
multichareI networks, It Is responsible for finding a
path throsigh the network to the desired receiver by
switching between channels. The function of this layer
is similar to the function of postal mail routing, which
finds a route to get a letter from your house to the
addressed desttnation. Another example of the function
performed by this layer is the telephone switching
system, which finds a route to connect a phone call.

The data link layer of the OSl model is responsible
for the transmission of packets or blocks from sender
to receiver. At this level the BCC characters or CRC
characters are generated and checked. z"rns are stucd
in the data, and flags and addresses are added to data
frames. The HDLC data transmission protocol described
earlier in this chapter is an example of the type of factors
involved in this layer.

The physical layer of the OSI model is the lowest
level. This layer is used to specify the connectors, cables.
voltage levels, bit rates, modulation methods. etc. RS-
232C is an example of a standard which falls in this
layer of the model.

We don't have space here to discuss all the different
networks listed as examples in Figure 14-33. but we will
discuss a few of the most common ones. To start we will
take a more detailed look at the operation of a vev
widespread'ommon .bus" network Ethernet. Ethernet
is a trademark of Xerox Corporation.

Ethernet

The Ethernet network standard was originally developed
by Xerox Corporation. Later Xerox. DEC. and Intel

worked on defining the standard sufficiently so that
commercial products for implementing the standard
were possible. It has now been adopted, with slight
changes, as the IEEE 802.3 standard.

Physically. Ethernet is Implemented in a common-bus
topology with a single 50 .11 coaxial cable. Data Is sent
over the cable using baseband transmission at 10 Mblts,/
s. Data bits are encoded using Menchester coding, as
shown in Figure 14-35. The advantage of this coding is
that each bit cell contains a signal transition. A system
that wants to transmit data on the network first checks
for these transitions to see if the network Is currently
busy. If the system detects no transitions. then it can
go ahead and transmit on the network.

Figure 14-36 shows how a very simple Ethernet is set
up. The backbone of the system is the coaxial cable.
Terminations are put on each end of the cable to prevent
signal reflections and each unit is connected into the
cable with a simple tee-type tap. A transmitter-receiver,
or transceiver, sends out data on the coax, receives data
from the coax, and detects any attempt to transmit while
the coax is already in use. The transceiver is connected
to an interface board with a l5pin connector and four
twisted-wire pairs, The transceiver cable can be as long
as 15 m. The interface board, as the name implies,
performs most of the work of getting data on and off
the network in the correct form, The I rtteface board
assembles and disassembles data frames, sends out
sol'rce and destination addresses, detects transmission
errors, and prevents transmission while some other unit
on the network is transmitting.

fi methoi used by a unit to gain access to the
network is CSMA'CD. Before a unit attempts to transmit
on the network, it looks at the coax to see if a carrier
(Manchester code transitions) Is present. If a carrier is
present, the unit waits some random length of time and
then tries again. When the unit finds no carrier on the
line, it starts transmitting. While It is transmitting. It
also monitors the line to make sure no other unit is
transmitting at the same time. The question may occur
to you at this point, If a unit cannot start transmitting
until it finds no carrier on the coax, how can another
unit be transmitting at the same time? The answer to
this question Involves propagation delay. Since trans-
ceivers can be as "-uch as 2500 m apart, it may take as
ong as 23 .a for data transmitted from one unit to
reach another unit. In other words, one unit may start
transmitting before the signal from a transmitter that
started earlier reaches it. A situation where two units
transmit at the same time is referred to as a collision.
When a unit detects a collision. it will keep transmitting
until ail transmitting stations detect that a collision

BIT CELL
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FIGURE 14-35 Manchester coding used for Ethernet data communication. Note
that encoded data has a transit4on at center of each bit time.
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FIGURE 14-36 Block diagram of very simple Ethernet system. (Intel Corporation)

has occurred and then stop transmitting. Any other
transmitting units will also stop transmitting and try
again after a random period of time. The term "multiple
access' S in the CSMA/CD name means that any unit on
the network can attempt to transmit. The network has
no central controUer to control which unit has use of
the network at a particular time. Access Is gained by
any unit using the mechanism we have Just described.

The maximum number of units that can be connected
on a single Ethernet is 1024. For further information
about how an interface board Is built. consult the data
sheets for the Intel 82586 LAN coprocessor and the data
sheets for the Intel 82501 Ethernet serial interface.

One problem with standard Ethernet is the coax cable
used to connect units on the network. This cable is
expensive and somewhat difficult to get through wiring
conduits in existing buildings. To solve these problems.
a new Ethernet standard called thin Ethernet or I OBaseT
was developed. The 10 in this name indicates 10-M bits/s
transmission and the T in the name stands for twisted-
pair telephone wire. By limiting the maximum distance
between units to lOOm rather than the 2500-rn maxi-
mum for standard Ethernet, a lOBaseT network can
use standard telephone-type wiring, which is often
already installed or can easily be Installed. The basic
operation of the lOBaseT network is basically the same
as that of the standard Ethernet we described previously.

Another problem with Ethernet Is that as the amount
of traffic on the network Increases, the time that a unit
on the end of the network has to wait before It can
transmit may become very long. As the number of units
increases, the number of collisions and the amount of
time spent waitIng for a clear shot Increases. This
degrades the performance of the network. In the next
section we discuss token-passing ring networks, which

solve the access problem in a way which degrades lees
under heavy traffic load.

Token-Passing Rings

IEEE standard 802.5 defines the physical layer and the
data link layer for a token-passing ring network. Aa the
name implies. systems on a token-passing ring are
connected in series around a ring. To simpli' wiring.
however, token rings are often connected as shown In
Figure 14-37. page 526. The multiatation access unit or
MAU is put in a wiring closet or some readily accessible
place. Unlike the passive taps used in an Ethernet
system, each active station or node on a token ring
receives data, examines it to see If the data is addressed
to it. and retransmits the data to the next station on
the ring.. A bypass relay in the MAIJ will automatically
shunt data around defective or inactive nodes. Data
always travels in one direction around the ring. Data is
transmitted as HDLC or SDLC frames. Early token-ring
network adapter cards transmitted data at 4 Mblts/s.
but I 6-Mbits./s network adapter cards are now becoming
widely available.

Token-passing ring networks solve the multiple-access
problem in an entirely different way from the CSMA'CD
approach described for Ethernet. A token is a byte of
data with an agreed-upon, unique bit pattern such as
01111111. If no station is transmitting, this token is
circulated continuously around the ring. When a station
needs to transmit, it withdraws the not-busy token.
changes It to a busy token of perhaps 01111110. and
sends the busy token on around the ring. The
transmitting unit then sends a frame of data around the
ring to the Intended receiver(s). When the transmitting
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FIGURE 14-37 Block diagram of a token ring network
system showing multistation access unit (MAU).

station receives the busy token and the data frame back
again. it reads them in and removes them from the ring.
It then sends out the not-busy token again. As soon as
a transmitting station sends out the not-busy token
again, the next station on the loop can grab the token
and transmit on the network. The first station that
transmitted cannot transmit, again until the not-busy
token works its way aroind the ring. This gives all units
on the network a chance to transmit in a "round-robin'
manner.

NOTE: Some token-ring networks use tokens
with priority bits so that a high-priority station
can transmit again if necessary before a lower-
priority station gets a turn.

1'wo questions occurred to us the first time we read
about token-passing rings: perhaps these same two
questions may have occurred to you. The first question
is, How dQes a statIon on the network tell the bit pattern
for a token from the same bit pattern in the data frame?
The answer to this question is bit-stuffing. the same
technique that is used to prevent the flag bit pattern
from being present in the data Section of an HDLC
frame. A hardware circuit in the transmitter alters the
data stream so that certain bit patterns are not present.
Another hardware circuit in the receiver reconstructs
the original data.

The second question is. What happens if the not-busy
token somehow gets lost going around the ring? A
couple of different approaches are used to solve this
problem. One approach uses a timer in each station.
When a station has a frame to transmit, it starts a timer.
If the station does not detect a token In the data stream
before the timer counts down, it assumes that the token
was lost and sends out a new token. Another approach

used by IBM sets up one station as a network monitor.
If this station does not detect a token within a prescribed
time, it clears any leftover data from the ring and sends
out a new not-busy token.

The Texas Instruments TMS38O chip set can be used
to implement a node on a 4-Mbits./s token-ring network.
Consult the data sheets for these devices to get more
information about the operation of a token-ring network.

Token-passing ring networks have the disadvantage
that more complex hardware is required where each
station connects to the network, but as we said earlier.
under heavy traffic loads they are more efficient than
Ethernets. Also, the receive and transmit circuitry at
the connection acts as a repeater, which helps maintain
signal quality throughout the network. Since signals
travel in only one direction around the ring, this topology
is ideally suited for fiber-optic transmission.

A new standard called the Fiber Distributed Data
Interlace (FDDI) or ANSI X3T9.5 describes a fiber-optic
token ring network which transmits data at 100
Mbits/s, The FDDI ring actually consists of a fiber which
transmits data in one direction around the ring and
another fiber which transmits data in the other direction
around the ring. This dual-fiber approach allows data
transmission to continue if one fiber path is broken or
interrupted in some way. Noaes on FDDI can be as far
as 2 km from each other, up to 500 nodes can be
conncted on the ring, and the maximum circumferenct
of the ring can be much as 100km. The Advanced Micro
Devices' Supernet chip set or the National Semiconduc-
tor FDDI chipset can be used along with a microcontrol-
ler, buffer memory, and an electro-optical Interface to
build an FDDI node. Consult the data sheets for these
devices to get more information about FDDI operation.

Figure 14-38 shows how an FDDI network can serve
as a backbone which allows high speed communication
between other networks, Circuits called bridges or gate-
ways interface Ethernets, multiplexed Ethernets. or
even TI type signals with the FDUI. The Pentagon uses
a network such as this.

A transmission rate of 100 Mbits./s may at first seem
like "overkill," but as we move more and more toward
high-resolution interactive video, computersimulations.
and massive data storage, this rate is not nearly fast
enough. Work is currently underway on fiber-optic net-
works that transmit data at 250 Mbits/s and 500 Mbits/s
and allow nodes to be as much as 50 km apart.

A Network Application Example
and LAN Software Overview

As an example of how you put all the pieces of a network
together, suppose that you have the Job of designing
and setting up a general purpose computer room at a
college. The lab is to be used for computer-aided drafting
(CAD) with AutoCAD: programming in Pascal. C and
assembly language; mechanical engineering simula-
tions: word processing: and other unspecified applica.
tions. All programs that will be run require an IBM PC-
or PS/2-type computer. The computer room Is to have
24 workstations, a large plotter, a laser printer, and two
letter-quality dot-matrix printers.
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Fib., Optk Bridges
tVorld's fastest fibe, optic full-learning bri1ges

MANb,idge'; Transparently connects Ethernet
segments in Regional/Metropolitan Area Networks
using ring topology and standard 45 . Mbps IDS3I
facilities, without reducing system performance

Eth.,n.t Accelerator
• Connects up to eight Ethernet-compatible
devices directly to the backbone
• Allows high-perlorrriance
work stations and file
servers to operate
at full potential with
no degradation of
network performance

N.tServer network management
software
• Runs network from any node
• Allows network configuration,
diagnostics, control, monitoring
and reconfiguration

FIGURE 14-38 Fiber distributed data interface (FDDI) network used as
'backbone' for different types of networks. (ARTEL Communications.>

The drafting and mechanical engineering instructors
indicate that they need the speed of an 80386-based
machine and display resolution of 1024 '< 768 pixels.
These specifications require that each of 24 workstations
be an 80386-based machine with an 8514/A-type video
adapter. Some of the programs that they plan to run are
very memory hungry, so the basic workstations need 2
Mbytes or more of RAM.

The systems need to run a very wide variety of pro-
grams. so a large amount of hard-disk storage is needed.
One alternative is to install a large hard disk in each
workstation and Install a set of (he required programs
on each disk. One prciblem with this approach is the
cost of the 24 large hard disks. A second problem with
this approach is that it is difficult to maintain the
software on all these separate machines. Updating Is
tedious and time-consuming. Still another problem is

that on these individual machines it Is difficult to
protect the application programs from accidental or
mischievous corruption by users.

An these problems can be solved by connecting the
workstations on a network which includes a fast ifie
server. A single copy of the application programs can be
Installed on the file server and accessed from each
workstation as needed, If the hard disk on the server is
large enough, user files can also be stored on it. The
plotter and printers 1 can also be connected on the file
server so that they are accessible from any workstation.

The file server and its hard disk need to be fast so that
they do not create a bottleneck in the system. You might
choose an 80486-based microcomputer for the file server
and equip it with a 250-Mbyte, 16-ms hard disk. 11 your
budget permits, you might also include an optical disk
drive in the server so thai programming classes could
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access thn Mlcrnoft Programmer's Library which i5
available on CD ROM. The server will also need a 1.2-
Mbyte floppy drive and a 1.44-Mbyte floppy drive to
transfer software from floppies to the har11 disk.

The next step is to decide on the software you want
tc use to manage the network and to provide the file
server and print server func t ions. The best approach for
this is to choose the network software which will do the
best job and then choose network hardware which
is compatible with that software. As we write this
discussion, the best choice seems to be Novell's Netware
386, so we will use it as an example.

Netware 386 works with Ethernet, ARCnet. and IBM's
Token Ring boards. Since the workstationS in this k'b
are physically all In the same room, you might consider
using the lOBaseT or thin ethernet network we de-
scribed earlier, because it is the cheapest of these
alternatives. Remember that this type network transmits
data at 10 Mbits/s over standard twisted-pair phone wire
for distances up to 100 m. Synoptics, 3Com, and several
other companies make adapter boards which intcrface
PC or PS/2 buses to a lOBaseT network.

Netware requires a minimum 2 Mbytes of memory in
the server, and it works better with 8M or 1OM. so you
should include this Ii's the bid specifications for the
server.

While you are waiting for hardware bids to come in.
purchase orders to go out, and the hardware to arrive.
we will give you an overview of how network software
works so you will have some idea how to install and use
it.

Part of the network software resides in each worksta-
tion and part of It resides in the server. Let's start with
the work$ãtion part. To refresh your memory. Figure
14-39a shows the software hierarchy for a DOS-based
workstation operating in stand-alone mode. In this mode
an application program such as a word processor uses
DOS function calls to access system peripherals. The
DOS function cah" use BIOS procedures to interact with
the actual hardware.

Figure 14-39b shows the software hierarchy when the
workstation is operating in network mode. When the
.application program attempts to access a disk file, for
example, the 'interceptor" part of the resident network
software determines.whether the file Is located on the
workstation hard disk or on the server hard disk. If the
file is on the workstation hard disk, the interceptor
simply passes the request on to DOS and the access
proceeds through DOS and BIOS as it would in stand-
alone operation. If the file is on the server, the request
goes to the request translator to get assembled in the
proper packet format for transmisston over Ethernet.
The output from the request translator then goes to the
network communications driver, which sends it to the
server over the network. A sländard set of network
communication drivers written by Microsoft is called
NETBIOS. Other companies which write network control
programs either license NETBIOS from Microsoft or
write their own compatible network drivers.

The server reads the requested file, converts it to
packets, and sends it to the workstation. The appro-
priate driver reads the packets into the workstation.

APPIJCATION	 APPLICAION
PROGRAM	 PROGRAM

INTERCEPTOR

DOS	 NETBIOS

I I ETHERNETBIOS	 I ADAPTER

WORKSTAI1ON
	

NE 15508 K
HARDWARE
	

BUS

181	 (bI

FIGURE 14-39 Software hierarchy on a workstation.
(a) Nonnetworked. (b) Networked.

The reply translator part of the software converts the
packets to DOS file format and loads the file in memory
so the application can work with it.

The network software that resides in the server Is a
complete operating system in itself. To install Netware
386 on the server, you first format a small partition on
the server hard disk in DOS format. You then load DOS
in this partition so the system is bootable from it and
load some of the basic Netware files here so you can
install the rest of Netware, After you boot the system,
the Installation consists of working your way through
a relatively simple sequence of steps outlined in the
installation procedure.

Once installed, the network operating system is set
up so that only the system administrator can access and
change Its operation. The system administrator sets up
user accounts, assigns passwords, and sets the access
rights for files. Appticatiort program files are usually
specified as read-only so that us&-rs '-an'iOL accidentally
or maliciously modify them. For tiles that are intended
to be accessed and written to by any One of several users.
Netware 386 has a default feature calIel Jite locktng,
which prevents one user from accessing the file until a
previous user has finished with it. In this case the
critical region is the file, and file locking provides a way
to protect It.

Netware 386 uses several techniques to speed up disk
access. First, It formats its partition of the hard disk
differently from the way DOS formots it to make for
more efficient access to the parts of a file. Second, it
uses disk caches such as those we described in the last
chapter to hold large blocks of data read from files. This
reduces the number of read perations required to
access a large file. Finally, Netware uses "ekvator seek
ing" to reduce the amount the heads move to read a
requested Set of files for users. Just as an elevator moves

DOS

BIOS

WORKSTATION
HARDWARE
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sequentially from floor to floor Instead of moving from
floor to floor as requested, the head Is moved to access
files In the sequence they are located on disk tracks
rather than strictly in the sequence they wzre requested.

in addition to allowing users to store and access files,
the network operating system has many other useful
features. It sets up a queue of files watng to be printed
or plotted so that users can Just enter a print command
and go on with their work. Most networks have electronic
mail, which allows the system administrator to commu-
nicate with all users and users to communicate with
each other. Most electronic mall systems are set up so
you can define a group of users and direct mail messagcs
to Just that group.

For th reasons that we have discUsed. It is likely
that in the near future almost all computers will in
some way be networked with other computers through
telephone lines or direct connections. In the last section
of the Chapter we discuss a different type of computer
network which is often used in a factoiy environment
to build a "srnr'' test system.

THE GPIB, HPIB, 1EEE488 BUS

The preceding sections of the chapter discussed net-
works which allow microcomputers to communicate
with each other and to share peripherals such as print-
ers. The general-purpose Interface bus (GPIB), also
known as the Hewlett-Packard Interface bus and the
1EEE488 bus that we discuss here is not intended for
use as a computer network in the same way that the
Ethernet and token rings are used, It was developed by
Hewlett-Packard to interface smart test Instruments
with a c"mputer.

The standard describes three types of devices that can
be connected on the GPIB. First is a listener, which
can receive data from other instruments or from the
controller. Examples of listeners are printers, display
devices, programmable power supplies, and programma-
ble signal generators. The second type of device defined
is a talker, which can send data to other instruments.
Examples of talkers are tape readers, digital voltmeters.
frequency counters, and other measuring equipment. A
device can be both a talker and a listener. The third type
of device on the bus is a corttrolier, which determines
who talks and who listens on the bus.

Physically the bus consists of a 24-wire cable with a
connector such as that shown in Figure i4-40a. ge
530, on each end. Actually, each end of the cable has
both a male connector and a female connector, so that
cables can daisy-chain from one unit to the next on the
bus. Instruments Intended for use on a GPIB usually
have some switches which allow you to select the 5-bit
address that the instrument will have on the bus.
Standard 'lTL signal voltage levels are used.

As shown in Figure 14-40b. the GPIB has eight
bidirectional data lines. These iines are used to transfer
data, addresses, commands, and status bytes among as
many as 8 or 10 instruments.

The GPIB also has five bus management lines which
function basically as follows. The interface clear line

(IFC), when asserted by the controller, resets all devices
on the bus to a starting state. It is essentially a system
reset. The attention (ATNI line, when asserted (low),
indicates that the controller is putting a universal
command or an address-command such as "listen" on
the data bus. When the ATN line is high, the data lines
contain data or a status byte. Service request (SRQ) is
similar to an interrupt. Any device that needs to transfer
data on the bus asserts the SRQ line low. The controller
then polls all the devices to determine which on needs
service. When asserted by the system controller, the
remote enable (kEN) signal allows an Instrument to be
-controlled directly by the controller rather than by its
front-panel switches, The end or identify (EOl) signal
is usually asserted by a talker to indicate that the
transfer of a block of data is complete,

Finally, the bus has three handshake lines that coordi-
nate the transfer of data bytes on the data bus. These
are data valid (DAy), not ready for data (NRFD). and
not data' accepted ( NDAC). These handshake signals
allow devices with very different data rates to be con-
nected together in a system. A little later we will show
you how this handshake works. First we will give you
an overview of general bus operation.

Upon power-up the controller takes control of the bus
and sends out an IFC signal to set all instruments on
the bus to a known state. The controller then proceeds
to use the bus to perform the desired series of measure-
ments or tests. To do this the controller sends out a
series of commands with the ATN line asserted low.
Figure 14-40c shows the formats for the combination
command-address codes that a controller can send to
talkers and listeners. Bit 8 of these words isa don't care.
bits 7 and 6 specify which command is being sent, and
bits 5 through I give the address of the talker or listener
to which the command is being sent. For example, to
enable (address) a device at address 04 as a talker, the
controller simply asserts the ATN line low and sends Out
a ccmmand-adIress byte ofXl000lOO on the data bus.
A listener is enabled by sending out a command-address
byte of XO1A5 A3AA. where the lower 5 bits contain
the address that the listener has been given In the
system. When a data transfer is complete, all listeners
are turned off by the controller sending an unlisten
command, X0 111111. The controller turns off the talker
by sending an untalk command, XI 011111. UnIversal
commands Sent by the controller with bits 7. 6. and 5
all 0's will go to all listeners and talkers. The lower 4 bits
of these words specify one of 16 universal commands.

Periodically while it is using the bus, the controller
checks the SRQ line for a service request. If the SRQ
line is low, the controller polls each device on the bus
one after another (serial) or all at once (parallel) until It
finds the device requesting service. A talker suc-. as a
DVM. for example, might be indicating that it has
completed a series of conversions and has some data to
send to a listener such as a chart recorder. When the
controller deterñ-iles the source of the SRQ. it asserts
the ATN line tow aiid sends listener address commands
to each listener that Is to receive the data and a talk
address command to the talker that requested service,
The controller then raises the ATN line high. and data
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FIGURE 14-40 GPIB pins, signals, and handshake waveforms. (a) Connector.
(b) Bus structure. (C) Command formats. (d) Data transfer handshake
waveforms.

is transferred directly from the talker to the listeners	 all open-collector. Therefer. any listener can hold NRFD
using a double-handshake-signal sequence.	 low to Indicate that It is not ready for data or hold NDAC

Figure 14-40d shows the sequence of signals on the	 low to indicate that It has not yet accepted a data byte.
handshake tines for a transfer of data from a talker to 	 The sequence proceeds as follows. When all listeners
several listeners. The DAy. NRFD. and NDAC lines are	 have released the NRFD line (5 in Figure l4-40d),
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indicating that they are ready (not not-ready). the talker
asserts the DAy line low to indicate that a valid data
byte is on the bus. The atidressed listeners then all pull
NRFD low and start accepting the data. When the slowest
listener has accepted the data, the NDAC line will be
released high (9 In Figure 14-40d). The talker senses
NDAC becoming high and unasserts its DAV signal. The
lcners pull NDAC low again, and the sequence Is re-
pealed until the talker has sent all the data bytes it has
to send. The rate ofklata transfer is determined by the
rate at which the slowest listener can accept the data.

When the data transfer is complete, the talker pulls
the EOI line in the management group low to tell the
controller that the transfer is complete. The controller
then takes control again and sends an untaik command
to the talker, it also sends an unlisten command to turn
off the listeners and continues to use the bus according
to its internal program.

A standard microprocessor bu can be Interfaced to
the GPIB with dedicated devices such as the Intel 8291
GPIB talker-listener and 8292 GPIB controller. The
importance of the GPIB is that it allows a microcomputer
to be connected with several test instruments to form
an integrated test system.

CHECKLIST OF IMPORTANT TERMS AND
CONCEPTS IN THIS CHAPTER

If you do not remember any of the terms In the following
list. USC the index to help you find them in the chapter
for review.

Serial-data communication
Simplex. haif.duplex, full-duplex
Synchronous. asynchronous
Marking state, spacing state
Start bit, stop bit
Baud rate

UART. USART. DTE. DCE

20- and 60-mA current loops

RS-232C. RS-422A. RS-423A. RS-449 serial-data
standards

CODECs. 'M. and PCM

ISBN

Modems

Amplitude Modulation, FSK, PSK
Quaternary amplitude modulation (QAM)
Scrambler. descrambler

Fiber-optic data communication
Critical angle
Multimode and single-mode fibers

Terminal emulator

Circular buffer, ring buffer
Head pointer, tall pointer

Critical region

Binamy synchronous communications protocol (BISYNC)
Byte-controlled protocol (BCP)
Cyclic redundancy check
XMODEM protocol

HDLC. SDLC protocols
Bit-oriented protocol (BOP)
Frame, field, flag
Frame check sequence (FCS)

Local area network (LAN)

TopologIes—star. loop, ring, common-bus, br.,adband-
bus (tree)

Electronic mall

Open system Interconnection model (OSl)
Presentation, session, transport, network, data link
Physical . layers

Ethernet
Transceiver
Collision
C"
tO BaseT

Token-passing rings

Fiber distributed data interface (FDDI)

File server, print server

GPIB, HPIB, IEEE 488 bus standard
Listener, talker, controller

REVIEW QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS

	I. Draw a diagram showing the hit format used for	 3. What Is the main difference between a UART and

	

asynchronous serial data. Label the start, stop, and	 a USART?
parity bits, Number the data bits to show the order
of transmission. 4. Define the term modem and explain why a molem

	

2. A terminal is transmitting simple asvncimronous 	
is required to send digital data over standard

serial data at 1200 Bd	 switched phone lines.

	

o. How much time Is required to transmit I bit? 	 -

	

b. Assuming 7 data bits, a parity bit, and i stop	 5. DescrIbe the functions of the DSR, DTR, RTS,

	

bit, how long does it take to transmit one	 CTS, TxD, and RxD signals exchanged between a

character?	 terminal and a modem.
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6. What Irequency transmit clock (TxC) is required by	 c. Describe how quatenary amplitude modulation
an 825 IA In order for it to transmit data at 4800

	
transmits 4 data bits with only one carrier

Bd wtth a baud rate (actor of 16?
	

cha9g'e.

1. a. Show the bit pattern for the mode word and
the command word that must be sent to an
8251A to initialize the device as follows: baud,
rate factor of 64, 7 bits/character. even parity,
1 stop bit, transmit interrupnabled. receive
interrupt enabled. DTR and RTS asserted, error
flags reset, no hunt mode, no break character.

b. Show the sequence of instructions required to
initialize an 825 IA at addresses 80H and 81H
with the mode and command words you worked
Out in part a.

c. Show the sequence of instructions that can be
used to po11 this 825 IA to determine when the
receiver buffer has a character ready to be read.

d. I-low can you determine whether a character
received by an 825 IA contains a parity error?

e. What frequency transmit and receive clock will
this 825 IA require in order to send data at
2400 Bd?

f. What other way besides polling does the 8251A
provide for determining when a character can
be sent to the device for transmission? Describe
the additional hardware connections required
for this method.

8. Give the signal voltage ranges for a logic high and
for a logic low in the RS-232C standard,

9. a. Describe the problem that curs wher, you
attempt to connect together two RS-232C de
vIces that are both configured as DTE.

b. Draw a diagram which shows how this problem
can be solved,

10. a. Why are the two ground pins on an RS-232C
connector not just jumpered together?

b. What symptom will you observe If the wire
connected to pin 5 of an RS-232C terminal is
broken?

ii. Explain why systems which use the RS-422A or
RS-423A signal standards can transmit data over
longer distances and at higher baud rates than PS-
232C systems,

12. a. How does an FSK modem represent digital l's
and 0's in the signal it sends Out on a phone
line?

b. How does an FSK modem perform full-duplex
communication over standard phone lines?

c. Approximatelywhat is the maximum bit rate for
FSK data transmission on standard switched
telephone lines?

L3. a. Draw a waveform to show the signal that a
simple phase-shift keying (PSK) modem will
send out to represent the binary data
011010100.

b. Describe how phase shift modulation can' be
used to transmit 2 data bits with only one
carrier 'change.

14. a. Why do telephone companies transmit signals
over long distances In digital form rather than
in analog form?

b. Describe the operation of a codec.
c. Why are codecs designed with nonlinear re-

sponse?
d. Explain how telephone companies commonly

transmit many phone signals on a single wire
or channel.

15. a. Briefly describe the operation of the integrated
services digital network.

b. Explain the significance ISDN has for data
communication between computers.

16. a. Draw a diagram which shows the construction
of a fiber-optic cable, and label each part.

b. Identify two types of devices which are used to
produce the light beam for a fiber-optic cable
and two devices which are commonly used to
detect the light at the receiving end of the fiber.

c. Why should you never look into the end of
a fiber optic cable to see if light is getting
through?

d. Describe the difference between a multimode
fiber and a single-mode fiber. Give a major
advantage and a major disadvantage of each
type.

e. What are the major advantages of fiber-optic
cables over metallic conductors? 	 -

Using IBM PC BIOS and DOS calls, write an assem-
bly language program which reads characters from
the keyboard and puts them in a buffer until a
carriage return is entered. The characters should
be displayed on the CtT as entered. When a carriage
return Is entered, the contents of the buffer should
be sent out the COMI serial port.

Ii. The SDK-86 will accept only uppercase letters as
commands, The SDK-86 emulator program In Fig-
ure 14-25 would be friendlier if you did not have to
remember a press the caps lock key on the IBM.
Wr'te an assembly language routine that will con-
vert a letter entered in lowercase to uppercase
without affecting entered uppercase letters or num-
bers and describe where you would insert this
section of code In the program in Figure 14-25.

19. Describe the operation ola circular or ring buffer.
Include in your answer the function of the tail
pointer, the head pointer, and how the buffer-full
and buffer-empty conditions are detected.

20. Why is it necessary to disable the UART interrupt
input of the 8259A during part of the CHK_N_
DISPLAY procedure in Figure i4-27b?

21. a. Wheji changing a bit in a control word or
interrupt mask word, why should you not alter
the other bits in the word?

17.

I,
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b. Show the assembly language instructions you 	 28.
would use to unmask IRS of an 8259A at base
address 80H without chnging the interrupt
status of any other bIts.

22. Why is synchronous serial data communication
much more efficient than asynchronous communi
cation?

If an 8251A is beIng used in synchronous
mode for a BISYNC data link, what additional
Initialization word(s) must be sent to the
device?
How does the 8251A detect the start of a
message?
How does the 825 IA indicate that It has found
the start of a message?
How does the receiving Matlon in a BISYNC
link indicate that it found an error in the
received data?

24. a How Is the start of a message frame indicated
in a bit-oriented protocol such as HDLC?

b. How does an HDLC system prevent the flag bit
pattern from appearing in the data part of the
message?

c. How does the receiver in an HDLC system tell
the transmitter that an error was found In a
transmitted frame?

23. a. Draw simple diagrams which show the five
common network topologies.

b. For each topology identiI' one commercially
available system which uses it.

26. What is the difference between a baseband network
and a broadband network?

a. Describe the topology, physical connections.
and signal type used in Ethernet.

b. Describe the method used uy a unit on an
Ethernet to gain access to the network for
transmitting a message.

c. What response will a transmitting station make
lilt finds that another station starts transmit-
ting after It starts?

d. What is the term used to refer to this condition?

29. a. Describe the method used by a unit on a token-
passing ring to take control of the network for
transmitting a message frame.

b. What Is the advantage of this scheme over the
method used in Ethernet?

c. How can a token ring network recover if the
token is lost while being passed around the
ring?

30. a. Describe how the software on a network node
responds when the user enters a command
which accesses the hard disk in the work-
station.

b. Dcscdbe how the software on a network node
responds when the user enters a command
which accesses the hard disk on the file server.

c. Describe how the file server software protects
application program files from being modified
by users.

ci. Describe how the file server software protects
user files from access by other users.

For what purpose was the GP1B designed?
Give the names for the three types of devices
which the OPtS defines.
List and briefly describe the function of the
three signal groups of the GPIB.
Describe the sequence of handshake signals
that take place when a talker on a GPIB tran8-
fers data to several listeners. How does this
handshake scheme make it possible for talkers
and listeners with very different data rates to
operate correctly on the bus?

23. a.

b.

C.

ci.

31. a.
b.

C.
27. a. List the seven layers of the ISO open systems

model.	 d.
b. Which of these layers is responsible for assem-

bling messages into frames or packets?
c. Which layer is responsible for making sure the

message was transmitted and received cor-
rectly?
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Microprocessors

For most of the examples up to this point in the book.
we have used the 8086/8088 microprocessor, because It
Is the simplest member of this family of Intel processors
and is therefore a good starting point. Now it is time to
look at the evolutionary offspring of the 8086. To give
you an overview, here are a few brief notes about the
members of this family.

The 80186 processor is basically an 8086 with an on-
chip priority-interrupt controller, programmable timer.
DMA controller, and address decoding circuitry. This
processor has been used mostly in industrial control
applications.

The 80286. another 16-bit enhancement of the 8086.
was Introduced at the same time as the 80186. Instead
of the integrated peripherals of the 80186. it has virtual
memory-management circuitry, protection circuitry,
and a 16-Mbyte addressing capability. The 80286 was
the first famil member designed specifically for use as
the Cpu in a multiuser microcomputer.

The 80386, the next evolutionary step in the family,
is a 32-bit processor with a 32-bit address bus. The 32-
bit ALU allows the 80386 to process data faster, and the
32-bit address bus allows the 80386 to address up to 4
Gbytes of memory. Another enhancement of the 80386
is that segments can be as large as 4 Gbytes instead of
only 64 Kbytes, The memory-management circuitry and
protection circuitry in the 80386 are Improved over that
in the 80286. so the 80386 is much more versatile as
the cpu in a multiusej- system.

The latest current member of this family, the 80486.
has the sathe C pu as the 80386, so it has the same
addressing capability, memory-management, and pro.
tection features as the 80386. The main new features
Included in the 80486 are a built-in 8-Kbyte codeldata
cache and a 32-bit floating-point-unit, simtlar to the
8087 we discussed in Chapter II.

As perhaps you can see from the preceding brief
discussions, the 80286. 80386, and 80486 were de-
signed for use as the CPU In a multitasking microcom-
puter system. To help you better understand the opera-
tion and design rationale of these processors, we start
the chapter with a discussion of the problems that must
be solved in writing a multitasking/multiuser operating
system. We then discuss the 80286, 80386, and 80486
microprocessors in detail and explain how the features
designed in these processors help solve the problems
involved in Implementing a multitasking operating sys.

tern, After that we discuss how you develop real mode
and protected mode programs for systems using these
devices -	 -

Finally in thechapter we discuss some of the directions
in which microcomputer evolution seems to be heading.
Included in this section are discussions of RISC proccs.
sors, parallel processors, artificial Intelligence. "fuzzy"
logic, and neural networks.

OBJECTIVES

At the conclusion of this chapter, you should be able to:

1. Describe the difference between time-slice schedul-
ing and preemptive priority-based scheduling.

2. Define the terms blocked, task queue, deadlock.
deadly embrace, critical region, semaphore, kernel.
memory-management unit, and virtual memory.

3. Describe how "expanded" memory is used to in-
crease the amount of memory available in a micro-
computer,

4. DescrIbe how virtual memory gives a computer
much more "logical" address space than the physi.
cal memory actually present in the system.

5. Describe the types of protection that should be
implemented in a multitasking operating system.

6. Describe two methods that can be used to protect
a critical region of code,

7. List the major hardware and software features that
the 80286 microprocessor has beyond those ln.the
8086.

8. Show how t.he 80286 constructs physical addresses
In Its real address mode and in Its protected virtual
address mode,

9. List the-evolutionary advances that the 80386 has
over the 80286.

10. DescrIbe how the 80386 produces a physical ad-
dress when it is operating in paged mode.

II. Describe how segment-based protection is imple-
mented in an 80386 system operating in protected
mode.
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FIGURE 5-1 (a) DOS memory map without TSRs.
(b) DOS memory map with TSRs.

12. Describe how an 80386 call gate is used to allow
application programs to access operating systems
procedures.

3. Describe how an 80386 performs a task switch.

14. ExplaIn the term virtual 8086 mode for an 80386.

IS. List the major advances that the 80486 has over
the 80386.

16. Describe how system programs are developed for
an 80386 or 80486 protected-mode system.

17. Describe how application programs are developed
for 80386 or 80486 systems.

18. Describe the operation of the Microsoft Windows
multitasking environment.

19. Define the terms RISC. CISC. artificial intelligence.
expert system, neural network, and fuzzy logic.

MULTIUSER/MULTITASKING
OPERATING SYSTEM CONCEPTS

introduction

The basic principle of a timeshare system is that the
CPU runs one user's program for a few milliseconds.
then runs the next user's program for a few milliseconds.
and so on until all of the users have had a turn. It cycles
through the users over and over, fast enough that each
user seems to have the complete attention of the CPU.
An operating system which coordinates the actions of a
timeshare ystern such as this is referred to as a
muUiuser operating system. The program or seciion of
a program for each user is referred to as a task or
process, so a multiuser operating system is also com-
monly referred to as multitasking. Multitasking operat-
ing systems are also used to control the operation of
machines in industrial manufacturing environmeni,
The factory controller program in Figure 10-35 is an
example of a very simple multitasking operating system.

In this section we discuss some of the major problems
encountered in building a rnititasking operating sys-
tem: then in later sections of the chapter we show you
how the features of the 80286, 80386. and 80486 help
solve these problems.

Scheduling

TSR PROGRAMS AND DOS
MS DOS is designed as a single-user. single-task operat-
ing system. This means that DOS can usually execute
only one program at a time. The Only exception to this
in the basic DOS is the print program. print.com . You
may have noticed that when you execute the print
command. DOS returns a prompt and allows you to enter
another command before the printing is completed. The
print program starts printing the specified file and then
returns execution to IDOS. However, the print program
continues to monitor DOS execution. When DOS is

sitting in a loop waiting for a user command or some
other event, the print program borrows the CPU for a
short time and sends more data to the printer. It then
returns execution to the interrupted DOS loop.

The DOS print command then is a limited form of
multitasking. Products such as Borland's Sidekick use
this same technique In DOS systems to provide pop-up
menus of useful functions such as a calculator, an
appointment book, and a notepad. The first time you
i-un a program such as Sidekick, it is loaded Into memory
as other programs are However, unlike other programs.
Sidekick is designed so that when you terminate the
program. it stays "resident" in memory. You can execute
the program and pop up the menu again by simply
pressing some hot key combination such as Ctrl-Alt.
Programs which work in this way are called terminate-
and-stay-resident or TSR programs. Because TSRs are
so common in the PC world, we thought you might find
it interesting to see how they work before we get into
discussions of the scheduling techniques used in full-
fledged multitasking operating systems.

When you boot up DOS, the basic 640 Kbytes of RAM
are set up as shown in Figure 15-la. Starting from
absolute address 00000, the fIrst section of RAM is
reserved for interrupt vectors. The main part of the DOS
program is loaded into the next-higher section of RAM.
After this come device drivers such as ANSI.SYS.
MOUSE.SYS, etc. The DOS command processor pro-
gram, command.com , gets loaded Into RAM at boot time.
This program, which processes user commands and
executes programs, has two parts. The resident part of
the command processor is loaded in memory Just above
the device drivers and the transient part is loaded in at
the very top of RAM. When you tell DOS to execute a
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.exe program, the program will be loaded into the
transient program area of RAM and, if necessary. into
the RAM where the transient part of the command
processor was loaded. (The transient part of the com-
mand processor will) be reloaded when the program
terminates.)

Normally, when a program terminates all the transient
program area is deallocated, so that another program
can be loaded in it to be run. TSR programs. however.
are terminated In a special way so that they are left
resident in memory. as shown in Figure 15-lb. The
transient program area is simply reduced by the size of
the TSR program(s). When another program is loaded
to be run, it is put In RAM above the TSRs.

One question that might occur to you at this point is,
How do I make a program resident? To make the program
stay resident when it terminates, you use the 31H
subfunction of the DOS IN'f 21H function call. Specifl-
cafly, you load Al-I with 31H, load AL with OOH. load DX
with the length of the TSR program. and execute the
tNT 21 H instruction. When the program is run from the
command line or the AUTOEXEC.BAT file, It will be
loaded into RAM, terminated, and left resident.

The next question that might occur to you Then Is.
How does the TSR program get executed after it Is
resident? The answer to this question is that TSRs are
executed as part of interrupt procedures. The exact
mechanism depends on whether the TSR is active or
passive.	 -.

An example of a passive (TSR is the swltch.com pro-
gram which I use on my computer. The purpose of this
program is to switch the functions of the Caps Lock key
and the Ctrl key so that I don't have to retrain my finger
to the key positions on my new keyboard. When DOS
finds the statement "switch" In my AUTOEXEC.BAT fIle,
it executes the switch.com program. The switch.com
program terminates and remains resident. To accom-
plish the desired switch action, the program "Intercepts"
the BIOS keyboard interrupt, 09H. as shown in Figure
15-2a. You may remember that we showed you how
to Intercept interrupts at the start of the SDKCOMI
program in Figure 14-27. The result of this interception
is that whenever a key Is pressed. execution goes first
to the switch TSR program. The switch program then
calls the BIOS INT 09F1 procedure to read in codes from
the keyboard. If the key code read from the keyboard
represents a Caps Lock, it is replaced with the code for
a Ctri, arid if the key code represents a Ctri. ills replaced
with the code for a Caps Lock. Other key codes are
simply passed on as received. To DOS. then, the switch
TSR is simply an interrupt procedure which is executed
automatically when a key on the keyboard is pressed.

An example of an active TSR is Borland's Sidekick
program, which pops up a menu of command options
when you press the Ctrl key and the Alt key. As we
mentioned before. Sidekick allows you to temporarily
pause during some other program and write a note in
a notebook tile, perform a calculation on a screen-based
calculator, check your appointment sctiedule. or any
one of several other functions. To terminate Sidekick
and return to the previously executing program, you
press the Esc key. As with the passive switch.com TSR,

MAIN
PROGRAM	 SWITCH

TSR	 INTOSH
PROCEDURE
READS
KEYCODESINT 09H	

IRET
CODES,
RET

MAIN TSRPROGRAM F LAG
09N

PROCEDURE

NT

RET

"a

MA! N
PROGRAM

8H
PROCEDURE

TIME
INI

MAIN PART
Of TSR

RET

FIGURE 15-2 (a) Program how (or swirch.com passive
TSR. (b) Program flow for flag sot part of active TSR.
(C) Program flow for main part of TSR.
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you make Sidekick resident by running it from the
cormaiid line or as part of the AUTOEXEC.BAT file.
Figure 15-2b and c show how an active TSR such
as Sidekick Is commonly executed . ren a hot key
combination is pressed.

As shown in Figure 15-2b, the first part of the TSR
intercepts the keyboard interrupt ann ir,imediately calls
the BIOS keyboard procedure to read in the scan code
from the keyboard. When execution returns from the
BIOS INT 09H procedure, the TSR checks the returned
key code to determine if a hot key was pressed. if a'hot
key was not pressed, execution simply returns o the
interrupted program. If a hot key was pressed, the TSR
procedure sets a global flag in memory before returning
to the interrupted program. Another section of the TSR
will check this flag at periodic intervals to determine if
the main part of the TSR should be executed.

The part of the TSR which checks the hot ky flag is
often connected with the dock tick interrupt procedure,
as shown in FiOrre 15-2. The normal clock tick inter-
rupt vector is replaced with the starting address of this
section of the TSR. When a clock tick interrupt occurs
(about every 18 ms (or a PC- or PS/2. type computer),
execution will then go to this section of the TSR. The
TSR resets the hot key flag and immediately calls the
normal BIOS clock procedure. This call is necessary
because the clock procedure updates the system ciock
and controls the timing- of many other system opera-
tions. When execution returns to the TSR from the BIOS
clock procedure, a check is made to see if a hot key was
pressed. If not, executon is simply returned to th
program that was interrupted by the clock tick.

If a hot key was pressed, this Section of the TSR
usually has to determine if DOS or BIOS is executing
any procedures before transferring execution to the
main part of the TSR. The problem here is that for th
most part, DOS and BIOS procedures are not reentrant.
This means that the system would probably "lock up" if
the TSR happened to call a DOS or BIOS procedure that
was executing when the clock tick interrupt occurred.
We don't have space to show you the details here, but
the DOS INT 28H function can be used to determine if
it is safe to run a TSR which uses DOS function calls to
access disk flies. etc.

if a DOS or BIOS function was in process wher the
clock tick occurred, execution is simply returned to the
interrupted program. When the next clock tick occurs.
this middle section of the TSR will again check if DOS
is available. If no DOS or BIOS functions were executing
when the interrupt occurred, execution will go to the
main part of the TSR. When the main part of the TSR
finishes, execution Is returned to the Interrupted main
program. Note that the hot key flag was previously reset.
so that if another clock tick interrupt occurs while the
main part of the TSR Is executing. the BIOS clock
procedure will be executed, but the main part of the
TSR will not be called again.

If you want to experiment with TSRs. the Bibliography
lists a couple of references which have detailed examples
of how to write TSRs.

As you can perhaps see from the preceding discussion,
the TSR scheme allows a microcomputer to do limited

multitasking, but it is not useful for controlling a
multiuser system. In the next section we discuss the
scheduling method commonly used in muitluser operat.
ing systems.

rIME-sLIcE SCHEDULING

In a full-fledged multitasking or multiuser operating
system, the part of the operating system which deter-
mines when it is time to switch from one task to another
is called the scheduler. dtspatcter, or supervisor. The
most common method of scheduling task switches is
tne time-slice method which we discussed previously.
In a simple round-robin implementation of this ap-
proach, the CPU executes one taak for perhaps 20 ms
and then switches to the next task. After all tasks have
had their turn, execution returns to the first. In the
program in Figure 10-35 we showed you how a program-
mable timer, priority-interrupt controller, and interrupt-
service procedure can be used to implement this type of
scheduling. The UNIX operating system and the OS/2
operating system use a more complex time-slice schedul-
I ng approach to implement multitasking. The advantage,
of the time-slice approach in a multiuser system is
that all users are serviced at approximately equal time
intervals. As more users are added, however, each user
gets serviced less often, so each user's program takes
longer to execute. This is referred to as system degrada-
tion. For Industrial cotitrol operating systems, this
variable scheduling is often not appropriate, so a differ-
ent scheduling method is used.

PREEMPTIVE PRIORITY-BASED SCHEDULING

In a system which uses preemptive priority-based
scheduling, an executing low-priority task can be inter-
rupted by a higher-priority task. When the high-priority
task finishes executing, execution returns to the low-
priority task. This approach is well suited to some
control applications because it allows the most im-
portant tasks to be done first. Priority-interrupt control-
lers such as the 8259A are often used to set up and
manage the task service requests. The Intel RMX 86
operating system uses priority-based scheduling.

Preserving the Environment

The registers, data, pointers. etc.. used by an executing
task are referredto as its enulronrnent. state. or context.
When a task switch occurs, the envti-onrnent of the
interrupted task must be saved so that the task can be
restarted properly when it receives another time slice.
The usual way of preserving tile environment Is to keep
it in a special memory segment or on a stark. Some
operating systems keep a separate star t' cor each task.
In either case. when a task switch occurs the operating
system saves the environment of the Interrupted task
and a pointer to the saved environment. When it is time
to switch back to that task, the operating system uses
the pointer to access the environment it saved. This
process is commonly called 'context switching."

A less oC';ious point In a multitasking system is that
any global procedures have to be reentrant. This Is
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necessary so that if one task is executing a procedure
and Its [line slice ends. other tasks can use the proce-
dure, and the procedure will still complete correctly
when execution returns to the first task. Refer to Figure
5-20 if you need a refresher on-reeritrancy.

Accessing Resources

Another problem encountered in a multitasking system
is aasuring that tasks have orderly access to resources
such as printers, disk drives. etc. As one example of
this, suppose that a user at a terminal needs to read a
file from a hard disk and print it on the system printer.
Obviously the file cannot be read In from the disk and
printed in one of the 20-ms time slices allotted to that
user, so several provisions must be made to gain access
to the resources and hang on to them long enough to
get the job done properly. A flag or semaphore in memory
is used to Indicate whether ihe disk drive is In use by
another task or not. Likewise, another semaphore is
used to inritcate whether the nt'r is In use, if a task
cannot access a csource because it is busy, the task is
said to be blocked. Now, rather than making the user
type in a print command over and over until the disk
drive or the printer is available, most operating systems
of this type set up queues of tasks waiting for each
resource. When one task finishes with a resource, it
resets the semaphore for that resource, 'I' he next Iask
in the queue can set the semaphore to indicate the
resource is busy and then use the resource,

The Need for Protection

An interesting prnbiem can occur in a multitasking
operating system when two or more users attempt to
read and change the contents of a memory location at
the same time. As an example, suppose that an airline
ticket-reservation system is operating on a time-slice
basis, Now, further suppose that just before the end of
his or her time slice, one user examines the memory
location which represents a seat on a plane and finds

the seat empty. Another user on the system can then.
in his or her tIme slice, examine the same memory
location, find it empty. mark it full, and print out a
reservation confirmation on the CRT. When execution
returns to the first user, his or her program has alreaIy
checked the seat during its previous t;rne slice. so
it marks the seat full, and prints out a reservation
confirmation on the CR1. 'Fhe two people assigned to
the same seat may make nast y remarks about computers
unless this problem is soived.

The section of a program where the value of a variable
is being exsmined and changed must be protected from
access by other tasks until the operation is complete.
The section of code which must be protected is called a
critical region or critical section. A technique called
mutual exclusion is used to prevent two tasks from
accessing a critical region at the same time, in the
CHK_NDISPLAY procedure in Figure 14-27 we showed
how a critical region can be protected from an interrupt
procedure by simply masking the interrupt. In a time-
slice system, however, a semaphore is used to provide
mutual exclusion,

Figure 15-3 shows how this can be done with 8086
assembly language instructions. The instruction se-
quence is the same for each task. If task I needs to enter
a critical section of code, it first loads the semnap'nore
value for critical-region-busy into AL, The single instruc-
tion XCHG AL. SEMAPHORE then swaps the byte in AL
with the byte in. the memory location named SEMA-
PHORE. it is important to do this in one instruction so
that the time-slice mechanism cannot switch to another
task halfway through the exchange and cause our airline
probiemit.

After the semaphore is read in Fig-e 15-3, it is
compared with the busy value. If the critical region is
busy, execution will remain in a wait ioop for as many
time slices as are required for the critical region to
become free. If the semaphore value is a 0, indicating
not busy, then execution enters the critical region. The
XCHG instniction has already set the semaphore to
indicate the critical region is busy. After execution of

;lnstructions for accessing criticat region of code protected by semnaphone ' USER .1
NOV AL, 01	 Load semaphore value for region busy

HOLD: XCHG AL, SEMAPHORE Swap and set semaphore
ClIP AL, 01	 Check if region is busy
JE	 HOLD	 Yes, toop u'itit not bus y . Ho enter critical region of code,
Instructions which access criticat region are inserted here
NOV SEMAPHORE, 00 Reset semaphore to make critiat region avaitabie to others.

;lnstructions for accessing critical region of code.protected by sefnaphone - USER 2
NOV AL, 01	 , Load semaphore value for region busy

HOLD: XCKG AL, SEMAPHORE Swap arid set semaphore
ClIP AL, 01	 ; Check if region is busy
JE	 HOLD	 Yes, loop .atil not busy. Ho enter critical region of code.
instructions which access critical region are inserted here
NOV SEMAPHORE, 00 ; Reset semaphore to make critiat rngio' avaiIabe tn others.

FIGURE 15-3 8086 assembly language sequences showing how a flag or
semaphore can be used to provide mutual exclusion for a critical region of
code.
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the critical region finishes, the MOV SEMAPHORE, 00
Instruction resets the semaphore to indicate that the
critical region is no longer busy. Task 2 can then swap
the semaphore and access the critical region when
needed. The semaphore functions in the same way as
the "occied" sign on a restroom of a plane or train. If
you mentally try interrupting each sequence of insti-uc-
tions at different points, you should see that there is no
condition where both tasks can get into the critical
region at the same time.

Another region that requires protection Is the operat-
ing system code. Most single-user operating systems
such as DOS do little to prevent user programs from
corrupting the operating system code and data areas.
The usual results of this and Murphy's law are that an
incorrect address in a user program may cause it to
write over critical sections of the operating system. The
system then 'locks up' and the only way to get control
again is to reboot the system. In a multitasking system
this is intolerable, so several methods are used to protect
the operating system.

The major method is to construct the operating system
in two or more layers. Figure 15-4 shows an "onionskin"
diagram for a two-layer operating system. The basic
principle here Is that the inner circle represents the
code and data areas used by the operating system. The
Outer layer represents the code and data areas of user
programs or tasks that are being i-un under control of
the operating system. The inner layer is protected be-
cause user programs can only access operating system
resources through very specific mechanisms rather than
a Simple, accidental call orjump. Devices in the Motorola

GLOBAL SPACE

GLOBALI
DATA

[CODE______	 DATA]___

/A

TASK

	

______ \	 TASK
A	

/DE[OAIy C

T ASK

FIGURE 15-4	 Onoriskin diagram showing two-level
protection scheme !Or rnuItitaskng operating system.
Intel Corporatoni

MC68000 family of microprocessors, for example, are
designed to accommodate a two-level structure su"h as
this. The MC68000 family devices have two modes
of operation, user and supervisoly. Certain privileged
instructions which affect the operating system can only
be executed when the processor is in supervisory mode,
As we discuss In great detail later, the Intel 80286.
80386, and 80486 microprocessors have hardware fea-
tures which allow up to four levels of protection to be
built into a system. The 80286, 80386, and 80486
microprocessors also provide a hardware mechanism
which can be used to protect tasks from each other.

Memory Management

INTRODUCTION

There are two major reasons why memory must be
specifically managed in a multitasking operating system.
The first reason is that the physical memory is usually
not large enough to hold the operating system and all
of the application programs that are being executed by
the different users. The second reason is to make sure
that executing tasks do not access protected areas of
memory. Some memory management can be done by
the operating system software, but complete memory
management and protection require the aid of hardware
called a memory-management unit or MMU. Before we
get into the operation of an MMU. we want to give yuu
a little background on other methods used to solve the
limited memory problem.

OVERLAYS

A common problem, even in older, single-user systems,
is that the physical memory is not large enough to
hold, for example, an assembler and the program being
ass" '-'-d. The traditional solution to this problem is
to write the assembler in modules and use an overlay
scheme. When the assembler is invoked, the executive
module of the assembler is loaded into memory, and an
additional block of memory space called the overlay
area is reserved for the assembler. The first module of
the assembler is loaded into this overlay area. When the
assembler reaches a point where it needs the next
module, it reads that module, referred to as an overlay,
from disk into the overlay area resei-ved in memory.
When the assembler reaches a point where it needs
another overlay. it reads that overlay ftom disk and loads
it into the same overlay area in memory. The overlay
approach is commonly used with assemblers. compilers.
word processors, and spreadsheet programs. Inciden-
tally. the Borland Turbo C + + tools we introduced you
to In Chapter 12 can be used to develop an overlay type
program.

BANK SWITCHING, EXPANDED MEMORY,
AND EXTENDED MEMORY

Another approach traditionally used to expand the avail-
able memory in a microcomputer is bank switching.
Early microprocessors such as the Intel 8085 have only
16 address lines, so they can directly address only 64
Kbvtes of memory. Figure 15-5 shows how the amount
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FIGURE 15-5 8lock diagram showing how
microcomputer memory can be expanded with bank
switching.

of memory accessible in a system such as this can be
expanded beyond the address limit. The hardware Is
configured so that when the power is first turned on,
the 16-Kbyte bank ;abeled bank 0 Is enabled. Lets
assume that this bank occupies system address space
4000H-7FFFH and that system address lines A0—A13
are used to address the bytes in this bank.

To switch to bank 1, a byte which turns off hank 0
.nd turns on bank I is output to the selection port. The.

bank I devices now occupy the address space 40001-I-
7FFFH and system address lines A0—A13 are used to
address the bytes in this bank. Any of the other banks
can be switched into the 4000H-7FFFH memory window
by simply sending the appropriate word to the control
port. As you can see; this bank switching schEu.e allows
the processor to access 8 banks of lb each or a
total of 128 Kbytes through a 16-Kbyte window In the
processor address space. Lct's see how this scheme Is
used in IBM PC- and PS/2-type microcomputers.

The 8086 ork08 processor used in PC-type mIcro-
computers can address up to 1 Mbyte of memory . At the
time the IBM PC was developed, it seemed inconceivable
that anyone would ever need more than 640 Kbytes of
memory for application programs, so all the address
space above 640 Kbytes was reserved for the system
BIOS, the video frame buffer, and s ystem uses, as shown
in Figure 15-6. Also, since the processor could address
Only 1 Mbyte of memory, DOS was designed to dir"ctly
address only 1 Mbyte.

As the memory needs of application program s sucu
as spreadsheets and databases banged into the 640-
Kbyte limit, designers again looked to bank switching
as a means to overcome this limit. The result was the
Lotus-intel-Microsoft Expanded Memory Standard. LIMJ
EMS 3.2. ThIs combination hardware-software standard
has been widely implemented. 	 -

The hardware for this expanded memory Is often
implemented as a plug-in board which contains up to 8
Mbytes of 16-Kbyte pages (banks) and bank-switch
registers. The bank-switch registers are used to copl rol
which pages from the expanded memory are selected.
As shown along the left side ol Figure 156. iii a LIM!
EMS 3.2 systm the four 16-Kbyte pages selected from
the expanded memory at a particular time are mapped
into the system address space between ('8001-I and
D7FFH. This addi'ess space was chosen for the expanded

EMS	 SEGMENT	 MEMORY SIZE ECMS AND
VERSION 32	 A0DESS	 IKB	 EMS rEI0N

I0000H	 1024	 40

F000H 
F 

SYS M	 960
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UNUSEU '(	 PAGES
E000H	 696	 } ADDITIONAI

WINDOW.	 D000H	 1032

PRIM4RYPRIMARY

4 PAGES	 L	 CBOOH [
	

4 PAGES

EGARO'M
C000H	 I 766

600CR	 - 704
BUFFER

9000H	 576	
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A000H	

38458	

640

24 PAGENO PAGE
BACKFILLED. I 	

320	

BACKFILLED,

FRAMES

4000H	 266

j FRAMES

1000H 256KB ON 64
SYSTEM
BOARD

000H	 0

FIGURE 15-6 Memory maps for LIM/EMS 3.2 and
.LIM/EMS 4.0 expanded memory standards.

memory window because ills not usually used for system
functions. The newer LIMJEMS 4.0 standard allows 16-
Kbyte pages to be mapped into any system address space
that is not populated wIth 1OM or RAM. and it allows
the expanded memory to contain up to 32 Mbytes. As
shown alg the right side of Figure 15-6. LIMJEMS
4.0 allows pages above the 640 . Khyle boundary and
additional pages in the 384-Kbyte region below the
boundary

The software parE of either EMS standard includes a
driver program called EMM.SYS. This driver program is
inatalteci In rr'Imory by Including the statement device
emm,s in the COtIFIG.SYS program which runs when
you -boot your Systerri. The EMM.SYS driver Contains
the functions which allow application programs to allo-
cate and access expanded Inetoory. The expanded mem-
ory functions are called with a software tNT 6711. The
value in AH determines the specific )uncttn that is -
called. The complete list of cxpandec Inerror y functIons
is extensive. ut to give you an idei of some of what is
avaIlable, Figure 15-7 shows a few ol the functions.
ilasiciily. an application program must use these func-
tions to allocate enough expanded memory for its code
and data, switch In pages as needed, and deallocate
the expanded mneniory when it terminates so that the 	 /
memory is available for the flex I program. Incidentally.
MS DOS versions 4.0 and later support LIM1EMS 4.0

As we discuss in det.iil later, the 80286. 80386. and
R(I-Iatj microprocessors have more address lines than
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EXPANDED MEMORY
FUNCTION	 cAii. WITH	 RETURNS

GET STATUS	 AU - 40k	 AR. STATUS

GETPAGEFRAME	 An_uk	 AN_STATUS
ADDRESS	 ax. PAGE FRAME SEGMENT

GET NUMBER OP	 AN - 42N	 *N - STATUS
EXPANDED MEMORY	 BX . AVAILABLE PAGES
PAGES	 DX - TOTAL PAGES

ALLOCATY EXPANDED	 AN - ON	 AR .STATUS
MEMORy PAGES	 8X -NO OP PACES	 DX. (MM HANDLE

MAP EXPANDED	 AN .44k	 AN - STATUS
MEMORY PAGE	 AL. PHYSICAL PAGE

ax. LOGICAL PAGE
O X .EMV HANOLS

RELEASE EXPANDED	 AN - 45H	 AU - STATUS
MEMORy PAGES	 DX - MM HANDLE
GET EMM VERSION	 AN .46H	 AN - STATUS

AL.VERSION -

FIGURE 15-7 Examples of EMM fursctions called
through INT 67H.

an 8086 and can directly address ccisiderably more
meniory. Memory located In the address space above 1
Mbyte Is commonly referred to as extended memory or
XMS memory. If a system using one of these processors
is running under a version of DOS before 5.0. however,
It still has the 1-Mbyte memory limit imposed by DOS.
In other words, the extended memory in a system Is
invisible to DOS and will not be used for programs.
There are three common cures for this problem.

Oi'ie solution is to use a memory-management-device
driver program which allows the extended memory to
function as expanded memory. Another solution Is to
use a DOS extender' program such as Phar Lap Soft-
ware's 386/DOS extender or A.l. Architect's OS/x86.
These programs operate under DOS, s they use the
familar DOS commands, but they allow programs to
take advantage of the advanced features of the 80286,
80386. and 80486 processors. The thIrd solution to the
DOS memory limit is to switch to an operating system
such as Microsoft's OS/2. which is designed to take
advantage of the addressing range and other features of
the newer processors.

The expanded memory scheme we described In the
preceding section makes more memory available to a
program, but it has several disadvantages. One disad-
vantge is that the system must contain enough ex-
panded memory for the largest program to be run. With
today's large programs this could be a major expense.
A second disadvantage of expanded memory Is that
application programs must manage the switching of
pages in and Out of the expanded memory window. This
adds overhead to the execution time, and if a program
Is modified, the switching points may have to be
changed. Still another disadvantage is that operating
system and user-task protection are not easily imple-
mented. The virtual memory scheme we discuss next
helps solve these problems.

VIRTUAL MEMORY AND MML's

Virtual memory is basicall y an extension of the memory
caching scheme we discussed In Chapter 1 To refresh
your memory of a cache system, take another look at
Figure ii - ii. The virtual memory scheme simply adds
a hard-disk drive to the memory hierarchy. The hard-

disk drive becomes the main program and data memory,
the DRAM functions as an intermediate cache, and the
SRAM cache functions as a hlgh .speed cache for the
DRAM. In a virtual memory system the code and data
segments currently being used for program execution
are loaded from the disk into DRAM and accessed by the
cache controller as needed. -If an executing program
needs a segment that is not currently in DRAM, the
required segment Is read In from the disk to the DRAM
main memory. If the DRAM is full, one of the segments
In the DRAM is swapped out to the disk to make room.
and the required segment is swapped into DRAM.

There are three different ways of setting up the code
and data blocks to be swapped In and out of DRAM. One
scheme is to swap segments. The advantage of segment
swapping is that segments correspond to the code and
data structures In the program. The disadvantage of the
segment scheme Is that with processors such as the
80386 and 80486, segments can be very large. The time
required to swap In a large segment would appreciably
slow down the execution of a program. Also, it is often
hard to fit variable-sized segments in memory. A second
swapping scheme uses fixed-length pages of typIcally 4
Kbytes each. These small pages can be quickly swapped
in and out of memory, but they don't correspond to the
logical structure of the program. A third approach.
Implemented In the 80386 and 80486 microprocessors,
allows a programmer to write a program using logical
segments and divide the segments into 4-Kbyte pages
for swapping In and Out of physical memory.

The term virtual here refers to memory space that
appears to be present from a programmer's viewpoint
butts not physically present in the DRAM main memory.
In other words, If you are writing a program for a system
with virtual memory. you can create segments as if you
had, for example, a gigabyte of memory space. even
though the system has only perhaps 4Mbytes of physical
memory. The virtual memory space can be much larger
than the physical memory, because all of the logical
segments are not present in physical memory at any one
time. As with the SRAM cache scheme, a virtual memory
system works because most programs only need small
sections of code and data at a particular time.

Virtual memory can be managed totally by the operat-
ing system, but most microcomputer systems use a
hardware device called a memory-mci rlagement unit or
MMU to assist In the process. The Intel 80286, 80386.
and 80486 and the Motorola MC68030 and MC68040
have a complete MMU integrated on the chip with the
CPU. Separate MMUs are available for use with other
processors. In either case the MMU is functionally posi-
tioned between the processor and the actual memory.
Figure 15-8. page 542, shows an overview of how the
MMUs In the 286. 386. and 486 processors manage
segment-based virtual memory. The first step in ex-
plaining this is to clarify the terms logical address and
physical address.

When you write an assembly language program. you
usually refer to addresses by name. The addresses you
work with in a program are called logical addresses,
because they Indicate the logical positions of code and
data, An example of this Is the 8086 instructIon JNZ
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FIGURE 15-8 Block diagram showing how segment-
based virtual memory is implemented in 80286, 80386,
and 80486 processors.

NEXT. The label NEXT represents a logical address that
execution will go to if the zero flag is not set. When an
8086 program is assembled, each logical address is
represented with a 16-bit offset and a 16-bit segment
base. The 8086 BIU then produces the actual physical
memory address by simply adding these two parts
together, as explained many times previously.

When a program is assembled or compiled to run on
a system with an MMU. each logical or virtual address
is also represented by two components, but the compo-
nents function differently. In a segment-oriented system
such as an 80286. the upper 16-bit component Is
referred io as a segment selector, and the lower compo-
neni is referred to as the offset. As shown in Figure
15-8. the MMU uses the segment selector to access a
descriptor for the desired segment in a table of descrip-
tors in memory. A descriptor is a series of memory
locations that contatn the physical base address for a
segment, the privilege level of the segment, and some
control bits.

The selectors for the 80286. 80386, and 80486 have
14 address bits and 2 privilege-level bits. The 14 address
bits in the selector can select any one of 16,384 descrip-
tors in the descriptor table. Since each descriptor repre-
sents a segment, this means that a program can access
u) to 16.384 segments. For an 80286 the offset part of
the virtual address is 16 bits, so each segment can
contain up to 64 Kbyles. The logical or virtual address
space accessible by an 80286 then is 16.384 seg-
ments x 65,536 bytes/segment, or about I Gbyte. What
this means is that the operating system and other
programs can function as if a gigabyte of memory were
available.

The physical memory Is the amount of RAM and IOM
actually present In the system. For this example let's
assume that the MMU has 24 address lines so it can
address 16 Mbytes of physical memory. Remember from
our previous discussion that the physical memory.
whatever its actual size. is simply a holding place for
the segments currently being used by the operating
system and user programs.

When the MMU receives a logical address from the
CPU. it checks to see If that segment is currently in the
physical memory. lithe segment is present in physical
memory, the MMU adds the offset component of the
address to the segment base component of the address
from the segment descriptor to form the physical ad-
dress. It then outputs the physical address to memory
on the memory address bus. The addressed code or data
word is returned to the CPU on the data bus.

If the MMU finds that the segment specified by the
selector part of the logical address is not in memory, it
sends an interrupt signal to the CPU. In response to the
interrupt, the operating system executes an interrupt
procedure which reads the desired code or data segment
from disk and loads it into the physical memory. The
MMU then computes and outputs the physical address
as described before. The operation is semiautomatic. so
other than a slight delay, the user is not aware that the
segment had to be loaded. In a well-structured system
with a reasonably large amount of physical memory, the
hit rate may be 90 to 95 percent.

When the CPU or smart MMU wants to load a segment
from disk into phyical memory, it must first make
space for it in the physical memory. Depending on the
system. it may do this by compacting the segments
already present and changing the descriptors to point
to the new physical locations or by swapping the segment
being brought in with one currently in physical memory.
To help in deciding which segment to swap back to
memory, many systems use an accessed bit in tile
descriptor to keep track of how many times the segment
has been used. A low-use segment is the most likely
candidate to swap back to disk. Some virtual memory
systems also have a dirty hit in each descriptor. This
hit will be set if the contents of a segment have been
changed. If the dirty bit IS set, a segment must be written
back to disk when its space is needed. If the dirty bit Is
not set, then the segment has not been altered, and the
copy of the segment on disk is current. In this case the
segment can just be overwritten by the new segment.
This check saves the time that would be required to
write the segment to disk.

The use of a descriptor table to translate logical
addresses to physical addresses has another major ad-
vantage besides making virtual memory possible. The
selector component of each logical address contains 2
bits which represent the privilege level of the program
section requesting access to a segment. The descriptor
for each segment contains 2 bits which represent the
privilege level of thai segment. When an executing
program attempts to access a segment. the MMU com-
pares the privilege level in the selector with the privilege
level in the descriptor. If the segment selector has the
same or a greater privilege level, then the MMU allows
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the segment to be accessed. If the selector privilege level
is lower than the privilege level in the descriptor, the
MMU refuses the access and sends an Interrupt signal
to the CPU indicating a privilege-level violation. As you
can see, privilege bits and this indirect method of
producing physical addresses provides a mechanism
for protecting segments such as those containing the
operating system kernel from application programs.

To summarize then, an MMU is used to manage virtual
memory. The MMU uses a descriptor table to translate
logical or virtual program addresses to physical ad-
dresses. This indirect approach makes possible a virtual
address space much larger than the physical address
space. The Indirect approach also makes it possible to
protect a memory segment from access by a program
section with a lower privilege level. You will meet all
these concepts again in the following sections, where we
discuss the 80286, 80386. and 80486 microprocessors
which have integrated MMUs.

THE INTEl. 80286 MICROPROCESSOR

Introduction

The needs of a multitasking/multiuser oprating system
include environment preservation during task switches,
operating system and user protection, and virtual mem-
ory management. The Intel 80286 was the first 8086
family processor designed to make implementation of
these features relatively easy. The 80286 was used as
the CPU in the IBM PC/AT and its clones, in the IBM
PS/2 Model 50. and in the IBM PS/i. Although the 80286
has to a large extent been superseded by the 80386. the
80386SX, and the 80486, there are still many 80286-
based systems in use and more 80286 systems being
sold. Therefore, we will use a little space to tell you about
the basic operation of an 80286.

80286 Architecture, Signals,
and System Connections

As you can see in the block diagram in Figure 15-9, an
80286 contains four separate procsing units.

The bus unit (BU) in the device performs all memory
and I/O reads and writes, prefetches instruction bytes,
and controls transfer of data to and from processor
extension devices such as the 80287 math coprocessor.

The instruction unit (lU) fully decodes up to • three
prefetched instructions and holds them in a queue.
where the execution unit can access them. This is a
further example of how modem processors keep several
instructions 'in the pipeline" instead of waiting to finish
bne instruction before fetching the next. 	 •

The execution unit (EU) uses its 16-bit ALU to eXecute
instructions it receives from the intructioñ unit. When
operating in its rea' address mode, the 80286 register
set is the same as that of an 8086 except for the addition
of a 16 .bit machine status word (MSW) register, which
we will discuss later.

The address unit (AU) computes the physical ad-
dresses that will be sent out to memory or 1/0 by the
BIJ. The 80286 can operate in one of two memory
address modes, real address mode or protected virtual
address mode. If the 80286 is operating in the real
address mode, the address unit computes addresses
using a segment base and an offset just as the 8086
does, The familiar CS. DS, SS. and ES registers are used
to hold the base addresses for the segments currently in
use. The maximum physical address space in this mode
is 1 Mbyte. Just as it is for the 8086.

If an 80286 is operating in its protected virtual
address mode (protected mode), the address unit func.
tions as a complete MMU. In this address mode the
80286 uses all 24 address lines to access up to 16 Mbytes
of physical memory. In protected mode it also provides
up to a gigabyte of virtual memory using the descriptor
table scheme shown in Figure 15.8,
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FIGURt 15-9 80286 internal block diagrani. (Intel Corporatonl
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FIgure 15-10 shows the 68-pin ackage that is usually
uacd for - 80286. and Figure lb-I I shows how an
8086 Is connected with some other components to form
a simple system. Keep thse figures handy as we work
our way around the major pins Of the 80286. Many of

• the signals of the 80286 should be familiar to you from
our discussion 0 the 8086 signals In Chapter 7.

The 80286 has a. 16-bit data ous and a 24-bit nonmui•
tiplexed address bus. The 24-btt address bus allows the
processor to access 16 Mbytes of physIcal memory when
operating in protected mode. Memory hardware for the
80286 is set tip as an odd bank and ,irn even bank, just
as it is for the 8086. The even bank will be enabled when
AC) Is low, and the odd bank will be enabled when BHE
is low. To access an aligned word, both A0 and BHE will
be low. External buffers are used on both the address
and the data bus.

From a control standpoint. the 80286 functions simi-
larly to an 8086 operat in maximum modes Status
signals SO. Si. and M/1O are decoded by an external
82288 bus Controller to produce the control bus, read.
write, and intermpt-ack 1owIg signals. ______

The HOLD, HLDA, INTR. INTA, (NM!), READY, and
LOCK and RESET pins function basically the same as
they do on an 8086. An external 82284 clock generator
is1 used to produce a clocgal for the 80286 and to
synchronize RESET and READY signals.

The final four signal pins we need to discusM here are
used to Interface wIth processor extensions (Coproces-
sors.) such as the 80287 math coprocessor. The processor
extension request ( PEREQ) Input pin will be asserted
by a coprocessor to tell the 80286 to perform a data
transfer to or from memory for It. When the 80286 gets
around to do the transfer, It asserts the processor
extension acknowledge (PEACE) signal to the coproces-
sor to let it know the data transfer has started. Data
transfers are done through the 80286 In this way so
that the coprocessor uses the protection and virtual
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FIGURE 15-10 Pin diagram for 80286 microprocessor
(Intel Corporation.)

memory capability of the MMU In the 80286. .ie BUSY
gi input on the 80286 functIons the saiit as the

, ESTl input does on the 8086. When the 80286 executes
a WAIT instruction, it will remain in a WAIT loop until
It finds the BUSY signal from the coprocessor high. If a
coproCessor finds some error during processing, it w!ll
assert the ERROR Input of the 80286. This will cause
the 80286 to automatically do a type 16H interrupt cal!.
An Interrupt-service procedure can be written to make
the desired response to the error condition.

The machine cycle waveforms for the 80286 are very
similar to those of the 8086 that we showed and dis-
cussed in earlier chapters. You should be able to work
your way through them In the Intel 80286 data sheets
if you need that type of information.

As we mentioned before, the 80286 is used as the CPU
in the IBM PC/AT and its clones. These AT-type machines
use the AT/ISA bus shown in Figure 1 1-70 to Interface
with 'a CRT controller card, disk controller cards, and
other peripheral cards.

80286 Real Address Mode Operation

After the 80286 is reset. it starts executing in its real
address mode. This mode Is referred to as real because
physical memory addresses are produced by directly
adding an offset to a segment base, just as they are in
an 8086. In this mode the 80286 can address up to I
Mbyte of physical memory and functions essentially as
a "souped-up" 8086. Due to the etensive pipelining and
other hardware improvements, the 80286 wIll execute
most programs several times faster than an 8086 with
the same-frequency clock signal.

When operating in real address mode. The interrupt-
vector table of the 80286 is located In the first 1 Kbyte
of memory, Just as It is for an 8086, and the response
loan interrupt is the same as that of an 8086. As shown
in FIgure 15-12 the 80286 has several additional built-
In interrupt tycs. Some of these types will not make
much sense until we dig a little deeper into the opera-
tions of the 80286 aad the 80386, but while we are here
we will introduce you to a fs' new terms used in Figure
15-12.

The 80186 and bier procr.j-.rs 	 "ate Interrupts
into two categories, intern t-	 '.IcpttonS Asyn-
chronous external events wh)'Tn 	 ic. i.h ni-ocessor
through the INTR or NMI input a reered to as
interrupts. An exception . type inierrupt Is geicrated by
some error condition that (cc tired during the execiit on
of an insirucilon. Dividing by zero is an exanipie of
an operation that will cause an exception. Software
Interrupts produced by the INTn instruction are ciassi-
fled as exceptions. because the y are Synchronous wtth
the processor.

Exceptions are further divided into F..itts aid traps.
Faults are exceptions that are driected a'd signaled
before the faulting instruction is execucd. The segment
not . present exception is an example ola fault, Traps are
exceptions which are reported after the instruction
which caused the exception executes.') he divide-by-zero
exception and the lr n interrupts are examples of
traps.
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F	 T	 INTERRUPTUNC ION

DIVIDE EROOR EXCEPTION 	 0

SINGLE STEP INTERRUPT 	 1
NM! INTERRUPT	 -	 2
BREAKPOINT INTERRUPT 	 3
INTO DETECTED OVERFLOW EXCEPTION	 4
BOUND RANGE EXCEEDED EXCEPTION 	 5
INVALID OPCODE EXCEPTION	 6
PROCESSOR EXTENSION NOT AVAILABLE
EXCEPTION

INTERRUPT TABLE LIMIT TOO SMALL	 B
PROCESSOR EXTENSION SEGMENT OVERRUN
INTERRUPT

INVALID TASK STATE SEGMENT	 113
SEGMENT NOT PRESENT	 11
STACK SEGMENT OVERRUN OR NOT PRESENT	 12
SEGMENT OVERRUN EXCEPTION--	 3-
RESCRVE	 _________________________ -- 14 _5

PROCESSOR EXTE NSION ERROR 1N11 551111	 16
RESERVED	 1131
USER DEFINED	 32255

FIGURE 15-12 80286 interrupt types	 in/Cf Corporation>

8O286 Protected-Mode Operation

As we said before, after a reseE the 80286 operates in
real address mode. On an 80286-based system running
under MS DOS or a similar operating system, the 80286
is left in real address mode because current versions of
DOS are not designed to take advantage of the protected-
mode features of the 80286. If an 80286-based system
is running an operating system such as Microsoft's
OS/2. which uses the proEected mode, the real mode will
be used to Initialize perhipheral devices, load the main
part of the operating system from disk into memory,
toad some registers. enable interrupts, setup descriptor
tables, and switch the processor to protected mode. The
first step in switching an 80286 to protected mode is to
set the protection enable bit in the machine .stc,2:i word

IMSW) register in the 80286 Figure 15-,3a. page 546,
shows the format for the MSW. Bits 1. 2, and 3 of the
MSW are for the most 2art used to indicate whether a
processor extension (coprocessorl Is present in the sys.
1/-nt or not. Bit C) of the MSW is used to switch the 80286
I/Ito protected mode. To change bits in the MSW you
load the desired word in a register or memory location
and execuie the load machIne 5(0/US ward ILMSW)
IflStrUcIiOrl. The final step to get the 80286 operating
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FIGURE 15-13 (a) 80286 machine status word bits.
(b) 80286 flag register bits, (Intel Corporation)

Once an 80286 is switched Into protected mode by
executing the LMSW instruction, the only way to get n
80286 back to its real address mode is by reQtting the
system. The 80286 was designed this way so that a
clever" programmer could not switch the system back

into real address mode to defeat the protection schemes
in protected mode. Unfortunately, this design also pre-
vents an operating system running In protected mode
on art 80286 from easily switching back to real mode to
run a section of an 8086 real-mode program during a
time slice. In other words, art 80286 operating in pro-
tected mode cannot easily multitask a mixture of pro-
grams with 8086 segment-offset-type addressing and
80286 selector-offset-type addressing. For this and other
reasons, relatively little software has been written to take
advantage of the memory-management and protection
features available in the 80286 protected mode. The
designs of the 80386 and 80486 processors solved the
80286 problems and added other features which make
multitasking easier to implement. Much of the new
software written during the lifetime of this book will
utilize the advanced features of the 386 and 486. There-
fore, we decided that the limIted space we have available
is better used to discuss the details of how the 386 and
486 manage virtual memory and provide protection. The
protected mode operation of the 586 Is very similar to
that of the 80286, so if you have to work on a protected-
mode 80286 system, you should have little difficulty
"going back,"

in protected mode is to -execute an intersegment jump
to the start of the main system program. This Jump Is
necessary to flush the instruction byte queue because
In protected mode the queue functions differently from
the way it does In real mode.

Switching an 80286 to protected mode enables the
integrated MMU to provide virtual memory and protec-
tion. As we described in an earlier section on virtual
memory, a 286 virtual address consists of a 16-bit
selector and a 16-bit offset, The MMU uses 14 bits of
the selector to access a descriptor for the desired segment
in a table of descriptors. The descriptor contains the 24-
bit physical base address, the privilege level, and some
control bits for the segment. If the privilege level con-
tained in the selectors as high as or higher than the
privilege level contained in the descriptor, then access
to the segment will be allowed. If not, an exception will
be generated. The MMU also checks the "P' bit in the
descriptor to determine if the scgment is present in
physical memory. if not. the MMU will generate a seg-
ment-not-present exception. The service procedure for
this exception will load the segment In memory and
return to the ir.terrupted program. If the memory access
meets the pri' liege level tes.t and the segment is present
in physical memory, the MMU will add the 16-bit offset
from the log! ai address to the 24-bit base address from
the descrIptor to produce the 24-bit ph ysical address for
the desired byte or word in the segment. Remember ihat
in protected mode an 80286 uses all 24 address lines.
so it can address 16 Mb ytes of memory
the 1 Mbyte addressable in real mode.

80286 New and Enhanced Instructions

From a software standpoint the 80286 was designed to
be upward-compatible from the 8086 so that the huge
amount of software developed for the 8086/8088 could
be easily transported to the 80286. The Instruction set
of the 80286 and later processors are "supersets" of the
8086 instructions, Here's a brief description of the new
and enhanced instructions available on the 80286.

Real- orprotecteci-mode instructions

iNS—Input string.

OUTS—Output string.

PUSH-Push eight general-purpose registers on stack.

POPA—Pop eight general-purpose registers from stack.

PUSH inimedlate—Push immediate number- on stack.

SHIFT/ROTATE desilnalion immediate- Shift or rotate des-
tination register or memory location specified number
of bit positions.

IMUL destination. immediate—Signed multiply destInation
by immediate number.

IMUL destInation, motlpilcand	 immedijte multipher--
Signed multiply. resuR in /pec!hed destination.

ENT[R—Set up stack Ironic in procedure. Saves BP.
Instead of just	 points BP to lOS, and allocates stack space br (ocal

variables.
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LEAVE—Undo ENTER actions before RET in procedure.

BOUND—Causes a type 5 execution if value in specified
register is not within the specified range for an array.

LMSW—Load machine status word (LMSW) is used to
switch the 80286 from real mode to protected mode.

Protected-mode ins tructions

NOTE: We postponed much of the discussion of
protected mode to a later Section on the 386
processor, so many of these instructions will be
much more understandable to you after you read
that Section.

CTS—Ciear task-switched flag in machine Status word.

IGOT—Load global descriptor table register from
memory.

SCOT—Store global descriptor table register contents in
memory.

LIPT—Load interrupt descriptor table register from
memory.

LiDT—Load selector and associated descriptor into
LDTR.

SLDT_Store selector from LDTR in specified register or
memory.

LTR—Load task register with selector and descriptor for
TSS.

STR—Store selector from task register in register or
memory.

LMSW—Load machine status register from register or
memory.

SMSW—Store machine status word in register or
memory.

LAR—Load access rights byte of descriptor into register
or memory.

LSL—Load segment limit from descriptor into register or
memory.

ARPL—Adjust requested privilege level of selector (down
onlyl.

VERR—Determine if segment pointed to by selector is
readable.

VERW—Determine if segment pointed to by selector is
writeabie.

THE INTEL 80386 32-BIT
MICROPROCESSOR

Introduction

Some of the limitations of the 80286 mIcroprocessor are
that it has onl y a 16-bit ALU. its maximum segment size
is 64 Khvles. and it cannot easily be switched back and
forth between real and protected modes. The Intel 80386

microprocessor was designed to overcome these limits,
while maintaining software compatibthty with the
80286 and earlier processors. Th 80386 has a 32 bit
ALU. so it can operate directly on 32-bit data words.
80386 segments can be as large as 4 Gbytes and a
program can have as many as 16,384 segments. The
virtual address space then is 16,384 segments x 4
Gbytes. or about 64 Thytes (terabytes). A 32-bit address
bus allows an 80385 to address up to 4 Gbytes of physical
memory. The 80386 has a "virtual 8086' mode, which
allows it to easily switch back and forth between 80386
protected-mode tasks and 8086 real-mode tasks. Laler
we will discuss 80386 memory addressing, protection,
and operating modes, but for now we want to discuss
the hardware operation and system connecttons,

80386 Architecture, Pins, and Signals

The 8086 processor is available in two different ver-
sions, the 386DX and the 386SX. The 386DX has a 32-
bit address bus and a 32-bit data bus. It is packaged in
the 132-pin ceramic pin grid array package shown in
Ftgure 15- 14a. page 548. The 386SX, which is packaged
In the 100-pin flatpack shown in Figure 15-14b. has the
same internal architecture as the 386DX, but it has only
a 24-bit address bus and a 16-bit data bus. The lower
cost package and the ease of interfacing to 8-bit and 16-
bit memory and peripherals make the 3.86SX suitable
for use in lower cost systems. The trade-off here, of
course, is that the 386SX address range and rnemoly
transfer rate are lower than those of the 386DX. Any
reference to the 386 in the rest of this chapter will mean
the 386DX unless specifically indicated otherwise.

Figure 15-15, page 548, shows the major signal groups
for a 386DX. Most of these signals should be familiar to
you from the discussions of earlier processors. Let's

o' "way around the device to pick up the new ones.
ltu clock signal applied to the 386 CLK.2 input is

internally divided by 2 to produce the clock signal
which actually drives processor operations. For 33-MHz
operation then, a 66-MHz signal is applied to the CLK2
input by an external clock generator such as the 82384.

The 386 address bus consists of the A2–A3 1 address
lines and the byte enable lines BEO#–BE3#. The BEO#-
BE3# lines are decoded from internal address signals
A0 and Al and function vely similarly to the wayA0 and
81-IE function in an 8086 or 80286 system. The 386 has
a 32-bit data bus, so memory can be Set U as four
byte-wide banks. The BEO#–BE3# signals function as
enables for the four banks. These individual enables
allow the 386 to transfer bytes, words, or double words
to and from memory. Incidentally, the # symbol ajter
the lIE signal names indicates that these signals are
active low.

The bus cycle definition signals Identify the type of
operation that is occurring during a bus cycle. The
WR/R# signal Indicates whether a read or write operation
is taking place and the D/C# indicates whether the bus
operation is a data read/write or a control-word transfer
such as an op-code fetch. MJIO# indicates whether
the operation is a memory or a direct input/output
operation. Incidentally, the 386 direct 110 port structure
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FIGURE 15-14 (a) Pin diagram for 386DX processor view
from pin side. (b) lop view pin diagram for 386SX
processor. (Intel Corporation)

is simply h extension of the 8086 and 80286 port
structure to Include 32-bit ports. Simple 32-bit 1)0 ports
can be constructed by connecting 8-bit i/O port devices
such as the 8255A in parallel. A 386 can use an IN or
OUT instruction followed by an 8-bit port address to
address up to 256 8-bit ports, 128 16-bit ports or 64
32-bit ports. Using the DX register to hold a 16-bit port

address, a 386 can access up to 64K 8-bit ports. 32K
16-bit ports, or 8K 32-bit ports.

The PEREQ signal is output by a coprocessor such as
an 80387 floating point processor to tell the 386 to fetch
the first part of a data word for the coprocessor, The
coprocessor w-ill then take over the buses and read the
rest of the data word, as we described for the 8087 In
Chapter 11. As we also described in Chapter 11. the
BUSY# signal is used by the coprocessor to prevent the
386 from going on with its next instruction before
the coprocessor is finished with the current instruction.
if the ERROR# signal is asserted by acôprocessor, the
386 wIll perform a type 16 exceptiou

Regarding the V and ground connections, note in
Figure 15-15 that the 386 has a large number of V
pins. It also has a large number of ground connections
labeled V_. These pins are all connected to the appro-
priate power plane in the PC board. -

The RESET. NMI, 1NTR, HOLD, and HLDA inputs
function similarly to the way they do In earlier proces-
sors. in a later section we will describe how the 386
handles interrupts while operating in protected mode.

The final group of 386 signals to discuss is the bus
control group. The READY# signal Is used ro insert wait
states in bus cycles as needed to interface with slow
memory and 10 devices.

The BS16# input allows the 386 to work with a 16-
bit and/or a 32-bit data bus, If BS16# Is asserted, the
386 will transfer data only on the lower half of the 32-
bit data bus. If BS16# is asserted and a 32-bit operand
is being read from a 16-bit-wide memory. the 386 wIll
au"omatically generate a second bus cycle to read the
second word. For misaligned transfers the 386 will also
generate the required number of bus cycles If BS 16# is
asserted.

TheADS# signal will be asserted when valid addresses,
BE signals, and bus cycle definition signals are present
on the buses. The 386 address bus is not multiplexed,
so an 8086-type ALE signal 1s not needed. However, in
some 386 systems the ADS# signal is used to transfer
the address to the outputs of external latches for a
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FIGURF 15-15 Signal groups of 3860X. (Intel
Corporation I
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scheme called address pipelining. The principle of ad-
dress pipelining is that if an address is held on the
outputs of external latches, the 386 can remove the old
address from its address pins and output the address
for the next operation earlier in the bus cycle. External
Control circuitry asserts the next address signal. NA#.
to tell the 386 when to output the address (or the next
operation. Pipelined addressing is not usually necessary
in a system with an SRAM cache, because the SRAM
cache is fast enough that no wait states are needed.

To help you understand the relationship of some 386
signals. Figure 15-16 shows some 386 nonpipelined
read cycles. As you can see, each read operation requires
two states, Ti and T2. Note that READY# is rade low
during T2 so that no wait states are inserted. If the
device being read is not fast enough to output data
during T2 as required, READY# would be held high
longer by external circuitry and a wait state would be
inserted in the read cycle after T2.

Incidentally, the 86 Contains a large amount of built-
in self-test (BIST) circuitry. If the 386 BUSY# input is
held low while RESET is held low, the processor will
automatically test about 60 percent of its Internal cir-
cuitry. The self-test requires about 220 CLK2 cycles. If
the 386 passes all tests, a "signature" of. all 0's wIll be
left in the F.AX register.

Now that you have had a short trip around the 386
pins, the next step is to discuss how a 386 can be
connected in a system.

CYCLE 1	 CYCLE 2
NON-P1PELINED NON-PIPELINED

(READ)	 (READ)
Ti	 I	 12	 Ti	 T2

(INPUT) L il_f1J1J"lj"L,.[L}-[F[CLK2 I-

________________________________________________________________________________________ 	
I8E0#-8E3#, A2-A31,

MuON, D/CN. W/R# [
	

_VALID 1	 VALID 2
(OUTPUTS)

ADS#
(OUTPUT)

NAN -
)INUT)

REA DY N
(IN PUll

LOCK N

	

(OUTPUT) [ :x_VALID	 VALID'

00-031
(INPUT DURING READ)

FIGURE 15 . 16 386 nonpipelined read cycles withoUt
wait states. (Intel Corporation)

386 System Connections and Interface Buses

THE URDA SDK-386 BOARD

A relatively low cost 386 system useful for prototyping
386-based instrum&nts is the SDK-386 shown in Figure
15-17. This board is similar to the SDK-86 board we
discussed in Chapter 7. Both boards are available from
University Research and Development, Inc. in Pitts-
burgh, PA. The SOK-386 board contains a 12-MHz
386, 16 Kbytes of EPROM; 32 Kbytes of Static RAM. a
keyboard, and a 40-character LCD display. The board
also has a serial port and software which allows programs
to be developed on a PC-type computer and downloaded
to the board for testing and debugging.

This board is useful as -ra simple, protected-mode
learning tool, because the monitor program in ROM on
the board runs the 386 in protected mode. The monitor
runs as one task and user programs run as another
task. A simple keypress allows the user to switch from
the user task to the monitor. This feature is very useful
for debugging programs and hardware. The documenta-
tion for the board shows how the descriptor tables, etc.
are set up. and how user programs can call monitor
procedures to interface with the keyboard and the
display.

386 FULL SYSTEMS

Examples of more Complex 386 systems are the IBM
P5/2 Model 80, the Compaq SYSTEMPRO 386/33. and

FIGURE is-i;' The SDK-386 prototyping board from
UniverSIty Research and Development Associates.
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many similar machines. These systezrls typically have a
megabyte or more of RAM. a 100-Mbyte hard-disk drive,
a couple of floppy-disk drives, a VGA CRT controller.
parallel ports, and serial ports. In most systems such as
this, a 32-bit local data bus is used to interface with the
SRAM cache and the DRAM main memory. The 32-bit
data bus allows maximum transfer rate between memory
and the 386, To Interface with the on-board peripheral
devices such as timers, priority-interrupt controllers,
CRT controllers, serial ports, and parallel ports, the
system uses a 16-bit local data bus. A separate 110
expansion bus is used to interlace with peripheral
boards such as disk controller cards, a network interface
card, and a high-resolution graphics card.

Initially we wanted to show you some circuit diagrams
for one of these 386 systems, but for several reasons we
decided this was not practical, First of all, each of the
40 or 50 different 386 machines currently available uses
a different circuit configuration. Second, the moth-
erboards of the newest machines contain mostly large
ASICs. which combine many functions in single devices.
The Intel 82830, for example, contains an 8-channel
DMA controller, a 20-input priority interrupt controller,
four programmable timers, watt-state-generating Cir-
cuitry, a complete DRAM refresh controller, and more,
VLSI disk controllers and video controllers are now often
included directly on the motherboard of 386 systems.
The Circuit diagram for a system built with these large
ASICs look more like a block diagram than a Circuit
diagram and shows you little more than you already
know about microcomputer structure. Also, most of the
manufacturers consider their circuitry proprietary and
are-.unwllling to release diagrams. What we decided
would be useful hcre is to disauss the three bus stand-
ards commonly used to interface peripheral boards with
the motherboards in these systems,

THE ISA BUS REVIEWED

In Figure 11-7 we showed you the bus used.in the
original IBM PC and the bus usd in the IBM PC/AT.
The PC/AT bus is one of the buses used in 386'systems
and is now commonly called the Industry standard
arch ttecture or ISA (pronounced e-sah) bus. Th other
bus schemes commonly used in 386 systems are the
extended industry standard architecture or EISA (pro-
nounced eye-sah) bus and, IBM's Micro Channel Arch(-
tecture or MCA bus.

The ISA bus standard has the advantage that many
peripheral boards have been developed for it, and compe-
tition has kept the price of these boards low. The ISA
bus, however, has only 16 data lines and 24 address
lines. soil cannot takefull advantage of the 32-bit data
bus and the 32-bit address bus of the 386. ThIs reduces
the speed at which data can be transferred on the bus.
Most of the ISA-based 386 machines have partially solved
this problem by incorporating up to 16 ltfbytes of 32-
bit-wide memory and perhaps a cache directly on the
motherboard, Since ihis memory can be accessed di-
rectly without going through the peripheral bus, it can
operate at the full speed of the 386. In these systems
the ISA bus is used only to communicate with peripher.
ais such as disk controller boards. CRT controller boards,

network Interface boards, etc. Since most of these boards
transfer data only 8 bits or 16 bits at a time, the ISA
bus limitations do not have an appreciable effect on the
performance of a single-user system.

THE EISA BUS STANDARD

For high-pe'rformance applications such as network file
servers, communication servers, and other multitask-
ing/multiuser systems, the ISA bus does not allow fast-
enough data transfer. Also, the ISA bus has no mecha-
nism to arbitrate requests for bus use by "smart"
peripheral boards. Systems designed for these applica-
tions usually use an EISA or an MCA bus.

As the name indicates, the EISA bus is an extension
of the ISA bus to accommodate the needs of the 386
and 488 processors and multimaster systems. It was
developed by nine companies as an alternative to IBM's
MCA bus standard. The EISA bus uses edge connectors
of the sime physical size as the ISA bus so that either
ISA or EISA boards can be inserted in a slot. However,
the EISA connectors have two levels of contacts, as
shown in Figure 15-18a. If an ISA-based board is
inserted, it will go in the connectors qnly far enough to
reach the top level of contacts which contain the ISA
bus signals. A notch cut in EISA boards allows them to
go into the connectors far enough to also contact the
lower level of contacts. These lower contacts contaIn the
additional EISA signals. Figure 15-18b shows how these
added signal lines are interspersed between the ISA
signals. Note the additional address (labeled LA). data.
BE#, power, ground, and control pins. The pIn positions
labeled KEY represent thin slots cut in the PC board so
that it aligns properly when inserted. The pins labeled
MFG SPEC are used to output a code which identifies
the type of board to aid in system configuration during
bootup.

In a multiprocessor microcomputer system a processor
that can take over the bus to transfer data is called a
bus master. A board which can take over the bus for a

al

FIGURE 15-18 )alwo layers of contacts in EISA bus
connectors. (See a/so next page.)
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FIGURE 15-18 (Continued) (b) Pin assignments. EISA bus.
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DMA operation is called a DMA stave. The EISA bus
supports up to six bus masters and 8 DMA slaves. The
MACEn and MREQn lines on the EISA bus are used to
arbitrate bus requests by multiple masters. These sig-
nals are not bused. An individual trace runs from each
of these pins to the arbitration logic on the motherboard.
The n in these signal names represents the slot number
in the system. When a master wants to use the buses.
it asserts its MREQ line. If the buses are free and that
master is the highest-priority master requesting use of
the buses, the arbitration circuitry will assert the MACK
signal connected to that master. The master will use the
bus for Its data transfer. DMA slaves issue requests
through the DREQ lines on the bus and receive control
from the arbitration circuitry through the DACK lines.

Another feature of the EISA bus is that its interrupts
can be individually programmed as edge-triggered for
compatibility with ISA boards or level-triggered so that
they are less susceptible to noise spikes and they can
be .shared by several sources, EISA boards use level-
triggered interrupts, which can be pulled low by any one
of several sources. When the CPU detects an interrupt,
it polls each board or device to determine the source of
the interrupt.

To help implement an EISA bus in a system. Intel
makes the 82358 Bus Controller, the 82357 Integrated
System Peripheral, and the 82355 Bus Master Interface
Controller. Consult the c(atà sheets for these devices to
get more detailed information about the operation of an
EISA bus.

- THE MICROCI-IANNEL ARCHITECTURE BUS

IBM's MicroChannel Architecture Bus contains the same
types of signals and accomplishes the same functions
as EISA. but the two are completely incompatible. MCA
boards are smaller and use different edge connectors.
Figure 15-19, page 522, shows the MCA bus connector
types used in the IBM PS/2 Model 80.

The MCA bus is designed to work with peripheral
boards that trnsfer data in 8-bit, 16-bit, or 32-bit
words. For 8-bit peripheral boards, just a 46-pin edge
connector Is used. For 16-bit peripheral boards, an
additional l'2-pin connector is used. One of the 16-bit
slots also has a 20-pin video extension connector. This
slot can be used for an 8514/A high-resolution graphics
card, For 32-bit boards an additional 44-pin connector
is used in place of the 12-pin connector used on 16-bit
slots. Each of the 32-bit slots also has an 8-pin 'matched.
memory" extension connector.

The Model 80 has five 16-bit MCA slots and three 32-
bit slots. One of the 16-bit slots is used for an ESDI
hard-disk controfler. The 32-bit slots can be used for
32-bit memory boards or other 32-bit peripherals. The
signals on the matched-memory extension of the 32-bit
slots allow the processor to interrogate memory boards
to see if they are designed to transfer data faster than
the basic bus rate, If they are, other signals on the
connector manage transfers.	 -

The MCA bus uses a distributed scheme to arbitrate
bus req1ests by up to 16 bus masters and DMA request
sources. To request the bus, one or more masters assert
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FIGURE 15-19 IBM's MicroChannel Architecture bus
connector types.

the PREEMPT line to the central control circuitry low.
At the appropriate time the control circuitry drives the
ARB/GNT line high. The arbiter on each master then
assetta itsarbItration code on the ARBO-ARB3 lines. If
an arbiter sees a code that is lower than it code, it
removes its arbitration signals. This means that the
master with th lower arbitration code assumes control
of the bus. To signal the arbitration is compkte. the
central control point asserts the ARB/GNT signal low.
incidentally, the interrupt lines on the MCA bus are
level-triggered.

Now that you have had a brief introduction to the
system connections and buses used in 386 systems.
let's take a look at the internal architecture of the device
and talk about the different 386 operating modes.

Real Operating Mode

A 386 can operate in real mode, protected mode, or a
variation of protected mode called virtual 8086 mode.

After a reset the 386 operates in real address mode. In
this mode it functions basically as a fast 8086 or real-
mode 80286. The register set for the 386 In real mode
in a superset of the 8086 and 80286 real-mode register
sets. As shown in Figure 15-20. the 32-bit general-
purpose registers are referred to as extended AX or EAX.
EBX, ECX. EDX. etc. Instructions can, for example.
refer to AL. Al-I, AX, or EAX. The assembler automatically
Codes the Instruction for the register size referred to In
an flStruction.

The 386 in real mode computes memory addresses
using the same segment base and offset mechanism
used by the 8086. For this mode only the selectors or
Visible parts of the segment registers are used. Note that
the 386 has two additional data segment registers, ES
and GS. so programs can have up to four data segments.
The length of segments in 386 real mode is fixed at 64
Kbytes, and any attempt to access a location outside a
segment will cause a type 13 exception.

The address range of 386 real mode Is limited to 1
Mbyte. so address lines A20-A3 1 are normally all low.
The only exception to this is that during a reset these
address lines are all made high to access the boot ROM
at the highest locations in the 32-bit address space of
the 386. As soon as the boot-ROM code does a far Jump
or call, the A20-A31 lines will go low and stay low as
long as the 386 is in real mode. A 386 in real mode uses
the aidress space 00000-003FFH for the interrupt-
vector table and services interrupts in the same way as
an 8086 does.

One new feature of the 386 is the debug registers
shown in Figure 15-20. A software debugger can load
breakpoint addresses in these registers to aid in debug.
ging. A 386 can be instructed to "break" when the
address unit in the processor computes a linear address
which matches one of the addresses in the debug
registers. The older method of setting a breakpoint
involved replacing an instruction with a breakpoint
instruction such as INT 3. ThIs method, of course, can-
not be used to debug code in ROM, but the breakpoint
register method can because it does not depend on
modifying code bytes.

The 32-bit EFLAGS register in the 386 is an extension
of the 16-bit registers in the 8086 and 80286. For future
reference the upper right ctrner of Figire 15-20 shows
the names of the bits in the EFLAGS register, but in
real mode only the lower 16 bits have mesning.

The final real-mode registers to note in Figure 15-20
are the control registers CR0-CR3. The lower 16 bits of
CR0 correspond to the machine status word (MSW) of
the 8026. As with an 80286. a 386 is switched to
protected-mode operation by setting the LSB of this
register to a 1. Register CR1 is reserved by Intel. and
registers CR2 and CR3 arc used for paged mode func-
tions, which we discuss later.

386 Protected-Mode Operation

I NTRODUCTION

The real power of a 386 lies in its protected-mode and
virtual 8086-mode features. These features are designed
In a very versatile way, so that almost any conceivable
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operating system or program can be implemented on a
386. The problem with this versatility is that it leads to
an almost '!flbellevable amount of detail lii a complete
description of how the 386 operates in these modes. in
reality, unless you are writing a 386-based operating
system, you can probably live a very happy life without
knowing all these details. In the following sectIons we
have tried to give Just enough details so that you can
understand the basic protected-mode operation of a
386. how its features fit the needs of a multiuser/
multitasking operating system, and how programs are
written for a 386. If you need to know all the minute
details. consult the Intel 80386 Programmers Reference
Manual and the Intel 80386 System Software Writers
Guide.

As you read through the following sections. the key
concepts you should try to fix in your mind are: how a
386 computes physical addresses in segments-only mode
and in paged mode, how a 386 provides protection for
operating system code and protection for user tasks, the
basic operation of a gate, the prot ' cted-mode interrupt
response, t:e task switch process, and the operation of
the "flat" system model.

SEGMENTATION AND VIRTUAL MEMORY

As we said in the preceding section, a 386 is switched
from real mode to protected mode by setting the LSB of

the CR0 register. The virtual memory addressing scheme
of a 386 in protected mode is very similar to that of th
80286 we described earlier, except that 386 segments
can be much larger and an optional paging mechanism
allows segments to be divided into 4-Kbyte pages for
faster swapping in and out of physical memory.

In protected mode each 386 address consists of a 16-
bit segment selector and a 32-bit offset. As we described
earlier in a Section on virtual memory, tihe selector points
to a descriptor for the segment in a table of descriptors
and the offset specifies the location of the desired code
or data in the segment. Using a 32-bit offset value means
that segments can be anywhere from I byte in length to

or about 4 Gbytes in length.
Figure 15-21 shows the format for 386 segment selec

tors and how these selectors are used to access a
descriptor in a descriptor table. The 13-bit index part
of thIs selector is multiplied by 8 and used as a pointer
to the desired descriptor in a descriptor table. The index
value is multiplied by 8 because each descriptor requires
8 bytes in the descriptor table. Among other things the
descriptor contains the physical base address for the
segment. The MMU adds the base address from the de-
scriptor to the effective address or offset part of the
logical address from the instruction to produce the
physical memory address.

There are two major categories of descriptor table in

VIRTUAL ADDRESS IN PROGRAM
31	 0
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FiGURE 15-21 Diagram showing how the 386 uses a selector to access a
descriptor in a descriptor tabie and how i computes the physical (linear)
address. (Intel Corporation)
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a 386 system, global and local. A system has only one
global descriptor table or GDT. The CDT contains,
among other things, the segment descriptors for the
operating system segments and the descriptors for seg-
ments which need to be accessed by all user tasks. A
local descriptor table or LDT is set up in the system for
each task or closely related group of tasks. Figure 15-22
shows, in diagram form, how this works. Tasks share
a global descriptor table and the, memory area defined
by the descriptors in it. Each task can have its own
local descriptor table and memory area defined by the
descriptors in it. Setting up individual LDTs protects
tasks from each other because one task cannot access
the LDT of another task.

lithe fable Indicator bit (bit 2) of a segment selector
is a 0. then the upper 13 bits will index a segment
descriptor In the global descriptor table. lithe TI bit of
the selector isa 1, then the upper 13 bits of the selector
will index a segment descriptor in a local descriptor
table.

The least significant 2 bIts of a segment. selector, the
requested privilege level or RPL bits, are part of the
386's built-in protection features, which we discuss
later. For now, let's take a closer look at segment
descriptors.

Figure 15-23a and Figure 15-23b show the formats
for the 386 segment descriptors and the access rights
byte of the descriptors. First notice in the descriptor
that 32 bits are set aside for the segment's physical base
address and 20 bits are set aside for the size or limit of
the segment. If you remember that we said 386 segments
can be up to 232 bytes long, you may wonder why only
20 bits are set aside here for the size of the segment.
The answer to this is that if the granularity or G bit in
the descriptor is a 0, the 20-bit limit value represents
the length of the segment in bytes. With a 0 value in the
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3ff
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FIGURE 15-22 Diagram showing how tasks can be
isolated from each other by having separate local
descriptor tables but can share a common global
descriptor table, (Intel Corporation)
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FIGURE 15-23 (a) 386 descriptor format. fbI Access
rights byte format for code and data segment
descriptors. (Intel Corporation)

C bit, then, a segment can be up to 1 Mbyte in length.
If the G bit in the descriptor is a 1. the 20-bit limit value
represents the length of the segment in 4-Kbyte blocks.
The maximum limit value of 1.048,576 blocks >< 4
Kbytes/block then gives a maximum segment length of
4 uoytes. If an attempt is made to access a location
outside the specified limit for a segment, a type 5
exception will be produced. This mechanism prevents a
program from accessing memory outside its defined
segments.

Byte 5 of a descriptor, the access byte, contains
information about the privilege level, access, and type
of the segment. To give you an idea of the kind of
information contained in the access byte of a descriptor,
Figure 15-23b summarizes the meanings of the bits in
the access bytes of code segment and data segment
descriptors. Skim through the descriptions to get an
overview. Note the P bIt, which is used to indicate
whether the segment is present in physical memory, the
privilege-level bits, which specify the privilege level that
a program must have to access the segment. and the A
bit, which is set if the segment has been accessed. The
operating system can periodically read and reset the A bit
to determine how often the segment has been accessed. A
segment which has not been recently used can be
swapped oUt to disk when space for a new segment is
needed.

When a program attempts to access a segment. the
selector for the segment is loaded into the visible part
of the segment register. To access a data segment. for
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example, the selector might be loaded into the visible
pax't of the DS. ES. ES, or GS register When the selector
is loaded Into the visible part of the segment register,
the descriptor for the segment is automatically loaded
into the hidden part of the segment register or segment
descriptor cache, as it is commonly called. it the privilege
level of the selector and the privilege level of the current
code segment is not as high (or is higher than) the
privilege level of the descriptor, an exception will be
produced and the access will not be allowed, If the
privilege level is high enough, the P bIt in th descriptor
will be checked to see if the segment is present in
physical ntemóly. If 'the segment is not present, a
segment-not-present (type 11) exception will be gener-
ated and the exception handler will read the segment in
from disk to physical memory. Once the segment is
in physical memory, the address unit computes the
physical addresses as needed to access the data words
in the segment. As shown in Figure 15-21, the offset
from the original address is added to the segment base
address from a descriptor to form a linear address. For
a 386 operating in segments-only mode, this linear
address is the physical address that will be output on
the address and BE lines to memory.

To complete the general picture of how a 386 manages
t'irtual segments. we simply need to show you how it
keeps track of where the descriptor tables are in memory.
The 386 keeps the base addresses and limits for GDT and
LD1 descriptor tables currently being used In internal
registers. The global descriptor table register (GOTR)
shown in the middle of Figure 15-20 is used to hold the
32-bit base address and limit for the global descriptcr
table. This register is initialized w,di a load global
descriptor table register (LGDT) instruction when the
system is booted, The local descriptor table register
(LDTR) shown in Figure 15-20 is used to hold the base
address and limit of the local descriptor table for the
task currently being executed. The LLDT instruction is
used to load th(s register. The LLDT instruction can be
executed only by programs executing at the highest
privilege level. Therefore, unless a task is operating at
the highest privilege level, it cannot intentionally or
maliciously access the local descriptor table of another
task, Task switching is usually handled by the operating
system kernel, which operates at the highes-priority
level.

386 SEGMENT PRIVILEGE LEVELS
AND PROTECTION

When an attempt is made to access a segment by loading
a segment selector into the visible part of a segment
register. the 386 automatically makes several checks.
First of all. it checks to see if the descriptor table indexed
by the selector contains a valid descriptor for that
selector. If the selector attempts to access a location
outside the limit of the descriptor table or the location
Indexed by the selector In the descriptor table does
not contain a valid descriptor, then an exception is
produced.

The 386 also checks to sec if ihr segment descriptor
is of the right type to be loaded into the specified segment
register cache. The descriptor for a read-unIv data seg.

ment. for example, cannot be loaded into the SS register,
because a stack must be able to be written to. A selector
for a code segment which has been designated "execute
only" cannot be loaded into the DS register to allow
reading the contents of the segment.

If all these protection conditions are met, the limit,
base, and access rights byte of the segment descriptor
are copied into the hidden part of the segment register.
The 386 then checks the P bit of the access byte to see
if the segment for that descriptor is present in physical
memory. Lft is not present, a type II exception is
produced. The exception-handler procedure for this
exception will swap the segment tnto physical memory,
set the P bit in the descriptor, and restart the interrupted
instruction.

After a segment selector and descriptor are loaded into
a segment register, further checks are made each time
a location in the actual segment is accessed. An attempt
to write to a code segment or a read'only data segment,
for example, will cause an exception. Also, the limit
value contained in the segment descriptor is used to
check that an address produced by program instructions
does not fall outside the limit defined for the segment.

User tasks can be protected from each other in a 386
system by giving each task its own local descriptor
table. The LDT register, which points to a user's local
descriptor table, can only be changed with the LDTR
instruction or by a task switch. The LDTR instruction
can be executed only at the highest privilege level, which
is usually reserved for the operating system. Likewise,
a switch from one user task to another is done by the
operating system at the highest privilege level. so user
tasks operating at lower privilege levels cannot cause
switches to other user tasks. Also, because of limit
checking, a task cannot accidentally or intentionally
access descriptors in another task's local descriptor
table.

System software, such as the operating system kernel.
is protected from ccrruption in several ways. One way
we have already mentioned Is that code segments can
be made "execute only" so that they cannot be written to.
The second and most important way that the operating
system can be protected is with privilege levels. Figure
15-24 illustrates how a 386 protected-mode system can
be set up with four privilege levels. As we mentioned
before. the operating system kernel is assigned the
highest privilege level, which is privilege level 0. System
services such as BIOS procedures might be run at
privilege level I, and Custom device drivers. etc. might
operate at privilege level 2. ApplIcation programs and
user tasks are usually operated at the privilege level 3.
the lowest level.

The privilege level for a segment is represented by bits
5 and 6 of the access byte in the segment descriptor.
(See Figure l5-23b for access byte format.) These 2 bits
are referred to as the descriptor privilege level or DPL.
This privilege level is established when the program Is
built,

The privilege level of an executing task is represented
by the , DPL bits in the access byte of the descriptor
currently in the CS descriptor cache. This privilege level
is referred to as the current privilege level or CPL.
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FIGURE 15-24 Diagram showing how a 386 system can
be set up with four privilege levels. (Intel Corporation)

When a program needs to access a data segment. it
does so by loading a segment selector into, for example.
the visible part of the DS register. The privilege level
encoded in the least significant bits of this selector is
referred to as the requesting privilege leuel or RPL.

To successfully access a segment, both the RPL and
the CPL must be a number less than or equal to the DPL
of the segment. In other words, the privilege level of the
currently executing task and the privilege level of the
requesting selector must both be greater than or the
same as the privilege level .of the deired segment in
order for access to be granted. If thee conditions are
not met, then an exception wiIlbe gEnerated. The point
here is that normally a task cannot directly access a
segment which has a higher DPL.

CALL GATES

The question that might come to mind at this point is.
If a task cannot access a segment with a more privileged
DPL. how can user programs access the operating
system kernel. BIOS, or utility procedures in segments
which have more privileged DPLs? The answer to this
is that a procedure located in a segment which has a
higher privilege level can be called indirectly through a
special structure called a gate. There are four types of
gates: call, trap. Interrupt, and task. For now, we will
Just describe how a call gate operates.

A gate is simply a special type of descriptor. Gate
descriptors are put in the GDT or in an LDT. Just as
segment and other descriptors are. When a program
does a call to a procedure in another segment, the
selector for that segment's call gate is loaded into the
CS register. and the call gate descriptor Is loaded into the
hidden part of the CS register. The call gate descriptor
contains a selector which points to the descriptor for
the segment where the procedure Is actually located.
The call gate descriptor also contains the offset of the
called procedure in its segment.

II ihe call is determined to be valid, then the selector
from the call gate and the corresponding segment de-
scriptor wiil be loaded into the CS register. The processor
then uses the base address from the segment descriptor

and the offset value from the call gate descriptor to
compute the physical address of the called procedure.
Therefore, the call is done indirectly, through the call
gate descriptor, rather than dtrectiy through a segment
descriptor.

This indirect access has two major advantages. First..
this approachpermits another level of privilege checking
before access to the procedure in the higher-privileged
segment is allowed. The privilege level of the calling
program is compared with the privilege level specified
in the call gate. If the privilege level of the calling program
is lower than the privilege level specified in the call gate,
the access will not be allowed, If. for example, the DPL
In the call gate descriptor is 2, a level 2 program can use
the call gate to call a privilege level I procedure, but a
level 3 program cannot.

Another advantage of the indirect call gate approach
is that user programs cannot accidentally enter higher.
privileged segments at Just any old point. If they are
going to enter at all, they must enter at the specific
offsets contained in the call gate descriptors. This is
similar to the type of protection provided by using
software interrupts to call BIOS and DOS functions
instead of calling them directly.

I/O PRIVILEGE LEVELS

When a 386 is operating in protected mode, the 386 has
two mechanisms fer protecting I/O ports. The first
mechanism lnvolves the I/O privilege-level bits in the
386 EFLAGS register shown in Figure 15-20. Only the
operating ystem or a procedure operating at a privilege
leve! 0 can set these IOPL bits. In order to execute the
IN. INS. OUT,OUTS, CLI. and STI instructions, the CPL
of a procedure or . task must be the same or a lower
number than IOPL represented by these bits, If a proce-
dure does not meet the IOPL test, a privilege-level
exception will be generated.

The second mechanism for protecting ports from
unauthorized access is an optional I/O permission bit
map which allows, ports to be associated only with
specific task. If this feature is used, a map is set up for
each task. Each bit in the map represents a byte-wide
port address. so. 16-bit ports use 2 bits each and 32-bit
ports use 4 bits each. A 0 in a map bit means the port
is available to the task,

When a task attempts to access a port, the 386 first
compares the CPL of the task with the IOPL. If the
access passes the 1OPL test and an I/O bit map is in
force, the 386 will then check the map bits corresponding
to the addressed port. if. the map has a 0 In the bit(s)
for that port, access will be granted. If not, an exception
will be generated. Incidentally, when a 386 is operating
In real address mode, none of the port protection mecha-
nisms are in effect.

INTERRUPT AND EXCEPTION HANDLING

For operation in protected mode, gate descriptors for
the interrupt and exception procedures are kept in a
special descriptor table called the interrupt descriptor
table or lOT. This table can be located anywhere In
memory. During initialization the base address and
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FiGURE 15-25 386 task state segnent format.
(Courtesy Intel Corporation)

desired, This is the simplest method and can be
easily implemented by the operating system kernel
at the end of a time slice.

2. The selector in a long Jump or call Instruction points
to a task gate. In this case the selector for the
destination TSS is in the task gate. The indirect
mechanism here is similar to that we described
above for call gates and has the same advantages
regarding privilege levels and protection,

3. An interrupt occurs, and the interrupt selector
points to a task gate in the interrupt descriptor
table. The task gate contains the selector for the new
task state segment. If the access passes all the
privilege level tests, the selector and descriptor for
the interrupt task will be loaded into the task
register. The nested task (NT) bit in the EFLAGS
register will be set.

4. An IRET instruction is executed with the NT bit in
the EFLAGS register set. Complex interrupt proce-
dures are often written and managed as separate
tasks. The IRET instruction uses the back link
selector in the task state segment to return execution
to the interrupied task. This is similar to the way
the IRET instruction works in real-mode operation.

We don't have space or inclination to explain the
details of all the possible task switch scenarios, but we
will make a few comments about the CALL/JMP method.

limit for the interrupt descriptor table are loaded Into
the Interrupt desciiptor table register ( IDT) shown in
Figure 15-20 with an LIDT Instruction.

When an Interrupt or exception occurs, its type Is
multiplied by 8 and added to the IDT base address In
the IDT register. The result Is a pointer to a gate
descriptor in the Interrupt descriptor table. The gate
here can be an interrupt gate. a trap gate, or a task gate.

An Interrupt gate. for example, contains a selector for
the segment where the interrupt procedure Is located.
not the base address of the segment. The reason for this
Is so that the privilege level can be checked before access
to the interrupt procedure ts granted. lithe CPL is high
enough, then the selector from the gate will be loaded
into the CS register and used to access the descriptor
for the segment containing the Interrupt procedure. The
segment descriptor can be in the LDT or GDT. The 32-
bit offset from the gate will be added to the base address
from the descriptor to produce the linear address for the
actual interrupt procedure. This is basically the same
mechanism we described previously for the operation of
a call gate, except that at the end of the procedure an
IRET instruction is used instead of an RET. Incidentally.
an Interrupt procedure that needs to be accessible from
any privilege level is put in a code segment that is made
'conforming" by setting bit 2 in the access byte of its
descriptor,

TASK SWITCHING

In a multluser operating system each user's program
can be set up as a separate task. When a user's time
slice Is up. the operating system switches execution
from the current user's task to the next user's task. A
similar process takes place in a single-user system which
Is operating in a multitasking mode, A$ we pointed out
earlier, one of the main concerns in multitasking
system is saving the state or context of a task so that it
will continue execution properly when it gets another
time slice.

Each task in a 386 protected-mode system is assigned
a task State segment or TSS. Figure 15-25 shows the
format for a 386 TSS. As you can see, the TSS holds
copies of all registers and flags, the selector for the task's
LDT, and a link to the task state segment of the
previously executing task. Descriptors for the task state
segments are kept In the global descriptor table, where
they can be accessed by the operating system during a
task switch, The task register (TR) in the 386 holds the
selector and the descriptor or the task state segment of
the currently executing task. The load task register
(LTR) instnIction can be used to load the task register
with the selector and segment descriptor for a specific
task, but during a task switch the task register is
automatically loaded with the selector and descriptor for
the new task.

A task switch may be done in any one of four ways:

A long jump or call instruction contains a selector
which points at a task state segment descriptor. The
call instruction is used If a return to the previously
executing task is desired. Ajump instruction is used
if a return to the previously executing task is not
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When a far CALL or JMP is executed to switch tasks.
the privilege levels are first checked. As with any far call
or far Jump iflEti-uction, the RPL of the CALL selector
and the CPL of the executing program must both be less
than or equal to the DPL of the desired segment. or an
exception will be produced.

Assuming proper privilege levels, the 386 will check if
the task state segment for the new task is present in
physical memory and generate a not-present exception
if it is not. If necessary, the exception handler will load
the TSS for the new task.

The 386 then copies all the register values for the
current task to its task state segment. The value copied
for the ElF is the offset of the next instruction after the
one that caused the task switch.

At this point the old TSS is no longer needed, so the
386 loads the task register with the selector and the
descriptor for the TSS of the new task. The 386 then
automatically copies all the values for the new task from
its TSS to the 386 regIsters. Execution then continues
using the segment and offset values copied from the
TSS.

In a multiuser/multitasking system, the operating
system might use a JMP instruction to switch from the
operating system task to a user task. A clock tick will
interrupt the processor at the end of the time slice. If
the interrupt descriptor table contains a task gate which
points to the operating system task, then the state of
the current task will be saved in its TSS. and execution
will switch to the operating system task. The operating
system can use another JMP instruction to switch to
the next user's task.

PAGING MODE

The protected-mode segmentation and virtual memory
scheme we described for the 386 In the preceding section
is essentially the same as that for the 80286. The main
difference is that 386 segments can be as large as 4
Gbytes. instead of Only 64 Kbytes. The designers of the
386 realized that the time required to swap very large
segments in and out of physical memory would be too
long, so they added an optional paging mechanism to
the design of the 386. The paging mechanism allows
segments to be divided into 4-Kbyte pages for faster
swapping.

The 386 is switched into paging mode by setting the
MSB of the CR0 register with a simple MOV CR0. EAX-
type instruction. In this mode the paging unit in the
386 uses the linear address, computed by the segmenta-
tion unit as described above, to produce the physical
address. Figure 15-26 shows how this paging scheme
works. To help fIx it in your mind, we will first explain
the paging scheme from the bottom up and then from
the top down.

The intel data sheets refer to each 4-Kbyte page in
physical memory as a page frame. The least stgniflcant
12 bIts of the linear address from the segmentation unit
represent the offset of the desired data word within a
4-Kbyte page frame. The 32-bit base addresses and some
other Information for up to 1024 page frames are kept
in a page table In memory. For future reference Figure
15-27a shows the details of the 4-b yte entry placed In a

TWO LEVEL PAGING SCHEMt'
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FIGURE 15-26 Diagram showing how a 386 computes
physical addresses when paging mode is enabled.

page table for each page frame. The 10 address bits,
Al2—A21, from the linear address are used to select the
desired entry in one of the page tables,

A system can contain up to 1024 page tables. The 32-
bit base addresses and some other information for the
page tables are kept in another table called the page
directory. The format for the 4-byte entries in the page
directory Is the same as the format shown for a page
table entry in Figure l5-27a, The 10 address bits, A22—
A31, are used to select the desired entry in the page
directory. The 32-bit base address for the page directory
Is kept in control register 3 (CR3) in the 386.

Looking at this from the top down then, CR3 points
to the base of the page directory and linear address bits
A22—A31 point to one of 1024 possible entries In the
page directory. The selected entry in the page directory
points to the base address of one of up to 1024 page
tables, and linear address bits Al2—A21 point to one of
the entries in the selected page table. The selected entry
in the page table coRtains the 32-bit base address of the
desired 4-Kbyte page frame. Linear address bits A0—A1 1
are used to access the desired code or data word In the
selected page frame. These bits are added to the base
address from the page table entry to produce the physical
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FIGURE 15-27 (a) format for 386-page directory and
page table entries. (b) Access rights produced by
combinations of RIW and US bits in 386-page table
entries,
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address that will be output to memory. The maximum
amount of memory represented by this structure is 1024
page tables x 1024 page&page table x 4096 bytes.!
page, or about 4 Gbytes, (he full 32-bit address space ot'
the 386. A system can be set up with Just one page
directory, but a more common practice is to give each
task its own page dIrectory and, thereby, its own set of
page tables. Later we show you how the 386 task switch
mechanism makes provisions for easily switching page
directories.

As we said before, the page directory is located in
memory and the page tables are located in memory. To
avoid having to read page directory entries and page
table entries from memory tables during each memory
access, the 386 maIntains a special cache called a
translation looko.stde buffer or TLB. The TLB is a four-
way set-associative cache which holds the page table
entries for the 32 most recently used pages. (Refer to
the discussion of caches in Chapter 11 if the term set-
associative isa little rusty in your mind.) When the 386
generates a linear address, the upper 20 bits of that
address are compared with the tags for the 32 entries
in the TLB. If there is a match, the page table entry for
the desired page is in the TLB. Tpe base address from
this entry is used to compie the physical address. if
there is no match, the 386 reads the page table entry
from memory arid puts It in the TLB. If the P bit in the
page table entry is a 1, indicating that the page is
present in physical memory, then the physical address
will be computed and the desired word in the page
accessed. If the P bIt in the page table entry is a 0,
indicating that the page is not , present in physical
memory, the processor will generate a page fault excep-
tion (type 14). After the page fault exception handier
swaps the page into physical memory, the paging unit
will compute and output the physical address for the
desired word.

When the 386 paging mode is enabled, the U/S and RI
W bits in the page directory entries and (he page table
entries can be used in place of or in addition to the
segmentation protection mechanisms. The U/S bit in a
directory or page table entry is used to specify one of
two prIvilege levels, user or supervisor. A 0 in the U/S
bit specifies the user privilege level, which corresponds
to segment privilege level 3. the lowest level. A 1 in
the U/S bit specifies supervisor privilege level, which
corresponds to segment privilege levels 0. 1, and 2.

The RIW bit in a page directory or page table entry can
be used to establish read-write access rights for pages
or page tables, Figure 15-27b shows the access rights
produced by various combinations of U/S and RIW. Note
that for these bits 11 represents the most privilege and
00 the least privilege. If the access rights specified in a
page directory entry are different from the access..tthts
specified in a page table entry, the least privileged of
these determines the access rights.

SUMMARY OF MEMORY MODELS

The memory in a 386 or 486 system can be set up using
the segments-only model, the segmented-paged model.
the simple flat model, or the paged flat model.

We thoroughly described the segments-only model In
a previous section. This is the only protected-mode
memory model available on an 80286. Verons 1.1 and
1.2 of Microsofis OS/2 protected-mode oper'ating system
were designed to run on an 80286 system.. so they use
this model.

As we explained before. 386 segments can be too large
to be conveniently swapped In and Out of memory, so
the 386 allows a paging mechanism to be switched in
after the segmentation unit, The paging unit divides
segments into 4-Kbyte pages [or swapping in and Out of
physical memory. This segmented-paged model allows a
programmer to think in terms of logical segnents and
the virtual memory hardware to think in terms of easily
moved pages. However, one problem with this combined
approach is that the amount of time required to manage
all the descriptor tables. segments, page tables, and
pages in a complex system becomes too large. A second
problem is that developing the software to manage all
this is a complex task. Also, the amount of memory used
by all the tables can become excessively large. For these
and other reasons, Microsoft's OS/2 for the 386. Novell's
Netware 386, and many other programs for 386 and 486
systems use the fiat memory model, which effectively
removes segmentation.

The 386 does not have a way to turn off segmentation.
but you can effectively eliminate segmentation by initial-
izing all the segment registers with the same base
address and initializing the segment limits for 4 Gbytes.
Each segment then corresponds to the 4-Gbyte physical
address space of the 386. The 32-bit offset or effective
address part of each memory address is large enough to
access any location in this 4-Gbyte space. The different
parts of programs are simply located at different offsets
in the address space.

This memory mode is referred to as the simple fiat
system model and is useful for dedicated control applica-
tions that need the fastest possible task switching and
don't need all the segment-based protection features.
The SDK-386 board we discussed earlier uses the simple
flat model, and as we show later, this makes program
development for it quite easy. Also, the flat system
model makes it easy to transport software written for
nonsegrnented devices such as those in the Motorola
68000 family devices to a 386.

Paged flat model systems enable the 386 paging mech-
anism to provide virtual memory . management and pro-
tection features, The present (P) bit in a page directory
entry indicates whether the requested page table is
present in memory and the P bit in the page table entry
Indicates whether the requested page is present in
memory. The accessed (A) bit in a page table entry
indicates whether the page has been accessed. The
operating system can periodically check and reset this
bit to determine how often the page is being used. if the
page has not been used lately, it can be replaced when
the operating system needs space for a new page. The
dirty )D) bit in a page table entry will be set if data has
been Written o the page. In this case the operating
system must write the modified page Out to disk before
swapping a new page into its space. As we discussed
earlier, the user/supervisor (U/S) bit in the page directory
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entries and the page table entries provide two privilege
levels. The read/write (RW) bit in a page table entry
allows a page to be marked as read only or read/write.
The I/O permission bit map which we mentioned earlier
can provide protection for I/O ports.

The point of all this is that the paged flat memory
model provides fast virtual memory capability and a
degree of protection adequate for most applications.

386 Virtual 8086-Mode Operation

As we pointed Out in an earlier discussion, it is difficult
to switch a 286 processor back and forth between real
and protected mode. This limitation makes a 286 hard
to use for a multitasking system, which must run a
mixture of tasks that use segment-offset addressing and
protected-mode tasks that use descriptors. The 386
virtual 8086 mode solves this problem. A 386 operating
in protected mode can easily switch to virtual 8086 mode
to execute a time slice of an 8086-type program and
then easily switch back to protected mode to execute a
time slice of a protected-mode task. This means that
some users in a multiuser system can be running
programs under protected mode UNIX V and other users
can be running real-mode DOS programs.

When a 386 operating in protected mode does a task
switch. it examines the VM bit in the EFLAGS register.
If this bit is set, the 386 will enter virtual 8086 mode
to execute the new task. if the VM bit is not set, the 386
will execute the new task as a normal protected mode
task.

In virtual 8086 mode the 386 computes physical
addresses using the segment-offset mechanism used by
an 8086. Therefore, the address range of a virtual 8086
mode task is 1 Mbyte. For a single virtual 8086 task this
address range is In the lowest 1 Mbyte in the processor
address space. If a system needs to run several different
8086 type tasks, then the 386 is operaied in paging
mode so that each 8086 task can be given a different
page table and a different set of pages in physical
memory. A side benefit of using the paging mode is that
the U/S and R/W bits in the page directory entries and
the page table entries provide protection that is normally
not available in real mode.

In order to run virtual 8086 mode tasks, the operating
system must have a section of privilege level 0 code called
a virtual machine monitor. The main purpose of this
monitor is to intercept interrupts, exceptions, and INT
n Instructions which occur during the execution of the
8086 task. Figure 15-28 shows how this works for an
INT n instruction.

As you well know from previous chapters. most 8086
system programs use INT n software interrupts to access
BIOS and DOS 110 procedures. In virtual 8086 mode the
INT n Instruction can be executed only at privilege level
0. the highest privilege level. Since an 8086 task always
operates at level 3, the lowest privilege level., the 386
will generate an exception whenever the 8086 program
executes an tNT n Instruction. The handler for this
exception is in the virtual machine monitor, so the
monitor effectively takes over execution at this point.

3N] 386 APPLICATION
PROGRAM

OP FAULT
$1

VIRTUAL 86
MODE MONITOR

SYSTEM	
•3PERATING(	 -'-.-_-	 I 62

I Flit OPEN I
I ROUTiNES I

186 APPIJCATiON1
1 PROGRAM _J

8086 APPLICATION MAKES OPEN FILE CALL -. CAUSES GENERAL
PROTECTION FAULT (ARROW #11
VIRTUAL 8086 MONITOR INTERCEPTS CALL. CALLS 386 OS (ARROW #21
386 OS OPENS FILE RETURNS CONTROL TO 8086 OS IARROW #3)
8086 OS RETURNS CONTROL TO APPLICATION. (ARROW #4i
TRANSPARENT TO APPLICATION

FIGURE 15-28 Operation of virtual machine monitor
when 8086 virtual mode application progm makes DOS
call to open a file. (Courtesy Intel Corporation)

During the task switch to the monitor, the state of the
8086 task is saved in its TSS. Also the VM bit in the
EFLAGS register is reset, so the monitor can operate in
normal protected mode.

If the call was to a function such as the DOS "open
file" command, the monitor will call the equivalent
procedure in the 386 protected-mode operating system
to open the file. This mechanism maintains all the
protection built into the main 386 operating system.
When the file has been opened, execution is returned to
the DOS operating system. The IRET instruction used
to return to the virtual 8086 DOS program restores the
8086 task state. As part of this, the \TM bit in the
EFLAGS register is restored to a 1 so that the 8086
program restarts in the virtual 8086 mode. For other
DOS function calls which do not involve 110, the monitor
may return execution to DOS to perform the function.
After the function is completed. DOS returns execution
to the 8086 program.

In virtual 8086 mode interrupts are also Intercepted
by the monitor. In most cases the ,..onitor will transfer
execution to the 386 protected mode operating system
to service the interrupt. To service interrupts the 386
operating system uses the interrupt descriptor table and
gate scheme we described previously, so protection is
maintained. If protection Is not an Issue, the monitor
may return execution to DOS or to the 8086 program
to service the Interrupt.
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When a clock tick interrupt occurs to signal the end
of a time slice, execution will switch from the 8086 task
to the monitor task. The monitor task through an 1DT
gate will switch to the 386 operating system scheduler.
The scheduler will then switch to the next user task.
The VM bit in the EFLAGS register Image of the TSS for
the new task will determine whether the task is executed
in virtual 8086 mode or 386 protected mode. The point
here is that the 386 provides a relatively simple mecha-
nism to alternate between 8086-type programs and 386
protected-mode programs.

Now, before we dig into 386 instruction se enhance-
ments and programming, let's summarize what we have
found Out about the 386 so far.

Summary of 386 Hardware
and Operating Modes

The 386 is a 32-bit processor which Is upward compati-
ble from the 8086, 80186, and 80286. In real address
mode the 386 functions s a fast 8086 and uses the
segment-offset address mechanism to address 1 Mbyte
of memory.

in its protected mode a 386 can address 4 Gbytes of
physical memory and 64 Terabytes of virtual memory.
Each protected-mode address consists of a 16-bit selec-
tor arid a 32-bit offset or effective address, The 32-bit
offset component means that segments can be as large
as 4 Gbytes. An optional paging mechanism allows
segments to be broken Into 4 Kbytes pages for faster
swapping in and Out of memory. The 386 uses the 16-
bit selector to access the descriptor for the segment in
the global descriptor table or in a local descriptor table,
The segment base address from the descriptor is added
to the 32-bit offset to produce the linear address, In
segments-only mode. The linear address is the physical
address. If paging is enabled, the paging unit uses the
linear address, a page directory, and a page table to
produce the physical address,

The 386 contains several mechanisms to protect OS
code from user ta,ks and user tasks from each other, One
of these mechanisms is privilege levels, The operating
system code is given a privilege level of 0. the highest
privilege ievei. and user code is given a lower privilege
level. Any direct attempt by a program to access a code
or a data segment with a higher privilege level will
generate an exception, Programs can, however, access
procedures at a higher privilege level through an indirect
method called a gate. The gate allows a second check on
the privilege level of the access and makes sure the
access is to the correct location in the procedure, A
second protection mechanism is bounds checking. Any
attempt to access a location outside the limit specified
for a segment in its descriptorwill generate an exception.

For a 386 operating in protected mode, interrupts are
vectored through gates in the interrupt descriptor table.
This indirect approach allows interrupt procedures to
be protected,

In a 386 system using the flat memory model, the
entire physical memory is treated as a single large
segment. All segments are given the same base address
and limit. o they share this segment. The 32-bit offset

contained in every memory address is large enough to
access any Iocatloii in the 4-Gbyte physical address
space of the 386. In a larger system using the flat
memory model, paging is enabled so that virtual memory
and protection can be implemented.

When the 386 does a protected-mode task switch, It
automatically copies the state of the current task to a
task state segment created for that task and loads the
state of the new task from its TSS. If the 386 finds the
VM bit of the EFLAGS register set when it does a ta'k
switch, the 386 goes to virtual 8086 mode. In this mode
the 386 can directly execute 8086 type programs which
use segment-offset addressing. The interrupt at the end
of a time slice will cause the 386 to switch back to full
protected mode so the operating system can switch to
the next task using protected-mode features.

386 Instruction Set Additions
and Enhancements

A SECOND WOK AT THE 366 REGISTER SET

In Figure 15-20 we showed you that the 386 register set
is a superset of the 8086 and 80286 register sets, The
386 register-type instructions allow you to specify 8-
bit registers and 16-bit registers as you do in 8086
instructions or to specify 32-bit registers. In 386 instruc-
tions you can specify, for example. AH. AL , AX or EAX
as an operand, The instruction MOV EAX.EBX. for
example, will copy the 32-bit number in The extended

'BX register to the extended AX register. You cannot copy
an 8-bit part of a register to a 32-bit register with an
instruction such as MOV EBX,AL. Also, you cannot
directly accessJust the upper 16 bits ofa 32-bit register.
If you need to copy just the upper 16 bits of. for example.
the EAX register into the BX register, you can first rotate
the upper 16 bits of EAX into the lower 16 bits with the
ROR EAX.l6 instruction and then use MOV 8X.AX. If
you need to put EAX back in its initial condition, you
just do another ROR EAX.16 instruction. The 386
contains a "barreishifter," which can shift an operand
any number of bits in one clock pulse, so these rotates do
not appreciably slow the overall operation. Incidentally.
even a 386 real-mode program which uses 16-bit seg-
ments can use the 32-bit extended registers for data
operations.

For real-mode programs only the lower 16 bits of the
extended instruction pointer (EIP) are used, because
only 16 bits are needed to access any location in a 64-
Kbyte real-mode segment. In a protected-mode program
a code segment can be specified as 16-bit or 32-bit. To
specify a code segment as 16-bit, you simply write the
term USE 16 after SEGMENT in the segment declaration
line. The line CODE SEGMENT USEI6. for example.
declares a 16-bit segment named CODE. A segment is
specified as 32-bit by putting the term USE32 after
SEGMENT in the segment declaration. If the segment
is specified as a USEI6 segment, then the maximum
segment limit is 64 Kbytes. and only the lower 16 bits
of EIP will be used to access Instruction bytes. If the
segment is Specified' as USE32, then the maximum
segment limit is 4 Gbytes. and all 32 bits of EIP are used
to hold the offset of an instruction byte.
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The 386 contains two new segment registers, FS and
GS, which can be used as additional data segments.
None of the 386 Instructions use these segments as
their default segment, so you usually have to use a
segment override prefix on an lnstniction which ac-
ces.ss a data item in one of these segments. We will
show you how to do this In a later program example.

NEW ADDRESSING MODES AND SCAliNG

When an 8086 executes the instruction MOV AX,PA-
TIENT_RECORD IBX flu. it computes the effective
address of the memory operand by adding a displace-
ment represented by the name PATlENT_RCoRD an
offset contained in the BX register, and an index value
contained In the Dl register. For an 8086 only BX and
BP can be used as base registers in this way, and only
SI and Di can be used as index registers. A 386 can use
any of the eight 32-bit, general-purpose registers as a
base register, and it can use any of the 32-bit, general-
purpose registers except ESP as an index register. When
a 386 executes the instruction MDV BX, IEAX+EDX],
for example. It will compute the effective address of the
memory operand by adding the 32-bit number in EAX
to the 32-bit numbej in EDX. Note that these new
addressing modes work only with the 32-bit extended
registers. You can't, for example, use just. AX as a base
pointer.

The 386 also has another powerful addressing feature
called Index scalIng, which is useful for accessing
successive elements in an array of words, double words.
or quad words, Index scaling allows the value contained
in an index register to be automatically multiplied by a
specified scale factor of 2, 4, or 8 when an instruction
executes. If a 386 executes the instruction MOV EAX,
IEBX+EDr4I. for example, it will multiply the index
value in EDI by a scale factor of 4 and add the result to
the value from the EBX register to produce the effective
address. The double word pointed to in DS by this
effective address will be copied into the EAX register. If
this instruction is part of a loop which processes an
array of doublç words, then all that you have to do to
get ready for tht next trip around the loop is to increment
the index value in Ebl. When the MOV instruction is
executed again, ihe new index value will automatically
be multiplied by the scale factor in computing the
effective address.

Even though real-mode data segments can be only 64
Kbytes long, you can still use index scaling and these
new 32-bit addressing as long as the effective address
produced does not exceea 16 bits, in a later section we
show you an example program which demonstrates how
to do this.

NEW INSTRUCTIONS

The 386 instruction Set includes all the 8086/80186/
80286 instructions and extends these instructions to
work with 32-bit data words and 32-bit offsets. The 386
also includes several new instructions. In this section
we brieflyexplain the functions of these new instructions
and give you an example of each. Then we make a few
comments about 6086 instructions that have been
enhanced in the 386.
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Bit Scan and Tes( Instructions

8SF—Bit scan to the left until nonzero bit is found.

EXAMPLE:

8SF CX. DX	 Scan DX to left until nonzero bit,
leave bit number in CX
Zero flag set if all DX=O

BSR—Bit scan to the right until nonzero bit is found.

EXAMPLE;

BSR CX. DX Scan DX to right until nonzero bit.
leave bit number in CX
Zero flag set if all DX=0

BT—Bit test and put specified bit In carry flag.

EXAMPLE:

81' EBX, 4	 ; Copy bit 4 of EBX to early flag

BTC—Bit test and complement.

EXAMPLE;

BT EBX, 7	 : Copy complement of bit 7 to CF

BTR—Bit test and reset.

EXAMPLE;

bRWORDPTRlBXj 3; Bit3of[BX)toCF
Reset bit 3 oflBXI

BTS—Bit test and set.

EXAMPLE:

MOV CL. 4
BTSEAX,CL ;Copybit4ofEAXtoCF

Set bit 4 of EAX

Data-type conversions

CDQ-.-Colwert signed double word in EAX to quadword
in EDX:AX,

CWDE—Converts signed word in AX to double word in
extended EAX.

Segment toad instructions

These Instructions are similar to LDS and LES instruc-
tions described In Chapter 6.

LFS—Load F'S segment register and specified base regis.
ter with values from specified memory locations.
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EXAMPLE!

LFS BX. DWORD PTR DII
Load F'S and BX with
[)WORD from memory at IBXI

EXAMPLE:

LFS EBX. FWORD ['FR (DII
Load F'S wIth 16 bit
selector and EBX with 32-bit
offset for memory at (DII

LGS—Load GS segment register and specified register
from specified memory locations-

LSS—Load SS segment register and specified register
from specified memory locations.

Move and expand Instructions

MOVSX—M0VC and sign extend to fill destination reg-
ister.

EXAMPLE:

MOVSX CX. BL	 Copy BL to CL. extend sign bit of
BL through all of Cl-I

MOVZX—Move and zero extend to fill destinatiofl reg-
ister.

EXAMP)i:

MOVZX CX. UL	 Copy BL to CL. fill Cl-f with zeros

Set memory flag word Instruction

SETxx—Set all bits in specified byte if condition xx is
met. xx here can be any condition from conditional jump
mnemonics.

EXAMPLE:

SETC TooBig	 Set all bits in flag TooBig if
Carry flag set

Shifts between words

SHLD—Shift specified number of bits left from one
operand into another.

EXAMPLE:

SHLD EAX. EBX, 8 Shift upper 8 bits from EBX
into lower 8 bits of EAX
EBX unchanged

\SHRD—Shift specified number of bits right from one
Operand Into another-

EXAMPLE

SHRD EAX, EBX. S Shift lower 8 bits from EBX
into upper 8 bits of EAX.
EBX unchanged

INSTRUCTION ENHANCEMENTS

Several of the 386 instructionS have signiticnt improve-
ments over the 8086/80186/80286 versionS. Here are a
few notes about these improvements.

I. The 386 string instructions work with double-word
operands as well as with word and byte operands. A

'B' at the end of an instruction mnemonic specifies
byte operands. a W specifies word operands. and a
D specifies double-word operands. Examples are
CMPSB, CMPSW. and CMPSD.

2. The destination for a 386 conditional Jump can
be anywhere in the segment containing the Jump
instruction. Conditional far Jumps must still be
done by changing the Jump condition and using an
unconditional far jump as we showed you for the
8086 In Chapter 4.

3. The LOOP instructions can use the CX register or
the ECX register as a counter. If you want CX to be
used, write the instructions as LOOPW. LOOPWE.
and LOOPWNE. If you want the ECX register to
be used as the counter, write the instructlons as
LOOPD, LOOPDE, and LOOPDNE.

4. PUSHFD pushes the 32-bit EFLAGS register and
POPFD restores it.

5. PUSHAD pushes the S general-purpose 32-bit regis-
ters on the stack, and POPAD restores these registers
except for the value of ESP which is ignored.

6. IRETI) pops the double word EIP, a double word for
CS. and the EFLAGS register off the stack. The high
word of the value popped for CS is discarded.,

7. The IMUL instruction can now perform signed multi-
plication on any general-purpose register and a
memory location or another general .purpose reg.
ister.

S. In addition to the protected-mode instructions in-
herited from the 80286, the 386 instructions used
to move data to/from the control registers (CR0-
CR3). the debug registers (DRO–bR7), and the test
registers (TRO–TR7) can be exe-:uted only tn pro-
tected mode at privilege level 0. These instructions
are simpIe MOV register. regIst-r instructions.

386 Programming

INTRODUCTION

The tools and techniques used to write a program for a
386 or a 486 depend very much on whether it is a system
program or an application program and whether it
utilizes protected mode or not. The tools and techniques
are also determined by whether the program is going to
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execute In a graphical user-Interface environment such
as Microsoft's Windows 3.0 or OS/2. In this section we
give you an Introduction to writing 386 programs for
five different programming environments.

386 PROGRAMS FOR MS DOS—BASED SYSTEMS
Current versions of DOS are designed to run on 8086/
8088, real-mode 80286, or real-mode 386/486 systems.
if-you want a program to be able to run under DOS on
any one of these systems, then you have to write It for
the "weakest link" In the group, the 8086. The 8086
and C programming examples throughout this book
were in fact compiled and run on a 386-based system.
If you are writing a program that you are sure will only
be run under DOS on a 386- or 486-based machine, you
can write the program to take advantage of the 32-bit
processing capability, addressing modes, and enhanced
instructions of the 386. Assuming that you are using
the MASM or TASM assembler, you tell the assembler to
accept 386 instructions by putting the .386 dIrective at
the top of your source program, as shown in FIgure 15-
29a.

If you are using the simplified segment directives.
make sure to put the .386 directive after the MODEL
directive, as shown in Figure 15-29b. This order tells
the assembler to create 16-bit segments which are
compatible with real-mode operation. If you put the .386
directive before the .MODEL directive, the assembler
will create 32-bit code and data segments which can be
used only in protected mode.

Even though 386 real-mode programs are limited
to 64-Kbyte segments and unless bank switching is
implemented, to a 640-Kbyte address space, you can
still use the 32-bit extended registers. addressing modes.
and new instructions of the 386. The simple example
program in Figure 15-29a shows some of the possibilit-
ies. The main points we included in this example are:
how to declare segments: how to access data in the new
segments. FS and GS: and how to use the 32-bit
addressing modes and scaling.

First note that the code and data segments are spec-
ified as 16-bit with USE 16 directives. The USE 16 on the
data segment directive specifies a maximum segment
length of 64 Kbytes as required for real-mode operation.
The USEI6 on the CODE SEGMENT line tells the
assembler to compute all memory addresses using the
segment base and 16-bit offset method.

Next in the example note that we assume and initialize
the FS register, Just as we did the DS. ES . and SS
registers in earlier program examples. The first action
of the pcogram then shows you how to read a double
word from this segment to the 32-bit EAX register. A
segment override prefix must always be used for refer-
ences to the FS or GS segment. because there is no
default as theie is with OS. The ROR EAX, 16 instruction
rotates the 32-bit EAX register around 16 bits to the
right. As we said earlier, if execution is iinited to a
386 system. the 32-bit registers can be used for data
operations, even in real mode.

The next section of the example in Figure 15-29a
shows how the 32-bit addressing modes can be used to
help process an array of words. The instruction MOV

Sae 386 addressing .odes and instrttions

.386
DATA SENT USE16

BIGVAL DO 1234567811
IABLE OW 423511, 7590H, 4968H, 381711

DATA ENDS

X)E SEGMENT USEI6
ASSIJIE CS:CCOE; FS:DATA

STAaI: NOV AX, DATA	 initistiz. FS
NOV FS, AX	 ragiater

;Read 32-bit operand from msrcry
NOV EAX,FS:BIGVA1. 	 Get do..t,te word
ROR EM, 16	 Swap word order
NOV FS: BIGVAL, LAX	 Put back result

;Process tabLe
NOV CX, 04
NOV ED!. 0

NEXT: NOV DX,FS:LTABLE,EDi*23 ; Word fro. array to DX
Scan from left for

BSF AX, DX	 ; first zero bit
JNZ woRE	 Skip if ill zeros
NOV FS:(TABLE*EDl*2),AX Store nLer of

first zero bit
MORE: INC ED!	 Increment index

LOOR NEXT
NOV AX, 4COOH	 ; Return to DOS
INT 21N

CDOE ENDS
END START

(a)

;Siaptified seiIent directives exte
for 16-bit Ieents

DOS SE C
.NE1 large
.386
.DATA

TABLE OW 423511, 759011, 4968H, 381711

• CDOE
START: NOV AX, DATA 	 Initialize FS register

NOV FS, AX

(b)

FIGURE 15-2 (a) 386 real-mode program using
traditional segment directives. (b) Simplified segment
directives for generating 16. bit 386 segments.

DX.FS: (TABLE + EDl2l copies a word from the array to
DX. The effective address for this instruction is com-
puted by multiplying the contents of ED! by 2 and
adding the result to the displacement represented by
the name TABLE. The first time through the loop EDI
contains 0, so the effective address is Just TABLE, the
offset of the first word in the array. Before the loop
executes again EDI Is incremented to 1. DurIng the
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next executio, of the MOV DX,FS: (TABLE+EDl21
instruction the ellective address will be TABLE + 2. the
offset of the second, word in the array. An important
point here is that in real-mode operation an exception
will be generated lithe effective address produced by an
instruction Is greater than 64 Kbytes.

Within the loop we use one of the new 386-bit Instruc-
tions to process the word read in from memory. The
BSFAX. DX instruction will scan the DX register starting
from the left until it finds a nonzero bit. The number of
the first nonzero bit will be loaded into AX. If all bits In
DX are zeros, the zero flag will be cleared. In this case
we Just leave the word of all zeros in the array and
process the next word, lithe word is not all zeros, we
write the number of the first nonzero btt in the memory
word and then process the next word.

Finally, in the example program we use a familiar DOS
function call to return execution to DOS. This is not a
particularly significant pronm, but it does show you
a little of what you can do with the added features of
the 386 if you are willing to sacrifice 8086 downward
capability.

386 PROGRAMS FOR THE SDK-386

As we told you earlier, you can download the binary
programs from a PC- or P5/2-type computer to an URDA
SDK-386 board through an RS-232C link, The SDK-386.
board operates in protected mode using the simple flat
memory model, so you can use it to experiment with a
simple, dedicated 386 system such as those in Chapter
10.

During initlalizationthe monitor program sets up a
global descriptor table, a local descriptor table, and an
interrupt descriptor table. The GDT, LDT. and IDT
registers in the 386 are loaded wlth the base addresses
and limits for these tables. The monitor also sets up a
system task state segment and a user task state segtnent.
As part of the initialization the selector for the user task
state segment is loaded into the backlink field of the
system TSS. When a user presses the RUN or the STEP
key, an IRET instruction causes a task switch to the
user task. This executes the user program. If the user
presses the BREAK key, an NMI interrupt will be gener-
ated. This causes a task switch to the system task so
that registers, memory locations, etc. can be examined.
The BRPT key can be used to load up to four breakpoint
addresses in the 386 debug registers. As we explained
earlier, the 386 checks each memory address and will
break if It finds any of the specified breakpoint addresses.

You have considerable flexibility in how you write a
program for the SDK-386 board. The simplest approach
is to use a format slightly modified from that in Figure
15-29a. The fiat model memory mode used by this board
means that all segments start from absolute address
00000000H, and all the segment registers contain the
same base address. System and user programs use 32-
bit offsets to access code and data words in this shared
segment. The contents of the segment registers then do
not have to be changed during a switch from the system
task to the usr task, This has important implications
for how you write a program to run on the board.

The D bit in the code segment descriptor determines

whether the 386 uses 16 bit effective addrescs u 32-
bit effective addresses. If the D bit is a 0, then 16-bit
effective addresses are produced and if D = I. 32-bit
addresses are produced. The monitor program in the
board sets the D bit of the code segment descriptor to a
1, so this means that 32-bit addressing is assumed. To
make your program compatible, you make the code
segment a USE32 type so that the assembler will produce
32-bit offsets. Your data segments should also be made
USE32 type to be compatible with the segments set up
by the monitor. Incidentally, you dont have to initialize
data segments 'as part of your program, because the
monitor loads the selectors and descriptors for these.
and they are not changed when execution switches to
the user task.

The user area of RAM on the board begins at 300H.
so you should include an ORG 300H directive before the
code segment in your program. The program wtIl then
be assembled to run in this address space in RAM.
After the program is assembled and linked. it can be
downloaded to the board and run.

For a more complex program the board allows you to
use the segment-based protection features of the 386.
The global descriptor table contains four user-definable
descriptors and the local descriptor table contains six
user-definable descriptors. The Interrupt descriptor ta-
ble also- contains a user-definable descriptor for the
USER INTERRUPT key on the board and another user-
definable descriptor. We don't have a space here to show
you how, but you can use these descriptors to define
custom segments for your pro-grams.

WRITING A 386 PROTECTED-MODE
OPERATING SYSTEM

In the unlikely case that you should have to write a 386
protected-mode operating system or monitor program,
you should be aware of Intel's 386 RelocatIon, Linkage.
and Library (RLL) tools which run on IBM PC/AT or
newer microcomputers. This tool set contains a binder,
which isa high-powered linker that can combine object
modules compiled from different languages into tasks.
combine segments, resolve PUBLIC/EXTERNAL refer-
ences, assign virtual addresses, and generate a file which
can be loaded into RAM for debugging. The tool set also
contains utilities for working with library functions.
Another important part of the tool set is the builder,
which allows a programmer to assign physical addresses
to segments: set segment access rights and limits:
create gates: create global, local, and interrupt descriptor
tables; create task state segments: and set up the boot
process.

Incidentally, the Intel 80386 System Software Writer's
Guide shows a simple example of a fiat system-and a
simple example of a segmented system.

MICROSOFT'S OS/2 2.0 OPERATING SYSTEM

As we told you earlier. MS DOS is for the most part a
single-user. single-task operating sytem and does not
take advantage of the virtual memory and multitasking
capabilities of the 286/386/486 processors. The probable
successor to DOS is Microsoft's OS/2. which is a single.
user, multitasking operating system. Microsofts OS.'2
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version 1.0 was an early attempt at a multitasking
operating system for the 80286 processor. OS/2 1.0 and
the later versions of OS/2 for the 80286 can multitask
several protected mode tasks and one real mode task.
The real-mode task is run in a "DOS compatibility box.
The reason that only one real mode task can run is the
difficulty in switching an 80286 from protected mode to
real mode and back. The use interface for OS/2 1.0 was
a typed command line similar to DOS.

The next version of OS/2. OS/2 1 1 introduced a new
graphical User interface (GUI) called the Presentation
Manager or PM. PM is similar to ttie screen-based
interface you may have seen on Apple Macintosh com-
puters. In PM you execute commands by using a mouse
to move a cursor to a desired command in a menu of
commands or to an Icon which represents the command.
You then execute the command by clicking a key on the
mouse. PM also allows you to have multiple "windows"
open on the screen. You can "cut" something from one
window and "paste" it into another window. The file
manager in PM allows you to display a directory tree on
the screen, select a file from the tree, and perform some
action on the tile by just moving cursor around on the
screen and clicking the mouse key at the appropriate
points.

OS/2 1.2 kept Presentation Manager and added the
High Performance File System (HPFS). Instead o[ the
FAT used by the DOS file system, the HPFS uses a
different System which allows much faster file access.
Another obvious improvement in HPFS is that filenames
can be longer than 8 characters. HPFS also sets up an

-'extended attribute" block for each file. The operating
system or an application program can use this block to
describe and control use of the tile.

OS/2 version 2.0. designçd to run only on 386 and
486 systems, uses the virtual 8086 mode of these
processorsto implement Multiple Virtual DOS Machines
(MVDM) capability. In addition to the features of earlier
versions, OS/2 2.0 can multitask any mixture of DOS
programs, applications written for earlier versions of
OS/2. and applications written specifically for version
2.0. OS/2 2.0 uses the flat paged memoly model that we
described earlier for the 386.

In the preceding chapters we showed you hdw to use
DOS function calls to open files, read files. -etc. in
your programs. In OS/2 2.0 there are three different
application program inteffaces (APIs) or Sets of func-
tions which can be called to perform these functions.
One is the real-mode DOS compatible API which is used
by the programs operating in a DOS compatibility box.
The functions in this API are called with software
interrupts such as INT 21H. The second API contains
the 16-bit functions that are compatible with OS/2 Lx
application programs. To use one of these functions the
required parameters are first pushed on the stack, and
then the procedure is called by name. The third API
contains the 32-bit functions used for OS/2 2.0 applica-
tions. The functions in this API are also called by name
after pushing the required parameters on the stack.
Unlike the 16-bit API calls, the parameters for these calls
are pushed on the stack in the same order as parameters
for C function calls are pushed. In fact, the 32-bit API

is In some ways like an extension of the CRun Time
Library you met in Chapter 12. One major difference
between the 32-bit API and the C RTL is in the way the
functions are connected to the .exe program.

When a C program is linked, the object code files for
library functions are linked with the object code for the
compiled C program modules to make the .exe program.
The OS/2 APIs are dynamic link libraries (DLLs). When
a program containing an API call is linked, a reference
to the function is put in the .exe tile Instead of the object
code for the called function. When the program is loaded
into memory to be run, the library containing the
function is loaded into memory where the program can
access it. This approach may seem strange at tIist, but
it has several advantages. First, the .exe programs are
much smaller, because they do not contain the large
library functions. This means that the .exe files take
less space on a hard disk. Also, the API functions are
reentrant, so a library can be shared by multiple tasks
on a multitasking system. This saves memory, because
each task does not have to have a copy of the library in
memory. Still another advantage of the DLL approach
is that by updating the library you can update all
programs that use the library, without having to relink
each program.

You can write DOS type programs foran OS/2-based
system using the programming tools we described in
earlier chapters. For simple protected-mode programs
you can use Microsoft's C 5.2 32-bit C compiler and the
latest version of Microsoft's Macroassembler (MASM). To
develop a 32-bit OS/2 application which ufilizes PM. you
use Microsoft's OS/2 2.0 Software Developer's Kit which
contains all the needed tools.

MICROSOFT WINDOWS 3.0

Microsoft's Windows 3.0 is a relatively inexpensive bridge
between the DOS world and the high-po'ered OS/2 2.0
operating system we discussed briefly in the preceding
section. M the name implies, this program uses a
graphical user interface (GUI) very similar to Presenta-
tion Manager. Windows 3.0 is essentially a very flexible
DOS extender which can take advantage of the protected-
mode features of the 80286, 386. and 486 processors.
It can be operated in any one of three different modes.
depending on the processor and memory available in
the system. On an 8086/8088-based system, Windows
3.0 must be operated in its real mode. On an 80286-
based system with at least 1 Mbyte of extended memory.
Windows 3.0 can be run in standard mode, which takes
advantage of the protected mode features of the 80286.
In real mode and standard mode, only one DOS type
task can be run at a time.

On a 386- or 486-based system with at least 2 Mbytes
of extended memory. Windows 3.0 can be run in its 386
enhanced mode. In this mode, which Is the one we are
interested in here, it uses the 386's virtual 8086 mode
to run multIple 8086 tasks, and it implements paged
virtual memory so it can run programs that require
more memory than is physically present in the system.

When you run Windows 3.0 the program manager
window shown in F'gure 15-30. page 568. appears on
the screen. The icons along the bottom of this window
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FIGURE 15-30 Microsoft Windows 3.0 Program Manager window display.

represent groups of programs you can execute. If you
move the cursor to one of these icofis and double-click
the left mouse key, another window containing a menu
of the programs In that group will appear. You can
execute a program in the group by Just double-clicking
on the name of the program in the menu. If you want
to start another program running at the same time, you
can "minimize" the window for the running program to
put that program in the background and then start
another program running. The background program
continues running after you start the new program In
the foreground. Windows even allows you to specify the
percentages of time you want the processor to spend

" — on the background task and on the foreground task.
Windows 3.0 keeps a task list of the currently running
tasks. You can switch a task from background to fore-
ground by bringing up the task list and clicking on the
desired task,

One of the program icons in the program manager
window is the file manager. When you double-click on
this icon, it opens a file window and shows you a tree
of the ifies and subdirectories in your current directory.
In this window you can use the mouse to perform the
usual file operations such as copy, delete, rename.
etc. The point of all this is that instead of typing in
commands, you can perform almost any operation by
Just moving the cursor to the appropriate location on
the screen and clicking the mouse key. Windows 3.0
also has a very versatile on-screen help system which
you can pop up as needed.

WIndows 3.0 separates programs into two categories,
windows applications and nonwindows applications.
During setup Windows 3.0 scans your disk drive(s) and
puts the programs it finds into the correct category.

Programs not specifically written for 1 3.0 will be classified
as nonwindows applications. In the real and standard
mode, nonwindows applications are run in full-screen
mode similar to the way they would run in a pure DOS
environment. Windows applications take advantage of
the GUI. Among the windows application-type programs
that come with Windows 3.0 are a word processor.
notepad, paintbrush, calendar, clock, print spooler, and
a card file.

To write a simple Windows 3.0 applicatIon program
you can use the AsymetrL'c Corp Tool book which comes
with Windows 3.Q.. Toolbook includes some impressive
demonstrations. To develop more complex Windows 3.0
applications, you need tools such as version 2.0 of
Borland's C + + or the Microsoft Windows 3.0 Software
Development Kit. The programming guide that comes
with this tool set contains a sequcnci of templates that
you can use to develop a custor,i application. We had
hoped to rewrite the SDKCOM 1 program from Chapter
14 as an example windows application program, but we
ran out of space and time. Maybe we can Include this
in the next book.

THE INTEL 80486 MICROPROCESSOR
The 32-bit 486 is the next evolutionary step up from the
386. The basic processor unit used in the 486 is the
same as that used In the 386. so all of the preceding
discussion of the 386 applies to the 486. All we have to
discuss here are the additions and enhancementa that
designers were able to add by Increasing the number of
transistors on the die from 300,000 to about 1.200,000.

As you can see in Figure 15-31. one of the most
obvious features included in a 486 Is a built-In math
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FIGURE15-31 Intel 486 internal block diagram. (Courtesy Intel Corporation)

coprocessor. This coprocessor is essentially the same as
the 387 processor used with a 386. but being integrated
on the chip allows it to execute math instructions about
three times as fast as a 386/387 combination.

Another fairly obvious feature included in a 486 is
an 8-Kbyte code and data cache. This four-way set-
associative cache works In basically the same manner
as the external caches we described in Chapter 11. One
difference is that a "line" for this cache is 16 bytes
instead of 4 bytes.

A less obvious 486 improvement is the five-stage
instruction pipeline scheme that allows it to execute
instructions much faster than a 386. This scheme,
commonly used in RISC processors allows several in-
structions to be 'in the pipeline' at a tljne. The 486 wIll
fetch several instructions ahead of time, and while It is
executing one instruction. it will decode and as soon as
possible, start the execution of the next instruction.
The 486 may actually be executing parts of several
instructions at the same time. For example. suppose the
486 is given the meaningless sequence of instructions:

MOV AX, MEMORY_LOCATION
ADD CX. BX
SHRAX. I
MOV MEMORY_LOCATION, CX

A few clock cycles before it gets to the first of these
instructions, the 486 will have prefetched all these
simple instructions and started decoding them. As the
MOV AX, MEMORY_LOCATION instruction executes,
decoding of the ADD instruction will be completed. Since
the ADD instruction does not uses the buses or the data

read in from memory by the MOV instrqetlon. it can be
executed before the MOV AX instruction is complete.
Likewise, decoding of the SHR instruction will be .com.
pleted while the ADD CX, BX instruction is executing,
and on the next clock cycle the SHR instruction will be
executed. During the clock cycle that the SHR instruc-
tion executes, the dodingof the MOV MEMORY_LOCA-
TION, CX instruction will be completed, and the address
of the memory location will be output on the address
bus. On the next cluck cycle the word in AX will be
output on the data bus. This extensive overlapping of
operations makes it possible for the 486 to execute many
of its commonly used instructions in, effectively, a single
clock cycle. The fetching, decoding. and executing of
each of these instructions actually takes several clock
cycles, but since these operations are overlapped with
the decoding and execution of other instructions, the
net time for each of the instructions is only one clock
cycle. As an example of this, a 16-bit memory-write
operation that takes 22 clock cycles to execute on an
8088 and 4 clock cyles to execute on a 386 takes Only I
clock cycle to execute on a 486. The conditional jump
instructions have also benefited greatly from th. oipelin.
Ing in the 486. When the 486 decod a cGnditional
Jump instruction, it automatically prefetches one or

• more instructions from the jump destination address
Just in case the jump is taken. If the branch is taken,
then the 486 does not have to wait through a bus
cycle for the first instruction at the branch address. A
conditional jump instruction which takes 1614 clock
cycles on an 8088 and 8/3 clock cycles on a 386 takes
only 3/1 clock cycles on a 486.	 ç

Most of the other improvements included in the 486
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FIGURE 1532 486 functional signal groups. (Courtesy
Intel Corporation)	 -

Involve hardware signals and interfacing. To make room
for the additional signals. the 486 Is packaged in a 168-
pin pin grid array package instead of the 132-pin PGA
used for the 386. Figure 15-32 shows the 486 sIgnals
In functional groups. We will briefly work our way
through some of these to give you an overview of the
major new features.

The 486 data bus, address bus, byte enable, ADS#.
RDY#. INTR. RESET, NMI. M/IO#, DIC#, W/R#, LOCK#,
HOLD, HLDA. and BSI6# signals function as we de-
scribed for the 386, so these hold no surprises. The 486
requires a I x clock instead of 2 x clock required by the
386.

A new signal group on the 486 is the parity group.
DPO—DP3. and PCHK#. These signals allow the 486 to
implement parity detcctIonig'neration for memoty reads
and writes. During a memory write operation, the 486
generates an even parity bit for each byte and outputs
these bits on the DPO—DP3 lines. As we described for
the IBM PC in Chapter 11, these bits will be stored in a
separate parity memory bank. During a read operation
the stored parity bits will be read from the parity memory
and applied to the DPO--DP3 pins. The 486 checks the
parities of the data bytes read and compares them with
the DPO—DP3 signals. If a parity error is found, the 486
asserts the PCHK# signal.

Another new signal group Consists of the burst ready
signal. BRDY#. and the burst last signal. BLAST#.
These signals are used to control burst-mode memory
reads and writes. Here's how this works. A normal 486

memory-read operation to. for exaiitple, read a line into
the cache requIres 2 clock cycles. However, if a series of
reads is being done from successIve memory locations.
the reads can be done in burst mode with only I clock
cycle per read. To start the process the 486 sends out
the first address and asserts the BLAST# signal high.
When the external DRAM controller has the first data
word ready on the data bus, it asserts the BRDY# signal.
The 486 reads the data word and outputs the next
address. Since the data words are at successive ad-
dresses. Only the lower address bits need to be changed.
lithe DRAM controller is operating In the page or the
Static column modes we dèscrbed in Chapter II, then
it will only have to output a new column address to the
DRAM. In this mode the DRAM wilL be able to output
the new data word within 1 clock cycle. (If the DRAM is
not fast enough for a high-speed 486, then two DRAM
banks can be Interleaved to gain the required speed.)
When the processor has read the required number of
data words, it asserts the BLAST# sIgnal low to termi-
nate the burst mode.

The final signals we want to discuss here are the bus
request output signal. BREQ; the back-off input sIgnal,
BOFF#: the HOLD signal: and the hold-acknowledge
signal, HLDA. These signals are used to control sharing
the local 486 bus by multiple processors (bus masters).
When a master on the bus needs to use the bus, it
asserts Its BREQ signal. An external priority circuit will
evaluate requests to use the bus and grant bus use to
the highest-priority master. To ask the 486 to release
the bus, the bus Controller asserts the 486 HOLD Input
or BOFF# input. If the HOLD Input is asserted, the 486
will finish the current bus cycle, float Its buses, and
assert the HLDA signal. To prevent another master from
taking over the bus during a critical operation, the 486
can assert its LOCK# or PLOCK# signal.

Because of all the possible variations, we don't have
space here to discuss the operation of the 486 cache
control signals. Consult the 486 data sheet if you need
to know about these and the few other signals we didn't
get around to.

The 486 has six addltiqnal Instructions beyond those
of the 386. INVD and WBINVD Invalidate the cache, and
INVLPG.invalidates a TLB entry. The BSWAP Instruction
swaps the order of the bytes in a 32-bit register. This is
useful in interfacing with, for example, an IBM main-
frame which stores the least significant byte in the
upper bits of a data word. The XADD and CMPXCIIG
instructions are used to work with semaphores such as
those we showed you in Figure 15-3.

NEW DIRECTIONS
Microprocessor and microcomputer evolution has been
proceeding very rapidly In the last few years, and the
rate of evolution seems to be increasing. As we have
shown in the preceding chapters. the overall direction
otthls evolutior Is towa .1 microcomputers wth greater
screen resolution. 'n,ore memory capability, larger data
words, higher processing speeds, and network commu-
nication. David House of Intel recently revealed Intel's
current plans for evOlution beyond the 486. The 586.
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expected In 1992, will contain about 2 million transis-
tors. and the 686. expected in 1996. will contain about
5 million transistors. The added transistors, of course,
will allow larger caches and many new functions to be
implemented on the chips. The 786, to be available some
time in the late 1990s. is projected to contain a 2-
Mhvt cache, six separate integer and floating-point
processors, and a complete digital video interactive or
similar user interface. The 786 will maintain compatibil-
ily with the 38&486 Instruction set ,wd operate with a
250-MHz clock.

Throughout this book we have discussed the operation
and evolution of primarily one processor family, the Intel
8086 family. We did this so that we could develop some
depth rather than just an overview of all the different
processors. To finish the book, however, we want to
briefly discuss some other types of microcomputer sys-
tems that you should be awre of.

FiSC Machines

High-performance engineering workstations often use a
reduced instruction set computer or RISC-type proces-
sor. The tenn RISC is not precisely defined, but some of
the main characteristics often associated with a RISC
processor are the following:

1. The instruction set Is limited to simple arithmetic-.
logic-. load, and store-type instructions. Fewer in-
slructions and limited addressing modes mean a
lrnpler and faster instruction decoder.

Extensive pipelining is Used to achieve one-clock-
cycle instruction execution. The 486 Is a C!SC
processo. but as we described in a previous sectf On,
it uses a four-stage pipeline to achieve one-clock-
cycle execution for many instructions. The ,ssem-
bier/compilers used for developing RISC programs
are designed to put instruc t lons in an order which
will keep the pipeline full as much of the time as
possible. To further overlap operations. some RISC
machines use a Harvard architecture, which has
separate data buses for code fetches and for data
readfwrite operations.

3. Execution of c-onditionai jump instructions Is de-
layed to allow time to load the pipeline with instnac-
tions from the jump destination, or instructions
from thejump destination are fetched ahead of time.
as we described for the 486 in a previous section.

4. The CPU contains a large number of on-chlp cgistCrS
to give Improved access to data operands.

One example of a current RISC tmpiementaion stand-
ard is the Scalable Prorssor Architecture RISC com-
puter (SPARC) developed by Sun Microsystem; , and
implemented in their SPARC stations. Fujitsu a td Cy-
press Semiconductor have produced chip sets for this
standard. Other common RISC chip sets are the Motorola
88000. the MIPS R3000. and the AMfl Y)00. A sIngle-
chip RISC processor now available is the Intel t85O.

The 1.2 million-transIstor 1860 contains d t.4btt
RISC-based crre ''ith }-ior-,-ard , architecture, a floating-

- 74

point coprocessor, and a graphics coprocessor with 3-D
graphics capability. The processors in the i860' operate
relatively independently of each other, so they all be
working in parallel. With a 40-MHz clock an lO6O'.
can perform at peak rate of 80 million floatlng.polnt
operations per second (MFLOPS), or 85,000 divstories.
(The drystone rating represents the relative performance
of a computer executing a standard "benchmark" pro-
gram.) Incidentally, the 1660 does not use segment.ation.
but ft does allow 386-type virtual memory paging. The
data sheets for this device are a good source of informa-
tion about RISC Implementation.

Parallel Processing

Some computer applications such as analyzing weather
data. sImulaing aircraft designs, or creating the graph-
ics for high . tech science fiction movies require massive
amounts of computing. The microcomputers we have
discussed In this book so far do not operate nearly fast
enough to be practical for many of these applications.
so supercomputers are used. The peak executIon speeds
of the fastest current supercomputers are In the range
of a few gigaFLOPS.

Most supercomputers are built by connecting several
processing elements in parallel. One connection scheme,
commonly called a farm, allows multiple processors to
access a single large memory with a common bus. The
difficulty with a simple bus structure such as this is
that processors compete for shared resources. If one
processor is using the bus, others must wait.. This slows
down the overall processing speed.

One of the more efficient multIprocessor arthltectUres
is the hypercube topology developed by Seitz and Fox at
Caltech. A diagram of this topology is shown In Figure
15-33. Each node In the system consists of a complete
pow easing unit which has the ability to communicate

tttI otner units. Each processor unit is typically con-
nected to communicate with its nearest neighbors as

I

FIGURE 15-33 Hypeo:uhe conneOons for ito 32
processor nodec,
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shown. The number of nodes can be expanded to give
the power and speed needed to handle the prnhlern the
computer is being used to solve.

Intel Supercomputing Systems Division (ISSD) has
produced the IPSC family of commercial products based
on the hypercube topology. One of these, the IPSC/i860'
can be configured with up to 128 nodes, each containing
a complete i86O' -based microcomputer with high-speed
network-type communication capability. The advantage
of this structure Is that each processor has enough
memory to operate relatively independently, and commu-
nication between proeessors can take any one of several
routes, instead of being limited to a single bus. Peak
execution rates for the 1PSC/1860' range from 480
MFLOPS to 7.5 gigaFLOPS, depending on the number
of processing units. These rates compare favorably with
Cray Research Y-MP supercomputer's maximum execu-
tion rate of about 8 gIgaFLOPS. However, because the
iPSC/i86O' uses a larger number of common LSI compo-
nents instead of a single or small number of very high
speed processors made with gallium arsenide technol-
o', the cost is less.

To program parallel computers such as these, new
programming languages have had to be developed. A
couple of these that you may be hearing more about are
Scientific Computing Associates' C-Linda language and
AlL Ltd. s STRAND 88 language.

Expert Systems, Neural Networks,
and Fuzzy Logic

INTRODUCTION

Artificial Intelligence or Al Is the general term used to
describe computers or computer programs which solve
problems with "Intuitive" or "best-guess" methoth often
used by humans instead of the strictly quantitative
methods usually used by computers. Expert systems,
neural networks, and fuzzy logic are the most common
types of Al currently in use. These three arc in relatively
early tages of development and implementation, but
they all have extensive implications for our lives.

EXPERT SYSTEMS

Probably The most developed area of Al at pre."nt is
the area of expert systems. An expert-system progran
consists of a large data base and a set of rules for
searching the data base to find the best solution for a
particular type of problem. The data base and rules are
developed by questioning 'experts" in that particular
problem area. The data base for a medical diagnosis
expert system, for example, Is built up by extensive
questioning of experts in each medical specialty.

UrlIke most computer programs, which require com-
plete Information to make a decision, expert system
programs are designed to niake a best guess, based on
the available data, just as a human expert would do.
A medical diagnosis expert system, for example, will
indicate the illness that most likely corresponds to a
given set of symptoms and test data. To enable It to
make a better guess, the system may suggest additional
tests to perform.

One advantage of a system such as this is that It can
make the knowledge of many experts readily available
to a physician anywhere in the world via a modem
connection. Another advantage is that the data base
and set of rules can be casily updated as new research
results and drugs become available, Other examples of
expert system programs are those used to lay out PC
boards and those used to lay out lCs.

NEURAL NETWORKS

Programs for some problems such as Image recognition,
speech recognition, weather forecasting. and three di-
mensional modeling are not easily or accurately imple-
mented on fixed-instruction-set computers such as 38b/
i486-based systems. Fpr applications such as these, a
new computer archDcture, modeled after the human
brain, shows considerable promise.

As you may remember from a general science class,
the tra1n is composed of billions of neurons. The output
of each neuron is connected to the inputs or several
thousand other neurons by synapses. If the sum of the
signals on the Inputs of a neuron is greater than a
certain threshold value, the neuron "fires" and sends a
signal to other neurons. The simple op-amp circuit in
Figure l5-34a may help you see how a neuron works,
Let's assume the output of,the comparator Is Initially
low. If the sum of the Input signals to the adder produces
an output voltage more negative than the comparator
threshold voltage, the output of the comparator will go
high. This is analogous to the neuron firing. The weight
or relative influence of an Input Is determined by the
value of the resistor on that input. Figure 1 5-34b shows
a symbol commonly used to represent a neuron in neural
network literature and Figure l5-34c shows a simple
mathematical model of a neuron,

As with the neurons in the human brain, the neurons
in a neural network are connected to many other neu-
rons, Figure 15-34d chows a simple three-laye r neural
network, This network configuration is referred to as
"feedforward," because none of the output signals are
connected back to the Inputs. In a "feedback" or "reso-
nance" configured network, some Intermediate or final
output signals are connected back to network Inputs.
Researchers are currently experimenting with many
different rt.mwork configurations to determine the one
that works best for each type of application.

Neural network based computing can be implemented
In several ways. One way Is to use a dedicated processor

NEURONS
Vp(,

Is)

FI€URE 15-34 (a) Op-amp model ol a neuron. (See also
next page.)
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FIGURE 15-34 (Continued) (b) Neural network
processing element. (C) Mathematical representation of
processing element. (d ) Simple three-layer neural
network. (Courtesy Neural Ware, Inc.)

for each neuron. The large number of neurons usually
makes this impractical, and most applications don't
need the speed capability. An alternative approach Is to
use a single processor and simulate neurons with lookup
tables. The lookup table for each neuron contains the
connectiOns. , input weight values, and output equation
constants. Hecht-Nielsen Neurocomputers markets a
PC/AT-compatible co'processor board which uses this
approach.

A neural network can also be Implemented totally in
software. NeuralWare, Inc. markets neural net simula-
Uon programs for both PC and Macintosh type com-
puters. These packages can be used to learn about
neural nets or develop actual applications which do not
have to operate in real time. Another interesting neural
network program is BrainMaker from California Scien-
tific Software.

Neural network computers are not programmed in the
way that digital computers are, they are trained. instead
of being programmed with a set of rules the way a classic
expert system is, a neural network computer learns
the desired behavior. The learning process may be
supervised, unsupervised, or self-supervised.

In the supervised method a set of input condiuons
and the expected output conditions are applied to the
network. The network learns by adjusting or 'adaptlng"
the weights of the interconnections until the output is
correct. Another input-output set is then applied, and
the network Is allowed to learn this set. After a few sets
the network will have learned or generalized its response
so that it can give the correct response to most applied
input data.

The scheme used to adapt the network is called the
learning rule. Asan example, one of the simplest learning
rules that can be used is the Hebbean Learning Law.
This law decrees that each time the input of a neuron
contributes to the firing, its weight should be increased.
and each time an input does not contribute, its weight
should be decreased. This is somewhat analogous to a
positive-negative reinforcement scheme often used in
human behavior modification. In the case of the network
the result is that these successive "nudges" adapt the
network output to the desired result,

The major advantages of neural networks arc these:

I. They do not need to be programmed: they can simply
be taught the desired response. This eliminates most
of the cost of programming.

2. They can improve their response by learning. A
neural network designed to evaluate loan applica-
tions, for example, can automatically adapt its crite-
ria based on loan-failure feedback data.

3. Input ta does not have to be precise, because the
network works with the sum of the inputs. A neural
network Image-recognition system, for example. can
recognize a person even though he or she has a
somewhat different hairstyle than when the "learn-
ing" image was taken. Likewise, a neural network-
based speech-recognition system can recognize
words spoken by different people. Traditional digital
techniques have a very hard time with these tasks.t
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4. information is not stored in a specific memory
location the way it is in a normal digital computer;
It is stored associatively as a network of intercorinec-
tions and weightings. The result of this Is that the
death of a few neurons wiU usually not seriously

degrade the operation of the system. This character-
istic is also fortunate for us humans!

Software-based n .-urai networks can be used for non-
realtime applications such as forecasting the weather or
the stock market. For realtime applications such as
image recognition and speech recognition. the software
methods are obviously not fast enough. University re-
searchers and companies such as TRW and Texas Instru-
ments are working on ICs5 which implement neural
networks in hardware in he not-too-distant future
these ICs should allos ou o talk to your computer
instead of using a mou allo'our.computer to read
typed messages to you, a lIow your car to drive itself
down the freeway.

FUZZY LOGIC
Consumer products such as video camcorders. cameras,
refrigerators, washing machines, and automobiles ar
increasingly using fuzzy logic control circuits. Linking
the term fuzzy, which here means "not precisely de-
fined." with the term logic may seem to create an
oxymoron like "work party, hut the concept is very real,
The original work or. fuzzy logic was done by llrofessor
Lofti A. Zadeh at U.C. Berkeley In the mid-1960s, but
Japanese companies have been the main ones to patent
the technolo and implement it in products.

fuzzy logic controller is programmed with rules as
is an expert system, but the rules are very flexible. Figure
15-35 shows the graphic method Professor Bart Kosko
of the University of Southern California uses to illustrate
the difference between traditional fixed value logic and
fuzzy logic. Each corner of the cube represents one of
the eight possibilities for a three-variable digital logic

10,0,11

(0,1,0!

FIGURE 15-35 Comparison of binary logic' values and
fuzzy logic values for a 3-input function.

function. For this example. let's assume that the func-
tion is true br the 010, 001. and 100 COmbinations
shown, In a traditional digital logic system the variables
can only have values of 0 or 1. so the only values th.at
will produce a true output are these three. In a fuzzy
logic system the variables can have values other than I
or 0. so the set of all the possible values that will produce
a true output is represented by the triangular plane
formed by the three points. One way to look at this is
that traditional digital logic is just a special case of fuzzy
logic.

One advantage of fuzzy logic systems Is that they can
work with Imprecise terms such as cold, warm, hot, or
near boiling' that humans commonly use, In hardware
terms this means that a fuzzy logic system often doesn't
need precise AID Converters, The Sanyo Fisher Corp.
Model FVC-880 camcorder, for example. tnsesluzzy logic
to directly process the outputs from six sensors arid set
the camera lens for best possible locusing and exposure.

Fuzzy logic can provide very smooth control of mechan-
ical systems. The fuzzy logic-controlled subway in Sen-
dat, Japan, is repotediy so smooth in operation that
standing riders do not use the hand straps during starts
and stops.

In the United States, Togal lnfraLoglc, Inc. in Irvine.
California, has developed a Digltai Fuzzy Processor chip.
They have also developed a Fuzzy-C compiler which can
he used to write a program containing thr rules and
knowledge base for the processor.

SUMMARY

The three Al approaches we have discussed in this
section will obviously not replace standard digital com-
puters for most applications, especially those that in-
volve numerical processing. but they do give some new
choices for difficult applications. The most likely sce-
nario for the future is that a combination of these
techniques will be used to design a system which best
fits the particular application. The results should be
very exciting.

EPILOGUE

This book has been able to show you only a small view
of current microcomputers and the directions in which
they seem to be evolving. Hopefully we have given you
enough of a start that you can continue learning on
your own and play a part in the evolution. Whenever you
feet ovrwhclrned by the amount of new material there
Is to learn, remember the 5-minute rule and the old
saying "Grapevines and people bear the best fniit on
new growth."

CHECKLIST OF IMPORTANT TERMS AND
CONCEPTS IN THIS CHAPTER

If you do not remember any of the terms In the following
list, use the index to help you find them in the chapter
for review.
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Multiuser, multitasking

TSR program

Time-slice and preemptive priority-based scheduling

Semaphore

Deadlock

Critical region

Overlay

Bank switching

Expanded memory

Extended memory

Descriptor table

Virtual memory

Memory-Management Unit

80286
Real address mode
Protected virtual address mode
Interrupt, exception, fault, trap

80386
Architecture, pins, and signals
System connections and interface buses-

ISA bus standard
EISA bus standard
MicroChannel Architecture Bus

Real-mode operation

Protected-mode operation
Segmentation and virtual memory
Segment privilege levels and protection
Call gat
1)0 privilege levels
Interrupt and exception handling
Task switching and task state segment
Paging mode
Flat system memory model

Virtual 8086 mode operation
Virtual machine monitor
Index scaling
OS/2
Microsoft windows

80486
Pipeltning
Cache
Floating-point processor

Parallel processing
Hypercube topology

RISC machine

Artifical intelligence

Expert system

Neural network

Fuzzy logic

5-mintfle rule

Grapevines and new grawth

REVIEW QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS

I. a. Describe the basic operation of a TSR program 	 b. Describe how LIM 4.0-type expanded memory
and draw a memory map to. show how a TSR
program is loaded in a DOS based system.

b. Use a diagram to help explain how a passive
TSR gets executed after It is installed.

2. Briefly describe the two types of scheduling com-
monly used in multiuser/multitasking operating
systems.

3. Suppose that iwo users in a time-share computer
system each want to print Out a tile. How can the
system be prevented from printing lines from one
file between lines of the other file?

4- Define the term deadlock and describe one way It
can be prevented.

S. Define the term critical region and show with 8086
assembly language instructions how a semaphore
can be used to protect a critical region:

6. Describe how an overlay scheme Is used to run
progra ins such as compilers which are too large to
he loaded into ph ysical memory all at once.

7. a. Describe how hank switching is implemented
in a microcomputer svstem

works in a DOS-basefi system.
c. How is extended memory different from ex-

panded memory?

8. a. Define the term virtual memory and use Figure
15-8 to help you briefly describe how a logical
address is converted to a physical address by a
memory management unit.

b. What action will the MMU take if it finds that
a requested segment is not present in physical
memory?

c. What is another major advantage of the indirect
addressing provided by descriptor tables: be-
sides the ability to address a large amount of
virtual memory?

9. List the four major processing units in an 80286
microprocessor ad briefly describe the function of
each

10. Desct-ibe how the real-mode operation of an 80286
is different from protected . mode operation

ii. Define the terms interrupt. exception, fault, and
trap
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12. Explain how an 80286 is switched from real
address macic to protected virtual address mode
and hw it is switched back to real address mode
operation.

13. ci. Show the computations which tell how much
virtual memory an 80286 can address.

b. What factors determine how much physical
memory an 80286 can address?

14.' a. List three major advances that the 80386 mi-
croprocessor has over the 80286,

b. What is the main difference between the 386DX
processor and the 386SX processor?

c. What is the purpose of the 386DX BEO-BE3
signals?

IS. a. How is the EISA bus different from the ISA
bus?

b. If you Iound an interface board lying on the
bench, what is one way you could tell whether
it came from an EISA-based system or from a
MicroChannel Architecture system?

c. Briefly compare the EISA and MCA methods of
arbitrating bus requests from multiple masters
or DMA slaves.

16. ci. Show the computations which tell how much
virtual memory a 386 can address.

b. How much physical memory can a 386 address
in real mode and in protected mode?

17. a. Give the names of the two parts of a 386
protected-mode address.

b. Using Figure 15-21 to help, describe how a 32-
bit virtual address for a data segment location
in a task's local memory is translated to the
actual 32-bit physical address for a 386 operat-
ing in segments only protected mode.

c. How would the discussion in pacth differ if the
desired memory location were in the global
memory area?

d. How does a 386 keep track of where the global
descriptor table and the currently used local
descriptor table are located in memory?

e. Why is the length of the segment included in
the descriptor for a segment?

18. How are tasks in a 386 system protected from each
other?

19. How can operating system kernel procedures and
data be protected from access by application pro-
grams in a 386 system?

20. In a 386 system a task operating at a level 2 prIvilege
earl in a special way call a procedure at a higher
privilege level. Describe briefly the mechanism that
is used to make this access.

21. a. A 386 maintains a task state segment for each
active task in a system. How are these task
state segments accessed?

b. Briefly describe how a 386 does a task switch
using a FAR JMP or a FAR CALL instruction.

22. a. Use Figure 15-26 to help you explain how a 386
computes a physical address when its paging
mode is enabled.

b. What is the advantage oged-based virtual
memory ever segments onlbased virtual
memory?

c. Define the term simple flat memory model and
the term paged flat memory model for a 386.

23. a. How is a 386 switched into virtual 8086 mode
during a task switch?

b. Briefly describe the response of the virtual
machine monitor when a real-mode 8086 pro-
gram executes an tNT 21H instruction.

24. Using the program in Figure 15-29a as a model.
write a program which uses some of the new 386
instruction features to treat the four words in table
as a 64-bit word, and rotate it 8 bits to the left.

25. Describe three major additions or improvements
that the 486 processor has over the 386 processor.

26. List three major features characteristic of a RISC-
based computer and describe how each of these
features helps produce faster execution.

27. What are the major advantage of using parallel
processors with, for example, a hypercube connec.
tion architecture over using a single fast processor?

28. a. Describe the basic operation of a neuron in a
neural computer.

b. How is the programmlng' of a neural network
computer different from the programming of a
standard, fixed-Instruction-set computer?

c. List some advantages of a ;eua! network-type
computer.

ci. For what types of applications are neural net-
work-type computers best suited

29. a. How is a fuzzy logic control system different
from a traditional digital logic 'ontrol system?

b. What are some advantages of fuzzy logic?
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